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Dedication

On August 13th of 1992, Professor Winfried Schmidt of the Universibj of
Karlsruhe and the Kernforschungszentrum, Karlsruhe, Germany died at the age
of 60 in a traffic accident. The editors wish to dedicate these proceedings to the
memory of this close friend. He will be sorely missed by his many colleagues for
both his scientific contributions and personal qualities.

Professor Schmidt began his career at Karlsruhe in 1964 with theoretical
work in high energy physics. Beginning in 1979, he headed the Office of Future
Tasks for the KfK Board of Directors. We first became acquainted with him at this
time when he joined the Beams community by introducing KfK research on
intense ion beams and their interactions with matter. Our friendship with him and
his family deepened during his two-year, Washington DC based tenure as KfK
Liaison Officer in the mid 1980's when we had ample opportunity to learn of his
deep love of science, be exposed to his wide-ranging ideas on many subjects,
and be charmed by the warmth, intelligence, and talents of his wife and daugh-
ters. To Beams conference attendees, he may be best known as Scientific
Secretary of Beams '88 and editor of those proceedings. His excellent organiza-
tion of that conference provided a model for those that followed and substantially
eased our similar efforts with regard to Beams 92. 9eginning in 1989, Prof.
Schmidt headed a numerical physics group at KfK. One part of this work was
code development and comprehensive modeling of light ion diodes that lead di-
rectly to impressive improvements in the focusing performance in subsequent KfK
experiments. His last effort was coordination between KfK and the University of
Karlsruhe in preparation for a super-computing facility in Karlsruhe.

Winfried Schmidt will be long remembered by his colleagues for his impor-
tant scientific contributions. His friends will miss him most for the infectious en-
thusiasm he brought to his research and other interests, and for his penetrating
wit. We mourn the passing of this good friend and fine scientist.
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Introduction

The 9 th International Conference on High-Power Particle Beams was held in
Washington D.C. from May 25 th to May 29th, 1992, and was hosted by the Naval
Research Laboratory and the University of Maryland. Previous conferences were held
in Novosibirsk, Russia (1990, 1979), Karlsruhe, Germany (1988), Kobe, Japan (1986),
San Francisco, California (1983), Paris, France (1981), Ithaca, New York (1977), and
Albuquerque, New Mexico (1975). Over 400 invited and contributed papers were
presented making it the largest conference of the series. The 423 registered attendees
represented 16 countries and included 65 scientists from the former Soviet Union
(FSU). A breakdown of the attendance and contributions by country can be found at
the beginning of the Registrant List in the third volume of these proceedings.

The purpose of Beams 92 was the exchange of new ideas and results associated
with the science and applications of high-power particle beams in the following areas.

-Physics and Technology of High.Power Particle Beams including the
generation, focusing, and propagationof electron, light-ion, heavy-ion, and
cluster-ionbeams

-New Developments in Pulsed-Power Technology and High-Power
Accelerators including capacitive, inductive, and rep-rated pulsed-power
generators,opening-switchtechnology,inductionand cyclicaccelerators,and
coherent-waveacceleratorconcepts

- High-Power Particle Beam Experiments and Diagnostics

- Particle-Beam Interactions with Matter includingbremsstrahlung,stopping
phenomena,plasmaheating,andhigh-energy-densitytargetplasmas

- Physics of Pulsed-Power-Driven Discharges includinghigh-powerimplod-
ing-plasma and plasma-focusresearch, fiber-generatedpinches, compact
toroids,and discharge-plasmaheatingand radiation

- Applications to Coherent Radiation Generation includinggigawattsingle-
pulse microwavegenerators,fast-wave oscillatorsand amplifiers,and free-
electronlasers

- Technical and Industrial Applications includingion-beam ICF, x-ray and
neutral-beamsources, x-ray lasers,electron-beam-pumpedlasers, radiogra-
phy,x-ray lithography,materialsprocessing,and pollutioncontrol

The programwas dividedintoeighttopical invitedoral sessionswith 20- and 30-
minutepresentations,seven topicalpostersessions,and a summarysession. The 304
paperscontainedin theseproceedingsrepresentapproximately90% of the invitedoral

z
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talks and 73% of the contributed poster papers. Volume I contains all of the invited oral
papers and the contributed Pulsed Power papers. Volume II contains the contributed
Ion Beam, Electron Beam, and Beam Diagnostics papers. Volume III contains the
Microwave, Free Electron Laser, Advanced Accelerator, Beam Applications, and
Plasma Discharge papers.

Gerold Yonas, who initiated this series of conferences with Beams '75 in Albuquer-
que, New Mexico, gave a stimulating keynote address entitled "Beams 2020" where he
looked backward and forward approximately 20 years. The summary session was ably
represented by J. Pace VanDevender of the USA reviewing advances in Ion Beams
and ICF, Dmitri Ryutov of Russia reviewing Electron Beams, Henri Doucet of France
reviewing Microwaves and Free Electron Lasers, Gennady A. Messyats of Russia
reviewing Pulsed Power and Accelerator Technology, and Ravi Sudan of the USA
reviewing Applications and Z-Pinches. Although the texts of the keynote address and
summary papers are not included in these proceedings, each of these sessions is re-
corded on VHS video tape along with the other eight invited oral sessions. Copies of
the video tapes, along with limited extra copies of these proceedings, will be available
from Maxwell Laboratories, Inc., host of the Beams '94 Conference to be held in San
Diego California, June 20-24, 1994. (See future Beams '94 announcements, or contact
Roger White, Beams '94 Co-chairman for details.)

The Beams 92 Conference was special for several reasons. The scientific papers
were of high quality and, taken together, represented a complete picture of the world
effort in the field of high-power particle beams. The large number of domestic and
international attendees represented almost every research effort in this field. A most
important feature of this conference arose from its timing as the first major internatior,al
conference in our field following the collapse of the Soviet Union. This provided the
opportunity for extended technical exchanges, in some cases for the first time, with an
extraordinarily large contingent of colleagues from the FSU. Many of these technical
discussions concerned future international collaborations with FSU laboratories that
hold promise for rapid progress in our field. Beams 92 hosted 65 representatives from
the FSU that presented 124 papers, including many reports on subjects not previously
available to western scientists. This group included an impressive number of Academi-
cians among whom was A.I. Pavlovskii from Arzamas-16 who presented one such
important report entitled "Linear Accelerators with Radial Lines." The Beams commu-
nity suffered a great loss when Dr. Pavlovskii passed away this year.

The venue for Beams 92 included a number of evening social events to which all
attendees were invited. These events provided opportunities for extending technical
discussions begun during formal conference sessions, for strengthening old friend-
ships, and for forming new ones.

We look forward to Beams '94 and are certain that it will prove as successful and
rewarding as Beams 92.
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Abstract

Significant progress in the generation and focusing of ion beams generated by PBFA II has enabled us to
begin experiments in ion beam coupling and target physics. Data from these experiments indicates that we
can reproducibly deliver -50 KJ of 5 MeV protons at an average power intensity of 3.5 TW/cm 2to a 6 mm
diameter by 6 mrn tall cylindrical target. The implosion of spherical exploding pusher targets and the radi-
ation production from foam-filled cylindrical thermal targets were studied in these experiments. They
demonstrated that high quality target data can be obtained on PBFA II. Specific deposition rates of about
100 TW/g were achieved in these experiments. This deposition rate marks the boundary between the

regime where enhanced ion deposition and equation-of-state (EOS) physics are studied (10-100 TW/g)
and the regime where radiation-conversion and radiation-transport physics are studied (100-1000 TW/g).
Experiments in the radiation-conversion regime are now of primary importance in our program because
these experiments will test the target physics basis for ion-driven ICE

Experiments using a thin film LiF source have produced an intensity of 1 TW/cm 2 of lithium ions. This
beam has a potential specific deposition rate of 300-400 TW/g in hydrocarbon foams. However, radiation
conversion experiments will require an increased total energy content of this beam in order to overcome
the specific internal energy of the foam. Further increases in ion beam intensity and energy content are

being pursued in a multi-pronged attack. Understanding and controlling ion beam divergence is the highest
program priority. Present understanding indicates that instabilities in the electron sheath cause significant
ion beam divergence. Our understanding suggests that this contribution to the ion divergence can be
decreased by operating the diode at a low enhancement through the use of high applied magnetic fields or
by modifying the electron distribution near the anode via electron limiters. The new 9 cm radius "Compact

Diode" has the capability of generating _>8T applied magnetic fields which will enable divergence experi-
ments in the low-enhancement, high-B regime. Experiments with the LEVIS (Laser Evaporation Ion
Source) lithium source have demonstrated the existence of a preformed plasma, as determined by visible-
emission spectroscopy of the anode plasma, Work on improving lithium purity with this source is in
progress. This active anode plasma will be used in experiments testing the effectiveness of electron limit-
ers in controlling ion beam divergence. We are also working to understand the interrelation between accel-
erator coupling, diode physics, and ion beam focusing in order to optimize the diode configuration to
maximize the power intensity on target. Success in these experiments will provide an adequate lithium
beam for performing target experiments exploring radiation conversion and radiation transport physics in
ion-driven ICF.
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Light Ion Beams for ICF

Intense beams of light ions are being developed to drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF) targets 1.
The study of the technology of high intensity light ion beams began about 1975 with pioneering work at
Cornell 2, Sandia3, and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) 4. This has expanded into an international
effort that now includes research in Germany, Japan, and the former Soviet Union. The list of laboratories
performing this international research includes: the Nuclear Research Center, Karlsruhe; the Institute for
Laser Engineering, Osaka; Tokyo Institute of Technology, Yokahama; the Technological University of
Nagaoka; The Institute for High Current Electronics, Tomsk: The Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Novosibirsk; and the Institute of Electrophysics, Ekaterinburg. The University of Wisconsin also partici-
pates in the engineering design of light ion facilities.

Before performing target physics experiments, it has been necessary to first develop this technology
to produce and focus ion beams to the sufficient energies and intensities. In 1989, a proton beam was
focused to an intensity of 5 TW/cm 2 averaged over the surface of a 6 mm diameter sphere 5. In 1991, pro-
ton beams were used to perform the first series of target experiments aimed at contributing to the knowl-
edge base of ICF science. Ongoing research in the understanding, development, and focusing of light ion
beams is aimed primarily at the generation of lithium ion beams which will be superior in their target-drive
characteristics, The first series of target physics experiments using lithium ion beams is planned for 1992.

At present, the key technical challenges for the light ion program are reducing ion divergence,
increasing ion beam intensity, and conducting well-designed and well-diagnosed experiments at higher ion
beam intensities.

The Physics of Indirectly-Driven Light-Ion Targets

A generic sketch of an indirectly-driven light-ion target is shown in Figure 1.

Singleionbeam

High-Zconvertel FuelCapsule
and case L_-Z, _w-der_ity

(foam)converter

Figure 1. Generic sketch of an indirectly-driven light-ion inertial confinement fusion target.

The fusion capsule is embedded within a foam-filled hohlraum. Ions penetrate the external shell and
volumetrically deposit their energy in the low-density foam, which converts the ion beam energy into x-
rays. The radiation, in turn, bathes the fusion capsule and provides the drive for the capsule implosion. The
principal reason for converting ion energy into x-ray energy is to achieve radiation smoothing of unaccept-
ably large perturbations in the initial drive in order to achieve a symmetric implosion of the fuel capsule.
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In a well-designed target, the target absorbs all of the incident ion energy with the low-density foam
absorbing about 70% of the energy and producing a thermal electron spectrum. The absence of holes in the
case minimizes energy loss from inside the hohlraum and increases the overall target efficiency. The volu-
metric deposition characteristic of ion beams provides initial smoothing of beam non-uniformities and
radiation smoothing provides the final symmetrization. This smoothing during deposition and x-ray gener-
ation also makes the target less sensitive to the time-dependent symmetry of the drive. Volumetric deposi-
tion minimizes the density and temperature gradients in the target which decreases the opportunity for
instabilities to occur in the deposition region. Energy conversion into hydrodynamic motion of the con-
verter material is also minimized in a light-ion hohlraum. The unique and favorable deposition and hohl-
raum physics of light ions make these targets attractive for achieving ICF in the laboratory.

Deposition Intensities and Radiation Conversion

The peak ion beam intensity on target, the total energy delivered to the target within a hydrodynami-
cally acceptable time, and the ion beam range in the target are among the parameters that most directly
affect the performance of an ion-driven target. The ion beam intensity (TW/cm 2) divided by the ion beam

9 ...... 9

range (g/cm-) determines the specific power deposition (TW/g) m the target. The energy density (MJ/cm-)
divided by the range gives the specific energy deposition (M J/g). The magnitude and uniformity of the spe-

cific power and energy provide the proper figures of merit for judging the ,performance of an ion-driven
hohlraum for driving a capsule. At present, the divergence of our ion beams'limits the specific power and
energy deposition in the target because it limits the amount of the beam that reaches the target.

The x-ray conversion efficiency depends on the ion species and energy, and on the target material.
Figure 2 demonstrates that the ion beam conversion efficiency to radiation is predicted to increase as the
beam intensity is increased. This efficiency estimate is based on a simple time-dependent model that bal-

ances deposited beam energy with material heat capacity and blackbody radiation losses 6. Note that hydro-
dynamic motion and electron thermal conduction are ignored in this model and that these efficiencies
probably reflect upper bounds. We see that this model predicts that a 10 TW/cm 2 Li beam with an energy
of 10 MeV will be -80% efficient in converting ion energy into x-rays. The conversion efficiency into x-
rays is predicted to approach 90% at 100 TW/cm 2 for 24 MeV lithium.

Present Beam Focusing Capabilities

The specific deposition rates that are consistent with the present beam focusing capabilities of the ion
diode on the PBFA II accelerator are summarized in Table I.

Table h Present PBFA-II specific deposition rates and energies into a cold CH foam for a 15 ns ion
beam pulse.

,

Ion Range Intensity Energy on Specific Specific
Ion Energy (mg/cm2) (TW/cm_) Target Deposition Energy

(MeV) (KJ) (TW/g) (MJ/g)
.... , 'ii ,.= ',

Proton 5 32 3.5 52 110 1.65

Proton 5 32 5 75 157 2.35

I ,..._ .........

Lithium 9 2.6 1 15 380 5.7
......
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Figure 2. X-ray conversion efficiencyas a function of intensity for lasers of varying wavelengthsand ions of varying
rangesS.This graph has been modifiedto include the predicted conversion efficiency of shorter range light ions6
assuming a 20 ns beam pulse into a carbon target.

Proton beams of up to 5 TW/cm 2 have been generated on PBFA II5; the 3.5 TW/cm 2 value is more
representative of the average performance on a complex target experiment. A lithium beam of 1 TW/cm 2
has been generated on PBFA II9. Table I illustrates the role of both ion intensity and ion range in determin-
ing the target performance. Although the intensity achieved with lithium beams is less than that of protons,
the specific power deposition in TW/g is larger for the lithium beams. This means that the lithium beams
are actually more effective at heating the target material than the proton beams because their range is so
much shorter. The more favorable deposition properties of lithium beams as compared to protons is part of
the rationale for selecting lithium as the baseline ion in Sandia's ICF program.

Experiments Along the Path to Ignition

As Sandia's beam generation and focusing capability increases, the range of target experiments that
can be performed with these beams increases. Figure 3 is a modification of a plot from a recent GSI

10
report that shows anticipated temperatures generated in gaseous and solid targets as a function of the
specific deposition power of an ion beam. The plot indicates that ion deposition and equation of state
(EOS) experiments can be appropriately performed at specific powers of 10-100 TW/g, radiation physics
experiments can be conducted between 100 and 1000 TW/g, while implosion studies become possible at
1000 TW/g. Superimposed on this plot are three regions that have already been explored, or will be
explored in the near future using light ion beams. The lowest specific deposition region labeled "Stopping
Power Experiments" spans the specific depositions that have been realized in previous light-ion stopping
power experiments both at Sandia and NRL. The next higher region labelled "PBFA-II Proton Experi-
ments" refers to the recent proton target series; those experiments achieved specific deposition powers of
approximately 100 TW/g in a hydrocarbon foam and will be the subject of the next two sections. These
proton experiments generated the first data on x-ray production and radiation physics from targets in a
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Figure 3. ICF target physics issues that can be studied by ion beams of ir, creasing specific deposition power and
associated increasing target temperature. Present and projected capabilities of light- and heavy-ion machines are

noted. The original figure, found in Reference 10, has been modified to include the light ion capabilities

hohlraum-like geometry. Information on ignition-size targets was also obtained with direct-drive explod-
ing pusher targets. The highest shaded region labeled "PBFA-II Lithium Experiments" shows the specific
powers that should be available using lithium beams in 1992.This figure also indicates that target physics
experiments on the PBFA II accelerator are generating important data for both the Light and Heavy Ion
Programs. Target experiments in the radiation-conversion regime are now of primary importance to the
program because these experiments will test the target physics basis for ion-driven ICF.

Direct-Drive Implosion Experiments

Although exploding pusher target performance does not scale to ignition conditions, these targets can
provide useful target physics data. Furthermore, since exploding pusher targets are less sensitive to drive
uniformity than ablative targets, they can be studied using direct-drive by the ion beam. The pie diagram in
Figure 4a shows a cross sectional view of the targets that were used in these experiments.
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Figure 4. a) Pie diagram of a direct-drive exploding pusher target fielded on PBFAII and b) time-integrated x-ray
image of the imploded target as viewed through a -2 keV x-ray filter in the coordinate system of the film plane. Note
the prominent central stagnation feature.

The target consisted of a thin plastic shell, doped with a chlorine layer on the inner surface, filled with
1.2 atmospheres of deuterium. The target shell was designed to be about 60% of an ion range thick so that
ions would deposit energy on both their inward and outward trajectories in order to symmetrize the pri-
mary drive (-15-20% azimuthal nonuniformity at the target equator, the pole-to-equator asymmetry can be
larger due to the difference between the spherical geometry of the target and the cylindrical geometry of
the beam).

The significant results of these experiments include the following: l) chlorine Ka radiation produced
by ion impact ionization was sufficient to provide an x-ray time-history of the shell motion, 2) the target
compression was about 5: l, in good agreement with hydrodynamic predictions, and 3) there were distinct
differences between filled and unfilled targets as predicted by hydrodynamic simulations.

Hohlraum-Like Target Experiments
!

In these experiments, a cylindrical version of an ion-driven hohlraum was used to study radiation and
hohlraum physics issues. Since the specific deposition power of our proton beams have reached the 100
TW/g levels which was noted in Figure 3 as being consistent with the beginnings of radiation physics
experiments, and since the indirect-drive approach that the light ion program has embraced is critically
dependent on radiation physics, these experiments were extremely important.

Figure 5a shows a cross sectional view of the targets used in these experiments. A low-density hydro-
carbon foam was placed within a gold cylinder, approximating a cylindrical hohlraum. The exterior gold
cone was part of the beam characterization and energy accounting diagnostics on these experiments while
the 5 Ton" of argon was used to provide space charge and current neutralization of the ion beam during
transport to the target. The vacuum barrier excluded the argon from the x-ray diagnostic line-of-sight to
allow viewing of the thermal emission from the target.
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The foam was heated to approximately 35 eV in these experiments. An analysis of filtered XRD and
bolometer signals indicates similar brightness temperatures across many spectral cuts. This is consistent
with the generation of a Planckian x-ray spectrum which indicates that at this specific deposition level the
ion beam coupling is indeed into a thermal spectrum. A sample x-ray pinhole camera image of the target as
viewed from below is shown in Figure 6b.

Other important conclusions that can be drawn from the data include: 1) the foam was heated and
reached the optically thin state necessary for radiation transport, 2) the radiation output was increased by
the presence of the foam, and 3) the foam retarded the motion of the gold case.

Figure 5. a) Cross sectional view of cylindrical hohlraum-like target and b) time-integrated x-ray image of the
thermal emission from the central foam region of the target in the coordinate system of the film plane.

Future Beam Capabilities and Target Experiment Plans

Now that we have performed the first target experiments aimed at developing a path to ignition for
light ion beams on PBFA II we are planning the future. Table II shows our present ion beam capabilities
and charts a path of increasing beam intensity and specific deposition towards ignition. The superiority of
lithium beams to protons for studying target physics is clear. The specific deposition power of a 9 MeV
lithium beam is 10 times that of a 5 MeV proton beam for the same focal intensity. This table indicates that
near-term lithium-driven hohlraum experiments can fully explore the radiation physics and hohlraum
physics regimes, and achieve the conditions necessary to perform initial hydrodynamic experiments. It is
interesting to note that present ignition target designs call for 24-30 MeV lithium ions at intensities of
between 100 and 120 TW/cm 2. This translates to specific deposition powers of between 5000 and 10000
TW/g. We see, therefore, that a 10 TW/cm 2 lithium beam having a specific deposition rate of almost 4000
TW/g will be testing ion beam deposition and radiation conversion at near-ignition levels. Such experi-
ments will give us an early indication of the validity of our deposition and radiation conversion models and
should indicate whether non-linear processes in ion deposition or radiation conversion will be a problem

for ignition targets.
Our near term strategy is to increase the lithium beam intensity up to 10 TW/cm 2 while holding the

ion energy relatively constant. As the lithium intensity is increased to 20-35 TW/cm 2, modest increases in

voltage become advantageous for increasing the total beam energy delivered to the target. Our present
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belief is that we can achieve intensities up to 35 TW/cm 2 on PBFA II without an energy upgrade. However,
reaching the 120 TW/cm 2 that is required to achieve ignition will require a substantial energy increase.

Table II: Present and future PBFA-II specific deposition rates and energies into a cold CH foam for a

15 ns beam pulse.
, .....

Ion Range Intensity Energy Specific Specific
Ion Energy (mg/cm-) (TW/cm 2) on Target Deposition Energy

(MeV) (KJ) (TW/g) (MJ/g)

Present PBFA-II parameters
,,.

Proton 5 32 5 50 157 1.57
.....

Lithium 9 2.6 1 15 380 5.7
......

Increase specific power deposition to > 1000 TWIg at constant ion energy
-.,

Lithium 9 2.6 5 75 1900 28.5
--,,

Lithium 9 2.6 10 150 3800 57
m

Increase ion energy and intensity to increase total energy on target
.......

Lithium 12 4.0 20 300 5000 75
............

Lithium 15 6.0 35 525 5800 87

Ignition level beam - requires upgrade ot' PBFA II
,..

Lithium 30 19.5 120 1800 6200 93
.-,

Status of Lithium Ion Beam Production

We are presently pursuing two thin-film approaches to generating lithium ions: 1) LiF, a -0.6 l.tm vac-

uum-deposited coating on a stainless-steel anode, and 2) LEVIS 11, a laser-heated, laser-ionized source

based on vacuum-deposited LiAg films. Visible emission spectroscopy of the accelerating gap between the

anode and the cathode has provided detailed information about the physics of each of these sources. Some

of this information, along with that obtained from Faraday cups, an energy-filtered ion pinhole camera, and
electrical diagnostics is summarized in Table III.

Table III: Comparison of LiF and LEVIS lithium ion sources.

Property LiF LEVIS
. ........... ,,..

Ion emission surface Anode surface Expanding plasma
.....

Emission mechanism Field emission? Ion extraction from plasma
......... -- _ .........

Purity -100% Li +1, little H+C H+C impurities if unheated
> 90% Li if DC-heated >5 hrs @ 120° C

Sensitive to YAG laser power?
.................

Ion emission delay -24 ns -24 ns
.......

Early Child current? None observed None observed
,,,
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TableIIh Comparison of LiF and LEVIS lithium ion sources.

Compatible with limiter? Unknown.Might require Yes
electrons to turn-on?

Lithium beam energy 80-140 KJ _ 100KJ

Divergence at source <17 mrad <12 mrad

Focal spot size (horiz) 8-9 mm 9-10 mm

Spectroscopic data shows a high electric field (E-8MV/cm) at the anode surface for the LiF source.
The electric field drops in magnitude as the diode voltage drops. This behavior is consistent with field
emission of lithium ions from the LiF film on the anode surface. The LiF source appears to have high lith-
ium purity. Furthermore, recent experiments where the LiF coating height was varied from 1.5 to 14 cm
show that the lithium beam duration increases with increasing LiF coating height as shown in Table IV.

Specifically, the previously reported 15 ns duration of the lithium beam from LiF has been increased to 25-
30 ns by this means. One theory suggests that this behavior is related to ,oiower diode impedance collapse

Table IV: FWHM of Faraday cup and PIN diode lithium signals with LiF coating height.

Coating Height Signal FWHM
(cm) (ns)

1.5 8

5 15
_._ .

9 2O

14+ 25-30
.

with decreasing current enhancement (over Child-Langrnuir) due to increasing source area. Another sug-
gests that uncoated portions of the anode emit protons, which changes the diode impedance, and that
extending the LiF coating height suppresses this proton emission. Experiments are planned to attempt to
determine the physics behind this data.

LEVIS uses a Nd:YAG and a tuned dye laser to form a lithium plasma. Spectroscopic data from
LEVIS indicates that a preformed plasma has been generated that shields the physical anode surface from
the electric field. Lithium ions are accelerated from the preformed plasma. Hydrocarbon surface contami-
nation has limited the purity of the lithium beam from LEVIS when the anode is unheated. A recent exper-
iment has shown >90% lithium purity when a LiAg-coated anode was DC-heated >5 hours at 120° C. The
lithium purity of the beam also appears to be sensitive to the YAG laser power, ln-situ deposition of lithium
metal is also being tested for producing pure lithium beams using LEVIS.

The delay of ion current with respect to the diode current appears to be identical for both sources,
although the expectation has been that the preformed source would generate an ion beam sooner. Surpris-
ingly, Faraday cup data have shown that there is no low-level Child current early in time for either the LiF
or the LEVIS source. We speculate that this is related to the virtual cathode dynamics of the diode. The
preformed plasma from a LEVIS source is definitely compatible with electron limiters for controlling ion
divergence. LiF has yet to be tested with an electron limiter and might not be suitable if it requires signifi-
cant electron deposition to activate ion emission.

The lithium beam energies generated using LiF have been higher than those for LEVIS. However, we
believe that operational difficulties associated with fielding LEVIS on PBFA II, rather than diode physics,
is limiting the lithium energy for LEVIS. The source divergences in Table III are determined from spectral
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line widths of light emitted near the anode and do not allow one to conclude that LEVIS has a lower diver-
gence because the LiF value is only an upper bound due to electric field gradients contributing to the spec-

tral line broadening. Note that the visible spectrometer used in these measurements is observing emission
from neutral lithium (Li I) and that the Li+_behavior is inferred from the Li I data. Finally, the horizontal
focal spot observed by the ion pinhole camera is quite similar for LiF and LEVIS, indicating that they do
indeed have similar overall beam divergences. Both sources continue to be used and developed.

Lithium Beam Focusing Strategy

The achievable lithium beam intensity on PBFA II is primarily determined by three factors: 1) the
amount of power coupled from the accelerator to the ion beam, 2) the lithium beam purity, and 3) the lith-
ium beam divergence. The present PBFA-II parameters for proton and lithium beams are summarized in
Table V. We see that the power coupling of the accelerator to the ion beam is better for protons than for
lithium. This is due partly to the increased ion turn-on delay (ion current with respect to diode current) for

lithium as compared to protons that puts the current and voltage further out of phase. Beam purity pres-
ently favors lithium ions, however, the poor lithium beam divergence more than compensates for this
advantage. Lithium beam focusing experiments are planned to deal with these issues. Ideas that will be
tested include: 1) a "mesa anode" which elevates the ion source by 2-3 mm from the surrounding anode
surface, 2) increased ion area to achieve lower enhancement and improve impedance and power coupling,
and 3) vertical focusing experiments where special care is given to vertical alignment, under-insulation at
the diode midplane, and top/bottom power balance in order to assure that we are performing midplane-

symmetric beam focusing. These experiments will help determine the role of enhancement in diode imped-
ance collapse. In particular, the mesa anode experiments will help determine whether source enhancement
or impurity emission outside the lithium coating height play a dominant role in lithium diode power cou-
pling and impedance.

Table V: Comparison of present PBFA-II proton and lithium beam parameters as related to ion beam
focusing.

Species Ion Power Ion Emission Species Divergence FocusedDelay Purity Intensity
(TW) (ns) (%) (mrad) (TW/cm2)

"."",_ , _ .... '_

protons ~ 18 - 10 50-60 ~16 5
....

lithium 5-12 -24 ~100 -32 1
..

Ion Beam Divergence

Ion beam divergence has a quadratic effect on the achievable beam intensity. As seen in Table V,
increased lithium beam divergence is the dominant factor in limiting the presently achievable lithium beam
intensity. Therefore, understanding and controlling lithium beam divergence is our highest priority.

Simulations using the 3-D electromagnetic particle-in-cell (PIC) code QUICKSILVER have identi-
fied an early-time diocotron instability in the electron flow in the diode 12 Analytic calculations 13, which
include a charge-neutral region in the diode following the beam acceleration gap, produce a calculated
growth rate for the diocotron instability in good agreement with the simulations. In the QUICKSILVER
simulations, the high-frequency diocotron instability evolves during the pulse to a low-frequency "ion
mode" instability due to the interaction of the ion beam with the electron sheath. The frequency of the ion
mode instability is related to the time it takes for an ion to cross the sheath. Since our lithium beams have

[
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lower ion velocities than our proton beams, the ion mode frequency is lower for lithium than for protons.
Wave-particle coupling of the sheath instability to the ion beam will increase the beam divergence and
energy spread as the ions traverse the sheath. The transverse momentum and energy spread of an ion beam
interacting with the electron sheath are minimized for high-frequency instabilities and short ion transit
times (high ion velocities).

Ion beam divergence can come from many sources: 1) divergence at the ion source, 2) electromag-
netic fluctuations, 3) beam non-uniformities, 4) variations in canonical angular momentum at the gascell
foil, 5) multiple scattering, and 6) transport effects. Experimental data, QUICKSILVER simulations, and
analytic stability analysis indicate that electromagnetic fluctuations can dominate beam divergence growth.
The dominance of electromagnetic fluctuations in divergence is particularly clear for proton beams where
data from microwave measurements, the magnetic spectrometer, the ion movie camera, ultra-compact ion
pinhole cameras, and visible spectroscopy strongly corroborate this assertion. In particular, divergence
measurements at the source (by spectroscopy), at the gascell foil (by pinhole cameras), and at the focus (by
the movie camera) of C IV ions in the beam show < 10 mrad divergence at the source and --25 mrad at both
the gascell and focal positions. This indicates that the largest contribution to divergence for these beams
comes from the region between the source and the gascell where the electron sheath is located. The protons
in the beam are assumed to follow the same pattern. Therefore, it appears that divergence from electromag-
netic fluctuations is dominant for proton beams. We are presently attempting to determine whether this is
also the case for lithium beams.

Our theoretical understanding of these electromagnetic instabilities has matured to the point where
they can also be used to suggest means of controlling and reducing ion beam divergence. A trend of
decreasing ion beam divergence with decreasing ion current enhancement over the Child-Langmuir value
is found in the simulations. By providing better control over the evolution of the electron density in the
anode-cathode gap, the simulations show that the low divergence phase can be extended by increasing the
duration of the high-frequency phase of the electron sheath instabilities. Specific solutions for reaching this
condition include providing the electron control with an increased magnetic field (-5.8 T for protons and
~6.3 T for lithium), and using an electron limiter to limit the electron density near the anode.

Preliminary data on divergence with electron limiters has recently been obtained with extraction
diodes on the KALIF accelerator at Karlsruhe and the LION accelerator at Cornell University. Experi-
ments with electron limiters and higher magnetic fields are planned for PBFA II and SABRE beginning in

June. The PBFA-II experiments will use both the standard 15 cm radius ion diode and the newly developed
9 cm "compact diode" to study high fields and limiters. SABRE is a new extraction geometry machine that
uses the "HELIA" inductive cavity adder technology to provide accelerating potentials of up to 10 MV.
Data on divergence in 2-stage extraction diodes have been obtained on the REIDEN-IV SHVS generator at
ILE, Osaka.

Planned lithium target experiments

We plan to integrate the results of our lithium beam generation, beam focusing, and divergence reduc-
tion experiments for application to preliminary lithium-driven target experiments this summer. These tar-
get experiments will be similar to the previously discussed hohlraum-like target experiments that we
performed using proton beams. The targets for these experiments will be optimized for the range and dep-
osition characteristics of 8-9 MeV lithium ions. The higher specific deposition rate of lithium beams
should allow us to achieve higher foam temperatures in these experiments.

Summary

The first complex ICF target experiments to be performed on an ion accelerator have been success-
fully fielded on PBFA II. These experiments obtained time-integrated, time-resolved, imaging, and spectral
diagnostic information from an extensive array of instruments. The target data has shown that we can cou-
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pie ion beam energy to ignition-size spherical targets. The data has also shown that we can couple energy
into a foam-filled hohlraum, produce an optically-thin foam, and generate an x-ray yield which is consis-
tent with a Planckian spectrum. Lithium beams will have higher specific deposition rates that will allow us
to increase the temperature of our targets. Both LiF and LEVIS sources are being developed for providing
a pure lithium beam. Lithium beam generation and focusing experiments are being fielded to drive further
target experiments. Progress in the theoretical understanding of ion beam divergence indicate that electro-
magnetic instabilities are a dominant source of divergence. Experiments are being performed to attempt to
control ion beam divergence and increase the power density on target. The results of our beam generation,
focusing, and divergence experiments will be integrated and applied to lithium-driven target experiments.
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Abstract
The LIONaccelerator has been used to perform a series of expedrnents to investigate
the operation of magnetically insulated extraction diodes. These diodes produce
annularbeam with an outer radiusof 11.3 cm and an inner radius of 8.6 cm. The
beam voltages were typically 1-1.25 MV with a 40 nsec ion beam current of
apl_-oximately250 KA 8. The diodes were normally operated at B/B*-1.5 and
typical enharcernents over Child-Langmuirof 15 to Z5. Both active and passive
anodeplasmasources have been investigated. The effects of modifyingthe magnetic
field gradient in the diode will be discussed and a theoretical model presented.
Techniques for cleaningthe anode surface for the promotion of Li beams will be
described.

Introduction

Extraction geometry, magnetically insulated diodes will be the sources of intense ion beams
for future light ion inertial confinement fusion drivers as well as for other applications such
as material surface modification. These diodes are insulated by an applied magnetic field
nearly parallel to the anode in the (r, z) plane. They produce annular ion beams accelerated
perpendicular to the anode, in the z-direction if the anode is fiat or focused to the axis if the
anode surface is conical. This insulating field necessarily introduces radial gradients that
influence the magnetically insulated electron flow and can cause nonuniform radial
distribution of ion current and electron loss. In an attempt to better understand the operation
of these diodes we have carded out an expedmental study of these extraction diodes and also
developed a theoretical model to account for radial and axial electron dynamics. The model
suggests several effective means of controlling the radial dynamics which have been confirmed
by expedment_ Experiments have been performed using both passive "flashover" anodes and
active EMFAAPSexploding foil anodes driven by the LION accelerator. In addition, a sedes of
experiments was performed to investigate methods of removing protons from the accelerated
ion beam. Cleaning techniqueshave been developed for use on a UF EMFAAPSanode that reduce
the proton content in the lithium beam.

ExperimentalApparatus

The extraction diode used for these experiments is shown in Figure 1. Inner and outer cathode
coils were used to produce the radially directed insulating magnetic field. Shunts on these
coils allowed the magnetic field gradient to be adjusted, modifying the radial variation of
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B/B*. Innerand outer cathodetips were placedtypically 6 mm from the anodesurface. The
innerand outer radiiof the anodewere 8.6 and 11.3 cm respectively.The anodesurfacewas
positionedat a 15° anglefor geometricfocusing.Passiveand activeanodeswereusedfor these
experiments. The passiveanodeswere constructedwith epoxy filled grooves in aluminum.
The active anodeswere the EMFAAPStype(l) with a 0.1 I_ evaporated aluminumfoil. For
producing lithium beamsa 1.5 I_ layer of LtF was vapor deposited over the aluminumfoil.
The anode was isolated from the high voltage pulsedpower supplyby a thin insulatorthat
flashedover duringthe high power pulse but allowedthe anode to be drivennegative with
respect to groundfor the dischargecleaning.

Typicaloperating parameterscan be summarizedas follows: The diode voltage ranged from
1.0 to 1.25 MV resulting in an ion current of approximately 250 KA for 40 nsec. The
insulating magnetic field parameter, B/B*, varied with radiusand its gradient was adjusted
by the shuntsfor someof the experimentsbut was typically in the neighborhoodof 1.5. Ion
current density enhancementsof 15-25 were observed. Both d.c. and 60 Hz a.c. discharge
cleaningwere employed. These power supplieswere operated at approximately300 V and
100 rnA.

Theoretical Model

A satisfactory theoreticalmodelof extractiondiodesmust be at least two-dimensional,taking
into accountthe radialas wellas axialelectrondynamics. The most basic features of sucha
modelcanbe deducedby consideringthe characterof the electronflow in an idealizeddiode.

It haslongbeenunderstood(2)that the peakingof ioncurrent density towardthe outeredgeof
the diode radiusin a simpleextractor is causedby the relative underinsulationthere due to
the 1/r dependenceof the insulationfield. In a simpleflat diodewith constantrA0(magnetic
flux surfaces), this leadsto a "tilt" of the edge (d*) of the electron layer toward the anode
with increasingradiusas shownin Figure2. This picture follows from argumentsassuming
conservationof electronenergy,andconservationof canonicalmomentuminthe symmetry (e)
direction. Further arguments under this assumption, taking into account the axial
electrostatics(Poisson'sequationmust integrate to the fullgap voltage acrossthe gapat any
radius), lead to the conclusionsthat the (d*) surface is in fact more "tilted" than are the
surfacesof constantA0. Theequipotentialsurfaces are tilted less than constant A0, but more
than the magnetic flux surfaces. The important inferencesare that there must be a radial
gradientinthe electron densityinthe gap,and a non zerocomponentof the gapelectdc field
parallelto the magneticfluxsurfaces,that is inthe radialdirectionfor a flat anode.

It is impossible that this (radially varying) parallel electric field component will be
coincidentallyexactly correctto bdng the electronsinto a static force balancecondition inthe
radialdirection. Considerthe termsin the radialcomponentof the drift approximation:

dZr/dt 2 - Vr2/r + (e/m)(Er + V0Bz- vzB0) + v±2/2r.

Here Bz is non zero in a conicalfocusinggeometry, and V.Lis the perpendicular(cyclotron)
component of the electron velocity in the magnetic field. The terms represent, respectively,
the "centrifugal", electrostatic, applied magnetic tilt, self-pinch, and grad-B effects.
Usuallythe inward forces other than Er are smallcomparedto the outward centrifugal and
grad-Bterms. However,the Errequiredto balancethese terms is of order
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Er/Ez - ve/rc0c

which is typically less than 10-2. The Er implied by the tilt of the equipotentlals is
generallymuchlarger. Thusthe electronsin realdiodesmust "reflex" radially,bouncing off
potentialwellsat the radialedgesof the ionspacecharge inthe gap. Thisradialmotionmust
be self-consistentwith the radialdensity gradientrequiredby the axial electrostatics. Thus
the couplingbetween radialdynamicsand axial electrostatics in these diodesis strong, and
complicated.

Nevertheless,some features and implicationsof the simplepicture of Figure 2 have been
observedinexperiments. Rondeau(1) observedthat an electron"collector"connectedto the
anode, at a radiussmaller than the inner edge of the ion-emitting annulusand projecting
partwayacrossthe gap,was able to "drain off" the electron space charge approachingthe
anode at the outer edge of the annulusand so produce nearly radiallyuniformion current
density. Indeed, the tilt of the (d*) line shouldbe reduced if such a collector imposesan
additionalradial electric field component, producingincreasingVr for electrons in orbits
closerto the anodesurface. Thiscollectorwas actuallylocatedZ cminsidethe innerradiusof
the emitting anodearea,so for it to havehadan influenceon the electron flow withinthe ion-
filledgap, the electron orbitsmust have "reflexed"andsampledthe fieldoutsidethe ion-filled
region.

Another implicationof the idealizedpicture is shownin Figure3. Slutz(2) realized that the
tilt of (d*) could be compensatedby a reversetilt of the appliedflux surfaces, as shownin
figure3a. Thisschemehasthe advantageof prockcinguniformVcrib the maximumvoltage at
whichthe gap is marginallyinsulated,to all radii of the anode. This is an advantage when
runninga diodenear minimumapplled-Bstrength. Figure3b showsanother way of doingthis
compensationthat preserves the anodeas a flux surface, whichis advantageousfor focusing
applications.Thismethodof changingthe gradientof the appliedfieldhasbeenusedin at least
three experiments,by Fedorov(3), by Bluhmet al.(4) at KemforschungszentrumKadsruhe,
andby the present authorson the Lionextractor diodeat Cornell.

VB Studieson a LIONExtractor

A series of experiments was performed on the extraction diode shown in Figure 1 to
investigatethe effects of modifyingthe radial gradient of the insulatingmagnetic field. A
proton beamwas generated by usinga passive,epoxyfiled, groovedanode. The ratio of the
magneticfieldat the outer cathodeto the magneticfieldat the innercathodewasvariedfrom
0.34 to 1.0 by using current shunts on the cathode coils. The results are summarized in
Figures4-6. Figure4 showsthe current flowto the innerand outercathodesas measuredby
Ragowskicoils. The transfer of current from the outer cathode to the inner cathode with
increasingBouter/Binneroccurswhen this ratio is approximately0.55. Figure5 showsthat
the ion current is most uniform with respect to radial variation near this crossover,when
this ratio was approximately 0.5. Figure 6 shows an interesting result of this uniform
emissionsituation. At this particular value of the field ratio, the ion current and diode
efficiencypeaked. It is of interest to note that equalampere turns in the inner and outer
cathodecoilswouldproducea field ratio of approximately0.66. Thismeansthat the uniform
ionemissionconditionwasreachedby increasingthe magneticfieldat the innercathode. This
isin agreementwith the theoreticalmodeldiscussedinthe previous section.
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Extractor Diode Cleaning Studies

Oneof the first problemsencounteredwhenoneusesactiveanodesto generateintensebeamsof
light ions, like lithium,is proton contamination. Thiscontaminationarisesfrom hydrogenor
hydrocarbonson the anodeandisa particularproblemforEMFAAPStype anodes_Theseanodes
are constructedby vacuumevaporationof the conductingfoil andof the dielectricionsource
material. This processtraps hydrogenand water vapor in the foil anddielectric. In addition
these diodesrequirean insulatingsubstratewhichpreviouslyhadbeen a hydrocarbonepoxy.

To ridthe diodeof hydrogen,the epoxysubstratewas replacedby glassanddischargecleaning
wasperformedafter the anodewas attachedto the pulsegeneratorand pumpeddown. The
dischargecleaningstudy proceededin two steps. First an EMFAAPSanode with just the
cot_ucting 0.1 I_aluminumfoilwasdischargecleaned. For thissituationa d_c.dischargewas
struckby applyingapproximately300 V from the anodeto ground. Forthese dischargesthe
diodewasbackfilledwith 100-300 mTorrof Argon or Nitrogen. The anodewas isolatedby a
thin insulatingstdp whichflashedover duringthe high power pulse. The dischargewas run
for 5-10 minutes with a current density of approximately500 pA/cm2. A secondseriesof
measurementswasperformedwith an anodewhichhada 1.5 I_LiF layerevaporatedover the
aluminumfoil. Inthis casea d.c.dischargecouldnot be usedbecausethe insulatingproperties
of the LiFeffectively introduceda capacitorin the circuit for the discharge. A 60 Hz a.c.
dischargeappearedto workwell.

The resultsof the cleaningstudyare summarizedinTable 1. A Thompsonparabolaand
filteredFaradaycupswere usedto measurethe hydrogencontent of the beams. The d.c.J

Table 1. CleaningResults

......... , II l l ,fill Ill I II I ; I l _1_ -,,,,1,,, .... llL_ i I I

Anode Duration Delay ...........

(m=.) (_) _ _j C o u F
i i,Jl i

Grooved Epoxy 0 - 60:1:15 24-2 304-10 7:t:5 . -
A] PoUon Epoxy 0 - 80_: 20 9:[:5 8:1:5 3:i:3 - . .
AI Foil on Epoxy 5DCAr + 3 604-25 23:1:15 12:1:I0 5:1:5 - -

AI Foil on Glass 0 654-20 29:1=15 5=1=5 1=1:2 - -
AI Foilon Gkm 5AC,4r+ 3 40:1=20 50--20 5--5 5:l:5 - -
AI Foilon Glass 5DCAr+ 3 25_20 60_:15 9i5 6i5
AJFoilon Glass 5DCAr + 15 55-1,20 40:1:15 2:1:2 3:1=3 - -

AI Foilon Glass 5DCH + 3 85:1:15 134-10 I:I:2 I:I:2 - -
AlFoilonGlass I0IX:B+ 3 70:I:I0 17:I:I0 II:I:I0 2:I:2 - -

LLFon AI FoilcmGlare 0 3 55:1:25 6:1:5 14'4-10 4::1:4 20:1:15 1-4-2
LiFon A1Foilon Glsm 5 ACAs,+ 3 15:I:15 194.5 04.2 I:I:I0 65:k15 2 4.2

:H',, ;, ' ........... ,

discharge cleaning of aluminum foil over glass reduced the hydrogen content from
approximately65% to roughly25%. Eachentry in this table representsthe rangeof values
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for several shots. The a.c. cleaning of the UF anode resulted in a reduction of the hydrogen
content of the beam from 55% to 15%. In both situations waiting 15 minutes after
terminating the discharge cleaning resulted in recontaminatton of the surfaces.

RapidRate IonDiodeExperiment

Since Beams '90, the Rapid Rate Ion Diode Experiment (RRIDEX)(5) has undergone several
improvements and currently generates 120 keV beams of several tens of kiloqmperes at 90 Hz
in bursts of up to ten shots. It can produce beams from any gas and has employed hydrogen,
nitrogen, argon and acetylene. This diode can also pulse at one shot per minute indefinitely.
This feature provides a unique opportunity to perform difficult experiments requiring many
data points or even to conduct expeflments on a statistical basis. In particular, this capability
is being exploited in an attempt to study virtual cathode formation.

In this study we backfill the diode with a low pressure of helium and observe the line radiation
that He neutrals emit when they are collisionally excited by the electrons in the virtual
cathode. The population dynamics of the helium neutrals is simplified by two factors. First,
since we are investigating cathode formation, we are interested in only the first 0-30 nsec of
the voltage pulse, which is on the same order as all of the radiative transition times between
the excited states. Second, virtually all of the helium is in the ground state initially. These
two factors taken together imply that the intensity of an emission line is approximately
proportional to the collisionalexcitation rate from the ground state to the initial state of the
emission line. In turn, the collisional excitation rate is proportional to the virtual cathode

electron density and also proportional to (In v)/v2, where v is the electron velocity. Thus by
monitoring several lines it should be possible to extract the spatial and temporal dependence
of both the density and velocity of the virtual cathode electrons. This model assumes that the
virtual cathode is a cold fluid so that all of the electrons within the same small volume have
the same velocity.

There are several complicating factors, however. First the helium neutrals can also be
excited by collisions with the beam ions. We are attempting to quantify this problem. At
present we are using a beam of massive argon ions which traverses the gap in _ 15 nsec and
will therefore not compete much with the electrons at early times. Second, the signal to noise
ration is rather low, so we must signal average. It is here that the high pulse rate and good
pulse-to-pulse reproducibility become invaluable.

*Work supportedbySandiaNaUonalLaboatories
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Abstract

In the paper we describe a magnetically insulated proton diode in extraction geometry de-

veloped for the high voltage pulse generator KALIF which produces a 40 kJ proton beam

pulse at a power level of greater than 0.65 TW. This isvery closeto the optimum for the pa-

rameters of KALIF a_ndwas reached through a high diode coupling efficiency (80 %), a high

ion production efficiency (90 %), and a high beam purity (80 - 90 %). The key elements of

the diode are an acl:iveproton source basedon a thin Ti-hydride film covered by a thin lay-

er of Pd and a stron!;]insulating magnetic field (Vcrit / V >-.3.0).

A microscopicdivergence of about 1.0 ° and a total divergence of 1.4 ° for the complete sys-

tem have been measured. It has been found that an electron limiter at the anode signifi-

cantly reduces the microscopicdivergence of the beam.

Focussingto proton power densitites of 1 TW / cm2 has been achieved by eliminating most

of the chromatic aberrations and by correcting for the spherical aberrations.

Introduction

The proton beam extractor diode developed for the 1.5 TW, 1.7 MV pulse power generator KALIF is

based on the simultaneous application of an actively produced anode plasma source and of a strong in-

sulating magnetic field. Its main design characteristics have been described previously [1, 2] and will

only briefly be summarized here. The diode hardware is shown in Fig. 1. The anode plasma is created

from a thin layer of Ti-hydride covered by a protective layer of Pd. The Ti and Pd-films of respectively

300 - 500 A and 100 - 200 A thickness were deposited on a 0.5 mm thick insulating layer of epoxy which

covered the active area of the anode. At their inner and outer edges the films were contacted to the

bulk aluminum anode by 1 pm thick and 2 mm wide deposited AI-rings. Early in the generator pulse

part of the generator current is diverted through the Ti-Pd-film with the help of a bypass plate and 6

plasma opening switches (POS). Bythis current flow the films are resistively heated to melting tempera-

tures and hydrogen is desorbed rapidly from the Ti-store.
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As the resistance and therefore the voltage drop across the films is rising too, an electrical dis-

charge occurs in the desorbed gas layer as soon as a critical thickness necessary for the development of

electron avalanches is exceeded. Thus before the POSopens and before any voltage occurs in the diode

an anode plasma has been formed. Further details on this ion source may be found in [3, 4].

The strong insulating field is produced by two compact concentric coils interconnected in series. A

detailed description of the coil design isgiven in another paper included in these proceedings [5].

In the experiments presented in this paper a mean insulating field of 2 T was applied at the position

of the cathode tip. Itsstrength varied by lessthan 22 % over the anode emission zone, reaching a mini-

mum at an intermediate radius of 7 cm.

The cathode was a hollow truncated stainlesssteel cone of 0.5 mm wall thickness. At its top a 3 - 5

mm long edge projected into the direction of the anode. We define the geometric gap by the distance

from the anode that a fictitious plane passingthrough the cathode tip maintains. In most experiments

this gap was 8.5 mm.

Assuming that the virtual cathode is distributed along the magnetic field line crossing the cathode

tip we obtain a critical voltage of typically 4.9 MV and 6.6 MV at the outer and inner edge of the ion

emitting zone respectively.

A 1.5 l_m thick Mylar foil 1.4 cm distant from the anode separated the diode vacuum region from

the drift space which was filled with 5 mbar of Argon.

Basicrequirements

In case of an ideal focussing systemwith no aberrations the maximum possible proton beam power

density is given by
P

p

Lf -< n f282 " g

where Ppis the proton beam power in the diode, 8 is the half angle of the cone with which a beam-

let isemitted from a point at the exit of the diode (divergence angle), f is the focal length of the ion op-

tics and g is a geometric factor, determined by the polar angles d_l, c_2limiting the diode emission

zone. Therefore, a prerequisite for achieving a high power density in a focus is a large proton beam

power in the diode, a small divergence of the beam, and a short focal length of the optics.

It has been argued previously that there exists a lower practical limit for the focal distance of an

applied-B extractor diode [2]. For the parameters of KALIF this has been estimated to be around 12 cm.

The attainable proton beam power Pp is limited by the electrical power coupled to the diode, by the

ion production efficiency and by the purity of the beam. Due to the large inductance of 65 nH connect-

ed with the vacuum feed of KALIF the available electrical power is below 1 TW. Of this up to 0.9 TW

have been coupled to the ion diode. Applying a large magnetic insulation field (Vcrit / Voperatio n _-- 3) it

has been possible to achieve an ion production efficiency of greater 90 %, and with the metal hydride
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anode plasma source a beam purity of between 80 and 90 % protons has been reached. Therefore, the

proton power delivered by the diode was between 0.64 and 0.72 TW.

There are three main sources contributing to the ion beam divergence 8: the anode plasma, the

electron sheath, and small angle scatterings in the driftspace. An inhomogeneous anode plasma cover-

ing the active area of the anode incompletely and a rough plasma surface have long been considered

as the most important causesfor ion beam divergence. From time resolved luminosity investigations

during the early turn on phase we infered that our Pd covered Ti-hydride ion source produced a uni-

form covering of the anode. This conclusion was supported by the observation that generally all aper-

ture holes of a shadow-box gave an image on the detector. However, we cannot exclude that a rough

or wavy surface also occurswith our plasma source.

Electromagnetic fluctuations in the diode electron sheath are considered to be another important

contributor to beam divergence. These fluctuations result from instabilities that develop in the elec-

tron sheath. It has been found by linear stability analysis that a high frequency diocotron type and a

low frequency ion mode instability can develop in an ion diode with virtual cathode [6]. Since the in-

verse frequency of the ion mode instability can be of the order of the ion transit time in the gap its ef-

fect on beam divergence is much more severe. It has also been found by fully electromagnetic particle

in cell code calculations that the ion mode instability issuppressed aslong asthe lessdestructive dioco-

tron instability dominates [7]. Consequently, there may be two strategies to decrease the beam diver-

gence: The first is to reduce the growth rate of any instability by a strong magnetic field. It has been

demonstrated by PIC-code results that such a reduction occurs but it is presently unknown which field

strength might be necessary to suppressthe growth for the complete pulse duration. Nevertheless, in

our experiments we mainly tried to achieve a low divergence beam by applying strong magnetic fields.

The second strategy is to conserve the less destructive high frequency instabilities. It has also been

found in the PIC-code calculations [7] that this possibly can be achieved with the help of an electron

collector ring on the anode. We shall describe later in this paper the effect of an electron collector on

beam divergence in our diode.

To focus a beam one has to apply a suitable ion optical system and to determine and eliminate its

aberrations. However, with a high power diode we are not completely free in the choice of the optical

system but always have to cope with a combination of different elements. Some of these elements are

magnetic by nature (either self- or applied magnetic) and therefore show strong chromatic aberra-

tions. Since it is impossible to correct these aberrations it is necessary to avoid them. This is best

achieved if we have both a square pulse in the diode voltage and in the diode current. Therefore, in

our experiments we strived for a common plateau in voltage and current. The degree of phase uni-

formity that has been achieved is shown in Fig. 2. Inthis shot the plateau lastet for a period of about 50

ns. Nevertheless, we may still have some chromatic aberrations due to an ion energy spread caused by

instabilities or by charge exchange processesin the anode plasma [8, 9].
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All focussing elements effective in our diode show some spherical aberrations. However, given a

high degree of reproducibility in the diode operation they can be eliminated completely if they have

been measured with sufficient accuracy. This will be discussed in the next sections.

The remaining aberrations result from the nonzero canonical angular momentum of the ion beam

due to the diffusion of the insulating magnetic field into the anode. Again this focussing error can

theoretically be corrected completely by the superposition of a slow field. In practice however, this is

complicated by the expansion of the anode plasma across the magnetic field lines during the pulse.
The focussing system

There are three possibilities to focus the beam" by external or selfmagnetic fields and by electro-

static fields.

For the ion energies produced in our diode it is difficult to construct a suitable magnetic lens with

short focal distance. One can roughly approximate the focal length f of a solenoid by
4_

g
£-

!

where r9 is the gyroradius of the ions to be focused and I is the length of the solenoid. In a 1 Tesla mag-

netic field the gyroradius of 1.7 MeV protons is 18 cm. Therefore, it seems to be difficult to base our fo-

cussing system on a magnetic lens. Another disadvantage of a magnetic lens is its strong chromatic ab-

erration.

Focussing by selfmagnetic fields also suffers from chromatic aberrations and in addition is difficult

to control and needs a high degree of reproducibility both in voltage and current density.

The best solution for an ion optical system with short focal length is an electrostatic lens integrated

into the diode which in ion optics is known as an immersion lens• The focussing effect of this lens is
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based on the curvature of the equipotential surfaces in the diode gap. Since it is free from chromatic

aberrations it isreasonable to make the immersion lensthe main focussingelement.

Unfortunately it is presently impossible to precalculate the diode lens with sufficient accuracy. In

addition the effect of the self- and external magnetic fields on the ion trajectories are not negligible.

Therefore, we have to determine the ion trajectories experimentally and to iterate an improved anode

curvature from these measurements.

Diagnostics

The type of shadow-box that was used in our experiments to determine the ion trajectories at dif-

ferent positions along the driftpath consistsof a O.1 mm thick stainless steel aperture mask containing

16 holes 0.7 mm diameter each distributed over 4 radial and 16 azimuthal positions. The beamlets se-

lected by timeaperture are Rutherford scattered by a 2.5 pm Ni foil. The scattered ions are imaged with

a pinhole camera onto a CR-39 ion sensitive film covered by a 10 IJm thick AI-foil. Therefore, only pro-

tons with energies above 1.2 MeV resulted in visible tracks. After etching the CR-39 films were evaluat-

ed with a fully automatic nuclear track recording system.

With the aperture positioned closely behind the window-foil (i.e. 17 mm from the anode) the same

arrangement was usedto measure the ion beam divergence.

To determine the proton power-density LFin the focus we must know the current density distribu-

tion at the focal spot and the ion energy Ep. The current density distribution measurement has been di-

vided into two steps: In the first step we measure the relative distribution f(r) in the focus and in the

second we determine the amplitude Imof this distribution:

LF(r) = Imf(r) Ep

All parameters are evaluated for the time of maximum power in the diode. Ep is determined from

the voltage trace, f(r) isfound with the help of the nuclear reaction p (B1_, a) 2a in which three isotropi-

cally emitted a-particles with energies between 2 and 6 MeV are produced per reaction. Compared to

Rutherford scattering this reaction has the advantage that ions with different entrance angles approxi-

mately produce the same Q-particle yield. Differences do only occur because of the different ion path

lengths in the reaction _foil. The emitted a-particles are imaged with a pinhole camera onto a CR-39

film.

Using a 14 pm A! attenuation foil in front of the 6 pm B-foil and another 15 IJm AI-foil in front of

the CR-39 film this method can also be made proton energy selective [10]. With the described arrange-

ment only protons having energies above 1.2 MeV contribute to the focus image.

The amplitude Im of the current density distribution isdetermined with the ablation proof two step

LiF-Cuactivation method developed by R. '.eeper [11]. The final activation product in this method is the

'-emitter Cu62with a halflife of 9.74 min. From the activation measurement and the measured diode

voltage we obtain a weighted proton current < Ip>a:

<I > fy*p (Ep(t))dt= e (C-B) exp.(-_t 1)/(1-exp(-_,T))p a
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where y°p (Ep) is the activation yield corrected for the contribution by deuterons of natural abundance.

C is the number of counts recorded in a time period T beginning at time tl after the pulse. B isthe num-

ber of background counts, and ;_isthe decay constant of Cu62.

We also calculate a weighted ion current < I_> from the electrical measurements:

<l i > J"yp (Ep(t))dt = J"I i (t)y_(Ep(t))dt

The value of < li> is always appreciably larger than <lp> a because of lossesat the vanes holding

the inner field coil in place and because of the coaxial interconnection between the coils. Altogether

this reduces the free crosssection by a factor of 0.76. In addition we may have lossesat the walls and

some ions can miss the activation target. Apart from this <li> is smaller than <lp> a because of the

nonprotonic component of the beam (up to 20 %). Since we are interested in the peak power density

we use <li> to determine a correction factor M which isthe ratio of the electrically measured ion cur-

rent at peak power to the weighted current < I_> defined above.

Finally we approximate the current density distribution by a circular Gaussian distribution and use

the following formula to determine the maximum proton power density:
M ln2 <1 > E

p a p
LF = 2

n rl/2

where r1/2 is the half width at half maximum of the Gaussian distribution fitted to the experimental

data.

Results

In a previous seriesof experiments anodes with a spherical shape and a radius of curvature of 12 cm

were used [2]. We anticipated a strong defocussing effect of the diode lens because we expected the

virtual cathode following the magnetic field lines to bend away from the anode between the coils. This

expectation was supported by earlier results of PIC-codecalculations.

However, experimentally we found an annular focus at the position of the vanes that hold the in-

ner field coil in place. Anodes with a radius of curvature of 15 cm used subsequently did not sufficiently

shift the annular focus towards the axis. The next iteration led to a conical anode with a slope of 53 ° to

the axis. With this shape the beam trajectories reached a common waist at a mean position of 12.2 cm

from the anode with a diameter of 5 - 7 ram. Only the outermost rays did not reach the focus (Fig. 3).

From the results of the activation measurements we infered that about 0.45 TW of the available

0.64 TW proton beam power had reached the focal plane. The relative current density distribution was

determined in a subsequent number of shots in which the position of the target was shifted stepwise

along the axis. In the shot which gave the highest concentration the distribution was somewhat non-

symmetrical. Therefore, we fitted a twodimensional Gaussian distribution to the data whose variances

were calculated from the fwhm of two cuts perpendicular to each other through the experimental dis-

tribution. The two fwhm's were found to be 5.3 and 7.2 mm respectively. Usingthese data we calculat-
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ed a proton beam power density of 1.05 TW / cm2. To the author's knowledge this is the highest ion

beam power density ever obtained with an extractor diode.

To get an improved understanding of the ion trajectories we must know the position and the shape

of the ion emitting surface and of the virtual cathode, Becauseof the large ratio between magnetic

pressure and thermal pressure anode plasma expansion is possible only if the magnetic field penetrates

into it. A rough estimate of the position of the plasma surface can therefore be obtained from a mea-

surement of the canonical angular momentum of the ions in a field free region close to the focus. This

measurement is best done with a set of two scattering foils separated by a few centimeters. From its

minimum approach to the axis we can determine for each trajectory how much flux was lost through

the emitting surface. If we take as a basisthe original magnetic field distribution in the diode gap we

can find an upper limit for the plasma expansion at the trajectory origin. The position of the ion emit-

ting surface derived through this procedure isshown in Fig.4 together with the original distribution of

the magnetic field, As one would expect, the expansion issomewhat bigger at the edges of the plasma

region than in the middle. The derived expansion of the plasma of between 2.0 - 2.5 mm at peak diode

power isan upper limit because due to the diamagnetic effect the flux may have been compressed in a

smaller interval.
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Fig. 3 Measured ion trajectories for a conical anode Fig. 4 Experimentally derived shape of the
(extrapolated with a PICdrift space code) ion emitting anode plasma surface

and of the virtual cathode

A simple estimate of the position of the virtual cathode relative to the ion emitting plasma surface

can be obtained from Child Langmuirs' law if we know the ion current density as a function of position

U _

j = c 50.4 d-"_- (U in MV, deft in cm, j in A/cm 2)eff
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where _ is an enhancement factor due to the electron charge distribution alone (we took c = 5_5 as-

suming a constant charge density in the gap). A value for j, time averaged over the duration of the volt-

age plateau, has been obtained by integrating the shadow-box traces. These values are used to deter-

mine deft as a function of position. The resulting shape of the virtual cathode presented in Fig. 4 gives

at least a good qualitative description of the equipotential distribution in our diode gap. It does ex-

plain the over-focussing of the ion trajectories in case of a spherical anode. Moreover, the strong in-

ward bending of trajectories from the outer edge of the emission zone, even observed with the conical

anode (see Fig. 3) becomes understandable.

The microscopic divergence including contributions from processesin the diode and in the drift

space has been measured to be between 1.1 ° and 1.3 ° for a conical anode and a strong magnetic insu-

lation (Ycrit / Voperation :_ 3.2, B = 2 T). From this we deduced a microscopicdivergence singly due to di-

ode effects of 0.9 ° to 1.1 0. To estimate the theoretically achievable proton power density we need the

macrospcopic divergence too. This has been determined from the mean radial and azimuthal devi-

ations from an average position of corresponding beamlet patterns. Adding the microscopic and mac-

roscopic divergences quadratically we obtained a total divergence of about 1.4 °. Using this value the

maximum possible proton power density achievable with our diode is estimated to be 1.9 TW / cm2.

It has been pointed out earlier that contributions to the beam divergence due to electromagnetic

fluctuations in the electron sheath possibly can be reduced by an electron collector ring on the anode.

To investigate this effect we conducted a series of experiments at lower magnetic insulations (0.93 T -

1.6 T) where we expected electromagnetic fluctuations to make important contributions to the diver-

gence. The electron collector was positioned about 11 mm below the active anode area. Comparing

analogous shots with and without electron collector we observed the following general trends : De-

pending on the height of the collector the divergence angle due to diode effects was 20 - 30 % smaller

with than without collector. The larger reduction being obtained with the greater height (6 ram). The

effect seemed to be larger at larger anode radii and the variance of the divergence angles was always

greater in shots without than with the limiter.

We therefore think that there is a noticeable reduction of beam divergence if an electron collector

isused on the anode.

Summary

We have found that an extraction diode using a preformed anode plasma and a strong magnetic

insulation field (B/Bcrit >- 2.S) can produce uniform focusable ion beams with efficiencies greater than

90 %. An electrical discharge through a thin Ti-Pd-hydride film creates a uniform hydrogen plasma lay-

er from which an ion beam with a proton fraction of greater 80 % can be extracted. Focussing of this

beam to high power densities was achieved by minimizing the chromatic aberrations through a com-

mon plateau in diode voltage and current and by correcting the spherical aberrations of the active fo-

cussingelements iteratively. Thus it has been possibleto reach power densities of 1 TW / cm2.
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A shape of the ion emitting plasma surface has been derived from measurements of the canonical

angular momentum. From an evaluation of the ion current density we have determined th,s effective

acceleration gap and thus the position of the virtual cathode. These equipotential boundary surfaces

are consistent with the observed ion trajectories. Using the experimental value of 1.4 ° for the total

beam divergence we calculated a maximum possible power density of 1.9 TW / cm2. Taking into ac-

count the transparency of the drift space a value of 1.5 TW / cm2 seems more realistic. To achieve this

power density we must further reduce the imaging errors of our focussing elements and especially

must diminish the canonical angular momentum. This may be either achieved by an improved compen-

sation of the diffused magnetic field or by a higher degree of ionisation in the anode plasma.

A further enhancement of the power density in the focus requires a reduction of the beam diver-

gence, it has been shown that an electron collector on the anode has a certain potential to achieve that

goal.
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Abstract

The LaboratoryMicrofusionFacility(LMF) hasbeen proposedfor the studyof high-
gain, high-yieldICF targets. A numberof transportand focusingschemesare be-
Ing consideredfor LMF. The schemeswhich have been studiedmostextensively
includeballistictransportwithsolenoidallensfocusing,z-dischargechanneltrans-
port andwire-guidedtransport. Transport efficiencyTit has been calculatedas a
functionof varioussystemparametersso that pointdesignscan be developed for
each scheme. The analysis takes intoaccounttarget requirementsand realistic
constraintson diode source brightness,packing,andbeam transport. The effect
on Tit of voltage ramping for time-of-flight bunchinghas also been considered.
Resultsshowthat transportefficienciesof > 50% can be obtainedforall three sys-
temswithdiode-microdivergence(5-10 mrad),diode-radius(10-15 cm), anddiode-
ion-current-density(2-10 kA/cm<) valueswhichseem achievable.

I. Introduction

A multlmodular light-ionInertial-confinement-fusion(ICF) system directsenergy from

about 10 to 30 Intenseionbeams ontoa targetfor implosion.Eachbeam is focusedandtrans-

portedover a distanceof a few metersfromthe iondiode to the target. This standoffallowsfor

packingthepulsed powergeneratorsaroundthe targetchamber. It also providesfor isolation

of the diode hardware fromthe targetexplosion and for power compressionby time-of-flight

(TOF) bunching.

The LaboratoryMicrofusionFacility(LMF) has been proposedfor the studyof high-gain,

high-yieldICF targets.1 A numberof transportandfocusingschemesare being consideredfor

LMF.2 The baseline approach is ballistictransportwith solenoidallens focusing3,4 (BTSF),

and alternateapproachesincludez-dischargechanneltransport5 (ZDT), wire-guidedtransport6

(WGT), and self-pinchedtransport7. Because they have been most extensivelystudied, this

paper will concentrateon BTSF,ZDT, andWGT.

Transportefficiencyis definedto be the ratioof ionenergywhichisdeliveredto the target

to the total ionenergy producedin the diode. Transportefficiencyhas been calculatedas a

functionof various systemparametersforeach schemeso that LMF pointdesignscan be de-
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veloped. "l'heanalysestake intoaccounttarget requirementsand realisticconstraintson diode

source brightness,packing,and beam transport. Resultsshowthat transport efftclenclesof

> 50% can be obtainedforall three systemswithdiode.microdivergence(5-10 mrad), diode-

radius(10-15 cm), anddiode-ion-current-density(2-10 kA/cm2) valueswhichseem achievable.

Not includedin the analysis is waveformefficiencyand beam energy losses. The waveform

efficiency accounts for energy inthe head and tall of the power pulse which is not usable.

Beam energy losses,whichare typicallyon theorderof 10%, are due to beam iondeceleration

in the self-consistentelectricfieldsandthecollisionalstoppingpowerof the backgroundgas.

II. IonSource Model

For LMF, lithiumionswill be extractedfrom an applied-Bdiode.8 It is assumedthat the

ioncurrentdensityis uniformacrossthe annularanode surfacewhichextendsfrom a radiusof

R/2 to R. Ionsorbitsare bent towardthe axis in thediodevacuum regionbythe self-magnetic

fieldof the beam. For smaUbendingangles, Ob(r,t) = O_c_V,where 0oc is the beam ioncyclo-

tron frequencyassociatedwith the self-magneticfield in the diode region,v is the ionspeed,

and A isthe distancefromthe anode to a transmissionfoilwhichseparatesthe diode vacuum

regionand thegas-filled,charge-andcurrent-neutralizedtransportregion. There is no bending

at the Inneredge of the annularbeam, where the self-magneticfieldis zero. Anode shapingIs

used to compensatefor the magneticbendingin thediodeto providea forwarddirected,paral-

lel beam for BTSF or a focusedbeam forZDT and WGT. Beam ionsare strippedfrom Li+1 to

LI+3 as they pass throughthe transmissionfoil. Ionsare assumedto leave the diode region

distributeduniformlyin a cone of half angle O1_about the average angle Od = Ob(r,t)+Os(r),

where Op.is the source microdivergenceand Os(r) resultsfrom the anode surface shaping.

Since Ob vades intime as IN 1/2, whereI is thebeam currentand V is theacceleratingvoltage,

Os can onlycompensatefor Ob at one pointintime. This time is chosento be whenthe aver-

age voltage,Vo, is reached. Assuminghere that the diodecurrentscales9 as I(t) =lo[V(t)/Vo]2

andthat V increasesin timeforTOF bunching,it is seen thatOs over-compensatesforOb early

in time and under-compensateslate intime. Thiswill lead to an inward sweepingof Od as a

functionof time. This modelassumeschangesin Os intime dueto anode plasma motionare

negliglble.

The bunchingfactor is definedas 13= _o/Zt, where "co is the beam pulse durationat the

diode, and _t is the beampulsedurationat the target, if D is the total path lengthfor the beam

fromthe diodeto the target,then the idealvoltagerampfor TOF bunching10is givenby
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V(t) = V(0) , (I)

where T = D/v(0). For these calculations,Vo = [V(0)+V(_o)]/2 = 30 MeV, D = 400 cm, and

_t = 15 ns is set by pelletdesignrequirementsfor a 10 MJ total beam energy. Settingthe total

beam energyper module,

'¢ 1;

fo = __o [V (t) dt , (2)

ET = 0IV dt V 2 0
o

to (10/N) MJ specifiesIo for givenvaluesof _o= 13"ctand N, where N is the numberof modules.

For LMF, bunchingfactors of I_= 2 - 4 willbe requiredfor ionpulse durationsof 30 - 60 ns at

the diode. The requireddiode ioncurrentdensityis derivedfromJo = 41o/3_R2with R on the
orderof 10 cm,

II1.Ballistic Transport With Solenoidal Lens Focusing

For BTSF, the beam is extracted fromthe diode parallel to the axis and is propagated

about 250 cm at large radius. The solenoidal lens then focuses the beam over a distance

F = 150 cm ontoa targetof radiusrt = 1 cm. Since F = rt/OW it is chosenas thesmallestprac-

tical target chamber radiusin order to maximizeallowable81_values. Beam-inducedbreak-
down of the backgroundgas providesbeam charge and currentneutralization11,which is as-

sumed to be complete. This systemis illustratedin Fig. 1. A 30-cm long (Ls), 30-cm radius

(Rs) solenoidis usedwith25-cm radiusfluxexcludingshieldson either sideto confinethe field

to the vicinityof the lens. The solenoidradiusis limited by packingconstraintsin the target

chamber wall. The magneticfield strengthof the lens is adjusted to providea 150-cm focal

length at Vo and is typically about 20 kG on axis at the center of the solenoid. The code

ATHETA12 is usedto create the solenoidalmagneticfieldmapusedfor the transportefficiency

calculations.The diode regionis protectedfromthe targetblastbya centerpluginthe solenoid

(not shownin Fig. 1). The outer radiusof this plugis determined bythe line-of-sightfrom the

center of the targetchamberto the outeredge of the diode. Ionsat smallradiusare removed

fromthe beam if theystrikethisplug.

The diode and solenoidallensparameterscan be matchedto minimizechromaticeffects

due to the TOF voltage ramp. For the BTSF system discussed here, this results in the
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Figure 1. Schematic of BTSF system, focus sweeping (dashed curve).

condition A = O.047R2/Io(MA), where Io changes with the choices of [3and N [see Eq. (2)]. For

ZDT and WGT, A is fixed independently of R or Io. Because the BTSF system is nearly achro-

matic, the reduction in Tit due to focus sweeping should be less for BTSF than for either ZDT or

WGT. Constraints on the stripping foil placement due to beam ion angular momentum consid-

erations in an extraction diode13 are not considered here, but will be investigated in the future.

The solid curves in Fig. 2 show the calculated transport efficiency _t as a function of

diode radius R for BTSF without including focus sweeping due to the TOF voltage ramp.

Results are shown for N = 20 and show a decrease in Tit at R = 10 cm from about 100% to

about 50% as el_ increases from 5 mrad to 10 mrad. The fall off in Tit for large R is caused by

the increasing gradient in the magnetic field away from the center of the solenoid.4 This gradi-

ent causes ions at different radii to focus at dif-

ferent axial locations. The dashed curve shows

_ Titfor OH = 5 mrad including focus sweeping

_,= with [_ = 2. The TOF voltage ramp reduces Titat R = 10 cm from about 100% to about 95%.

__1 ._i___ At larger R, the increasing gradient in the
._" solenoidal magnetic field (i.e., non-ideal lens

1 _,= effects) causes a larger reduction in Tit- Within

z _) 4 the constraints of packing, high efficiency coulds

be extended to larger R by increasing the
Figure 3. Plot of rP(r,z) at four points in time
during transport for BTSF. radius of the solenoid. For all three transport
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schemes discussed here, larger values of 13further reduce Tit. Figure 3 shows rP(r,z) (i.e., the

beam power density multiplied by r) at four times during transport for the case with N ---20, A =

8 cm, R = 10 cm, OIL = 5 mrad and {3= 2. For BTSF, P increases rapidly near the target where
the beam both bunches and focuses.

IV. Ballistic Focusing With Z-Discharge Transport

For ZDT, the anode is shaped to ballistically focus the beam onto the aperture of the

transport channel located a distance F from the diode. Inside the channel, the magnetic field

associated with the discharge current radially confines the ions. O=,_,_focused, the beam then

propagates down the channel with a small radius on the order of the target size. At the exit, the

beam expands slightly over the pellet standoff distance d. The ZDT system is illustrated in

Fig. 4. The low-mass current return w311provides stability for the discharge and results in a

small but tolerable amount of debris for LMF. 14 The aperture radius is chosen to be ra - FOI_

so that at Vo the full beam enters the channel. Because of the time dependance of Od, the

focus sweeps inward in time so that eady and late in the pulse some ions will strike the aperture

and be lost. To allow for trapping of the expanding portion of the beam 5, the channel radius is

chosen so that rc2 = 2ra2. Unlike the BTSF case where F is restricted by the target chamber

size, F is allowed to decrease for ZDT as el_ increases to maintain a channel size on the order

of the target size. Consequently, F = rt/21/2®1_with rc = rt. Finally, a typical channel current of

Ic - 40 kA is chosen. For these calculations, the discharge current density is assumed to be

uniform and complete beam charge and current neutralization is assumed in both the gas-filled

ballisticfocusing region and in the transport channel. Packing considerations determine a
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Figure 5. Plot of T_t vs. R for ZDT without

Figure 4. Schematic of ZDT system, focus sweeping (solid curves) and with
focus sweeping (dashed curve).
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standoff distanceof d = rt(N/2 )1/2 between the

_ channel exit and the target. 5 The length of the

transport channel is given by D - F - d and is on

the order of about 250 cm.
The solid curves in Fig. 5 show _t versus

R for ZDT without including focus sweeping.

'= 1 _= Results are shownfo_'N=20andA=4cm,
_ and show a decrease in Titat R = 10 cm from

z (rn) s about 100% to about 40% as ®1_increases

Figure 6. Plotof rP(r,z) at four points intime from 5 mrad (F = 150 cm) to 10 mrad (F =

during transport for ZDT. 75 cm). ForZDT, the fall off in Tit for large R

(at fixed Ic) is caused by increased ion losses to the channel wall as ions enter the channel at

larger angles. This ion entrance angle scales roughly as R/F. High efficiency can be extended

to larger R by increasing ic (to reduce losses to the wall), however, more rapid bean expansion

in the stand-off region eventually limits this. 5 The dashed curve in Fig. 5 shows Tit for E)I_=

5 mrad (F = 150 cm) including focus sweeping with 13= 2. The TOF voltage ramp reduces Titat

R = 10 cm from about 100% to about 87%. Because e b scales as R"1 for fixed z_,the reduction

in Tit due to focus sweeping decreases as R increases. Figure 6 shows rP(r,z) at four times

dudng trans-port for ZDT with N = 20, t_= 8 cm, R = 10 cm, ®M= 5 mrad and _ = 2. Unlike the
BTSF case, here P increases first near the channel aperture where the beam focuses and

continues to increase as the beam bunches approaching the target.

V. Ballistic Focusing With Wire-Guided Transport

The WGT system is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here, the magnetic field associated with the

current flowing in the gas-embedded central guide wire provides the radial confinement of the

ions. The focal distance and aperture size are chosen for a given ®Min the same way as for

ZDT so that ra = FOI_= rt/21/2. The wire radius is set at rw = 0.035 cm and a wire current of

Iw = 40 kA is chosen.6 For WGT, there is no confining wall and the transported beam radius6

is given by rb = F®l_exp(vR2/2vwF2) where vw = 2Zelw/mic2, Ze and mi are the ion charge and

mass, and c is the speed of light. Beam-induced breakdown of the gas in the ballistic focusing

region and in the gas surrounding the guide wire again results in beam charge and current neu-

tralization during transport. Return-current wires are placed around the central guide wire at a

radius of about 1.4rb in order to minimize losses due to chaotic orbit effects while maintaining
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Figure 8. Plot of _t vs. R for WGT without
Figure 7. Schematic of WGT system focus sweeping (solid curves) and with

focus sweeping (dashed curve).

as compact as possible WGT system radius for packing. 6 Because the return wires are placed

at 1.4r b, the standoff distance becomes d = rbN1/2 for WGT.

The solid curves in Fig. 8 show qt versus R for WGT without including focus sweeping.

Results are shown for N = 20 and A = 4 cm, and show a range in qt at R = 10 cm from about

55% to about 75% for ®p between 5 mrad (F = 150 cm) and 10 mrad (F = 75 cm). For WGT,

the fall off in Tit for small R is caused by ions with small angular momentum hitting the central

guide wire. The fall off in _t for large R (at fixed Iw) is caused by an increase in the beam

radius (beyond the target size) as ions enter the channel at larger angles. Here again, this ion

entrance angle scales roughly as R/F. Losses are bigger for WGT than for ZDT because of the

larger standoff distance and more rapid beam expansion in the standoff region. The more rapid

expansion is a result of larger average transverse ion energies because of the larger average

magnetic field with the centrally located current in WGT than with the distributed current in ZDT.

Because of this more rapid expansion in the standoff region, increasing Iw for WGT is not as

effective as increasing Ic for ZDT in extending high efficiency to larger R.6 The dashed curve in

Fig. 8 shows vlt for ®ix = 5 mrad (F = 150 cm) including focus sweeping with 13= 2. The TOF

voltage ramp reduces vlt at R = 10 cm from about 70% to about 60%. Aside from accounting

for somewhat lower Vltand showing more rapid beam expansion in the target standoff region,

the beam power density P(r,z) for WGT is similar to that shown for ZDT in Fig. 6.

VI. Summary

Transport efficiency has been calculated as a function of various system parameters so

that LMF point designs can be developed for BTSF, ZDT, and WGT schemes. The analysis

irlll
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takes intoaccounttargetrequirementsandrealisticconstraintson diode sourcebrightness,

packing,andbeamtransport. Focussweepingdueto voltagerampingfor TOF bunchinghas

beenconsidered.Becausethe BTSF systemis nearlyachromatic,the focussweepeffect

reduces_t the least for BTSF(whenR _<.Rs/3). Resultsshowthat reasonablyhightransport

efficiency(> 50%)can be obtainedfor all threesystemswithdiode-microdivergence(5-10

mrad),diode-radius(10-15 cm), anddiode-ion-current-density(2-10 kNcm2) valueswhich

seem achievable. Initialpointdesignvaluesare ®!_= 5 mrad,R = 15 cm, andJi = 2 kA/cm2.

HighTitcan be extendedto largerR than displayedin Figs.2, 5 and8 by increasingRs for

BTSF,6 Ic for ZDT5 and Iw forWGT4. Eventuallythis is limitedbypackingconstraintsfor BTSF

and morerapidbeamexpansioninthe targetstandoffregionforZDT andWGT. FortheZDT

and WGT analysespresentedhere, thebeamwas focusedontotheapertureat F nearthe

midpointof thevoltagepulse(at the time ofaveragevoltage). Futureworkwillinvestigate

optimizingtit by adjustingtheaperturesizera and focal lengthF to minimizethe focussweep

effectforZDT and WGT. Minoradjustmentsof thesolenoidallensfield strengthwillbe studied

to optimizeTitfor BTSFwith focussweeping. Waveformefficiencyandbeamenergylosses

duringtransporthave notbeenconsideredandwill reducethe overallefficiency.The sensitivity

of the transportefficiencyon thebeam microdlvergencemodelalsoneedsto be studied.
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HYDRODYNAMIC TARGET EXPERIMF_aNTSWITH PROTON BEAMS AT KALIF

Diagnostics of the Ablation Pressure by Laser Doppler Interferometry;
Generation of Multi-Mbar Pressures by Ablative Foil Acceleration and Impact
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and

G.I.Kanel, A.L.Ni, A.Shutov, O.Yu.Vorobjev
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IVTAN, Russ. Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 127 412, Russia

The hydrodynamic response of plane targets to the ablative pressure impulse in-
duced by high-power proton beams has been investigated experimentally at the
KALIF facility using time-resolved laser Doppler interferometry. With this
KALIF-ORVIS diagnostics system, it has been possible to measure the complete
wave form of the ablation pressure pulse, Pabl(t), generated in aluminum at the
boundary to the condensed target matter. In another class of experiments, the
ablative acceleration of plane target foils to hypervelocities has been inves-
tigated. The proof-of-principle experiments have been performed at KALIF
using a 20 cm-B 0 extraction diode delivering an axial proton beam of 0.2
TW/cm 2 power density on target. Ablation pressure amplitudes of 0.3 Mbar
have been determined, and 1-dimensional foil acceleration at > 1011 g up to 13
km/s final velocity has been achieved. Using these ablation flyer foils, impact
experiments have been performed and diagnosed. Dynamic pressure states of 5
Mbar have been generated by impact of A1 flyer foils with W targets. The ex-
periments are being continued using the KALIF applied B extraction diode
which delivers 50 kJ-proton beam pulses with 1 TW/cm 2 power density on
target.- In a third class of beam-target experiments at KALIF, the tensile
strength of solids (A1, Mo single crystals) has been investigated up to the highest
strain rates so far achieved in dynamic matter research.

Introduction; Measurement of the ablation pressure

At the KfK KALIF facility (i.e. the K_K_arlsruhe_Light-Ion Facility), proton beam pulses are
generated with an energy content of up to 50 kJ, with _<1.7 MeV kinetic energy, and with
pulse lengths of _ 50 ns. In 1992, axial proton beam pulses have been focussed to a circular
focus spot of r _ 0.5cm delivering 1 TW/cm 2 of peak power on a plane target and deposit-
ing _-150 TW/g in target matter of near-solid density.[ 1] This bulk energy deposition rises
the temperature in the beam-heated deposition zone to about 102 eV and its pressure to >__1
Mbar. The hot target matter ablates towards the outside. The transient ablation pressure state
propagates as a 1-dimensional pressure wave into the condensed target matter. The dynamic
response of both the ablated matter and the condensed target matter, the transient ablation
pressure state and its propagation through the condensed target matter are subjects of the ex-
perimental beam-target investigations presently performed at KALIF.
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A fundamental problem in beam-matter interaction physics concerns measuring in quantitative
terms of the ablation pressure at the interface to the cold condensed target matter. No detec-
tor exists which would be capable to make a quantitative and time resolved measurement "in
situ". It has been possible te solve this difficult diagnostics problem by measurement of the
"kinematic variables-of-state" of the ablation pressure wave propagating through the interface
into the cold condensed matter of the target.

For observation of the dynamic target response, and for measuring of kinematic quantities-
of-state, an ORVIS type laser-Doppler-velocity intefferometer[ 2] has been set up at the
KALIF facility. With this KALIF-ORVIS diagnostics systemt3], the particle (or mass)

velocity Up(t) at the rear target surface of optically reflecting targets can be recorded with
high accuracy (up to 1%) and with very good time resolution (up to 2130ps). The associated
thermodynamic variables-of-state - in particular the ablation pressure - can be determined by
means of the Hugoniot equations which provide the necessary thermodynamic-kinematic

relationship.[ 4] Of particular importance is the Hugoniot equation p = p(Up ) which links
the pressure state p of matter to its particle or mass velocity Up.

Although the Hugoniot relations rely on the propagation of discontinuous pressure waves
(shock waves), the Hugoniot equations can be equally applied to the case of ablation pressure
waves with finite wave fronts, Pabl(t), as long as the pressure amplitudes are not excessively
high or the matter is not excessively compressed. This precondition is fulfilled for metal tar-
gets up to the 1 Mbar range. (The compression of matter - starting from the initial density
100% - in that case reaches levels of up to about 140%.)

The searched ablation pressure profile Pabl(t) can be determined in principle from a time

resolved measurement of the particle velocity Up(0 in the range of pressures up to 1 Mbar
and above provided that a target material with known Hugoniot equation is used. However,
such a thin target has to be used in the measurement that the pressure wave Pabl(t) does not
noticeably change (steepen) on its propagation path to the rear target surface where the

kinematic measuring quantity Up(t) is diagnosed. This means that the non-ablated condensed
target layer should be only a few #m thick. However, in such a thin layer of matter the pres-
sure front is reflected several times back and forth during the duration of the ion beam pulse.
(For illustration: The mean sound velocity Us of the ablation pressure front, e.g. in an A1
-target, is about 7 km/s or 7 #m/ns, respectively.) The back-and-forth reflected waves super-

impose the original ablation pressure pulse and cause changes in the velocity profile up(t) of
the target surface.

It has been possible to avoid this fundamental problem by the following trick: The thin abla-
tion target is tamped with a thick layer of matter which has the same Hugoniot equation of
state as the thin target. Such a substance which, in addition, is optically homogeneous and
transparent to the light beam of the laser-Doppler interferometer up to sufficiently high pres-
sure states allows the particle velocity profile in a thin ablation target to be measured without
producing disturbing reflections at the rear target surface. Then the searched ablation pressure

pulse Pabl(t) is obtained directly and unfalsified from the measured up(t) profile.
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Such a material combination free from pressurewave reflection at its interface actually exists
- e.g. with aluminum as the ablation targetand an LiF crystal as the window. In ablationex-
perimentsperformed at KALIF 25 pm thick plane Al-targets were used; in these experiments
the non-ablatedAl-material layer was only some few _m thick. The thin ablationtargets were
in mechanical contact with a thick LiF monocrystal (about5 mm in thickness). With the tar-
get taylored in this manner and with the KALIF-ORVIS velocity interferometer it was pos-
sible for the first time to determine - quantitativelyand time-resolved - the ablation pressure
Pabl(t) which is generated by a high intensity ion beam pulse in solid state matter. The
proof-of-principle experiments were performed with proton beam pulses of 0.15 TW/cm2
power density using the Bo-extraction diode.[5]

Fig. 1 shows an example of these first quantitative ablation pressure measurements. The ex-
tremely fast rise of the ablation pressure wave pabl(t) is real (and not caused by steepening of
the pressure wave on its path to the rear target surface). The recorded steep pressure front is
rather a result of beam bunching along the 15 cm long flight path to the target. The deposi-
tion of the steep beam front causes the pressure to rise at an extremely fast rate. At 25 GPa
(0.25 Mbar) a pressure drop occurs when the beam-heated target layer expands (i.e., ablates)
or, in the language of shock wave physics, when the first rarefaction wave has passed
through the ablation layer and reaches the condensed target matter. After this "rarefaction
dip" the beam power density. The ablation pressure in the target matter increases again, at-
tains its maximum at 28 GPa (0.28 Mbar) and subsequently decreases - on account of
decreasing beam power and expansion of the ablated matter. Thus, the measured ablation
pressure profile comprises both the temporal profile of the incident power density and the
hydrodynamic reaction of the target matter.

The ablation pressure maximum measured in these experiments, i.e. 0.3 Mbar in A1 at 0.15
TW/cm2 of incident beam power density, approximately resembles the theoretical prediction.
It has not been possible initially to verify the measured temporal pressure profile by computer
simulation of the experiment [10], the reason probably being that two essential input
parameters have to be known more accurately: the ion beam current density on target (focus
current density) and - a theoretical problem - the equation of state of the hot and dense abla-
tion plasma. On the other hand, the KALIF-ORVIS experiments have verified that the time-
resolved diagnostics of the dynamic target response provides a new and sensitive diagnostics
tool for the ion beam voltage wave form (stopping range) and the focus current density
(power density) with time, - in particular for diagnosing details of the ion beam front and the
rising part of the beam pulse[6]. - The ablation pressure wave compresses the condensed tar-
get matter far above its "elastic limit". The condensed target layer becomes a thin fluid layer.
In ablation experiments with thicker targets it was even possible to measure the fluidity
(viscosity) of the target matter. In targets of 0.1 - 0.2 mm thickness the 0.3 Mbar ablation
pressure wave steepened and developed into a perfect shock wave. The time resolution of the
KALIF-ORVIS system proved to be so good that the finite thickness of the steep shock front
could be measured: its duration was 600 ps. Using a theoretical model of elastic-plastic
material behavior[7], the viscosity of the target fluid was estimated to be 80 Poise. This result
can be illustrated as follows: The Al-target matter compressed by the ablation pressure wave
of several 100 kbar is as "liquid" as glycerol under normal conditions.
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There is ongoing preparatory work to ablation pressure measurements at KALIF with beam
power densities up to 1 TW/cm 2 and deposite£ power densities up to 150 TW/g, respectively
- using the applied B-extraction diode as the axial proton beam source.
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Ablative acceleration of matter up to hypervelocities

In the KALIF ablation experiments described above the thin ablation targets were tamped
with a massy layer of window material. No significant acceleration of the entire target can
occur. The target dynamics undergoes dramatic changes when self-supporting thin ablation
targets are used. Fig.2 shows as an example the ablative acceleration of a plane 15/_m-thick
Al-foil of about 8 mm diameter which was accelerated by ablation using a proton beam of
0.15 W/cm 2 power density. (The total thickness of the A1 target inclusive of the ablated layer
of matter was 33/Lm. The resulting acceleration and velocity profile is characterised, on the
one hand, by the ablation pressure pulse pabl(t) acting on the target (see Fig. 1; note the dif-
ferent time scales) and, on the other hand, by the pressure and expansion waves moving back
and forth in the thin target. The extremely fast acceleration at the beginning, within 1 ns, is
caused by the steep front of the ablation pressure pulse. Also the "rarefaction dip" is
reflected in the velocity profile and the subsequent pressure rise up to its maximum after
about 10 ns. Thereafter, the accelerated ablation pressure decreases and a reflection pattern
can be seen in the velocity profile. The limit velocity attained after 70 ns was 12.6 km/s (not
seen in the ORVIS recording interval represented). Achieving such an extreme acceleration of
matter- more than l0 ll g (!) - and such a high velocity of matter in a one-dimensional con-
figuration means a record which is of fundamental importance in matter research.
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Hypervelocities of matter above 20 km/s can be anticipated at KALIF by means of one-
dimensional ablative foil acceleration applying the proton beam of the applied B-extraction
diode with 1 TW/cm 2 power density and 50 kJ pulse energy as the driver. (The relevant ex-
periments are being prepared.) It is a fundamental question to which extent the thin target
foils remain stable and plane in fluid dynamics terms at file extreme acceleration levels. In
this context also the question of possible beam filamentations arises. In order to answer these
questions it is envisaged to extend the KALIF-ORVIS diagnostic system for observing the tar-
get kinematics simultaneously in several neighbouring measuring points.

Impact experhnents with flyer foils accelerated by ablation

The acceleration of matter to extremely high velocities is of paramount importance in
dynamic matter research. If one makes a plate moving at high velocity - in terms of shock
wave physics a flyer plate - hit a target at rest, a much higher dynamic pressure state is gen-
erated in the shocked matter than is achieved directly by ablation or by other dynamic
drivers.

Pressure multiplication under the flyer plate principle is illustrated in Fig.3: If a layer of AI-
matter accelerated to the limit velocity uG hits a W-target at rest, a pressure state P3 is gener-
ated in the zone of impact of the two layers of matter which exceeds by a multiple the abla-
tion pressure level Pl at which the Al-flyer plate was previously accelerated. The pressure
state which can be attained by this type of pressure multiplication is limited solely by the
final velocity UG of the flyer plate prior to the impact. If the flyer plate and the target are
made of the same material - as in case of the Al-on-Al impact - the relevant Hugoniot
diagram is mirror symmetric; consequently, the mass velocity after the impact is u2 = 1/2
uG; the pressure state of the shocked AI is P2. - The duration of the dynamic pressure state
generated in an impact experiment equals twice the travel time of the shock wave through the
impactor. Within this short time span the variables-of-state of matter must be recorded using
suitable short-time diagnostics.
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It has been demonstratedin basic experiments performedat KALIF and diagnosed with
KALIF-ORVISthat maximum pressurestates can be generatedin matterusing extremely thin
flyer foils accelerated by ion beam ablation. To give an example: Aluminumfoils of about 30
_m thickness (initial thickness 50 _,m) and about 8 mm diameter were acceleratedto approx.
6.5 km/s using a protonbeam pulse of 0.2 TW/cm2 power density; at the end of an accelera-
tion and flight path of 230 _m length this foil hit a 30 pm thick tungsten target. The
KALIF-ORVIS laser interferometer recorded the surface velocity of the W-target. The
evaluatedimpact pressureof the targetmaterial was 1.68 Mbar. The thinnest AI foils (15 pm
afterablation) acceleratedby 0.2 TW/cm2 beam power attainedthe final velocity uo -- 12.6
km/s and hence in impact experiments with W-targetspressurestates of almost 5 Mbar have
been generated!

In the targetexperimentspresently preparedusing the KALIF applied B-extraction diode it is
envisaged to achieve hypervelocitiesof plane target foils of 20 km/s. If the target fluid layer
remains stable during its ablative acceleration in terms of fluid dynamics, it should be pos-
sible to attain impact pressure states of 10 Mbar and above. The energy density of the
shocked matter will attain > 104J/g; the compression of matter attainsa multipleof its solid
state density and the thermodynamic state of matter is above its critical state. This range of
states in which matter constitutesa high density "metallic."plasma is only imperfectly under-
stood in theory and has almost been inaccessible in experiments by the methods of research
into matter previously available[S].In this extreme range the thermodynamic equation-of-the
state (EOS) of matter is mostly unknown. For determining the unknown EOS of a target
material in the multi-Mbarrange two kinematic variables-of-statehave to be measured in the
experiments. In case of optically transparenttarget matterwe succeeded in measuringin one
single experiment both the velocity of the flyer foil prior to impact (uc) and the velocity of
the shocked matter (Up). It was possible - actually for the first time in flyer plate experiments
- to measure by interferometryalso the velocity of the shock wave (us). In that experiment
the impact targetconsisted of plexiglass which had been "shocked" to more than 1 Mbar by
the impacting foil.

Measurement of the Dynamic Tensile Strength of Matter

In the experiments with _ targets described above the wave train of the compressive pres-
sure wave propagating through the target matter is longer than the target thickness. In the
opposite case of _ targets the dynamics changes. If under these conditions the compressive
pressure front reaches the rear free target surface, the rarefaction wave traveling behind the
pressure plateau superimposes within the target the release wave returning from the rear side
of the target. Superposition of the two oppositely moving rarefaction waves generates
dynamic tensile stresses in matter; the related deformation rate (strain rate) of matter is deter-
mined by the height and width of the original compressive pressure wave.

If the tensile stress exceeds the inner tensile strength of the target material, matter gets
."spalled." at the respective point. The tensile strength of matter undergoing dynamic tensile
stresses - as a function of the strain rate - is an important topic in dynamic matter research
and in materials science. According to theoretical considerations the dynamic tensile strength
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of matter gradually increases with increasing deformation rate - starting from its static value -
and, ultimately, reaches the theoretical limit of material strength as defined in atomistic and
solid state physics theories, respectively.

In case of one-dimensional dynamic strain the strain rate is defined as (/_X/Xo)/At(dimension:
s'l). Previous measurements of the dynamic tensile strength of condensed matter have been
possible only up to maximum strain rates of 10-6 s-l. In ablation experiments and in flyer foil
experiments, respectively, carried out with pulsed proton beams at KALIF, spalling of matter
at one-dimensional strain rates up to 108 s"1 has been generated and the dynamic tensile i
strength of matter has been measured (see paper #PB-43 of this conference[9]). In the ongo-
ing experiments at KALIF various materials of interest are being studied: single crystals and
polycrystalline samples of metallic and non-metallic materials like Mo, Nb, sapphire, etc.

R6sum_

The beam-target experiments described above originally have been undertaken to measure the
ablation pressure generated by pulsed high-power light-ion beams in solid target matter. In-
vestigation of the dynamic target response has been the diagnostic approach to reach this
goal. In addition, the target response experiments are giving diagnostic access to relevant
parameters and properties of the ion beam like beam front profile, stopping range, deposited
power and current density, lateral beam profile, etc.
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Beyond, these proof-of-principle experiments have verified that today's pulsed light-ion
beams with their high pulse energies are a new and powerful tool in dynamic matter
research. By applying advanced diagnostics to the dynamic response of target matter, new
and challenging researchproblems can be addressed now: the equations-of-state(EOS) and
thermo-radiationalpropertiesof matter in a wide range of temperaturesand pressures (T up
to 1 MegaKelvin, p up to 10 Megabars and above), including the critical point of the ele-
ments. This wide range of thermodynamic states is not accessible at present by other
laboratory techniques relying on quantitative measuring methods. In addition, mechanical
properties, phase transformations,and chemical transitionsof materials can be studied under
conditions characterisedby fastest deformationsand shortestloadings. Fig. 4 summarizesthe
capability of target response experiments which can be performed with a high-power light-ion
pulse generator as the loading driver.
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Abstract

Recent results of two stage diode experiment are on Reiden-SHVS reviewed.

Instability of the ion beam current and the stabilization, evidence of charge stripping

and anomalous emittance reduction are discussed. The feasibility of this scheme

for commercial reactor driver is briefly noted.

1. Introduction

An important milestone of the inertial fusion energy research is to achieve the ignition

and high gain, which will be realized by the high power laser such as NOVA or/and GEKKO

or particle beam machine as PBFA in the decade. The next milestone is to develop the reactor

driver with a sufficient efficiency, a low cost, a long life and a high repetition. Then the

ignition driver might not meet the requirements of the driver for commercial reactor.

From this point of view, LD pumped solid state laser and heavy ion beams have been

proposed and discussed their feasibility. Super high voltage source (SHVS) based on the

pulsed power technology shown in Fig. 1 has been also proposed for the candidate of the

reactor driver.[1]

Characteristics of the SHVS are as follows. 1) Voltage of tens MeV per stage can be

generated by adding the inductive voltage of each unit with magnetic insulation. Although the

voltage in each unit will be less than 1MeV. So the conventional pulsed power technology will

be applicable.[2] 2) The waveform of the voltage can be shaped to the bunching of the ion

beam by controlling the voltage waveform of each unit.[2] 3) Heavier ion such as C, Na and
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SOon can be accelerated to the required energy sufficiently. Especially, using the charge

stripping, the acceleration gradient will be taken very high, which implies the compact and

lower cost of the driver.[3] This will be an essential advantage for the reactor driven comparing

with others.

In this paper, we review the recent results of two stage diode on Reiden SHVS and

discuss the feasibility for the reactor driver.

2. Study on two stage diode

2.1 Experiments on Reiden-SHVS

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of two stage ion diode with charge stripping.[4]

The energetic ions accelerated at the first diode are injected into the second diode through a

charge stripping thin foil. The injected ions are stripped to higher charge state which are

determined by the energy obtained in the first stage and are accelerated in the second diode

efficiently.

The potential distribution in the ion beam injected diode is different from the

conventional diode with a stationary anode plasma ion source. Figure 3 shows the potential

profiles in the ion beam injected diode. Energetic ions are injected from left side. Figure 3(a)

shows a potential profile for simple Child-Langmiur space charge limited current.

The analogy of the electron tube analyses shows the existence of three specific current

densities, J10, J20 and Jr0 for a gap with a potential deference V2, fixed width d2, and an

injected beam energy ZeVI.[5] J10 is the current density when its space charge becomes to

form an electric field which deccelerates the beam in the accelerating gap. (Fig. 3(b)) J20 is the

maximum steady-state current that can be transmitted through the second diode gap. (Fig. 3(c))

Jr0 is the transmittable current density through the second diode with the maximum virtual

anode potential. (Fig. 3(d)) These critical currents are calculated by a monopolar steady-state

analyses.

The ion beam of J < Jl0 generates the electric field that tends to extract the ion beam

from the injection side of the second stage diode. In this condition, a significant portion of the

accelerated beam will be extracted from this surface. This suggests to operate the diode with J

> J10 to avoid accelerating the undesirable ions generated from the anode electrode of second

stage. The ion beam of J > J20 induces the space charge instability[6], which make the virtual

anode potential and its position oscillation. A part of ions is reflected back to the injection side.
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The ions generated from the stripping foil degrade the beam purity. The virtual anode

works also to avoid the undesirable ions accelerated from the stripping foil. We denote this

effect as a virtual anode ff,lter. Then the desirable operation regime is J1 < J <.12.

Experiments have been performed on Reiden-SHVS induction adder accelerator.[7]

Figure 4 shows a configuration of the induction adder section of Reiden-SHVS. It consists of

eight induction adder unit. Reiden-SHVS has a capability to provide 4~6MV, 40kA, lOOns

pulse to the single diode or to the two stage diodes. Positive and negative center electrodes are

extended from both side. The typical operation voltages and currents of each diode were 0.5

MV, 20kA, in the carbon beam experiments and 1MV, 30kA in the proton beam experiments.

The diodes are located at the center of the machine. The ground electrode connects the cathode

of first diode and an anode of second diode. Each diodes are powered by four induction

cavities.

The anode electrode of first stage diode is made of aluminum to exclude the insulation

magnetic field. Two types of ion sources, a carbon flashboard plasma injection source located

behind the anode and a pallafin grooves anode, are used. Paraffin groove anodes are used to

generate the proton beams in the experiments to measure the beam trajectories and divergences.

The outer and inner radius of active anode area 8 cm and 5.7 cm, respectively, The beam cross

section is 100cm 2. The diode gap and insulation field are dl=0.9 cm and BI=7kG in first

diode. In second diode, d2(B2) is from 0.83 cm (9kG) to 3.5 cm (6kG). Diode currents are

measured by B-dot probes. Ion current densities are measured by biased charge collectors

behind the second stage diode. Beam trajectories and divergences are measured by shadow

boxes which have 5 × 3 pinhole arrays and are located just behind the cathode of each diode.

Figure 5 shows measured B-dot signals of the fn'st stage diode and it Fourier spectrum.

Shot #C107 is a reference shot which is operated without applied B-field and shows no

oscillation on the signal. The oscillations on the B-dot signals of the first diode is caused by a

space charge instabilities in the second stage diode through reflected ions from the large

oscillating virtual anode. Data plot on V1/Vc vs. V2/Vc chart shows the shot #Cl14 and

#C145 are in the unstable region. The oscillation frequency and its dependence on the AK gap

of the second diode are in agreement with the predictions from the electron beam simulation.J6]

By decreasing the AK gap of the second diode, the stable operation is achieved (shot #C119).

Charge stripping diodes are tested using carbon flash-board ion sources. Thomson

parabola traces are shown in Fig. 6. The AK gap of second diode is 3.3cm. Former foil of

approximately 0.1_m thickness is used as a stripping foil. Without stripping foil, the

maximum energy of C+ and C2+ ions are same value of about 1.1 MeV. An increment of

higher ion energy component are observed obviously in the results obtained by the diode with
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stripping foil. The charge state equilibration of ions passing through a stripping foil is

calculated from the charge stripping and the charge recombination cross section. The carbon

ions C+ and C2+are stripped (or partially recombined) after acceleration at the f'trst stage diode

(V1 ---0.6MV) and subsequently the acceleration energy are multiplied by the charge state times

of the voltage of second diode (V2 = 0.5MV). The maximum energy edge of each ion parabola

traces are in agreement with the calculation. The lower energy part of ions (<0.5 MeV) in

stripping foil case are less than the case without stripping foil. This indicates a virtual anode

filtering effect.

Beam divergence and trajectories are measured using paraffin filled grooves anode.

Figure 7 shows ion damages in shadow boxes. (a) and (b) are obtained in the same shot. The

spreads of damages in azimuthal direction are caused by the sum of a beam divergence and a

magnetic deflection The parameters in this shot are as follows, the transmitted ion current

density of 60 A/cm 2 with first and second stage diode voltage of 0.6MV and 1.2MV,

respectively. The second diode gap is 10mm in the case of (a), (b), and 35mm in the case of

(c). The instability is induced only in the case (c).

Decreases of the damage size at second stage diode indicates large improvement of beam

divergence by the second acceleration. Figure 8 shows the emittance plot of this shot, when the

radical beam divergences are considered. The improvement of emittance is better than the value

predicted from the conservation of normalized beam emittance as,

ea / e2 = 3.5 > 72fl2 / 71fll = 2.2

Emittance of the first stage diode may be strongly influenced by the nonuniformity of anode ion

source which is implied from the nonuniform damage of paraffin filled grooves anode. Two-

stage diode may have an effect like an emittance filter and a beam smoothing.

In case (c), the ion damages are divided into two parts. Small humps are observed at

upper left side of the damages. Beam trajectory calculations indicate that this ion damages may

be due to reflected ions at large virtual anode in the second stage diode. Even in this unstably

large virtual anode condition, the rest part of ion damages, this is due to the unreflected ions,

are less affected by the virtual anode. This is interesting to use the virtual anode operation in

second stage diode without a beam degradations or deflections.

2.2 Simulations of two stage diode

The simulations of the two stage diode is performed. The code is PIC 1.5D with a

nonlinear circuit model for ion emission. The results corresponds quite well to the experiments
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as shown in Fig. 9. The oscillation of the ion beam current in the simulation is observed when

the Ji < 2J10 which is observed in the experiment as shown in Fig. 5. The simulation code are

now developing to include electron motion and sheath dynamics.

3. Prospects for IFE driver

The energy being required to compress and heat the fuel in general case is estimated by

the sum of heating energy Wh (Joule) = 38.2MDTh(mg)Ti(eV) and the pressure work to

compress the fuel, which is derived from the perfect-degenerate gas equation of state. Here

MDTh is a part of fuel MDT(mg). This part is heated up to Ti and its radius is assumed to be 3

times of the radius at which a produced alpha particles stop. The pressure work is Wp(Joule) =

ll4(k2/3)MDT, where k is the compression ratio. In our estimation PR = 3g/c m2, the

implosion efficiency 5%, rib = 20%, M=I.1, fa -0.1 and tit=45%. Finally we obtain the

relation between k and Eb, which is shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 presents the pellet gain

versus Eb. Figure 9 suggests us that there will be several implosion modes in IFE. In rather

small size reactor-size pellet, the DT mass is about a few mg and the compression ratio is about

1000. On the other hand, in a huge pellet for example the DT mass is about 1000mg and the

compression ratio is about 100, though the input energy is about 100(MJ).

One of the most important problems is to find a way to implode a fuel pellet in a

spherically symmetric manner[8]. In the ion-beam-pellet implosion the ion beams introduce the

nonuniformity of the physical quantities. The nonuniformity leads to the nonuniform

implosion, the Rayleigh-Taylor(R-T) instability [9-12] and degrades the fusion energy output.

In a reactor-size pellet the radiation is also important and can affect the growth of the R-T

instability. In addition, the ion deposition layer is rather thick (usually several hundreds I.tm,

although it depends on the particle energy and the material) and the peak of the pressure appears

in a rather deep part of the deposition layer. Therefore the density valley is formed in the

energy absorber. This cause the confinement of the radiation and the smoothing of the beam

nonuniformity [13].

In general the beam nonuniformity introduces the source of perturbation including the

nonuniformity of acceleration itself. In a reactor-size pellet the nonuniformity-smoothing effect

of the radiation transportation is investigated by a 2-dimensional numerical simulation. The

following valuable results are obtained by the analysis[13]. 1) The nonuniform acceleration

field in space does not affect the growth rate(_,) of the R-T instability. However this

nonuniformity of the acceleration can suppress the growth itself of the R-T instability, when the

phase of R-T instability is different from that of the nonuniformity of the acceleration. 2) The
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radiation can reduce the growth rate(y). 3) The numerical simulation implies that the radiation

can smooth out the nonuniformity introduced by the driver ion beam. For example, the initial

nonuniformity of 6% is smoothed down to 0.07% during the implosion phase.

The conceptual diagram of the reactor system is shown in Fig.12. In this system,

power flow can be described as

rIDGtMrlg = (Pout+ Preci+ Pa) / Preci

Where riD is the efficiency of energy driver. Gt is a target gain and is a function of the drivers

energy. M is a multiplication factor of produced nuclear power in the reactor. When we use Li

waterfall, M is to be 1.1 ~ 1.3. riD is a conversion efficiency. Pout is an output power of the

electricity of the power plant. Preci is a recirculating power to operate the energy driver. Pa is

an auxiliary power to run the reactor system. Here, we assume Prec << Pa.

The cost of electricity F per MWeh in this system can be written as

+ 3600RrepCelb/3 rlgebRrepMG 1 GtrIorlg

A is drivers system cost per MJHz 1/2,Eb is a ion beam energy in MJ. B is a reactor system

cost per (MWe) 1/3. C is the cost of a target per MJ 1/3 which includes the initial cost of the

target fabrication factory, the fuel cost and the fabrication cost. Here we estimate the cost of the

driver system and the reactor system increase with eL Rrep 1/2 and (rig eL M Gt Rrep) 1/3,

respectively. Rrep is a repetition rate of the energy driver, f is a fraction of a capital cost in the

electricity cost. Rop is an average operational rate in the plant life time x (year).

Figure 13 shows a relation between F and eb for several cases listed in Tab.1. The gain

is estimated by the gain curve[ 14]. W choose T1D=0.3 to 0.1. A and C are estimated from

update technology. B is estimated from the cost of nuclear power plant system.

The results show that we need high repetition rate, low cost, high efficient and long life

driver. Cheap target is also strongly required. The cost of the driver is restricted to be less than

2 x 104 yen/J, which can be found out from Fig. 13. The cost of P-SHVS is 3 x 104 yen/J. It

will not be difficult to overcome the cost restriction by this driver, and this is the most important

point in the commercial case. The efficiency of 30% will be also not so difficult to achieve in
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Tab. 1 Parameters for IFE reactor

case A B C Rrep 770 _D
-- ii mll i

10 10

1 2x10 yen 3X10 yen 50 yen 10 Hz 0.4 0.3
i

10 10

2 2x10 yen 3X10 yen 50 yen 5 Hz 0.4 0,3
i I I I

10 10

3 5X 10 yen 3× 10 yen 100 yen 5 Hz 0.3 0.2
i i

10 10

4 5X10 yen 5X10 yen 100yen 5 Hz 0.3 0.2
i

10 10

5 5X10 yenI 5X10 yen 100 yen 5 Hz 0.3 0.1
i

Rop=O.7 f=O.3 t=2Oyears M=1.2
i ill In

Convervative Gain Curve to Driver Energy
i ,, ,,,
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this scheme. Comparing with the other driver, this system is very compact, which will be an

additional advantages of the location of the power plant.

The important issues are beam focusing and transport in the reactor chambers. The

more investigations are required to these in the next step theoretically and experimentally.

4. Summary

Experiments have been performed on the induction adder accelerator "Reiden-SHVS".

The ion beam current osciUation due to the space charge instability is observed and is studied to

stabilize. A charge stripping is demonstrated to obtain higher acceleration gradient. The virtual

anode filtering is observed, which makes the significant improvement of the emission.

Preliminary studies of the requirements of the IFE driver are performed. The SHVS

will be able to meet the cost and efficiency requirement, which are the most important issues for
the commercial reactor.
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ABSTRACT

Two new interdisciplinaryprograms axe underway at Los Alamos involving the physics and
technology of intense light ion beams. In contrastto high-power ICF applications, the LANL
effort concentrates on the development of relatively low-voltage (50 to 800 kV) and long-
pulsewidth (0.1 to 1 #s) beams. The first program involves the 1.2 MV, 300-kJ Anaconda
generator which has been fitted with an extraction ion diode. Long pulsewidth ion beams have
been accelerated, propagated, and extracted for a variety of magnetic field conditions. The
primary applicationof this beam is the synthesis of novel materials. Initial experiments on the
congruent evaporativedeposition of metallic and ceramicthin films are reported. The second
program involves the developmentof a 120-keV, 50-kA, 1-/zs proton beam for the magnetic
fusion program as an ion source for an intense diagnostic neutral beam. Ultra-bright, pulsed
neutral beams will be requiredto successfully measure ion temperaturesand thermalized alpha
particle energy distributions in large, dense, ignited tokamaks such as ITER.

I. Introduction

Over the last two decades, there has been remarkable progress in the understanding and

development of intense light ion beams. While a primary application driving the development

of this technology is ICF energy research, 1 additional applications such as magnetic fusion

energy (MFE), beam-solid interactions, and materials processing continue to be explored.

Several of the latter applications could be enhanced by the development of relatively long

beam pulsewidths, greater than the 10-100 ns needed for ICF. Indeed, microsecond beams

have been generated for MFE ion ring applications. 2-3 In this paper, we report on two new

interdisciplinary programs at Los Alamos involving long-pulsewidth intense light ion beams
generated with applied-Br extraction diodes. This technology is being developed for two

specific applications: materials processing and magnetic fusion diagnostics.

* PermanentAddress:Laboratoryof PlasmaStudies,ComeUUniversity,Ithaca,NY 14853,USA
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H. Ion Beam Generation

An ion diode has been installedon the Los Alamos Anaconda facility. Anaconda is a 10-

stage Marxgenerator with a 300-kJ output at 1.2 MV. The diode is connected directly to the

Marx generator through a stacked ring oil-vacuum interface. There are no output switches or

pulse-forming lines, although a plasma opening switch has been constructed for future

experiments to shape the diode voltage pulse. The combined source inductance of the

Marx/interface/diode configuration is approximately 3 #H. A 1.6-fl series resistance is

installed between the Marx output and the vacuuminterface to limit the outputcurrent after
A-K gap closure. An applied-Br extraction diode is used. This symmetric diode geometry is

desirable for good electron confinement, which can enhance the ion emission and delay gap

closure. Another attractivefeatureof the extraction diode is that its axisymmetric geometry

can be readily modelled with two-dimensionalparticle-in-cell (PIC)simulations.4

The diode design is shown in Figure 1. The i
dielectric "flashover" anode consists of a Lucite co_

annulus, 194-ram i.d., 292-mm o.d., 6.4-ram co,,

thick, mounted concentrically onto an aluminum i
i

high-voltage electrode. Both solid and perforated "

(with 712 evenly-spaced, 0.8-ram diameter holes)
;8-VOLTAGE

anodes have been used. The cathode consists of _D

two concentric cylinders constructed from Ti-8A1- _ _c
ION SOURCE

1Mo-IV alloy, each 102-mm long and 0.8-mm
i

thick with diameters of 186 mm and 298 mm. For

these experiments, the anode-cathode gap spacing \ !
is 20 ram. The Br field is produced by two

PLATE

concentric magnets, R= 77 mm, N=18 turns

(inner) and R= 161 mm, N= 7 turns (outer), ,NOOE

positioned midway between the anode and an o. _ .o, z0, , 3o,
SCALE - CM

aluminum plate on which the magnets and cathode

electrodes are mounted. The magnets are independ- Fig.1:Iondiodegeometry.

ently powered by 10-kV, 500-#F capacitors. The coil currentrisetimes are 170 #s (outer)and

250 #s (inner), which are sufficiently long for fields to penetrate the cathode electrodes, but

short enough to prevent significant penetration into the aluminum anode electrode. Initial

experiments have been performed at a reduced Marx voltage of 600 kV. Diagnostics used in

these initial experiments iaclude voltage and total current monitors located at the oil-vacuum

interface, and a radial array of four unbiased, magnetized Faraday cups placed near one
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azimuthal location at an axial position 138 mm from the anode.

Typical voltage and current waveforms for a single shot are shown in Figure 2. Initially,

the diode impedance is high, resulting in a voltage risetime of less than 100 ns. Faraday cup

traces are plotted in Figure 3 for the same shot. Ions are detected for approximately 0.6/zs
starting 0.2/_s after application of the high-voltage. The total ion current I i is inferred from

the product of the anode area and the radially-weighted average of the Faraday cup signals.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, I i reaches a maximum of 33 kA and then falls to zero when A-K gap

closure short-circuits the diode.

The influence of the magnetic field on diode performance has been assessed. The data

plotted in Figures 4 through 6 have been obtained for the case where the vacuum magnetic

flux across the anode surface is nearly constant. This situation is produced with equal currents
in the two magnets. A critical field Bet of 0.13 T is required to insulate 400-kV electrons in a

2-era gap. The corresponding critical magnet current needed to generate Bet at the outer edge

of the gap is approximately 2.8 kA. This magnetic insulation threshold is clearly illustrated in

Figure 4, in which the maximum ion current
density Jm and integrated ion fluence q = _ j dt

measured at radius r= 129 mm are plotted vs 600 t ........ ! ...._ ...... !..... ......:Ito_ 120

magnet current. In Figures 4 through 6, the > 400 180 ._

data points represent averages of 112 separate _ i

shots, while the error bars denote standard ..._ 200 40 E,-
"6 =

deviations. As Br is increased past the > _'

threshold, the ion emission remains relatively 0 _ _ ! 0_ i i t 4 i -I i I

constant, while the average diode voltage 0 1 2

during ion emission steadily rises (Fig. 5). The time (_s)

observed Jm of 135 A/cm 2 corresponds to an Fig. 2: Typical diode voltage and currentwaveforms.
enhancement of 55 over the Child-Langmuir

limit computed for protons in the vacuum A-K _ _ = _29mm

gap. The average diode impedance at this time _.200_ ......!........i!..i ......!_:'/ i_......i.........ii.........
varies between 5 and 10 ohms. As illustrated in <_ .................... " ......................

Fig. 2, ions can account for a majority of the _o 100 ...... i.... : ' i,_.._ _!,,_, .......mm i
.............i....i_,_$'143m,a_'i.........i.........total current. Insulated diode efficiencies Ii/Itot _ : _ , /, _ _

between 0.5 and 0.8 are inferred (Fig. 6).
Average radial profiles j(r) and q(r) for about 1 i i i i i !....

0 1

100 shots are plotted in Figure 7a, for three time (/.ts)

magnetic field configurations. Ion emission is Fig. 3: Faraday cup signals at four differentradii.
greatest at larger radii where the insulation
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field is relatively low. This result is consistent 200 .......... ............ ........

with higher Child-Langmuir enhancements due (a) I I ii

to the broader electron sheath in this region. _" 150 I l

The ion current density on the inside is o 1O0 .o.
observed to increase when one lowers the outer <,_ 1

o---_

magnet flux; conversely, emission on the 50 1I-O4
T T

outside is enhanced by lowering the inner • ,

magnet flux. These result are consistent with ............. ......... .

recent experiments at Cornell. 5 The use of the _ t50 (b) [ l
perforated anode did not appreciably change TM

/ /

the output characteristics of the ion beam (Fig. o 40 ? 1-,

7b), although the j(r) profile is somewhat more _ '"
v 20 J

peaked for the constant current case. tr t
0-O.4

Further experiments are needed to better • _+_ 1

characterize the ion beam. Upcoming studies -2 0 2 + 6
will concentrate on azimuthal and axial magnet current (kA)

variations in the power and energy flow, Fig. 4: Average (a) maximum ion current density

divergence, composition, energy distribution, and (b) integratedioncharge densityob-tainedfrom theFaradaycupat r= 129mm.
and A-K gap closure phenomenon. Parametric

dependences on gap spacing, diode voltage, 400 .......... .....

and anode material also need to be assessed. (o) r l

,J,

>' 'r
HI. Thin Film Deposition Experiments _ 2o0 _s,

1
Several intriguing materials processing

applications with intense ion beams have o .................

emerged recently. Because of the short range (b)
of ions in matter, applications usually involve lo 1

the surface modification of materials, e.g., II. 1,_,implantation, 6 alloy mixing, 7,8 defect _" ,_, ,_' 1-"" +"-t5 _,
formation, 9 and thin film deposition. 1°,11 The N J

congruent evaporative deposition of 11
polycrystalline thin films appears especially 0 .... * ............... •-

-2 0 2 4 6
well suited for intense ion beams. The basic

magnet current (I,,A)
process pioneered by Yatsui t° is illustrated in

Figure 8. The beam is propagated into a solid Fig. 5: Averagediode (a)voltage and (b)impedanceduringion emission.
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target resulting in the evaporation and 1.o ......... . ..... I

ionization of a substantial amount of target 1 I [ I,T]

1material. For example, an energy fluence of 1 o>' ....
bT 4 J I,kJ/cm 2 deposited over a 5 izm ion range will .9. o.5o

heat the target surface about 5x105 K. or _.

approximately 40 eV per atom. The ablated ,o,1
plasma is then deposited at record rates onto an • _._0.0 ........................

adjacent substrate as a crystalline film. Long -2 0 2 4 6
magnet current (kA)

ion pulsewidths are desirable, provided thermal Fig. 6:Diode efficiencyli/Itot inferredfrom
conduction into the target during the beam radially-weightedpeakjm(r) data.

......

pulse is low. For most materials and sub-MeV (a)
beam energies, microsecond-long pulses are _ 10o

optimum. _°E _ IPulsed ion beam deposition is similar to < lO
that used with high-intensity pulsed lasers. 12,13 "--"

As with lasers, there are significant

advantages: (1) target material stoichiometry is a ...... • ......

preserved (i.e., the evaporation/deposition is (b) 6
congruent); (2) relatively high-energy (- 1 eV) eq lOO n **

evaporated particles needed for high-quality E 1_o . }
films are produced; (3) crucibles and filaments < 6lO
used in thermal evaporation are unnecessary; ---, Ix
(4) sequencing with multiple targets is pos- 1

sible; and (5)high deposition rates minimize 1 ...... " • ' •9 10 11 12 13 14 15
contamination problems, r (cm)

Intense ion beams offer many advantages Fig. 7: Current density profilesfor (a) solidand (b)

over lasers. Ion beams penetrate deeper than perforated anodes, and 3 B-fieldeonfigura-
lions (o: inner coil I= 6 kA, outer coil I= 6 kA;

laser light, thereby allowing unprecedented -: Iin=6, Iout=3 kA; A: lin=3, Iout=6 irA).
instantaneous evaporation and deposition rates

SUBSTRATE

of l cm/sec or more. 10 Ions penetrate the _-___
surface plasma better than laser light.

// :_b_t."FILM

Deleteriousparticulatephenomena C splash- _" : -:P_'_'..

electrons, should not exist with ion beams. _ o io, _,,m i

Metallic targets, which generally reflect laser -" I TARaE'r
ION PROCESSING CHAMBER

light, readily absorb ion beams, allowing the D_ODVFig. 8: The ion beam depositionprocess.
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Energy (MeV)

efficient production of metallic and _o 3.0 3.s 4.oI I"

intermetallic coatings. Ion beam accelerators YBo2Cu_O.,_,ThinFilm Ba

are efficient, and, consequently, orders of 8-th_cko_ss=5OOA
"D Bo/Y= 1.85magnitude less-expense (per unit energy) than s

6- Cu/Y=3.3
commercial lasers. =19

.N

Initial deposition experiments have been _ ,-
_- Cu

performed at relatively low energy fluences of :_ it _,_ )_ _l

10 to 20 J/cm 2 on target using a small portion

of the Anaconda ion beam. Approximately 1%
500 5_o 6oo &o 4o 4o 800

(i.e., 5 cm 2) of the beam is sent into a Chonnel

processing chamber containing a target-substrate frog.9: RBSprofile of a Y-Ba-Cu-Ofilm on Si

assembly. The first experiment involved the produced by intense ion beam deposition.

deposition of copper-oxide ceramic films, which are of interest for high-temperature
superconductor applications. YBa2Cu307. 5 films have been deposited onto a variety of room-

temperature crystalline substrates, including Be, Si, and NdGaO 3. Rutherford backscattering

(RBS) analyses of the films indicate a deposition rate of 50 nm/pulse, which is orders of

magnitude higher than typical laser deposition rates. RBS analyses also indicate congruent

evaporation with the 1:2:3 target stoichiometry preserved in the thin film to within 10%

(Figure 9). A 50 nm/pulse deposition rate is also observed when depositing bimetallic

compounds such as brass.

In the future, higher-power deposition will be examined. The entire beam will be

focussed onto a 50-cm a target area. Significant evaporation and ionization (up to 100

mg/pulse) is anticipated. Despite high deposition rates, target contamination from matter

ejected from the flashover anode poses a serious problem, especially for high-purity films

used in electronic applications. Furthermore, dielectric anodes are incompatible with high-

repetition-rate, long-lifetime diodes needed for bulk deposition applications over large areas.

To address these problems, reproducible and relatively pure ion sources, such as the plasma

anode14 will be necessary.

IV. Intense Diagnostic Neutral Beam

Over the last decade, diagnostic neutral beam (DNB) spectroscopy has emerged as a

powerful diagnostic technique for tokamak plasmas, is Applications include local measurement

of: (1)ion temperatures, plasma rotation, and fully-stripped impurity densities by charge-

exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS); (2)density fluctuations; (3)current density

profiles by motional Stark polarimetry. Furthermore, DNB spectroscopy will be needed to
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measure the confined alpha particle densities and energy distributions in upcoming large

burnins plasma experiments such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

(ITER). Present-day low-current, long-pulse neutral-beam technology, however, will be

insufficient in providing the required intensities in 1TER. Specifically, large-radius, high-

density plasmas pose two basic problems: (1) they prevent beam penetration; and (2) they

reduce the signal-to-noise ratio S/N since the signal intensity rises linear with n while the

background bremsstrahlung increases as n2a. Simulations 16 for a 1-MW, 100-keV neutral

hydrogen beam in ITER (R = 5.8 m, a = 2.2 m, n = 1.1 x 1020[1-(r/a)2] 1/2 m-3, T = 10 [1-

(r/a) 2] keV, Zeff = 2) reveal significant beam attenuation, while the anticipated charge-

exchange-recombination emission drops several orders of magnitude below the background

bremsstrahlung level over the first meter from the plasma edge. Improved deposition may be

obtained at higher beam energies; however, high-energy beams lead to unacceptable S/N for

CHERS because of the charge-exchange reaction rates which decrease significantly with beam I

energy. To provide adequate signals at energies matched to the charge-exchange reaction

cross sections, relatively low-energy (about 100 keV/amu), high-current-density beams with

short signal integration times are needed.

To address this problem, we are developing an intense diagnostic neutral beam (IDNB)

which could offer significant improvements in beam current density over conventional

technologies. This program is similar to the Livermore IPINS work of the 70's, 17but it takes

advantage of recent advances in intense ion beam physics. The prototype IDNB under

construction consists of a low-inductance, 120-kV, 125-kJ capacitor bank configured to power

a 300-cm 2 area, applied-B r extraction diode. Pure proton and deuteron sources, such as

cryogenic is and gas-loaded metallic foil anodes, 19or a plasma anode, 14 will be required. The

beam may be focussed ballistically, by conically configuring the diode. Ions are converted

into neutrals in a puff gas charge-exchange cell located downstream.

To produce neutral beams, positive ion 1000
ion current

sources are useful at low energies only, .... ,eutro,cu__
typically E < 100 keV/amu, because of the &""

rapid decrease of the neutral conversion E_ 1 (30

efficiency with E. This decrease, however, < _ " " " --..

is offset by the E3/2 dependence of the "--' 10 J_ "

enhanced ion current density. An operating

window is evident, as illustrated by the 1 ....... '

calculation shown in Fig. 10 for protons in 1(3 E (keV) 100
a 1-cm gap with Child-Langmuir enhance-

ment of 100, and a thick H2 neutralizer cell. Fig. 10: CalculatedIDNBcurrent densities.
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Technical issues to be addressed in upcoming proof-of-principal experiments include: the

beam energy distribution, current density, pulse length, divergence, propagation,

reproducibility, maintenance, and impurity content. An overall assessment of the technology's

suitability for beam spectroscopic measurements on tokamaks will be made.
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Charged Particle Beam Propagation Studies at the Naval Research Laboratory*

R.A.Meger,R.F.Hubbard,J.A.Antoniades,R.F.Fernsler,M. Lampe,D.P.Murphy,

M.C.Myers,R.E.Pechacek,T.A.Peyser,a J.Santos,b S.P.Slinker

Plasma Physics Division, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-50120

The Plasma Physics Division of the Naval Research Laboratory has been performing research
into the propagation of high current electron beams for 20 years. Recent efforts have focused on
the stabilization of the resistive hose instability. Experiments have utilized the SuperIBEX
e-beam generator (5-MeV, 100-kA, 40-ns pulse) and a 2-m diameter, 5-m long propagation
chamber. Full.density air propagation experiments have successfully demonstrated techniques to
control the hose instability allowing stable 5-m transport of 1-2 cm radius, 10-20 kA total
current beams. Analytic theory and particle simulations have been used to both guide and
interpret the experimental results. This paper will provide background on the program and
summarize the achievements of the NRL propagation program up to this point. Further details
can be found in other papers presented in this conference.

I. INTRODUCTION: The Naval Research Laboratory has been performing experimental and theoretical

research into the propagation of relativistic electron beams (REB) in the atmosphere for a number of years.

Recently the work has focused on the study of serf-pinched propagation of intense electron beams in uniform air

and on developing techniques for conditioning the beam in order to stabilize instabilities. NRL has combined a

number of techniques developed by the propagation community in order to successfully demonstrate bea:a

propagation in uniform density backgrounds. This paper will provide an overview of the NRL program with

emphasis on the experimental program. Further details will be found in the accompanying papers.1-5

H. PROPAGATION IN THEATMOSPHERE: Self-pinched propagation of intense relativistic electron

beams in dense gases is subject to a variety of processes which may degrade the beam. The beam undergoes a

slow expansion due to collisions with the neutral gas6 which produces energy loss and increases perpendicular

energy. The characteristic propagation scale length for this process (e-fold expansion of the radius) is the

Nordsieck length LN = 6.1(InT)0"93/pcm where 7 is the electron relativistic factor, In is the net current (kA) in

the vicinity of the beam, and P (atms) is the background pressure. The front of the beam is also subject to a

continuing erosion process driven by inductive axial electric fields which extract energy from the beam electrons.

This leads to the pulse shortening accompanied by rise time sharpening. The beam will also be degraded if it is

injected into the air with a transverse temperature much different from the equilibrium temperature. A poorly

"matched" beam entering the air will result in additional beam expansion and/or loss of electrons throughout the

pulse. Under most circumstances these processes are secondary to the growth of instabilities.
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A. Resistive Hose Instability: The most threateninginstability for beam propagation in high-density gas is

the resistive hose instability.5 The resistive hose is a macroscopic m = 1 kink mode which causes transverse

displacementsof the beamto grow as the beampropagatesin z. It is the result of an interactionbetween the beam

currentand the beam generated backgroundconductivitydistribution.To get a physical understandingof the hose

instabilityassume that a beam is propagatingin a conductive backgroundplasma distributionand that all return

currentshave decayed to zero. (Hose motiondoes not requirethe presenceof monopole returncurrentsgenerated

when the beamfirstenters the gas.) Now assume that the beam is givenan instantaneouslateralkick at a point in

the beam frame (frame moving with the beam) somewhere behind the beam head. The perturbationis of finite

length in the beam frame (greater than the beam radius and much less than the beam length) and moves the beam

radially out of the initial beam channel a distance which is small relative to the beam radius. Since the

background plasma is conductive a plasma current will be driven in the original beam channel, trying to preserve

the original magnetic axis of the beam. Likewise plasma currents will be driven in the displaced beam channel,

masking the presence of the displaced beam current. The circulating plasma current forms a dipole field (shadexl

region in figure 1) which preserves the original magnetic field distribution. The attractive force between the

plasma current driven in the original beam channel and the displaced beam electrons results in the hose

oscillations. 7 If the plasma conductivity were infinite then the magnetic axis of the beam would be frozen in

place and the central force would produce an oscillation of the beam about the magnetic axis. For a resistive

plasma the dipole field will decay away on a dipole decay time scale, Xd---mab2/2pc2 see where p is the plasma

resistivity. An estimate of the dipole decay time can be made using "¢d=_,[Ibdt/25sec where Ib is the beam current

(kA) giving _d - 10 ns late in the beam pulse.8 The dipole decay time will be short when p is large early in the

pulse and will increase later in the pulse. The decay of the dipole field will result in the magnetic axis shifting

toward the beam centroid. This shift introduces a phase lag between the beam and magnetic axis which leads to

growth of the oscillations. The largest hose growth occurs at the betatron frequency which is the natural

oscillation frequency of the beam electrons. This is characterized by the wavelength of the o_illatory electron

Ip
41................... Plasma Dipole

Beam Ib Magnetic Axis

-- II IIIIII I

Ib ................... B0 Ib
Ip

Figure 1. A displacement of the beam current leads to the formation of a plasma dipole current distribution.
Resistivity in the plasma leads to decay of the dipole current and growth of the resistive hose instability.
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motion knownas the betatronwavelength,_,13= 2_zab(IA_/Bn)1/2, where In is the net current(In=Ib-Ip where Ip is

the plasma currentand IA=17kA). A measure of hose stability is the number of betatron wavelengthsthe beam

can propagatewithout largehose growth relative to the scatteringscale length, LN.

The resistive hose is a rapidlygrowing instability. Undernormalexperimentalcircumstancesit resultsin a

rapid loss of the entirebeam aftera few metersof propagation. In several betatronwavelengths the amplitude of

the instability cangrow by ordersof magnitude. Itis uiggered at a point in the beam where the dipole decay time

is comparable to the perturbationfrequency (higher frequencies phase mix out before the plasma channel can

respond and lower frequencies result in a translationof the beam). At the point in the beam frame where the

instability is triggered the amplitude of the local betatron oscillations grow rapidly. The plasma current_',which

arestationary in the lab frame, excite the hose in successive slices of the beamas they move throughthe perturbed

region. Thus, in the beam frame, the instabilityappearsto be constantlygrowing and convecting toward the tag.

In general, at a given location in the beam frame the hose amplitudewill grow until phase mixing effects smear

out the coherentbeam oscillations and convert the motion into beam temperature. At a given location in the lab

frame, one would see increasingamplitude radial motion of the beam as it moved past. In the beam frame, hose

motion at a given location would grow in amplitude until phase mixing smearsout the coherentmotion and the

beamquietsdown again.

Thehoseinstabilitycannotbeeliminatedforbeamspropagatinginhighpressureneutralg_. Therearc,

however,severaltechniqueswhichcouldminimizeitseffects.Firsttheconvectionoftheinstabilityfromone

locationinthebeamframebackwardsdependsonhow wellonebeam slicecouplestothenext.Thiscouplingis

dependentonthespectrumofbetatronfrequenciesinanygivenslice.Sincepeakgrowthoftheinstabilityoccurs

nearthelocalbetatronfrequency,anychangeinthisfrequencywithpositioninthebeam framedecreasesthe

coupling.A changeinthelocalbetatronfrequencycanbeintroducedby continuallychangingtheradiusofthe

beam from the front to the back in the beam frame. In high pressure gas this corresponds to changing the

emithanceof the beam fromhead to tag. Ideally one would like to start with a fat beam and taper the radius down

to a small radius near peak current to ensure maximum energy density on target. A second knob is the control of

initial perturbations which trigger the instability. These can be externaUy introduced (e.g., beam sweep or BBU

from the accelerator) or can be randomnoise on the beam. By decreasing the amplitude of the perturbationsthe

magnitude of the instability can be reduced. Introducing the emittance tailoring to the beam and damping out

initial perturbations are the basis of beam "conditioning" which has recently been the main focus of the NRL

propagation effort.

B. Beam Conditioning Techniques: NRL's approach for reducing hose growth has been to employ post

accelerator beam conditioning techniques.l,2,3 Beam conditioning generally has two primary goals: (1) to

introducea head-to-tailtaperinthebeam radiustodetunetheinstability,and(2)tocenterthebeam anddamp

transverse perturbationson the beamwhich seed the instability.

1. Emittance tailoring: Beam tapering in SuperIBEXis accomplished with an ion-focused regime (IFR)

transport ceU.9 When an electron beam is injected onto a plasma channel whose density is less than the beam
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density, it will assume an equilibrium based on the beam current and the local space charge density. If the beam

is highly relativistic (_ >> 1), the repulsive force from the beam's radial electric field is nearly canceled (to order

1/y2) by the self-pinching magnetic field B0. A small amount of background ionization, produced by an external

source such as a laser or directly by beam ionization of the low density background gas, can decrease the space

charge forces, allowing the beam to pinch. By adjusting the gas pressure to allow for the pulse length and cell

geometry in the beam ionized case, one can introduce a radius taper to the beam profile on the beam time scale.

This radius tailoring can then be converted to emittance tailoring with a scattering foil at the end of the IFR cell.

2. Damping of Beam Perturbations: A variety of techniques have been used on SuperIBEX and other

devices to reduce the perturbations which "seed" the hose instability. 1,2,3 Initial experiments used a small

diameter, high pressure IFR cell to center the beam. More recent experiments have focused on the use of an

externally powered, current-carrying wir_.cell known as a B0 cell.10 In this system a fraction of the beam current

is driven down a multi-betatron wavelength long cell with or without a gas fill. The anharmonic potential well

produced by the wire current pulls the beam toward the wire and smears out coherent radial motion due to phase

mixing within the beam.

HI. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS: See figure 2.

A. Beam GenPration: The beam used for these propagation experiments was produced by the SuperIBEX

accelerator. SuperlBEX is a single-shot electron beam device capable of producing a 5-MeV, 40 nsec WHM

pulse with peak currents of up to 100kA. SuperIBEXis designed to give a 10-nsec rise time with essentially zero

prepulse. For these experiments a 0.3 cm radius flat cathode was used with a nominally 3-era vacuum gap to a 2.5

l_m thick Ti anode foil. For these experiments the diode was mismatched to give only 50 kA at the full 5-MV

voltage. In order to improve beam quality the beam was then passed through an emittance selector consisting of a

MAGNETIC PROBES

DIODE SECTION

i:!:i:i:!:i:!:i:i

CONDmONING PRO B
CELL8

%iiiiiii:?

I t

CAMERAS 1 meter.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the SuperIBEX propagationapparatus.
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5 cm long, 0.9-1.1 cm radiusstainless steel tube with a second foil at its exit. The thicknessof this foil could be

adjusted to controlbeam emittance. Voltage andcurrentwere monitoredat variouslocations in the diode region.

B. Conditioning Cells: Afterexiting the emittance selector the beam entered the first of two conditioning cells.

A 40 cm long, 10 cm diameterITR cell was used to provide radius tailoringfor the beam. IFRpressuresranging

from3-20 mTorrof Argonwere used in the cell. A 40-125 _ thick Ti foil ended the IFR cell. Inputandoutput

currentmonitorswere used to measure the beam transportin the IFRcell. Downstreamof the IFRcell was a 1.2

m long, 20 cm diameterB0 cell with a 125-200 I_mwire strungalong the axis. Pulsed wirecurrentof 2-10 IrA, 20

durationfroma 58 p.Fbankweredrivenalongthe wire. Thechambercouldbe evacuatedorrunatfull density

air pressure. A beam currentand positionmonitorwas locateAat the downstreamend of the cell. A 40 _ Ti foil

wasusedtoseparatetheendof theB0 cellfrom full densityair whenlowpressurewasusedin the cell. The two

conditioningcellswerefollowedbya 80 cm long,20 cm diameterfull densityair transportcell usedfor optical

diagnostics.

C. Large Diameter Propagation Chamber: Downstream of the optical diagnosticcell was a 2m diameter,5m

long propagationchamber. Sets of 4 magnetic probes protruded in 0.5 m from the walls at half meter increments

along the chamber. The probes could be summed to give net currentsor opposite pairs subwacw,d to give radial

displacement of the magnetic axis. Since the probes were located 50 cm off axis, they integrate displacements

over 1-2 betatronwavelengths of beam propagation. Open shutter cameras were deployed along the propagation

chamber to recordgas light from airpropagationexperiments.

D. Beam Profile Diagnostics: One of the key issues for beam propagationis the measurement of the beam

condition atdifferent locations.4 This requirestimedependentmeasurementsof both the beam radial position and

the beamcurrentdensity profile. Magneticprobes were used extensively to locate the beamor netcurrentaxis. A

segmentedFaraday cup11 was used to give the beam profiles as a function of time. Framingand streakcamera

opticaldiagnostics were used to give both position and currentdensity profiles. Streak cameraimages providedns

resolution of Cerenkov light from a chord of the beam

passing through an FEP Teflon foil. Framing camera 4 I i ) I _ 20

images of the same Cerenkov foil provided up to 120 ps __ ,Aa_,m_,_,_f_, ,.... :o._---'-¥1% _ v, _ "Im_'*um_
/'X--..J -_ t / _k_r#p=n ...

resolved 2-D images of the beam at 4 arbitrary times. 3 -:----I--_--_:.--w-_,-z#,,_ ,4 s
""_ :! |m[_.i i "qt q t !

Figure 3 shows a radius profile of the SuperIBEX beam zs- _--_.-l:-4---- i...... i................

just downstream of the IFR conditioning cell as _ ! i _ t _"! !

measured by the segmented Faraday cup with a number o.,. 1 ' /_ ) ;--- '-+----s: _
offramingcamerameasurementssuperimposed.Time o.s-_--:C'_-i_-.r-_i----_........._.........b r'_ i ! _ i,,,_ L

integrated optical diagnostics were used in the 0 _'i t [ i [ "_''"_o
o Io 20 30 40 so so 70

propagationchamber and provided averaged TIME (rlanosecorlds)

informationonthebeam profileasitpropagatedinthe " ,,,

atmosphere. Figure3.Beam radiusasmeasuredbythesegmented
faraday cup and the GO1 framing camera.
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IV. RADIUS TAILORING EXPERIMENTS: The amount of radius tailoring necessary to minimize hose

growth is very dependenton theparticularbeam parameters. The local spectrumof betatron frequencies,which to

a large degree determineshow well a given hose perturbationcouples backward in the beam, dependson the local

beam emittance, net current, and beam energy at that particular location in the beam. Beams with simultaneous

ramps on all three parameters may require a different radius tailoring prof'fle than one with constant current and

voltage. In addition the parameters may be changing with propagation due to nose erosion, energy loss, etc.

Analytic theory has identified a scaling law for hose growth as a function of the beam radius taper. 12 The scaling

law uses ab,_(_)"k where _ is the location of the beam slice relative to the beam head and k is a parameter < 1.

Small k values would have flat radius profiles. SARLAC simulations and the analytic model show a factor of 20

larger hose amplitude growth for k = 0.2 vs 0.7. Relatively small changes in k can lead to large changes in the

hose growth. This suggests that the key to radius tailoring is establishing control of the beam radius profile and

then using this control to minimize the hose growth. This must all be done with the understanding that the highest

possible current density for the beam is desirable. A well tailored low current density beam may be stable but not

very useful.

SuperlBEX experiments have focused on the use of a beam-generated IFR transport cell to provide radius

tailoring for the beam. There are several "knobs" that can be turned experimentally to control the beam radius

tailoring. These include, assuming a given injected beam voltage and current profile, the injected emittance, IFR

gas pressure, cell wall radius, and cell length. Experiments have been performed varying the first three of these

parameters as well as for a variety of injected beam currents. Details of these experiments can be found in an

4 _3mT T 20x103

2.5 - ==

,, e

0,5

0

lime (5ns/dlv)

Figure 4. Beam half-current radius and transported current measured downstream of the IFR cell for 3, 5, and
10 mT IFR pressures.
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accompanying paper.2 In general the radius tailoring generated by the cell used in these experiments was very

sensitive to the gas pressureused in the cell. Figure4 illustrates this point. Gas pressures of 3, 5, and 10 mTorrof

Argon were used in the cell. At low pressure (3 mTorr)the beam half currentradius is limited early on by the 10

cm IFR cell diameter. The beam radius starts to decrease close to peak current but never pinches down to a small

radius beam. The 10 mTorrcase shows the radius tailoring to begin much earlierin the pulse and to pinch down

to less than 1 cm radius. This represents greater than a factor of 6 increase in currentdensity. In terms of the

radius tailoring parameter this representsa factor of nearly 3 change in k value. The results illustrated in figure 4

agr_ well with analytic predictions by Femsler13and with FRIEZR code simulations of the SuperIBEXbeam.14

Experiments were also performed to test the effect of input emittance on the IFR cell radius tailoring.

Increasingthe input foil thickness from 40 to 80 lain Ti significantly increased the minimum radius of the beam

anddelayed the tailoring. Details of this experimentcan be foundin an accompanyingpaper.2 Experimentswith

a 20 cm diameter IFR cell revealed the presence of a currenthalo surroundingthe centralcore.4 The 10 cm

diameter cell appearedto scrape off this portion of the currentdistribution. Although the origin of the core-halo

distributionis not well understood,it is suspected that the distributionis relatedto foil focusing effects at the input

end of the IFR cell. The halo appears to represent <20% of the current injected into the IFR cell. Further

investigationsof this phenomenonare in progress.

The radius tailoring imposed on the beam by the IFR cell is converted to an emittance tailoring with a

scattering foil located at the end of the cell. Ideally one would like to match the beam radius in the IFR cell to

that in the air downstre_,n of the cell. The scattering foil will increase the emittance proportionalto the beam

radius when it hits the foil. Largerradius beams will end up with higher emittance. If too little scattering is

provided the beam will come out of the IFR cell too cold. The sudden neutralizationof the space charge as it

enters the full density airdownstream of the foil will lead to a rapidheating of the beam, destroyingthe tailoring

prot'fleimposed by the IFR cell. Likewise too thick of a foil will overheat the beam and lead to rapid expansion

of the beam as it propagates in the air. Usually one tries to pick the foil thickness to maintainthe beam radius

near peak current. 60 gm Ti appears to match the beam radius for the SuperlBEX beam. Fine tuningof the

emittanceconversionprocess awaitsdetailedbeam measurements.

V. B0 CELL OPERATION: Damping of thevarious perturbations which lead to hose growth is an important

factor in beam conditioning. The frequency of the most dangerousperturbationschanges as a function of position

in the beam frame. Early in the pulse, when xd is still relatively short (xd << 1 ns) very high frequency

pertttrbationswill couple to the beam. Later in the pulse ('cd =5 ns) lower frequencyperturbations will couple. In

bothcases the hose growth will appearnear the local betatronfrequencywhere the perturbationwas first initiated.

The active B0 cell has the advantage that it will damp out high frequency perturbations even in the beam head.

Schemes that depend on a feedbackbetween the beam currentand the wall (e.g., high pressure IFR cells2) do not

damp out the head perturbationsefficiently.

Experiments were performed using both full density air and vacuum BO cells with currents ranging from
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2-10 kA. 1 To lowest order both cells appeared to center

the beam. After 1.2 m of transport in the cell the beam

showed very little sweep. The radius tailoring

introduced by the IFR cell, with one exception, also

appeared to be maintained by the cell. 24 kA, 25 ns

FWHM beams injected into the B0 cell were

transported with 80% efficiency for the vacuum case

and 60% efficiency for the gas filled case. The gas

filled cell showed a pulse shortening down to 20 ns.

The beam radius appeared to increase from 1.5 cm just

downstream of the IFR cell to nearly 2 cm downstream

of the gas B0 cell. This is consistent with radius growth

due to scattering off the gas background (1.2 m is nearly t ---0 ll $ t - 4 0 11$

1/3 of a Nordsieck length). The increased loss in the gas Figure 5. Streak photos of Cerenkov light
produced by the SuperlBEX beam. Upper shows

filled case is hypothesized to be the result of scattering large beam sweep, lower almost no sweep.

beam electrons ,nto the loss cone represented by beam

electrons striking the wire. There is evidence that scattering is important from optical data taken at the output end

of the cell.4 Particularly in the gas filled case there is a hollowing of the current density profile seen. The

decreased transport efficiency for the gas cell may in part be due to this increased scattering effect. There also

appear to be dependencies on the wire diameter and the current driven in the cell. 1

Despite losses the centering cell does damp out radial motion of the beam. Figure 5 shows streak

photographs from Cerenkov foils located just downstream of the exit of the B0 cell from two SuperlBEX beams.

The upper beam (without B0 centering) shows large amplitude motion of the beam while the lower (with B0

centering) shows almost no radial motion. Such large amplitude motion is deadly for triggering hose motion as

the beam propagates. Further experiments are in progress to optimize the B0 cell operation. There is evidence

that operating at an intermediate pressure in the cell may decrease the beam loss to the wire while still damping

the beam's radial motion.

VI. BEAM PROPAGATIONINTHEATMOSPHERE: The ultimate goal of beam conditioning is to

stabilize the beam as it propagates in the atmosphere. From background scattering alone the radius of a

relativistic beam will e-fold in one Nordsieck length. This representsa decrease of a factor >7 in current density,

and therefore energy density, delivered to a target. After propagatingone Nordsieck length the beam has lost

most of its energy delivering capability. Likewise the hose instability growth scale length is represented by the

betatron wavelength of the beam. Without conditioning a beam will either disrupt or increase in diameter in a

small number of betatron wavelengths. This suggests that a figure of merit for measuringthe stable propagation
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of a beam could be the distance a beam propagates in units of betatron wavelengths out to a maximum of one

Nordsieck length. In reality the betatron wavelength is increasing as the beam increases in radius so one must

correct the figure of merit for scattering. Using initial values for the scale lengths gives a zero-order estimate of

the figure of merit. This leaves undefined what constitutes "stable" propagation. For energy delivery applications

a relevant measure of stability could be hose growth of less than a beam radius.

The SuperlBEX propagation experiments were performed in a 5-m long, 2-m diameter propagation

chamber. At full density air pressure the Nordsieck length for the SuperIBEX beam (5 MeV, 15 kA beam curren0

is 4-5 m. The injected beam betatron wavelength for the SuperIBEX beam is 20-30 cm, depending on its radius.

With both the IFR radius tailoring and the B0 centering cells, stable propagation was observed for the full 5-m

length of the chamber. Figure 6 shows side view pictures for open shutter cameras of the beam as it propagates.

Scanning of the photographs and correction for lens effects showed that the beam diameter expanded slightly

faster than the predicted Nordsieck expansion rate. After 5 m of propagation the beam had expanded out to 8-10

cm diameter rather than the expected 5-6 cm from Norcisieck expansion. The additional expansion could be a

function of the open shutter camera diagnostic which measures background gas light. Plasma return currents in

the beam channel tend to broaden the envelope of the light giving an overestimate of the beam cross section.

High frequency hose motion or possibly phase mixed hose motion from the beam head could also broaden the

beam profile. Magnetic probe measurements of the beam centroid motion along the propagation chamber showed

stable beams with less than 2.5 cm radial motion over the duration of the current pulse.3 Relatively minor

changes in the "tuning" of the conditioning cells could alter the beam propagatio,l from grossly unstable with

disruption by 1-2 m of propagation, to "banana" orbit beams which followed a curved trajectory, to straight beam

propagation. For a given tuning of the conditioning cells the beam propagation was very reproducible. The stable

propagation shots for the full 5 m length of the chamber represent a figure of merit of between 15 and 25 for the

beam. This is as large of a figure of merit as any previous experiments.

>
I I I I !

:1.40 2.90 240 32.0 390 505
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Figure 6. Open shutter pictures of the SuperlBEX beam propagating in full density air.
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VIII. SUMMARY: A physical picture of the origins of the resistive hose instability was prosenwxl. The

caseforbothradiustailoringandbeamperturbationdampingwasmadeandtheoperationofconditioningcellsto

performthesefunctionsoutlined.Furtherinformationcanbe foundinaccompanyingpapers.Successful

propagationofNRL's5MeV, 10-20kA SupcrIBEXbeamusingthesetechniqueswasreported.
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and

D. R. Welch, K. W. Struve
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Abatract

The resistive hose instability of an electron beam was observed to be
convective in recent RADLAC II experiments for higher current shots. The effects
of air scattering for these shots were minimal. These experiments and theory
suggest low-frequency hose motion which does not appear convective may be due to
rapid expansion and subsequent drifting of the beam nose.

Introduction

The recent RADLAC III experiments studied propagation of a high current

relativistic electron beam (REB) propagating in the atmosphere, and confirmed the

convective nature of the hose instability. The unique combination of high beam

current and extremely small initial perturbation, allowed saturation of the hose

instability to be observed for the first time. Data at higher currents were

needed to study current scaling of the instability. It was important to collect

data at atmospheric pressure to ensure that subtle air chemistry effects such as

avalanche did not distort the experiment.

As a REB propagates through the atmosphere, the gas is ionized, quickly

neutralizing the beam charge with current only partially neutralized. Thus, the

beam undergoes betatron oscillations in the residual magnetic field with a

wavelength lB. The beam emittance increases with distance due to elastic

collisions with the atmosphere increasing beam radius exponentially every

Nordsieck length, I_. Analytic theory and extensive computer sinlulations

indicate that the primary parameter of interest for a REB hose experiment is the

number of betatron wavelengths occurring within a _ (X = I_/kp). 2

The RADLAC II accelerator used a magnetically-insulated stalk adder similar

to that of Hermes III. 3 This configuration demonstrated beam voltages of 10-12

MV, beam currents of 50-100 kA, and an annular beam of about l-cm radius and 1-2

mm annular width. With no further conditioning, we found that the beam, extracted

through a thin foil for propagation, quickly became unstable to high frequency

hose oscillations. For propagation experiments, we conditioned the beam with a

3-m Be wire cell, which used an externally driven current on a thin axial wire

to center the beam. This reduced the amplitude of initial transverse motion and

produced a modest head to tail radius variation and produced reasonable

propagation stability. Due to the high current, values for X ranged from 10-40.

Experimental Configuration

Figure 1 shows the hardware set-up for the experiment. Initially, the l-cm

thin annular beam was not stable in the Be cell. Based on IPROP and MAGIC

simulations of the problem, we switched to a solid beam produced by a 1.5 cm

radius bullet cathode in a reduced solenoidal Bz field of 0.5 Tesla. The beam
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was heated by a scattering foil to

match the acceptance of the Be cell.

Optimum tuning gave a well-damped 2-cm

solid beam inside the Be cell which 8EAMSTOP

expanded to a freely propagating beam RETURNARRAY.,.....,/_

with equilibrium radius Re_ib=3-4 cm [ BSC£LL __

in the propagation range at Z=I.5 m '_'I'3m /__where Z is the distance from the Be
" ' Z-0

ceil exit. '..'_ I _'sm 13.5_'_m___.._

,, ......The Rogowski monitors and ._ ................_ m

dielectric foil beam current monitors . ._As ./

allowed time resolved measurements of

net current (IN) and beam current (I8), ___
O.F.C.

respectively. The propagation range

consisted of a conical wire cage array
Figure 1 Schematic drawing of the

which expanded from the 15-cm radius RADLAC propagation experiment.

Be cell exit monitor to a 1 m radius

aluminum tank extending from Z= 7-9 m where the beam was dumped. The 9 m length

of the range limited propagation to 10~15 kp. A time-resolved beam equilibrium

radius measurement was made with an optical streak camera viewing air

fluorescence at Z=I.5 m. Time-resolved beam centroid and radius data were

recorded with 3 optical frame cameras viewing air fluorescence in the entire

region from Z=I-5 m, giving 3 beam slice histories on each shot. Several time-

integrated cameras viewed air fluorescence in the region from Z = 0-9 m.

Geometric reconstruction of the entire beam path was possible by mapping the

images from multiple cameras to the object space. The array of diagnostics

allowed us to characterize both the injected beam parameters IN(t), IB(t) and

R(t) (beam half-current radius), and the parameters R_uzB(t) Xbar(t), and Ybar(t)

of the propagating beam on a single shot. This was essential since each machine

shot had different characteristics.

Experimental Results

Many of the high current shots exhibited only a few cm of hose

motion. We attribute this relative hose stability to the combination of

high-current, modest radius tailoring and very low initial perturbation produced

by the Be cell. Some shots, however, had larger initial perturbation and showed

fast hose growth followed by damping. Table I summarizes a number of high quality

shots which have been analyzed in detail. The minimum radius column corresponds

to the minimum measured radius of the three optical cameras (streak, framing, or

time integrated). Theoretical values were calculated assuming a peak beam

energy of i0 MeV. All the listed shots have X > 20 and, therefore hose growth

is not artificially suppressed by air scattering.
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Table I. Peak current data and theory.
,,, ,, ,, ,, , , , , ,,,.

Shot beam net Minimum exp. theory theory
current current Radius LN L_ X

(kA) (kA) (cm) (m) (m)
.. , , ,,,, , ,,

2181 52 28 3 •8 25 32 37
... , , , ........

2183 34 24 3.7 25 26 29
..... ,,,,. , ,, ., ,,, , ......

2193 54 30 3.6 NA 35 44
, ,,,,,. ,,,, ,. i, , , ......

2200 34 24 4.2 NA 26 26
. ,, ,,, , ,, ,. ,,. ,,,,, ,., ,, , , ,..

2203 42 27 3.3 37 30 40
.. ,,, ,,, ,.,. , .

2204 37 24 4.0 NA 26 27
", , ,, ., ,,,,, .

Hose growth rates and saturation

amplitudes have been measured for these

shots and compare well with IPROP

simulations. The details of data

Shot 2193 Electrical Data
analysis and comparison to theory are

described in the next section. Shots2203and2204 are the best examples of i!!;..................._i ............................................................

saturatiOninitialperturbationsatlow wereamplitudeS'verysmall Thefor _i;:-:!* ..............._/ ............._ ..........................i i:ii:i:::iii::iiiiii:iiiii:i

2 ................................ ° ...................

these shots. Shot 2193 is interesting

because the larger amplitudes could lead

to nonlinear saturation. Figure 2
.._

displays a typical measurement of Is and = ,_ 2o 3o _ _ _ T0 80 _ I__me(n_)

IN. The RADLAC II data with Is of 30 to

50 kA is clearly in the high current _---9_bz000---_nz000.--IPROP ]

regime with significant plasma return

currents as seen in the figure where I_ Figure 2 Electrical monitors show the

is approximately half of Is. The net net current peaks near the end of the
beam current pulse in agreement with

current displays typical high current IPROP simulations.

behavior in reaching peak near the end of

the beam pulse and then dropping slowly as the plasma currents decay. Figure 3

displays processed streak data showing the beam current and equilibrium radius

from air fluorescence measured at Z = 1.5 m. The two traces are inherently time

tied since the beam current is computed from the same streak image a, =he radius

and centroid. The beam equilibrium radius varies less than a factor of 2 during

the current rise and is almost constant during the body of the pulse.

Figure 4 displays histories of half-current radius R(Z) and the centroid

Xbar(Z) for a beam slice near peak current for shot 2203. The data is derived

from a single optical frame with 3-ns gate time. This data shows a clear

Nordsieck expansion consistent with calculated Nordsieck range. Three slice

histories derived from shot 2193 are plotted in Figure 5 showing the growth of
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the hose instability in time and

space. Each of the 3 curves is

obtained from a separate frame image to f" k
with time delay of 7.5 ns between 9 . .

frames. The data at the right of the a - -

figure suggests saturation as the rate 7 "" _ ".

of growth decreases with time. The _ 6 .. _ . -u •

frame cameras only viewed the _ s . \. .

propagation range from Z= 1-5 m, so _ 4 . .o _,../_-

they could not record saturation _ "

occurring beyond Z = 5 m. 7 .Q

Data on stability over the ! "

entire 9-m propagation range was o to _ _ _ _ _ m _ _ iN

obtained from time-integrated (=)

photographs of air fluorescence
Figure 3 Streak data showing the beam

resulting from beam propagation. The radius and beam current at Z = 1.5 m

apparent distances on the photographs indicates modest radius tailoring.

are distorted by camera perspective,

but was eliminated by geometric

correction. We digitized 2 orthogonal

views and generated beam centroid Shot2203 3rdFrame
t+ 15ns

tracks in 3 space. The results of this 6

process are shown in Figure 6 where _ 5 ..... -.....................

the total beam offset (Xbar2+Ybar2) In S 4_..............."'_'""'-_=_="'"'_ ...................................................................

from the center line is plotted as a I tliiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
function of distance. This plot "ii
showing shot 2203 is the best example

of saturation where oscillations grow _'_ ............_ .........................._ ..........
._ , , , • , . , , •

to maximum amplitude near Z = 5 m and _ 1_ 200 250 300 350 4_ 450 5_ _50 E::z(cm)

then damp. The beam offset from the

centerline is less than 2 cm after 9 m I-'-ra_us-'-cen'_ 1

of propagation. This represents an

aiming accuracy of 2 mrad which is Figure 4 Framing data taken at near peak
current for shot 2203 shows the beam

comparable to the alignment of the B e centroid and radius as a function of Z.

guide wire. Figure 7 also show damping

of high frequency hose by the Z = 5 m point but also may show growth of lower

frequency modes or aiming error associated with alignment of the Be guide wire.

Shot 2204 had a smaller value of X than 2203 which may have permitted the beam

nose to drift.

Implications for Hose Dynamics

The most dangerous instability associated with propagation is the resistive

hose instability.4,s,6, 7 This is a m=l mode associated with finite scalar

conductivity, o. In the beam body with a Bennett 8 beam and conductivity radial
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profile and negligible plasma return

current, Lee s found the instability to

be convective not absolute, with small

displacements growing from head to Shot2193Frames
5,

tail The convective nature of the ...l_..

• 41......................................................................................................__ ihose instability, due to the 3 ..................................................................................!

anharmonic nature of the Bennett 21......................................................................_ ................_............;

confining potential, made possible the _it!!!!i!)_!!!!!!_!i

9-m propagation of the RADLAC II beam.

The situation is complicated by the

dynamics in the beam head where

parameters are changing rapidly (X<I) .3_ I_ _- _0 400 s_ _o_
z (_)

in time and space. For low beam energy

and current, the dynamics in the I-'-tr_ng.1-'.-" try2 _ f_me3 1

electrostatic region of the beam,

where the charge neutralization time
Figure 5 Slice histories of the

_c (=i/4_a) > R/c and magnetic effects propagating beam show growth of the hose
are small, are also important, instability in time and space.

A self-pinched REB propagating

in the atmosphere expands due to elastic collisions with background nuclei. For

the high currents produced by the RADLAC II accelerator, inelastic collisions

which tend to shrink the beam radius are also important. These collisions act to

slow down a relativistic electron, removing momentum along the electron

trajectory (the finite angle scattering from these collisions is already included

in the Nordsieck calculation).

Accounting for these effects, the

Nordsieck length becomes

L_ol (z) Sllot 2203 Cameras 1 and 10
LN--I-yIeLNel/2 7

_o -.-:-----_:.:: !__..._"::: i:::.....::;: : : ::; [::::::::i:71_:::........

y due to inelastic collisions

(ignoring bremsstrahlung emission _ I _!! _! _:!!!!!!!_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!_ I!!!--!_!!!!!!!!!!!!! _ I .__.....___._._..._....I

roughly .006 i/cm-atm) . L_ z (=60vn7,

where vn is the net current normalized

by 17 kA)is the Nordsieck length due, ll- f]!_i_i__; _iii_i_..... ..............ii......7"'"_'"17.....ql _"'......

_to elastic collisions only. Eq.(1)
0.1

shows that for sufficiently high vn, 0 ,_ 200 300 4oo 5o0 600 700 _ 9oo
z(om)

the beam radius will actually decrease

with distance (negative L_). For the

RADLAC II parameters(vn = 1-2), the
Figure 6 Digitized and reconstructed air

inelastic collision term enhances the fluorescence data shows growth and

damping for shot 2203.
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Nordsieck length 20-50%.

Beam expansion can have

stabilizing or destabilizing effects
Shot 2204 Cameras 1 and 10

on the resistive hose instability. A
|0 ..........................................................................

given hoe e mode is e ffect ive ly detuned x::u__:___:::_::x::._::x._:._--_,_-_::__-c_---__.._::!__,__

by the rapidly changing beam frequency __Z_.__., _iii

caused by Nordsieck expansion. From __--_i____--.i_ii___ ......

Eq. (i), X is given approximately by _ [______

_|-- - i
10v_'sY°'5 (2) o

z= ap (1-o. lev.)

where p is the pressure in o._=0 I_ 2o0 3oo 4oo 5oo 6o0 To0 8oo 9oo

atmospheres. For X>>I0, air scattering z(_)

has little impact on the hose dynamics

since the beam l_ changes little on

the time scale of an oscillation. Figure 7 Shot 2204 shows the saturation
of high-frequency hose with some low-

For typical RADLAC II shots, the beam frequency growth late in z.

body has a X > 20, however, X varies

from the beam nose to the body with scattering becoming increasingly important

near the beam nose.

In the past several years, we, and others, have noted low-frequency

laboratory-frame oscillations which did not saturate for lower energy beams in

experiment and simulation despite the prediction of convective behavior from

classical hose theory. Initial IPROP 9 three-dimensional simulations of a RADLAC

II beam with 5-Mev energy in the beam front and a 20-MeV maximum, a 30-kAmaximum

current and a minimum 1.5-cm radius, we noted that a very low frequency

oscillation, which did not saturate, dominated the classical high-frequency hose

behavior. These oscillations originated in the beam nose where the effects of air

scattering were significant (X < unity). This behavior suggested that hose can

be re-excited by a coupling to the expanding beam head. Increasing the energy in

the beam non:e, as well as higher currents, were seen to produce hose saturation

as predicted in classical theory. Furthermore, simulations of the 100-kA HERMES

II beam with energy ramping up from 0 to i0 MeV in I00 ns and a 7-10 cm minimum

radius showed remarkable stability despite the 200-ns pulse duration. We observed

hose growth as low as a factor of 5 compared with 100-400 for the RADLAC II case.

In the HERMES II case, X < 0.2 in the beam nose but as high as 20 _n the body.

The rapid blow off of the head eliminated the coupling to hose seen in the RADLAC

II simulations.

Essentially, if a beam slice near te, defined as the time at which Tc =

R/c, has X near unity, the beam nose will drift due to a rapidly decaying

transverse restoring force. Hence, the entire beam will experience a growing

oscillation with a frequency characteristic of the beam nose. In order to test
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this theory, we must determine X(te). X(te) may be estimated from known beam

parameters by assuming the beam has a linearly rising current, dv/dt, and has a

time dependent radius profile R(t)=(Rt)e/t, where (Rt) e is the product of radius

and time at re. Since return current is small for t < te, Vn(t ") = V(t,), thus, we

only need determine t,. In the beam head for pressures near 1 atmosphere, the

conductivity production rate is proportional to the current density Jb=4V/R 2 (a

4K factor is included). As a function of t, Tc"I is then given by

to

_=c/_Jb (t)dr, (3)
0

where k = 0.466 for a i0 MeV beam from Bethe's electron energy loss formula I°

and assuming all the energy is deposited locally into ionization. Integrating

Eq. (3) and assuming that t, is determined precisely when To(re) = R/c (shown to

be a good approximation 11) yields,

c2 (Rt),

t,=[ _/d_ ]_/3 (4)

which gives Vn=((dv/dt)2(Rt),/(cl)) In. We may now use this expression for vn in

Eq. (2) to determine X(t,) . For all these shots, the maximum radius measured with

streak camera at 1.5 m is 5.5-6.2 cm. Using (Rt) e = 15 cm-ns gives R(t,) of this

order with te = 2-2.5 ns. We note, however, the model results are relatively

insensitive to (Rt), and use this value in the model for all shots. The

experimental data and model results for six RADLAC II shots are given in Table

II. We first note the strong correlation between X(te) and the observation of

hose saturation. For X(te) < i, the hose does not appear to saturate. Shots 2193,

2203, and 2204 demonstrate the most classical behavior. We see good agreement

between the observed oscillation wavelengths of these three shots (3-4 m) and

those calculated in the model. For the other three shots, the oscillation

wavelengths were quite long, > 5m, suggesting that the beam nose is indeed

drifting as we predicted.

i.......... 1Table 2. Experimental data, simulation and model results. , ,

Shot R(te) dV/dt Vn(t,) X(t,) Ip(t,) Comments
(cm) (ns -z) (m), , , ,,

2181 6.2 0.075 0.18 0.85 3.7 Ambiguous
, , ....

2183 5.6 0.060 0.16 0.69 4.0 No saturation
, , , , ....... ,,

2193 5.9 0. 102 0.22 I. 14 3.3 Saturation
nonlinear?

,, ...... ,,

2200 NA 0. 072 0.18 0.82 3.8 Ambiguous
, , , ,, -

2203 6.0 0.138 0.24 1.30 3.2 Strong
saturation

,L , ,

2204 NA 0.087 0.20 0.98 3.8 Saturation
, _ , - , ........ ,, , , ,-,,
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siml 6.3 0.219 0.37 2.12 3.0 I0 MeV min. energy.
Saturation

sim2 7.3 0.219 0.37 1.35 2.4 5 MeV min. energy.
Weak saturation

,.,,

sim3 8.4 0.088 0.20 0.48 3.7 20 ka peak current.
No saturation

,

We have seen hose behavior similar to the RADLAC II experiment in IPROP

simulations with various energy and current temporal profiles. IPROP is a three-

dimensional particle-in-cell code which is Fourier analyzed in the azimuthal

direction. The conductivity is calculated with an air chemistry package which

self-consistently models effects such as ionization and recombination with rate

equations. The relativistic electron beam was given a sinusoidal offset

perturbation in the x plane with 45 MHz frequency and a 0.005-cm amplitude at

injection. The current and energy linearly ramped to maximum in 13 ns. The

radius was injected with the temporal profile, R(t)=3.7(l+exp(-t/13 ns)) cm. The

normalized emittance was held constant such that the beam body was injected in

equilibrium. The three simulations, the first with a I0 MeV minimum energy and

50 kA peak current, the second with 5 MeV minimum energy and 50 kA, and the third

with a 5 MeV minimum energy and 20 kA peak current, are summarized in Table II.

As in the experiment, we determine the hose behavior by following

individual slices of beam and calculating offsets as a function of Z. The growth

of perturbation is seen to plateau in the IPROP simulation with little growth

observed beyond 12 ns into the pulse. Beyond 12 ns, the beam remains essentially

frozen at a given offset due to the large o and hence large magnetic decay length

in the beam body. Thus, the beam energy deposition in the gas which produces

measurable air florescence essentially marks the maximum beam displacement. For

this reason, the open shutter camera images were quite useful in the experiment

for determining hose saturation.

The most classical hose behavior (X = 2 from the model) was observed in

simulation siml which had the faster rising current and energy. As seen in

Figure 8, the offset of 20-ns beam slice grows until roughly z = 550 cm and damps

at greater Z in rough agreement with shots 2193, 2203 and 2204. The dominant

wavelength for the hose motion is 4 meters, close to that seen in the experiment.

A 90 MHz perturbation was calculated to require a longer distance to saturate.

This behavior suggests that high-frequency perturbations in the RADLAC II

experiment were small. The sim2 and sim3 simulations had reduced beam parameters

with X = 1.35 and 0.48, respectively. The hose growth of the sim2 and sim3

simulations is plotted in Figure 9 for the 17-ns slice. In sim2, the growth in

the beam offset saturates weakly with some residual low-frequency motion

dominating the high-frequency motion by Z = 7 m. This prevents obvious damping

of the offset at late Z. The low current (sim3) simulation showed the least

classical behavior with a > 5 m wavelength oscillation growing for all Z. The
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IPROP simulations follow the same

trend as the experiment, confirming

that a sufficiently rapid beam current

rise and energy are required to 1_

predicted stability of high current g /

atmosphere. On some shots we observed 0.011 ., !; '

saturation of the resistive hose !_ I _M_ ...._M_ I
instability confining the convective _lJ , ,'.• 1_ _ __ __ _ _ _I_
nature of the instability. It is _a_c00_,z(_)

significant that the e_eriments were

performed in a large di_eter tank and

at atmospheric pressure. Although the

_ radius was 3-4 cm, the Fibre 8 The offset of the 20-ns _
slice in siml is plotted as a function

stabilizing the effects of air of distance for 45 and 90 _z

scattering were insignificant since perturbations.

the high net current gave _ > 20.

I0_̧

• /Ii /_' 'v ' ',' \

,,,,,/ V h
0.01 ,,'- "

0.001 - 1200
laboratory_, z (cm)

Flip, re 9 The offset of the 17-ns slice
for sim2 and sim3 simulations are

plotted versus distance. The results are

for the 45-MHz perturbation.
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GENERATION, CONTROL, AND TRANSPORT OF A 19-MeV,
700-kA PULSED ELECTRON BEAM*

T. W. L. Sanford, J. A. Haibleib, J. W. Poukey, D. R. Welch*, R. C. Mocktt,
P. J. Skogmo, and K. A. Mikkelson

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185-5800

Abstract

We showexperimentally and theoretically that thegenerationof the 13-TWHermes IIIelectron beam
can be accurately monitored, and that the beam can be accurately directed onto a high-Z target to
produce a wide variety of bremsstrahlung patterns. This control allows the study of radiation effects
induced by gamma rays to be extended into new parameter regimes. Finally, we show that the beam
can be stably transported in low-pressure gas cells.

Introduction

Hermes III1 is anelectronacceleratorthat generatesa 19-MeV,700-kA, 25-nselectronbeamfor the study

of radiationeffects inducedby bremsstrahlungthatis producedwhen thebeaminteractsinahigh-Ztarget. Hermes

III representsa new generationof acceleratordesign that combines 1-MVpulsed-powertechnologywith linear-

inductionandmagnetically-insulatedvacuumline (MITL)technologyto obtainan electronbeamhavingafastrise

timeandshortpulsewidthatbothhighkineticenergy(KE)andhighcurrent.In thispaper,wereview thegeneration,

control, andtransportof thisbeam. This researchwasmotivatedby the needto provideradiationfields that canbe

varied fromuniformexposureover large areas to intenseexposure oversmall areas.

Theelectron beam is generatedandcontrolled witheitheranextendedplanar-anode(EPA) (Fig. 1A),2 a

gas-cell (Fig. 1B),3oracompound-lensdiode(Fig. 1C).4 The EPAandcompound-lensdiodesareusedas injectors

into short (Fig. 1B)3 and long(Fig. 1C)5gas cells filledwith N2 atpressuressuitablefor efficientbeam transport.

For these diodes andgas cells, we have extensively studiedthebehaviorof the beam when incidenton a multi-

element calorimeter5 and on bremsstrahlung targets.2 These targets, in combinationwith thermoluminescent

dosimeter(TLD)arrays,Comptondiodes, Cherenkovphoto diodes, andafast-framingx-raypinhole camera,are

usedto measure the radialand angulardistribution,temporal dependence,and total energyof the incidentbeam.2

Setsof currentshuntslocatedintheanodeatIA1,IA2..... IA4,andinthecathodeat IC1measurethecurrentflowing

inthe diodesandgascells. The diodevoltage (Fig. 2A) is estimatedby combiningthecurrentmeasurementsat IA1

and IC1 (Fig. 2B) with parapotentialflow theory.6 CR-39 plastic film placedbehind various thicknesses of

aluminummeasures the range of H"ions accelerated across theradialanode-cathode(AK) gap andenables an

independentboundto beplaced on the peak voltage (Vp).7
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(c)

Figure 1. Schematic of (A) EPA diode 2 (showing beam at (a) early or late time, (b) midway through voltage rise or fall,
and (c) peak voltage), (B) gas-cell diode 3 in high-intensity configuration, 12and (C) compound-lens diode 4 used
as injector to 11-m long gas cell. 5

30 [' , , i........, , * ,'

25 600 I "20
N 400

.

,o -
.5

0 0
0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 80
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(A) (13)

Figure 2. (A) Estimated voltage and impedance at IAI, (B) measured current at IA1 and ICI.
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Beam behavior, including detector response, is modeled 2 using the estimated voltage waveform (Fig. 2A)

as input to a set of interlinking computer codes: MAGIC, 8 IPROP, 9 IVORY, 10 and CYLTRAN. 11 MAGIC,

IVORY, and IPROP are time-dependent, electromagnetic particle-in-cell codes. MAGIC has a 2-D field solver and

is used to simulate the electron beam in the coaxial vacuum AK gap of the diode. IVORY has a 3-D vacuum-transport

field solver with elastic and inelastic scattering options, including ionization subroutines, and is used to simulate the

subsequent beam transport in thegas ceils for pressures below 100 mTorr. IPROP has, in addition, a 3-D coUisional-

transport field solver, including gas chemistry subroutines, which allows for the self-consistent calculation of a

tensor conductivity for pressures above 1 torr. It is used to simulate the beam transport in the gas cells above this

pressure. CYLTRAN is a 2-D, time-integrated, electron-photon, Monte Carlo transport code from the ITS system,

which is used to simulate the electromagnetic shower and radiation detector responses, once the beam has interacted

in the target. This numerical modeling gives predictions that are in qualitative agreement with the measurements

and provides insight into the underlying dynamics of the beam generation, control, and transport, which we now

discuss.

Generation

The 20 induction cavities of Hermes III feed power along the length of a tapered MITL that adds the cavity

outputs to generate the total power pulse.1 The output of this adder MITL is delivered to the electron-beam diode, 2

located inside a shielded test cell, by an extension to the adder MITL. The cathode of the combined MITL is a single

cantilevered shank that extends for the 16-m length of the system. MAGIC simulations and measurements (Fig, 2B)

show that 75% of the beam electrons in the diode originate from this shank when the diode is matched in impedance

to the MITL. Once the electron sheath forms above the cathode, the sheath flow, together with emission near the

tip of the cathode, leads to a well-defined annular ring of electrons (current loss front), which then moves toward

the diode and target. The notch in the leading edge of the total current pulse measured at IA 1 corresponds to this

loss front that sweeps down the MITL before magnetic insulation sets in (Fig. 2B). As the voltage ar,d associated

current ramp up, this annular ring sweeps radially inward at the target, attains a minimum radius near the time of

Vp, and then sweeps radially outward as the voltage ramps down, owing to the time variation of the magnetic

pinching force in the AK gap (Fig. 3).

For axial AK gaps larger than the radial AK gap (as is the case for all diodes discussed here), the diode runs

ina line-dominated impedance mode. 2Under this condition, the simulated impedance is inexcellent agreement with

that obtained by dividing the estimated voltage by the measured current at IA 1 (Fig. 2A). This measured impedance

of 29.4 + 0.3 _ at Vp corresponds closely to the 30.6-_minimum-current impedance of the MITL from parapotential

flow theory, indicating that the diode impedance ismatched to the line-limited MITL. For voltages less than the peak

voltage, the lower impedance shown in Fig. 2A is due to an increase in the radial extent of the electron flow in the

radial AK gap. That the estimated voltage at its peak (VPPp) corresponds to the peak diode voltage is confirmed when

VPPp is compared with that obtained from either the measured radiation output or with VpH- obtained

from the range of H" ions (Fig. 4). The excellent correlation shown in Fig. 4 gives additional credibility

to using parapotential flow theory to extract diode.voltage.
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Figure 3. Radius of annular beam at conical anode window Figure 4. Comparison of peak voltage (Fig. 2A) obtained

of thecompoundlensversustimefor Fig.1C usingparapotentialflowtheory('VPPp) with that
configuration, obtainedfromH"range (VHp).7

Control

_: The time-averagedradius R andangle 0 of the annular beam generated in the EPA diode(Fig.

IA) are correlated at the target. Adjustment of theAK gap over the range 15to 100 cm enables the annular beam

to impact the targetover the rangeR = 11cm and 0 = 45°toR = 30cm and 0= 8°, respectively (Fig. 5). The practical

range, however, is limited to AK gaps between about 40 cm and 70 cm. Below40 cm, the energy deposition onthe

surface of the target approaches that which can form an anode plasma, causing the beam to collapse radially and

damage the target. Above 70 cm, the beam begins to be lost to the side anode wall and the intensity at the target

decreases. For this range, a peak dose rate of 6x1012rad/s over a useful area (area where dose exceeds 50% of the

peak dose) of 700 cm2 down to 3.5 x 1012rad/s over 1800 cm2 can be produced at the downstream face of the

bremsstrahlung target.

0 i , i i "l" i , i ' "'i

33 cm 60

30'. )t"1
"-" / ""_. _ _,, _ Measured "

\m Simulated
\ ,/- 2o

10
R

' ' ' ' ' 60 'lib'0 20 40 100
AK(cm)

Figure 5. R and 0 versus AK gap for Fig.lA configuration. 2
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ffa,L.Cg//.: By injecting the beam through a thin anode window into a N2-filled gas cell (Fig.

1B), the R-0 correlation canbe changed. At pressures near 3 torr, rapid avalanchebreakdown of the gas limits the

net current (the beam current minus the plasma current) to 4 to 7% of the injected current near Vp.3 Owing to the

radialdistribution of the net-currentdensity, the trajectoryof the beam is effectively ballistic at this pressure. Thus,

by varying the length (L) of the gas cell, the beam canbe made to impact the target at a desired radius(Fig. 6A), for

a given incident angle (i.e., for agiven AK gap). For example, for the geometry shown inFig. 1B,the radiation is

made to focus at the downstream target face producing a peak dose rate of -3.5 x 1013 rad/s over 80 cm2 without

targetdestruction, inagreement withpredictions (Fig. 7).12The cone shownas the shadedstructure inFig. 1Bhelps

stabilize thebeam, when operating in this high-intensity configuration. Alternatively,by increasingthe gaspressure,

the net current and associated azimuthal magnetic fieldare increased,and the beam can be made to focus ina shorter

axial distance (Fig. 6B).

, ! I ,w I I ' I I ! I I, ii i I N

250torr AK = 70 cm

24 30' _Half Scale SolidCathode"

,.., T_ 3 torr

_'ul0 _20

J,

Injected
ee ffl

O
8 AK = 70 cm a 10

Solid Cathode t
P1 =3 torr N2

,,,i i , i,, i 0000 10 20 30 40 50 8 16 24
L (cm) RADIUS(cm)

(A) (El)

Figure 6. (A) Measured R versus L at exit and (B) comparison of measured radial electron distribution at injection and at

L = 30 crn when gas pressure equals 3 torr and 250 torr, for Fig. 1B configuration. 3

600 , ,, , ,..... , .....

.._"" I__11 / -5
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- _'l --Measured 3 uJ

u_ 200 2 0c

g
0 '" I t a ----"--_--' - J 0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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Figure 7. Radial radiation dose prof'tle at downstream target face, for Fig.lB configuration, 12
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ComnoundLcrLs: In theabove example, the radial pinch is used togenerate the intense source. In general,

however, the pinch (which restricts the angle of incidence tovalues greater than about 20°)degrades the uniformity

of the radiation with depth that can be achieved with the EPA diode. Reducing the pinch angle of the beam at the

target for a given radius of impact is the key to improving the radiation uniformity with depth. By introducing the

compound-lens diode, the beam can be turned throughany angle (without current loss to the side anode wall by the

time Vp is reached). Excellent uniformity is achieved when the angle is made normal to the target.4

The operationof this diode is illustratedinFig. 1C. Inthe diode, the beam is incidenton a thin conicalanode

foil followed bya low-pressure gas cell and bremsstrahlung target. N2gas at 3torr provides rapid chargeand current

neutralization of the incident beam, as in the above short gascell. When an external current (IE)is applied as shown

inFig. IC, an azimuthal magnetic field is generated. By adjusting IE, the beam can be made to impact the target

at the desired angle (Fig. 8). Because the applied magnetic field decreases inversely with the radial distance from

theaxis, thecurvature ofthe electron trajectoriesat smaller radiiis greater thanat larger radii. Additionally, theangle

of the electrons at the anode increases with radial distance from the axis. By angling the entrance window (anode)

ofthe gas cell as shown, the electrons atlarger radii remain in themagnetic field longer,and thesimultaneouseffects

of the decrease in field strength and higher injection angles at large radii are partially compensated. Also, the

electrostatic force generated in the diode with the conical anode surface reduces the pinch angle at the anode.

Becauseof thetwo-componentmechanism for controlling the beam (electrostatic from theorientation of theconical

surface and magnetic from IE),the diode is called the compound lens. As with the EPA diode, adjustment of the

AK gap permits selection of the desired radial impact position.

30!_[ SolidAK= 20CathOdecm

oloi\l\
= o ,,,8o leo 29o

.,o
-20

Figure 8. Measured 0 versus IE for coral:tarred-lens diode of Fig. 1C.
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Transport
Ashasalso beendemonstrated with lower-powerelectron beams,13measurementsand IPROPsimulations

show that a substantial fraction of beam can be transported in long gas cells (Fig. IC), and that potential resistive

instabilities such as hose, hollowing, and filamentation do not increase the beam emittance to the degree where

prohibitive losses to the side wall occur. Specifically, when using the EPAdiode as an injector toa 11-mlongceil,

a 70-cm AK gap and 100torr maximizes the energy transport efficiency at 71 ± 2.4% (Fig. 9).5 The optimum at

70 cm is a resultof a balance between improving the transport efficiency byminimizing the injection angle into the

cell versus minimizing the losses to the side anode wall of the diode just upstream of theentrance window. The

optimum at 100 torr is a result of a balance between improving the trapping efficiency due to the magnetic pinch

force generatedbythe residual netcurrentafter thebeam passes throughits firstaxial focus in thecell andminimizing

the energy loss due to inelastic collisions and instabilities.

By replacing the EPA diodewith the compound lens, we can achieve normal injectionangles. Underthese

conditions, a pressure of 20 tort maximizes the transport efficiency at 90 +_8% (Fig. 9). This improved efficiency

is the result of being able to reduce the gas pressure and the associated netcurrent and self-magnetic field necessary

tocontain thedecreased dispersion of the beam. The reduction results indecreased collisional and inductive losses

and improved beam stability. Under these conditions, an annular beam is often observed at the target (Fig. 10A)

inagreement with that predicted by the MAGIC-IPROP simulations. The annulus is the result of an enhancement

ofthe plasma return currentnear the axis, whichrepels thebeam from thatregion. Thisenhancement isdue tostrong

electron avalanche driven by induced electric fields that peak on axis.

By reducing the pressure further, a second transport window is found between 1and 100mTorr (Fig. 9).

MAGIC-IVORY simulations showthat this window is due to transport in the ion-focusedregime.14 Here, the beam

remains near theentrancefoil untilsufficient ionizationof the gas has takenplace and theplasma electrons havebeen

expelled, enabling the beam tobegin to propagate. Further propagation is allowed byproduction of an ion column

denseenough sothat themagnetic pinch force dominatesthe electric repulsion duetobeam charge minus ioncharge.

In this regime, the radial beam profile at the target (Fig. 10B) is that of a pinched beam, because the target shorts

out the radial electric field.

I -- I I I 1 I '"I"

"-" 90 ±

a 200 71 ±3"/, /-
100 ,- _ . , oComnoundLens / ,t

0 r= I ,, I I , I' ' I i_ ,
•001 .1 10 1000

P2 (torr N2)

Figure 9. Energy transported in 11,.m gas cell versus gas pressure and injection diode.
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Figure 10. Radial electron profiles at target of the Fig. 1C configuration for gas pressure equal to (A) 20 tort and
(B) 30 mTorr.

Summary
The modeling and diagnostic tools developed here enable the generation of high-power electron beams to

be accurately monitored. The beam control developed enables peak dose rates to be generated from as

high as 3.5 x 1013 rad/s down to 3.5 x 1012 rad/s over useful areas ranging from 80 cm 2 up to 1800 cm 2 at the

downstream target face, respectively, without target destruction. Lastly, this research shows that gas cells provide

a relatively simple and efficient method for focusing or transporting high-power electron beams.
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ABSTRACT. The review of activity on the GOL-3 program is presented. The

first part of the results is concerned with the experiments on the uniform plasma

heating by a 100 kJ E-beam. Heating of the bulk plasma electrons up to 1 keg at

1015 cm"3 density is achieved. The second group of experiments deals with

so-called "two-stage" dense plasma heating. The 1016- 1017 cm "3 hydrogen

bunches of 0.5-3 m length are produced by gas-puffing. High efficiency of the

conversion of the energy, delivered by E-beam to 1015cm"3 background plasma

occupying the rest of the device, to the dense plasma bunches, is demonstrated.

Last part of the paper describes activity on the microsecond ribbon E-beam of

4x140 cm2 cross section and of 200 kJ energy content on the U-2 generator. The

transportation of such a beam at 2 m distance in a slit vacuum channel and its

shapetransformationtoa circular one isachieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

The GOL-3 device is designed for the study of dense (1015-1017 cm "3) plasma heating by high-power

relativistic electron beams of a microsecond duration, and also for subsequent studies on multimirror

confinement of a dense hot plasma [1].

The plasma that can in principle be obtained in this device after raising the beam energy content up

to design value 0.5 MJ is of interest for the broad spectrum of applications, like controlled fusion, pulsed

neutron sources, X-ray flash lamps, UV lasers etc. Presently the experiments are carried out at the first

stage of the device with the beam energy content up to 100 kJ. First results of these experiments were

presented at BEAMS-90 conference at Novosibirsk [2]. Main progress in the GOL-3 experimental

program since that conference has been made in three directions:

i) more comprehensive experimental analysis of collective interaction of the electron beam with a

uniform plasmaof 1015cm"3densitywith direct measurementsof the mostimportant plasma parameters;

ii) realization of the earlier suggestedso-calledtwo-stageheatingscheme[3] of the much denser

( 1016_101"/cm-3)plasmathat allowedto considerablyincreaseplasmaenergydensity;

iii) developmentof the secondbeamgeneratorbasedon theprincipleof extractionof a ribbonbeam

from the foiUessdiodewith its successivetransformationto thecircular, thusapproachingto 0.5 MJ beam

energycontent.
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II. GOL-3 DEVICE AND DIAGNOSTICS

The first stageof the GOL-3 facility is describedinpreviouspapers [1,2]. Fig.l shows theschematic

of the experiments on this device. It consistsof an electron beam generatorU-3 (see [4]), a plasma

chamber [5] insidea solenoidwith 6 T field in the 7-m-longhomogeneoussectionand 12 T in the single

mirrors at theends [6]. It alsocomprisesa 10 MJ capacitystoragefor energysupplyof the solenoid[7],

andsystemsof control,monitoringanddiagnostics.In the presentexperimentsthe electronbeam (energy

0.8-0.9 MeV, maximum current density -1 kA/cm 2, diameter6 cm, duration3-5 p.s,total beam energy

contentof 20-90 kJ) wasinjectedinto a columnof hydrogenplasmaof 8 cm diameterand 1014-1017cm"3

Cathode E-beam Interferometer VUV Spectral Diamagnetic Beam

3.39/nn ] system loops analyzers
Anode Rogowski X-Ray / _t

nln H

Entrance VUV
foil pinhole gas valve

Compression Pulse Laser scattering Plasma creation
chamber gas valve systems system

Fig.1. Layout of the GOL-3 experiment.

density in magnetic field of 5.5 T. Plasma density can be either uniform over the device length or strongly

nonuniform in the two-stage heating experiments.

Diagnostics covered a wide set of techniques for both beam and plasma measurements and studies

on collective plasma-beam interactions and plasma heating. In the experiments described, the earlier

developed diagnostics (see, e.g., [1,2,8-10]) were complemented by two systems of 90o -Thomson

scattering of the ruby laser light. One of them at Z=270 cm was intended to measure the denzity and

temperature of the heated electron component in the center of plasma column [11], while the second (at

Z=360 cm) was used to measure the radial profile of plasma density.
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III. HEATING OF HOMOGENEOUS PLASMA

This part of our work was directed to more detail study of the heating of 7 m long homogeneous

plasma column by microsecond E-beam. In previous experiments performed at the GOL-3 device [1,2] it

has been shown that the beam can release up to 25% of its energy in plasma under optimal conditions. The

diamagnetic measurements have indicated, that some portion of the energy lost by the beam is transferred

in plasma heating, the energy in the plasma being confined for rather long time even after the beam

injection.

The attention in the performed series of experiments was basically paid to the study of the plasma

electron bulk [12]. The energy distribution of the E-beam-heated electrons which was experimentally

studied at the previous generation facilities INAR, GOL-I (see, e.g., [13,14]), is complicated. Together

with the bulk Maxweilian electrons there exist suprathermal non- Maxweilian electrons, which may contain

a major part of the energy lost by the beam in the plasma. At large beam durations (up to 5 _ in GOL-3

experiments) fast electrons may leave the plasma during the beam injection time, and thus carry away a

considerable part of the energy lost by the beam. Nevertheless, the value of the energy left in the plasma by

the beam is of special interest, both in its absolute and relative (as compared to the REB energy) value.

The experiments showed that after the beginning of the beam injection the plasma electron

temperature increased from 1-3 eV up to 0.5-1 keV. The plasma density in these experiments was 10 j5
cm -3.

Fig. 2 shows the typical time evolution of the effective plasma temperature, obtained from the

diamagnetic measurements. The temperature obtained from laser measurements (Z ffi270 cm) is shown to

be 0.6_+0.2keV in the heating maximum at (1_+0.2)'1015cm "3density, and the values of the "laser" and the

"diamagnetic" temperatures coincide within the measurement accuracy (20%). This allows to suppose,

that at other distances from the entrance foil the measured value of the "diamagnetic" temperature is also

basically determined by the Maxwellian electrons. In this case, in the vicinity of the device entrance the

plasma electron temperature in the heating maximum should be 0.8-1 keV at the given above density.

An information about

_eV suprathermal electrons was obtained
±.oo ' t.oo mainly by X-ray measurements (see

O.60

¢so [15]). It was determined that thehigh-energy "tail" of electron

oA,o _,=='-._. -... - _-'_ o..¢o distribution have the mean energyof at

o least 10 keY and density of these
electrons is several percent of plasma

_,,-_ ___lql]__[_M___,. _ _._.__,_.._-_., one to the end of heating pulse. The
__----_____"_o _ instantaneous concentration of

,/_, suprathermal electrons in the plasma is
much less than total amount of such

electrons generated during the heating

Fig.2. Time evolution of the electron temperature along the pulse due to non-classical nature of their
device.
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scattering (see later) and short transit time. It means that hot electrons can receive a major part of the

energy, lost by the beam. Such a situation is favorable for the development of the two-stage scheme of

dense plasma heating (see next part).

Axial distribution of the plasma temperature (Fig.2) remains strongly nonuniform during the beam

duration. The calculations of heat transport in the plasma [16] show that the experimentally observed

pressure distribution cannot be explained by classical heat conductivity. High temperature gradients in the

relatively long-lived sub-keV plasma can be maintained if scattering rate of plasma electrons is sufficiently

higher than classical one. The heat conductivity suppression in the plasma region near the device entrance

should reach a factor of 100-1000 to the beam pulse end (details see in [16]). This anomalous heat

conductivity can be accounted for plasma bulk electron scattering on high-level non-resonant Langmuir
turbulence.

After the end of heating pulse the level ofT,. ,,,- . ,,
_ . _,e=u._Key plasma turbulence and additional electron
>

scattering decreases rapidly. Thus plasma heat

conductivity becomes classical after short timed
ATe=027 keV since the beam end. Fig.3 shows the time

/"_ evolution of the "diamagnetic" electron
Q) =---- .

o. b temperature and Thomson scattering one. ThisE

/_= keV data was compared with the plasma temperature
o

decay calculations based on the classical heat

a conductivity.In the vicinity of the plasmacentral
Te=O.055 keY

,,,---.,- cross section the temperature time evolution
- o 5 lo 1_ _'0 £_ ._'o 35

time, microseconds follows theclassicaldependence:

Fig.3. Electron temperature vs. time T = Tmax/ ( I+at) 2/5,

with ct=f(n, Ze#) calculated for the given point of the device. The measured decay rate of the plasma

temperature allows to estimate Ze#, which should be 1.2 - 2 to fit the experimental data.

IV. TWO-STAGE DENSE PLASMA HEATING

Our main goal on the GOL-3 facility is the heating and confinement of a dense (np ~ 1017 cm"3)

plasma so the important part of our researches is to study the two-stage scheme of plasma heating. At the

previous conference [2] we have presented the first results of "model" experiments with the use of thin

organic foils placed inside plasma column as a "dense" target. The increase of the local energy deposition
was observed in these experiments.

Here we present new results on the two-stage heating of plasma with the using of the short but dense

(10t6-1017 cm"3) gas clouds in the long but rare enough (1014-1015 cm "3) background plasma column.

Detailed discussion of these experiments can be found in [17,18]. Such dense hydrogen clouds were

produced by the gas-puffing. For these experiments fast gas valves were installed at 12, 45, 270 and 575 cm

distances from the entrance foil (see Fig. 1).
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The major part of the experimentswasperformedat a densityof backgroundhomogeneousplasma

of (3-5)'10 j4 cm"3 at which E-beam interacts effectively with plasma. Upon filling the chamber with

hydrogenthe magneticfield andthenpulsegasvalveswereswitchedon.After the formation of preliminary

plasmaby linear dischargethe electronbeam was injectedinto the chamber.The gas cloud length, its

densityandpositioncouldbevaried.

The measurementsby theexit calorimeterandtwo beam energyanalyzersshowthatthe total beam

energylossesare up to 20-25% in theseexperimentsthat for differentshotscorrespondsto theabsolute
lossesof 10-15 kJ.

Under the conditionsof an optimumbeam-plasmainteractionthe bulk plasmaelectronsof -10 Is

cm"3densityare heatedup to thetemperatureof I keV intheregionof maximumenergydeposition.

The effect of two-stageheating of the gas bunch is illustratedby Fig.4. The initial gas density

distributionisalso shownon theFigure.The plasmapressurenT at thepoint Z=40 cm (near themaximum

of clouddensity) becomes3-4 times higher comparedto that of homogeneousplasma.With the cloud

lengthof -50 cm the pressureachievesits maximumof nT=-2.7"1018eV/cm3 at local plasma densityof
~2.1016 cm"3.

With the change of the initial cloud length the region of maximum pressure follows the cloud

boundary siding with background "rare" plasma. The plasma pressure inside the cloud is lower but always

it exceeds substantially the pressure obtained with the direct beam-plasma interaction at such cloud

GOL-3#pL1001 density. A substantial increase of plasma cooling time

ld8 a inside the cloud is also observed. This is apparently

IE.1016 related to a decreaseof electronthermal conductivityto
= the ends because of the plasma density growth and

1_4 _ decreasing of its temperature.
0 Z .cm 700

5 b Fig.5 shows the plasma parameters both in the

dense bunch and homogeneous plasma obtained from the

4 diamagnetic and Thomson scattering measurements. For
L-,v3

E the given case of long cloud the peak electron temperature
..%3 " Te reaches -0.2 keV at 6"1015cm"3density at the point of
;>

=o_ _ laser measurements (Z=270 cm). Changing the initial
o _ _ _ Z=40cm- 2 _ density distribution the electron temperature can be

130
ni __ =="----"--'==----- obtained from 0.1 to 0.3 keY with 1016 cm "3to 3.5"1015

--W_ _ _ 240
1 _ - cm"3 density in this point. The electron and ion

P%::_------._---._.___ 4e0 temperaturesare supposedto beequal in thedensercloud

regions with ne>lO16cm"3.
0

0 t./zS 50

Fig.4. a) hydrogen atomic density The background plasma density was also varied. If it
distribution over the device length for exceeds 1015cm "3,the energy transfer to the cloud sharply

short cloud; b) plasma pressure over falls down due to the decrease of the efficiency of beam
the plasma column length. Thin lines
mark the case of injection into interaction with the background plasma (see Fig.6).
homogeneous plasma
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_p=0993_ When the initialcloudfills in a substantialpart of the
1017 "_,_ ,

__ 11 ---= a chamber the region of effective interaction becomes small.
1o_8 -, f_---- 10-1 The heating efficiency falls down and consequently, the

'_= /// \-x ,, -_=lower fraction of the beam energy is transferred to the cloud
1015 ,- _,_..__ _°-2 by the hot plasmaelectrons.

In the experiments with single dense cloud a

1014 10-3 substantialpart of the energy lost by the beam leavesthe
0 Z 0c= 700

trap during the beam pulse through the output mirror

2,10_e b without dense plasma bunch.

Let us consider shortly dynamics of dense plasma

bunch. The expansion rate of the gas cloud substantially

_ changes with the start of heating. A complex picture of the

plasma flow and pressure waves generation with the
\

\ secondary maxima on the diamagnetic signals is observed_, _,_ after the beam injection ending (Fig.7).

Analysis of experimental data shows that several
0

o z.cm 700 waves are generated in the dense plasma. Two waves
Fig.5. Axial density, temperature and

plasma pressure distributions. Dots propagate from the region with the peak pressure, one into
- Thomson scattering data. the cloud depth (toward increasing density) and other into

GOL-3
25 the region of background plasma (toward decreasing

density). One more wave moves from the device entrance

// into the dense plasma.
•/" Z=240cm

// The complete two-stage heating scheme was realized

_ ) with two dense plasma bunches near the device ends. Fig.8a
/ ........... shows axial gas density distribution for this case. The beam

deposits its energy in a middle part of plasma column with

_ _ 5"1014 cm "3 density. Than energy delivered by the beam to
the hot plasma electrons is absorbed by the dense plasma

0
clouds (Fig 8b).i0t4 i0ms 1016

Density'cm-3 Thus, the feasibility of the two-stage heating of dense
Fig.6. Plasma pressure inside the cloud vs.

background plasmadensity, plasma has been experimentally demonstrated in the
experiments with the dense plasma bunches.

V. RIBBON BEAM RESEARCHES

This activity on the U-2 machine is directed to the development of physics and technology of the

generation, transport and conversion of a high-power ribbon beams. Such beams have large energy

content and permit to realize a successive injection into GOL-3 facility at the total energy content up to 0.5

MJ (see [1]). In the previous conference we have reported about the generation of the 150 kJ ribbon beam

[2,19].
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GOL-3 #p1859 18 GOL-3 fl90610
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Fig.7. a) hydrogen atomic density distribution Fig.8. Experimental resufts with two dense clouds:
over the device lenEth for lone cloud; a) hydrogen atomic density distribution over the
b) plasma pressure over the plasma device length; b) plasma enerEy content along the
column length. Thin lines mark the case device.
of injection into homogeneous plasma.

Schematic of U-2 experiments may be described in the following way (see [20]). A strongly

elongated cathode made of fibrous graphite material has the length 140 cm and the width 4.5 cm. A slit with

sizes 5 by 140 cm sawn in a graphite plate, is operated as an anode of a magnetically insulated diode. An

electron flow emitted from the cathode, comes through the anode and passes to a slit vacuum channel with

inner sizes 6 by 145 cm. A residual gas pressure in the vacuum channel is about 4"I0 "3 Pa. The magnetic

field strength in a homogeneous part of the slit transport channel may be varied from 0 to 0.5 T. The total

beam energy in various parts of the device are calculated by integration over the time of a product of the

diode voltage and an appropriate current. In addition, the total energy of the beam at the exit of the channel

is measured by a collector-calorimeter.

In the first series of the experiments the electron beam passed only through the slit vacuum channel

with the length 2 m. When capacitors of the pulse generator accumulates the electric energy 185 kJ, the

energy picked out in the accelerator diode was -150 kJ and the beam energy at the exit of the channel

measured by the calorimeter was -120 kJ. As a result the efficiency of the U-2 device at the ribbon beam

generation and transportation was about 60 %.

After the experiments which have shown the high efficiency of the large ribbon beam generation and

transport, we have placed on the U-2 setup a special transforming unit and a beam compression system.

Magnetic coils of the transforming unit provide the necessary transformation of the magnetic flux cross

section. The process of the beam cross section transformation has been checked by the imprints of the

beam on the plastic films placed in various points along the beam trajectory. These imprints have shown

that in the slit channel with the magnetic field 0.3 T the beam cross section has 3.5x130 cm dimensions,
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after transforming the cross section shape is close to a rectangle with dimensions 13.5 by 23 cm, and then

after the compression it looks like an ellipse with the largest dimension about 9 cm in the magnetic field 4.5

T. The total energy of the compressed beam is about 100 kJ.

Besides the total beam energy, the current density and the angular spread of the beam electrons are

important for plasma heating experiment. Measurements of these parameters have been carded out by a

microhole probe [21], which is placed at the exit of the compression system in a special solenoid providing

the homogeneous magnetic field 0.5 T. These measurements show that at least in the central region of the

beam cross section the angular spread of the beam electrons in the guiding magnetic field 0.5 T is close to

2-3 °. We may state that in the magnetic field 5 T the angular spread should be about 7-10 °, which is good

enough for the plasma heating experiments. According to the measurements by the microhole probe, the

local beam current density in the magnetic field 0.5 T is about 0.1 kA/cm 2. After compression this current

density becomes suitable for the plasma heating experiments.

To increase the energy content of the beam, second pulse generator have been added to the operated

one, and as a result of this the total stored energy in both generators was tripled. According to the computer

calculations the electrical connection between the pulse generators should allow one to produce the ribbon

beam with the total energy up to 0.5 MJ in the described above diode (see [19]). Nevertheless, to achieve

such large energy content in our experiments

X,kA U,HU one need to neutralize the space charge of the
Ud " beam electrons in the vacuum chamber where

_o the beam is transforming and compressing. For0.7_$

this purpose the appropriate (about 1.5"10 .2 Pa)

gas pressure in this chamber is needed. Fig.9

o.s shows a set of waveforms for the shot with the

== beam total energy in the diode of 310 kJ and the

o.2_ energy of the compressed beam of 230 kJ. With

about 500 kJ energy stored in the capacitors,

65 % of this energy were delivered to the beam in
o o

o 2 4 6 8 to the accelerator diode and about 50% to the

time, _s compressed beam.
Fig. 9. Ribbon beam parameters.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

I. Electron temperature of 1 keV is achieved at GOL-3 device during the heating of 7-m-long 1015

cm "3plasma by a 100 kJ E-beam.

2. Cooling of this plasma after the heating is determined by the classical electron heat conductivity

along the magnetic field to the device ends.

3. Feasibility of the two-stage heating of 1016-1017 cm "3 plasma is experimentally demonstrated in

the experiments with the dense plasma bunches. The three-fold increase in the plasma energy density with

respect to the case of a uniform plasma is obtained.
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4. Microsecond beam with total energy content of 230 kJ is obtained on the U-2 machine. The work

on further increase of this parameter is in progress.

5. Presently the GOL-3 facility is being upgraded by the increasing solenoid length to 14 m and

improving E-beam generator parameters.
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Abstract

For bremsstrahlung diodes optimized for X-ray production below 2 MeV, the area-
weighted mean dose in the near-field is controlled by the atomic number, Z, of the
converter material, and the electrical power, P, into the diode, scaling
approximately as ZP. However, given the constraints of a fixed electrical power
pulse from a generator, one can still vary the end-point voltage of the
bremsstrahlung radiation without significant sacrifice in X-ray dose, or sharpen the
risetime of the X-ray pulse without sacrificing the average dose-rate. In this paper,
we will review the design of a triple series diode on the Double-EAGLE generator
which reduces the end-point voltage of the bremssrrahlung source from 1.5 MV
dow to 0.3 MV. In addition, we will discuss pulse sharpening of the radiation
from a pinched beam diode by optimizing the dimension of the tantalum converter.
Also, we will review some recent work on a linear bremsstrahlung diode which in
principle can form part of a large-area bremsstrahlung source for a multi-module
pulsed power generator.

Triple Series Diode

For bremsstrahlung diodes optimized for X-ray production below 2 MeV, the area-

weighted mean dose in the near-field scales approximately as the power P across the electron beam

diode. 1 For low end-point voltage operation, the dose then essentially decreases as V2 For

Double-EAGLE, fixing the diode configuration while decreasing the generator voltage to reduce

the voltage in the diode from 1.5 MV to 300 kV will decrease the electrical efficiency, or

equivalently the dose, to 0.04 of that at 1.5 MV diode voltage. A better way is to maintain the

generator voltage but reduce the diode impedance to reduce the diode voltage. Such a method will

mismatch the diode to the generator and will result in a drop to 35% electrical efficiency. Putting

two diodes in series and adjusting the diode impedance will improve the electrical efficiency from

35% to 65%. Increasing the number of series diodes to three will further increase the electrical

efficiency to 85% while operating the diodes at 300 kV end-point voltage.

The concept of the series diode 2 has been demonstrated on Double-EAGLE and at other

facilities since the late 1970's. The triple series diode is an extension of the series diode work. To

optimize the performance of the triple series diode, one can optimize the peak voltage by varying

the diode gap of each diode. The series converters are separated laterally to minimize self-

shielding. As the end-point voltage decreases and the bremsstrahlung radiation softens, the
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convener thickness also needs to be reduced to optimize for X-ray production. As a tri-plate

machine, Double-EAGLE is ideally suited for the ring and series diodes. A layout of the triple

series diode on Double-EAGLE is shown in Figure 1. In terms of actual operation, the two

"floating" rings forming the second and third cathodes are hung in place with retractable pins. The

pins are retracted a few milliseconds prior to the shot to prevent the second and third cathodes from

shorting to ground. Figure 2 shows an X-ray pinhole photograph of the triple series diode. The

pinhole photo shows three rings with equal intensifies, indicating balanced impedances and equal

voltage division. Two filters with different thicknesses placed on the X-ray film also show

approximately equal attenuation, thus confirming qualitatively the division of voltage equally

among the three rings. In addition, a differentially-filtered spectral end-point monitor system, as

shown in Figure 3, conf'mns that the triple series diode has an end-point voltage being equal to

one-third of the applied voltage. Comparing the bremsstrahlung output from the ring diode, the

two-ring series diode and the triple series diode, Table I, one can note that the end-point voltage of

the bremsstrahlung radiation from Double-EAGLE can be reduced to 400 kV while maintaining a

substantial fraction of the dose-area product. We have also demonstrated substantial

bremsstrahlung output at 300 kV end-point voltage with an un-optimized converter. By

optimizing the converter thickness, we can expect further improvement in does at the 300 kV end-

point voltage.

InnerAnodeFeed

...... in. * i
AnodeFoil

I I DebrisShield , ii ii ii

Figure 1. High spectral fidelity triple series diode on Double-EAGLE.
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• Equalintensities
averagedaroundrings
ontheradiograph
indicatebalanced
impedancesandequal
diodevoltagedivision.

I

• Filtersaidcomparison
of ringintensitiesand
providequalitative
indicationofspectrum.

6.4 mm
copperfilter
(1of 2)

3.2 mmthick
copperfilter( 1of2 )

Figure 2. The Double.EAGLE triple series diode provides reliable,
symmetric dose distributions.
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Figure 3. A spectral endpoint monitor confirms equal division of applied voltage.
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Table I. The Double.EAGLE Triple Series Diode Maximizes Output

at Low End.Point Voltages

, ,,,, ,, .... I I I I IIII I

Single Two Ring Triple

, ............... , ...... Ring , Ser!es '..... Series Diod,e

,Endpoint Voltage (MV) ..... 1.2 .... 0.,,6 ...... 0.,4,, , 0.3 ....

Area for 2:1 Uniformity (cm2) 1600 2000 1800ii ii i Ill III _ I IIIIIII ii iii i ii ii1,1 iii i i i i ii

Mean Dose (krad(Si)) ........... 12 ,6........ 5 3

X-ray FWHM (ns) , 43 3,4...... 42 , 38 ....

Pulse Sharpening in the Pinched Beam Diode

Bremsstrahlung radiation is produced when an electron beam impacts the anode/converter.

Bremsstrahlung production depends linearly on the atomic number of the anode/converter material.

Thus, by tailoring the atomic number of the anode/converter as a function of radius in a pinched

beam diode, the rate of bremsstrahlung production will also change with radius. As the E-beam

pinches on axis with high velocities, sweeping from the low Z to high Z regions, a fast risetime

bremsstrahlung pulse can be produced.

The fact that electrons pinches with high radially velocities in a pinched beam diode3,4,-5,6

has been demonstrated in many experiments during the 1970's. Current risetimes of a few

nanoseconds have been observed near the axis. Thus, if we can reduce bremsstrahlung production

at large radii by using a low Z anode, and let the fast risetime E-beam impact on a high Z converter

near the axis, a bremsstrahlung pulse with a few nanosecond risetime can be produced. Figure 4

shows an overlay of three shots on PITHON with three different sizes of tantalum converters,

showing progressively faster risetimes with smaller converter diameters. A 6 ns risetime pulse,

excluding prepulse, has been demonstrated on PITHON with a 7.6 cm diameter converter. The

prepulse is due to electrons impacting on the low Z anode as the beam pinches. Thus, by reducing

the Z of the anode and backing it with X-ray shielding except at the high Z converter area, the

prepulse in the bremsstrahlung pulse can be reduced. As shown in Figure 5, we can reduce the

prepulse from 40 ns to 7 ns by using an aluminum anode instead of a stainless steel anode and by

using 0.5" of lead shielding behind the aluminum anode.
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Linear Diode

Ring diodes are typically used in the pulsed power community to generate a large-area

bremsstrahlung radiation source. For a multi-module generator, this would require a post-hole

convolute with its associated complexities. Alternately, one can also obtain a large-area

bremsstrahlung source with the use of an array of linear diodes, with one linear diode driven by

one module of the multi-module generator.

A linear diode 7 has been fielded on PITHON to study the X-ray dose uniformity of such a

configuration. A photograph of a linear diode on PITHON is shown in Figure 6. The

configuration consists of a blade-on-cone cathode. Push-pull mechanisms allows some variation

of the anode-cathode gap along the tip of the blade. By varying the ratio of the A-K gap between

the middle and the ends of the linear diode, we were able to obtain 2: I dose uniformity over 90%

of the length of the diode, as shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the isodose contours of the

radiation for the same shot. Based on the results from PITHON, we can project that operating an

array of such diodes can give substantial doses over larger areas. Such an arrangement can serve

as an alternative to the ring diode for the generation of a large-area, high-uniformity

bremsstrahlung source on a multi-module pulsed power generator.

Figure 6. Photograph of the PITHON linear diode cathode and anode assembly.
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Figure 8. Isodose contours 5 cm from the PITHON linear diode.

Conclusion

To summarize, we have demonstrated the operation of a triple series diode at 300 kV end-

point voltage. A simple modification of the converter of the pinched beam diode resulted in a

substantial reduction in risetime. A high-uniformity linear diode has also been demonstrated at

Physics International, providing the building block for a larger area bremsstrahlung source on a

multi-module pulsed power generator.
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Recently developed spectroscopic diagnostic techniques are used to investigate

the plasma behaviour in a Magnetically Insulated Ion Diode, a Plasma Opening

Switch, and a ga_-p_ffed Z-pinch. Measurements with relatively high spectral,
s.

temporal, and spatial resolutions are performed. The particle velocity and den-

sity distributions within a few tens of microns from the dielectric-anode surface

are observed using laser spectroscopy. Collective fluctuating electric fields in the

plasma are inferred from anisotropic Stark broadening. For the Plasma Opening

Switch experiment, a novel gaseous plasma source was developed which is mounted

inside the high-voltage inner conductor. The properties of this source, together

with spectroscopic observations of the electron density and particle velocities of

the injected plasma, are described. Emission line intensities and spectral profiles

give the electron kinetic energies during the switch operation and the ion velocity

distributions. Secondary plasma ejection from the electrodes is also studied. In the

Z-pinch experiment, spectral emission-line profiles are studied during the implo-

sion phase. Doppler line shifts and widths yield the radial -,.,,,_,,"h_*-._ distributions_ for

various charge states in various regions of the plasma. Effects of plasma ejection
from the cathode are also studied.

I. Introduction

Detailed high-resolution investigations of the plasma behaviour in pulsed-power sys-

tems are important for understanding the operation of these systems. In this report we de-

scribe the use of spectroscopic diagnostic methods to study the plasma behaviour in three

pulsed-power experiments: a planar Magnetically-Insulated-Diode, an annular gas puffed Z-

pinch, and a cylindrical Plasma Opening Switch. In the measurements, spontaneous emis-

sion, laser-induced fluorescence, and resonant laser absorption are used to determine as a

function of time in a single discharge the particle velocity distributions 1'2, the electric-field

fluctuations in the plasma 3, the electron density 1'3 , the particle density distributions 2'4,

1
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and theelectronenergy-distribution5,s.For analyzingthelineintensitiesforthesenonequi-

librium plasmas, we use our time-dependent collisional-radiative calculations ?. In Sec. II

we summarize the main features of our diagnostic systems and recent results from the MID

experiment ari_ given in Sec. III. In Secs. IV and V, respectively, we describe the experi-

mental systems for the Plasma Opening Switch and Z-pinch configurations, together with

electrical measurements and spectroscopic observations.

II. Diagnostic Systems

Fig. 1 presents the various features of our diagnostic systems used for the various ex-

periments, shown here in reference to the diode experiment. In brief, light is directed from

the plasma onto 1-m or 1.3-m spectrographs. For each spectrograph, a profile of a spectral

line is observed in a single discharge by optically dispersing the spectral line at the out-

put of the spectrograph, projecting its image on a rectangular array of 12 fibre-bundles,

and measuring the light signal transmitted in each fibre by a photomultir,lier-tube and a

digital oscilloscope, q'he temporal resolution in these systems is _ 5 ns. Alternatively, the

spectrograph exit window is streaked by a fast U.V. camera to allow for the observation of

spectral profiles of a few lines in a single discharge with a nanosecond temporal resolution.

The spectrographs are equipped with 2400 grooves/mm gratings allowing for a spec-

tral resolution down to 0.05/l_. The spatial resolution is determined by the input optics

and it can be varied from tens of microns to a few millimeters.The fused-silica optics, the

photo-multiplier tubes, and the streak camera allow for sensitivity in the range 2000-7000

.1.. Absolute calibration of the systems over the entire spectral range provides the absolute

emission line intensities, thus allowing the absolute atomic level populations in the plasma

to be obtained.

For the diagnostics we also use a high-power pulsed (6 ns) dye laser pumped by a Q-

switched Nd:Yag laser equipped with a unit that extends the wavelength range to 2160-

9000/_. Using this laser system, high-spatial-resolution measurements based on resonant

laser absorption are obtained, as described in Sec. III.

Time-dependent collisional-radiative models of many atomic systems, such as carbon ?,

magnesium 3, and silicon 3 have been constructed in order to interpret the absolute and rel-

ative spectral line intensities. These calculations are especially important for diagnosing

short-lived pulsed-power plasmas whose level populations are far from being in a steady

state.
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Fig. 1. The laser system and the diagnostic arrangement. WETLT,D, CI and M denote a
wave extending unit, a diffuser, a cylindrical lens, and a mirror, respectively. The laser light,
synchronized with the diode voltage pulse, can be directed into the diode in the x and y direc-
tions. Laser light, induced fluorescence, and spontaneous emission can be collected in various di-

rections by the two spectroscopic systems. The polarizers P are used for the polarization spec-
troscopy. For cylindrical plasmas the line-emission is imaged on a cylindrical fibre array. For ob-
serving the spectral line profle as a function of time in a single discharge either a fibre-bundle-
photomultiplier-tube-digitizer system or a fast streak camera system are used.

III. High-Power Diode Experiment

We report on studies that follow our recent investigations of the anode plasma in the

planar Magnetically Insulated Diode. In these studies the magnetic field penetration into

the anode plasma was observed as a function of time throughout the 100-as-long voltage

pulse from line Zeeman splitting s. From the fast field penetration a plasma resistivity

higher than the classical one was inferred. This led us to search for collective electric fields

in the plasma that could be associated with the anomalous conductivity. The amplitude,

direction, and frequency range of anisotropic fluctuating collective electric fields in the an-

ode plasma were investigated by the use of polarization spectroscopy of the Stark broad-

ened hydrogen lines 3, as was used for longer duration plasmas in a mirror machine 9. In our

experiments, the spectral profiles of Ha and HZ were measured for two lines of sight and

for two different polarizations 3. The data were analyzed using calculations of the Stark
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broadening for these lines under the combined influence of the collective fields and the

isotropic particle fields in the plasma. Fluctuating electric fields with an amplitude of _28

kV/cm dropping to zero at the end of the pulse were inferred 3, as shown in Fig. 2. The

fields point mainly perpendicular to the anode surface, denoted here as the z direction.

Using the observed ion velocity distribution a lower bound of _2109 sec -1 for the field fre-

quency was obtained. Recently, we suggested 1° that the ion flow observed in the plasma 1

in the z direction leads to an instability that can grow during the pulse. The predictions of

this model are consistent with the direction and the size of the observed field aznplitudes.

Furthermore, this model suggests that the field amplitude should decrease with the ion

drift velocity. Indeed, the electric field amplitude was found to decrease in time during the

pulse (see Fig. 2), similarly to the ion flow velocity given in Ref. 1.

15

_ I05
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Fig. 2. lVlean amplitude of the electric field (_2)1/2 inferred as a function of time. Here,

the plasma density was assumed to be 1015 cm-3 and the Doppler broadening was so chosen

to provide an agreement between the calculated widths and the measured ones for each time in-
stant. For the data point at 120 ns the width for the z-polarization was smaller than for the V"
polarization (parallel to the anode and perpendicular to the applied magnetic field Bz), which is
inconsistent with the assumption of a one-dimensional field in the z-direction. For this point the

same analysis is used to obtain a field in the v-direction with an amplitude (e2>1/2, as shown in
the Figure.

In a previous study 4, we determined the fluxes of particles injected from the anode

surface into the plasma and found that these fluxes are considerably aEected by the plasma

properties at the immediate vicinity of the anode surface. Here, we report on the use of

laser absorption and laser-induced fluorescence to directly determine the particle ground-

state densities and the particle velocities within _230 #m near the surface 2. Fig. 3 gives a

sample of our measurements and Fig. 4 shows the inferred ground state and excited-state
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densities. The densities of the MglI ground and first-excited states and of the LiI ground

state were observed to drop considerably within -_50/_m from the anode surface. The MgII

Doppler broadened absorption profile showed that a significant fraction of the MgII veloci-

ties seen in the anode plasma 1 is acquired by the ions within _-30 #m from the anode sur-

face. From these results electric fields "_5 kV/cm in this region near the surface axe con-

cluded. This is a complement to our previous data 4 which suggested that the ion kinetic

energies in the plasma result from the presence of electric fields at the immediate vicinity

of the anode surface.

...... : _. I i '_....
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Fig. 3. (a) Typical spectral profile of the laser light transmitted through the anode plasma

for the light wavelength ,k=2795.53_ corresponding to the MgII 3Ps/2 ---+3S1/2 transition (solid
curve). Also shown is the spectral profile with no plasma in the diode (dashed curve); (b) Sponta-

neous emission of the SP3/2 ---,3S1/2 transition together with the fluorescence resulting from the
same transition induced by the laser saturated excitation. Here; the observation d!stance from the
anode surface was 0.1 mm.

The observed particle velocity and density distributions are used to obtain estimates

of the rate of particle ionizations near the surface and for the electron density and temper-

ature within a few tens of #m near the anode surface 2. The inferred values are compared

to those estimated from the ratio between the ground and the first-excited level densities.

This ratio can also give information on the material release from the surface into the adja-

cent plasma layer.

It has been suggested that the ionization of an expanding layer of neutral atoms near

the anode surface makes a major contribution to the initial plasma formation 11. Sev-
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eral theoretical models are currently being used to study the general problem of ion flow

through an ionizing layer and the resulting plasma buildup and screening of the electric

field 12. Our analysis indicates that the rate of electron leakage from the plasma to the an-

ode has a major effect on the rate of electric field screening. Possible mechanisms for this

electron flow include cross field drifts and losses parallel to the applied magnetic field 12.

For each mechanism there corresponds a range of possible electron flow rates. Therefore,

comparison to time resolved measurements of the electric field in the diode gap will allow

us to estimate the dominant mechanisms of electron flow from the anode plasma.

5 MgII 3P3/a state density MgII ground state density

,?, ,7, 15
-

4-- -- _ I0-- --o

L" - "
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Fig. 4. (a) The MgII ground state density as a function of the distance x from the anode

surface obtained from the laser absorption at 2795.53-A for t=55 ns after the start of the diode

voltage pulse. The spatial resolution near the anode surface is _--30 #m; (b) Similar to (a) for the

density of the MgII excited state, 3P3/2, obtained from the laser absorption at 2798-7t.

IV. The Plasma Opening Switch Experiment

The POS concept is relevant to various pulsed-power applications. Although consid-

erable progress in the use of plasma switches has been made in the recent years, experi-

mental investigations are still essential for the examination of the various underlying mod-

els. Knowledge of thedistribution of the magnetic field, the electron density, the particle

flow, and the electron energy distribution in the switch plasma is of major importance. We

are studing these phenomena in our newly built experiment. We developed a novel gaseous

plasma source that allows for satisfactory control of the plasma species and for seeding the

plasma with various elements as required for the spectroscopic observations. The plasma
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source is based on forming gas discharges in many capillaries drilled in the wall of a hollow

tube. The discharge current, of density of a few kA/cm 2 in each capillary, produces highly

ionized plasma that flows to the outside of the capillaries. Another feature of our exper-

iment is that the plasma source is mounted inside the high-voltage cylindrical inner elec-

trode, injecting the plasma radially outward into the spacing between the two electrodes.

The operation of the plasma source has been optimized and characterized by examin-

ing the effects of the source length, the number of capillaries, the hollow tube dimensions,

and the various gases and pressures. The plasma electron density and temperature were

measured simultaneously by three sets of double floating probes placed in various locations.

In addition, two negatively-biased collimated charge collectors were used to measure the

time dependent plasma ion density and uniformity along the axial, azimuthal, and radial

dimensions. The plasma axial density distribution shows that the plasma density is uni-
D

form over __40 mm and drops to zero at each side over __ 20 mm. The plasma source re-

producibility inferred from electric probes and light intensity signals is =E20%. The plasma

electron density and temperature measured in the inter-electrode gap, using various gases

and discharge currents, ranged between 1013-.1014 cm -3 and 10-20 eV, respectively. The

plasma radial propagation velocity was found to be 1.0-4.0 cm/#s.

The plasma properties were also studied spectroscopically. We used measurements of

Ha and H E line profiles from which the Doppler and Stark line broadenings were unfolded

seN-consistently to yield the electron density and the axial hydrogen kinetic energy. The

electron density at 2 mm from the capillaries was found to be. 6 =E2 x 1014 cm -3, and the

hydrogen kinetic energy 3+1 eV.

The marx-water-line generator (1.5 kJ, 300 kV, 1 £t) can charge the inner electrode

positively or negatively. In the positive mode it delivers a 90-ns-long current pulse with

a peak value of 160 kA. Discharges were made for At, C02 and CH4 as source gases. In

these experiments, line intensities of various charge states were observed axially for four

radial locations. The time-dependent electron kinetic energies during the switch oper-

ation are studied by observing line-emission from various excited levels and from vari-

ous charge states between 1 to 5. Fig. 5 shows an example of line intensities for CII and

CV observed in the axial direction. The lines become __100× more intense when the cur-
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rent flows through the plasma. The excitation of the CV upper level of this line (2271

._) requires electron energies >300 eV, while for that of the CII level energies of "-10eV

would be sufficient. The high electron kinetic energies can be associated either with the

flow of the switch current through the plasma or, if the magnetic field does not pene-
I

grate the plasma, with the flow of the return current. The charge-flow density can be es-

timated from the switch current and the area of the fast-electron region found to be __ 2

cm long. Using ve corresponding to 300 eV gives an estimate for the fast-electron density

ne = J/eve _- 3 x 1013cm -3, which is comparable to the plasma electron density.
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Fig. 5. Time dependent absolute populations of the CII 2p 3 2D5/2 level and the CV 2p3p2
level at 5 mm from the anode obtained from the intensities of the 2512-A and the 2279-._ lines,

respectively, t=0 is the start time of the upstream current.

Using other various spatially resolved time-dependent line intensities we are presently

studying the current channel distribution in the plasma, hoping to compare it in the future

to that obtained from the B-field measurements based on Zeeman-splitting observations.

The ion velocity distributions in the axial and radial directions were studied from

Doppler broadenings and shifts. Fig. 6 shows the drift velocities of CII and CV. The veloc-

ities are seen to rise and to drop in some correlation with the current through the plasma.
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Fig. 6. Time dependentaxial velocitiesof CII and CV at 5 mm from the anodeobtained
from the Doppler shiftsof the 2512-A and the 2271-_ lines, respectively, t=0 is the start time of
the upstream current.

Similar observations were made for CIII, CIV, OII-OIV ions, and ArII-ArIV ions.

The drift velocities in the axial direction were found to be higher for higher charge states.

The CV axial velocity approaches the estimated Alfven velocity while for the other ions

the velocities are much lower. Presently, we are considering an explanation to the near pro-

portionality of the ion drift velocities to the charge state by assuming electric fields in the

plasma that accelerate the various charge-state ions over similar periods of time. The mag-

nitude of the ion drift velocities and their dependence on the charge state are also being

presently used to study the magnetic field distribution in the plasma.

Doppler broadenings gave the width of the ion velocity distributions. This component,

denoted here by the ion kinetic energy, is shown in Fig. 7 for CII and CV. For each ion

species the kinetic energy was found to be comparable to the drift energy, and to be higher

for higher charge states.

Besides the investigation of the plasma during the switch operation we also studied the

plasma that forms at the electrodes and reach the middle of the A-K gap at t > 500 ns.

Knowledge of the density, composition, and velocity of the plasma ejected from the elec-
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Fig. 7. Time dependent mean kinetic energies of CII and CV at 5 mm from anode obtained
from the Doppler broadenings of the 2512-._ and 2271-A lines, respectively, t=O is the start time
of the upstream current.

trodes is important for the development of long time Plasma Opening Switches. The main

component of this secondary plasma was found to be carbon and hydrogen ions, which

could be reliably studied in our system since it could be discriminated against ions origi-

nating from the plasma source by using a no-carbon-component gas at the plasma source.

The secondary plasma was found to originate from both the anode and the cathode sur-

faces. At t __ l#s, the electrode plasma was found to dominate the gaseous-source plasma.

Based on the time delay of the secondary light signals for various distances from the elec-

trodes, a flow velocity of "! cm/#s for the plasma injected from both the anode and the

cathode surfaces is inferred. Further details are given in Ref. 13.

V. THE Z-PINCH EXPERIMENT

The Z-pinch plasma has many important applications such as in controlled fusion 14),

and for sources of intense X-ray and VUV radiation used in material testing, lithography,

and microscopy studies 15) • The dynamics of plasma pinches are very complicated involving

processes such as ionization, plasma acceleration, heating, and magnetic field penetration.

The main goal of this work is to study the implosion phase of the pinch which is impor-
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taut for understanding the dynamics of the pinching and its influence on the final state of

the plasma and is also believed to contribute in general to the understanding of the flow of

ionizing plasmas under strong magnetic fields.

A gas-puff Z-pinch experiment has been constructed which produces a 400 kA, 1 _s

current pulse 16). Gas, with pressure up to 6 atm is released into an annular nozzle, pro-

ducing a well collimated gas shell extending between the anode and cathode. Voltage up

to 35 kV is then switched across the electrodes initiating the breakdown. The pinch occurs

approximately 600 ns after the beginning of the curent rise.

Line emission from the z-pinch plasma is observed for many transitions in singly, dou-

bly, and triply charged ions throughout the UV-visible wavelength region during most

of the discharge 14). Using CO2 as the injected gas, line emissions from oxygen and car-

bon ions are observed in the radial direction with spatial resolution of 500 #m. The time-

dependent radial velocity distribution of these ions are determined from their Doppler split

line profiles resulting from-the opposite shift in the far and near sides of plasma shell. The

distribution of the radial velocity is obtained from the line widths. Measurements were

performed at different z locations. The radial velocities thus obtained are given in Fig.8,

showing that the radial velocity of OIII increases in time and reaches approximately 5×106

cm/s near the pinch time. Fig. 8 also demonstrates a velocity dependence on z. This "zip-

pering" phenomenon may be due to non-uniformities in the injected gas profile, and is be-

ing investigated further.

CIV ions were observed to have similar radial velocities during the implosion. However,

line emission from singly charged oxygen and carbon ions during the same period have sig-

nificantly smaller radial velocities. OIII ions are found to have velocities larger than singly

charged ions but approximately 50% less than those of CIV and OIV. We are presently

developing theoretical models, based on time dependent ionizations of the various ions as

they are accelerated radially by the radial electric fields, to better understand the ratios be-

tween the radial velocities of the various ions. Presently, we are also measuring the ionic

velocity distribution in the axial direciton. These measurements will also give the radial

density distributions, and together with the planned magnetic field measurements will en-

able us to gain better understanding of the current distribution and the particle flow.

We also studied the plasma ejected from the cathode by observing the line intensities

and velocities of carbon ions originating at the cathode in experiments in which argon gas

was used. The flow of the electrode particles away from the cathode was studied. Their ra-

dial velocities were found to be relatively low. Their effect on the pinching plasma is being
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Fig. 8. Time evolution of the radial velocity of OIII from Doppler measurements of the OIII
3047-A (2p3s3P2 - 2p3p3p2) line at z=l.5 ram, 6 mm, and 12 mm from the cathode. The ve-
locity of ions at t=200-400 ns is slower near the cathode but increases to comparable values near
t=500 ns. t=0 is the start t_me of the current.

studied. Further details of these results are given in Ref. 17.

VI. SUMMARY

Spectroscopic diagnostic methods are being used to investigate the plasma behavior

in an intense Ion Diode, a Plasma Opening Switch, and a Z-pinch. In the diode experi-

ment, the magnetic field, turbulent electric fields in the plasma, and the particle density

and velocity distributions at the immediate vicinity of the anode surface were observed

using emission-line Zeeman splitting, polarization spectroscopy of Stark broadened lines,

and Doppler effects in laser spectroscopy, respectively. In the Plasma Opening Switch ex-

periment, a gaseous plasma source was developed and characterized. The time dependent

line intensities and velocity distributions of various charge-state ions and the electron en-

ergy during the switch operation are studied. In the Z-pinch experiment, Doppler profiles

yielded the particle velocity distributions of the imploding plasma shell. Differences in the

velocity distributions between various charge-states ions are being investigated.
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Abstract

Z-pinch implosions have been studied on the Double-EAGLE generator to
optimize x-ray yields, to understand basic Z-pinch phenomena, to compare
experiments to numerical calculations, and to demonstrate the sodium-neon x-ray
laser scheme.

Introduction

Z-pinches have been studied for many years because of their ability to produce high
temperature (Te >100 eV), high density (> 1018cm"3) plasmas. Recently, Pereira1 and Davis
reviewed a significant fraction of Z-pinch research, especially relating to the Z-pinches as an
x-ray source. In fact, the x-ray emission characteristics of Z-pinches have been the main reason
for their study at Physics International (PI) over the past fifteen years. Much of the pioneering
work performed at PI has been covered in Reference 1; and furthermore, Z-pinch research at PI
up to 1989 was reviewed by Kxishnan et al.2 In this paper, we will discuss the experimental and
collaborative theoretical work that has been performed at PI since 1989.

In recent years, Z-pinch experiments at PI have been motivated by three main goals:
(1) to increase the x-ray yields from the 4-MA Double-EAGLE generator, (2) to demonstrate the
sodium-neon photo-pumped x-ray laser scheme and (3) to understand the basic physical
processes that determine the radiation efficiency of a Z-pinch.

Increasing the X.ray Yields from the Double-EAGLE Generator

Double-EAGLE 3 is a two-module, triplate waterline pulsed power generator which
produces a 3.5 to 4.0 MA current pulse with a 110-ns time to peak current. When a Z-pinch load
(either wire array or gas puff) is imploded with this current pulse, kilovolt x-ray yields of tens of
kilojoules are produced for 1 to 2 keV photon energies and up to 5 kJ of 3 keV photons.
Although these x-ray yields are acceptable to study x-ray material interactions, it is worthwhile
to increase the yields further. The first technique that was applied to increase the kilovolt yield
was radius scaling. This concept was first developed by workers at NRL4 and Maxwell
Laboratories, 5 who found that by decreasing the initial diameter of either neon gas puffs or

*Presentaddress"SandiaNationalLaboratory
1"Presentaddress:ScienceResearchLaboratory
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aluminum wire arrays, while maintaining the same implosion time, the k-shell x-ray yield
increased. Neither of these experiments, however, decreased the initial diameter enough to
observe the actual optimum diameter, i.e., the yields were not seen to decrease below a certain
diameter.

We performed an initial radius scan for nickel wire arrays and aluminum wire arrays, as
shown in Figure 1. Wire array diameters of 6 through 25 mm were tested with 12 wires per
array, and the arrays were 2 cm in length. The details of these experiments are described in
detail in References 6 and 7. In the case of the nickel wire array, previous experiments at PI had
usually employed 9-ram diameter loads, which produce some 10 to 15 kJ of nickel L-shell
radiation. By performing the scan in initial diameter, we found that 15-ram diameter arrays
produced the optimum radiated kilovolt yield. A similar initial diameter scan of aluminum wire
arrays showed a similar trend. Our spectroscopic analysis (which will be discussed in Section 4)
indicated that aluminum implosions with diameters less than 12.5 mm did not produce plasmas
that had a high enough electron temperature to permit the bulk plasma to be ionized into the
K-shell. 7 Diameters larger than the optimum produce plasmas with sufficient temperature;
however, their densities were lower since less mass was imploded hence the radiated yield
decreased. A similar explanation6 was proposed for the nickel results, but with an L-shell
radiator the analysis is not so straightforward.

4o / o- Ni L-shell
• -shell

N

2.

|

1o

o o ,_ _o so
_, nmm

Figure 1. The x-ray yields for nickel L-shell and aluminum K-shell x-rays, as functions of
the initial load diameter.

Another interesting challenge was to increase the radiated K-shell yield from argon gas
puff implosions. Typically 5 to 7 kJ of argon K-shell x-rays were produced by Double-EAGLE
when a 2.5-cm diameter, straight nozzle 8 as shown in Figure 2(a) was used. Time-resolved
x-ray9,10 pinhole photography indicated that a strong zipper was occurring and the plasma
uniformity was not good. These measurements will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4.
Our experience with tilted nozzles for neon-like krypton x-ray laser experiments suggested that
the inwardly tilted nozzles produced a tight (~ 5 mm diameter), uniform pinch. Based on these
observations, we tested a 4-cm diameter, ten-degree inwardly tilted nozzle, as shown in
Figure 2(b). The measured x-ray yields increased to 10.5 + 1.0 kJ when the tilted nozzle was
used.11 Figure 3 shows examples of the current pulses and K-shell pulses for both a tilted and
straight nozzle. The pinch tightness and uniformity also improved. In addition, we applied the
radius scaling technique described above, and we found that a 2.5-cm diameter nozzle with the
ten degree inward tilt increased the yield to 12.5 kJ.
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. ,.,

2.5 cm diameter

_' Gas Flow

Figure 2. Cross-section of the two nozzles that we have tested: (a) is a Mach 4, 2.5 cm-
diameter nozzle with a 8 mm exit width and (b) is a Mach 4, 4.0-cm-diameter
nozzle with a 4mm exit width and a ten degree inward tilt. Nozzle (a) produces
5 kJ of argon K-shell x-rays whereas nozzle (b) produces 10 kJ.

(a) Nozzle A: 5.4 kJ {b) Nozzle B: 15 kJ
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Figure 3. Current and K.shell power waveforms for ]NozzleA and B.

Another well known method to increase the x-ray yield from a Z-pinch is to increase the
driver current(I). Experiments 12'13 on generators at less than 3 MA showed that the K-shell

yields from various elements like neon and argon scaled as 14, and simple theoretical
explanations for this behavior have been proposed. 14 Recent theoretical work has suggesed that
this 14scaling should transition to 12at a high current levels due to opacity effects. By operating
Double-EAGLE at 10% higher voltage, therefore 10% higher current, the argon K-shell
emissions increased from 12.5 to 18 + 2 kJ, which is consistent with 14 scaling; and indeed our

x-ray measurements suggest that the argon plasma is not heavily trapped and therefore 14 should
be observed. In summary, we have found that radius scaling techniques and zipper elimination
can increase x-ray emission from pulsed power driver Z-pinches.

Sodium-Neon X-ray Laser Research

The field of pulsed power driver x-ray lasers has recently been reviewed by Davis and

Apruzese. 15 One approach to demonstrating gain on pulsed power Z-pinches is the sodium-neon
photopump scheme. 16 In this concept, an intense sodium plasma should radiate > 100 GW in the
Na X ls 2 - ls 2p 1p line at 11,t,. This transition is resonant with the n = 1 to 4 transition in
helium-like neon. If the neon plasma can be produced at the optimum temperature (Te~40 eV)

and density (~1018cm "3)either by a separate Z-pinch, 17a photo-heated neon gas bag 18 or maybe
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by a laser plasma, 19 then gain should be observed for a 2-cm pump-lasant separation. A
limitation to this scheme has been the lack of an intense sodium pinch due to the difficulties in
producing a sodium load for a Z-pinch. Workers at NRL developed a NaF capillary discharge 20
in which current flows in a NaF capillary placed behind a nozzle as shown in Figure 4. This
results in a high pressure NaF plasma forming which ejects a plume into the diode anode-cathode
gap. This source, when imploded on the Gamble II generator, produced up to 35-GW peak
power in the pump line. 21 An upgraded source with a peak driver current of 200 kA was tested
on Double-EAGLE, and we obtained 130 GW of peak power in the sodium pump line, as
discussed by Young et al. 22 and as shown in Figure 5.

Principle RIIulI

Peak Current: 3MA
PLASMA DUMP CATHOOE RIIletlme: 100hi

_a_ / 3.5 , , _ ....., r" , , , , 600
\

ow. j-l, .|== .

DIAGNOSTICS HE..a POWER_

DIAGNOSTICS

OIELECTRIC. /

..- I--'e" _ CAPILLARY CURRENT 0 l _ _ i /_ l , 0
CAPILLARY SOURCE 0 100 200

TIME, ns
Peak Current: 200kA
Flleellme: 1.2p$

Figure 4. A schematic of the NRL NaF capillary discharge source fielded on Double-

EAGLE. The plots show the measured K-shell and He.a power pulse overlayed
on the current waveform. This source produces 130 GW in the sodium pump
line.

At PI, we developed an alternate approach based on extruded sodium wires. 23 Figure 5
depicts the principle of the extruder and the results obtained. A high pressure ram was used to
extrude sodium out through a set of pinholes which produced a wire array in-_a], on Double-
EAGLE. This array then formed the load for the generator. When these arrays were imploded,
up to 170 GW of peak power in the pumpline was produced. 24 These first experiments had poor
reproducibility, but subsequently J. Porter et ai.25 have improved the extrusion technique and on
the 10-MA Saturn generator, around 250 GW can be obtained. Future experiments should now
involve optimizing the neon plasma as has been discussed by Deeney et al.26

Basic Z-pinch Physics

Understanding of the physical processes in Z-pinches requires a combination of
systematic experiments, diagnostics and theoretical calculations. We have applied these to our
Z-pinch implosions on Double-EAGLE in two key areas: Z-pinch heating processes and the
effect of implosion stability.

In the simplest model, an annular Z-pinch can be considered as a two stage process: the
acceleration (implosion) phase where kinetic energy is stored in the collapsing shell, and the
assembly phase where this kinetic energy is first thermalized and then radiated. Now, the
question arises whether other heating processes, (pdV work due to instabilities or ohmic heating)
contribute to the radiated energy. Whitney et al.27 have studied the radiation efficiency behavior
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Figure 5. A schematic of the PI sodium wire array extruder and an example of the best
performance. This source produced up to 170 GW in the pump line.

using a one dimensional (1D) laminar MHD code, with full radiation transport, under the
condition that the kinetic energy is the only energy input to the system. This was ensured by
turning off the current when the collapsing shell reached a radius of 10% of the initial radius.
Subsequently, the shell would continue to the axis where thermalization and radiation would
occur. Results of these calculations for our exact aluminum experimental conditions have been

performed. 7

We show a comparison of the measured K-shell x-ray yield versus the predicted K-shell
yield based solely on kinetic energy input, in Figure 6. This comparison indicates that for the
optimum conditions, the measured x-ray yields exceed those predicted by solely kinetic energy
input. In addition, the 1D laminar calculations collapse to sub-millimeter dimensions which
increase their density and probably result in the calculations somewhat overestimating the
K-shell yields. We therefore interpret these results as indications of additional heating processes
during the pinched phase of the plasma. There is supporting evidence for this additional heating
based on our time-resolved x-ray measurements. We have analyzed our time-resolved x-ray
spectra 28 based on the technique proposed by Coulter et al.29 Figure 8 shows the estimated
plasma radius (for the K-shell emitting plasma), K-shell radiating mass, plasma electron
temperature and plasma ion density. From Figure 7, it is apparent that as the plasma expands,
the electron temperature is also increasing. This suggests that there are additional heating
processes occurring while the plasma is pinched on the axis. Giuliani et al. 29 found that with a
zero dimensional code, they could predict the measured K-shell yields by artificially increasing
the Spitzer resistivity. Thornhill et al.30 have also found that by increasing the artificial viscosity
and the resistivity (both mimic micro-turbulence effects) that 1D codes could be brought into
agreement with the experimental parameters including plasma sizes, temperatures, densities and
pulsewidths. The challenge to experimentalists is to try to measure the parameters to define the
actual transport properties.

As we discussed in Section 2, we discovered that removing the zipper effect from our
argon gas puffs resulted in a significant increase in the K-shell x-ray yield. Now, the zipper
effect 31 is known to decrease the radiated power from a Z-pinch due to the increased axial
thermalization time; however, it was not clear as to why the yield would be lower with the
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Figure 6. A comparison between the measured aluminimum K-shell x-ray yields and those
predicted by a 1D MHD code that only has kinetic energy input.
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Figure 7.The measured k-shell radiating mass (mk), plasma radius (rk), electron
temperature (Te) and ion density ni for a 15 mm diameter aluminimum array.

zipper. We employed a 2D MIlD code33 without radiation transport, to simulate the implosions
both with a zipper and without. Figure 8 shows examples of the 2D plots for the straight nozzle
at 105 ns and 110 ns. At 105 ns, the shell has pinched at z=0 (the nozzle). By 110 ns, the pinch
has migrated along about 1 cm of the shell's length. The 110-ns plot also shows the formation of
an axial jet which is propagating along the axis as the remaining shell is imploding. We
conjectured that this plasma and axis was probably limiting the compression of the rest of the
shell as it implodes onto the axial plasma. To confirm this we compared the two values:
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,ofd-T= neni dV

which is the volume integral of the electron-density-ion-density product and

which is the integral of dQ/dt in time. If the plasma is optically thin, Q should be related to the
yield. Figure 9 shows the dQ/dt and Q traces for a 2.5-cm diameter nozzle with a 4-ram wide
exit for three tilts: 0, -7.5 and -10 degrees. Clearly, the straight nozzle has a lower density, and
its radiated power and yields should therefore be lower.

105 nil 110 nil

,.o,)7,.,o,.°.,,.o ,.,,o,...,6 104O/cm3 3 10"4o/cm3

.m,. ' "

N _] N • Minimum pinch diameter--10 mm

/ • Implosion time = 105 ns

• Spectroscopically measured ion density is 5 x 10 TM cm "3

0.0 0.0 .........
_.o 25 o.o 2s
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Figure 8. Density contour plots produced by a 2D MHD code for a zippering plasma with
an initial mass loading of 50 _tg/cin.
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Figure 9. Curves of the volume integrated electron-ion-density product and its integral in
time. These should be proportional to the radiated power and yield for an
optically thin plasma.
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Summary

Inconclusion,we havemade significantprogressinincreasingthex-rayemissionfrom
Z-pinches and in understanding the radiation process. We have also tested new sodium plasma
sources which have allowed us to demonstrate > 100 GW in the Na He-a line, which should be
adequate to demonstrate gain in the sodium-neon scheme if a properly prepared neon plasma can
be produced. Future experiments and theory will be aimed at improving the performance of
present and future Z-pinches based on our increased understanding. We will also develop more
innovative loads based on our results to hopefully increase the K-shell x-ray yields from higher
atomic number.

We would like to acknowledge the technical support of Norm Knobel, the Double-
EAGLE crew and Susan Green. Dwight Duston is thanked for the support of our x-ray laser
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Abstract

The utility of inductive generators and existing results from Z-
pinch experiments using a plasma opening switch (POS) are reviewed.
The research then focuses on a systems study of the power flow
coupling between a particular inductive generator with a POS and an
imploding Z-pinch load. An end-to-end numerical simulation model
for the generator, switch, and dynamic load is used to predict the K-
shell radiation arising from a neon puff gas implosion. The feedback
of the load on the switch impedance and the dependence of the high
energy radiation on various switch opening models is discussed.

I. Introduction

As pulsed power generators are asked tO deliver ever higher currents to a load, inductive

store designs have become the focus for the next generation of high power machines. Papers

from Physics International,[l] Maxwell Labs,[2], the High Current Electronics Institute[3], and

Sandia National Laboratory[4] each describe new high power inductive machines which will

supplement existing water line capacitive generators. The advantages of an inductive store

generator over a capacitive one are (i) a smaller space requirement, which readily translates to

cost, and (ii) lower voltage stresses on the circuit components. An intermediate storage inductor

can provide a higher energy density at a lower voltage than a capacitive store element. Hence

for a given energy, both the intermediate element and the Marx bank can be made smaller for

an inductive generator. The disadvantage of such a generator is the requirement for a plasma

opening switch (POS) that can conduct for hundreds of nsec, but open in tens of nsec. While

the technology for dosing switches used on capacitive generators is well developed, the physics
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of the long conduction time POS is still current research, as evidenced by the many papers on

this topic in the opening switch section of this conference proceedings.

Many theoretical and experimental studies have looked at the power coupling between a

POS and a diode load. The first opening switch, with conduction time < 50 nsec, was used on a

capacitive generator for prepulse current suppression into a diode.[5] Recent experimental work

on the POS-diode coupling issue for a long conduction time POS were presented by Goodrich

et al.[6] and Commisso et a/.[7] for the HAWK inductive generator. Their results indicate that

the switch plasma opens to a gap size of a few percent of the cathode radius.

For the coupling between a POS and a Z-pinch load there has only been a few reports. The

initial work was also done on capacitive generators and for short conduction times. Stringfield

et ai.[8] found a shorter risetime for the load current and a more uniform plasma implosion

on PITHON. Later Stephanakis et al.[9] further demonstrated a larger neon K-shell radiation

production at a given current on GAMBLE 11.Some analytic s,-._a_g arguments for the kinetic

energy coupling on an ideal circuit composed of an inductive store, resistive shunt switch, and

a shorted load, were presented by Reinovosky et al.[10], but no radiation effects were included.

Mosher and Commisso[l I] also developed some _g laws for a similar circuit and modeled

the radiation production with a gas bag model and a phenomenological radiation transfer. In a

forthcoming paper Deeney et ai.[12] have experimentally demonstrated an increase in the neon

K-shell yield when a POS is added to the inductive generator FALCON.

The objective of this paper is to present a systems analysis of the energy coupling in a

realistic machine from the Marx bank, through a long conduction time POS, to the Z-pinch

K-shell radiation production. The chosen circuit is similar to inductive generator designs

currently under development. The analysis is accomplished with an end-to-end simulation

model, which includes a transmission line code for the c/rcuit, an opening switch model, and

a multi-zone magnetohydrodynamic code for the imploding neon Z-pinch. For the present

switch model we find that the switch impedance ZPOS can vary dramatically in time due to

the changing motional inductance of the load. Although the time average of Zpos and the

total energy transferred to the load monotonically increase for larger mass loadings, the neon

K-shell production displays a particularmaximum versus load mass as a result of atomic physics

considerations. Finally, simulations for various switch gap size to cathode radius, dire, and

opening times, At, are compared.

If.SimulationModel

The transmissionlinecircuitforthedrivinggeneratorisshown schematicallyinFig.l.

The circuit,a mixtureofcapacitiveandinductivegeneratorcomponents,isbasedonmachine
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designs developed by Physics International[I] and Sandia[4]. A Marx bank with an internal

resistance first charges a water dielectric capacitor which is incorporated to obtain currentpulse

compression. After I /_sec the transfer switch fixes and current begins to flow in the storage

inductor. The POS switch, represented by the time varying resistive shunt to ground, conducts

for 0.5 psec and then opens transferringcurrent to the magnetically insulated transmission line

(MITL). The circuit is bi-moduiar being joined at a convolute. The Z-pinch length is 3 cm with

2.5 nH initial inductance.

Marx Transfer Transfer Inductive

Generator Capacitor Switch Store POS MITL
r _ ¢ It'-"--_¢ )t"-"--_t'----"_

Fig.l Bi-modular transmission line schematic of the generator circuit in the numerical
simulations. The POS is treated as a time varying resistive shunt to ground.

The power flow along the circuit is calculated using rightward and leftward moving voltage

waves. Transmission and reflection coefficients at the junctions determined from Kirchhoff's

laws provide relations for the waves at the right and left boundaries of each element.J13] Since

the load is dynamic the timestep in the calculation varies and a high order advection transport

algorithm is used to advance the voltage waves within each element.

In the adopted opening switch model the shunt resistance of the POS is negligibly small

during the conduction phase. The fiducial time taken to mark the beginning of the opening

phase is t = 0. The switch gap size, d, is specified by a linear rise from 0 over a time At to

a maximum value, d/Rc with 1_: the cathode-plasma radius. We vary d/tL from 2% to 5%,

and At from 70 to 140 nsec. The gap size openings were chosen as reasonable values based on

the data from Commisso et al.[7]. For t > 0 we require that the upstream current entering the

switch must exceed the critical current for electron insulation which depends upon the voltage

drop across the switch Vpos.[14] Once the electron flow becomes insulated in the switch, the

shunted current through the switch, IPos is given by ion Child-Langmuir flow.

The dynamics of the imploding gas puff is modeled with a l-D, multi-zone Lagrangian

hydromagnetic code with thermal conduction, resistive heating, and radiative losses in the

internal energy equation. The induction equation for the magnetic field uses Spitzer resistivity.

The coupling between the transmission voltage waves and the Z-pinch dynamics is handled

implicitly to ensure total energy conservation throughout the circuit-POS-load system. The
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ionization dynamics is calculated from a coUisional-radiative equilibrium model[ 15] for neon

including the ground states of all ionization stages and 95 excited levels spread throughout

the stages. For the radiation transport a total of 60 emission lines are followed with a

probability-of-escape method while the bound-free edges and free-free continuum are done

with multi-frequency transport.

HI. Results

Let us first discuss the interaction of the POS and load dynamics for the standard switch

parameters. Figure 2 presents the time development of various circuit, POS, and load quantifies.

As the switch begins to open (t > 0) one clearly sees in Fig.2a the decrease in the current across

the switch and the concomitant increase in the current transferred to the downstream MITL.
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Fig.2 POS and load dynamics for a 1 mg neon gas puff implosion startingat an outer
radius/L, = 1 em with the standard opening switch parameters d/t?.,: = 5% and At = 70
nsec. (a) Generator current lo immediately upstream of the POS, shunted current IPOS
across the POS, and trarLsferredcurrent IMrTL for one of the modules, t = 0 corresponds
to the opening of the switch. (b) Combined current into the load Ito,,d, the outer radius
of the plasma R,,, and the K-shetl radiation paise from the implosion. (c) The load and
POS voltage. (d) The impedance of the load Zlo=d and acro_ the switch ZPos. Note the
irregular behavior of the latter.
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Figure 2b shows that the implosion time, ti,_p, corresponding to the minimum pinch radius,

occurs 105 nsec after the switch opens. The implosion marks the time of the K-shell radiation

pulse and the notch in the load current due to the large motional inductance of the pinch. After

the gap of the POS fully opens, the switch voltage tracks the load voltage in Fig.2c, except for

a few nsec time delay. When the pinch rebounds, Vto=areverses sign due to the now negative

motional inductance, and energy is driven back upstream of the load region. Subsequently,

Vpos goes negative and stays so as long as the plasma re-expands after the initial bounce. Since

the switch can only dissipate energy, Ipos is also negative and IMZTL exceeds the generator

current IG between 115 and 140 nsec. Note that the switch impedance in Fig.2d displays an

irregularspike and trough behavior. This behavior is quite different from that of a diode load

wherein ZPos monotonically increases in time. From ion Child-Langmuir flow, the impedance

of the opened switch is proportional to d 2/v/Vpos. Thus whenever Vpos is small and the

gap d is opened, such as at .-,85 nsec, ,,,115 nsec, and around 150 nsec, the switch impedance

becomes large. From the discussion above, it is the motional inductance term of l_o,,a which

causes Vpos to decrease and/or cross zero. Note that the K-shell pulse occurs at the maximum

load impedance and in the first trough of Zpo 5.

X
4 '" , , , _,,,t ,. ,,..,,, 0.20- , ....... i ........
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, _/_ = d/R,=3 At =14 ns x O. 15 =140 ns
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Fig. 3 Coupling properties between the circuit and load as a function of the load mass for
different switch models characterized by the opening time At and maximum switch gap
dire. (a) Tune averaged value for the switch impedance ZPOS. (b) The total energy into
the load cage, including magnetic energy, work done in compression, and resistive heating,
normalized by the energy initially stored in the Marx bank.

Unpublished analysis of POS current and impedance on the FALCON generator also

indicate (i) a spike and trough behavior for ZPos, (ii) a K-shell pulse at the first trough, and
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(iii) a POS current reversal betweentwo spikes in ZPOS. Although such measurementsare

rather difficult since they involve an inductive correction to the measured insulator voltage and

the subtraction of the measured generator and load currents, it is encouraging to note the similar

behavior between simulation and tentative measurements.

One can compare the POS coupling to the load by time averaging Zpo s for different load

masses and the same initial Ro = 1 cm. Figure 3a shows this result for three different time

histories of d/Rc. The total load energy coupling is presented in Fig.3b. For each switch model

the larger the load mass, i.e., the longer the implosion time, the more efficient is both the switch

operation and the energy transferred to the load. However, comparing the individual models

shows that the POS and energy coupling is particularly sensitive to the gap size. For small load

masses where t_,,_p < At, the coupling efficiency is also reduced, but as ti,m, becomes larger

than At, the coupling approaches that of the standard case.

P_.t =70 ns d/R= - 5%
1.0 0.10 0.03 ........ i ........

f (b) A.J'at=70ns

. Ld/_ =s%
0.8 0.08 FAt =140ns

o 0.02 _ / _ _l'at =70ns0.6 0.06 _ = 2%

I

o.,f/\ :o.o,! "'"I:oo°"f,/" o.o
"'"" : ........ , , "9, .....o g_, 0, o ,oo o,

M(rag) M(rag)
Fig. 4 Radiation coupling betweenthecircuit andthe load asa function of the loadmass.
(a) For the standard switch parameters, the fraction of the Marx energy emitted as radiation
over the whole spectrum Er=d/EM=,=, and the fraction of the radiation which is from the
K-shell (above 900 eV) E_=d-K/Er=d.
(b) The K-shell production efficiency for different switch models.

Finally we turn to the radiation coupling problem. Figure 4a displays the total radiation

versus mass loading and the fraction of that radiation which emerges in the K-shell range (> 900

eV) for the standard switch parameters. The rise in the total radiation with load mass reflects

improved load energy coupling from Fig.3b as well as the increase in the number of radiators.

The monotonic decrease in Er=d-K/Erctd indicates a smaller imparted energy per particle at

implosion time for larger masses. According to Whitney et al.[ 16], it requires --.4.8 keV per

W ' ,, , , , | TI
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atom for the imploding neon tO be thermalized to the helium and hydrogen-like stages. At the

lowest mass the velocity of the imploding nuclei is large enough to strip most of the atoms, and

the only radiation that can emerge is recombination to the bare nuclei. For the largest mass

load, the energy carded per particle is too small to reach the K-shell.

Figure 4b shows the efficiency of the K-shell radiation versus load mass again for the three

switch models. The peak of the K-shell radiation for the standard case is nearly three times that

of the small gap size switch, and twice that of the slower opening switch. As in Fig.3 note that

the case with At = 140 nsec approaches the radiation efficiency of the standard case for loads

with the longest implosion times.

IV. Discussion

Experimental progress on the energy coupling between a generator with a POS and the

radiative production from an imploding Z-pinch has not significantly advanced since the early

work on the capacitive machines PITHON and GAMBLE II a decade ago. With the advent of

several new inductive generators this situation will hopefully change in the near future. As a

prelude to the experimental work we have presented end-to-end simulation models of a realistic

generator driving a neon gas puff Z-pinch load. The numerical results indicate that the large

motional inductance of an imploding and bouncing Z-pinch will induce large oscillations in the

POS impedance. Measurements of ZPOS could be used to evaluate models of the current flow

across the switch once the gap opens. We have also found that the coupling, as measured by

the time averaged Z pos and the total energy into the load region, becomes more efficient as

the load mass, i.e., implosion time, increases. However, the K-shell radiation production is

dominated by atomic physics processes and displays a definite peak over the load mass. For

the given POS model the results suggest that the gap size d//_c is a more significant factor in

controlling both the total energy coupling and the K-shell radiation than is the opening time At.

Increasing d/Rc from 2% to 5% nearly tripled the maximum K-shell radiation. If the implosion

time is less than At then the switch never fully diverts current to the load and the radiation

production is also reduced.

We have used a limited switch model and further analysis using more intricate models is

called for. For instance, it would be useful to know if the load behavior can also affect the gap

size. There are other issues that need to be considered in a complete model. First, the insulation

of the transmission line between the POS and the load would affect the power flow problem,[ 17]

especially if switch plasma is blown toward the load. In a multiple modular generator the impact

of jitter[18] between the different modules may affect the POS behavior. One long standing

problem in Z-pinch simulations is hhecalculated short pulse widths compared to measurements
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for both the total and K-shen radiation. Davis and Cochran[19] suggest that 2-D zippering

effects could be the problem. Finally, implosion models with moderate Z materials often require

an enhanced resistivity to match the data. This issue is discussed by several papers in this

conference.J20], [21], [22]
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Abstract

The goal of the Los Alamos foil implosion project is to produce an intense
(> 100 TW), multi-megajoule, laboratory soft x-ray source for material stud-
ies and fusion experiments. The concept involves the implosion of annular,
current-carrying, cylindrical metallic plasmas via their self-magnetic forces.
The project features inductive storage systems using both capacitor banks
and high explosive-driven flux compression generators as prime energy sources.
Fast opening switches are employed to shorten the electrical pulses. The pro-
gram will be described and activities to date will be summarized.

Introduction

The goal of the Los Alamos foil implosion project is the development of an intense (> 100

TW) source of soft x-rays and hot plasma produced from the thermalization of 1 to 10 MJ

of plasma kinetic energy. With a pulse duration of 10's of nanoseconds this source will be

used for the study of material properties and fusion conditions. The source is formed by

passing a large current through a thin cylindrical metallic foil, thus producing a plasma

that implodes under the action of its self-magnetic force and stagnates on axis to produce

a hot, radiative plasma that calculations indicate will have a blackbody temperature of

several hundred electron volts. This concept has also been studied at other laboratories

including the Phillips Laboratory l, Maxwell Laboratories 2, Physics International 3, Sandia

National Laboratory 4, and the Kurchatov Institute s using capacitor banks.

At Los Alamos both capacitor bank facilities and explosive flux compression generators

(FCG) are being used in the research. An FCG uses explosive energy to do work on a con-

ducting shell which encloses an initially emplaced magnetic field. The field is compressed,

and the magnetic energy is amplified. Since the FCG operates on a long time scale (50 to

300 _s) compared to the implosion time ( ~ 300 - 600 ns), substantial pulse compression

is required.
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One or more opening switches provide this pulse compression with the final switch

transferring the stored electrical energy in 300 - 600 ns to a load that consists of a very

thin (typically a few thousand angstroms) cylindrical metallic foil. The foil vaporizes in a

few tens of ns to form a plasma that implodes under the jxB force and stagnates to produce

radiation. The overall power compression from FCG to radiation output may be as much

as 40000. The overall ei_ciency of the system (explosive energy to radiation) is potentially

as high as 1%. FCG's offer system flexibility at very large electrical energies, and they

allow the feasibility of the concept to be examined with a small capital investment.

In this paper we shall briefly review the history of the project, detail current activites in

explosive pulsed power, fast opening switches, and plasma implosion physics, and, finally,

outline our plans for the future.

History

Early in the project it was decided to use inductive storage systems instead of high

voltagewater-linetechnologybecauseofthepotentialforeconomicalscalingtoveryhigh

energyoutput.Researchhas focusedon pulsedpower development,both experimental

and calculational.Three experimentalFCG systemsat increasingenergieshave been

completed,and a fourthisnow underway. In addition,openingswitchand implosion

experimentshavebeen performedatourcapacitorbank driveninductivestoragefacility.

A. Trailmasterand Pioneer

The firstFCG system,designatedTrailmaster,demonstratedthatexplosivelydriven

inductivestoragesystemsconstituteda viableapproach.The secondsystem,designated

Pioneer,utilizeda circuitconsistingofa plate-typefluxcompressiongenerator,a plasma

compressionopeningswitch(planarversionofthe Pavlovskyswitch)s,and an integral

transmissionlineand foildiode,z A highqualityimplosionwas achievedand 20 kJ ofx-

rayswereemittedfrom a 30 ev plasmawitha pulsewidth ofapproximately250 ns. One

and two dimensionalMHD calculationspredictedthedynamics,theradiationpulsewidth,

and theplasmatemperature.Pioneerdemonstratedtheprincipleofan FCG-drivenx-ray

sourceand laidthefoundationforthedesignofmegajoulecoaxialsystems.

B. LAGUNA

The thirdexperimentalFCG system,designatedLaguna,had thegoalofproducinga

plasma kineticenergyof100 kJ.Severalcomponentsofthissystemwere prototypesfor
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our planned megajoule system, including the helical Mark-IX FCG, an explosively-formed

fuse opening switch (EFF), vacuum power flow channel, and diode load.

The Mark-IX FCG has an initial inductance of about 7.2 #H that is charged by a

capacitor bank to 430 kA in about 150 #s. After a rtm-time of 200 fzs it has generated

12 MA in a 120 nH load. s The EFF, a robust, long conduction time opening switch, was

developed to carry the output of the Mark-ix and open in about one microsecond, thus

compressing the pulse duration by a factor of more than 300. 9 The Laguna EFF developed

a higher resistance than expected and produced a higher voltage (250 kV) than the rest

of the system was designed to handle. As a result Laguna had to be operated below the

design current. Even so a current of 4 MA was driven through the load foil (Scm initial

radius, 2 cm long, 2500 ._ thick aluminum foil). Visible framing camera pictures and

an x-ray pinhole picture were obtained of the plasma pinch. A bolometer measurement

indicated 80 kJ of x-radiation was produced. These measurements are consistent with

post-shot calculations based on the measured current profile.

Current Activities

A. Procyon

The Procyon FCG system utilizes the experience obtained from Pioneer and Laguna to

address plasma implosions at the megajoule level. Subsystems of Procyon are currently

being tested. Implosion experiments are scheduled to be performed next year.

The energy source for Procyon is the same Mark-ix used in Laguna, but in this design

it generates 22 MA in a 70 nH storage inductor. To circumvent the problem of high

voltages that are generated in a single-stage opening switch at high current, Procyon uses

two stages of switching.

The first stage opening switch is a flux conserving EFF (or FCEFF), a variation of the

EFF that trades higher efficiency for somewhat slower operation. The FCEFF transfers

16.5 MA into a plasma flow switch (PFS) in 4.6 _s. The PFS is the second stage opening

switch in Procyon. 1° The PFS consists of an annular plasma that is formed from a mass-

graded (to maintain planarity) wire array plus a mylar barrier film. The combined plasma

is accelerated axially towards the load slot by self-magnetic pressure; current is switched

into the imploding foil load as the trailing edge of the plasma crosses the slot. The PFS

switches about 15 MA into the load chamber in less than 500 ns. The complete Procyon
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system is contained in a cylinder that is about 0.7 meters in diameter by 4 meters in length.

The advantage of the PFS is that commutation is accomplished without generating large

voltages. However, one must deal with instabilities that arise from the switch plasma's

interaction with the load. Preliminary 1-D calculations of PFS operation have been per-

formed with the Lagrangian MHD code RAVEN. These first-principles calculations of PFS

performance start with room temperature aluminum and carry it through its solid, liquid,

and vapor phases into the plasma phase.

Using the 1-D results as a starting point, self-consistent 2-D radiation-MHD calculations

have been performed to study switching et_ciency and the effect of switch plasma on

implosion quality. These calculations are considered to be a baseline determination of

system performance because they assume a planar (i.e. unperturbed) PFS profile at a point

that is 0.5 cm before the load slot. The switch plasma interacts with the imploding plasma,

and severe perturbations that are the magnetic analog of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability

grow as the implosion proceeds. The calculations predict a double peak radiation pulse.

The first pulse is produced when a bubble of low-density plasma with an internal energy

of 0.2 MJ stagnates on axis in 14 ns. The second pulse results when about 75% of the

initial mass, with a kinetic energy of 0.5 MJ, thermalizes in 30 ns. These calculations are

preliminary; the design will be optimized when the PFS and its interaction with the load

foil are more fully understood.

B. Pegasus

Although our main thrust has been explosive pulsed power, we have also developed a

laboratory capability based on capacitor bank driven inductive energy storage. We are

currently using the 1.5 MJ, 216 _F, 6.5 MA Pegasus bank for PFS and plasma implosion

experiments.

I. Plasma Flow Switch

The currentcarryingcapacityoftheopeningswitchfora future10 MJ systemmust be

approximately50MA witha conductiontimeofseveralmicrosecondsand an openingtime

oflessthan0.5_s.Developmentofa PFS toprovidethisperformanceisan importantgoal

oftheLosAlamos project.The main issuesthatarebeingstudiedinclude:currentshunting

due totheformationofa boundary layeron thesurfaceoftheinnerPFS conductor,the

interactionoftheswitchplasmawiththeload,and theswitchingofcurrenttotheload.
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Plasma located near the inner and outer coaxial conductors of the PF$ is cc_led by

thermal conduction and forms a higher density perturbation that grows and distorts the

sheath. Because of the finite conductivity of the conductors current exits the surface at an

acute angle, and the resulting jxB force has a radial component that presses the plasma

toward the surface. Both of these processes contribute to forming a boundary layer. When

the switch plasma crosses the load slot, the boundary layer also flows across and greatly

impedes the movement of flux into the load slot. An MHD calculation of switching into a

fixed load is shown in Fig. 1. The experimental curve shows that the load current does not

reach the level of the driving current 11. Based on these experimental and computational

results a "plasma trap" was designed to catch the boundary layer flow just before the load

gap 12. As shown in the calculation of Fig. 2, this trap effectively removes the layer and

allows ef_cient movement of flux into the gap. The experimental curve in Fig. 2 shows

that complete switching of the driving current is obtained into a fixed load, as predicted

by the calculation. ! [

_///////#///./////-//,n r- - _ .....
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Fig. 1 Boundary layer causes incomplete switching.

:I T-- =-

.... _ __"_'_1 __

Fig. 2 Plasma trap catches boundary layer and improves switching performance.

When the fixed load is replaced by a dynamic load, the plasma trap PFS is less effective.

Fig. 3. shows the source and load currents for a PFS (initiated from a 1/r 2 wire array)

transferring current into a 40 mg Al foil. Fig. 3a shows that the load current measured just
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outside the initial position of the load foil approaches but does not equal the driving cur-

rent. We believe that the difference in the two currents is due to the resistance that occurs

when the load fuses. Through switching and initiation of the load foil the performance

of the plasma trap PFS is quite good and is similar to results obtained at the Phillips

Laboratory. Fig. 3b also shows the load current just outside the initial foil position and at

several points inside the initial foil position (4, 3, 2, and 1 cm from the axis). The current
]

reaching these positions decreases monotonically with radius. We believe that this is due

to break-up of the imploding plasma from instability growth initiated by wrinkles in the

foil and/or low density plasma filaments behind the plasma that entrain magnetic flux.

Further study and development will be necessary to obtain ei_cient switching.

i ia, J J .v'-i-_,_ i I 61 :

_l J J ] i ....i I " " Ii |llll | It

11 19 2O 21 22 2315 17 19 . 21.... 23 25
a. Bank curren-t and switched current. Time(_)

b. Switched current and current measured in load slot.

Fig. 3 Load probe measurements indicate not all switched current drives load implosion.

2. Implosion Physics

To maximize the power compression of the system, plasma stagnation must occur very

quickly. This requires that the imploding plasma be as thin and symmetric as possible.

To study instablity growth and its effect on the radiation pulse width, we have conducted

imploding foil direct drive experiments (i.e. without an opening switch) using the Pegasus

bank. Fig. 4 compares the implosion of a _i.2 mg foil to that of a 12.6 mg foil at the

same radius. The visible framing camera pictures show that the heavier foil is much less

disrupted than the lighter foil. The experiment was modeled with a 2D MHD code as-

suming that the imploding plasma has an initial average random density perturbation of

10%. The behavior of the 4.2 mg foil agrees with the calculation until late in the implosion

but eventually develops three dimensional structure and breaks up. The 12.6 mg foil stays

intact through stagnation. The calculated density contours of the imploding plasma at the

same position as that of the framing camera pictures show qualitative agreement with



Fig. 4 Visible image and 2D MHD mass distribution for two direct d---_riveexperiments.
4.2 mg load (left figure) disrupts during implosion; 12.6 mg load (right figure)
retains cylindrical symmetry throughout implosion; 2D MHD simulations repro-
duce observed scale of instabilities.

the experiment and reproduce the observed amplitude and wavelength of the instabilities.

Fig. 5 shows the agreement between the measured and calculated current and the emitted

x-radiation waveforms for the same assumed 10% initial density perturbation for the 4.2 mg

foil implosion. The MHD calculation reproduces the shape of I(t), the relative timing of the

peaks of"I(t) and x-ray output, and the x-ray pulse width. Note that the experimental and

calculated pulses are significantly wider than the 1D MHD result because of instabilities.
,i !
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Fig. 5 Perturbed 1D and 2D MHD calculation comp_ed to direct drive data of implo-
sion current and XRD response.

Future Activities

To increase the relevance of"our capacitor bank driven experiments to the high energy

program, the Pegasus bank will be upgraded this summer to 4.3 M3 stored energy and a

peak current of"13 MA. In addition, development has started on a new class of FCG that

will operate in 5 _s and drive a PFS directly. This system will have only one switching
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stage, generate 15 MJ of electrical energy, and deliver 5 MJ to an imploding load. FCG

driven plasma implosion x-ray sources have been demonstrated at the 100 kJ level. The

program is presently engaged in development of the Procyon system to produce plasma

energies near one megajoule. To go beyond this level will require new developments in the

areas of HE-driven generators, fast high-current opening switches, high power-density flow

channels, and an improved understanding of implosion physics. We plan to address each

of these topics in our future work.

Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy
*University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, USA
**Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA
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Abstract

X-Band and K-Band gyroklystrons are being evaluated for possible
application to future linear colliders. So far we have examined ten different two-
and three-cavity configurations. We have achieved a maximum peak power of 27
MW in ---1 _s pulses at a gain of 37 dB and an efficiency exceeding 32 %. The
nominal parameters include a 430 kV, 150-200 A beam with an average
perpendicular to parallel velocity ratio near one. In this paper, we detail our
progress to date and describe our plans for future experiments that should
culminate in amplifier outputs in excess of 100 MW.

Introduction

An international effort is underway to develop amplifiers in the 10 - 30 GHz range with

peak powers in excess of 100 MW for driving future multi - TeV electron positron coUiders [1].

At the University of Maryland, we are concentrating on the use of gyrotron amplifiers to achieve

the required parameters. At the time our project first got underway, the state-of-the-art power

for gyroklystrons hovered near 50 kW due in part to limitations imposed by spurious oscillations

[2]. As an intermediate step toward the 100+ MW goal, we constructed and tested a system

which was designed to surpass the 50 kW level by a factor of 500 [3]. We have achieved our

goal [4], in part by increasing the power capability of the standard gyrotron electron gun [5] and

by developing improved microwave absorbers to enhance stability [6].

A schematic of our experimental facility is shown in Fig. 1. A 1 - 2/_s, 500 kV, 400 A line-

type modulator provides the required beam power with a maximum repetition rate of 4 Hz. A

resistive divider shunts half the current and provides the intermediate voltage required for the

double-anode magnetron injection gun (MIG). The MIG is designed to have a space-charge

limiting current of 400 A and an axial velocity spread under 7% at the nominal current of 160 A

with an average perpendicular to parallel velocity ratio of c_= 1.5. Considerable flexibility in the

magnetic field profile is achieved by using four independent supplies to power eight water-

cooled pancake coils. The design magnetic field is 0.047 T at the cathode and 0.565 +_.0.005 T
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for 25 cm in the circuit region, but the magnetic field can be varied along the axis to optimize

performance.

GUN COIL

[_] CIRCUIT COILS DUMPING

[-_['Ad _ BEAM DUMP MAGNET OUTPUTWINDOW

.......L ,o= PUMP
SIGNAL

PULSER MAGNETRON CIRCUIT I OUTPUT WAVEGUIDE
INJECTION
oUN [

FigureI.A schematicviewofthegyroklystronexperimentalfacility.

An enlargementofthecircuitregionforthelasttwo-cavitytubeisshown inFig.2.The

downtaperislinedwithlossydielectrics,whichareindicatedinblack.The taperedceramicsare

a non-porousmixof20% SiC in80% BeO.

The otherceramicsaremade in-housefromcarbon-impregnatedalumino-silicate.Most
DOWNTAPER INPUT DRIFT TUBE OUTPUT

of the drift tube is also lined with lossy

ceramics to suppress instabilities. A partiallyself-consistent code which includes realistic

rf field profiles [7] and AC space-charge

Figure2. The two-cavitymicrowavecircuitconfiguration, effects [8] is used to design the miclowave

circuit dimensions and predict amplifier performance. Power is injected from a 2 #s, 100 kW

magnetron through a slit in the radial wall into the input cavity. Control over the quality factor

(Q) in the input cavity is obtained from losses in a thin ceramic ring placed against the sidewall.

The output cavity Q is predominantly due to diffractive losses from the cavity's output lip. The

Q factors have spanned the range 125 - 500 in the various tubes, but the resonant frequencies

have always been derived from TE 01 modes at 9 85 GHz.

The output waveguide is shown in Fig. 1. A short 2° linear taper is followed by a non-linear

taper which brings the waveguide radius to a value suitable for the copper beam dump. A cross-

guide magnetic field at the end of the dump prevents high-energy electrons from traveling

through the second non-linear taper and impinging on the five inch diameter half-wavelength

BeO output window.

Two types of microwave diagnostics can be attached to the output waveguide. An anechoic

chamber uses an open-ended piece of X-band waveguide as a receiving antenna to estimate
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output power and mode purity via far field measurements. The horn can be rotated by 90 ° and

remotely swept transverse to the z-axis over one meter. The signal is split into several different

size waveguides for instantaneous frequency estimates and is fed to an HP 8566B spectrum

analyzer for time-averaged frequency resolution. Calibration measurements have been in good

agreement with an uncertainty less than +_ 1 dB. The second diagnostic involves an overmoded

directional coupler and a liquid calorimeter. The coupler provides the microwave power

envelope and gives an additional peak power estimate. The calorimeter consists of a methanol -

water mixture flowing between two 17° conical pieces of polyethylene. Bench test

measurements against a 20 W CW signal have given similar agreement for these diagnostics.

Experimental Results

A total of six two-cavity and four three-cavity gyroklystron tubes have been tested. A

summary of the progress toward achieving high peak power is shown in Fig. 3. The saturated

gain at each power level is also indicated. The first two tubes were plagued by a multitude of

instabilities, produced power levels below the state of the art, and had signal gains less than 0

dB. These results occurred at a beam voltage of 183 kV, a current of 55 A, and a velocity ratio
of c_ -- 0.45. The instabilities

100.00 POWER ,--- i _50,--, _" could be classified into four

GAIN*,--- "-'-",-_-'----'_6_--I "_'_"groups. Modes in the first classlo.oo, / ' 40z
j,/ . i /" \| _ existed mainly in the output

_: 1.oo / / i- 3o _ waveguide in frequency rangesO

:_ /. / i < wherethewindowwasagood
r_< 0.10. jA z0 _ reflector. These modes required

-- / TWO CAVITY !THREE CAVITY < good post-output cavity beam
0.01 ,, I.--I .... _ _ t I a i _ 10 0'2

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 quality and were suppressed by

TUBE NUMBER amplifier operation. The second

class existed in the output
Figure 3. Summary of tube peak power performance.

waveguide adjacent to the

output cavity and required significant reflections from the first non-linear taper. Whole tube

modes comprised the third class and had their energy mainly in the drift tube with reflections

provided by the cavities. The final mode class included instabilities in the downtaper.

Instabilities in classes 3 and 4 were the most troublesome and usually involved modes with

one azimuthal variation. These modes can be controlled by the introduction of loss into the

downtaper and drift tube. Figure 4a shows the total single pass attenuation of the TE 11 mode

through these regions in Tube 1 in the most troublesome frequency range. The downtaper had
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only a few thin lossy rings and very little attenuation. The drift tube consisted of alternating rings

of copper and ceramic (1% SiC in 99% MgO) in nearly equal amounts. Though there were some

highly absorptive resonances, there was a large frequency range with negligible loss. In contrast,

Fig. 4b shows the TE 11 attenuation for the Tube 6. This0

_"-5 _ attenuation was sufficient to allow operation at the
z-t°" ', ,, ",, , parameters listed in the abstract.

-15 ....
" ' Tube 3 incorporated a downtaper and drill tube

79 -20. " " ,'
z_25. ',' with attenuations near the final values of Fig. 4b. This

DRIFT TUBE ..... ,'

._-30-['' DOWNTAPER_ allowed significant beam power to be used for the first
--35 ...... : : ' " ' ' : '-

7.0 714' 7.a a12 a[6' 0.o time and resulted in a one and a half order of magnitude
FREQUENCY (GHz)

o. increase in output power. The input and output cavity
_" -5- DRIFT TUBE .... (b)

DOWNTAPERJ Q's were 175 and 145, respectively. In a flat magnetic
Z -10.

,J°-lS .,-..--......-;_,c5- field of 0.452 T, a peak power above 1.5 MW was
_-zo. " ,, ,_/'_.. produced at 9.866 GHz when the beam voltage was 305
Z -25,

kV and the current was 108 A. Parameter space for
-30-as , : , , : , : , _ : : : : _ _ : : _ _ amplification was limited by a class 2 instability near the

'.0 7.4 7.8 8.2 8.6 g.0

FREQUENCY(OHz) amplifier frequency. We determined that the mode was

the TEl21 operating near cutoff in a constant radius
Figure4. TE11attenuationvs. frequency
in the downtaperand drift tube regions: waveguide section immediately following the output
(a) forTube 1 and (b)forTube6. cavity. This mode could not be suppressed by amplifier

operation but was eliminated in Tubes 4 and beyond ,-, zs

by introducing a linear wall taper after the output _ 20l " _ " l _ (a)

cavity lip. With this modification, Tube 4 produced _ is. /,./o \ ,,
z /O-- 0"0peak powers near 2.7 MW with a 427 kV, 130 A a. _o . \a o

beam in a constant magnetic field of 0.537 T. _ si ," _.oaY _....
;D .... a" ,.o EXPERIMENT o_oMaximum efficiencies of both Tubes 3 and 4 were o 0 _.o._-o ,

4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4 5'.S 5.8

approximately5%. INPUTCAVITYFmLD(kC)
6.

The finalorderofmagnitudeincreaseinpower "-'us.FLATnZLD.... _b)
was achieved with Tube 5, which had additional loss _ O_ZD- / ' ?, " " ...........

in the downtaper and a higher Q in the output cavity _ 4. _/,..

(224). The primary performance increase came not _ 2 .
CATHODNJ"' I(-TI/BE-$Ifrom the circuit modifications but rather from the _ , ._,-_ I<-T_,-)l

introduction of magnetic field tapering. A careful o-_o-:_o-_o-_o-io; io _.o
RELATIVE AXIAL LOCATION (CM)

searchofparameterspaceshowedthattheoptimal
Figure5. (a)Peak measuredand

input cavity field was 0.545 T while the best output theoreticaloutputpowervs. input cavity
cavity performance occurred at 0.474 T. Figure 5 magneticfield,(b)axialfield profile.
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reveals the dependence of peak power on input cavity magnetic field when the output cavity

field is fixed at the optimal value. The beam voltage and current were 425 kV and 150 A,

respectively. The sinmlated velocity ratio was u =, 0.98 in the output cavity and varied

adiabatically with the magnetic field. At the optimum level, u _ 1.15 at the center of the input

cavity. The efficiency at the maximum was 31% and the gain exceeded 26 dB. (Assuming no

exchange of axial energy, the perpendicular conversion efficiency was 74%.) The average

relativistic mass factor was 16°4 lower after energy extraction occurred. The drop in the ideal

magnetic field profile was 15% so that the 'final' cyclotron frequency was nearly equal in both

cavities. The input power was limited to 45 kW due to breakdown at the input window and the

drive curve indicated that Tube 5 was not saturated. An increase in the input cavity Q to --500 in

Tube 6 allowed saturation to be examined. Theory predicted this Q to be 80% of the required

start oscillation value and oscillations were in fact observed in the input cavity at some points.

The optimal amplified power occurred with the same 15% field profile, but the fiat field peak

power improved to 12.5 MW. Two distinct points were examined. The first was the maximum

efficiency point, where 22 MW was produced at 9.871 GHz with an efficiency of 34% and a

gain of 34 riB. The beam

_, 30: 500 voltage and current were 425
_= VOLTAGE ..... _"
,.,, """""- _ kV and 150 A, respectively.:_ z4i ," ", POWER 400 ,,_

," ", _ Figure 6 shows the time

_:r_ l ai ,,'" ',, 30o W< dependence of the cathodeO ' '

tz. ,' ', e0o o voltage and output power as

a__ ,s' ',, _ measured by a calibrated crystal
E_ 6. ,' "', 100 .<

/ r_ detector. The second point had
, '-,...

o o :':_: ,, .... _ ..... ,: :5- ', :: : : 0 a maximum power level of 240 1 2 3 4 5 6

TIME (MICROSECONDS) MW at 9.875 GHz for the same
field profile and beam voltage

Figure 6. Time dependence of the output power and the beam but with a current of 190 A.
voltage at the maximum efficiency point.

The three-cavity tubes had

three distinct departures from the two-cavity designs. The first, of course, was the introduction

of the penultimate cavity whose Q (--270) was defined solely by an alumino-silicate ring on th'J

outer wall. Two metal rods with rounded ends provided remote-controlled tunability of + 90

MHz by adjustment of their insertion length. No breakdown problems of any kind were

observed. The second change was to use exclusively alumino-silicate in the drift tubes (Tubes 7

and beyond) and downtaper (Tubes 8 and beyond). The inner radius of these ceramics was

determined by the beam and the outer radius was adjusted (via a theoretical code) to maximize

attenuation. The TE 11 attenuation was always superior to their non-porous counterparts, the
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TE01 attenuation was adequate for cavity isolation at 9.85 GHz, and no outgassing problems

were observed. The third difference was to use a lossy dielectric on the radial wall of the input

cavity and modify the coupling slit. Both input cavities performed well; no noticeable advantages

of either design were discerned during the amplifier studies. The output cavity Q in Tubes 7 and

8 were 200 and 350, respectively.

The power performance of the two- and three-cavity tubes was similar at the 15% tapered

field profile. The gain was typically improved, with a maximum saturated gain of 50 dB

occurring at an operating point that produced 21 MW. The improved gain also resulted in a

considerable increase in total pulse energy (wider output pulses). Optimal performance

occurred, however, when a 33% decrease in the output cavity magnetic field was introduced. A

maximum peak power of 27 MW was obtained with an efficiency of 32%. Several interesting

phenomena were observed that are still being investigated. First, the operation was quite

sensitive to the load. The anechoic chamber, with its low reflection, worked best with the high-Q

output cavity of Tube 8 while the more reflective calorimeter worked best with the earlier tube.

Second, the velocity ratio in the output cavity was low (c_ _ 0.8) and thus significant axial

energy conversion must have occurred. This was reasonable given the high voltage (large axial

velocity) and short cavity (large axial wave number) and has been observed in preliminary

theoretical modeling [9]. Finally, investigations with magnetic field adjustment suggest that a

significant part of the interaction could have occurred after the output cavity.

The final three-cavity tubes are described elsewhere in these proceedings [10] and are

mentioned only briefly here. In an attempt to explore this extended interaction, both tubes

employed considerably longer output cavities. Tube 9 expanded its length by 90% via a reduced

radius to achieve a significant fraction of the start oscillation requirement. Tube 10 utilized a

TE012 mode to increase its length by 125%. Both tubes surpassed 20 MW of peak power, but

neither improved upon the upper limit of Tube 8. Experimental investigation of Tube 10 was still

underway at the time this paper was written.

Future Experiments

With the success of the intermediate experiment, we are now contemplating our approach

to a 100+ MW device. The high power requirement places several constraints on the electron

gun and the microwave circuit. To produce a higher power MIG, we must either increase the

beam voltage, increase the peak electric field in the gun, enlarge the average beam radius, or

decrease the applied magnetic field [11]. The new microwave circuit must continue to be stable

to spurious modes, provide inter-cavity isolation, and dissipate a fair amount of average power.

Our options will be explored by performing cold test studies, constructing and testing additional
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tubes with the existing beam parameters, and designing MIGs and microwave circuits for 300 -
400 MW beams.

I. Near term plans

While the low repetition rate of our facility doesn't allow an examination of the system's

average power considerations, the only unique gyroldystron feature of potential concern is the

power dissipated in the lossy ceramic of the penultimate cavity. We are initiating a study of the

effects of temperature rise and means of cooling via a cold test mockup of the buncher cavity.

The available power in our 2.5 kW CW Idystron is considerably higher than the current estimate

of penultimate cavity energy deposition.

One way to lower magnetic field is to inject at the fundamental and extract at the second

harmonic. We will test this concept by replacing the output cavity of Tube 6 with the 19.7 GHz

TE02 cavity shown in Fig. 7. Several of the key dimensions are indicated in the figure. The small

9.667cm cavity radius insures that the TE01

4.254 cm _ cannot exist at 9.85 GHz. The adiabatic
1 wall transitions are designed to

_///////_/___Z/__Z///'_ minimize mode conversion to the TE01

/ at 19.7 GHz. A cold cavity design code

1.709cm 11.670cm indicates that the power flowing into
.... _..

the drift tube is 50 dB lower than the

power extracted at the end of the

y',//_////////,/////,//,////_///_ system. Simulations of amplifier

Figure7. The outputcavityfor the secondharmonic stability and operation have been
experiment, performed assuming the nominal

experimental beam parameters. The design quality factor of 780 exceeds the start oscillation

requirement for magnetic fields above 0.545 T. Efficiencies of at least 25% have been predicted

by the large signal code.

The output cavity has been constructed and cold tested. The measured parameters are

f=19.64 GHz and Q=685. The existing non-linear tapers are inadequate in terms of TE01 -

TE02 mode conversion, so new tapers with Dolph-chebychev profiles and theoretical mode

conversion under 45 dB have been designed and are being electroformed. Also under

construction are a 60 dB overmoded TE02 directional coupler and mode conveners from TE 10

rectangular to TE 01 circular and from TE 01 to TE02 in circular waveguide.

Three additional experimental configurations are under consideration. The first is simply a

shorter output cavity to be used if spurious oscillations in the output cavity become a problem.

The only potential drawback is an increase in the 19.7 GHz TE 01 mode content. A single short

cavity filter before the output cavity can potentially increase isolation.
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The other two approaches are aimed at improving efficiency. First, an inner conductor will

be inserted into the second harmonic tube. The 2 mm radius will increase isolation between

cavities. In the downtaper, the insert radius will be increased and loggy dielectrics will be added

in an attempt to further suppress class 4 modes. Because of the electric field distribution of the

TE 11 mode, we anticipate a significant improvement in attenuation in the section closest to the

gun. This should result in a higher attainable velocity ratio which the non-linear code predicts

will translate into better efficiency.

If the velocity ratio cannot be improved, an alternative approach to higher efficiency and

lower magnetic field is to operate at the fundamental with a large Doppler shift kzvz. We are

currently designing a traveling wave output section (gyro-twistron) which would replace the

output cavity of Tube 6. Though the design is not yet completed, initial indications are that

efficiencies of 40% are possible with the existing experimental beam parameters.

Finally, two alternative concepts which could be tested on the existing facility are also being

explored. A second harmonic output traveling wave section can be used to eliminate the

backward TE 01 component and insure isolation. The second approach is to use non-symmetric

modes to enhance beam - microwave coupling at the second harmonic.

2. Long term plans

The approach to a 100+ MW system is dependent on the current and near term experiments

and the selection of the optimal amplifier frequency. To conform to conventional modulator and

emitter technciogy, we assume the new system's maximum beam voltage and cathode loading

will be 500 kV and 8 A/cm 2, respectively. This implies that higher current, probably with a

larger guiding center radius; gives the required approach to higher powers. As the guiding center

is increased, one must either (1) use an extremely loggy lining (--15-20 dB per wavelength), (2)

choose a mode with a higher cutoff, or (3) use a coaxial insert in order to maintain cavity

isolation. Even if a material could be found that satisfies (1), the required heat load would

probably be prohibitive. Approach (2) would require suppression of the lowest radial mode with

the same azimuthal index (m)GUN DD_/NrAPER DR_FTTuBr

............ _______ _ _ _L_/________f_-- as the operating mode or a
'0_t ____-_ large increase in m. Either

]3EA_._'I_-'-'L.__ _- _a ea za za za zaca-ca ea-_ approach would probably

entail a new input cavity

_-. RFou-t The third approachoo,,, oo,
is viable provided that TE0n

<_ Rrln r]UTPUT CAVITY
INPUTCAVITY modes are used.

We have considered

Figure8. A coaxial secondlmrmonictwo-cavitycircuit. M/G designs at 11.424 GHz
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and 19.7 GHz for fundamental and second harmonic devices with 300 MW beams in coaxial

geometry. All designs appear feasible with the fundamental 19.7 GHz design being the most

difficult. In the following paragraphs, we detail only a scenario for a second harmonic

experiment at 11.424 GHz. Other scenarios are receiving similar scrutiny.

A schematic for a system that utilizes a 5.712 TE01 input cavity and a second harmonic

TE02 output cavity is shown in Fig. 8. Tentative parameters for such a system are given in Table

I. The current will be supplied by doubling the number Tab!eI. Nominal' _stem _arameters

of PFNs in the modulator and decreasing the repetition Beam Voltage 500 kV

rate. The longer magnetic field region required for the Beam Current 600 A

interaction will be achieved by adding two field coils..Velocity Ratio 1.5

The same supplies can be used as the magnet power Magnetic Field 3.28 kG

requirement is considerably reduced at the lower field. Input Cavity
:Scaling the current beam from 200 A to 600 A requires

a three-fold increase in guiding center radius. The inner Length 2.30 cm

conductor will be supported at the end of the beam Q 70

dump and will include lossy ceramics to enhance Output Cavity

stability. The output cavity radius is selected to Length 4.20cm

preclude fundamental TE01 operation but may have to _ Q 368

be increased if spurious modes become a problem. Drift Tube

Initial large-signal modeling has predicted efficiencies Length [ 18 cm/

above 27%; we expect this value to increase Inner Radius I 1.6cm

significantly when the design is optimized. Outer Radius I1, 3.9 cm
A MIG which provides the required beam

parameters is shown in Fig. 9. Its

single anode configuration reduces _" 400 4
its overall size and complexity and _ aso -

eliminates compensation problems z ao0- a
o zsoi

associated with the resistive divider. _

200, .",,,, 2 oSimulations are performed with the o 15oi

EGUN [12] code. The average _ t00, 1 z
rJ

cathode radius is 7.13 cm and the <_ 50, i
magnetic field compression is 7.55 _ o " o

0 150 300 450 600 750

at t_ = 1.5. The peak electric field is AXIALLOCATION (mm)
less than 90 kV/cm on the cathode

and 30 kV/cm on the anode. The Figure9. Electrodedesignand raytrajectoriesfor the 300MW MIG.
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nominal current is only 26% of the space-charge limiting value. The simulated beam thickness

allows only 1.1 mm clearance between the beam and the drift tube walls.

The emitter strip is slightly curved to reduce velocity spread with an average half-angle of

46 o. The dependence of axial velocity spread on current is shown in Fig. 10 [13]. The magnetic

field at the cathode is adjusted to maintain et = 1.5. Near the design current, the beam is not fully

mixed by the input cavity. This

_,15| accounts for the difference in

t spread between the two cavities.to The design can operate over an 800

..A--_" A range with a velocity spread
.. -- .- °- - °- °-

below 10% due to the laminar flow

of electrons throughout much of
INPUT CAVITY •
OUTPUTCAVITY• thegun.Thisextendedrangewill

0 ' .' ' ' ' ' ' facilitate the study of high0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

BEAM CURRENT (A) efficiency amplification in the I00+
MW regime.

Figure 10. The dependence of axial velocity spread on current.
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Abstract - The paper presents the results of studies of a nanosecond radar
system based on repetitive pulsed relativistic BWO. A pulsed power repetitive
accelerator producing electron beams of electron energy 500-700 keV and current 5
kA in pulses of duration l0 ns with a repetition rate of 100 pps is described.
The roaults of experiments with a high-voltage gas-filled spark gap and a cold-
cathode vacuum diode under the conditions of high repetition rates are given. Also
presented are the results of studies of a relativistic BWO operating with a
wavelength of 3 cm. It is shown that for a high-current beam electron energy of
500-700 keV, the BWO efficiency can reach 35%, the microwave power being 109
W. A superconducting solenoid creating a magnetic field of 30 kOe was used for
the formation and transportation of the high-current electron beam. In conclusion,
the outcome of tes_.s of a nanosecond radar station based on a pulsed power
repetitive accelerator and a relativistic BWO is reported.

L Introduction

The information potential of a radar system (RS) depends on the transmitter
average power as well as on the character of modulation of the microwave

radiation. The very short, high-repetition-rate high-power pulses allow one to

determine the distance to the object and the object velocity highly accurately even
when no account of the Doppler effect is taken [1, 2]. Up to now, pulses were
shortened, mainly, in the input lines of RS by letting the freguency modulated
pulses to pass through optimally compressing filters [3]. However, applicability of
this method is limited by the complexity of considerable pulse compression and by
the fact that the correlation function of the signals can give an information about

the position of the object, which can hardly be interpreted.
That is why it is more preferable to produce powerfull electromagnetic pulses

directly in the transmitting unit of the RS. This,' first, permits one to simplify the
whole radiotechnical scheme of the station (freguency modulation becomes
unnecessary and compressing filters are not required); second, it eliminates false
signals; and, finally, reduces the dead zone in front of the RS and considerably
increases its noise immunity.

A study has been carried out aimed at the creation of a nanosecond radar

system with radiation wavelength )l = 3 cm, microwave power P --- 109 W, pulse
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independent of the ferromagnetic material properties and only dependent on its
geometrical parameters. For the accelerator version illustrated by Fig. !, ihe
efficiency of forming line charging is determined by the expression

where /_ = rt/r 2, 1L is the length of the coaxial line, r I and r2 are the outer and

the inner radius, respectively, F(fl) - 1. Thus, for lL >> r 1 we have l-r/ << 1.

Actually, r/ ---- 0.8 is the case. Note that the integration of the Tesla transformer

with the forming line has made it possible not only increased the efficiency of line
charging but also decreased the overall dimensions of the whole system and to

make its operation much more rediable.
In choosing the pulse-forming line parameters, taken into account were the

energy loss in its charging, the requirement of high electric strength for its main
units under the conditions of high pulse repetition rates, and the need of

matching the pulse-forming line with the vacuum diode. Under the experimental

conditions, the line wave resistance was 20 if2 and the maximum electric field at its

elements was about 180 kV/cm. For insulation, the line was filled with transformer

oil. The pulse-forming line and the vacuum diode were matched using a long
adiabatic transmission line playing the role of a wave transformer. Using such lines
allows matching a pulse-forming line, capable of storing large amount of energy
and showing long lifetime, to the vacuum diode producing an electron beam with
parameters optimal for the operation of the BWO.

One of the main problems that had to be resolved .under the experimental
conditions was to make the electron beam parameters as reproducible as possible.
The spread in these parameters is mainly dependent on the fluctuations of the
voltage at which the gas-filled spark gap operates and on the variation of the
vacuum diode impedance. As the experiment has shown, forced circulation of the
working gas in the spark gap (nitrogen at 20 atm) makes the operating voltage

reproducible within - 2-3 % at a pulse repetition rate of 100 pps. The minimum
gas circulation rate is proportional to the radius of the gas spark gap electrodes
[4]. Using trigatron triggering decreased the spread in pulse amplitudes to 0.5 -
1%.

Trigatron triggering of the spark gap switch was realized using a compact
pulsed power source allowing one to control the switch breakdown voltage and
providing for its low-jitter operation.

Experiments with the magnetically insulated coaxial vacuum diode have shown
that, at high pulse repetition rates, the fluctuations of the electron beam parameters
are considerably affected by the cathode material. The best results have been

obtained for thin cylindrical cathodes made of graphite. The effect of cathode
material on the stability of cathode operation seems to be related to the fact that
the number of emission centers on its surface is not large. The number of
emission centers can be increased by using materials :_howing short time delays of

o.
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duration t =, 5x10-9 s, and repetition rate fr - 100 pps at relatively low instability

levels for the radiation amplitude and freguency. Using a BWO with the above
parameters in radar systems allows one to identify objects with a spatial resolution
of - 102 cm at a distance of up to - 100 km, and efficiently select moving object

on the background of signals reflected from stationary objects.
An outline is given to the pulsed power accelerators used in the experiment as

electron sources for the relativistic oscillators. The attention is focused on repetitive

pulsed accelerators based on open-core Tesla transformers. The results of studies of
explosive-emission cold cathodes and high-voltage gas-filled spark gaps, which have
made it possible to produce electron beams with the electron current and the
energy reproducible within less than 1%, are given (Section 2). Section 3

describes the results of a study of a relativistic nanosecond BWO with a

wavelength ,;t = 3 cm. It has been demonstrated that the BWO efficiency at a

high-current beam electron energy of 500-700 keV can reach 35%, the microwave
power being - 109 W. This, however, requires that the magnetic field necessary

for the beam transportation would be high enough (H -" 30 kOe). This leads to

the need of using super-conducting solenoids. Section 4 gives the main out-come of
a test of a radar station based on a pulsed power repetitive accelerator and a
relativistic BWO.

II. The Pulsed Power Accelerator

For experimental studies of high-power microwaves, repetitive pulsed power
accelerators of the Sinus series have been developed for some years at the Institute
of High Current Electronics (Tomsk, Russia). Figure 1 illustrates a typical
schematic diagram of the Sinus accelerator. Its principal elements are a Tesla

transformer, a pulse-forming line, a high-voltage gas-filled spark gap, a transmission
line, and a cold-cathode vacuum diode.

1 2 3 4.

Fig. 1. Accelerator configuration: l - Testa transformer; 2 -

gas-fiUed spark gap; 3 - transmission line; 4 - cathode.

The Tesla transformer is used to charge the pulse-forming line. The primary
energy store and forming line charge voltages are, respectively, < 500 V and <
800 kV. The use of an open ferromagnetic core in the Tesla transformer allowed
us to reach high coupling coefficients between the transformer windings (1-k <<
1). In this case, the efficiency of energy exchange between the windings was
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3 kOe 15 kOe 30 kOe
..

Fig, 2. Photographs of the cathode.

micropoint explosions [5] and by properly choosing the cathode geometry. In the
experiment, the number of emission centers on the cathode surface was affected by
the external magnetic field used for the electron beam formation and transportation.

Figure 2 shows photographs of the cathode taken at different values of magnetic
field in the vacuum diode. The magnetic field dependence of the number of
emission centers can be associated, on the one hand, with the screening effect,

when the appearance of emission centers on the cathode surface is hindered on
the scale of the Larmor radius of the electrons near the cathode. On the other

hand, this can be associated with the instability of the emission surface in such
vacuum diodes. The latter, in particular, is indicated by the fact that, when the
total current through the vacuum diode was reproducible enough, there existed a
characteristic, rather small, electron beam cross section for which the value of beam
current varied in a random manner.

111. The relativistic B WO

The relativistic backward wave oscillator is a source of short pulses of
electromagnetic radiation. Theoretical and experimental studies of various types of
devices with relativistic electron beams have shown that the BWO - type oscillators
have a number of advantages in this region of energies, since they are simple in
their design, easily adapted, and highly efficient in operation [6, 7].

1 2 3 4 5

[ 'FL-J
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the BWO: 1 - cathode; 2 -
magnetic coil; 3 - electrodynamic system; 4 - collector; 5 -
mode convener.
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A schematic diagram of a typical BWO is given in Fig. 3. Used for slowing
down the electomagnetic wave in the experiment were lightly corrugated
waveguides. The waveguide diameter, the corrugation spacing and height were
chosen so that the electron flow would interact with the first backward harmonic of

the TM01-type wave. Then we have

(.t) + hUe "" hop e ,

where to = 2aTc/2 , c is the velocity of light, 2 is the radiation wavelength, v e is

the longitudinal electron velocity, ho = 2_/d, d is the corrugation spacing. For the

interaction length and the synchronous wave field we have, respectively, L - 272

and E - rnc2/(e2}'), where 7 is the particle relativisic factor, m end e are the

electronic mass and charge, respectively. The radiation was extracted from the
oscillator using the electromagnetic wave reflected from the beyond-cutoff neck at
the system inlet. Just behind the electron beam collector, a mode converter

transforming the TM01-type wave to the TEll-type one was placed.

"M"1'00io._= o o0,75

_0,50 -

o 025
C,)

1 I

0 10 20 30
]izcneLtcfield (kOe)

Fig. 4. Microwave power versus focusing magnetic field.

Figure 4 shows a typical curve of the magnetic field dependence of the
BWO microwave power, having a characteristic dip in the region of resonant

magnetic fields, H r == mcOehoY/e. For H = Hr, in addition to the

Cherenkov resonance condition, the magnetobraking resonance condition to +

hoe == toll, where w H = eH/(mcT), is satisfied. With this condition

satisfied, a fast cyclotron wave is excited in the electron beam and the
electromagnetic wave energy is absorved [8]. The existence of the
nonmonotonic P(H) dependence leads to the need of using .strong magnetic

fields which, for }, - 2, I ----5 kA, and ,,1, == 3 cm, should be in excess of
20 kOe. This is why all high-pulse repetition-rate experiments were carried
out with the use of superconducting solenoids.
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In the single-pulse mode (fr < 0.1 pps), the microwave power of 500-600
MW was obtained. For a pulse repetition rate of 100 pps, the output power level
was somewhat lower, 300 MW.

In experiments aimed at increasing microwave power, a BWO with
inhomogeneous coupling impedance was used. The coupling impedance increased
toward the end of the interaction space. The generator had two sections with
different corrugation heights.

The maximum power produced in the experiment was 109 W, the efficieincy

being - 35%. For fr = 100 pps, the pulsed power was somewhat lower, 500 MW
[8].

In the high pulse repetition rate mode, the BWO operation was stable, both
in output power and microwave frequency, during a long period. Owing to this,
the relativistic BWO could be used in testing a nanosecond RS.

IV. Conclusion

Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of a radar station based on a pulsed

power repetitive electron accelerator and a relativistic BWO operating with 2 --'- 3

era. The microwave power and pulse duration were, respectively, 500 MW and
5x10 -9 s. The spread in microwave power was no more than a few percents, the
microwave frequency beihg reproducible within df/f < 10-3.
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Fig.5. Schemalic diagram of lhe RS.
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Fig. 6. Typical radar signals.

Field tests have demonstrated that the RS operation was reliable and efficient.
Such object as river boats (including small ones) were clearly detectable in the
water/shore background from distances ranging from some tens of meters-to some

tens of kilometers. Location of airplanes from the same dist,3nces in the background
of clouds and lining surface, when they moved near to the horizont, provided
clear images of the moving objects. For more reliable detection of objects with
small effective reflecting surface, a, system for moving-target selection (MTS) has
been developed, whose operation is based on transperiodic subtraction of reflected
signals. The reflections from local objects (trees, bushes, clouds) were so small, at
the distances of more than several kilometers, that the RS could be operated
without MTS. However, trans-periodic subtraction of the signals reflected from the
objects to be located permitted us to take images of the objects situated close to
the radar (individual trees, special control reflectors, etc.).Figure 6 shows typical
detected radar signals: (a) the signal reflected from an island and an AN-2 plane
flying at 100 m over the island surface (MTS pocessed) and (b) the same signals
not MTS processed. The time interval between two neighboring points in Fig. 6
is 5 ns.
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It can be concluded that the radiolocation application of microwave oscillators

with relativistic electron beams, which produce powerful short microwave pulses,

opens a new line in radar science, and, to our opinion, is rather promising.
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Generation of microwaves at high power has progressed largely with single shot
devices. Yet applications require repetitive operation at substantial repetition rates,
implying high average power. This requires operation in a new domain for microwave
devices. The technical challenge is to achieve very high electric fields in the source on a
repetitive basis. We describe experiments on CLIA, a Compact Linear Induction
Accelerator, generating 750 kV, 10 kA using magnetic switching to produce 60 ns
pulses. We describe experiments with relativistic magnetrons and klystrons in the 1
GW,100 Hz domain. As a first application we used CLIA to drive a water-cooled L-
band magnetron at repetition rates as high as 250 Hz with no breakdown or pulse
shortening. This gave 6.3 kW average power. A short burst at 1 kI',z operated at =25
kW. In this regime operation is not limited by gas build-up, electrode erosion or
microwhisker depletion. We are now operating on CLIA with relativistic klystrons of
both the high current and low current varieties. Beams with modulated current powers
of =1 GW have been generated at 200 Hz for bursts as long as 1000 pulses.

Introduction

The generation of microwaves at high power (> 100 MW) has progressed largely on single shot
devices. Yet many applications will require repetitive operation at substantial repetition rates 1,
implying high average power. Only a few repetitive high power experiments have been conducted.
In most the pulse duration was < 50 ns, with average powers less than a kilowatt. Conventional
microwave tubes have operated at high average power, but peak power has been low.

The technical challenge of achieving both high peak and high average power is that repetitive
operation may 1) evolve material from surfaces which raise the pressure, causing breakdown in the
high electric fields (=100 kV/cm) of successive pulses and 2) prevent emission of electron beams
from cold cathode surfaces by evaporating monolayers (of gas, oil, watei, etc.) and firing again
before they can recondense. [It has been suggested that monolayers _trethe seat of plasma
formation from cold cathodes, rather than plasma formation from exploded metal micro-
projections.] The vacuum poisoning issue can be addressed by better high vacuum techniques, but
only by actually operating at high peak power (> 100 MW) and high repetition rates (> 100 Hz)
can the practical limitations be found.

A particularly attractive pulsed power system for such experiments is the hard-core (i.e., central
cathode shank, not e-beams) linear induction accelerator (LIA), first used in high power
microwave research 2 by the Tomsk group. They operated an S-band relativistic magnetron at 300
MW, 60 ns, 50 Hz, for an average power of 0.5 kW. The system is compact, which is an
advantage for most applications. The basic reason for the compactness is that voltage from
individual sections is added in vacuum so that the peak voltage appears only on the load. The
system we describe here, CLIA (Compact Linear Induction Accelerator), is an LIA using magnetic
pulse compression for switching. This technology has inherent long lifetime, eliminating the
erosion problems of spark gaps.
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The first microwave source tested on CLIA was an L-band relativistic magnetron. Our goal was to
produce a pulse train of 100 shots at 100 Hz, each with peak power of 1 GW. This greatly
extends the experience of 1-10 Hz sustained operation,3,4 50 Hz continuous operation 2 and the
three shot bursts at 100--160 Hz5 previously reported at lower powers, producing high peak and
average microwave power simultaneously. We are now operating relativistic klystrons on CLIA.

Repetitive Magnetron

We modified our L-band magnetron 6 for repetitive operation for this experiment. It has six
cavities, with cathode, anode and vane radii of 1.27, 3.18, and 8.26 cm, respectively, and
oscillated in the n-mode at 1.1 GHz. This magnetron had produced 3.6 GW when connected to
Marx bank/water line drivers.

The modifications for repetitive operation consisted of cooling the anode vanes (via water
channels) and the downstream surface where the axial current emitted from the cathode tip is
collected. We paid particular attention to creating good electrical contact between parts and

avoiding virtual leaks. We also used a cryo-pump for our vacuum _ystem to eliminate possiblecontamination from backstreaming oil. Base pressure was 4 x 10- torr. Previous single shot
experiments have shown that peak power is increased by lowering base pressure. 7

As shown in Figure 1, the microwaves were extracted from two opposing resonators which were
connected to WR650 waveguide through quarter-wave transformers and absorbed by dummy
loads, all in vacuum. Power samplers (=80 db coupling) allowed for power, pulse shape and
frequency diagnostics. The signal was viewed two ways: by the response of a crystal detector
recorded on each pulse and directly on a high speed oscilloscope on one pulse (not necessarily the
first) within the burst. The only electrical diagnostic used was a Rogowski coil measuring the total
current into the magnetron. The voltage was determined from the current, the CLIA charge voltage
and a measured load line.

WATERCOOLED
MAGNETS

N f -- .,.,
L-BAND
MAGNETRON

HIGH VOLTAGE
PULSE _ R MANIFOLD

GENERATOR
-750 kV 10 kA WAVEGUIDE

POW__.RSAMPLER

_ TEC-1014

POWER

FREQUENCY,
POWER

Figure 1. L-Band magnetron CLIA.

At a repetition rate of 100 Hz, we produced pulse trains of 1.0 GW, 50 ns FWHM pulses with 44
J each yielding 4.4 kW average power. Figure 2(a) shows the current and microwave pulse trains
(each spike is a separate pulse; the data acquisition system does not record during the time between
pulses) for a 50 shot burst, Figure 2(b) is an expanded view of one pulse in the middle of the
burst. The recorded microwave signal is the crystal output on one of two extraction arms. This
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produces the nonlinear scale for power. To determine total extracted power we double the power
measured on one arm since we know, from other measurements, that the two extraction arms have
nearly identical powers.
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Figure 2. Current and microwave power for (a) a 50 shot burst at 100 Hz and (b) an
expanded view of one pulse within the burst.

As can seen from Figure 2, the pulses are nearly identical. The microwm, e pulses last as long as
the current pulse, i.e. there is no indication of impedance collapse or shifting of the operating point
off resonance (effects conjectured to limit the pulse length in other relativistic magnetron
experiments). A significant feature of magnetron operation on CLIA is that the pulse duration of
the microwaves (50 ns) is only slightly less than that of the electrical pulse (60 ns). In many
previous relativistic magnetron experiments, the ratio is typically 1/3.8

The first few pulses are slightly more powerful because there is slightly more current. This is due
to the time it takes to establish a steady state within the CLIA power conditioning system. This
effect becomes more obvious as the repetition rate is increased, causing a decrease in the peak
power even though the average power is still increasing. As shown in Figure 3, at 200 Hz the
typical peak power dropped to 700 MW while the average power rose to 6.0 kW. At 250 Hz, the
trend continued to yield 600 MW peak power and 6.3 kW average power. We tested the system
with a 5 shot burst at 1000 Hz (far beyond the average current specification for CLIA) to see if
there was a minimum recovery time between pulses. The magnetron operates at 1000 Hz even
though CLIA is capable of only a few pulses. Therefore, evolved gas clearing time is < 1 msec.
Based on the third pulse, we estimate the average power would be -=25kW, with a peak power of
600 MW. These results are summarized in Table I.
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Figure 3. Current and microwave power for a 100 shot burst at 200 Hz.
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Table I. Summary of magnetron peak and average power as a function of repetition rate.

Repetition Rate .....Peak Power ....... Average Power Number of Shots
(Hz).... (MW) ....  kW)..................
100 1000 4.4 50

200 700 6.0 100

250 600 6.3 100

1000" 600 25 5..........

* based on third shot of 5 shot sequence

In the magnetron, beam emission, RF generation and beam collection all occur in the same space.
The problems of repetitive operation are much more difficult in the magnetron because of the
proximity of these three functions. The linear beam devices (such as the relativistic klystron,
travelling wave tube, backward wave oscillator and free electron maser), are very different because
these functions are well separated.

Repetitive Relativistic Klystron Amplifier

Another microwave source, capable of producing GW power levels in the GHz range, that has
seen substantial single-shot development but little repetitive development, is the high-current
relativistic klystron amplifier.9 We have undertaken to extend this technology to the repetitive
regime at the level of 1 GW peak power for 100 pulses at 100 Hz.

In order to propagate the very high current in the high-current RKA, the on-axis, pencil-beam
typically found in klystrons is replaced with a thin, annular electron beam with a radius almost
equal to the drift tube radius. Even so, the beam has a significant fraction of its total energy stored
in the electrostatic potential produced by its space charge. The interaction of the beam with a
intense RF field thus has the possibility for a strong nonlinear effect, as the decelerated beam is
brought near to space-charge limited flow. 10 This provides for short bunching lengths, even with
relativistic electron beams.

In our experiment, a 5 kA, 500 kV annular electron beam, 1.8 cm mean radius by 0.2 cm thick, is
emitted by a graphite cathode from a foilless diode energized by CLIA. The beam propagates
through a two cavity RKA buncher, 10 supplied by M. Friedman and V. Serlin of the Naval
Research Laboratory, as shown in Figure 4, below. The drift tube radius is 2.38 cm. A 500 kW
L-band magnetron provides the input signal at 1.32 GHz. The input cavity is 3_4 long; the radial
wires are placed at a null at the input frequency and therefore have no effect on it, but load down
the fundamental mode. (These wires have been removed, as explained below.) An axial magnetic
guide field, 6-10 kG, is required for beam transport. The current modulation on the beam is
measured with a B-dot probe mounted in a section of the drift tube.

Our initial efforts have been directed at optimizing the cavity positions for maximum beam
modulation and determining if there are any inherent limitations in the design for repetitive
operation that had not been resolved in the previous single-shot development. As we report below,
we have successfully met (and exceeded) our goals for repetitive operation, and are presently
constructing RF extraction hardware.
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Figure 4. Annular cathode and RKA bunching section in magnetic solenoid.

Since repetitive operation requires a vacuum system that has a low base pressure before not just the
first but also the nth shot in a burst, one of the main considerations in the design of the RKA was
simply good vacuum technique. Copper gaskets are used wherever practical; where the flexibility
provided by O-tings is required, viton O-tings are used to allow moderate bake-out. Trapped
spaces are eliminated by pump-out holes. Good electrical contact between pieces is also required
to prevent arcing. As a result, we are able to obtain a base pressure of 1.0 x 10-8 tOrT.

The electron beam collector used in the single-shot RKA is a fiat graphite disk in the drift tube just
downstream of the output cavity. 10 For repetitive operation, we instead collect the beam on the
inner surface of a 15 cm diameter stainless steel tube, which can be cooled with liquid nitrogen.
To make the transition from the drift tube to the collector, a taper was designed that took account of
the magnedc field profile and the electron beam parameters. The taper angle was chosen to be large
enough to allow the beam to expand along the magnetic field lines without hitting the walls, but not
so large that the beam exceeds the local space-charge limited flow condition (by having a radius
less than the critical radius), creating a virtual cathode. [The critical radius is proportional to the
drift tube radius, with the constant of proportionality determined by the beam energy and current
(500 kV and 5 kA)].

Another element of the single-shot design that has proven to be unsuitable for repetitive operation
is the use of radial wires in the input cavity (see Figure 4) for mode selection. 10 During the rising
and falling edges of the current pulse, these wires carry the beam return current due to the
inductance of 20 nH represented by the remainder of the cavity (10 kV would be generated at the
location of the wires at the dI/dt of 5 x 10 ll A/s typical of our experiment). The resultant heating
causes outgassing, ¢mbrittlement and eventual failure of the wires. The broken wires can then
become a source of arcing and electrical; breakdown. The net result is that the input microwave
signal, as measured in the first cavity, gets progressively shorter during a burst. Luckily, we have
been able to remove the wires without noticeable degradation to the bunched beam.

ii i
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The position of the cavities are optimized for microwave production within the constraints of the
electrical parameters of the pulsed power source (5 kA and 500 kV chosen for this experiment even
though CLIA can operate at both higher current and voltage) and the magnetic field parameters of
the solenoid (10 kG peak field, 1 m long x 11 cm radius bore).

The optimum position of the second cavity, relative to the input cavity, is determined as the point
of peak bunching. This aspect of the RKA is well modeled by linear theory, 1° as confirmed by
previous 1° and the present research. It is a strong function of the beam radius in the parameter
regime of interest. We chose a 1.8 cm radius electron beam and a 33 cm gap separation, for
reasons explained below. Given the profile of the magnetic field produced by our solenoid, we
could control the beam radius Lj shifting the position of magnet with respect to the cathode (when
the beam is emitted at lower magnetic field, it compresses more as it enters the drift tube), which
was easier in practice than changing the cathode itself to control the electron beam radius.

We have measured peak modulation at 10 cm downstream of the second cavity and have designed
an RF extraction cavity for this position. (It just barely fits within the magnet before the collector
taper. The length constraint imposed by the solenoid was the determining factor in choice of beam
radius.) The length of the drift tube between cavities is easily changed so we will have some
limited flexibility to further optimize the system while measuring the extracted RF power instead of
the beam modulation.

The modulated beam current is measured with a B-dot probe in a section of drift tube. The signal
is filtered with bandpass filters to restrict the signal to the input RF frequency, and recorded
directly on a high frequency oscilloscope (6 GHz bandwidth Tektronix 7250) and, using a diode
detector, on a slower digital oscilloscope (350 MHz bandwidth LeCroy 7200/7242) The two
measurements are in excellent agreement. As shown in Figure 5, we have measured 2.5 to 3.0 kA
of modulated current, out of a total injected current of 4.5 kA. The RKA is well optimized with the
chosen gap spacings.
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Figure 5. Modulated current, measured Figure 6. Amplitude of the modulated current
directly and with a crystal for selected shots in 100 shot burst
detector, on a 4.5 kA shot. taken at 100 Hz. The total current

was 4.5 kA.

Extending these results to repetitive operation has proven to be relatively straight-forward. Figure
6 shows the modulated current on selected shots in a 100 Hz, 100 shot burst at 4.5 kA total
current. After some transient behavior in the first -- 20 shots, the output becomes quite

,i III IIJ
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reproducible, with 3.0 - 3.5 kA modulation. (This data is from the crystal detector view of the
B-dot probe; the direct view oscilloscope can record only 15 shots total, at 10 Hz.)

We have successfully increased the number of shots by a factor of ten (to 1000) and the shot rate
by a factor of two (to 200 Hz), simultaneously, with highly reproducible results. The modulated
current was 2.0-2.5 kA, out of 3.5 kA total current. The decrease in the modulated current, as
compared with Figure 6, is due to the decrease in the cathode voltage, and thus the total current, at
the higher repetition rate (since we chose not to increase the storage capacitor voltage for this
test).and to a decrease in the efficiency of modulation because the position of the gaps was not
optimized for these beam parameters. The data do, however, clearly demonstrate that there are no
inherent limitations (at the beam modulation stage, at least) to long bursts of high repetition rate
pulses with the RKA.

Discussion

These results extend the envelope of high average and high peak powers for microwave sources,
as shown in Figure 7. What may be most notable about these results are the things that do not linfit
operation:

•There is no problem of gas build-up in the magnetron and klystron that could
produce impedance collapse or interfere in other ways, though a vacuum system
with a base pressure in the low 10-6 torr range seems to be required for consistent
repetitive operation.

•There is no noticeable erosion of the anode vanes of the magnetron or the klystron
cathode, even after several hundred shots on single-pulse generators and several
thousand shots on CLIA. This is very different from our S- and X-band
magnetrons.

•There is no diminution of cold cathode emission after 5000 shots, consistent with
the result of Buttram 11that at least 100,000 shots are required to show diminished
emission.
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Figure 7. Peak versus average power domains for conventional and HPM sources. The
domain of our program is indicated.
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CLIA can be upgraded to extend the pulse length beyond the present capability. Since the
microwave pulse lasts as long as the current pulse, there is clearly no impedance collapse and
furthermore there must be relative insensitivity to the applied voltage. Thus, there is cause for
optimism that these sources would generate longer microwave pulses.

One result of this experiment, that 250 Hz, 100 shot bursts and 1000 Hz, 5 shot bursts can be
achieved reproducibly, indicates that much higher average powers should be achievable in the
magnetron and other high peak power devices at repetition rates in excess of a kilohertz.
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RELATIVISTIC MULTIWAVE CERENKOV GENEEATOE

Kanavets V.I. ,Nifanov A.S.,Slepkov A.I.

Moscow State University, Moscow

Abstract- The general physical processes in Multi-

wave Cerencov Generator are considered. The feature

of beam-field interaction, field structure and

"electron" mode fomming are discussed.

l. Inroduction

For the last wears the great attention was payed to the in

vestigation of directional radiation of relativistic electron

beams in the superdimensional wavegulde. The exsperiments with two

sectional systems was the most successful. The radiation field of

_enerators is multiwave. This type of microwave sources are pro-

mislng to obtain the radiation in n_ and sm range of wavelengths

of the 1-100 GWt power level with 10ns-lmcs puls duration.

The experiments, caPied out in MSU [i] and Institute of

high curent electronics [2,3] have shown the Cerenkov mechanism

of _adiation perspective. The interaction of the beam and the

field of the frequency range neap passband cuttoff of surface

wave ("_"-mode) was found effective for the mode selection. This

selection was determined by a significant role of the "_,,-mode

interaction in traditional microwave electronics, and the first

of all in coupled cavity TWTs [4].

For space-development relativistic Cerernkov devices,as the

relativistic sumface wave generator (ESWG)[1] and the multi-

wave Cerenkov generator (MWCG) [2,3], this p_inciple was used in

condition, when the electmoma_netic fields are localised

near surface and completely determined bw resonans properties of

periodic sistem. Characteristics of radiation field and

feedback are determined by volume fields.

A following experiments have shown the perspectlvity of the

device sectionalisation when the first section is a

modulator and at the second take a place the _adlation of

bunchin_ beam.

In report the analysis of basic physical proceses in MWCG is

present. Results are obtained with the following methods:
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- the variation method based on description fields with

wavegude network;

- the nonlinear nonstationaPy method based on a discret

model of electr.on beam and impulse voltage consideration;

- matrix multimode method based on field decomposition on

a series cylindr, ical wavegude modes [6,7].

The twpical scheme of 5T_CG is shown on fig. i. GenePatoP

contains two sectional periodic waveguide, vacuum-tube diode,

hollow electron beam, output window. Relativistic beam is

focused bw longitudinal magnetic field of solenoid. The spot of

radiation is Pepr'esent wide ring out the window.

L ,| , , |i iii ii l i

so_.oi,J "_"_°" I_'! '

\ //':/
. . .j_ur'""l+

.,., :/

0.4 _,o _2J/_<
F±_.I Two-sectional MWCG Fig.2 Dispersion characteristics

For. numer'ical analysis the twpical shape of each section for"

MWCG [_] was selected. Accelerating voltage chan_ed from 0.5 to

2.0 MV, beam cuz'r'ent: i- 30 kA.

2. Waves in a periodical waveguide with an electron beam

We consider dispersion characteristics of the periodical

waveguide, that is presented at fi_. 2 (k - is a longitudinal
Z

wave number, d - perlod,k-wavelength). The unbroken inclined

line corresponds to the kinematic characteristics of an electron

beam. The greatest connection is achieved at synchronism with

surface waves neap triplets points. This points are high

frequency boundaries of a bandwidth ("_"-mode, "2_"-mode).

- , a_e propagated in
The waves of field modes Eox,Eo2,mos Eo4

"cold" (without electron beam) periodical system at the same pa-

rameters and k=3 sm. The lowest mode is a slow wave, its field is

located neap the wave_uide surface. The other modes is volume
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waves, their field structures are similar to a mode structures of

a cylindrical waveguide.

At fig. 2 the dispersion characteristics of waveguide with

electron beams are shown at the high value of the focusing

magnetic field. The typical gapes are observed at the frequency

over "_"-cutoff. It is caused by the connection of fast

space-charge wave and slow one with the axially-symmetrlcal

periodical waveguide modes of highest type. The "electron"

"n"-eutoff frequency shift to longer wavelengths is detected. The

ei_enwave structure of waveguide, loaded by an elect_on be_n

depends on the signal frequency. The results applied to frequency

of "_"-mode oscillations of "cold" system are presented at

fig. 3. The irregularity of curves is determined by the connection

between different periodical wave_uide waves, caused by the

electron beam introduction.

The eigenwave.s structure, propagating without an

amplification from the left to the right with the k d/_=l, Oa a_e
Z

not distinguish. They are like to a surface wave (fi_.3, curv. l).

The interaction this_waves and an electron beam is characterized

by a periodic energy transfer (Im k d/_=O). Tl_e phase velocities
Z

of this waves differ from the averaze beam velocity. The

electroma_netlc field is fomced out the beam area therefore the

longitudinal field component in beam region has a minimum (fig.3:).

I Hi i ,i i ii

Fi_.3 Eigenwaves of periodic Fig. a The field structure

waveguide with electron beam in section of MWCG

The different field distribution along the radius is obser-

ved for increasing and attenuating waves (fig. 3, curv.3,h ),
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These waves have identical field structures. The increasing wave

pPopagatin_ from the left to the right of the wave number

k d/_=0,98 causes the most interest. The phase velocity of this
Z

wave is near an electron velocity. The electromagnetic field is

located in a beam _Pea and decreases with removing from it. The

longitudinal component has a sharp maximum (fig.3 curv. 3),

but transverse component changes sign in the beam area(curv._).

At the same system parameters the increasin_ wave correspond _o

drawn vortex field . For a sufficiently lon_ system (amplifica-

tion section) the increasin_ wave dominates at the simultaneous

excitation of a various ei_enwaves and determines an amplifica-

tion character. Generally, this situation is similar to the am-

plification of an increasing wave in intermediate section unrela-

tivistic coupled-cavity TWT. However, for super dimensional wave-

guides the variation of the transverse component of the electro-

magnetic field takes place in influencing of the electron medium.

3. Volume and surface fields in sections

Near "_"-cutoff frequency and hi_her an amplifiers range

transits to decreasing. Oscillator regimes and wave ones are

connected. Hence it is necessary to consider boundary conditions.

Analyzing the intePactlon of the beam and the field in short

sections we used "cold" impedance matchin_ in the input and the

output of a section.

We consider the amplitude of forwarC waves are known. At

fig. A the longitudinal component of vortex field in

dependence on the _adius in input and output Of the section of
i

the Cerenkov amplifier , consisting of i7 cells, is presented

at fi_.A. A vortex fields, localized near a wave_uide surface and

in a beam region, are the most important. Since the section

length is less than surface wave forming length, a dlsconnectin_

vortex field from surface tames place, and that is a reason of

formin_ volume radiation flows. This is used for determine

feedback and the output of the microwave energy.

The total power of surface and volume vortex field at the

output of the system as a function of a section length is

complicated. Main maximums correspond to lon_itudinal
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resonances, which are caused by connection of a forward

increasin_ wave and backward surface one. Volume resonances has

an auxiliary role in "hot" case as it was in a "cold" one. They

provides processes synchronization and take part in a formin_

output field structure.

Volume field resonances, arlsln_ in a short section, may

be considered b_ usln_ Brilluen diagrams. The directions of a

volume modes propagation is shown on fig._ (dotted llne). In

considering case ( a section length is 17 cells) the fields of

E and E modes are not settled. The resonant condition of
OZ OB

excitement are kept for E -mode only. The cylindrical wave,04

correspondin_ to this mode, undergoes integer number of

reflections and has a strong influence on a volume field

structure . In particular, the volume field structure at the

input co_responds to this mode structure. The interference

picture is observed alon_ the system. This is determined by

summarisation of the forward wave and a backward one of E -mode,o4

partiallw reflected from the input and the output.

0 r i !.._ i\ I

i 5
g2

. l_ I ,, , I ,, _ ,, ---J

A9 4,o 6.o

Fig. 5 Amplitude-frequency Fi_.6 The dependence of

characteristics of "cold" output power from beam's

system, radius.

The peculiarity of the two section structure actin_ is

illustrated on fi_.5.The s_stem is considered system without the

beam, and the amplitude wave at the input is known. The

dependence of output signal amplitude on the frequency for

individual section (fi_.5,dotted line) is determined by

surface _esonances mainly. The connection of two sections results

in a bifurcation of the number of maximums (unbroken line), that
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is a typical for. an amplitude-fr.equency characteristic of the

two-contour • oscillating system. The beams introducin_ complicates

this dependence. However, the _esonances of the fields, localized

near the surface and at the beam region, are so significant as

in the former, case. The importance of tl_is resonances is

confirmed by the presence of an acute maximum in the Po(Eb)

dependence (fig. 6) ,where P - is an output power, in normalizedo

values, Rb -is a beams _adius. The extreme value of Pc is

detected in passing the beam through the range of the surface

field concentration of a short section.

h. The "electron" mode of a generator. The settling

of oscillation.

The Cerenkov's generator dispersion characteristics ar.ea

cor'respondin_ to surface waves is perturbing neat. "n"-cutoff.

Since the connection between a beam and a surface field

dominates, the field str.ucture of radiation keeps sufficiently

_ood and provides the stable operation of the device. We can

assume, that the "electron (hot)" mode excites. Its str'uctur.e

depends on the beam and insignificantly var, ies on changing the

system par.az_,eter s .

I ll fill iiii i_ ,,, ii i
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Fi_.7 The dependence of star.- Fig. 8 Field structure in MWCG

tlng current on a frequency

This results ar.e confirmed by means of the computation,

carried out by matrix multiwave method. The iterative procedure

was used to analyze two section systems. The starting conditions

of the system are satisfied if iteration begin to diverge. The

dependence of starting cur.rents on the frequency is p_esented
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on fi_.7. The generation condition are satisfied at the frequency

near, the bandwidth boundary. The analysis have shown that the

vortex field struetur'e varies weakly in the device in

chan_In_ the frequency. The assumption of the "electPon" mode

stabili%w is confirmed also by the coupled two-part network

method, when onlw a surface wave with the vaz:yin_ lon_itudlnal

struetur, e is consider, ed.

The analWsls of generation settling processes in MWCG was

cat-tied out DW the equivalent two-port network [8] . The

scattering field was considered bW means of ser'les of

electromotive forces, introducing in the theory.

The numerical analysis results ar,e corresponded to ones

of stationary methods. The velocity modulation of an electron

beam takes place in the first section, the effective energy

exchange between the beam and the field takes place in the second

one . The analysis perfor, med is suitable for relativistic

generator, s and amplifiers of the Cerenkov's twpe. This devices

have the stable structure of an "electr, on" mode.

The analysis of settling oscillations was carried out %o

one-section and two-section systems. The pr,ocess of settling os-

cillation is shown to one section system, consistin_ of 36 iden-

tical cells. On fig. 9 the parameter r is normalizin_ time m=_ t.
O

The r,ise of field amplitude along the section is observed at

small times. The pr,esence of the feedback r.esults i,_ the chan_e

of field str, ueture du_in_ the time pez:iod and at T>500 the field

di_tr.ibutlo,_ c_>_,r,es£_,ol-,d_ to the basic ion_itudinal mode.

Fig. 9 Variation of field destr.l- Fi_. ,_ _wi_ical _,pectr, um of

bution along the systeln with the r,adiation field of

time _¢4CG
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The process of an oscillation rise in two sectional system

l',a_ l_or,e complex natur'e. The field distr'ibution alon_ the first

section is near to basic longitudinal mode, the distri-

butlon isn't identified by any mode in the second section.

This shows that the processes of !},e electron bunches emission

dominates. The emission of an elecrz''_n beam isn't monochro-

matic for discussing version of generators (fig. i0). The greatest

emission occur.s at frequency, that is near to point of synchro-

nlzation of the beam and the surface wave in the system. In

this ease it is near' to the "n"-cutoff frequency (00n/_o=l,01).

5.Concluslon

The characteristics of processes in MWCG are determine by

interaction of the electron beam with surface wave of the struc-

ture in the main. Complete field structure is connected with the

short sections length and the field scatterln_ on the edges of

sections. Beanl and field interaction in 5_'4CG led to forming stable

"electron" mode. I
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}riCHPOWXR MICROWAVIGINXRATIONIN VIRCATORS

A.N.Didenko, V.I.Rashchikov

Moscow EngineeringPhysics Institute

Vircator as high-power microwave source has
recently become an intenslve area of research. It is
the device in which own beams fields dominate.Triod
with reflex cathode investigatedby H.Barkhausen and
K.Kurz has been considered as low current anal.og of
vircator .It is shown that such analogy is not
correct, but parametric amplifier which based on
triod with reflex cathode is real analog of vircator.
The theory of vircator is developedforbroad range of
electron velocities.

Generation of electromagnetic oscillations in virtual

cathode systems draws attention due to absence of current

limitation in these systems because of space charge field

available in familiar vacuum generators, a possibility for

propagating into region of great powers and enhance of
radiation efficiency. The ability for generating

electromagneticoscillations when electron beam currents are

higher than vacuum limit current and conditions of a virtual
cathode formationare carried out is a distinguishedfeature of

a virtual cathode systems (VC). Therefore one can produce new

powerful higJ_-currentrelativistic devices on the basis of
virtual cathode system. These devices may generate the

centimeter and millimeter wavelength rar_es and have such

advantages as frequency retuning, formation of durable

electromagneticpulses, structural simplicity and small size

(it'spossible not to have the focusingmagnetic fields and its

power sources).
The first investigationson generating in these systems

[I-5] showed a possibility for producing powerful high

frequency pulses and stimulated an experimental research of

dependenciesof basic radiation characteristicsupon electrical

and geometricparamertersof various generatingdevices.One of
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the most important problems in all VC system is to define a

radiationfrequency.

Two mechanisms have been proposed to explaine the

microwavegenerationprocess in vircators.The first deals with
electronsreflexin6 between the real and virtual cathodes, and

the second with virtual cathode oscillatingas a whole [6].

To determine the frequency of electron oscillationaround
the anode , it is necessary to solve relativistic Poisson

equation, from which we will obtain the folloving expression
for current density"

8 Io (7-I)=j=-, , ...... . (1)
9 4_d2 -1

where F- hypergeometrical row whose value vary from 1 to 3/2

mocs
with 7_ varying from I to oO,Io=e.......=17kA, and transit time of
cathode-anodegap spacing:

t d "_<x

t = dr'= - dT= - =

°-° c d7 c0 0 0

2(7:-1)'"" 3 [7+1]'_2 d 3 V+l d

: = [ J . - = . (2)c(8xJ/Io) _I" _,F 3',,.-1 c 2.F T v._.

Thereby radiation frequencyof the electronsoscillatingaround

the anode equals:
2_ _ ? 7 v

_= 2_f= = "_'_*. (3)
4t 3 7+1 d

From the other hand frequency of virtual cathode oscillations
which is obtained from experiments (especially from

experimentalinvestigationof redltron) is defined by following

relation _vo=2.5 _=2.5(4xne2/moT) _/2.
This expression can be transformedby substitutingn from (I)
and taking into the account that J=env:

8 1 1 (T_ 1)2
n=-, ._ ?2 . (4)

9 4%ed2 v . -I

Then
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. - F 72 . - = .? "_=" . (5)v¢ 3 -1 d 3 7=.1 d

More accurate calculation gives 1.92 wp_<%¢_ 2.31%.
Comparison (3) with (5) shows, that virtual cathode

oscillation frequency approximately twice biger than _. In
that case virtual cathode oscillations play the role of

external force which excites parametric resonance in this
system.

This fact, that both this frequencies depend on gap

spacing d and particle energy 7 in the same manner allows to

make conclusion that vlrcator not only parametric generator,

which operates in autogeneratlonregime, but the device, in

which parametric resonance conditions are satisfied in the

broad band of parameters [73.
It is known that parametric amplifiers have a low noise

coeficient compare with all other types of amplifiers.

Investigation shows that for vlrcator which operates as

amplifierwith input signal frequencyequal fi,noice coeflclent
can be reduced essentiallyby decreasing initial electron beam

temperature.

Based on this parametricresonancebetween virtual cathode

and electron oscillation frequencies we may now develop the
vlrcator theory.Let us take into considerationonly the
electron oscillations in cathode-virtual cathode region,

because virtual cathode play the role of external force. During
this oscillationselectrons change their velocities from zero

to light velocity. It is difficult to obtain analytical
solution in this case,becousenot easy to find small expantion

parameter.Nevetheless it will be shown that this problem can

be solved by correspondingchose of variables.
To describe the movement of oscillating electrons we use

square amplitude of electron oscillation in steady state a=

and fase ¢=_t+_o [8]. Kinetic equation for distribution
function for this case is given by:
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af I_ <, > _.sin_) ]af _I_2aoos_ Of
--+ + F --+ F =0, (6)

<_.) <t)

where Fz :-eEz- force from the fields,which deals with
density and current perturbation, fl-steadystate oscillation

frequency. In common case fl depends on amplitude of
oscillations.Nonlinearity deals with relativistic effect and

nonparabolic form of potential well.
Using for determination of perturbation fields the

method of cavity eigenmodes expansion and expanding

perturbation of oscillating electrons to harmonics
ei(e_t) ,we obtain the followingdispersionrelation [8]

1=_mo C2_2 _ Ofo/O(a2) a2
P iz (_) z_(ka)d( ). (v)

2 (_-in)n
z 0

The impedance is given by:

<b_ _,iau _k_
Z(_)=_ Z_ (0)2__2_iav_'_ +Zv (O),l/w,

2 2 2
<b

i4_.,klrb i - the impedance,whichdeals
dip I

where Z_(0)=-4 hk=R2J_'2(kiR)

(k) <b> k 2

with rf fields, Z_ (O)=-Z_ (0)--E=,-the Impedance,whichdeals
ki

• %m

with space-chargefields, a_ (I-i) _ - k=-- m=O I 2 "

t,/2

_=ck=c(k_+_) ; _-cavity quality factor for frequency _;

{ 1/2: if m=O ; I

2t:)o
%,= pi= p(r,e)J (klr)e-inerdrde=ik-_bJ_(kit),1 if m#O ;

when p(r,e)=Po=c°nstand n=O.
2%. 2%.

II(k=a)=(2%)2 c c°s(k=a)eil_ c°s(k=a)e-il_
0 0
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For monoenergetic beam dispersion relation becomes:

Ofl aIL (ka)

1+AAc_lZ (_) (a') + o(a" ) ........=o, (8)
= (_-1_) = (u_-l_) a=ao

where
2%

A= P ; A= I " ao---_(ao)" To=7(Uo )
2'_7o_o_ 2_o moc' ' ' "

0

Thus,there are two particles bunching mechanisms: the

first is described by dQ/d(a2) and deals with oscillators

nonllnearity,and the second dIt(k=a)/d(a2) with linear

oscillator interaction. For strong nonuniform fields

Instabllity rise. For resonant system when perturbation

frequency is equal to one of elgenmode _ _ l_o_ _v,and

(_v-l_o)_ _v' (_-l_o)_ _0_,instability increases, if

[. c" OIL (k=a) ]c= 1 _= I_ (k=a) 0 (a= ) a=ao

IKl=_l(on/o(a')l>_ Q_ 2"'"z'k'(o,)[(on/Oa')]
_o 9.2'" (9)

a=ao 1'9% z 'bto) IOn/ea'l a=ao
<k>

If Z ,(0) 1_!___ 1 space charge forces may be neglected, but(b)

z (0) %
not for low quality factor cavity. Under this conditions (9)
maximum increment will be:

_= /3 AAiZ <''(O)It (ka)IKll "_o 6% (10)2 a=ao

For nonmonoenergetlc beam with Lorents distribution we will

obtain following expression for threshold current

_i --7- c"xr b ao
I =T _b_ @I° (II)
°" ao 2AiZ (O)QwIt(ka)
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% ,,
where W= (O_AK)'Tz if I_1 " 1/%,, 4AK; Z_=a°_'°K Aa"

I%1% o" '
Thus threshold current increases with cavity quality factor

decreasing and beam energy spread rising. Because of

electromagneticwave radiation beam energy spread increases
until Aa2 reach the threshold value,which is given by (11).

After that instabilityis stabilized.

Let us make some quantitative analysis. Using parabolic

1.approximationof potential well U(z)=Uo for weaklyd

relativisticcase fl(a=)-=_oI and in optimal case16 C2

COS=(k=a)
and IL(k=a)=, for

when _]°°' P 4
monoenergetic azimutally symmetric beam oscillating in high

quality factor cavity Qv_=, we obtain for maximum increment:

Vf3--_ k f3 dR J:(klrb)}_
_ . no . (12)

_= 2 2rLR 23'o_,h J_(k±R)

Now we can make following conclusions from (12):

1.Incrementdecreaseswith decreasing of ratio of wavelength

generated to cavity radius.

2.Increment decreases with decreasingof injectedbeam radius.

For typical vircator parameters _=(0.I.0.01)no. It means
that I0 cm wavelength instability time equals (0.5-5)ns.

Approxlmatelly the same rf pulse shortening with respect to

pulse current duration occurs in experiments. Space charge
limiting current (11) in case of electron beam with energy

spread A_aa = #-_ becomes
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I =-- T I o. (13)
_" 16 ao l-J-J  Q.2sj, (ka)J[

Taking into account that (ao_]olc).1;It(k a)_I/4; em=1 for

l#O; _ (kzR)=0.25,.and for thin beams Ji(klrb)=klrb-,we obtain2

following expression for space charge limiting current (i=I):

z V 1
=I .2 _ @(Q)Io ,

I Vb q

where V_ and Vb volumes of the cavity and beam in the cavity

respectively. In our case @(Q),_2; Q=IO; (V/Vb)_102-10s, and

I "_2.5(I0-=-I0-9)Io for (A_/E)=O.01 and I =(10-1-10-z)Io

for(A8/_)=O.02. This results are in a good agreement with

the experimental data.

It is evident from results above that space charge

limiting current in vlrcators and noice coefficient in virtual

cathode amplifiers are strongly depend on the value of electron

beam energy spread. Computer similations shows that beam spread

of less than 3% in energy reduce the microwave generation by an

order of magnitude. Thus small value of electron beam energy

spread is very essential for virtual cathode generators and

amplifiers.

Hence we can make the conclusion that suggested theory is

accurate enougll to describe the physics in vircators
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THE EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF A ONE
GIGAWATT, REPETITIVELY PULSED, ONE MICROSECOND PULSE LENGTH,

HIGH CURRENT RELATIVISTIC KLYSTRON AND MODULATOR

M.V. Fazio, B.E. Carlsten,RJ. Faehl, W.B. Haynes, R.F. Hoeberling,
TJ.T. Kwan, D.G. Rickel, R.M. Stringfield,F.W. VanHaaften,

R.F. Wasierski, A. Erickson*, K. Rust**
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Abstract
A researcheffort is underway with the goal of obtainingan energyof one kilojoule per pulse,

with a 5 Hz pulse repetitionfrequency, from a highcurrentrelativistic klystronamplifier(RKA). The
pulse length is one microsecond(I GWpeak power) with a microwave frequencyof 1.3 GHz. This
paperfocuses on threeareas: the theory, modeling, and experimentaldevelopmentof the microwave
tube; the l-lls-pulse-length field-emission diode electron gun developed for the RKA; and the
BANSHEEpulsedpower modulatorthat powers theRKA.

This research builds on the pioneering work done by Friedmanand Serlin [1] on the RKA at
the -100 ns pulse length. The one microsecondpulse length is almostan orderof magnitude beyond
what has been achievedwith an RKA. Achieving apeak power approaching1 GW for 1 gs requiresa
well behaved electron beam on that time scale, and an optimized extractionefficiency in the output
cavity. The microwavetubedesign was guided by theory andparticle-in-cell(PIC)code modeling that
relate outputcavity extractionefficiency to theamplitudeof the beam harmoniccurrentmodulation and
output cavity shunt impedance. The output cavity has adjustable tuning, loading, and output gap
length to allow experimentaloptimizationof the couplingbetween the modulatedbeam and the output
cavity. An electron beamdiode is used that delivers a peak currentof 4 to 5 kA for a pulse duration
exceeding 1 _, ata beamkinetic energy above600 keV.

BANSHEE is the high voltage modulatordesigned for use as an electronbeam driver for high
power microwave robedevelopment. The BANSHEEoutputpulse design parametersare 1 MV and 10
kA, with a 1 gs pulse, width at a repetition rate of 3-5 Hz, driving a load of impedance of 100 _.
BANSHEE is a thyratron-switched line-type modulatorwith a pulse transformeroutput stage. The
modulator design is pushing the state of the art in thyratrontechnology and capacitor lifetime. The
resultsof the BANSHEE modulator testing are described.

Theory and Modeling

In this section, we review basic relativistic klystronamplifierphysics. We show how the power extraction

from the device depends on both the harmonic currentcontent of the beam and also on its excess kinetic energy,

which is difference between the actual kinetic energy and the minimumrequiredto transportthe beam. We will

show thatas the beamis bunched, the kinetic energy is decreased,and thereexists an optimumamount of bunching

which leads to the maximum power extraction. For devices operating on time scales of 1 Its, the optimum

harmoniccurrentis only about 75%, leading to a de-beam to microwave efficiency of less than 35%. The theory

andmodeling results,briefly summarizedhere, aretreatedmuchmore extensivelyin references[2] and [3].

First, we will discuss the basic RKA theory, including the def'mition of harmonic current and power

extraction. Next, we will review the basic physics of intense space-chargebeams, emphasizing the partitioningof

energy due to the space charge. We will also includea discussion of PIC simulationsshowing the trade.offbetween

higher harmonic current andexcess kinetic energy.

Work supportedand funded jointly by the DoD Office of Munitions and the DOE Defense Programs through
the joint DoD/I_E Munitions Technology Development Program, and by the Army Harry Diamond Laboratories
and Missile Command.
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In our RKA, an annular, intense (5 IRA),mildly relativistic (500 keV) electron beam passes through three

cavities. The f'trstcavity is externally driven and impresses an axial momentum variation on the initially uniform

beam. Current modulation grows as the beam travels, as the momentum variation causes variations in the beam's

axial density. We can describe the beam current in terms of its Fourier components

l(t,z) = I0 + ll(z) cos(a)/+ ¢1) + 12(z) cos(2a)/+ _2) +... (1)

The product 11Vo/2 is often referred to as the beam rf power, where Vo is the beam kinetic voltage. The

fundamental current component, 11, is typically on the order of 0.051oat the idler cavity. This cavity is driven by

the harmonic current and the cavity's gap voltage is given by

Vgap = Zcav lind (2)

where Zcav is the cavity shunt impedance and lind is the induced currenL The inducedcurrent is the average beam

harmonic current at the cavity, times transit time and field coupling factors. The gap voltage induced in the idler

cavity is typically near the beam kinetic voltage, resulting from the large harmonic current (250 A or so). The

idler cavity rf fields further modalate the beam momentum and provide harmonic current at the output cavity close

to the DC beam current. The maximum harmonic current possible, for a delta function bunch of current, is twice

the DC current. The fundamental current11 is typically around 1.4I0 for conventional klystrons. For an RKA,

the harmonic content is usually <1.010. The output cavity is resonantly tuned, so the rf fields induced in it

decelerate the beam. Ramo's theoremgives the microwave power which is extracted from the beam,

"P(t) = 3(r, t). E(r, t) dV

(3)

where J is the beam current density and E is the rf electric field. We see from Eq. (3) that only the beam's kinetic

energy can be extracted; and since E - e,i(atwe can only extract power from the fundamental harmonic component.

It is clear that we must simultaneously maximize I1 and extract the maximum kinetic energy from the beam in

order to have the highest microwave power. From Eq. (3) we can write this expression for the efficiency of

conversion from beam power to rf power:.

rl =m°c2 CAT)I1 lc
eVinjIo

where ,5"1'isthe maximum allowed decrease in the relativistic factor as the electrons aredecelerated and _:is related

to the efficiency of extraction, usually better than 0.9.

At this point, we wish to understand how AT,the maximum kinetic energy we can extract from the beam,

depends on 11. The amount of available energy is the difference between the injection energy (the depr_ kinetic

and potential energy) and the minimum injection energy (again summing the kinetic and potential energies) required
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to transport the bunched beam, Two effects are occurring as the beam is bunched and then decelerated in the output

cavity. First,as the beam is bunched, thekinetic energy is depressedand thebeam velocitydecreases becausemore

energy is required in the space-chargefields. Additionalconversionfrom kinetic to potential energy is requiredin

the outputcavity as the bunchvelocity is decreasedfurther. As thebunched beam current is increased, we see that

thekinetic energy available for extractionis decreased by both the larger potential depressionrequirementand by the

larger minimum kinetic energy needed for transporting the higher current beam.

For a given injection diode voltage, the voltage associateA with an annular beam's kinetic energy is less

because some potential energy is required to set up the Coulomb fields within the cylindrical pipe. The potential

of an annular beam injected at radius rb with initial gamma _mj into a conducting cylinder of radius rw must

satisfy

¢(r) = Io In _r_ rb < r < rw
2_oVo rw

Io lnr_ r-<rb,,

_(r) = - 2_eoVo rb

where the beam velocity is

Vo=c 1- Tinj+ moo2
I

The beampotendal ',:tr=rb must thus satisfy (¢b = ¢(rb))

e¢b ,_ /1.[Yinj + ej__b__l"2 ¢ lo ln rw _ 1o ln rw
moc2 V _ moc 2] 2_,eomoc3 rb 8.5 kA rb .

We can definea convenient normalized thresholdcurrent Is to be

Is = 2r_eomoc3 = 8.5 kA
e ln rw_. ln rw_.

rb rb .

The conservation of energy, including that from the magnetic field, becomes (where the small circles denote the I)(2

beam energy)

),inj= ),o + Io .
Is#o

The largest permissible beam current,/max, corresponds to a beam potential energy increase (and kinetic energy

dccrca_)of
3

eeb = _'inj " moc2 SO Imax = 21re°m°c3 _nj .
e lnr__.w

rb
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We see that the kinetic energy drop is not the injection voltage and that there is residual kinetic energy. One

might think that since some kinetic energy remains, additional current can be pushed through the cylinder.

However, removal of any additional kinetic energy drops the beam velocity Vo, which in turn increases the charge

density and requires more increased potential energy from the beam than was given by the drop in the kinetic

energy. This nonlinear slowing of the bunch as it forms aids its growth, and can be responsible for significant

harmonic beam currents (greater than 1.0 Io). If the beam current is near the threshold current/max, and is

increased slightly, a significant reduction in the beam's kinetic energy (and velocity) is possible. At the threshold

current, a majority of the injection energy is partitioned into the potential energy fields; in Fig. 1 we see the

partitioning of the total energy into kinetic and potential energy parts as a function of the injection gamma, "//nj,

and the beam current.

Il 0.4-

_ 0.3-

, 0.6 _"'-_-"" 0.5 I,,,=Z

R -_ 0.7_,_, _ o.2-

0.9 l.,..
_5 o._-

0.2 1.01
0 , _ , 0.0 ' , , , , , ',

2 3 4 0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 12

_,_ HAR_NC_ kA,

Fig. 1. Partitioningof total energy intokinetic and Fig. 2. Extraction efficiency versus harmonic
potential components for different injection current for a 500 kV, 5 k.A beam with radius of 3.2
energies and beam currents, ern and wall radius of 3.65 ran. Best extraction is

for 65% harmoniccurrent.

We can rewrite the energy conservation statement to calculate the minimum total beam energy for a given

beam current. Solving for the minimum potential and kinetic energy we get

rdi Ke. 1 In ,1
n-_ moc2 8.510. _!

For a given peak current, lpeak, the difference between ?inj and 9/'min is the available kinetic energy for

conversion to microwaves. The maximum power extraction possible is

Pout,max = _ I1 (511 kV') (Tinj" 7min) •
z

It is clear we want to simultaneously generate as much beam harmonic current as possible while

minimizing 7rain. If the beam was collected by a conducting surface within the output cavity, this limitation

would no longer be valid, since the beam's potential energy would be reo_nverted into kinedc energy. However,

the plasma generated will become too large for microsecond pulse lengths.
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Although a smaller beam radius leads to more harmonic current, we found that the maximum extraction

occurs at the minimum beam-to-wall spacing possible. For a beam pipe radius of 3.65 cm and beam at 500 keV

and 5 kA, the maximum extraction for a beam radius of 3.2 cm occurs with a harmonic current of 70% (de beam

to microwave efficiency of 25%), and for a beam radius of 3.4 cm with a harmonic current of 75% (efficiency of

30%). In both cases, beam harmonic current could easily exceed 100%. In Fig. 2 we plot extraction efficiency

versus harmonic current for a 5 kA beam at a radius of 3.2 era. We see that the maximum extraction, 25%, occurs

ata fundamental current component of only 70%, far below the maximum current we can generate.

Experimental Tube Development

The first generation RKA has been constructed and operatedon the BANSHEE pulsed power modulator.

These results are described indetail elsewhere [4, 5], but are briefly summarized here. The RKA design consists of

a field emission diode producing a hollow beam that passes through the coaxial quarter-wave input cavity and idler

cavity, and on to the rectangular waveguide output coupler placed transversely to the beam. The RKA drift pipe

diameter is 7.3 cm. The rf drive to the input cavity is 5 kW and is coupled to the input cavity through a loop.

The annular electron beam is supplied by a 6.35 cm-diameter circular stainless-steel field-emission cathode.

Guiding of the electron beam is accomplished by a pulsed, strong uniform magnetic field (0.5 to 1.0 T) along the

electron beam axis. For rf beam modulation measurements, a linear array of eleven B-dot loops were pMeed5cm

apart along a section of drift pipe. Annular beam thickness is 2 to 4 ram.

Early RKA work produced a modulated electron beam for 1 las with a peak rf current (I1) of 1 kA and a

voltage of 350 kV. Some experimental configurationsproduced beam modulation in excess of 2 its which was the

full width of the pulsed-power modulator pulse driving the RKA. The de beam current was about 2.5-3 kA giving

approximately a 30% beam modulation (I1/I0 = 0.3). The component of beam power at the microwave drive

frequency (1.3 GHz) was approximately 175 MW. Approximately 50-70 MW was coupled into rectangular

waveguide and gains of 20-40 clBwere measured. The modulated-beam power to microwave outputpower coupling

efficiency was -30%. The low output coupling efficiency was due primarily to the inability to adjust the output

gap tuning and shunt impedance.

A second generation RKA design, currently being tested, has incorporated the following three major design

improvements: (1) The nominal input beam voltage and current produced from the field emission diode electron

gun and tran_ through the RKA has been inc'aeasedfrom 350 kV and 2.5 kA, to over 600 kV and 5 kA, with a

pulse duration of I ItS. (2) A measurement of the output power dependence on input power level gave no hint of

saturation up to the maximum available 5 kW drive level, indicating that a higher input drive would give a larger

output power. A 500 kW magnetron source has replaced the 5 kW input drive amplifier previously used. (3) The

theory and modeling indicate the sensitivity of output power on output gap shunt impedance, taming,and Q. A

new output cavity has been built with variable tuning, loading, and shunt impedance to allow adjustments of these

parameters for optimal conversion efficiency of modulated-beampower to microwave output power.
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1 _s Pulse-Length Field-Emission Diode Electron Gun

A majorpart of the recent experimental effort was directed toward obtaining a stable beam with the desired

beam parameters of 500 kV and 5 kA for a 1gs pulse. The s'w_ific details of this electron gun workare discussed

in another paper at this conference [6] and in [5]. Significant beam current loss (40-50%), due to back.streaming

along diverging magnetic field lines and anode interception, and low beam energy (350 keV) dictated a critical

reexaminationof the design of the explosive field emission diode to improve the amount of beam current injected

into the RKA from 2.5 kA to 5 kA and to raise the injection energy.
I

With a combination of particle-in-cell code simulations and experimental testingwe arrived ata diode design

that placed the tapered cathode (small diameterend faces downstream) in the converging magnetic field region of the

magnet, and shaped the cathode surface so that it approximately followed the curvatttre of the magnetic field lines.

This design resulted in much improved transmission characteristics. The converging magnetic field causes the

beam to shrink to a smaller overall diameter with a smaller annular beam thickness. Electrons emitted from the

cathode at radial positions larger than the drift tube radius converge to a smaller radius as they are guided into the

drift tube by the converging magnetic field.

Since the RKA microwave tube modeling results indicated that we should operate at a somewhat higher

voltage and lower current (lower perveance) to improveoverall robe efficiency by reducing the kinetic energy lost to

the beam'sspace chargepotential energy, we increasedthe A-K gap to raise the diode impedance. Representative

waveformsfor modulatorvoltage and currentinjected intothe driftpipe areshown in Figs. 3 and4. We were able

to achieve voltages in excess of 650 kV and currentsup to 5 kA during the pulse. The longer A-K gap also

resultedin a slightly longer pulselength due to the increasedtimebefore diode closure.
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Fig. 3. Diode voltage with final diode Fig. 4. Electronbeam current measur(xlin the drift
configuration.Voltageexceeds 650kV for 1 Its. pipe from final diode configuration. Current

increasesfrom 3.5 to 5 kA during the time that the
voltageis at itspeak value.
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Input Cavity

The new cavity was neededbex_usethe microwave inputdrive was increasedfrom 5 kW to 500 kW by

the inslallationof a high power magnetron. Power was coupled to {heoriginalcavity througha loop fed by 0.5 in

coaxialcable. Since this scheme was inadequatefor the new 500 kW powerlevel, a new inputcavity was designed

that is fed through an iris by reduced-height rectangularwaveguide. The stainless steel cavity is a quarter-

wavelengthcoaxial line, shorledatone end andcapacitivelyleadedby thegap at theotherend. The loadedQ of the

cavity, at low power without beam, was measuredto be 20. The customarycopper platingis unnecessary_.ause

the beam loading is so heavy (cavity Q with full beam loading is --10, comparedto an unloaded Q of .400) that

resistive losses in the cavity walls arenegligible comparedIo the power absofoedby the beam. This is seen by

comparing the beam impedance, which is 2000 to 4000 ohms, to the cavity shunt impedance which is around

100,000 ohms. Since the magneaon drivermustbe matchedto the cavity at full beam loading forefficient power

wansfer, the cavity, without beam, hadto be stronglyovercoupled to the magnetron. This condition results in a

VSWR (looking into the cavity from the inputwaveguide) of 27 without beam. The VSWR approaches 1 with

full beam loading.

Figs. 5-7 show the beam currentpulse overlaidwith the magnetronreflected power, the modulated beam

currentenvelope 25 cm downstreamfrom theinput cavity gap,and the frequencydownconvened mixerIFsignal of

the modulatedbeam current. The salient features that should be notedare that: l) the reflected magnetronpower

goes to zero as the beam currentincreases from zero indicating good coupling to the beam loadedcavity, 2) the ff

pulse length of the modulated beamis about2.5 Ms,and 3) the rfcurrenton the beam is about 8% with 50 kW of

ff drive. Only about5 % modulation is needed from the firstcavity for the RKA to openue as we havedesignedit.
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Fig. 5. Beam current overlaid on magnetron Fig. 6. Detected signal from B-dot loop Iocaw,d 2.5
reflecw,d power signal showing how the impedance cm downstream from the input cavity gap. This B-
change due to beam loading leads to a matched dot loop measures the 1.3 GHz current modulation
condition between the input waveguide and the on the beam. The rf modulation imparted to the
input cavity. (Scale on vertical axis is arbitrary.) beam by the input cavity with 70 kW of input power
Peakbeamcurrentis 4.5 kA. is about8%or I1/I0 = 0.08.
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Output Cavity

The modeling has resulted in a new output cavity design that optimizes the efficiency of the coupling of

microwave energyfrom the modulatedbeam to the outputcavity and transmissionline. The output cavity must be

made resonant and matched to the beam to provide the gap voltage thatextractsall the available kinetic energy.

Because efficient beam to cavity coupling depends sensitively on matchingthe cavity shunt impedance to the

beam impedance, the output cavity is designed with frequencytuning,output loading, and output gap length that

are all adjustable. The output cavity assembly is shown in Fig. 8. The cylindrical TMO10output cavity is iris

coupled to a low impedance coaxial transmissionline. A taperedimpedancetransformertransitionsto standard50

6-in-diam coaxial line dimensions. In this 50 L'Isectionof line is a calibrateddirectionalcoupler for accurate

power measurementof the microwave energy travelling in the TEM mode. The 50 _'1line is terminated with a

matched coaxial dummy load. Careful attention to the vacuum aspects of the design has resulted in enough

pumpingportsfora tmbopumpand several cryopumps.
YUNINi
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Fig. 8. Outputcavity andcoaxial transmissionline assembly.

After the output cavity and transmissionline assembly has been tested and tunedfor high power operation,the

dummyload will be replacedwith a yet to be designedcoaxial line to rectangularwaveguidemode converterwhich
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will be designed to present a 50 _ impedanceto the mating6 in-diamcoax line section that contains the directional

coupler. The modularityof this design allows us to swap the coaxial dummyload witha waveguide load without

changing the tuningand loading of the outputcavity. The output cavity and transmissionline assembly is being

characterizedat low powerandwill soon be testedon the RKA.

Repetitively Pulsed Modulator Development

BANSHEE is the repetitively pulsed, high voltage modulatorused to producea high currentrelativistic

electron beam for high power microwave tube developmentat microsecond pulse lengths. The design goal for

BANSHEE is to achieve a 1MV, l0 kA pulse, with a i tts fiat-top,drivinga load impedance in the range of 100

t'l at a pulse repetition frequencyof 5 Hz. The long termgoal is a prf of 100 Hz. With BANSHEE, thyratron-

switched line-type modulator technology is being extended to the megavolt and multi-kiloampere level.

Performanceto date has achieved 600 kV at 6 kA for I tts at a 1 Hz prf [6]. A prfof 5 Hz has been also been

achieved.

A block diagram of BANSHEEis shown in Fig. 9. The prime power source is a 90 KW, variable-voltage

dc power supply. An intermediatecapacitive energystorage bankof 37.5 txF is used with a small thyratmnto

command resonantly charge the main pulse forming Blumlein system. The Blumlein system consists of four

lumpedelement Blumleins. The four Blumleinseach consists of two six-stage PFNs. Each set of two Blumleins

is switched by a newly-developed 120 kV, hollow anode thyratron(EEVCX-1812). The CX-1812 is designed for

100 kA peak current, 10tts pulse width, anda 500 Hz prf. The Blumleins aredischargedthrougha 10:1 step-up

ironcore transformerto achieve 1 MV at the 100 t'l load. This modulatordesign is possible because of theability

of the CX-1812 thyratmnto holdoff 100kV andconducta peak current of 100 kA with a di/dt of over 1011 A/s.

The design of the CX-1812 will allowoperationof the BANSHEEmodulatorat I MV and 10 kA for a 1 _ pulse

length at an ultimate prf of 500 Hz. It must be empluisizedthat the CX-1812 is still an experimentaltube under

development, and it has notbeen tested to its full specifications.

•,_1_ 1 MV
50-60kV, CHARGETIME100kVl1-5Hz 100-200kA 10-20kA

90kW 3Ira.PEAK Tp=1-11/2_ ..O.SI_ RISEEACH 10:1STEPUP 1

CHARGE 4PARALLEL 2each PULSE

8PFN's<2fl |THYRATRONS

Hg. 9. Block diagramof the BANSHEEmodulator.

In the initial modulator testing, four lumped element PFNs were connected in paralleland switched by a

single CX-1812 thyratron. Operatingat 1 Hz prf for 16 hrs, an outputvoltage pulse of 455 kV into 100_ was

attainedbefore tube performancebegan to deteriorateand the test was halted. The CX-1812 peak anode voltage
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was 80 kV and the switched current was 42 kA. Later analysis by EEV personnel determined that welding

problems at the metal-metal joints in the tube envelope,done by vendorsto EEV, had contributedto very small

vacuum leaks to the outside atmosphere. EEV has tlow corrected this problem.

Meanwhile the CX 2593 was substituted as the main switch tube, while the CX-1812 was undergoing

design improvements. The CX-2593 has a similar peak voltage rating to the CX-1812, but has a lower peak

currentrating, and is designed for lower peak and average powers. The modular nature of BANSHEE allows us to

operate only one-half of the modulator consisting of one pair of Blumleins switched by one thyratron. Using a

single CX 2593 tube, we achieved 73 kV and 77 kA at 1 Hz prf for over 10,000 shots with a dummy load in place

of the the output pulse transformer primary. These numbers would correspond to about 700 kV and 7.5 kA with

the full-up modulator (4 Blumleins with two thyratrons) driving the output pulse transformer with a I00 f2 load.

During the same test period, BANSHEE was operated at a 5 Hz prf for 60,000 shots at 60 kV and 55 irA, which

corresponds to 600 kV and 5 kA in the full-up modulator configuration.

The most recent testing utilized the full-up modulator configuration of four Blumleins with two thyratrons.

Each CX-2593 thyratron switched two parallel Blumleins. These tests achieved 600 kv at 6 kA for I gs at a 1 Hz

prf into a dummy load. This accomplishment demonstrates the successful operation of two state-of-the-art high

power thyratrons in parallel, at a voltage, current, and pulse length appropriate for 1 gs, repetitive-pulse

development of the RKA.
Summary

We have described our RKA experimental results and our second generation RKA design that is currently

being tested, We have added to the understanding of RKA physics with the importance of the role of intense space

charge in limiting the efficiency of the device because of the beam potential depression that reduces the kinetic

energy available for conversion to microwaves. We have produced a stable 650 kV, 5 IrA annular beam of

microsecond duration from an explosive field emission cathode. Repetitively pulsed, 1 l/s pulse-length RKA

operation is possible because of the capability of the BANSHEE thyratren-switched line-type modulator. Rep-rate

RKA development awaits the availability of a dc magnet for beam transport through the klystron.
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INTRODUCTION

The conventional microwave tubes such as TWTs, Magnetrons, Klystrons...
deliver the very high peak powers which are required by radar transmitters
but more especially by many particle accelerators. In the range of a few
hundred Mliz to about I0 GHz, some dozen of MWs per unit are currently obtained
and commercially available, according to the frequency and the pulse lengths.

But peak power requirements are ever increasing, especially for the expected
new linear particle accelerators, where several hundred MWs per tube would
be necessary. Also some special military transmitters begin to request OW
pulses, with short pulse lengths - of course - but at non negligible repetition
rates.

Therefore several laboratories and microwave vacuum tube manufacturers have

engaged - for several years - studies and development in the field of very
high peak microwave power (HPM) toward two main directions '

* extended operation and extrapolation of the conventional tubes and devices

* development of new concepts, among which the most promising are likely the
high-current relativistic klystrons - that we also call gate effect
klystrons.

CONVENTIONALKLYSTRONS

Fig. i shows the state of the art in narrow band tubes. The TH 2100 and
TH 2132 that deliver 45 MW peak over 4.5 _s at 3 GHz and the SLAC 5045 that

delivers 67 MW over 3 _s at 2856 MHz are the present capabilities of the high

power klystrons. In X band itl{4and 14 GHz - the developments are difficult
and still disappointing : 72 -. - I00 ns in US and 50 MW - 700 ns or less in
Russia.

The three main reasons which limit the peak power capabilities of klystrons
are by order of decreasing importance '
• HV breakdowns, which occur mainly in the gun and in the output cavity
• cathode loading
. thermal dissipation.

Arcing is characterized by a strong dependence of the peak power with respect
to the pulse length.

As far as arcing in the gun is concerned, the curves of Fig. 2 show this
dependence on 2 types of very similar guns - in L and S bands - The high
voltage is of course applied duringall the pulse and the arcs occur especially
between the foGus electrode and the anode i.e. between metallic surfaces in

a vacuum of i0" ! tort. Based on the preliminary evaluations made by L. Cranberg
[I], an analytical study [2] on the theorical maximum permissible electric
field between metallic electrodes shows that the maximum peak power PM varies

approximately with the pulse length • as _-.4,between : I _s and I or I0 ms.
Above, PM does not vary any more and below, PM increases more abruptly than
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predicted. The maximum field at 300 kV is about 12 - 15 kV/mm with a pulse
length of about 5 ps, according to the temperature of the focus electrode,
the barium deposition and the pressure and composition of the residual gases.

RF breakdowns in the output cavity are as dangerous as the previous ones :
they occur mainly across the gap(s) and in the window(s) , and - excepted
the arcs brought on by the multipactoring effects - they appear with electric
fields in the range of 50 to 70 kV/mm, values slightly lower than what exists
in the accelerators' RF structures. This difference can be explained by the
strong deceleration of the electron bunches in the gap of a klystron output
cavity which leads to an interception by the lips of the drift tubes. Even
with only a few O/oo of the beam power, this interception gives rise locally
to X rays and above all to high temperatures and therefore outgassing and
ionizations or surface perturbations. Therefore they increase the probability
of arcing by increasing the local electric fields.

The second fundamental limitation of pulsed power klystrons is cathode loading
i.e. the current density which the cathode has to generate. Values of 50 to
60 A/cm 2 during 4-_s pulses have been obtained by Thomson with MM and CMM
cathodes, and experimental studies are still in progress in this area [3].

Finally the third limitation is thermal. Even if the requirements in average
power tend to increase, duty cycles remain quite low, in order of I °/oo.
But under special conditions - high efficiencies, mismatched loads - drift
tube noses in the output cavity can be heated above 300°C. Such temperatures
become unacceptable on conventional OFHC copper because of recrystallizations,
dislocations and - after a few thermal cycles - leakages. Therefore the choice
of another material and of the geometry is in this respect of utmost importance.
But in any case these thermal difficulties have a moderate influence on high
peak power tubes.

To take into accouont these three limitations, we have analysed all the
relations between the different electrical and geometrical parameters of the
klystrons. Fig. 3 gives two examples of power versus frequency diagrams,
where arcing appears as the main limitation. The conclusion is the feasibility
of a conventional S band 200 MWpeak klystron at i _s - 600 kV x 750 A - with
a single output cavity. To go further, the arcing limit can be perhaps pushed
by using a multigap standing or travelling wave output structure.

PULSECOMPRESSORS

To get very high peak output powers, energy pulse compressors can also be
used as the SLED at Stanford, the LIPS at CERN [4] and the CIDR manufactured
at Thomson TTE [5].

These compressors are passive structures, which are located after the high
pulsed power klystrons ; they store the electromagnetic energy for a couple
of _s and release it for typically .5 to i ps.

The principle is given on Fig. 4. The basic elements of such a system are :

- A 3 dB waveguide coupler which is able to withstand, without arcing, the
very high peak powers and fields considered. Such a coupler, which gives
a one way phase shift of n/2 (n on the backward wave) safely protects the
klystron.

- Two resonant cavities with an unusually high Qo factor (Qo = 1.9 105 in
our CIDR). They are therefore highly overmoded (TEo38). A fine retuning
system must be implemented to adjust the mode, even with a temperature
regulation within ± .5 or I°C.
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A very fast O-n phase shifter in the RF driving circuit of the klystron,
50 ns in our case. This shifter is activated after the cavities are filled

and it triggers on their rapid emptying through the coupling holes.

On Fig. 4 we present the general shape of the output signal of the CIDR. The

peak output power is given by P = Pklystron I+ Q.) and after the phase shift,

this power decays in exp (-2_F/Qt). Qo is the internal quality factor, Qx is
! 1 !

the coupling factor and Qt the total quality factor • Q_=Q_+Q_.

Qo is usually larger than Qx and with ideally Qo >> Qx, the multiplication
ratio could be 9 in power.

Regarding Thomson CIDR, we obtain more than 210 MW peak power and 155 MW
averaged over .8 _s at 3 GHz.

GATEEFFECTKLYSTRONS

To overcome conventional klystron limitations, a new klystronlike amplifier,
using a relativistic high-current electron beam, has been developed by
M. Friedman and co-workers at the US Naval Research Laboratory. The physics
of the NRL relativistic klystron amplifier has been extensively investigated
[6] and we will only report the main features of interest here. Beam bunching
and power generation in such high-current klystrons differ from the classical
picture because of fundamental properties due to the intense space charge of
the beam, which is essentially annular in shape '

a) In a hollow drift tube of radius r=, the energy of an electron is split

between kinetic and potential energies, according to the relationship

Io eLnrwlr_ Io

Y,.j=Yo ._ Z._o_oC3 Yo+/,_o

Where (y,,j-1)moc z=ev,,i is the total energy at injection, (yo- 1)moC z is the
U 0

kinetic energy with corresponding normalized drift velocity Do = T, Io and

rb are respectively the beam current and radius. The potential energy is
all the more important as the beam current is large and as the distance
between the beam and the drift tube wall increases. This equation leads

to a maximum current level /,c=-I,(V_3-1) 0/2,and associated minimum kinetic

energy (y_=-l)m0c z, beyond which the beam propagation is disrupted by the
formation of a virtual cathode. Thus in a cavity gap, it is possible that
the kinetic energy of the beam, the retarding dc potential and the rf
voltage across the gap be all of the same order of magnitude, and that
the propagating speed be reduced below the critical speed during the
decelerating portion of the rf cycle. This results in an effect similar
to a periodic gate and in strong current modulation.

b) Regarding high power generation, based on this new bunching mechanism,
intense beams offer the remarkable possibility of providing electrical
insulation against vacuum breakdowus at the gaps, because their self fields
can modify the electric field configuration in the gap regions.

We at Thomson, and in collaboration with the Ecole Polytechnique, have
engaged two experiments based on this concept of "gate effect" klystron
amplifier.
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The ist one concerns the development of a beam of 30 kV x 200 A over a
few _s, which in a future phase is intended to supply 1.5 to 2 MW peak
power. The_cathode is an impregnated thermoelectronic one with a density
of 30 A/cm 2. This cathode is annular and the convergent gun has a special
conical inner electrode at ground potential.

The 2nd experiment is currently underway at PMI Laboratory, Ecole Poly-
technique, and is aiming toward X-band operation in small diameter - below
cut-off - hollow drift tube geometry. As a first step, we conducted an
experiment of intense beam production and propagation in a smooth drift
tube, using a foilless diode on the pulsed power capability of PMI Lab.
(20 -ns pulse length). We have obtained a 16-kA, 500-keV, highly annular
electron beam, generated by a graphite explosive field effect cathode,
and confined in the 20-mm inner diameter stainless steel tube by a 18-kG
magnetic field. As can be seen on Fig. 5, the beam mean diameter is 17 mm
and its thickness remains less than I mm over a distance greater than
150 mm. Then an azimuthal (diocotron) instability develops, which was
expected for this high-current, small diameter, hollow beam ; this results
in a thickening of the beam and in a loss of current after 300 mm.

But such an intense beam with only 500 keV at injection is not suitable
for driving an X-bandRKAin this geometry, for we could observe significant
spontaneous microwave emission when we inserted the first cavity into the
device and had the beam pass through the passive gap. This was probably
due to the formation of an oscillating virtual cathode in the gap region.
Hence in a second step of our experiment, we reduced the current by changing
the cathode geometry, until the spontaneous microwave emission disappeared,
and we started the modulation experiment with a 7-kA, 500-keV beam.

The modulating cavity was tuned to 9.5 GHz and was driven by a i00 kW
magnetron. Since our usual oscilloscopes and beam diagnostics didn't allow
us to measure any high frequency modulation, a second cavity was inserted
downstream at various distances from the ist cavity : it was coupled to
a 60-m delay line, so that beam pre-modulation, if any, could be diagnosed
by recording some power excited at the right frequency in this idler cavity.
Both cavities were equipped with an uncalibrated electrostatic probe to
detect the electric field, and the idler cavity was strongly damped to
reduce field intensity and to enlarge its bandwidth, in case of detuning
if the Ist cavity by the beam.

With the 7-kA beam, we obtained significant levels of excited power in
the idler cavity, as well as parasitic power peaks in the first cavity.
Fig. 6 shows the signal of the electrostatic probe in the ist cavity :
sometime during the 800-ns magnetron pulse, the beam was launched through
the drift region and we can observe the corresponding abrupt drop in the
probe signal as the beam passes through the gap and absorbs energy ; but
the narrow high peak that can be seen then indicates some parasitic
phenomenon, perhaps monotron effect. Even when the magnetron was switched
off, we recorded some power in both cavities, which lead us to further
reduce the current to 5 kA.

With such a 5-kA current level, no power is excited when the magnetron is
switched off. When the magnetron injects microwave energy into the Ist
cavity, no parasitic peak appears on the probe signal (Fig. 6), while well
defined power peaks at 9.3 to 9.5 GHz propagate in the delay line from
the idler cavity. Fig. 7 displays the variation of the probe signal in
the idler cavity versus the distance between the two cavities. The first
distance is the closest location allowed by the geometry. Although the
signal level could vary from shot to shot while keeping the same distance,
a maximum appears around 230 mm, which would correspond fairly well to
the second maximum of modulation predicted by the small signal theory of
NRL RKAs [6] for our beam parameters.
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Very recently, we could obtain simulation results with the particle in
cell code PRIAM [7] for our one-cavity geometry. Fig. 8 shows kinetic
energy plots versus propagation distance for the 7-kA and 5-kA cases :
according to previous simulations performed at NRL, these plots would
indicate that gate effect occurs at the ist gap in the 7-kAcase (existence
of a population of slow electrons) while the 5-kA case gives rise to a
pre-modulation of the beam.

CONCLUSION

By carefully extending the technology, the peak power of the klystrons can
be higher than the usual 50 to 60 MW. Moreover, thanks to the present
development of the pulse compressors, peak power is also increased toward
the range of 200 to 300 MW.

The gate effect klystron seems to be one of the best candidate for GW pulses.
These tubes use low impedance - 20 to i00 _ - intense annular electron beams.
They are compact not only because of reduced high voltages but also because
the cavities are few in number and the drift tubes almost non existent. These

very high power tubes (_ GW) are amplifiers and not oscillators like their
competitors, the relativistic magnetrons or the vircators.

Nevertheless some difficulties must be overcome to go beyond the laboratory
stage :
- Instabilities of intense hollow beams.

- Coupling of the output cavity to the external wavegu_de(s).
Design of guns with field emission cathodes (= kA/cm z for I0 to 50 ns) or
thermoelectronic cathodes like the i00 to 200 A/cm 2 for 0.i to i _s,
currently being studied by Thomson TTE.

We would like to express our special thanks to G. Le Meur at Laboratoire de
l'Acc_l_rateur Lin_aire, Orsay, and to S. Attelan and C. Rouill_ at PMI
Laboratory, Ecole Polytechnique.
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THE ETA-II LINEAR INDUCTION ACCELERATOR
AND IMP WIGGLER:

A HIGH-AVERAGE-POWER MILLIMETER-WAVE
FREE-ELECTRON LASER FOR PLASMA HEATING

S.L. Allen and E.T. Scharlemann
for the

MTX and ETA-II ExperimentalTeams and the Beam ResearchProgram1
LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory

Uvermore,CA 94550

Abstract
We have constructed a 140-GHz free-electronlaserto generatehigh-average-power

microwavesfor heatingthe MTX tokamakplasma. A 5.5-m steady-statewiggler(Intense
MicrowavePrototype-IMP) has been installedat the endof the upgraded60-cell ETA-II
accelerator,and is configuredas an FEL amplifierfor the outputof a 140-GHz long-pulse
gyrotron.

Improvementsinthe ETA-II acceleratorincludea multicable-feedpower distribution
network,bettermagneticalignmentusinga stretched-wirealignmenttechnique(SWAT),
and a computerized tuning algorithm that directly minimizes the transverse sweep
(corkscrewmotion)of the electronbeam. The upgradeswere firsttested on the 20-ceU,
3-MeV frontend of ETA-II and resultedin greatly improvedenergyflatnessand reduced
corkscrewmotion. The upgradeswerethen incorporatedintothefull60-cellconfiguration
of ETA-II, alongwithmodificationsto allowoperationin50-pulseburstsat pulserepetition
frequenciesup to 5 kHz. The pulse power modificationswere developed andtested on
the HighAverage PowerTest Stand (HAPTS), andhavesignificantlyreducedthe voltage
andtimingjitterof the MAG 1D magneticpulsecompressors. The 2-3 kA, 6-7 MeV beam
from ETA-II is transportedto the IMP wiggler,which has been reconfiguredas a laced
wiggler, with both permanent magnets and electromagnets, for high magnetic field
operation. Taperingof the wigglermagneticfield is completelycomputercontrolledand
can be optimizedbasedon the outputpower.

The microwavesfromthe FEL are transmittedto the MTX tokamakby a windowless
quasi-optical microwavetransmissionsystem. Experiments at MTX are focused on
studiesof electron-cyclotron-resonanceheating(ECRH) of the plasma.

We summarizeherethe acceleratorand pulsepower modifications,and describethe
statusof ETA-II, IMP, and MTX operations.

1. Introduction

Tokamak magnetic fusion devices achieve high plasma temperatures with a combination

of ohmic heating (i.e., the current inthe plasmatimes its resistivity)and direct heatingof ionsor

electrons. The MicrowaveTokamakExperiment(MTX) focuseson methodsof electroncyclotron

resonance heating (ECRH). The frequency of the incident microwave beam is equal to the

electron gyrofrequency in the plasma, fc/BT=28 GHz/T, where BTis the toroidalfield of the

tokamak. Heating of high-fieldtokamaks, with BT=5-10T, requires fc to be 140-280 GHz.

Generationof highpower microwavesin thisfrequencyregimeis possibleeitherwith gyrotronsor
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FEL's. The present discussionfocuseson the details of the FEL experiments;Ref. 2 presents

detailsof heating experimentson MTX witha 400 kW, ~100 msgyrotronpulse,

Generation of high power microwaves for tokamaks with an FEL can have several

desirablefeatures: 1) the output (fortapered operation) is expectedto be a simpleTEll mode

which couplesdirectlyto the plasma (as opposedto high order gyrotronmodes, e.g., TE15,2,

which must be converted), 2) the FEL does not require an output window, which can be

susceptibleto breakdownsat highpower, 3) the FEL is a broad-bandwidthamplifier[3], so that

frequencysweeping duringa tokamak shotis feasibleby sweepinga low-powerdrivingsource,

and 4) it is feasible to buildan FEL with large average power output (10-20 MW), rather than

combiningmany lowpower sources.

There are five majorpartsto the experiment:the ETA-II linear inductionaccelerator,the

electron beam line, the IMP wiggler,a quasi-opticalmicrowavetransportsystem, and the MTX

tokamak. The last two systemsare describedin detail in Ref. 4-5; we focus here on the FEL

system. The overall goals of the experiment are to generate microwavepulses greater than

1 GW at 140 GHz (wherethe absorptionphysicsinthe MTX plasmabecomes nonlinear),andto

generate ECRH heating power comparableto the MTX ohmic inputpower of 300-600 kW (using

a burstof pulsesat 5 kHz). We haveusedthe two-dimensionalFEL simulationcode FRED [6]to

estimatethe beam parametersnecessaryfor thesegoals. Thiscode hasbeen benchmarkedwith

previousFEL resultsat 35 GHz [7] and 140 GHz [8]. For a taperedIMP wigglerconfigurationwith

a beam energyof 7.35 Mev, 2 kAof beam current,and50 W of drivepower, the calculatedoutput

power is about 5 GW[9]. This estimate includesa -+0.1cm beam displacement,a :!:1%energy

sweep, and a 0.1% error in the wiggler magnetic fields. Table I presents the sensitivityof the

outputpowerto these parameters.

Table 1 Predictionsfrom FRED indicatingsensitivityof FEL outputpower at 140 GHz to input
parametersand expected ETA-II and IMP parameters. Achievedquantities(singlepulse, 1 Hz
operation)are denotedwitha star *

Illl I Illlll I III I I I II I IIIIII I

Parameter Variation Output Expectation

Fraction
i iiii iiiii i iiiiii i ,i. i iii i iiiii

Beam Energy 7.5 to 6 Mev 0.5 6*-7.5 Mev

BeamCurrent 2.5 to 2 kA 0.6 2"2.5*kA

2.0 to 1.5 kA 0.17

Brightness 1 to 0.2x108 A m'2r 2 0.6 >108.

EnergySweep _1% to +2% 0.8 _+1%*

Beam Motion _+1mm

W!gglerError 0.2% RMS*III [ I I _ i II I iiii i I I iii iii I I ii I iiiii
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The parametersinTable 1 determinethebeam qualityrequiredInthe ETA-II accelerator.

The improvements to the accelerator required to achieve this operation are presented in

Section2, alongwith a descriptionof theelectron beam line.The IMP wiggler,the measurement

of the magneticerrors,and the microwavesystemare describedin Section 3. The statusof the

experimentis discussedinSection4, followedby a conclusion.

i 2. The ETA-II Linear Induction Accelerator

The ETA-II acceleratorconsistsof an electronbeam injector(up to 3 kA, 1.5 Mev) and 60

accelerationcells(~100 kV per gap) drivenby pulsedpowersupplies. Several systemswere first

tested on a 20 cellversion of the accelerator,andthen were installedon thewhole 60 cell ETA-II

for FEL operations.

The ETA-II injectorusesa thermionic,osmium-coateddispensercathodethat is 12.7 cm

in diameter.One of the MAG-1D (MAG) magneticpulsecompressors[11]drives the injectorin a

diode configuration[10], The cathodeoperatesina space-charge-limitedmodeto produce2-3 kA

of beam current at -.1-1.5 Mev. We are currentlyoperatingthe injectorat 2.5 kA; mostof this

current is transportedtl_roughthe 60 cells of the ETA-II accelerator.The measured normalized

brightnessof tho cathode aloneon a test standwas --1010A [10] (A=A/m2rad2); acceleration

and transport reduce the brightness.The measured brightnessfor 20-cell experiments was

-109 A for individualbeamlets,and -4 x 108 A for the whole beam[12]. Measurementson a

previous 60-cell versionof ETA-II (before modifications)yielded a brightnessof 6 x 10 8 A[13].

Allof these valuesequalor exceedthe FELbrightnessrequirementsof -108 A.

The ETA-II acceleratoris made up of six blocksof ten cells; eachpulsed power system

drivestwentycells. Each systemusesa MAG to providean outputpulseof 80-120 kV for 70 ns.

The MAG outputat a givenbeamcurrent(the beam loadis the largest loadon the MAG) andthe

voltageholdingcapabilityof the insulatorsin the acceleratorgapsdeterminethe ultimateenergy

of the beam. Previousversionsof ETA-II used aluminainsulators;we are now using Rexolite

insulatorsthat havebeentestedto over 120 kV/gap.

Efficient FEL operation (Table 1) relies on control of the beam energy sweep and

transverse motion. Solenoidal magnets transport the beam through the accelerator; the

equationsof motionfor propagationbeyonda solenoidalchannelof lengthL at an angle (xare:

x = L (1-cos (x,)sin (kc,z), and y = L sin c¢sin(kcz)) (1)

wherekc = eB(n/_c2). The angularmisalignmentsor,are dueto tiltsandoffsetsinthe solenoidal

magnets. Any variationsin the energy of the beam will cause kc to be time dependent, and

hence differentparts of the beam will rotatewith differentcyclotronfrequencies. The resultis a
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helical or "corkscrew" motion of the beam; magnetic errors determine the amplitude of this

motion,andthe energysweep setsthe phase.

We have implementeda specialmulti-cablepower distributionsystem to minimizethe

energy sweep[14]. A patr of 20-ohm cablesfeeds two ceils; a distributionsystem connects20

cablesto each MAG. This systemensuresgood impedancematchingand transit-timeisolation

betweenthe cells. Operationduringthe 20-cell checkoutexperimentandthe 60-cell experiment

has shown that the applied accelerating voltage is similar for each cell in a cell block. The

optimized impedance matching has also minimizedvoltage reflectionsthat can damage the

insulators. Duringoperations, a protectionsystemmeasuresthe peak (overvoltageprotection)

and integral(arc protection)of the appliedvoltageon eachgap; values out of range willstopthe

accelerator.
i

The lengthsof the feed cablesdeterminethe timingof the appliedvoltagepulsewithina

twenty-cell system (one MAG). A computerized timing compensation system dynamically

controlsthe timingbetween MAGs;optimumvaluesto minimizecorkscrewphase are determined

experimentally. This system has compensatedfor slow driftsup to 20 ns caused by power line

variationsduring a run day. The measured shot-to-shottiming reproducibilityof each MAG is

typically less than 0.5 ns; we normally observe good pulse-to-pulse reproducibility during

acceleratoroperations.

We use an energycompensationschemein the acceleratorto reducethe energysweep

duringthe beam pulse,as the injectorcurrentwaveform(andthereforevoltageas V=_12/3) is not

fiat[15]. The MAG operatingvoltagedeterminesits outputpulseshape[16].Therefore,cellsat the

beginningof the acceleratoruse a slightlyrisingwaveformto compensate forthe (normally)falling

energyof the injectorpulse.The restof the cellsthen use a flatteracceleratingpulse.A magnetic

analyzer measures the energy variationsduring the beam pulse. We have obtained a 35 to

40-ns intervalof the beam pulse with_T/T <_+_1%,both inthe 20-cell checkoutat 2.7 Mev[17],

andfor initial 60-celloperationat 6.3 MeV. As7.5 MeV is the calculatedoptimumoperatingpoint

for the 60 cells,we expect even longer energyflatnessas we increasethe energy.

We use two techniques to minimize the magnetic errors and hence the corkscrew

amplitude: a stretched wire alignment technique during construction, and a computerized

minimizationof the corkscrew motionduringoperationswith electronbeam. Each cell block is

carefully assembledusinga new vertical assemblytechnique designedto minimizeoffsets. A

StretchedWire AlignmentTechnique(SWAT) [18] then verifiesthe constructionaccuracy. In the

SWAT measurement, a current pulse is propagateddown a wire that is stretchedthroughthe

axis of the solenoidalmagnets.A photodetectoratthe endof the wire measuresthedisplacement

of the wire; deviationsfromthe originalpulseshape indicatethe presence of tiltsor offsets. We
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also use SWAT during assemblyof the six cell blocksand the electronbeam line; mechanical

adjustmentsof the supportstructuresminimizethe offsets.

Trimmagnets,whichare dipolecoilswrappedcoaxiallyaroundthesolenoidmagnets,are

used to nullmagnettilts. Initialvalues are determinedduringthe SWAT alignmentprocedure. A

computerizedsystem (MAESTRO) minimizesthe corkscrew directlyduringbeam operationsby

adjustingthe (120) trimcoils. Theoreticalmodels[19] and experiments[20] have shownthat a

certainvalue of trimcurrentin eachcoil minimizesthe corkscrewamplitudeA calculatedfrom the

x andy position:
t2

A2= + dt . (2)
tl

MAESTRO calculatesthe x andy positionsfrom signalson return-currentmonitors.We normally

define x relativeto the mean to emphasizecorkscrewminimizationinthe accelerator;the system

usuallyconvergesin one pass. Inthe beamtransportsection,we use the absolutex to minimize

offsets. MAESTRO evaluates the integral over the FWHM of the pulse; we have also

concentratedon the central40 nsof the pulse.

The MAESTRO computer system performs the corkscrew minimization algorithm

automatically:it firstsetsthe trimcurrentpower supply, it next acquiresthe beam positiondata,

and then the computercalculatesthe corkscrew amplitude A. MAESTRO completes thiscycle

between accelerator pulsesat 1 Hz. When the scan of a trim coil is completed, the computer

determinesand setsthe currentforthe minimumcorkscrew. MAESTRO can tune one cell block

(10 cells) in about 15 minutes;60 cells requireabout 1-2 hours. In some cases, convergenceof

the procedure requires a second pass. The measured corkscrew motion for the 20-cell

experiment was less than +0.6 mm for 40 ns of the pulse[20]. As shown in Fig. 1, the 60-cell

experiment,runningat the 6.3 MeV (notoptimized)conditionhas yieldedcorkscrewamplitudeof

+1-1.5 mm for 40 ns, sufficientfor the requirementsdiscussedinTable 1

Another source of beam motion is the Beam Break-Up Instability (BBU), studied

previouslybothon ETA-II andATA [21]. The growth lengthis proportionalto Z//B, where Zis the

transverse impedanceof the cell, I is the beam current,and B is the focusingfield. The BBU

growthdecreaseswithB, whilethe corkscrewphaseadvance increaseswith B. We have added

metal rings [22] to lower the cell impedance at the resonance frequency of --300 MHz. With

B~800 G, we have seen only small-amplitudehigh-frequencybeam motion at 2400 A and

6.3 Mev.

A beam line transports the beam to the wiggler; it consists of a matching section,a

transportlatticewith slits,and a matchingsectionintothewiggler. The first matchingsectioncan

be either a solenoidalor quadrupolesystem;the quadrupolesystemis energyselective,so that if
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the acceleratorfails, the beam is dumpedinthe beam lineratherthan the wiggler. Water-cooled

carbon slitsafter each magnetic lens in the latticeserve as beam dumps. An opticalfoil and

gatedcamera are usedto measurethe beam sizeout of theaccelerator;goodqualitybeamswith

a diameter of 1.5-2 cm have been observed. Asshownin Fig. 2, the beam passesthrougha

microwavesidecouplerjustbefore the wiggler;at thispoint,anotheropticalsystemmeasuresthe

beam size,whichagain is about 1.5-2 cm. The beam is matchedintothe wigglerwitha finalpair

of solenoidmagnets.

End of Injector End of Cell Block 3 End of Cell Block 6

Fig. 1 Beam motion at three locationsfrom the 60-cell experiment every 0.4 ns for 40 ns,
the circles are 2 mm in radius.

2. The Microwave System and IMP Wiggler

The overallFELmicrowavesystemis shownin Fig.2. The masteroscillator(MO) for the

FEL is a 140-GHz, high-power gyrotron (also used for plasma heating experiments). A

waveguidecouplesthe (primarily)TE15,2 modeoutputfrom the gyrotronto a Vlasov launcher

that converts it into a gaussian mode. The MO power is then transmittedwith a quasi-optical

transport systemof mirrorsto the side coupler. The side coupler consistsof a large mirrorthat

focusesthe microwavebeam to the inputof the wigglerwaveguide. The electronbeam passes

througha 4-cm diametercentralholeinthe mirror.

The IMP wiggleris describedin detailin ref. 4. Briefly,it is a ~5.5-m steady-statewiggler

with a 10 cm period, and uses a combination of both electro- and permanent magnets. The

magneticfield is adjustablein the range of 2.7-5.5 kG in the first2.2 m, and 0.6-4.1 kG in the

region from 2.2-5.5 m. Detailed measurementsof the magnetic field profile with a computer-

controlledHall probehavebeen obtained. The RMS wigglererrors(i.e., the deviationsfrom a fit

of B(z) to a Fourierseries)were 0.1% for electromagnetsalone, and 0.2% for the wholewiggler.

Carefulselectionand alignmentofthe permanentmagnetswere requiredto obtainthe finalvalue.

The MAESTRO systemcontrolsthe field inthe 30 powersupplies;angleand offsetcoilsare used

for steeringat the inputof the wiggler. AsMAESTRO alsoacquiresthe microwaveoutputpower,
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it can be used to tune the wigglermagneticfield and therebyfind the resonancemagneticfield

and optimumtaper,

Weveguide Vlasovto _ MirrorG2

_-Transmission
J _ "_ _ " _ Line- To MTX

Taper-#- " ,_.
- i

I ,.4__ Vlasovto j_ / Rotatable

FEL /mirror M2

J n /Transmission
140GHz / n/lineGYROTRON L

.....: _,c
i '_N _' _ Microwave"i; i ---'

ETA-II _ .I V
Beamline_ IMPWIGGLER _ , I IlMirror/_

Fr°m_-"'-'-----_- :':'""-_-_ _'_' ] 4 MTXTOKAMAK
ecceleretor__--T-,, _" ,',i-,-_J_AIBIIqlI_\, _ /J.J...... T

\ Side Microwavediagnostics \ MirrorM1
coupler

Fig. 2. The microwave system, includingthe gyrotron master oscillator,the FEL, and the
transportsystem to the MTX tokamak. The direct connectionbetween the gyrotron and the
tokamakis alsoshown(dottedlines).

The beam transport in the IMP wiggler has also been checkedduring electron beam

operations. A moveable optical target was viewed from the end of the wiggler by a gated

camera. The beam size was observedto be about 0.4 cm in radius,near the optimum. The

wiggler motionwas observed, with the proper period of 10 cm. Most importantly,the wiggle

amplitudewas on the order of 0.5 cm, again in agreementwiththeoreticalmodels. No evidence

of strongbeam steeringor abnormalgrowth inbeam sizewas observed.

The microwaveoutputpower is measured at a diagnosticstationnear the end of the

wiggler, as shown in Fig. 2; this contains microwavereceivers,diodes, and a calorimeter. A

moveablemirroris usedto directthe FEL outputthroughthe quasi-opticaltransportsystemto the

MTX tokamak. A second diagnosticstation and calorimeter are located at the input to the

tokamak.

3. FELStatus and Summary

As discussed above, nearly all of the required beam parameters have been achieved

from the ETA-II accelerator. The IMP wiggler operation has been checked with magnetic

measurementsand with electronbeam operations.The gyrotronprovides1-10 kW of MO power

to the inputof the wiggler. We havechecked out the whole FEL system at low electronbeam

current with single pulses at 1 Hz. Clear evidence of FEL gain has been observed: the

microwaveoutput powerdecreasessharplywhen the MO is turnedoff, and the power increases
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sharplyat the resonantwiggler magneticfield. The microwavepulsewidthis between20-50 ns;

experimentsare in progressto determineif any of this signalresultsfrom refleclionswithinthe

transportsystem. As expected,the microwavepower duringthese checkoutoperationsis low, in

the 10-100 MW range.

We are currentlystartingwigglertuningat the fullelectron beam currentto increase the

outputpower. We plan to firstcarry out singlepulse microwaveheatingexperimentswith MTX,

andthen proceedto burst-modecheckout.

We would liketo acknowledgethe fundamentalFEL work clonebypreviousETA-II, ELF,

and Beam Research staffsat LLNL that made this work possible. This work is performed by

LLNL for USDOE underContractW-7405-ENG-48.
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Abstract

An experiment of Raman mm wave FEL was carried out using a planar

focusing wiggler and an additional axial magnetic field. An IREB

(0.9 MeV, 2 kA, I00 _s) was generated by a field emission gun

drived with inductive acceleration units and flowed into the wig-

gler. The beam transmission up to 85% through the whole wiggler

length(l.5 m) was realized at its best, though the axial magnetic

field was kept very low. The particle orbits in the wiggler were

to be in the "group I". There appeared a pattern showing effect

of higher modes of the resonance between the electron cyclotron

frequency in the axial field and the frequency associated with

the wiggler field. The results were compared with the simulation

made by a newly developed code. Strong superradiant emission was

found several sharp peaks with a very narrow width, separated by

6-8 GHz in the frequency spectrum in the range between 30-65 GHz.

The radiation power as well as the spectrum were correlated to

the radial distribution of the particles in the cross section of

the beam. At the amplifier mode of the FEL operation, rf pulse

of 45 GHz was injected at the entrance of the wiggler, and ampli-

fied along the beam flowing in the wiggler from the power level

of I00 W at the input, to finally 6 MW at the saturated state, at

a spatial growth rate of 50-56 db/m. The amplification process

observed was also consistent with the analyses by 3D simulations.

Introduction

Raman FELs are usually operated with an intense axial guide

magnetic field Bz to avoid the beam divergence due to the space

charge field of the beam in the wiggler. The presence of the

guide field however, necessarily makes the FEL operation quite

complex due to the effects of magneto-resonce[l] and particle

drift caused by the intrinsic inhomogeneity of the field, espe-

cially in the case of a planar wiggler. A focusing wiggler was
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suggested first by Phillips[2] to furnish the beam an efficient

focusing force even without Bz, and later Scharleman analysed

the particle motion in it in relation to the FEL and found that

the wiggler field by the parabolic pole face would not degrade

the coherent characteristics of the radations coming from each

electron[3]. This paper reports the results of the experimental

FEL study at JAERI, where an IREB generated with an induction

linac LAX-I, was injected into the focusing field of a newly

installed wiggler of Scharleman type[4]. The beam transport in

the wiggler was investigated in detail for various operation

parameters such as the particle energy and additional low axial

magnetic field, which was applied to study the effect of Bz on

the beam transmission and the FEL characteristics. It should be

noticed that the axial field takes a crucial role on the other

hand in the transition area between the anode of the diode and

the wiggler entrance for keeping the beam stable in the orbit.

We have found intense superradiant emissions in certain cases

to have several sharp peaks separated regularly by some GHz in

the frequency range observed, contray to the prediction of the

FEL theory. The spectrum does depend on Bz very slightly.

Also investigated and reported here is the FEL experiment in

the amplification mode where an rf pulse of 45 GHz was injected

and grown up along the beam in the wiggler. The parameters of

the operation were set so as to get a good transmission in the

wiggler. The result is also discussed, being compared with a 3D

simulation.

Experimental Arrangements

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. A four

stage induction accelerating unit generates an IREB (0.8 MeV, 2

kA, I00 _ s). The details of the hardwares were described els-

where[5]. On the central plane of the device, placed is a field

emission diode consisting of a tungsten mesh anode and a metal

cathode, the surface of which is covered with velvet. The beam

is guided to the wiggler with an axial magnetic field of 1 - 2

kG. The wiggler has 33 periods over the whole length of 1.5 m

and the unit pitch length is 4.5 cm. It consists of permanent

magnets (Nd-Fe-B), the pole surface of which is shaped to be
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parabolic(Fig. 2)[3]:

y = (i/ky)sinh-'(C0/coshk,x).

Corresponding to the wiggler field Bw = 1.8 kG, it was taken

that k, = ky = k,/2 In and k, = 2_/l as, and C0 = 1.57.

The beam enters an adiabatic taper section of 5 pitches in

the wiggler at first. The taper was designed to optimize the

beam trapping efficiency. An axial magnetic field Bz can be

applied in the wiggler region in addition to Bw, which enabled

us to study FEL mechanism in the transition between the axial

field-free operation and the Bz dominated one. It also gives a

smooth beam transfer from the diode to the wiggler area. In the

wiggler+axial fields, the beam propagates inside a metal drift

tube of 40 mm radius, radiates spontaneously and/or amplifies

rf pulse externally injected along the beam at the entrance of

the wiggler. The resulted spontaneous and stimulated radiations

are going forward to pass through a microwave window located at

the end of the device, and then are frequency-analysed with use

of the filters of various bandwidths

IREB Transmission in Focusing Wiggler

The introduction of the taper section in the wiggler improved

the transmission efficiency remarkably in comparison with our

previous result(Fig. 3)[6]. At the best condition, 85% of the

beam could propagate until the wiggler end, even in the case of

no axial field inside the most area of the wiggler. This means

the wiggler works well for focusing the beam. The result is in

good agreement with the simulation of the particle code.

The effect of Bz on the transmission was studied in detail.

It is summarized in an intensity map of the transmitted beam

as illustrated in Fig. 4. It is found that the increase of Bz

from zero generally detriorated the beam transmission and an

stop band was formed in the pattern. In Fig. 5 one example of

the analyses with particle simulation codes is shown. The stop

band corresponds with the second cyclotron resonance and we

reached the conclusion that we observed the effect of the

higher modes of the magnetoresonance between the electron

motions in Bz and Bw, which was never observed experimentally
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so far. We also calculated the particle orbits for the helical

wiggler either, and the result was similar to the case of the

planar one.

Superradiant Radiation

Spontaneous radiations by the beam were detected and analysed

in their frequency spectrum with narrow band microwave filters.

Fig. 5 gives the observed spectrum, where several very sharp

peaks appear regularly, separated 6-8 GHz and show a complex

feature of the radiation, although the absolute level of the

radiated power calibrated was not very high (about i0 KW).

This kind of the spectrum has not been found in the case of

simple planar wiggler. The width of the each peak was estimated

to be 0.1-0.2 GHz. The position of the peak slightly depends on

Bz (possibly also on Bw). The exact origin of the mechanism

causing the spectrum remains still unsolved. From the regular

space between the peaks, we speculate that they could be the

higher harmonics of a certain fundamental frequency associated

with FEL, the effect of which was known to be large for the

focusing wiggler[7].

Amplifier Experiment

Fig. 6 shows the output power of the FEL amplified rf. Bz and

the beam intensity at the end were 0.75 kG and 250 A respecti-

vely. The output power levels were measured and presented for

the interaction length normalized with the unit wiggler pitch.

The interaction length was controlled by interrupting halfway

the beam propagation with a kicker magnet placed at prescribed

locations. The input rf pulse was supplied from a klystron and

injected through an entrance port near the wiggler entrance.

The power was varied at the level of 10-300 W. A linear depend-

ence of the amplified intensity on the initial power was seen

in the range. The spatial growth rate of 50-56 db/m and the

i total gain of 50-52 db over the whole wiggler were obtained.

When the input power was increased up to 200 W, the satuaration

occurred at z = 28 units. The maximum power attained was 6 MW,

corresponding to 3 % of the conversion efficiency. The observed

gain of the amplification and the saturation level are well
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explained with the analytical estimation and also with the 3 D

simulation. It was found that the electrons going through the

peripheral region in the radial cross section of the beam could

enhance the FEL radiation considerably. Tile numerical study is

being continued.

Conclusive Remarks

We can make some conclusions as follows"

l)The focusing wiggler works well for confining the electron on

the orbit in the wiggler, and the transmission up to 85 % was

realized.

2)We observed the effect of the higher harmonic modes of the

magnetoresonance, which formed stop bands in the transmission

map.

3)Superradiant radiation has a complex structure in the frequ-

ency spectrum. It seems characteristic for the use of the

focusing wiggler. The mechanism is to be studied.

4)Amplification experiment was carried out succesfuly with the

focusing wiggler. The output power of 6 MW was obtained at 45

GHz.
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ABSTRACT

Two 3-D nonlinearformulationsof FEL amplifiersare describedwhich treatboth planarandhelical
wiggler geometries. For convenience, we referto the planar(helical) formulationandsimulation code
as WIGGLIN (ARACHNE). These formulationsare slow-time.scalemodels for FEL amplifiers in
which the electron dynamics are treated using the complete 3-D Lorentz force equations without
recourse to a wiggler periodaverage. The applicationof these codes to the de,u_ption of a collective
reversed.fieldFELexperimentandto randomwigglerfield em_ is described.

I. INTRODUCTION

Free-Electron Laser (FEL) experiments typically employ wiggler magnets with either

helical or planarsymmetry.Most helical wiggler-basedFELs operatein the Ramanregimewith
high current beams, and use axial magnetic fields for enhanced focusing. In contrast, planar

wiggler-basedFELs have generally not operatedin the Ramanregime, and space-chargeforces

have been negligible. Hence,it is importantformosthelical wigglerdesignsto includethe effects

of botha guide field andspace-chargefields on theinteraction.Incontrast,the simulationof most

planar wiggler designs canbe accomplishedwiththe inclusionof only theelectromagneticfields.

The presentpaperis concernedwith the theoreticaldescriptionof bothplanarandhelical

wigglerconfigurationsin three-dimensions.To thisend two relatedformulationsand simulation

codes have been developed. Forconvenience, we refer to the 3-D formulationandcode used for

helical (planar) wiggler configurations as ARACHNEt-6 (WIGGLIN7"9).Both formulations

representslow-time-scale analysesof FELamplifiersin which the electrondynamicsaretreated

using the complete 3-D Lorentzforce equations.We emphasizethatthe Loren_ force equations
are not averaged over a wiggler period in these formulations. The treatmentof the electron

dynamics is the most importantaspect of these formulationssince it permitsthe self-consistent

inclusion of effects such as the injection of the beam into the wiggler, bulk wiggler motion,

Larrnormotion, wiggler inhomogenieties [i.e., Betatron motion, guiding-center drifts, velocity

sheareffects, orbital instabilities, and etc.], randomwiggler errors,and harmonic interactions.

Specific applicationsof these codes to the descriptionof a recenthigh-powerreversed-fieldFEL

amplifierexperimentmA_andto the treatmentof randomwigglererrorsaredescribed.

II. THE THEORETICAL FORMULATION

We summarize the essential properties of the formulation,and refer the interested readerto

the original papersl-9for a complete discussion. ARACHNE and WIGGLIN are 3-D slow-time-
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scaledescriptionsofFEL amplifiers.Singlefrequencypropagationisassumedand Maxwelrs

equationsareaveragedovera waveperiod.Thisresultsintwonumericalsimplifications:(I)the

fast-time-scaleoscillationdisappearsandonlytheslow-time-scalegrowthofthewave mustbc

resolved,and(2)onlyabeamletofelectronsenteringthewigglerwithinonewaveperiodneedsto

beincluded.Foranidealizedbeam [i.e.,zeroenergyspread]only1000electronsarcneededand

runtimesaretypically20-40secondson aCRAY-2 supcrcomputer.Fora realisticbeam witha

nonvanishingenergyspread9600electronsareneededandruntimesaretypically5-I0minutes.

TheelectromagneticfieldisrepresentedasasuperpositionofthepropagatingTE andTM

modes ofthevacuum waveguide.A cylindric_!waveguidemodelisusedinARACHNE, anda

rectangularwaveguidemodelisusedinWIGGLIN. Inaddition,amodelofthecollectiveRaman

interactionisincludedinARACHNE throughtheinteractionofthebeam withtheelectrostatic

field. This space-charge lield in ARACHNE is represented as a superposition of the Gould-

Trivelpiece modes for a completely f'dled waveguide. 12 Since both the electromagnetic and

electrostatic fields are at the same frequency, the dynamical equations for both cases can be

averaged over the wave period in order to obtain the equations for the slow variations.

Electron dynamics in both WIGGLIN and ARACHNE axe treated by integration of the 3-

D Lorentz force equations in the complete set of electrostatic, magnetostatic, and electromagnetic

fields. The generality of this formulation of the orbits is crucial, and permits the description of the

primary wiggler oscillation, Larmor effects, Betatron oscillations and guiding-center drifts due to

the wiggler inhomogenieties, orbital instabilities, and harmonic interactions. This is critical in the

simulation of both wiggler errors and the field-reversed configuration.

The initial conditions describe the beam upon entry into the wiggler, and the effect of an

axial energy spread is included by means of a pitch angle spread. The wiggler field model in both

ARACHNE and WIGGLIN is 3-D and includes an adiabatic entry taper,and the codes describe

the self-consistent injection of the beam into the wiggler. This has a practical advantage, since it is

easier to characterize the beam prior to injection. Random wiggler field errors have been

incorporated into WIGGLIN through the use of a randomly generated set of variations in the

wiggler amplitude from pole-to-pole with a continuous mapping between them. The initial

conditions imposed on the TE and TM modes are that the initial amplitude of each mode is chosen

to reflect the injected power into the system, and the initial wavenumber corresponds to the

vacuum value appropriate to the mode. Initialization of the Gould-Trivelpiece modes in

ARACHNE is accomplished by evaluation of the appropriate initial phase averages of the beam.

ARACHNE and WIGGLIN self-consistently integrates the dynamical equations for the

field amplitudes and phases in conjunction with the Lorentz force equations for the electrons.

Since the complete Lorentz force equations are used, this permits the self-consistent description of

the injection of the beam into the wiggler, the bulk wiggler motion, Larmor motion, wiggler
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inhomogenicties [i.e., Betatron motion, guiding-center drifts, velocity shear effects, orbital

irL_stabilities,and etc.], random wiggler errors, and harmonic interactions.

Ill. WIGGLER ERROR ANALYSIS

The wiggler configuration employed in WIGGLIN to treat the effects of a random wiggler

variations is that of a planar wiggler with parabolic pole faces which can be represented as

+ey cosh _ cosh -_e'zcosh _- sinh__/ sinkwz , (1)

where kw denotes the wiggler wavenumber for a wiggler period/_,,,, Bw(z) and ABw(z) denote the

systematic [i.e., non-random] and random variations in the amplitude respectively. The systematic

variation in the wiggler amplitude is assumed to be

Bw sin 214--_w/ ; 0 _ z/

. (21
Bw(z) = B,, ; Nw_ < z

which describes the adiabatic entry taper over Nw wiggler periods.

The random component is chosen at regular intervals using a random number generator,

and a continuous map is used between these points. Since a particular wiggler may have several

sets of pole faces per wiggler period, the interval is chosen to be Az = A,JNt,, where N/, is the

number of pole faces per wiggler period. Hence, a random sequence of amplitudes {ABn} is

generated, where zlB, - ABw(nAz). The only restriction is that ABw = 0 over the entry taper region

to ensure a positive amplitude. The variation in ABw(z) between these points is given by

[AB,.,- ABn] sin2 [_ -6I.-/ , (3)AB,,(nAz + &)= AB,, +
,47 l

where 0 _<6z <.Az. Note that it is possible to model the effects of pole-to-pole variations in

specific wiggler magnets with this formulation.

The configuration under study is one in which a 3.5 MEW850 A beam with an initial radius

of 1.0 cm propagates through a rectangular waveguide [a = 9.8 era, b = 2.9 cm] in the presence of

a wiggler with Bw = 3.72 kG, _w = 9.8 era, and Nw = 5. This corresponds to an experiment at

LLNL, 13,14and comparisons between WIGGLIN and the experiment show good agreement

without recourse to inclusion of space-charge forces. 7,s Interaction occurs with the TEol, TE21

and TM21 modes at frequencies of 30-40 GHz, and the efficiency decreases across this band. For

an ideal beam and wiggler [i.e., zlT'z= 0 and ABw = 0], the efficiency fails off from a maximum

12.38% at 30 GHz to a minimum of 3.58% at 40 GHz. A frequency of 34.6 GHz with an

i
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efficiency of 8.57% is selected for the comparison. The efficiency decreases gradually with the

axial energy spread for zlTz/_o< 3%, at which point the efficiency falls to 5.45%.

Random wiggler fluctuations can take many different forms for a fixed rms value. It is

most natural to consider a random fluctuation which is relatively uniform over the interaction

region [i.e., (z_Bw) = 0]; however, other configurations are possible. For example, fluctuations

where (ziBw) > 0 or (z£Bw) < 0 are possible, as is one in which ZtBw is very large over a small

range and zero elsewhere. These are only limited examples, and a thorough analysis necessitates a

large number of simulation runs with different random wiggler fluctuations to obtain adequate

statistics. In practice, we find that 35 runs provide convergence to within = 1%.

a = 9.8 cm; b = 2.9 cm; f= 34.6 GHz
12 .... I '" ' ' I .... I ' ' ' r I" ' ' ' I ' ' ' '

/Vp=l
10

1Vb = 3 5 MeV

"U 6 It, = 850 A
"" R b = 1.0 cm

Mode P., (W)
ATz= 0 TE0_ 50,000

4 Bw = 3.72 kG TEu 500
Z_ = 9.8 cm TM21 100

_Nw=5
2 :,,,,,I,,,,1 .... J , z , , I , , , , I ....

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

(,aswrow) ( )
Fig. 1 Variationin theefficiencyasafunctionofrmswigglererrorforNp =1.

The effect of random wiggler errors is shown in Fig. 1 where the efficiency is plotted

versus the rms wiggler error for A_ = 0 and Nt, = 1. The dots represent the average efficiency

over the ensemble of random fluctuations, and the error bars denote the standard deviation. The

average efficiency is relatively insensitive to wiggler errors for (zlB,JBw)rms < 5%, although the

standard deviation increases with the rms error. For this example, the effect of a given

(zlB,JBw)rn_ is much more benign than for a comparable Ayz/_o. Particle loss was not found to be

a problem. In addition, the statistical distribution of the efficiency differs from the norma_

distribution, and the standard deviation must be used with some caution. For example, the
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distribution for (ztBwlBw)r,ns= 3% exhibits a skewness = -0.41 and a kurtosis = 0.92 indicating a

distribution skewed below the mean and more peaked than the normal distribution

Observe that the efficiency increases relative to the ideal wiggler case for some particular

wiggler error distributions. There are several mechanisms by which this can occur. First, note that

the efficiency varies across the frequency band. This tuning can also be accomplished by variations

in the wiggler magnitude, and an increase (decrease) in (ABw) can be expected to result in an

increase (decrease) in the efficiency. Second, the error distribution can affect the efficiency is if the

field exhibits a bulk taper either upwards or downwards over the interaction region. A downward

(upward) taper can be expected to increase (decrease) the efficiency. It is the latter cause which

appears to be responsible for the largest increases or decreases in the efficiency.

a = 9.8 cm; b = 2.9 cm; f= 34.6 GHz
12 '''"l .... I .... I .... I .... i .... I''''

(AB" IB')rms= 1%
10

6 Vb = 3.5 keV
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0 Rb = 1.0cm

4 ATz.=O PmOlO'
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Fig. 2 Variation in the efficiency as a function of Np for a 1% rms wiggler error.
t

The effect of variations in the spacing of the random fluctuations is shown in Fig. 2 in

which we plot the efficiency as a function of Np for (z_lBw)rms = 1%. In practice, the variation

in the spacing between the random wiggler fluctuations is governed by the number of pole faces

per wiggler period in a specific wiggler design. Note also that wiggler designs with more than 4

pole per wiggler period are unlikely, and that we have gone beyond this range in the figure merely

to test the parameter space. In view of this, it is evident from the figure that the results are not

extremely sensitive to the spacing of the random errors, although there appear to be minima in the
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efficiency for Nt, = 2 and 4. Observe that for a fixed length system, increases in Nt, imply an

increase in the number of random jumps in the wiggler amplitude.

IV. THE REVERSED-FIELD FEL

The reversed field experiment 10,11was an amplifier in which the beam is injected into a

cylindrical waveguide of 0.51 cm radius in the presence of both a helical wiggler and a guide

field. The helical wiggler had a period of ,_ = 3.18 era, a length of 50Zw, and a six period entry

taper. The wiggler amplitude was adjustable up to an amplitude of = 1.8 kG. The guide field

could be adjusted up to a maximum of = 12 kG. The interaction is with the TEll mode at 33.39

GHz, which is the frequency of the drive magnetron. The magnetron produces = 17 kW (+10%)

in a linear polarization corresponding to 8.5 kW in the circular polarization capable of interacting

with the helical wiggler geometry. The beam energy was 750(+.T.50)keV, and beam quality was

controlled by scraping the beam with a shaped graphite anode. The beam radius was 0.25 cm [the

anode aperture radius], and the axial energy spread was za_'z/To= 1.5%. The current at the wiggler

entrance was 300(+30) A. However, the propagating current varied with the orientation and

magnitude of the guide field. The current generally increased with increases in the guide field,

except when the Larmor and wiggler periods were comparable. In the field-reversed case in which

the wiggler and guide fields were anti-parallel, the increase in the propagation current leveled off

when the Larmor and wiggler periods were comparable [i.e., the anti-resonance]. The anti-

resonant effect is important for beams big enough that electrons far from the axis experience a

varying wiggler field which results in an anti-resonant enhancement in orbital perturbations.

Peak efficiency occurred at a power of 61 MW [for an efficiency of 27%] for wiggler and

axial field magnitudes of = 1.47 kG and 10.92 kG respectively. The propagation current for these

fields was near the maximum of 300 A. The output power for the field-reversed configuration

also showed a sharp decrease in the vicinity of the anti-resonance, dropping by more than three

orders of magnitude. The power observed when the guide field was parallel to the wiggler [= 4

MW] was much less than for the field-reversed configuration.

The experiment has operated with the guide field oriented both parallel and anti-parallel

with the wiggler, and we shall limit the discussion here to the field-reversed orientation. A more

complete discussion of the comparison is given in ref. 15. We use the actual experimental

parameters in ARACHNE; specifically, a waveguide radius of Rs = 0.51 cm, a wiggler period of

Zw = 3.18 cm, a wiggler entry taper of Nw = 6 wiggler periods, and a beam energy and initial

radius of 750 keV and 0.25 cm. In all cases, we use the measured beam current for the given

values of the guide field. The initial power of the TEll mode is chosen to be 8.5 kW. The only

Gould-Trivelpiece modes which interact in this case have an azimuthal mode number of I = 0, and

only the lowest order radial mode is required to give reasonable agreement with the experiment.
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TEll Mode (Rg = 0.51 cm; f = 33.39 GHz; Pin = 8.5 kW)
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Fig. 3 Thevariationin theoutputpowerversusthe magnitudeof the reversedaxialfield as measured
in theexperiment(dots)overan interactionlengthof 150tin andwith AKACHNE.

The variation in the power over a length of 150 cm as a function of the reversed magnetic

field is shown in Fig. 3. The dots represent the measured power and the curve is from

ARACHNE. The current used in the simulation for each value of the axial field corresponds to the

measured current, l°'ll Agreement between the experiment and theory is good across the entire

range studied. Of particular note, however, is the sharp decrease in the output power in the

vicinity of the anti-resonance at axial field magnitudes between approximately 7-8.5 kG.
The source of the anti-resonant decrease in the interaction efficiency is the irregularity

introduced in the electron trajectories by the transverse wiggler inhomogeniety. 15'16For this

example, the radius of the wiggler-induced motion is = 0.04 cm. However, the beam radius is

0.25 cm. As a consequence, the electrons at the outer regions of the beam are quite sensitive to the

wiggler inhomogeniety, and experience a sinusoidally varying wiggler field during the course of

their trajectories. The effect of this sinusoidal variation is to act as an anti-resonant harmonic

driver to the electron orbits which distorts the wiggler motion and degrades the interaction.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented the application of two 3-D nonlinear formulations,

ARACHNE and WIGGLIN, to realistic problems in FEL design and operation. ARACHNE deals
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with a helical wiggler model, and shows substantial agreement with a high-power Rarnan FEL

using a helical wiggler/guide field in a reversed-field configuration. Two significant new results are

represented by this comparison. The first is the near-30% efficiency with a uniform-wiggler. While

efficiencies of this magnitude are expected on the basis of both simple phase-trapping arguments

and detailed numerical simulations, this is the first time such efficiencies have been demonstrated in

the laboratory. The second, is the existence of the anti-resonant degradation in the operating

efficiency. This had been previously unsuspected, and the experimental demonstration of the effect

has been instrumental in pointing the way toward a theoretical reexamination of the orbital

dynamics in this regime. WIGGLIN deals with planar wiggler configurations, and has been

applied to the self-consistent treatment of random wiggler errors. For the specific parameters under

study, the results indicate that the effects of random wiggler errors are relatively benign. Indeed,

some error configurations chosen at random were found to resuk in efficiency enhancements due to

effective increases. It is important to note here that experimental quantification of these issues is

difficult to obtain. While measurements for (ABw/Bw)rms are possible to achieve with some

accuracy, there is always a greater uncertainty as to beam quality. Hence, it is difficult to determine

the relative importance of wiggler errors in the laboratory. The results of the present work,

however, suggest that wiggler errors may not constitute a serious issue for FEL design.
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LINEAR ACCELERATORWITH RADIAL LINES - LIA-30
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Multimodule linear induction 40 MeV accelerator on radial lines with distributed

parameters, a powerful generator of bremsstrahlung radiation, is briefly described. More
than 2000 controlled spark switches commutate low-impedance inductor lines according
to a specified program at nanosecond accuracy. The electron beam of to 100 kA current
is transported in the external longitudinal magnetic field over the beamline 2.5 m long.

Some research results in optimization of the conditions for annular electron beam
transportation and feasibility of various acceleration regimes are noted.

Introduction

From middle 60ties the authors have been working at ironless linear induction

accelerators (LIA). In 1967 the first accelerator of this type was accomplished at 2 Mev

energy and 2 kA current per 40 ns pulse [1]. It united all the elements of the primary

circuit of a pulsed transformer into an uni-turn coil toroidal oscillatory contour-inductor.

Different schemes of toroidal contours were analyzed, namely the possible application of

powerful energy sources - magnetocumulative generators [2]. In 1968 a new LIA type on

radial lines with distributed parameters was suggested (A.I.Pavlovskii, V.S.Bossamykin) [3,4].

It combines the capability for acceleration energy increase with growth of an accelerating

system length and high current peculiar to the direct discharge in low-impedance lines.

Various inductors were considered which employed the forming lines where the necessary

for acceleration energy is stored [2,5,6]. Beginning with the late 70ties new schemes based

on stepped lines with capacitive and inductive energy storage were analyzed and

implemented [7]. In 1977 the first accelerator on radial lines of series modular structure

for an accelerating system - LIA-10 [8] was put into operation at 14 Mev energy and 50 kA

current per 20 ns pulse. The acceleration rate was 1.7 Mev/m. A new technology was

created based on 500 kV elements and multimodule accelerating system employing
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hundreds of spark switches operating according the specified program :aLnanosecond

accuracy, methods for high current electron beam shaping and conduction, etc. were

developed. Alongside with LIA-10 creation and operation, a new accelerator, LIA-30, was

under design. In 1985 its main units were tested, and in 1989 it become operative. LIA-30

is the electron accelerator to 40 Mev energy at 100 kA beam current per 20 ns pulse. It is

a powerful bremsstrahlung radiation generator providing 5"1011rad/s (TLD) intensity and

to 104 rad (TLD) dose at one meter from the target. On 500 cm2 area the maximal

radiation intensity has been achieved 1013 rad/s and the dose - 105 rad. Two bremsstra-

hlung pulses can be generated with a lower boundary energy. If a U238 target is used,

photoneutron pulse of 1014 n/pulse total yield and 1022 n/s intensity can be achieved. With

comparatively simple and safe multiplying systems, the high pulse intensity can provide

fission neutron pulses of 1016-1017 n/pulse total yield at 1-10 _s generation.

The current report briefly describes LIA-30 and some results of its investigations.

Accelerator Design

LIA-30, which general view is presented in fig. 1, comprises of an injector,

accelerating system, an output device and Marx type pulsed voltage generators (PVG) to

charge the inductor forming lines, a synchronization system for accelerator units, a

condenser storage of energy to create a longitudinal magnetic field in the beamline and

output device. Technological and auxiliary equipment provides its normal operation regime,

and the automated control and monitor system - its control. The accelerator dimensions

are: length - 25 m, width - 9.5 m, height - 4 m. The acceleration rate is 1.7 MeV/m.
!

LIA-30 accelerator concept is based on inductors employing non-uniform radial lines

with distributed parameters [2]. Each inductor comprises of two radial lines formed by a

central disc electrode and a grounded toroidal cavity opened in its inner diameter. In radial

lines energy is accumulated when disc electrode capacitances are quickly charged by a

pulsed generator.

When a ring commutator closes a gap in the inner diameter of one of the radial lines,

an accelerating voltage appears on the second radial line gap. The first voltage pulse du-

ration approximately equals the wave transit time in the forming line formed by two radial

lines. The acceleration regime can be achieved at the second voltage pulse which lasts the
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double transit time of a current

wave in the forming line.

In LIA-30 --40 MeV accel-

erating voltage is generated in the ti

pre-axial volume of the accelera-

tor by 144 inductors included in

the injector and accelerating /

system. As a dielectric, high

specific resistance water (~10

MOhm.cm) is used in the radial

lines. The inductors in the injec-

tor and the accelerating system 11 II _

are of the same design and differ _
in diameters and voltage pulse

width, wave resistance and energy Figure 1 General view of LIA-30 accelerator.
store correspondingly. At 500 kV

charging voltage the gap in the

radial lines is 5 cm long for all inductors. Shielding rings reduce the electric field concentra-

tion at the edges of the disc electrode.

This design unites each four inductors in the inductor unit with a common

accelerating tube. Between inductors there are technological cavities for cables and gas

trunks leading to the switches located at the inner diameter of the radial lines. Thus, the

acceleration tempo is reduced approximately by 25 %. Two inductors are coupled in the

charging circuit in each unit and are charged with one pulsed generator.

Separate spark-gap switches of a trigatron type are employed for annular commuta-

tion of low-impedance radial lines. Minimal number of spark-gap switches was determined

by the forming conditions for a cylindric current wave, time discdminatioa of spark

channels as well as by commutated energy and current. In the injector units the radial lines

are commutated by 24 switches and in the accelerating ones - by 16 switches. All in all,

LIA-30 employs 2432 spark-gap switches operating at a nanosecond accuracy according to

the specified time program. This is the most critical component of the accelerator as it
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works under ultimate electric fields, static and shock affects. As the space for this switch

location is rather limited (5 cm), there was a difficulty in the development of a highly

reliable and accurate switch. Vast researches were demanded including tens of thousands

of bench tests and experiments with separate inductors and inductor units to create a

reliable switch for 500 kV voltage which can be placed in the radial line gap. The

characteristics mentioned are true for the switch included in the radial line. The electric

field is uniformly distributed along the dielectric casing of the switch due to the relevant

choice of a shield geometry in the region of switch coupling with the line disc electrode.

Thus, the maximal electric field strength does not exceed 80 kV/cm. The design concept

of the switch fixing to the grounded electrode of line provides a relatively low electric field

strength, -30 kV/cm, in the metal-dielectric contact region. In the switch placed in

eaprolone casing two main electrodes 4 cm in diameter and a trigger electrode manufac-

tured of the tungsten alloy are located. With the chosen electrode geometry and switch

filling with 20% SF6 + 80% N2 mixture the electric strength resource is 100% over spark

gap (2.5 era) at 1.2 MPapressure. The switching-on accuracy _+1 ns is achieved when a 50

kV, 5 ns voltage pulse is fed on the trigger electrode. The switch lifetime is 104 times of

switching-on when .-500 J energy and 70 kA current are commutated.

The lines are charged to 500 kV in pulses in 0.75/zs with PVG. The PVG's used for

charging the radial lines of th.e inductors for the injector and the accelerating system differ

in energy store as well as in some schemes and switches number. The PVG's charging lines

of two inductors of injector units store 32.5 kJ and those for the accelerating units - 20 kJ.

Five-cascade PVG's are employed with two parallel discharge circuits moun_e.xlin metal

casings, filled with transformer oil. The capacitors charged to 100 kV are eommutated by

gas-filled (40% SF6 + 60% N2) spark switches of the trigatron type. The commutation

accuracy is +5 ns at -100% resource of spark-gap electric strength. This switch operation

lifetime is 104 commutations at 30 kJ commutated energy and 120 kA discharge current.

72 PVG's of LIA-30 accelerator contain 668 switches of this type.

Fig. 2 presents the schematic cross-section of LIA-30 injector. An annular electron

beam is formed in a foilless diode magnetically insulated by longitudinal magnetic field.

The voltage from four inductor units are summed in the diode formed by a cylindric part

of the cathode and anode electrodes. The electron beam diameter can vary from 0.1 to 0.3
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Figure 2 Schematic cross-section of LIA-30 injector.

m with the change in the diameters of the emitting part of the cathode and anode

electrodes. The longitudinal magnetic field to 6 kOe is produced by a solenoid placed

inside the anode. The cathode electrode 2 m long and 1.7 m in base diameter as well as

the anode are manufactured of sheet stainless steel. They have polished external surfaces.

The cathode electrode conical part angle is determined under the condition of electric field

strength constancy along its surface, and the transient and cylindrical parts - under the con-

dition on magnetic insulation. The injector unit inductor diameters are 3 m, the line wave

resistance - 0.4 Ohm. The energy store of radial lines for four inductor units is 250 kJ. The

accelerating tube in each unit contains polyethylene rings 1.2 m in inner diameter and 1.4

m in outer diameter and the gradient electrodes. The chosen design concept provide
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minimal electric field strength at metal-dielectric contacts and its uniform distribution along

the insulator surfaces. Thus, the maximal electric field strength does not exceed 35- 40

kV/cm. LIA-30 injector allows to shape 4 MeV, 200 kA annular electron beam 0.3 m in

diameter in a 35 ns pulse.

Fig. 3 is a schematic cross-section of one of 32

inductor units in LIA-30 accelerating system. In the radial

lines of this accelerating system 1.2MJ energy is accumulated,

the unit diameter being 2 m. The electron beam is transport-

ed in -6 kOe uniform longitudinal magnetic field. It is

produced by 64 solenoids having thick-wall metal shields.

The voltages from each two inductors are concentrated in the

gaps between the solenoid shields. The non-uniformity of the

magnetic field at 0.3 m diameter does not exceed 2% at 1 ms

rise time of the magnetic field and the specified shield

thicknesses and solenoid coil pitch. The energy source for

magnetic field production in the b_mline and the output

device is 6 MJ condenser bank.

The output device assists in transporting the accelerat-

ed electron beam for 4 m from the accelerating system end,

then it is compressed in the growing along the axis longitudi-

nal magnetic field.

The target for bremsstrahlung radiation generation is Figure 3 Schematic
cross section of an accelera-

fabricated of the tungsten-based composite and is transparent tot unit.
for the slowly growing magnetic field. Thus it can be located

in the magnetic field used for beam transportation without

path perturbations of the electrons impinging on the target.

LIA-30 synchronization system provides the nanosecond accuracy of switching-on

according to the specified time sequence for radial line commutators (two switches are

triggered by one pulse), 72 PVG's charging pulsed line and some other devices. Triggering

pulses of 100 kV amplitude and 5 ns rise-time are produced by the generators (19 pieces)

of multichannel commutation of low-impedance lines with the pulsed charging. The reliable
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operation of accelerator synchronization and commutation systems is achieved due to the

duplication of trigger pulse channels for radial line switches, commutators of intermediate

and output triggering pulses generators as well as the generators themselves. If only one

channel is switched on, it provides triggering of one half of switches in each radial line.

LIA-30 automated control and monitor system is a structure comprising the manual

control devices with local automatics and a three-level computer complex with communica-

tion means at the monitored object. It records and controls nearly 2000 various signals,

namely with 40 ns discrete intervals, and generates 200 control and block commands. This

system is an open one and can evolve both by adding to the number of control and monitor

channels and by new subsystem introduction. The control and monitor system can provide

for the absolutely automated regime of experiments according to the specified scenario at

one operator command.

Diagnostics

The operation of main accelerator components and units is monitored in each shot.

Thus the following is measured:

-current pulses charging inductor lines by 72 pulsed voltage generators;

- voltage for line charging in inductors;

-current pulses in 80 solenoids producing a longitudinal magnetic field;

-triggering pulse parameters and synchronization system generator switching time of _+1ns

accuracy;

-current in the injector and its output;

-accelerated electron current in 12 points along the beamline;

- pulse voltage in 6 acceleration gaps.

Images of electron beam cross-section are recorded with color film dosimeters

employing low-energy electron absorption filters. The information on high-energy electron

distribution in the accelerated beam cross-section is received from activation measurements

of metal foils having 11-18 Mev range of photonuclear reaction thresholds.

Thermoluminescence dosimeters record bremsstrahlung radiation doses near the

target, a dose field of a directed radiation flux and an output electron beam. Ten recording

channels of 0.3-1.5ns time resolution reliably measure bremsstrahlung radiation dose rate.
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Wide range measurements of radiation intensity are done with Compton, diamond,

scintillation and semiconductor detectors of radiation.

The boundary energy and bremsstrahlung radiation spectrum are determined by time-

of-flight measurements of photoneutron energies. The numerical simulation techniques

are developed for wave transient processes in non-uniform concentrated component lines.

The computations were tested according to experimental data accounting loading

characteristics, real losses in electric circuits, probable azimuthal current non-symmetry in

multichannel commutators. The calculation models account the pecul_iar interactions of

high-current electron beams with the accelerating system. Nowadays, it is possible to

describe electric processes of electron beam formation in the injector and the subsequent

acceleration in multi-unit inductor system being computated at the statistic jitter relatively

to the specified time sequence. A beam configuration is considered specified, nevertheless,

the computation satisfactorily describes the processes of energy gain and successive

generation of bremsstrahlung radiation.

Some Research Results

By gradual augmentation of the number of accelerating inductor units, LIA-30

accelerator was put into the projective operation. Thus, the following basic problems were

solved:

- determination of the conditions for a annular beam formation in a magnetically insulated

diode at the minimal transversal particle energies in the region of a virtual cathode;

-optimization of a switching-in program for the accelerating inductor units at the initial

stage of acceleration when a beam front velocity is less than the light velocity, and its

successive correction to match a beam current gain rate and an accelerating field rate;

- determination of the conditions for effective transportation of an electron beam to a

target;

-optimization of bremsstrahlung radiation output in a dose and dose rate.

In the course of investigations a beam diameter varied from 0.15 m to 0.25 m, as well

as an injection energy, a form and duration of injection pulse via the programmed switching

of injector inductor units. The experiments were conducted with a magnetically insulated

injection system comprising four injector units and four accelerating units of inductors being
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switched on according to the definite time program. The voltage was summed up at the

diode with conical cathode electrode 5 m long which formed a annular beam 0.25 m in

diameter. At the output of such injection system a 180 kA, 7 MeV beam was obtained.

However, for a considerable current beam portion transversal particle energies happened

to be too big for effective transportation along LIA-30 beamline.

Various accelerator operation regimes were studied. Bremsstrahlung radiation pulse

can be varied in 5-24 ns range, and the leading front - 2-10 ns. The experiments were done

to study the transportation of electron beam 0.15 m in diameter at injection energy along

the beamline. At the output a substantial variation in current pulse duration and shape was

noted. The efficiency of a charge passing is 0.9, not less. The generation regime of two

gamma-pulses with a < 0.5 ms interval was realized. In the first pulse the electrons are

accelerated by a system of 15 inductors including injector units. The cathode diameter is

• 15 cm. The rest part of the accelerator is employed to produce the second pulse. As an

injector, a diode served with a thin-wall hollow cathode 25 cm in diameter where voltages

of two accelerating inductor units were summed up. The first beam was shot through it.

Thus, three autonomous acceleration regimes were accomplished at 15 MeV, 25 Mev and

to 40 MeV electron energies.
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Figure 4 Pulsed current oscillograms recorded in the inductor unit along the

beamline and the oscillogram of bremsstrahlung radiation pulse Py, generated from the
target located in the output device.
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In one-pulse generation regime at maximal dose and dose rate, the injector with the

cathode 15 cm in diameter is employed, and a beam is formed in the anode region. Figure

4 presents the current pulse oscillograms recorded along the beamline in the effective beam

transport regime, and the bremsstrahlung pulse. The efficiency of a charge transportation

to a target is usually 0.7-0.8. The transversal thickness of an electron layer on the target

grows till 8 cm at a dose half-height, the average radius remaining 15 cm. The rotation of

a beam as a whole is absent at the accelerator output. Minimal total divergence angle is

20* for bremsstrahlung radiation flux at intensity half-height. It grows at magnetic field

variation in the target area.

In conclusion it should be noted that LIA-30 facility provides the accelerated electron

energy which is record for this class of accelerators that enlarges the application field for

high-current accelerators. The stable operation of multimodule accelerating system is

achieved by high reliability of its components and units. The research of possible

acceleration regimes has not been completed. There are grounds for a hope to further

increase in beam current at LIA-30 output.
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Abstract

The Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamics Test (DARHT) facility will employ two 16-MeV, 3-kA
Linear Induction Accelerators to produce intense, bremsstrahlung x-ray pulses for flash radiography.
Technology demonstration of the key accelerator sub-systems is underway at the DARHT Integrated Test
Stand (ITS), which will produce a 6-MeV, 3-kA, 60-ns flattop electron beam. We will stmamarize
measurements of ITS injector, pulsed-power, and accelerator cell performance. Time-resolved measure-
ments of the electron beam parameters will also be presented. These measurements indicate that the
DARHT accelerator design is sufficiently advanced to provide the high quality electron beams required for
radiography with sub-millimeter spatial resolution.

I. Introductim_

The DARHT facility at Los Alamos will generate intense bremsstrahlung x-ray pulses for radiography using two

linear induction accelerators (I_IA). Each LIA will produce a 3-1cA, 16- to 20-MeV, 60-ns flattop, high-brightness

electron beam using a 4-MeV injector and a series of 250-kV induction cells. The facility's mission requires

radiographic spatial resolution of less than 1 mm through very dense objects moving rapidly in explosively driven

experiments. The primary radiographic machine characteristics required for this application include the production of

large x-ray dose (greater than 300 Rone meter from the source) in short bursts (less than 100 ns) from avery small source

size (1.2 ram). Detailed considerations of detector response, test object transmission, and the bremsstrahlung spectrum

limit maximum electron-beam energy to 20 MeV. The high dose and short pulse width specifications thus require high

peak current. LIA technology is the best choice for high current at modest energy while also producing the excellent

beam quality required to achieve a small focal spot on the bremsstrahlung conversion target.

Existing LIAs have not been shown to possess characteristics to fully meet the DARHT requirements. Thus,

important accelerator development has been completed and the Integrated Test Stand (ITS) constructed to demonstrate

the key accelerator systems before construction of DARHT. The ITS consists of a large, 4-MeV pulsed-power injector,

a 2.5-m drift section to match the electron beam into the accelerator, and an assembly of eight, 250-kV induction cells,

referred to as the cell-block (Fig. 1). The test stand has been assembled in a step-by-step manner, with detailed

measurements of electron-beam parameters and radiation production as each step has been completed.

In this paper we will discuss representative measurements made to date on the ITS. Section 2 will summarize

injector performance and Section 3 will discuss the accelerator cells. In Section 4, we will cover accelerator pulsed

power and will finish, in Section 5, with a description of upcoming work.

Figure 1. Tho DARHT ITS layout showing pulsed-power injector, accelerator coil block and diagnostic tank.
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II. Injector

TheITS injector, developed from an earlier prototype [1] of a low-energy flash x-ray source, is shown in Fig. 2. The

injector prime power supply consists of a 2.8-/_F capacitor bank charged to 114-kV dc, and switched through the

primary of a 1:15Stangenes iron-core pulse transformer by a single gas-blown spark gap. Aglycol Blumlein, consisting

of a 7.65-f_ line and a 7.3-fl line, is pulse-charged to 1.5-MV in 4.6/.ts. The Blumlein is switched with four, parallel,

laser-triggered spark gaps (measured jitter of 1.16 ns over 1050 pulses). The output pulse traverses an adjustable L-

C filter, which converts the initially sharp-rising pulse to a [1-cos(c0t)]shape, with a 10-90%risetime of 20 ns. Three

output lines transform the output pulse from 1.8MV to4.0 MV on thediode. A more complete description of the injector

pulsed power has been given by Downing, et. al. [2].

A simplified cross-section view of thediode, with calculated equipotential lines, is shown in Fig. 3 [1]. A 76.2-mm-

diam velvet emitter, centered on the cathode shroud, produces 3.8 kA at 3.9 MeV. Velvet turn-on is shown in Fig. 4,

with space-charge-limited emission beginning about 1.75 MeV across a 198.4+0.5-mm A-K gap. The output current,

delivered to the accelerator cell-block aswell as that transported throughthe cell-block, is shown inFig. 5. Peak current

is reduced as expected through the non-achromatic transport of the matching section, thus approaching the design

accelerator current of 3.0 kA, without discrete apertures. A complete description of ITS transport is provided at this

conference by Hughes, et.al. [3].

The electron beam energy has been

measured with a magnetic spectrom-

eter whereby the beam is collimated

entering themagnet andbent approx.

45" through an adjustable slit onto a

Farady detector. The injector has

demonstrated excellent reproducibil-

ity so that energy-spread measure-

mentsmay bemade over several shots.

A current-weighted average of the

detector signal provides thebeam en-

ergy vs. time data shown with exag-

gerated scale in Fig. 6. Average en-

ergy during the 60-ns flattop is 3.92

MeV + 0.7 %. DARHT requires an

energy variation of < 1%.
Emittance measurements of the

electron beam are performed using a

range-thick mask (typically a row of

1-mm-diam holes spaced 10 mm

apart), which creates a series of

beamlets that expand in a field-free

region onto a scintillator and are

viewed bya streak camera. Complete

calibration of film response and cam-

Figure2. TheITSinjectorduringinstallation, era and opticscharacteristicsallow
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detailed, time-resolved analysis of the hard-film record toproduce an emittance measurement as described by Hughes

[4] and alsoby Kaupilla [5]. Observation of the beam emittance at a point 2.4 meters downstream of the injector results
in a measurement of 0.07+0.01 gem-tad. Numerical studies of the DARHT accelerator and final focus set a baseline

specification of 0.1 rccm-rad.

A photomultiplier tube mounted on the injector diode hasnoted insulator flashover on occasion. This time-resolved

diagnostic detects light microseconds after the primary pulse. Prompt insulator flashover occurs on the next shot. Fig.

7 is a trace of the diode potential during and after the primary pulse and shows a long-duration, reverse polarity post-

pulse approx. 2 _ts after the primary pulse. Carlson [1] has shown the vulnerability of the radial insulator design to

such a reverse-polarity post-pulse. Installation of a 50-fl liquid resistor in series with the Blumlein charging inductor

hasdecreased the amplitude of the long-duration post-pulse without greatly affecting other operation. Thishasresulted

in a decrease in the number of insulator flashovers,although theystill occur. We are now investigating possiblecharging

of the aluminum grading tings imbeddedin the insulator (Fig. 3).

1.8-m-diam
Radial resistor Lucite® insulator HI. AcceleratorCells

The accelerator cell development

processhas been discussed earlier [6]

• and included the design, fabrication,

// _ and testing of three prototype cell

configurations. The final configura-

tion features a 148.2-mm-diam bore,

H L.._r------__ _///i _? .......... 19.l-ram accelerating gap, 11 oil-in-Anode sulated TDK PEllB ferrite toroids

Field shaper Cathode _ _ (237-mmID, 5O3-mmOD,25.4-mmthick), a low-dielectric-constant

REXOLITE insulator, and a
Figure3. Schematicof ITSinjectordiodewithequipotentiallines.

quadrufilar-wound solenoid magnet

4 with iron homogenizer rings and two
cosine-wound dipole trim magnets.

Fig. 8 is a cross-section of the
s DARHT/ITS accelerator cell.

To minimize the growth of the

BBU instability, the DARHT accel-

2 erator cell is designed for low trans-

__ verse impedance. The two-dimen-

1 sional,finite-difference, time-domain
electromagnetic simulation code

AMOS [7] was used to design each
o _ cell iteration. Measurementsof trans-

verse impedance were then carried

outon full-sized testcells [8]. These
1 $ 3

V (MV} measurements indicated thatthe high-

Figure 4. Time-alignedA-K current vs. voltage, voltage feed to the cell split the rf
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modes substantially. Solenoid focusing causes the beam to rotate and interact with both horizontal and vertical modes.

The average of the impedance measurements in both planes has been shown to be the important parameter in predicting

BBU growth for DARHT [9]. The average impedance of the DARHT/ITS cell is shown in Fig. 9. The peak value of

670 fZ/m +20% meets DARHT requirements and results in a miximum calculated BBU gain of <20 through a 20 MeV

accelerator.

Accelerator cell magnet design is of great importance to minimize BBU and corkscrew instability. When compared

to previous LIA solenoid magnets, the DARHT design used on the ITS greatly reduces transverse magnetic field errors

by combining multifilar winding with iron homogenizer rings and dipole trim magnets [10]. The parameter used to

_ f _ judge the effectiveness of the magnet

t design f°r these 2 kG (peak) magnets
4.0 is the magnetic-axis flit, defined as

At accelerator""" the dipole field measured on axis di-

a.o _ / [ I ', entrance - vided by the local axial field. Fig. 10
< , shows such a measurement for a rep-

=- I _., 2.o resentafive magnet used on the ITS

) /t-

I Placing the magnet into the accelera-

(,,1 1.0 } ............. /_ tor cell and welding the cell shut re-
/ /; , suits in mechanical fit tolerances,/

o .,,, .... '_ _ ......... _ which increase the magnetic axis flit.
Keeping BBU and corkscrew mo-

tion to acceptable levels requires lim-
-1.0 I I I i

o so.o.o ioo Iso.o 2oo.oiting random magnetic axis flits to 1

Time (ns) mrad and offsets to 250 microns for a

full DARHT accelerator. After preci-
Figure 5. Beam currenttransportedto and throughcell block.

sion assembly of the ITS cell-block

3._s sections in a vertical tooling dock,

t mechanical alignment was completedby using a remotely controlled cart
3.94 --

- which moved through the accelerator

bore and measured the alignment of

_.,_2; the bore with respect to a twin-beam
HeNe Laserusing lateral effect photo-

3.9o diodes [11]. Measurement accuracy

was approx. 40 microns. Final mag-
IJ,I

3.u netic-axis alignment is done by puls-

- ing a 100-micron CuBe wire threaded

- through the center of the accelerator

3._ _ and observing the motion induced on
--

_ the wire due to the Lorentz force
3.84 1 I I t _

0 20.00 40.00 60.00 so.oo generated by misaligned solenoids and

Time (ns) the wire current [12]. Two dipole-

Figure 6. Beam energyvs. time at the end og the matchingsection, wound cosine trim magnets on each
Pulsewidth is60 ns, with+0.7% energyspread, solenoid allow for the correction of
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installation tilts. Final tuning with the electron beam and beam position monitors [13] ensure the reduction of BBU

and corkscrew to acceptable limits. Fig. 11 shows the upstream end of the cell block during installation.

Initial transport of a 3.9 MeV beam through the unpowered ITS cell-block is shown in Fig. 5. The peak current

remains constant but the pulse width is reduced, though the total transported charge exceeds DARHT requirements.

Shock excitation of the unpowered accelerator cavities by the beam results in a longitudinal ff mode that modulates

the beam energy as shown in Fig. 12. The high voltage connections to the accelerating gap were shorted to ground and

the electric field induced across the gap by the beam was monitored with capacitive probes within the cell.

IV. Accelerator Pulsed Power

The Induction Cell Pulsed Power (ICPP) for the ITS consists of four water-insulated, 12-f_ Blumleins

with coaxial midplane-trigger switches based on the ATA design [14] and operating in pure SF6. A single

Blumlein is connected to two accelerator cells. Each Blumlein has a separate charging unit which uses two

1.2-/zF Maxwell primary capaci-
4.0 I I f I

tors charged to 28kV. Two EEV

CX 1722 thyratrons axe used in

_,.o _ parallel to switch the primary ca-

_" a_ ,_ pacitors into a 1'11 step-up

r _, _ ,,,,_,,,, .,/_ , ,, . Stangenes iron-core transformer

o_ I | ,_ _'_ "r_ X._,../- _ that charges the Blumlein to 250
=:: 0

o kV in 5 #s. An independently>

® controllable trigger unit is con-

o nected to each Blumlein. Each

ca_2.o trigger unit is housed in a sepa-

rate, oil-insulated steel enclosure

-4.0 and consists of two 15-nF, 70-kV
o o.s 1.o 1.s 2.0 2.s primary capacitors switched by a

Time(ps) EEV CX 1725 thyratron into a

Figure7. Diodevoltageduringandaftertheprimarypulse. Injectorpulsed-power Stangenes 1:4 step-up auto-trans-
modificationshavereducedthe numberof observeddiodeinsulatorflashovers.

former that drives a magnetic-

_'_.V----q j L.. pulse compressor. This reduces the
risetime of the required 200-kV

output pulse to less than 10 ns into

the trigger cable, in turn resulting

in a risetime of 20 ns at the

Blumlein spark-gap trigger elec-

"x trode. Fig. 13 shows the installed

ITS ICPP, discussed in more de-

tail by Downing, et. al. [2].

The measured pulse width de-

Accelerator _..9 livered to the accelerating cells at
250 kV is >70 ns, with a fluctua-

Figure 8. Cross-sectionschematicof the DARHT ITS acceleratorcell. tion of + 1%. Trigger system per-
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formance has exceeded requirements by demonstrating a peak output voltage of 225 kV with a 13-ns

risetime, measured into the output cable. System jitter has been measured at 0.6 ns (3 a).

V. Future Work

Experiments transporting the electron beam through powered accelerator cells (6-MeV beam) are

beginning as of the date of this conference. In addition, a variable-frequency, beam-excited rf cavity will

be inserted into tlae beamline between the injector and accelerator section. This will induce a known

transverse oscillation onto the beam and the growth of this oscillation through the cell-block will be
measured. We have placed an

100o_----r---_---_ , , , _ , , ' _ ' ' ' J ' ' ' abrupt transverse deflection onto
- the ITS beam and have shown that

_=oo - diagnostics have sufficientpresent

. sensitivity to clearly see BBU
oe 600--= growth through only eight cells.

A i Results of this experiment will

E® _oo validate the BBU growth projec-

,_ tions for a complete DARHT ac-g
2oo celerator made as a result of rf

i-

testing of prototype cells.

o_-, ___!_ I i _ i I i _ _ I t j _ I , , , The ITS injector has performed
0 200 4OO 6OO II00 1000

Fr_._W (MHz) at levels that meet DARHT speci-

Figure9. Averageof horizontal-and vertical-planetransverse-impedanceforthe fications. The electron beam has
DARHTITScell. Oscillationat lowfrequencyis dueto sligtacalibrationerror, been transported to and through

an unpowered section of eight in-

"*"r-__I I "_ r_ _', __wI t _____'___I ________ ' I _______ __f _w_s ductioncells, with parameters that
_ __
- - meet DARHT specifications for

_ the electron beam at those loca-

='- _ tions. Accelerator design has met

specifications for accelerating-gap,

,., high-voltage stand-off, transverse
_'E impedance,magnet design, and align-

; _ __" _, ...-.. , _ merit-system design. Acceleratori pulsed-powersystems have been fab-,.4 //"

,- _ ricated which meet or exceed all re-

• quirements measured to date.

" "\"'"/"/ "'"-.. ...-'"/""'"" underway will result in complete

technology demonstration of the
'_ ,/

o !, _ t l _ t t_ _ , _ _1 _ _ _ t_ _ _ t _1 t I _ t z _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ DARHT accelerators and will pro-
-20..0 -100.0 0 lOO.O 200.0

z (,,_) vide confidence that DARHT's ac-

Figure 10. Magnet-axis tilt of a DARHT ITS solenoid before and after celerators will function as required

assembly into the cell. Magnet is 324-mm-long, centered at Z=0. Magnet to meet a pressing national need.leadsare near-160 mm.
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SLIA THEORY REVIEW

j.J. Petillo, A.A. MondeRi, C. Kostas, K.T. Tsang, andD.P. Chernin

Science Applications International Corporation
1710 Good.ridgeDrive

McLean, Virginia 22102 U.S.A.

This paper describes the design of a proof-of-concept experiment (POCE) currently
being constructed at Pulse Sciences Incorporated (PSI). The POCE is designed to
accelerate a 10 kA, 3.5 MeV electron beam to 9.5 MeV after four passes through
two sets of 1.5 MeV induction modules (each module incorporating 5 cells). The
issues related to beam instabilities and beam transport, as well as cavity and gap
modeling for the acceleration module arc presented.

cated on the two straight sections of a race-
Introduction trackconfiguration.

The Spiral Line Induction Accelerator The induction modules are energized for the
(SLIA) is a high-current (multi-kiloampere) entire beam transit in the PoCE; i.e.,
recixculating induction electron accelerator branched-magnetic switches planned for the
that incorporates steUarator windings to pro- SLIA will not be employed to reset the
vide strong-focusing quadrupole fields on modules between passes. The modules must
the recixculating bends. 1 The SLIA is an therefore provide sufficient flux swing
open-ended device that consists of a spiral (Volt-seconds) to accommodate the entire
racetrack configuration, with linear induc- beam transit through two passes. This con-
tion acceleration modules on the straight straint forces a small radius bend and a
sections. A single spiral beamline guides minimal dead time between passes. In the
the beam into the device, recirculates and PoCE the bends have a major radius of 80threads through the induction modules sev-
eral times, and then guides the beam out. cm, and the beam head of the second passenters each acceleration gap as the tail of the
The induction modules are reused several first pass leaves it. The beam is 35 ns long.
times, and can be reset between passes using The beamline minor radius in the bends is 3
branched magnetic switches. The effective
energy gain per unit length, which is typi- cm.
cally _<1MeV/m in a linear induction accel- Known equilibrium solutions for a beam in a
erator, is multiplied in the SLIA by the toroidal steUarator field have been used to
number of passes through the acceleration construct design parameters for each bend.
module. Beam injection and extraction are Parameters are chosen so that the beam tra-
greatly simplified by the open-ended geome- jectory (position and slope) at the exit of the
try of the SLIA, while the spiral geometry bend is identical to that at the entrance.
allows the use of static beam transport fields Several parameter choices satisfy this condi-
on each bend as the beam is accelerated, tion at the design energy for each bend. The

parameter set that displays the smallest
Proof-of-Concept Experiment chromaticeffectnear the designenergy,and

The PoCE consistsof a 20-gap accelerator, that satisfiesconstraintsrequired for beam
with an energy gain of 300 keV per gap, for stability with practical limits on fields and
a total energy gain of 6 MeV during accel- aperture, has been chosen. Table 1 displays
eration. The 20 gaps (or tens) are traversed the equilibrium parameter set chosen for
in two passes through a 10-cell accelerator, each of the three bends of the PoCE. The
with five cells in each of two acceleration beam injector is a 3.5 MeV accelerator. At
modules. The spiral beamline passes twice 10 kA the space-charge depression is ap-
through each module. The modules are Io- proximately 1 MeV, yielding an input en-

ergy of 2.5 MeV. Each pass through a five-
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"1' i , i,....... ,

Bend # Kinetic Axial Quad Quad Major Minor"
Energy Field Gradient Pitch Radius Radius

[MeV] [G] [G/cm] [cm] [cm] [cm]
IIII I I I I

1 4'0 5481' 254.5 62.8 .866 .559
i ii iii i i

2 5.5 5327. 208.4 83.8 .934 .556

3 7.0 5476. 183.1 196. 1.12 .525
i i

Table 1. PoCE Parameters.

cell module then adds 1.5 MeV to the en- of the beam energy, the instability will un-
ergy. In the stellarator bends, the avoidably occur at high energy, but its
equilibrium beam profile is an ellipse, with growth rate there is significantly weaker.
major and minor radii shown on the table. With the parallel choice of beam helieity,

the PoCE is theoretically stable to this
Beam Break-Up (BBU) Instability instability.

The BBU instability 2 is perhaps the most se- Beamline Design
rious scaling issue for the SLIA. The SLIA
will require that the transverse impedance of Identity Transformation- Matched
the accelerating ceils be < 10 f_/cm. Based partic!e orbits in a stellarator-focused bend
on impedance measurements at PSI, and are given by a superposition of betatron
simulations by MRC and LLNL, the PoCE oscillations at four different frequencies, and
is expected to be relatively insensitive to the may be expressed as
BBU. It will have a limited ability to detect
the instability if the growth rate is enhanced _(e) - x + iy

[ .by either increasing the beam current, reduc- = eimO/2 A+eiv+o + o+A+e.iv+Oing the focusing field, or using a tickler to
increase the initial beam offset.

eiV 0 A'e-iVCalculations at NRL indicate that the cou- + A + o el
piing between cavities should dramatically
reduce the growth of the BBU. 3 Recent where m is the number of stellarator periods

on a 360 ° bend, and m/2_v+_are the four be-simulations at MRC, however, show the po-
tential for only a modest reduction of the tatron frequencies. These orbits will return
transverse impedance for coupled cavities, to their initial transverse coordinates and
compared with uncoupled cavities, momenta at O---_ff m " 2Nm, v+ = N+ =--

2N++ - Nm, and v- = N- J"Nm - 2N... If Nm
Electromagnetic Three-Wave is an (even, odd) integer, then N_+must bean

Instability (even, odd) integer also. This gives an
identity transformation only at the matched

The SLIA is subject to a three-wave insta- energy, because v+ are functions of energy.bility that occurs at a resonance between a
waveguide mode of the vacuum chamber, a Envelope Matching: The beam
negative-energy beam mode, and the helical propagates in a solenoidal field through the
steUarator field (a zero-frequency mode with straight sections and enters a steUarator field
a wavelength equal to the pitch length)4. on the bends. In the transition, the beam

envelope must be matched from a round
The helicity of the stellarator field can be envelope in the solenoid field to an elliptical
parallel or anti-parallel to that of the electron beam envelope in the stellarator field. The
trajectory in the axial field. When it is beam matching strategy illustrated in Figure
parallel, the beam cyclotron mode is the 1 was suggested by M. Tiefenback at PSI
negative energy mode, and the three wave and developed at SAIC. It has been
coupling will be stable at low energy. Since generalized to allow thick focusing
the cyclotron frequency scales as the inverse elements, to include the fringe fields of the
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stellarator and vertical field coils, and to rcction coils are adjusted so that the centroid
permit the matching section to be displaced trajectory meets the axis with zero slope at
from the mouth of the bend. Using this the reference plane. With no correction
technique, it is now possible to match any coils the centroid trajectory may cross the
solenoid-stellarator transition in SLIA. A reference plane at {x0, Y0, x0', Y0'}. With a
fo.ature of this three element matching current of 1 A in the jth correction coil and
section, is that it allows tuning and no current in the other correction coils, the
flexibility that may not otherwise be centroid orbit switches to {Xi, Yi, Xi', Yi'}.
available using less elements, although less With current Ij in the jth coil, th_ tra_ecfory
elements are sufficient at times, may be written by linear superposition as
Centroid Correction: Beam offset 4

occursin straight solenoidsdue to fringe x-x0 = _ Ij (xj-x0).
fields. Correction dipoles are used to force j=l
the beam centroid back on axis. A
schematic of the coil configuration is shown This equation can be solved for the Ii's that
in Figure 2. The vertical and horizontal cor- satisfy x=y=x'=y'=0 at the reference plane.

SOLENOID _ I_ STELLARATOR------
ill I IIII

Q Q I

SolenoidTo Trap Quad ToRemove I

Beam At Beam Convergence or Quad To Remove Start MatchedBeam Here ..

Matched Radius Divergeaceland Skew Skew T_°mp°nents Propagate Backward
ROUNDa_J4 ALU_WSSEAM
STAYS ROUND TO EVOLVE TO ROUND

Figure 1. Beam Envelope Matching Scheme for the Solenoid-SteUarator Transition.

Start Plane
I

Correction Dipoles
(Vertical & Horizontal)

Referenlce Plane

Figure 2. Centroid Orbit Correction Coil Scheme.
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Three-Turn PoCE Simulation: To carry ramped in the straight sections, and the
out the three-turn simulation for the PoCE, radial magnetic field component associated
the individual bends were first matched and with the ramped axial component in the
corrected, as described above, in three straight sections is included in the simula-
separate simulations, using an envelope code tion.
(ABBY) that was specifically developed for A planar PoCE configuration has been
the SLIA project. The simulations included modeled as a test case to verify the efficacy
the acceleration term (_'/7) as well as the of the envelope matching and centroid cor-
axial and radial electric field components in rection coils used in the PoCE design. The
the accelerating gaps. Since the longitudinal results for a matched injection, shown in
magnetic field is slightly different in the Figure 3, indicate that the beam will return
three bends (see the table of equilibrium to the reference orbit (axis) in the straight
solutions above), that field component is section after each bend, with zero slope.

Centroid Displacements Beam Radii

O,2 ; ,,,_,_ -,'" 1,2 -. .... _=;_t.........

Q

-O.z ; O. = ....
t kml Z kml

0.7. : bl==.o """

--_.Z ;, ........,& ,_ I=_ ,G. im
zk-_

Figure 3. Planar ABBY Simulation of the Three.Turn PoCE.

Bend-to-Bend Coupling: The first and retuning the vertical field on the bend to
third bends of the PoCE are separated compensate for the average field error. The
vertically by approximately 30 cm, and the residual centroid error can be, removed by
fringe fields from one bend will act as field making a small adjustment in the centroid
errors on the electron orbits in the other correction coils. The beam envelope is very
bend. The effect of bend-to-bend coupling insensitive to the bend-to-bend coupling.
in the PoCE is similar to a 10% mismatch. These results indicate that magnetic
Most of this effect can be removed by
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shielding of the bends in the PoCE will not (¢=.0374 rad-cm), the computed beam enve-
be needed, lope undergoes five betatron oscillations
Coil Tolerances: Studies of the over the length of the system. The experi-
sensitivity of the beam centroid and ment gives four betatron oscillations. Using
envelope equilibria to the accuracy with experimental data to correct the emittance to
which the stellarator winding is set indicate ¢=.0177 rad-cm brings the computed
that random and semi-random winding betatron frequency into agreement with the
errors of +_30mils have no effect. PSI has measurements.
designed and wound the stellarator coils to NRL has carried out an extensive program
+_.5mils. of simulating this experiment. Their results

indicate that the beam has a "core-halo"
"Straight-Bend" Experiment: As a distribution. With this distribution theypreliminary experiment, PSI has constructed
a straight system consisting of a solenoid- reproduce not only the betatron frequency,but also the damping of the betatron
stellarator transition, thus simulating the oscillations due to phase mixing andfields in the bends without curvaure. This
experiment was carried out at an energy of emittance growth. 5 The damping effect
850 keV and a beam current of 200 A. The cannot be captured with a linear envelope

model, such as ABBY. Experiments at PSI
results of simulations of this experiment have detected the presence of a beam halo.using the ABBY code are shown in Figure 4.
Using the Lawson-Penner emittance

WithoutCorrectingEmittanoe WithCorrectedEmittanco
(e- .0374rad-cm) (_- .0177rad-cm)

o.98 07-(_-91 SBI 6E=. 8e. 0374NH 0.85 07-CCT-91 SB16E=. 8e. 0177N

0.49 -- 0.42

0.24 0.21

0.00 -- ,,, 0.00 ........
340.00,r,'.a3$35'.t__33'.50",3_'._382,'.1",,_.oo 3,0.004_;.,,_s3_'._,633'.,0",31'.3_82,'.1_,27.00

(z) ((csst)) (zl ((c_))

Figure 4. ABBY Simulations of PSl's "Straight-Bend" Experiment.

High-Order Envelope Model moments of the relativistic Vlasov equationto obtain a system of partial differential
A new, nonlinear envelope model is under equations in z and t. The z coordinate is dis-
development to include energy spread, non- crefized and a system of ordinary differential
linear fields, high-order correlations and equations in time is solved in each cell from
emittance growth, and time-dependent ef- specified initial conditions.
fects. The current implementation of this
model includes terms up to fourth order, as Acknowledgment
well as nonlinear space-charge effects, in a This work has been supported by
straight geometry. DARPA/NSWC under Contract No.
The formulation of the model is based on N60921-91-C-0148.
taking transverse spatial averages of the
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The SLIA PoCE design effort laas been car-
ried out by a collaboration between PSI,
SAIC, MRC, NRL, and LLNL. It is a plea-
sure to acknowledge many fruitful discus-
sions with all the members of this design
team.
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Introduction

Two years ago, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) began a study of the

viability and relative utility of recirculating induction accelerators as drivers for Heavy Ion

Fusion (HIF). The final draft of the report detailing the results in 284 pages was completed in

September, 1991 [ref 1]. As well as broadly involving the collaboration of many researchers

from several groups at LLNL, it also benefited from contributions from several individuals in the

HIF program at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) and from others in the HIF conmmnity

nationwide. This presentation summarizes the key findings given in that report.

From its inception, the HIF community has pursued three driver options: the RF linac, the

induction linac, and the synchrotron. The RF linac has the most mature technology and, while the

most expensive, is the principal driver candidate in the European HIF programs. The induction

linac has a simple configuration, but has less mature technology - it is the principal candidate in

the U.S. The synchrotron, while the cheapest, was rejected long ago because of the long resi-

dence time of the beam, about one second, which is intolerable because of beam loss. The recir-

culating induction accelerator, or recirculator, has features in common with induction linacs and

synchrotrons. It has the high current accelerating capability associated with induction cores.

Like a synchrotron, it is circular and so "reuses" components in accelerating a given collection of

ions, but, unlike the synchrotron, it has a short residence time, of the order of a millisecond.

Since the beginning of serious consideration of HIF, a number of researchers [ref 2-6] have

advanced concepts that have, in some measure, been incorporated into the designs presented

here.

The key notion of the recirculator is the extension of the induction-linac technology with

significant potential for cost reduction. The most expensive components of an induction linac are

the induction cores, the focusing magnets, the pulsers, and the structure. At the expense of

adding pulsed dipole bending magnets, the recirculator can reduce cost drastically by decreasing

the number of needed components, since the circumference of a recirculator can be as low as

20% of the length of the comparable induction linac. Furthermore, the induction cells of the
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recirculator can have a lower voltage per pass than those of the linac. Consequently, the induc-

tion cores can be much smaller and cheaper.

Study Methodology

During the study, we first sought to identify and to evaluate the major physics issues and,

thereby, to focus upon feasible accelerator configurations. We then derived system requirements

and identified the major engineering issues. We could then conduct system tradeoffs of limited

scope and could estimate the cost and expected efficiencies for several recirculator designs. The

last several steps, the systems-engineering studies, were conducted with a recirculator-systems

model based on physics and engineering design relationships. We calculated feasible system

parameters for wide variety of configurations. Approximate costs were determined with algo-

rithms based on "bottom-up" estimates of specific designs, and system efficiencies were deter-

mined from component designs. Although system tradeoffs were investigated, we had no full

fledged optimization capability.

In all these studies, we assumed as given a specific input from the injector, a given

performance of the final focus and target chambers, and a given set of fusion target requirements.

These assumed parameters are listed in Table 1. This study focused on the design of the HI

accelerator itself. A complete system study would certainly conduct an end-to-end optimization,

from the injector to and including the target.

Table 1. Systems Parameters Assumed for Target and Rgactor
Requirements.

"i_btal15ulseEnergy 4 MJ ....
Final Heavy Ion Energy 10 GeV
Heavy Ion Atomic Mass 200
Charge State of Heavy Ions + 1
Total Electrical Charge in Ion Pulse 400 ].tC
Main Pulse Duration at Target 10 ns
Target Stopping Range '0.15 gm cm2
Final Spot Radius on Target 1.5 mm
Final Normalized Emittance 0.001 cm-rad

Final Momentum Spread ..... 0.004
Repetition Rate 10 Hz ........
Accelerator Efficiency times Target Gain > 10
Accelerato r Efficiency ...... _>.213
Power Plant Lifetime 30 _,ears
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There are a large number of "physics" issues which place constraints on possible

recirculator designs. The dipole fields must be ramped accurately, and the dipole field energy

must be recovered very efficiently. Beam optics in the space-charge-limited regime and the

maximum magnetic field place limits on the number of rings. At the highest energy, the high

angular velocity of the beam stresses the repetition rate of the induction cell pulsers, and some

designs require that these pulsers have a turn-to-turn variable format to maintain the appropriate

schedule of pulse compression. Because the residence time is longer than in an induction linac,

greater care must be taken to avoid excessive beam loss through beam-beam charge exchange;

consequently, limits on the current density must be observed, and this places a minimum on the

beam radius. Such considerations as the maximum feasible quadrupole field and the cost of large

bore quadrupoles imply that the charge must be transported in several space-charge-limited

beams, not one. Likewise, because the beam passes through the same spot repeatedly, there must

be stringent vacuum requirements to avoid excessive beam loss through ion-neutral collisions

and ion-wall interactions. As in the case of induction linacs, care must be taken to avoid stimulat-

ing beam instabilities; beam break-up and longitudinal instabilities seem to be controllable. In

each accelerating ring, there must be a straight injection/extraction section. Since the geometry

of the beams may be different in the ring than in the injection/extraction section, there may be

beam manipulations entering and exiting it. Throughout the entire accelerator, emittance must be

preserved so that the beam may be focused to a small spot on the target.

Our approach has been to develop point designs. Since a broad range of design philoso-

phies were possible, we selected three different point designs, listed in Table 2. This approach

allowed us to present the trade-offs for different design goals and priorities.

Model "T" (for technology) is our baseline design. Our goal was to establish a f'n'm and

believable foundation for cost estimates. Thus we chose to use only today's technology at

today's prices. This allowed us to make a concrete tally of the components at verifiable costs.

This approach also allowed us to perform a first engineering study of individual components and

subsystems. It was gratifying to find that a recirculator driver system could be constructed with

no large technological extrapolations. This, however, was not a fully optimized recirculator

design. In order to establish a well-founded data point, a similar linear driver system (which is

also not fully optimized) was designed, and a component-by--component comparison was made,

using the same costing algorithms to the extent possible. In this particular comparison, the

recirculator (based on Model "T") was shown to reduce the cost by a factor of 2.7.

The philosophy of"today's technology" underlying the "T' model constrained us quite

severely in our design parameter space. As a consequence, the cost and efficiency results were

expected to be far from the best achievable driver system to be constructed several decades from

now. This motivated us to pursue the "C" model ("C" for "cost" reduction). The approach here
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Table 2. Some Comparisons of the "T", "C", and "P" Designs.

.......... ""T" ...... "c" "'P"

Description Today's Technology Low cost ,adV. tech. Lqw physic i risk.
Risk
Number of rings '.... 4 .... 3 ....... 3
Number of 4 ..... 4..... 1-
Beamlines
Number of 4 4...... 1....
Beamlines per core .........
Induction module Line type FET switches' FET switches
pulsers in HER modulator
Dipole magnetic Sinusoidal .... Linear ..... Linear "
field temporal
ramp
Superconducting ......... No Yes ' NO "
dipole bias field in
HER?

Numl_'r of laps per ' 50 ...... 100 ....... 50 "
ring _ ......
Circumference of 3553 m 1934 m 423i na
HER
Linear'buncher No " Yes ..... No
section after HER?
Acceleration 'constant pulse continuous bunch continuous bunch
schedu!e duration compression compress!on .........

was to make reasonable extrapolations of the cost of several critical components, with the pre-

sumption that the need for fusion drivers would stimulate manufacturing R&D in industries.

These cost assumptions have allowed us to employ components that would otherwise be too

costly for the design of a much more efficient recirculator driver. The projected total cost of a

Model "C" driver is less than $500M in today's dollars, with the high-technology components of

the main accelerator (induction cores, pulsers, focusing and bending magnets) accounting for

roughly one third of the total cost. The other two-thirds goes to facilities, prime power, adminis-

tration, installation, auxiliary systems and various special subsystems. The projected efficiency
of the Model "C" is about 35%.

In our recirculator designs, much of the physics risk is associated with multiple beams in

a circular geometry. These risks can be eliminated if a recirculating accelerator with several

beams (as is the case with both Model "T" and "C") is replaced by several independent

recirculators each with one beam only. This was the motivation behind Model "P" ("P" for

"12hysics" risk minimization) which was constructed to demonstrate the trade--off between
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physics risks and cost and efficiency gains. Model "P" has 20% efficiency, but its cost is slightly

more than a factor of two over the lowest cost version.

Sample Point Design

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the "C" design; and Table 3 lists some of its parameters.

Because of the limited dynamic range on the cell pulsers and dipole magnets, there are three

rings to cover three energy ranges: the LER (low energy range), the MER (medium), and the

HER (high). The upper limit on the number of laps in each ring is essentially established by

residence time and pumping rate requirements. Within each ring, there are four separate beams,

each carrying 100l.tC. To reduce component cost, these beams are arranged in a two by two

matrix pattern and share quadrupoles and dipoles. In each ring there is a short injection/extrac-

tion section in which the beams may be either be introduced or removed from the ring. Because

of the geometry of the Panovsky quadmpoles (ref 7) and the kicker dipoles in these sections, the

Mediumenergyring
50 MeV-1 GeV

Lowenergyring 30-2.5 I_s3.0-50 MeV
20O-30_s

Reactor
10 GeV
0.01i_s

308rn _ Highenergyring
Injector ..r 1--10GeV

2.5-0.25llS

Figure 1. Schematic geometry of "C" HI accelerator design.
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Table 3. Some parameters for the C design recirculator.

" LER .......MER .... HER .....

Initial energy (GeV) _ 0.003 _ ......... 0'105 ........... 1.0 .............
Final energy (GeV) _ 0.'05 1.0 10.0
Initial pulse duration 200 ........ 30......... 2.5
(_s) ,
Final pul_seduration 30 ....... 2'5 ...... 0.25 .......
(_ts)

Circumfc-re..nce (m) ......... 700 885 .... .. 1934.......' i

beams were arranged in a vertical 1 x 4 pattern. The beam optics between the 2 x 2 and 1 x 4

patterns have been carefully designed to prevent objectionable growth of emittance.

Each of the "physics" issues mentioned above was examined in the context of the point

designs. The code CIRCE was written for the Cray X/MP and Y/MP computers to design the

lattice and the acceleration schedule and to examine the effects of misalignments and field errors.

A quasi-static theory has been developed to determine the upper limit on emittance growth in

each ring, and has subsequently (after the completion of the report) been substantiated by de-

tailed 3D PIC WARP simulations. (ref 8) Analytic theories and numerical solutions have exam-

ined the growth rates of all known beam instabilities and the pumping rate requirements.

The study has included a systematic conceptual engineering designs of all systems, most

notably, the bending magnets and their pulsers, the accelerating cells and pulsers, and the focus-

ing systems. Questions of costs and system efficiency have been paramount. Because of the large

energy stored in the peak field of the bending magnets, viz., about 36 MJ in the HER of the "T"

design (and 76 MJ total), it was necessary to devise a system which has an energy recovery

efficiency of over 95%. In the "C" design, significant energy efficiencies and cost reductions

were realized by the use of dipole bending magnet design in which the superconducting bias

magnet was used to decrease the excursions needed in the ramped field, and a compensating

alternator was used to provide a nearly linear drive and to reduce, thereby, the peak field re-

quired. Likewise, the peak angular frequency in the HER ring prompted the design of modula-

tors which could sustain peak repetition frequencies of 50 kHz. All of the relations governing

the performance and cost of the recirculator were programmed into a spreadsheet, which was

used for trade-off studies during the development of the three point designs. The cost model

included installation and commissioning costs and the administrative and engineering expenses.

Table 4 shows the division of costs and power budgets for the final "C" design, which has a total

cost of about $500M and a driver efficiency of about 35%. Note that cost reduction has reached a

point of diminishing returns since the cost of the accelerator subsystems (focusing, bending,

induction cells, and cell pulsers) is only 34% of the total cost while items like prime power and
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Table 4. Relative costs and power consumption in the "C" design. Total cost is
$497M and the total beam power is 40 MW.

........................... i- FractionalCost- - i]

Focusing ............ ! _ 9@ - -
iBend_hg .......... - J._-.i .... 6%

iIndUction Cores ...... [ 8%
iPuisei's ........................... I .......... 26%
A&E, installat'_bn .......... [ ....... 23% ......

_me power _ facilities i 21J% .................Auxiliary. i...... i......... 29%

! Fractional 'power-
..,.. __nsumpti___n

IBeam ...............I .......35%.......I
Dipoles - i .... 24% '1

[ Acceieration Modules - [ 28% ........-1
[Miscellaneous'/ .... - I- "12% ..... ....._-' I

the cost of installation, which have mature technologies, predominate the costs. Likewise, the

system energy budget is very efficient - the bending dipoles, with the superconducting bias and

compensating-alternator pulsers, consume 25% of the energy budget, and the losses in the

induction cells are 28%, so that the total efficiency of power transfer to the beam is 35%.

Conclusions

This study has sharpened the focus for future recirculator studies. Future system studies

should include end-to-end optimization, including the performance of the target, so that the beam

energy and the ion mass, charge state, and final velocity all become optimization variables.

Collision cross-sections and sputtering rates were estimated here and should be confirmed by

careful measurements. Beam dynamic issues such as the growth rates of instabilities and of the

transverse emittance all merit more study. Because the success of the more advanced designs

hinges on high repetition rate modulators driving the induction cells, prototypes of increasing

power and repetition rate should be tested. Likewise, the bending dipoles with compensating

alternator pulsers and superconducting bias fields should also be prototyped.

The fundamental conclusions are that recirculators are feasible, that, for comparable

technology, they are significantly cheaper than linear induction heavy ion accelerators, and that,

with the cost associated with maturing technologies, a recirculator suitable for driving a fusion

power plant can cost about $500M.
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LOW EMITTANCE ACCELERATOR CAVITY DESIGN TO
MINIlVDZE AMPLIFICATION OF BEAM BREAKUP MODES

M. L. Sloan, J. R. Thompson, C. S. Kueny
Austin Research Associates, Austin, Texas 78746

Abstract

Theoretical analysis and computer simulation have been applied to obtain
cavitydesignsthatdramaticallyreducecumulativebeam breakupamplification
forsolenoidallyfocused,highcurrent,relativisticelectronbeam multiplegap
inductionaccelerators.Specificuseismade oflow emittance,longgap designs
whichprovidephasecancellationand attendantreducedbeam-eigenmode
coupling;an effecttheusualshortgap,orimpulse,approximationcannotaddress.
Specificcomparisonwitha standardshortgap cavitydesignfora 50 MeV, 10kA
inductionacceleratorillustratesthesignificantimprovementinbeam breakup
suppressionthatobtainswiththelow emittancelonggap acceleratorcavity
designs.

I. Introduction

Beam breakupinstabilityprocesseshavebeenfoundtoposesignificant

problemsforhighcurrent,multi-MeVinductionelectronaccelerators[I,2],

particularlythe cumulativetypeB instability[3].Some improvementin

performancehas beengainedby utilizationofgasfocusingorsimilarincreasein

focusingstrength[4];however,persistentbeam breakupproblemshave often

precludedoperationofsuchacceleratorsatfalldesigngoals.

Over thepastseveralyearsa new classofimpedancematchedinduction

acceleratorgap geometrieshavebeendevelopedwhichprovidesignificant

improvementinmaintenanceofbeam brightnessathighbeam currents[5].These

new geometriesarecharacterizedby long,adiabaticacceleratinggapsand TEM

powerfeedstructures,asillustratedinFigureI. Althoughinitialconjecturesthat

suchstructuresmightbe _mmune tobeam breakup[2]wereshown under

subsequentanalysistobeincorrect[6],intensiveinvestigationduringthepast12

months has demonstratedthatsuchstructurescanbe configuredtosignificantly

reducebeam breakupwellbelowlevelsachievablewithconventionalaccelerating

cavity geometries.
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TEM 3-inchinnerguidewallradius
Feed 9-inchouterguidewan radius
Structure 33-inchacceleratorgap

ii

Figure 1. High brightness accelerating cavity.

If.ProceduresforInvestigationofBeam Breakup

Usingthesinglemode approximation,thecumulativebeam breakupgain

pergap fora solenoidalmagneticfieldguidedrelativisticelectronbeam may be

expressed[6]:

2
L

_z[_E_-c_-_ E_l___oexp[-_=+__ ] <I_
G = 2.5 QI o

CO2B f d3x [El 2

where I is the beam current in kiloamperes; B, the magnetic guide field in

kilogauss; co,the frequency of the cavity resonance; g_,the relativistic cyclotron

frequency; Q, the resonant cavity quality factor; L, the accelerator gap length; and

E(r,z), the electric field of the cavity resonance.

For a conventional small gap accelerating cavity (i.e., L _ 0) of volume

_R2L dominated by a TM E z field, Equation (1) yields the conventional beam

breakupgainscaling.

G- QIL (2)
BR

Giventhatcavitygeometry,beam currentand focusingstrengthareoftenfixedby

otherconsiderations,theusualprocedureemployedtomitigatebeam breakupisto
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devise dissipative loading of accelerating cavity structures to reduce Q. This

procedure is effective up to a point; in practice the overall minimum attainable

Q is usually of the order of 2 - 10.

However, in addition to Q spoiling of the accelerating cavity, Equation (1)

indicates a further approach offered by the high brightness, wide gap cavity

designs; namely, phase cancellation between the propagating negative energy

beam eigenmode and the cavity fields, as indicated by the overlap integral in the

numerator of Equation (2). Specifically, if the cavity eigenmode is sufficiently

extended in z [e.g., of the form exp (-z/Q)]and the focusing wavelength sufficiently

short [OMc = BQ/1.77 > 1], significant phase cancellation may occur resulting in a

reduced gain of the form:

G_ ____QI f 1 (3)
B R (1 + 0.35 B 2_2/ 72)

In order to determine whether such improvements can be realized with the

high brightness gap designs, a relativistic electron beam, cumulative beam

breakup simulation code, BREAKUP, has been developed and benchmarked

against known analytic solutions. This simulation code determines the beam

breakup amplification factor over a specified frequency band for acceleration gap

structures of arbitrary axisymmetric design and arbitrary resistive loading. Using

BREAKETP, conventional high current, multi-MeV electron accelerator cavity

structures as well as the high brightness structures have been exomined and the

resulting total amplification factors compared. One specific comparison is noted

below.

III. Comparison of Conventional and High Brightness Cavity Structures

Typical of conventional accelerator cavity design is the structure shown in

Figure 2, which is modeled after an ATA design [7]. By appropriate loading, the

Qs of this cavity can be brought in line with quoted values [7] and the resulting

beam breakup amplification calculated by BREAKUP. As noted, the third TM

resonance appears to dominote beam breakup [7]. This is borne out by the
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i it i i,,i

S-inch inner guide wall radius
14-inch outer radius
1-inch accelerator gap

m

Figure 2. Conventional accelerator cavity.

BREAKLrP simulation data shown in Figure 3 which spans the frequency space of

the second and third cavity resonances. The peak gain value for this cavity is

calculated by BREAKUP to be

G = I (4) _ _ i ,
18 B '_ i i ! i ...._ _ _

, • i i i! ! ....... _ i
i ' il , , i

Similarly, the beam bre , i ,
0.80.... i i i i i ........ ! _ :

• ! _ i

i

characteristics of the high ,i _t , i ,_ ! ',
=: 0.70- _ ,r:l _ !: ,_,,

brightnessacceleratingcavity _,."o._ ii ,i ,i ii" il tl i i
_z i 'i _ , _ ] i i

' i !

of Figure 1 have been _ i _ ' ' ! i !o.so.=I , ! ...i7.i i.........

examined. An exhaustive _ i ! i , ,i !, i i

searchwas conductedto _ i _' ' ,_ ,_ _, i
' i |i i !o.3o_ ) J l i i , j

determine the best achievable ! i ....J i ' ' i

o.o.,, ,Q spoilingofthecavity.This o.,o._i !_ ,' i_ i

will not be detailed here; i ,i ii _ i

sufficeittosaythatcavity o._o_o _.oo_o 2.__o _.__.so,._ ,._s._
(x10"_ra_s)

loading dominated by a w,oE_,c

relatively simple 50 Ohms per Figure 3. Conventional cavity gain curve.
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squareresistivesleeveinsertintheTEM powerfeedlineprovedoptimum. The

BREAKUP-computed gaincurveforthiscavityisshown inFigure4,witha peak

gaingivenby

: : z : i , : {

G = I (5) 1.00- - : !.......... ' ' ' • -! : _' .

{ • _ { I { :34B , I ir] r] , ,, I _ ,
o.9o-- _ + __!--_ . . . #41.._ 4-_------!_-

i t i 1 Ii i ¢" i J_ .__
i f i i ! i ! _ t

We note,however,that o._. ' ', ' _:- .;: ,_ ,----, ,. '.

the aboveBREAKUP 8_ o.,o-_! ! ----_i ' _ -! " '_
simulationswere carriedout _ 0.60- , , :---.- , ,.... -

_z i ! i i i i

for very small magnetic field _ i _ _ _ _ _ i _ i

values, in the range of 10 "_"7 _ o._-

I ....."#" i i , . i ,,. i i
kilogauss.Ifwe raisethevalue o,o- ,_ E' ' '_ _ '
of the magnetic guide field a o_o. _ Ii. ! ! _ ! i ! i.

factor of 10, the narrow gap o,o_
i i i i : :

amplification formula remains o.oo ! , , i ....i i

unchanged;however,thehigh o._o_o1.oo1_ _oo2.6o3.003.60,._,_os.oo(x 10"_ r'_/s)

brightness cavity gain as wxoE_,c

computed by BREAKUP Figure 4. High brightness cavity gain curve.

simulation code shows a lower

numerical value G = I/(59 B), indicating the onset of phase canceiJation reduction.

With another factor of 10 increase in magnetic field, the gain curve shown in

Figure 5 is obtained, exhibiting little of the original resonance structuring of

Figure 4, with a marked decrease in gain to G = I/(5000 B). These lower values

are consistent with the phase cancellation reduction factor of Equation (3).

Indeed, a good fit to the Equation (3) scaling obtains for an _ = 25 cm, allowing

the high brightness cavity gain to be expressed.

G = I 1 (6)
34B (1 +230B2/72)

The gain formula for the standard narrow gap cavity of course shows no such

reduction.
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In order to

calculate the total gain ii ii i,. _i i ii i :,i :i• ,

'°° t !through an accelerator, _ _ I i i i 't i _ i
o_- , , _ i i i.... , i

the gains given by _ i i i ' 'i _ i i
.... , i i ! i i ; ii

Equations (4) and (6) 0.80- _ i--T-_ i i ' ' _ ' '

may be cumulatively _ i ' i !-Ii 'i I i
0.60" : ' i ..... : ! i ....._........

summed over the
° i i i i........

number of accelerating _ , , , , ,
_ _ : .....

t ] = , .cavities, starting _ i ...., _ , ,'! ! ! _ i i
t = : :

with 7= 1 up to the _, ',, , _..... , _,_ _=
i I i i i ,i

02.0_ i ! _ ! , _
final desired 7. For ' i i ! i i

0.I0- " : " _" "" " _ ' '

acceleration of a 10 kA ' _ _ _ _ _
0.00"

electron beam to 50MeV o._ o_o ,._ ,.so 2._ 2_o 3._ 3.5o ,._ ,.5o s._
(x10"_ra_s}

energy, utilizing 200 w,o_x_c

250 kV/gap accelerating Figure 5. High brightness cavity gain curve

cavities, the overall showing phase cancellation reduction.

gain for the standard cavity design is given by

while the cumulative gain for the high brightness cavity may be expressed

(allowing the replacement of the sum with an appropriate integral)

G = expf5_8(l+0"15Barctm_ 1 )1]--- 0.15B' (8)
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The comparisonofthenumber ofe-foldsofbeam breakupforthetwo different

cavitiesisshown inTableI formagneticfieldsrangingfrom1.0to10.0kilogauss.

TABLE I

NUMBER OF E-FOLDS

STANDARD HIGH BRIGHTNESS
B[kG] DESIGN DESIGN

1.0 110. 46.
2.0 56. 18.
3.0 37. 9.5
4.0 28. 5.6
5.0 22. 3.6
6.0 19. 2.4
7.0 16. 1.7
8.0 14. 1.2
9.0 12. 0.91

I0.0 11. 0.69

The ATA literature [8] dearly indicates the desirability of limiting beam breakup

amplification to less than 10 total e-folds down the accelerator. With the

conventional cavity, this would require a rather large 10 kilogauss magnetic guide

field, while the high brightness cavity would allow such reduced e-folds to be

achieved with about 1/3 that value. Or stated another way, with a nomins] 6.0

kilogauss guide field, the conventional cavity accelerator would exhibit some 19

e-folds, or an overall gain of some 2 x 108, while a high brightness cavity

accelerator would suffer a total overall beam breakup gain of only 11.

IV. SummAry

The large accelerating gap inherent to the high beam brightness cavity

structures provides a means of significant reduction of cumulative beam breakup

gain through phase cancellation between the negative energy beam eigenmode and

the attendant cavity eigenmodes. Follow-on experimental investigation of such
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designstoconfirmtheirinherentbeam breakupsuppression,aswellashigh

brightnessadvantages,shouldbe carriedout.
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Abstract
The laser wakefield acceleration concept is studied using a general 2D formulation based on

relativistic fluid equations. Simulations of an intense laser pulse propagating in a plasma address
both optical guiding and wakefield generation issues. It is shown that relativistic guiding is
ineffective in preventing the diffraction of shortpulses and long pulses are brokenup into beamlet
segments due to wakefield effects. The use of preformed plasma density channels or tailoredpulse
profiles allows intense laser propagation over many Rayleigh lengths. The ponderomotive force
associated with the laser pulse envelope generates large amplitude accelerating and focusing
wakefields over long distances to achieve electrontrapping, acceleration and focusing.

Inmxluction

The possibility of utilizing the fields of intense laser beams to accelerateparticles to high energies has

attracteda greatdeal of interest.1-.4 The fundamentalmotivation for studyinglaser drivenacceleratorsis the ultra-

high fieldsassociatedwithhigh intensity pulsedlasers. The lasertransverseelectricfield in units of TV/m is given

by

EL(TV/m) = 2 6 x 10-9I 1/2" L [W/cm2] = 3aL/) [̀_n],

where IL is the laser intensity in W/cm2, ), is the laser wavelength in um and aL is the unitless laser strength

parameter. Recent developments in compact laser systems5"8 has resulted in laser intensities of IL -- 1018

W/cm2(aL;_1) for )` = 1 urn. The transverseelectricfield associated withthese lasers is typically,EL _ 3 TV/m.

The various laser acceleration concepts involve transforming a small fraction of the transverselaser field into an

effective longitudinalacceleratingfield.

A laser driven plasma wave accelerator that has a number of attractive features is the laser wakefield

accelerator9"17 (LWFA). In the LWFA, a short (~ 1 psec) intense (aL ~ 1) laser pulse propagatesthrough an

underdenseplasma, ),2/),2 << 1, where ),p = 21rC/Wpis the plasma wavelength and Wp= (4_e2no/mo)1/2 is the

plasma frequency. If the laserpulse length, crL, is approximatelyequal to the plasmawavelength, c r L ffi),p, the

ponderomotive force associated with the laser pulse envelope, Fp ~ Va2, can generate a trailing large amplitude

plasma wave (wakefield) with phase velocity equal to the laser pulse group velocity by expelling electrons from

the regionof the laserpulse. The accelerating gradientandtransverse focusing field associated with the wakefield

can accelerate and focus a trailingelectronbeam. The ratio of the accelerating field to the laser field in the LWFA

is given by13"16

a

g /E L 1.6 x 10 -11 -3 1/2)` Lacc = (no [cm ] ) [_m_] 2 1/2'

(l+aL/2)



wherenoistheambientplasmadensityincm"3.Forno= 1017cm"3,aL = Iand),= Isan,theacceleratingfield

isEacc - 12OeV/m,whichis0.4%ofthelaserfieldEL (~3 TV/m).IntheLWFA, theplasmaservesadual

purpose,itactsasamediumwhichi)_'_msformsa fraction(-I%)ofthelaserfieldintoanacceleratingfieldand

ii)modifiestherefractiveindextoopticallyguidethelaserpulse.

Intheabsenceofopticalguiding,themajorlimitationoflaseraccelerationschemesisthelimited

acceleration distance, due to diffraction,11,12 which is given by Lint -- lrZR, where ZR = _rL_]_ is the vacuum

Rayleighlength andrio is theminimum waist. The maximumenergygain of the electronbeam in a single stage is

AW - EmaxLint which,in the limita_. << 1, may be writtenas

AW[MeV] ,,580 (),/),p)PL[TW].

As anexample, consider a _'L= I psec linearlypolarizedlaser pulse with PL= I0 TW, ). = I tan andrL = 30 ,m

(aL = 0.72). The requirement thatcI"L ,_)_pimplies a plasma density of no = 1.2 x 1016 cm-3. The wakefield

amplitude is Eacc = 2.0 GeV/m and the interaction length is Lint = 0.9 cm. Hence, a properly phased trailing

electron bunch would only gain an energy of AW= 18 MeV in a single stage without optical guiding. The

interaction length andconsequently the electron energy gain, may be greatly increased by optically guiding the

laser pulse in the plasma. In plasmas, nonlinearand relativistic effects associated with intense laser fields can

significantly modify the propagationcharacteristicsof the laser.11-28 Opticalguiding in plasmas canbe achieved

by relativistic effects,11-26 preformeddensity channels15"17or tailoredlaser pulse profiles.15,17

NonlinearFormulation

A fully nonlinear, relativistic, two-dimensionaiaxisymmetriclaser-plasmapropagation model is formulated

and numericallyevaluated for laserpulses of ultra-high intensities and arbitrarypolarizations. 17 The formulation

has a number of unique features which allow fornumerical simulations to be carried out over extended laser

propagation distances. The appropriate Maxwell-Fluid equations are recast into a convenient form by i)

performing a change of variables to the speed of light frame, ii) applying the quasi-static approximation 13,14

(QSA), iii) expanding in two small parameters(which areindependent of the laser intensity) andiv) averaging over

the fast spatial scale length, i.e., the laserwavelength.

The plasma is modelled using relativistic cold fluid equations. The momentum and continuity equations

are du/dt =cV¢ + aa/at - cu ,, (V x a)/-r and a(/,-/)/at + cV. (;,u) = o, respectively, where a = le IA/moC2and

= Ie Iq,/moc2 are the normalized vector and scalar potentials, respectively, u -- 12/moCis the normalized fluid

momentum, ;, =n/Tno, n is the electron density, no is the ambientdensity, _/= (1 + u2) 1/2 is the relativistic factor,

and - le I and mo arethe electron charge and rest mass, respectively. In the following, the Coulomb gauge is used

(V. a =0), the ions areassumed stationaryand thermal effects are neglected.13,14

The full set of equations arerecast into speed of fight coordinates by changing variables fromz,t to g = z-ct

and T= t, where z and t are laboratory frame variables denoting the distance along the laser propagation axis and

time, respectively. The QSA 13,14 is then applied. The resulting equations are expanded to first order in the

parameters e 1= 1/krL<< 1 and '2 =kI_ << 1, where k = 2_,/_, kp =2a/Xp = _Op/C,and rL is the laser spot size.
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All the fluid and field quantities are expanded in slow and fast terms, i.e., Q = Qs + Qf" The fast quantities areof

the general formQf = (_f(r,_,,)exp(imk_;)/2 + c.c., wherem = 1,2,3,. and(_fis complex andslowly varyingin _.

Withinthis representation,thenonlinearfluidequationsareaveragedoverthe laserwavelength in the ( _,I-) frame.

The J.averaging allows for all the laser-plasma response quantitiesto be evaluatedon the slow spatialscale, i.e.,

Xpor c TL, permittingsolutions overextendedpropagationdistances.

The resulting equationsdescribethe slowly varyingcomponentsof the fluidandfield quantities:

V]2a. - k2pu - a(V$)/_;, (Z.)

V21,/, + 824,/a_;2 _ k2 (o)p(TP - P ), (lb)

(u. - =)/a_; - v(-f - $), (zo)

a(p(z + _,))/a_; = V.L. (pU.L), (Zd)

wherethesubscripts,denotingtheslowcomponentof thequantity,hasbeendropped,p(o) =n(O)/no,n(O)(r) is the

initial plasmadensity profilepriorto the laserinteractionwhich may be a functionof radialposition and1/,= $ - az

is the wake potential. Equations (la)-(ld) represent, respectively, the slow components of the wave, Poisson's,

momentumand continuityequations.

In obtaining Eq. (lc), the identity V x (u - a) = 0, showing the irrotational natureof the ponderomotive

flow, was used. It canhe shown thatthe quantity"r- uz - $ is aninvariantwhich is set equalto unity, i.e., its value

priorto the arrivalof the laserpulse. The slowly varyingcomponentof the relativisticfactoris

_,)-1 f I
9

7 - (1 + + u_ + la£12/2 + (1 + (2)_,)21/2,
I )

where a linearlypolarizedlaserpulsewith amplitude I_fl is assumedthroughoutthispaper. The transverse
A .

componentof thelaserradiationfield is af = _((r,_,r)exp(ik_;)/2+ c.c.,whereaf tsthecomplex,slowlyvarying

amplitudewhich satisfies theparabolic(reduced)wave equation,

f 2 I" 2 ^_Vi + 2c-lka/aT af =- kppaf. (3)

Within the QSA, the self-consistent, slowly varyingequations in the ( _,_')variables,describing the laser-plasma

interaction,to first orderin e1 and, 2, aregivenby Eqs. (1)-(3).

Equations (la)-(ld) can be combined to yield a single equation for $ in terms of I_fl 2 of the form

_2¢,/%_;2= G(_,,I_f12), where G is an involved function. The equation for _ is obtainedby notingthat p = (p(o)

+ Ir_2V_)/(l--+ #,)andU.L= p'lk_2V.L_¢,/__;.Note also thatthe refractive index is solely a functionof ¢, through

p, i.e., 'TR= 1 - k_p/2k2. Equation (3) together with _2#,/_ _;2= G completely describe the 2D-axisymmetric

8

laser-plasma interaction. The wake potential, $, is related to the axial electric field, Ez, of plasma response

(wakefield) by _z =" _¢'/_ _;,where l_.z = le IEz/moC2. Equations (1)-(3) reduce to models which have been

previously studied,i.e., the broadpulselimit13,14 (V.L-, 0) andtheaxially uniform pulse limit23"26 (a/_ _;-, 0).
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LWFA Simulations Results

a) _Short_ _vagation

Simulations 15'17 of short pulse propagation confirm the predictions of Refs. 13 and 14 that relativistic

guiding, which requires laser powers PL _ Pcrit = 17()`I>/X)2[GW], does not occur for short pulses, c, L < Xp/(l +

I_fl 2/'2)1/2. For short pulses the plasma can not collectively respond to modify the refractive index. The results

are shown in Fig. 1 for the parameters )`p = 0.03 an (no = 1.2 x 1016 cm'3), rL = Xp (Gaussian radial profile), X =

1 tan (ZR = 28 cm) and PL = Pcrir The initial axial laser profile is given by I_f(_;) I = aLsin(-+r_;/L)for 0 <. _;<

L = cr L, where aL = 0.9 for the above parameters. Simulations are performed for two laser pulse lengths, L = Xp

( rL = I ps) and L = Xp/4 (r L = 0.25 ps). The initial normalized laser intensity, I_fl 2 is shown in Ftg. 2 for L =

)`p. The spot size at the pulse center versus propagation distance c T is shown in Fig. 1 for (a) the vacuum

diffraction case, (b) the L = )`p/4 pulse and (c) the L = kp pulse. The L = ),i>/4 pulse diffracts almost as if in

vacuum. The L = kp pulse experiences a small amount of initial guiding before diffracting.

O.B

3 " o.e

0 ............. - • , - - - "_"_

0 2 4 6 8 10 -.- • -_'_ '_

c'r/ZR -_ "_ _. I"_--',

Fig.I.I.aserspotsizerL/kl)(at_=-L/2)vemus Fig.2.Nonnalizedlaserintensityl_fl2inthe
propagation distance,cr/Zp_,for (a) vacuum speedof light frame ( j;,r) at r = 0 for the

diffzaction, Co)pulse with L = kp/4, (c) pulse with L parametem aO= 0.9, L = rL = Xp = 0.03 cmand )` =

_1_ (d) a shaped pulse and(e)'achannel-guided 1 ten. The plasma flows from nght to left

b) Laser Pulse Modulation

The wakefield generated by the finite rise time of a long pulse can modulate the pulse structure. 15,17

Consider a long laser pulse in which the body of the pulse has a constant amplitude with PL =Pcrit and, therefore,

should be relativistically guided. The amplitude of the wakefield generated by the front of the pulse is determined

by the rise time. The wakefield, which consists of a plasma density modulation of the form 6n = 6no(r)cos(kp_;),

modifies the plasma's refractive index. 27 In regions of a local density channel, i.e., where 8 6n/ar > 0, the

radiation focuses. In regions where a 6n/_)r< 0, diffraction is enhanced.

Pulse modulation is illustrated by a simulation of a long pulse (a long rise, I._se = 5 ),p, followed by a long

flattop region, Lflat = 5 )`p) with PL = Pcrit (aL = 0.09, rL = 10 ),p, kp = 0.03 cm and k = 1 tim). Simulations

indicate that for PL > Pcrit, an unstable wakefield is excited at the front of the pulse and rapidly modulates the
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pulse profile. Figure 3 shows the pulse modulation, where IA 2afl is plotted at c_.= 2ZR for the above initial

parameters.At highimemities, i.e., a_ >> I, the modulationis reduced.

c) Pulse Provagationin a PlasmaDensity Channel

A preformed plasma density channel can guide short, intense laser pulses. 15"17 In the weak laser pulse

limit, I_fl 2 << l, the index of refractionis given by VR= 1 -k_p(°)/2k 2. Optical guiding requires _nR/Sr < O,

hence, a preformed density channel, n(°)(r) =nog(°)(r), may prevent pulse diffraction. Analysis of the wave

equation in the weak pulse limit indicates that a parabolic density channel will guide a Gaussian laser beam

provided that the depth of the density channel15"17is &nffi1/frer_, where An= n(°)(rL) - n(°)(0) and re is the

classicalelectron radius.

A simulation of channel guiding is shown in Figs. 4 for a laser pulse with the initial conditions of Fig. 2

propagating in a parabolic density channel with An = 1.3 x l015 cm-3 andn(°)(0) = 1.2 x l016 cm"3. Figure 4

shows the laser intensity at c r = 10 ZR. The laser pulse shows some distortionsbut remains essentially guided.

Guiding is confirmedby the rL(cr) plot in Fig. l(e). The rL(cr) oscillations indicate a slight mismatch between

the laser and channel parameters. This is caused by the laser pulse furtherreducing the plasma density in the

region of peak laserintensities.

o. lO _ 2.0
0. °8 _t 1.5

o.O6 r _ II_

:y_0.04

o.o: o.5

...'?.,. "" 1_,I ,9

Fig.3. NormalizedlaserintensityI_f 12atcr = 2 Fig.4. Nonnal/zedlaserintensityI_f 12atcr = 10
ZR for alongpulseshowingmodulation. ZR forthelaserpulseof Fig. 2 propasalingina

plasma density channeL

d) ElectronTrapping,AccelerationandFocusing

The large amplitude wakefield which can be generated over extended distances in a preformedplasma

density channel can trap, focus and accelerate electrons to high energy. In the following, a laser pulse is

propagatedin a preformed plasma density channel with An= 3.16 x 1016 cm-3 andn(°)(0) = 7.8 x 1016 cm-3.

The laser pulse parameters are PL = 40 TW, aL = 0.72, rL = 0.5 ;_pand Xp= 0.012 cm. The laser pulse is

propagatedin the density channelover a distanceequalto c r = 20 ZR = 23 cm. In this example, the electrons me
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nearly totally expelled from the vicinity of the laser pulse. The maximum accelerating gradient is Eacc = 5.5

GV/m andthe maximum transversefieldat r = rL/2is Er = 3.0 GV/m. Figure 5(a) shows the configurationspace

for the cylindrically symmetric injectedelectron beam. The initial energy and radius of the continuous electron

beam is Einj = 2.0 MeV andrb = 10 _n, respectively. Figure5(b) shows the beam after being acceleratedto 1.0
GeV in a distance of c r = 20 cm. The initially continuous beam becomes bunched and focused during the

accelerationprocess. Approximately70% of the initial beam electrons are trappedand accelerated. Figure6(a)

shows the energydistributionof the injectedelectron beam andFig. 6(b) shows the final beam energydistribution

of the acceleratedbeam. In this example,only threeperiodsof the acceleratingwakefieldareshown.

2 ' 2 ..... ' " " "

1 1

-1 -I

-2 .... 2 .... ,

-4 -2 0 -4 -2 0

¢/x_ ¢/xp

i

Pig. 5. Transverseandlongitudinalspatialdistributionof a) injected electron beam, andb) electronbeam
acceleratedto I GeV in a distanceof 20 cm.
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Pig. 6. Energydistiibutionof a) injectedelectronbeam,andb) acceleratedbeam.
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e) Tailored Laser Pulse

A tailored laser pulse can propagate many Rayleigh lengths without significantly "alteringits original

profile. 15,17 Consider a long laser pulse, c_,L >> Xp, in which the spot size is tapered from a large value at the

front to a small value at the back, so that the laser power, PL " r_ I_fl 2, is constant throughout the pulse and equal

to Pcrir The leading portion (<< Xp) of the pulse will diffract as if in vacuum. 13,14 However, since rL is large at

the front of the pulse, the Rayleigh length is also large. Hence, the locally large spot size allows the pulse front to

propagate a long distance, whereas the body of the pulse will be relativistically guided. Also, since I_fl 2

increases slowly throughoutthe pulse, detrimental wakefield effects are reduced.

Figure 7(a) shows the initial profile of a tailored pulse in which I_fl increases from 0.09 to 0.9 over a

length Lrise = 2 Xp. Here, PL =Pcrit throughout the pulse, I_fl rL -- 0.9Xp (_,p = 0.03 cm, ), = 1/_m), which

implies a decrease in rL from 10Xp to Xp. At peak intensity the vacuum diffraction length is ZR = 28 cm. The

effectiveness ofpulse tailoring can be seen by the rL(cr) plot in Fig. l(d) and in Fig. 7('o), where aplot of I_fl 2 at

cr = 24 ZR demonstrates that the pulse is distorted but largely intact. At cT = 24 ZR = 6.8 m, the peak

accelerating gradient of the wakefield behind the pulse is Eacc = 1.3 GeV/m.

=I(a)-° _ ='° (b)

_=Iz ' o-

Fig. 7. Nonnalizedlasezinten_I_fl2at(a) r =0 andat(b)cr =24ZRforatailonm:lpulse.

Conclusions

The laser wakefield accelerator is capable of generating ultra-high accelerating and focusing fields over

extended distances (many Rayleigh lengths). The ultra-high accelerating gradients and focusing fields are

generated by the ponderomotive forces associated with the envelope of the laser pulse. These forces can totally

expel electrons from the vicinity of the laser pulse, leaving behind an effective positive charge which sweeps

through the plasma at the speed of light. It has been demonstrated that relativistic effects cannot prevent short laser

peises (cr L _; Xp) from diffracting. Preformed plasma density channels or tailored laser pulse profiles can provide

a means of propagating laser pulses many Rayleigh lengths. We have shown, using present-day laser technology,
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that the LWFA can produce accelerating gradients in excess of of 5.5 GVhn over distances greater than 20 cm. In

this example an injected uniform 4 MeV electron beam was accelerated to 1 GeV in a distance of 20 cm.
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CURRENT STATUS OF PULSE-POWER TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS AT LBT, NAGAOKA

K. Yatsui, W. Masuda, K. Masugata, W. Jiang, Y. Sekimoto,

G. Imada, T. Sonegawa and X. D. Kang

Laboratory of Beam Technology, Nagaoka University of Technology,

Nagaoka, Niigata 940-21, Japan

Tight focusing of an ion beam was obtained by "Plasma Focus
Diode". In addition to two-dimensionally line-focusing reported
previously, we achieved point focusing of the proton beam.

Quick charging Blumlein PFL was successfully developed. Using
saturable cores as a chargin_ inductor, we succeeded in the reduction
of prepulse and quick charging of the Blumlein line. Output pulse
of voltage _ 580 kV and current _ 24 kA with current rise time of
less than 16 ns. Various thin films were quickly prepared by Ion-
Beam Evaporation (IBE) such as ZnS, YBCO, BaTi03, BN, B, C, ITO,
apatite, etc. Basic characteristics were studied of ablation plasma
produced by the irradiation of ion beam on the targets.

Highly-repetitive excimer laser with subsonic gas flow is
developed by Ludwieg charge tube. Basic characteristics of gas
dynamics are studied by simulation. We developed a new circuit to
excite highly-repetitive excimer lasers, where a saturable
transformer is used in magnetic pulse compressor.

To control lightning artificially, we studied basic plasma channel
produced by TEA-C02 lasers in air.

INTRODUCTION

Since the establishment of our university in 1978, we started R & D of

pulse-power technology and its applications of charged particle beams

(intense, pulsed, _ight ion beam (LIB) or relativistic Klectron b_eam(REB)).

In this paper, current status of our research activities is overviewed such

as three-dimensional focusing of proton beam by spherical "plasma-focus

diode", basic characteristics of applied Br diodes, quickly charging Blumlein

pulse forming line. Various applications of pulse-power technology are

mentioned such as in materials science and laser engineering.

I • TIGHT FOCUSING OF PROTON BEAM BY SPHERICAL PLASMA-FOCUS DIODE

We have developed a spherical "plasma focus diode" (SPFD), a new self-

magnetically insulated, three-dimensionally focused ion-beam diode. Figure 1

shows the basic structure of SPFD. It consists of two spherical electrods,
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anode (50-mm I.D.) and cathode (40-mm O.D.) with the gap length of 5 mm. The

basic principle of SPFD is similar to the coaxial, two-dimensional focusing

"plasma focus diode" reported elsewhere._'z_

The experimental results of Rutherford scattering pinhole camera have shown

that the ion beam is toghtly focused toward the central axis. Figure 2 shows

the cross-sectional profile of the ion-beam obtained by the pinhole camera.

Results obtained at different axial positions have shown that the focusing

area is _ 1 mm long near the geometrical center. We have also used shodow-

box to measure the deflection angle of the ion beam. We have found that

average azimuthal diflection angle is very small (_ i °) and that the average

deflection in _ direction is relatively large (_ 5 °) especial at the upstream

of the electron flow. From the data of both pinhole camera and shadow-box,

we believe that ions is mostly focused into a small cylindrical volume with

0.5 mm in diameter and 2.5 am in length. Using four biased ion collectors

(BIC), we measured the ion-beam current distribution on the anode surface.

Figure 3 shows the typical waveforms of ion-beam current at four positions.

We see that the average ion-beam current density on the anode surface is _ 2

kA/cmz. With the above results, we have calculated the ion-beam current

density _ 680 kA/cm2 and the power density at the focusing area _ 0.54 TW/cm2

at the beam voltage of _ 0.8 MV.

]]. DEVELOPMENT OF QUICK CHARGING BLUMLEIN PFL

A compact, high voltage, discharge-switch free Blumlein PFL has been

developed for pulse-power applications. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the

PFL. In the PFL, we have utilized a saturable inductor of amorphous metallic

cores as a charging inductor (CI). As a result, quick charging of PFL

becomes possible with low prepulse level. In addition, using CI as a step-up

transformer in the output phase, twice of the output voltage of the PFL is

applied to the load. As a Blumlein switch, magnetic switch (MS) is utilized

to obtain a repetitive operation of PFL. Since the switching speed of MS is

almost propotional to the charging time, high-speed switching is obtained in

the quick charging BL.

Figure 5 shows the typical waveforms. We see PFL is charged to + 290 kV

by a fast Marx generater in _ 220 ns. After the charging, MS of amorphous
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core is saturated and the output of -290 kV, 50 kA, 60 ns is generated. The

output pulse is doubled in the volage in CI and the pulse of - 580 kV, 24 kA

is applied to the load with current rise time less than 16 ns. The energy

transfer efficency (output energy/charging energy of PFL) is estimated to be

more than 92 %.

IH. HIGH POWER DENSITY ION DIODES

-a) Evaluation of the Effect of Prepulse

In a high-power short gap-length diode, pre-formation of anode or cathode

plasma produced by a prepulse strongly affects the diode operation. To

evaluate the effect, self-magnetically insulated plasma-focus diode (PFD) is

used with vacuum flashover prepulse switch (VPS) on the pulse power generator,

"ETIGO-II".

Experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6. VPS of twelve discharge gaps is

installed in vacuum chamber. Before the experiment, the prepulse voltage is

evaluated by using a dummy load of inductor, from which it is reduced by VPS

to be less than ]/3 of that without VPS. PFD used has A-K gap of 5 mm and

length of _ 40 mm, and is constructed of a cyrindrical anode with epoxy filled

grooves (inner diameter = 33 mm), and a cathode of outer diameter of 23 mm.

With VPS, PFD is operated at relatively high impedance of _ lO fiwith diode

voltage _ l MV and diode current _ lO0 kA. In contrast to the above, PFD is

short circuited in evely shots in the absence of VPS.

-b) Evaluation of Gas Produced in the Diode Operation

In the shot of high power ion diode, a lot of morecules are released mainly

from anode. These molecules will be the source of anode plasma, which

affects the diode operation, such as the gap closure. To evaluate the

mechanism of production of molecules, species and quantity of these moleculers

are evaluated.

The diode used is a PFD with epoxy anode. The main elements of the gas

are found to be H2 (more than 70 %) and hydrocarbons. The quantity of the

gas is estimated to be (2 _ 3) x I02_ molecules/shot. The souce of the gas

seems to be molecules absorved on the anode surface.
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-c) Development of High-Power B_ Diode

To obtain an ion beam of high current density of - 10 kA/cmz on the anode,

we are developing a new type of Br-magnetically insulated diode with real

cathode. The diode is a small size (effective anode area - 20 cmz) with

short gap length (_ 3 mm). To realize a high-voltage operation, strong

magnetic fieJd coiJ has been developed to produce B_ field more than 5 T.

The coil is constructed of a flat copper wire with Kevlar fiber immersed in

epoxy resin.

Using a capacitor bank of 800 gF, coil current rises to 35 kA in _ 100 gs,

where we have observed B= - 35 T on the axis of the coil without destruction.

Using this coil, it becomes possible to obtain insulating Br field of more

than 5 T in the diode gap. As a pilot study of the developement of high

power Br diode, characteristics of conventional Br diode is evaluated. The

diode is constructed of a pair of coaxial blade cathodes (inner and outer

cathode diameters are 50 mm and IO0 mm, respectively) and an aluminium flat

anode. The diode is well reproducebly operated at gap length - 5.0 mm, diode

voltage _ 700 kV, diode current - 120 kA. We have found the beam divergence

50 mrad, current density on the anode - I kA/cm2, total ion current _ 50 kA

and brightness of the ion beam _ 0.5 HA/cmZ/sr.

_. APPLICATIONS OF PULSE-POWER TECHNOLOGY

_-a) Haterials Science3)

Using high-density (_ 1020 cm-a), high-temperature (a few eV) "ablation"

plasma which is produced by the irradiation of LIB onto solid targets, we have

succeeded in the prepartion of various thin films at low temperature by

intense, pulsed, ion-_eam e_vaporation (IBE) such as of ZnS, ZnS:Mn, boron,

carbon, indium-tin-oxide (ITO), oxide superconductor (YBa2Cu3OT_x), BaTiO3,

boron nitride (BN), yittria stabilized zirconia (YSZ), apatite, and so on.

The features of IBE are summarized as follows"

I) The instantaneous deposition rate is very high (_ 4 cm/s).

2) Host atoms to be deposited are ions with energies of more than a few eV.

An experimental arrangement of IBE is shown schematically in Fig. 7. The

LIB is extracted from a magnetically-insulated diode (HID))_, which is

connected to a pulse-power machine, "ETIGO-I" (1.2 MV, 240 kA, 50 ns) or
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"ETIGO-II" (3 MV, 460 kA, 50 ns). A flashboard (polyethylene) is stuck to

the anode as an ion source. The cathode works as an one-turn theta-pinch

coil, producing transverse magnetic field (_ I T). The gap length is 10 mm.

The anode and cathode are shaped spherically, and the radii of the sphere are

160 mm and 150 mm, respectively. The beams are mainly composed of protons (>

80 %). The vacuum chamber is pumped to _ 10-4 Torr. The taget (35 mm in

diameter, 5 mm thick) is placed at z = 140 mm from the anode by an angle of

45° with respect to the beam axis. The substrate is located parallel to the

target surface at the distance of 30 or 40 mm. We do not heat the substrate

during the experiment.

Figure 8 shows the resistivity vs. temperature of the thin film prepared on

SrTi03 (I00) by IBE. Here, the target was Y : Ba : Cu : 0 = I : 2.0 : 3.1.

The thickness of the film is typically _ I pm/shot. We see clearly that after

being annealed the superconductive thin films are prepared, which shows T¢

ong,t _ 70 K, and T¢ z.ro _ 15 K.

_-b) Laser Engineering

_-b-1. Highly-Repetitive, Discharge-Pumped Excimer Laser with High-Speed Gas

Flow by Ludwieg Tube4'

We have developed a new facility, "LUCE", Lu_dwiegCharge-tube Experiment,

for the highly-repetitive, discharge-pumped excimer lasers. Figure 9 shows

the outline of LUCE. The length, volume, and pressure of charge tube are 10

m, 0.5 m=, and 447 kPa, respectively. Figure 10 shows the flow parameters at

the test section. We have succeeded in achieving high-speed gas flow, ut

(velocity) = 204 m/s, Mt (Mach number) = 0.65, Pt (pressure) = 293 kPa, and tt

(flow duration) _ 48 ms (in dry air). As a result of expansion cooling, in

addition, Tt (temperature of gas flow) is lowered to be _-254 K.

The high-speed, excimer-laser flow is also simulated. The density profile

in the discharge region at 30 ps after the excitation discharge is shown in

Fig. II. The flow parameters simulated are as follows: buffer gas is neon,

velocity, pressure and density of the flow are 200 m/s, 294.2 kPa and 2.74

kg/m3, respectively. A large density perturbation appears in the discharge

region when the main discharge occurs and/or the gas heated by the upstream

preionization discharge arrives at the discharge region.
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_-b-2. All-Solid-StateMagneticPulse Compressorwith SaturableTransformer

to ExciteExcimerLaserss_

To reduce loads for switching devices in the excimer-laserexcitation

circuits, we have successfullydeveloped a new type of all-solid-state

excitationcircuit using a magneticpulse compressor (t_PC)with a saturable

transformer (ST). Figure 12 shows its basic circuit. Since ST has two

functions, i.e., step-up transformer and magnetic switch (magnetic

compressor),we are able to obtain both the voltage gain and currentgain.

We have optimized(maximized)the winding ratio of ST, and developedST with

the winding ratio of I:7. One gate-turn-offthyristor (GTO) has been

utilizedas a switchingdevice.

The exiperimentalresultsof this circuitare summerizedin Table I.

_-b-3. Laser-TriggeredLightning

To control the lightning artificially,we have studied laser-induced

breakdowncharacteristicsin the atmosphere. When TEA-COl laser (I0.6pm,

energy_ 8 J, pulse width_ 200 ns, cross section_ 20 x 20 mmz) is focusedby

ZnSe lens (f = 200 mm), we have obtainedthe plasma channel of _ ]5 mm in

length around the focal point. Optical-breakdownthreshold (PoB) is

estimatedto be _ 0.5 GW/cm2. The focusedlaser beam is introducedinto the

dischargegap. Figure 13 shows breakdownprobability_ (numberof discharge

induced/numberof opticalbreakdown)vs. V/VsB (appliedvoltage/selfbreakdown

voltage). At d (discharge-gapdistance)= ]5 am and V/Vss = 50 %, we have

found W _ 90 % when the laserbeam is focusedon the axis of the gap (z = 200

am). If the focal point moves 5 am furtherfrom the dischargegap axis (z =

]95 mm), _ increasesto _ ]00 %. At z = 205 mm, however, _ significant

reducesto _ 70 % probablydue to the lack of plasma channelin the gap.

Effect of microparticlesdiffused in the atmosphere for the optical-

breakdownplasma channelhas also been studied. Using 3-pm-dia=.aluminum

particles(density_ ] mg/m3) and ZnSe lens (f = 500 mm), PoB is loweredto 15

MW/cm2. The lengthof the plasmachannelproducedhas been found to elongate

to _ 200 mm.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Recent progress has been quickly overviewed on pulse-power technology and

its applications at LBT, Nagaoka. Although our project originally started in

inertial confinement fusion research, there are recently growing and wide

interests in applications in material science or laser engineering• Very

promising and fruitful achievements can be expected in the future since it is

able to obtain extremely high power density even in a very short time•
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Fig. I Basic structureof SPFD.

Table I SuMarlzed results of MPC with ST.

C, /C, /C= /C, (nF) 950120116116

Input voltage, V, (kV) 5.5 _-_'
5

Peak value of initial current, Io, (kA) 1.7 :'.?
: -'i.:

Pulse width of initial current, r • (ns) 5.2

Peak value of dI,/dt (kA/ps) 1.0 .-_.:, ..

Peak value of output voltage, V,, (kV) 32.7 ....-..

Energy- transfer efficiency 7/ (%) 59.5 " " 'I''''_ '..... .
• ." _e_:.. ,.., Z :. , .

Pulse compression ratio 54 ....

Voltage amplification factor 6.0

Current amplification factor 5. I
,,, ,

I • l - = • • • - =J

0 0.5...

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional profile of ion
beam obtained by pinhole camera.
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Fig. 3 Typical waveformsof ion-
current on anode surface. Fig. 5 Typical waveforms of

quick charging PFL.
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Fig. 4 Schematic of quick charging PFL.
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Fig. 6 Experimental
setup of VPS.
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Albuquerque, NM 87185

Abstract

Several potential applications such as medical waste treatment, chemical waste
treatment, food treatment, and flue gas cleanup have been identified for high average
power electron beam systems. In the RHEPP (Repetitive High Energy Pulsed Power)
project, the technology for such a system is being developed. The RHEPP module
consists of a magnetic pulse compressor driving a linear induction voltage adder with an
e-beam diode load. It has been designed to operate continuously, delivering 350 kW of
average power to the diode in 60-ns FWHM, 2.5-MV, 2.9-kJ pulses. The module is
presently under construction with the first phase scheduled for completion in the
summer of 1992. In the first phase, four of ten adder stages are being built so that
testing can begin with a I-MV, 160-kW diode with the balance of the power from the
compressor diverted to a resistive load. A description of the system and test results
from the initial stages of the compressor will be presented.

Introduction

The large pulse power accelerators developed during the late 60's through the late 80's set

the background for a new family of high average power accelerators 1. This type of accelerator,

with output powers of 100's of kW to MW, is based on multiple stages of pulse compression to

furnish output pulses ten's of nanoseconds wide at voltages of up to 20 MV. DC machines such

as the Dynamitron can furnish up to 200-kW at 5 MV and may be fitted with a high Z target

for x-ray outputL Special pulsed, high-voltage transformer systems also deliver megavolt

outputs for use in 10's to 100's kW average power facilities s,4. High average power machines

may use spark gap switches in the pulse compression stages but are increasingly relying on

semiconductor and magnetic switches to achieve high reliability and long lifetimes 5. Cooling of

components, such as switches ar.d transformers, is a design consideration in systems with output

powers of 100 kW or more. Work on repetitive systems was carried out in parallel with the

evolution of the large single-shot machines but only recently have applications for high average

power systems developed through changes in government regulations, an increasing public

awareness of environmental pollution issues, and studies showing the beneficial effects of x-ray

This work supported by the U,S. Dept. of Energy under contract no. DE-AC04-76DP00789 and by SDIO.
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treatment in a number of applications. These applications span the range from food processing,

to sterilization of infectious medical waste, and destruction of chemical pollutants. Irradiation

with Cobalt-60 is coming into acceptance in the marketplace but has the drawbacks associated

with radioactive sources 6. Pulsed power e-beam or x-ray sources have the benefit of being able

to be turned off, with no residual radiation. The system output voltage should be as high as

allowed by regulations, usually up to 10 MV for electron accelerators, to permit deep

penetration of the desired product. A bremsstrahlung x-ray converter can be fitted to an

electron accelerator when more depth penetration is required, at the expense of efficiency. The

maximum acceleration voltage is limited to 5 MV by FDA regulations and the Codex

Alimentarius e in the x-ray mode. Pulsed power irradiators, because of the number of large

components, tend to be high in capital cost thereby requiring high volume throughput

applications to achieve adequate return on investment. Several such markets appear to be on the

near horizon, if supported by adequate and timely technology development.

New component technologies will be needed to gain marketplace acceptance of pulsed-power

based irradiators. High-voltage capacitors are perhaps the only system component with an

adequate history of development because of the requirements of the power industry. The key

high-average-power component is the large

area, uniform current density, repetitive

diode/converter required to treat large volumes

of material being irradiated. Switches for

pulse compression, long-life high-electric-field

pulse-forming lines, and high-voltage pulse

transformers will also be required. The

RHEPP system is being designed for an

average power output of more than 350 kW at

Fig. 1. Scale model of the RHEPP facility. 2.5 MV to address these component issues and

is shown as a scale model in Fig. 1. The status

of design, construction, and testing of each of these components will be reviewed in the

following sections.

Pulse Comvression System

The pulse compressor has been designed to deliver unipolar, 250-kV, 15-ns risetime, 60-ns

FWHM, 4-kJ pulses at a rate of 120 Hz to the linear induction voltage adder. The pulse

compressor circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The power source for the system is a Westinghouse motor

driven, 600-kW, 120-Hz alternator 7. During operation, the alternator will deliver 3200 V rms

and 210 Arms at a power factor of about 0.88. Magnetic switches (i.e. saturable reactors) are
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used exclusively in the compressor because they have the potential of satisfying system lifetime

requirements (109 to 1011 pulses). Detailed descriptions of the circuit operation and magnetic

switch theory are in the literature s .

+,LT]_ATOR TO operate in a unipolar mode,

\ MS1 MS2 MSS MS4 MSS reset circuits (not shown in Fig. 2) are
lmH 30uH 470uH 20uH 2uH

____u FI !_ between pulses. The first loop in the

_ -_-_ circuit is resonant with the source so

t '_ _ that the voltage on C I rings up to
F 4u 140n 14( _I_ 141 LI_ --

-.- 15 kV. The first switch then saturates

15iV 15kV 1:18 270kV 270kV270kV270kV and launches a 15-kV pulse down the

s.4rns SOOus SOus lSus 4us 1us compression chain. The transformer

steps the pulse voltage up to 270 kV

Fig. 2. Pulse compressor circuit, and the 5th stage delivers a 1.2-ps

risetime, (l-coscot) pulse to the PFN. The operation of the compressor has been demonstrated in

a 5-kW benchtop model 9 whose topology is the same as Fig. 2.

Detailed designs of the compressor components are complete and construction is expected to

be completed this summer. The first two switches (MSI & MS2) and the transformer (TI) are

finished and preliminary testing is underway. A summary of design data and measured data is

given in Table I. Photographs of MSI and TI

are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The transformer is

the result of a cooperative effort between

Sandia National Laboratories and Westinghouse

Research and Development Center. The

transformer was designed by Westinghouse and

constructed by Sandia. Low cost conventional

silicon steel magnetic cores are used because

the magnetization rates are low enough that

core losses are acceptable. All subsequent

magnetic cores in the compressor will be wound

from 2605CO METGLAS. The coils on MSI

and MS2 are wound from Litz wire to keep the

current distributions in the coil wire cross

sections uniform for low losses. In previous

switches with sheet copper coils, nonuniform
Fig. 3. Photograph of Magnetic Switch 1 current distributions were induced in the coils
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by the magnetic flux that escapesthe core upon

saturation. Coil losseswere higher (by a factor

of 2-3) than expected. The compressor is

immersedin transformer oil which is

continuously circulated through a heat exchanger.

Thermal management of losseswas one of the

key technical issuesconsidered in switch designs.

Codes were used predict temperature

distributions and cooling channels were designed

into the switchesto keep temperatures within

acceptableranges.

Initial testing of the compressor through the

transformer was performed in a single-shot

mode. The measured values for volt-second

products and saturated inductances are given in

Fig. 4. Photograph of Transformer T l. Table I. Measured load voltage wave form and

the corresponding wave form from a computer circuit simulation agree within measurement

accuracy. Future tests will be conducted to determine efficiency. The components through

MS2 have also been tested at a average power level of about 200 kW. The transformer can not

be included in such a test until MS3 is available due to T l core saturation concerns. Figure 5

shows typical wave forms from a test, whose duration was about 5 minutes.

The thermal management calculations for the cores consisted of steady state computer

Table I. Summary of Data on Compressor Components

Core Mag. Core Coil Cal. Cal. Meas.
Device Mat. Area Mass Turns VS L sat Meas. L sat

(m 2) (kg) (mH) VS (mH)
MSI 9 rail

Si-Steel 0.07 760 83 22 1000 23 900
MS2 2 rail

Si-Steel 0.07 760 13 2.9 20 3.0 30

T I 2 rail prim 9
Si-Steel 0.038 720 sec 162 1.1 - - -

MS3 Metglas
2605-CO 0.027 400 90 8.3 470 - -

MS4 Metglas
2605-CO 0.027 400 20 1.9 20 - -

MS5 Metglas
2605-CO 0.027 400 4 0.42 2 - -
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analyses to determine the maximum temperatures in the cores and windings and a heat balance

to determine the required coolant flow rates. It was desirable to maintain winding temperatures

below 110° to 120° F in order to limit the

resistive losses in the Litz wire. A finite
......

6 _-_-_ Capacitor1 - element heat transfer program (NISA) was
4 ..... J _, _ Voltage• ,_ used both in the heat transfer as well as the

| .....

_- 2 L /' tf'=_ __ _ combined thermal and flow analyses.

-2 _ | ] lib _ A convective heat transfer coefficient-4
o _, i l %x _' for forced convection was used for the heat> -6

-8 Ill_' 11 Capacitor 2 _ [ transfer analysis of the windings. Thermal

-10 _ Voltage
I

12 '_ Ill conductivity of the Litz wire stack was

0 5 10 15 calculated using a parallel path heat flow

Time (ms) through the wire. Using these values and
estimated resistive loss as a heat load, the

maximum temperatures in the Litz wire
Fig. 5. Capacitor voltages from initial test.

stacks for all the switches was 110° F. In

order to maintain this temperature, coolant flow of 3 gpm (or less depending upon the switch)

will be required to maintain a 20° F bulk coolant temperature rise.

Cooling of the cores was analyzed using the same methods. Forced cooling of the laminated

steel cores was done on the core edge only, using thermal conductivity based upon parallel flow

in the stack. The METGLAS cores were analyzed assuming that the cores were coated (i.e., no

polycarbonate interleaves) and flow was across the edge rather than the face of the METGLAS

resulting in a highly efficient mode of conductive heat transfer. Since the coolant flow would

be, in effect, confined within a small channel, an alternative analysis using a combined fluid

flow and thermal code was used. The flows were adjusted to maintain core temperatures at

110° to 120° F.

RHEPP Pulse Forming Line

A triaxial water insulated pulse forming line (PFL), Fig. 6, following the l-)as pulse

compressor provides two stages of additional pulse compression and converts the input LC

charge wave form to a flat-top trapezoidal pulse. The intrinsic voltage doubling in this design

delivers a voltage pulse to the matched 0.88-f2 linear induction voltage adder (LIVA) equal in

magnitude to the original charge voltage from the 1-_ switch tank. The PFL uses 2605CO

METGLAS in the output switch, the inversion switch, and the charge blocking core. The

inversion stage compresses the 1.2-_, 270-kV LC wave form to a 180-ns, 500-kV LC wave

form, and the output stage compresses the 180-ns LC wave form to a 12-ns, 10-90% risetime,
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60-ns FWHM, 250-kV trapezoidal pulse. Two adjacent cores wound from 22-_tm thick 2605CO

METGLAS ribbon form the output switch, each of which is 5-cm wide wrapped on a common

l l-cm wide sheet of 12-_tm thick polycarbonate insulator film. The windings have axial cooling

channels uniformly distributed in

the build with a net stacking factorM_
Pl_f,III'YER&I[ON

swrt_ of 0.44. Oil serves as both an

\ s,nre_ _uvA insulator and a flowing coolant in
_. --__oxA / trr_Du_r_ D_o_rxe_ _ the PFL cores. Calculations based

COIlDUCTOR

. I nun _n. em_ on B-H data taken at Sandia, and
" B_

eo_ _ data obtained from Allied Signal,
"mODg" _-

indicate that the overall efficiency

of the PFL will be 90% or better.

Fig. 6. Pulse Forming Line Converts 1.5 _ Raised Static, frequency domain and time

Cosine Charging Wave form to a 60 ns FWHM domain analyses were conducted
Trapezoidal Pulse with a 12 ns Risetime.

with the EMAS It finite element

code. These models predict peak stresses of 90 kV/cm over small areas at the ends of the

transmission lines and maximum stresses of 84 kV/cm over larger areas in the inner triaxial

PFL. The JCM breakdown field in water t2 is, E_=142 kV/cm. Pulses from the PFL are

conveyed to the LIVA via 50 coaxial cables. A cable study conducted at Sandia considering

cost, expected lifetime and ease of installation resulted in the selection of Dielectric Sciences

44-f2, #2158 cable.

RHEPP Linear Induction Voltage Adder

Pulses from the PFL are combined in the LIVA, Fig. 7, to generate 900-kV, 60-ns FWHM

voltage pulses with a 15-ns rise and fall time into the 35-_ diode load. Each of the four

250-kV LIVA cavities are fed symmetrically around their circumference by five cables. Each

cavity contains a single 17-cm wide core wound from 20-p.m thick 2605S2 METGLAS ribbon

with 12-1_m thick Makrofol KG Polycarbonate insulation film. Continuous operation at 120 Hz

requires 0.16-cm high cooling channels be wrapped into the core. These cooling channels are

formed by winding an array of Lucite rods attached crosswise to a strip of METGLAS at

l.l-cm intervals into the core. Core temperatures are monitored at strategic locations by

LUXTRON photoluminescent optical fibre probes. The IVdt of the PFL pulses is 15 mV-s and

that of the LIVA cores is 50 mV-s, so a flux swing of about 1 Tesla is expected. Small core B-

H measurements made at Sandia and data obtained from Allied Signal Corp. 13 indicate that the

four stage LIVA will be about 80% efficient. These cores contain 4700 turns, yielding

54 volts/turn and a stress of about 16 kV/cm on the mandrel, well within the conservative
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MAGNETIC CABLE limits of other successfulmachines that have

CORES "!" INPUTS.... " " been published. Oil insulation was selected

I for use in the central transmissionline, as
, , this simplified the coolant flow to the cores

and was considered to be one of the lowest
,, -±

risk technologies available. Electrical stress

' in the LIVA was limited to 100 kV/cm. J.

! C. Martin's single shot breakdown field 12 is

, , E=656 kV/cm. Use of an magnetically

insulated transmission line (MITL) in the

J central transmission line would greatly

i reduce the size and cost of the machine. Itis not certain, however, whether an MITL
DIODE

VACU would operate in a stable steady state mode

INTERFACE .]1 when subjected to repeated pulsing. The

RHEPP machine will be used to investigate

Fig. 7. Linear Induction Voltage Adder, the feasibility of operating a MITL in the

Vacuum Interface and Vacuum Diode. repetitive mode.

The LIVA output is connected to the vacuum diode via a six-ring conical vacuum interface,

Fig. 7. This design grades the electrical stress uniformly at 63 kV/cm 5: 1.6%. Cooling water is

manifolded to the surfaces where the vacuum interface contacts the outer transmission line wall

and the shank bulb. An EMAS axisymmetric 3-D finite element transient model was

constructed of the vacuum interface with a 35 _ resistive load. A normalized trapezoidal input

pulse with a 10 to 90% risetime of 12 ns was launched into the vacuum interface from the

LIVA side and a risetime of 12.5 ns was observed at the load corresponding to a 3.5-ns risetime

for the conical vacuum interface.

Diode Development

High throughput of irradiated products or waste streams may require treating areas of 0.1 to

1 mz with x-rays or electrons. These conditions place stringent requirements on cathodes and

converters/windows for 100's kW to MW average power systems. In addition, 109 or more, shot

lifetimes are necessary to meet operational and economic concerns.

Uniform current density, large area beams need cathodes capable of supplying greater than

I00 A/cm z. A 250-kV test bed is being operated to determine geometry and material suitability

for use as cold, field emission sources. The EGUN 14 electron-optics code is being used in the

design of experiments and other codes, such as MAGIC 15, are available to predict electron
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trajectories and anode power dissipation levels. Preliminary experiments show encouraging

results but will require additional work.

Conclusion

The RHEPP program has identified several possible applications of high average power

systems based on short pulse technology. We identified key technology development areas

which are being developed for the 2.5-MV, 350-kW, system to be fielded during the summer of

1993. Initial results will be obtained from a 1-MV system operating at the 150-kW level during

the summer of 1992. Preliminary testing of pulse compression components is underway and

other major sub-systems are being fabricated.
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Abstract

We address a number of applications for HPM technology. There is a strong
symbiotic relationship between a developing technology and its emerging
applications. New technologies can generate new applications. Conversely,
applications can demand development of new technological capability. High-power
microwave generating systems come with size and weight penalties and problems
associated with the x-radiation and collection of the electron beam. Acceptance of
these difficulties requires the identification of a set of applications for which high-
power operation is either demanded or results in significant improvements in
performance. We identify the following applications, and discuss their
requirements and operational issues: (1) High-energy RF acceleration;
(2) Atmosphe.ric modification (both to produce artificial ionospheric mirrors for
radio waves and to save the ozone layer); (3) Radar, (4) Electronic warfare; and
(5) Laser pumping. In addition, we discuss several applications requiring high
average power that borderon HPM, power beaming and plasma heating.

Over thepasttwo decades,therehasbccnareturn tovacuum electronicsand theapplication

of pulsedpower technologyto the generationof microwaves,a move (in termsof scaleandpower)

counterto that in solid-stateelectronics. Tapping theenergyof intenserelativistic electron beams

with acceleratingvoltagesof theorder of a mcgavolt andcurrentsin excessof a kiloampere has

permitted the production of pulsed microwave power levels in excessof 10 gigawatts, and

gigawatt power levels at frequencies as high as 60 GHz. At these power levels, the operation is

necessarily pulsed, the weight and volume of the system is large, and there are radiation and

electron beam collection problems to be dealt with. In applications demanding repetitive operation,

one must additionally deal with the need to dissipate excess heat and to operate a pulsed power

system repetitively.

Our purpose is to outline some of the applications that justify the acceptance of these

technical challenges. Applications for HPM are surveyed in detail in our recent book High Power

Microwaves. 1 Here we describe applications for which high microwave powers either are required

or offer some intrinsic improvement in system performance.
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RF Accelerators

The development of a TeV electron-positron collider will demand higher accelerating

gradients than those in the largest accelerators currently available. A TeV accelerator with a

reasonable length wig require gradients of the orderof 100 MV/m or more. The lowest risk option

for achieving such gradients is to raise the power and frequency of the microwave input to the

accelerating sections.

Over the range of 3 to 30 GHz, breakdown limits appear to be much higher than those

allowed by the Kilpatrick limit.2 Scaling relations on the energy stored in the accelerating section,

the average RF power, dissipation within the structure,the peak RF power, and the section length

push for a higher RF frequency. On the other hand, the dimensions and associated fabrication

tolerances of the accelerating structure become smaller in inverse proportion to the frequency.

Further, undesirable wakefields in the structure grow with frequency. Overall, the effect has been

to limit consideration to frequencies below 30 GHz. The microwave sources desired for future

high-gradient accelerators wig have power levels of the order of one to several hundred megawatts,

with pulse lengths of one to several hundred nanoseconds. Phase and amplitude stability

requirements have steered designers in the direction of high-power amplifiers driven by a master

oscillator. At SLAC, four source options have been considered: 3 upgrades to present SLAC

klystrons to 11.4 GHz and 100 MW, followed by pulse compression to further raise the power

and shorten the pulse; relativistic klystrons producing the necessary power without pulse

compression (a line of work also being pursued at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and in

Russia); cluster klystrons, using a number of smaller, more economical klystrons in a common

magnetic field; and crossed-field amplifiers. In addition, gyroklystrons are under consideration at

the University of Maryland, and a magnicon promising high efficiency is being developed at the

InstituteofNuclearPhysicsinNovosibirsk.

Atmospheric Modification

Sorncemergingapplicationsinvolvecontrollingtheatmosphereforhuman purposes.One

setofpotentialapplicationsistolongrangecommunicationsandradar.Forexample,microwaves

atpowerlevel~ 1GW canbebeamedintothelowerionospherearound70 km toenhancethelocal

ionizationlevelto~ 107elcctrons/cm3.The movingmicrowavebeam quicklypaintsanionizing

regionand a low frequency(< 100 MHz) radarsignalisbouncedoverthehorizonfromthe

artificialionosphericmirror(AIM).4 Withrepetitiveoperationthemirrorcanbeplacedsoasto

II I
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survey a very large geographical area and detect targets out to 1000 kin. Because the ionization

patch is within the near field of the large aperture antenna, the individual sources driving the

antenna must have a high degree of phase control in order to paint the mirror. At optimized

frequencies, the effective radiated power is of order 150 dBW. Using a sparse antenna array

1 km2, consisting of 36, 0.25-GW klystrons operating at a GHz, a demonstration patch of 7 m

diameter at 70 lau could be painted. This is a truly high power application and requires a high

degree of phase and frequency control.

Another emerging application of HPM with requirements similar to AIM is ozone

conservation. It is now well documented that the ozone layer is being depleted as a result of

catalytic destruction of ozone through chemical reactions involving chlorine. Total ozone levels

have already dropped by several percent in the northernhemisphere. It is important to note that the

chlorine in not destroyed by the chemical process, but acts as a catalyst. The residence time for

chlorine in the upper atmosphere is roughly a century; therefore, stopping chloroflourocarbon

(CFC) production, while necessary, will not prevent continued destruction of the ozone.

Eradicating the CFC inventory by local deposition of microwave energy has been proposed

by several authors.5,6 The electrical power required is very large because the inventory already

present in the atmosphere is huge. The scale of the solution is I0 GW continuous microwave

power produced by individual radiators at GW peak levels. Parameters similar to the AIM

numbers given above would be necessary. Several decades would be required to completely

cleanse the atmosphere of CFCs. Preliminary laboratory experiments in Russia have shown that

microwave beams can eliminate CFCs. Only very preliminary experiments have been conducted

and only in environments not characteristic of the upper atmosphere. The detailed chemistry in the

upper atmosphere is not well known. Experiments should be undertaken which accurately

investigate upper atmosphere chemistry in the presence of microwaves.

The requirements on HPM technology are much the same as for AIM, (high efficiency,

high average power, and reliable repetitive sources). Since the CFC problem exists at altitude

lower and denser than the ionosphere, the optimum frequency is at the high end of the microwave

frequencies--perhaps 35 GHz would be preferred. Therefore, FELs and multiwave Cerenkov

generators are candidates for this application.

Researchers at the Institute of General Physics in Moscow have conducted plasma

chemistry experiments indicating that both CFC destruction and production of oxides of nitrogen
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can be caused by microwave discharges. These oxides can themselves be destructive of ozone,

possibly makingatmosphericmodificationbymicrowavesan environmental hazard.

Radar

There arc two radar aspects of HPM. The maximum detection range scales as p1/4, and

therefore increasing radarpower froma MW to I0 GW wiUincreasedetectionrange by an orderof

magnitude. If the pulse is short, it is possible to increase range resolution so that targets can be

precisely locatedand perhapseven identifiedfrom the time-dependentreturn signal. Littlehas been

done on HPM radar in the West, but the Russians have recently reported a field demonstration of

an HPM radaroperating in X-band at a GW peak power, 5 ns pulse durationand 100Hz repetition

rate3 The device used was a backwardwave oscillator powered by the Sinus-4 repetitive pulse

power generator, operated from vans in the Tomsk region of Russia. They report do_ectionof

aircraft at a range of 50 krn with range resolution of 10 meters. Here we can see understandable

technology choices: the backward wave oscillator has high efficiency and the Sinus generator

seriesis both efficient andcompact.

An unconventionalradar approachis impulseor widebandradar,which uses typically 1-ns

impulses at GW powers in order to producebroadbandradarsignals. The advantagesare extreme

range resolution, clutter rejection, penetration of the ground, and possible detection of low

observabletargets. The sources used areHertzianpulse generatorsor frozen wave generatorsfed

by light activatedsemi-conductorswitches. A primaryissue in impulseradaris the antenna;it is

difficult to produce a high gain widebandantenna.Thereis also development neededin receiver

and signal processingtechniquesfor such pulses.

Electronic Warfare At High Power

The mostdirect applicationof electronic warfare (EW) using high power is to increase the

effective range of any EW technique. Therefore deception, spoofing or jamming can be done at

greaterrange in the same manner. Between high powerjamming andburnout or lethaldamagelies

a new middleground where the digital electronics can be upset, i.e., temporary loss of information

so that a weapon system can becomedisorientedor acommunicationsystem can becomeconfused.

The fundamental reason that electronics are increasingly vulnerable to burnout or upset is that

modem electronics are increasingly miniaturized. The development of smart weapons means that

modern forces can be attacked through electronic vulnerabilities much more than previous

generations of weapon systems. In conventional EW the techniques are extremely target specific.
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The advantageof highpoweris thatgenericclassesof targetscanbe attacked.Therefore,there is a

trade-offbetweensophisticationof the attackand thepower level used.1

For defenseclassificationreasons,the sourcesand technologiesto bc used in advanced

electronic warfare arc not widely discussed. However, a few requirementsare apparent.

Compactnessof an HPM system is a general problem for military applications. In general,

increasingtheefficiency andcompacmesswill raisethecostof adevice. Military requirementswill

also place an emphasis on efficiency because the prime power requirement is likely to dcermine the

overall weight. Another constraint to be taken into account in any practical military device is the

limitation of onboard platform power. For example, if an airborne HPM system generates a Id

pulse and operates at I00 Hz, an average power of I00 kW is required, beyond the power

available from most platforms.

Laser Pumping

Although microwaves pr_uc_ either in a high-power tube or a microwave discharge have

been used for some time to pump lasers, the use of a high-power source in this application remains

relatively rare. The advantages of microwave pumping are the following: 8 (I) transport of the

microwaves presents no serious technical difficulties; (2) absorption of the microwaves in the

discharge is efficient; (3) there are none of the plasma discharge instabilities initiated by the

electrodes in electric discharge lasers; (4) in the absence of the electrodes seen in discharge lasers,

contamination of the lasant is reduced; and (5) high specific pump levels can be achieved. Further,

the bremsstrahlung from the electron beam driving the microwave source can be used to preionize

the lasant and improve the uniformity of the microwave discharge. Nevertheless, this application

is being pursued by two Russian groups. One group, at the Tomsk Polytechnic Institute, has used

a relativistic magnetron to pump both excimer 9 and nitrogen I0 lasers. The second group, at the

' InstituteofAppliedPhysics,usedarelativistictravelingwavetubetopump anitrogenlaser.8

High Average Power Applications

TherearcanumberofapplicationsdemandinghighaveragepowerthatborderonHPM and

drawuponitscommunity:

Power beaming involves the use of microwaves to transport energy from point to point

through the atmosphere or space. A survey of these applications is given in Reference 1. The first

application proposed was the solar power satellite (SPS), in which sunlight is converted to

microwaves and beamed to earth to provide power. A key element is the rectenna, an antenna
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which rectifies microwaves at high efficiency. A second application is satellite recharging: as the

power needs of satellites grow, the solar cell becomes impractical. Beaming power from the earth

using a large antenna to a relatively small antenna on the satellite can be attractive. The preferred

frequency is 35 GHz for propagation and because antenna sizes are reduced.

Plasma heating is needed to reach the 10-keV temperatures required for thermonuclear

fusion breakeven in magnetically-confined plasmas. Of the various methods available, the one

taxing high average power technology is electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH). The

source for ECRH will operate at frequencies of 250 GHz or 500 GHz (the first and second electron

cyclotron harmonics). There are three source candidates for the task.11 One is the gyrotron, either

in a standard arrangement with the microwaves generated in a cavity arranged colinearly with the

beam, or in a "quasi-optical" geometry, with the microwave cavity arranged perpendicularly to the

direction of electron flow in the electron beam. The second is the cyclotron autoresonant maser

(CARM), which is still largely in the developmental stage, but promises high-frequency operation

at high powers using more modest values of the guiding magnetic field than in the gyrotron to

reach the requisite frequencies. Third is the FEL, which can be run cw or in a repetitively-pulsed,

high peak- and average-power mode.

The above applications have received considerable attention. Recently, several other

possibilities have been suggested. Manheimer12has suggested sensing the structure of clouds and

clear airturbulence and measuring relative humidity with gyrotrons. Prosnitz13 has studied the use

of FELs for high power long range radar for detection of earth intersecting asteroids.

Technical for Applications

The variety of applications is echoed in the diversity of peak power, average power, and

frequency requirements. Table I gives some indication of the technical issues which will determine

the utility of the applications.

Table I

"' Appli_lion Technical Issues' '

PanicleAcc_eranon '" Breakdown at high frequency, phase
control, component lifetime

Atmosph_c Modification ' Atn_sp_c chemis_, phase"conm_l" -

............. Pulse'reproducibilityandantennagain....
Faecuon_ Warfat_ at High Pow_ .... Vulnerability and coupling, compact

lightweight field technologies,efficiency

Laser Pumping ' Efficiency of coupling to lasant ......

l_ower Beaming High'pea_ and average powers, efficiency
and cost

Pla.mla Heating ...... High average power at hundreds of G'[-Iz
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The wide variety of issues in the applications is a challenge to the technical community.

Not all the issues focus on the microwave sources. Some applications, such as laser pumping and

impulse radar, probably don't require great extrapolation beyond the present source technology

state-of-the-art but require some improvements in areas beyond the source. (This is certainly true

of impulse radar where the signal processing and the antenna may both be quite sophisticated.)

The primary area where substantial improvement must be made is shown in Figure 1. The

duty factor displayed diagonally is a measure of the difficulty of thermal management in the

applications. AIM and CFC elimination will require systems with 1-GW peak, 1-MW (duty factor

10-3)average capability in a single source, with the system consisting of many sources. High

power microwave sources have only recently begun to develop at high average power. The

present HPM state-of-the art 14in duty factor is - 10-5. This is about the limit of high power tubes

of the conventional variety as well Future applications will require duty factors of 10-3, which

will mean substantial average power handling engineering requirement. Therefore, the challenge of

HIM applications will reside in handling average powers in the presence of the intense RF electric
fields in HIM sources.

10 GW

Directed

Power Beaming,1 Gw

ParticleAcceleration
a.

o.1Gw

IOMW

100 W 1 KW 10 KW 100 KW 1MW

AVERAGE POWER

Figure 1. Power requirements of HPM applications.
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The experiments by the PI group with high repetition rate magnetrons and klystrons have

shown that 10 kW can be maintained at a GW power level (100's Hz) 14. They used many

techniques from the conventional tube community, such as bakeout and beam conditioning, to

achieve reproducible operation at high peak powers. Widespread adoption of such techniques will

be required in order to produce high average powers. In such repetitive systems, heat dissipation

will be a major issue. Plasma clearing, when explosive emission diodes are used, will be a major

issue at repetition rates in excess of 1 kHz; peak output power may have to be traded against the

repetition rate. Avoidance of plasma formation in the device will require improvement of beam

transmission systems and development of cooled depressed collectors and rf output structures that

distribute the high electric fields over multiple gaps or extraction ports.
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Abstract

The x-pinch soft x-ray sourceis describedfor applicationin submicronresolution
lithography. Experiments have been performed to characterize the radiation _-_,aittedfrom
magnesium wire x-pinch plasmas using an 80 ns, <500 kA pulse. Yields of 14.2 J averaged over
three independent calibrated diagnostics at 445 kA have been measured in magnesium K-shell
radiation (predominantly 8.4 ._ to 9.4 ,_ or 1.5 keV to 1.3 keV) from a submillimeter source, with
as little as 5-10% of the yield below the 6.74 A silicon absorption edge. A new _<700kA, 100 ns
pulser being used for x-pinch physics experiments is described. The design of a 40 pulse per
second pulsed power system and wire loading mechanism for exposing a resist in 1 second at a
distance of 40 cm is presented.

I. Introduction

In this paperwedescribetheworkatComellon thex-pinchplasmasoftx-raysource,andthedesignof

a compact,high repetitionratepulserat AppliedPulsedPower,Inc. (APP), for practical testingof the x-pinch

for applicationto lithographyin the rnicroclectronicsindustry. A closerelativeto the conventionalwire.array

z-pinch,the x-pinchconsistsof two or morewires stretchedbetweentheoutputelectrodesof a pulsedpower

generatorin an 'X' configurationso thattheytouchat a singlepoint,asillustratedin Fig. 1. The currentpulse

from thepulsedpowergeneratorcausesa plasmato form at the initial positionof thewiresin afew ns, andthe

self-magneticfieldcausesthe plasmato pinchtowardstheaxis. Becausethecurrentis sharedby severalwires

except at the single point where they touch, only there is the plasma implosion powered by the full current,

thereby generating intense soft x-ray radiation only at that point. Using magnesium (Mg) wires in the x-pinch,

the radiation is mostly K-shell lines between 8.4 A and 9.4 _ an attractive range for x-ray lithography.1

Although our experiments to date2,3 suggest that the scientific feasibility of the Mg x-pinch for

microlithography is established, as described in Sections H-IV, studies are continuing to understand the physics

of the x-pinch. Taking advantage of a pulser built especially for x-pinch experiments, which is described in

Section V, these studies will enable us to optimize the x-pinch .for the lithography application. Considerations

which led us to choosing a 40 pulses per second, 500 kA pulser for a prototype lithography system are also

discussed in Section IV, and the pulser design itself is presented in Section VI.

Ih Experimental Procedure

The x-pinch experiments were conducted using the LION pulsed power generator4 to deliver up to a

470 kA, 80 ns full width at half maximum (fwhm) current pulse to the crossed wire loads. Experiments were
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Figure 1: Schematic showing theLION Figure 2: Magnesium spectrum for Pulse 2273 showing
pulsedpower generator,outputelectrodes,and K-shell line radiation and free-bound continuum. The wire
wire loadplacement, loadconsisted of four50 I.tmMg wiresat 370 kA.

carried out with two to eight Mg wires, each rangingfrom 50 bunto 125 gm in diameter,and with two to six

aluminum(AI) wires ranging from 12 I_n to 100gm in diameter. Although more tests were performed with AI

wires, the useful radiation yield was higher with Mg wires, and the Mg K-shell spectrum satisfies the needs of a

lithography system better than that from Al. Therefore, we will discuss mostly Mg results here.

X-ray diagnostics that were used to study the x-ray source characteristics includedan x-ray curved crystal

spectrograph, filtered x-ray pinhole cameras, four filtered GaAs:Cr photoconducting diodes (PCDs),5 and Far

West Technologies (FWT) dosimetry film.6 The potassium acid phthalate (KAP) curved crystal spectrograph

provided a spectrum of the soft x-ray Mg emission above 3.44 A, the minimum def'medby the absorption edge

due to potassium in the crystal. Spectra were recorded with Kodak DEF x-ray film. The pinhole cameras were

f'tltered with 25 gm Be, 10 gm AI, 10 pan AI with 20 lain mylar, and 4-5 _ aluminized mylar filters. Using

multiple filters enabled images to be recorded in different wavelength regions. All cameras held two pieces of

film, so as to record the harder emission on the second f'dm. The PCDs were f'dteredwith 25 lainBe, 25 lainBe

with 20 lain mylar, and 10 gm Al filters. The FWT dosimetry film, filtered with a combination of Be foils,

mylar filters, and a Si foil, was used to measure the total K-shell yield, and to estimate the effective photon

energy of the source. Several samples of x-ray resist were placed around the source at a distance of 10 cm, both

with and without an x-ray mask, in order to test if an exposure was possible.

Additional x-pinch diagnostics used included a 5 ns visible light framing camera, a step filtered film

detector, and a transmission grating soft x-ray spectrograph. The step filtered detector used varying thicknesses

of AI and mylar foils in order to determine the effective photon energy and overall yield of any hard radiation

components from the pinch. The transmission grating spectrograph provided spatially resolved, spectrally
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dispersed K-shell images of the pinchplasma, allowing estimates of the x-ray source size to be made. LION

outputpulsevoltageandcurrentwerealsomonitoredoneachpulse.

III. Results and Discussion

Withinafewns,theLION powerpulsegeneratedaplasmaalongthewires,andtheseE-magneticfields

fromthecurrentthroughtheplasmathenpinchedtheplasmatowardstheaxis.XUV andsoftx-raypinhole

imagesshoweda brightspotatthecrosspointofthewires,indicatingthattheplasmahadachieveda high

temperatureanddensity.WhileMg L-shellradiationwasobservedfromthefulllengthofthewires,strongK-

shellradiationwasobservedonlyfromthecrossregionofthewires.Thefilteredpinholeimagesindicate.dthat

theharderfree-boundcontinuumcomponentoftheradiationisemittedfromspotsassmallasafewtensofl.tm

atthecrossingpointofthewires.Theseareco-locatedwiththelargersourcesofK-shelllineradiation.The

overallnumberandsizeofthedistributionofthesesourcesvarieswiththewireloadconfiguration.

A sampleK-shellspeclzumrecordedwiththecurvedcrystalspectrographisshowninFig.2.Theline

radiationispredominandyfromthe9.17,_and8.43A resonancetransitionsinMg XI (helium-likeMg)and

Mg XII(hydrogen-likeMg),respectively.Thedistributionoftheradiationinlinesandcontinuumdependedon

thewireloadandthepeakcurrent,with5-35%ofthetotalenergyyieldwasemittedasphotonswithwavelength

belowtheSiK-edgeat6.74,_.Withlowermassloads,thatpercentagetendedtobesmaller.

ThefilteredPCDs wereusedtomonitortheradiationyieldforallthex-pinchtestpulses.Theenergy

yieldsmeasuredbehindtheBe,Beandmylar,andAIfoilswereconsistentwiththespectraldistributionsrecorded

withthecrystalspectrograph.FortheMg pinchat370kA,withanx-pinchwireconfigurationconsistingof

four50l.unMg wires(135gg/cm),theK-shellradiationyieldwasapproximately20J,ofwhich16J isuseful

(abovethe6.74A Siabsorptionedge).Increasingthecurrentto470kA providedaK-shellyieldashighas25J

fromanx-pinchloadconsistingofsix50l.tmMg wires(200IJ.g/cm).

IndependentmeasurementsoftheK-shellyieldweremadeonsixMg x-pinchpulsesusingtheFWT

dosimetryfilm,andcomparisonsofthemeasuredyieldsfromthePCDs,thespectrograph,andthedosimetry

f'flmweremade.Thespectraldistributionobtainedfromthespectrographwasassumedfortheanalysisofthe

F'CDandf'dmdata.ForOncepulseswithsix50IJ.mMg wiresat400kA,theaverageyieldperpulsewas5.7J

measuredwithdosimetryfilm.An effectiveradiationwavelengthof8.35A (1480eV)wasdeterminedby

placingsamplesofthedosimetryfilmbehinda Bc foilandbothinfrontandbehinda 3.2l.UnSifoil,in

agreementwiththeradiationspectrumrecordedbythespectrograph.Singlepulseyieldsfromthedosimetry

filmwereashighas13J fora sixwirex-pinchat430kA and15J fora fourwirex-pinchat445kA. The

PCD signalsprovidedyieldsof14Jand20Jforthesamepulses.Thecalibratedcrystalspectrographwasused

to estimate8 J for the latterpulse.

The f'dteredpinholephotographsshow the overall size of the emission region to be as large as 1-2 mm

includinga diffuse haloof plasma that is weakly radiating. Figure3 shows thesource throughdifferentfdters.
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Figure 3: Filtered pinhole cameras recorded the
emission in different wavelength ranges for an x-pinch
load consisting of one 50 l.tmAI wire and one 75 lain
Mg wire. a) Mg and AI L-shell XUV emission from
the full length of the wires, b) Mg and AI K-shell
emission from the cross point of the wires.

The second film from the pinholecameras show that the

individual regions of intense free-bound continuum

radiation are a few tens of pan in size distributed over less than 0.5 mm for many pulses. The K-shell spectrum

recorded by the spectrograph provides a measure of the upper limit of the soft x-ray source size from the spectral

linewidths. The effective K-shell source size is estimated to be less than 0.6 mm for many pulses assuming the

widths of selected lines in the spectrum are entirely due to the source size. In fact, the linewidth is affected by

the crystal diffraction resolving power and line broadening due to Doppler and other effects. This implies that

the K-shell source size is surely _<0.5mm, consistent with the overall extent of the free-bound continuum spots.

Yield measurements made with the PCDs and the dosimetry f'dmdiffered by as much as a factor of two.

In our lithography system discussion (Section IV), we rely on the absolute yield measurements made with the

FWT dosimetry film, as only this diagnostic has been used to test other potential x-ray lithography sources.7

When needed for data analysis, the radiation spectrum is assumed to be that recorded by thecrystal sIg_trograph.

The best LION pulse diagnosed with the dosimetry film yielded 15J in Mg K-shell radiation at a peak current of

445 kA. For this pulse, a yield of 20 J was measured with the PCDs, whereas this diagnostic measured yields

as high as 25 J for a six 50 l.tm Mg wire x-pinch at 470 kA on which there was no dosimetry film

measurement. Therefore, the dosimetry film equivalent yield was 18.4 J for 470 kA peak current.

K-shell radiation yield measurements made for AI wire configtL,'ationson LION at 370-470 kA and on

Gamble II at currents of 800 kA and 1 MA8 provide an approximate power law scaling of the yield with current

I of Ix, where x is in the range 3-4. The same scaling law is expected to apply to Mg wire yields.

A 1000 A silicon nitride x-ray mask in contact with a high-sensitivity (IBM proprietary) resist-coated

wafer was exposed to two pulses at a distance of 10cm from the source. The radiation fluence at the resist was

about 10 mJ/cm 2. Therefore, complete resist exposure was not possible and the image vanished during

development. Further details of these tests are available in reference 3.

IV. Implications for Lithography

In order for the x-pinch source to be applicable to high resolution lithography with a minimum feature

size of 0.25 Iaxnor less, we must place the x-pinch at least 40 cm from the mask and wafer so that source size

blurring and pattern runout are acceptable.9 A soft x-ray intensity of about 50 mW/cm2 is required for a

production lithography system, namely to expose a high sensitivity resist in about 1 s. The yield of 18.4 J per

pulse corresponds to a fluence at 40 cm of about 0.50 mJ/cm 2 through an 8 I.tm Be foil and a 2 p.m Si
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membrane.Therefore,for a productionsystem,1(30pulsespersecond(pps)wouldberequiredwithoutfurther

optimizationof thex-pinchyieldperpulse.A combinationof x-pinchloadoptimizationand/orhighercurrent

to increase the yield per pulse by a factorof 2-4, together with a 25-50 pps repetition rate would also suffice.

Of course, the required 0.5 mm source size must be maintained, including pulse-to-pulse position variation, as

the yield perpulse is increased.

The source experiments described in this paper were conducted using a pulsed power generator (LION)

that stored 90 kJ at 470 kA. Because this nominal 40 ns pulser was designed to power a 4t'1resistive load, and

the power feed inductance to the 20 nH x-pinch was about 90 nil, LION was very inefficient as an x-pinch

driver. In addition, because of the large inductance involved, it was not possible to determine the load voltage

from electrical measurements, so that power flow into plasma implosion and resistive heating, (I dL/dt + R),

where L and R are the x-pinch inductance and resistance, respectively, could not be evaluated very well. In

short, we do not yet know the efficiency with which Mg K-shell radiation was produced on LION relative to the

energy actually delivered to the load.

, At a more fundamental level, as we do not yet understand the dynamics of the x-pinch as it implodes,

assembles on axis, converting kinetic energy of implosion to ionization and thermalization, and re-expands, it is

not at all clear how to optimize the radiation yield and the electrical-to-soft-x-ray radiation energy efficiency.

Thus, it behooves us to carry out experiments to understand the physics of the x-pinch. We will attempt to

determine the fraction of the wire material that actually participatesin the pinch, whether there is a solid-density

core left behind when the wire initially "explodes" which affects the ultimate conditions achieved in the x-pinch,

and whether virtually all the radiated energy comes from implosion kinetic energy. The principle diagnostics for

these studies will be a 1 ns nitrogen laser which we will try to use for interferometry, schlieren imaging and

Faraday rotation measurements of the electron density and current density profiles of the pinch as a function of

time. Both z-pinches and x-pinches will studied. A new pulser, especially built to facilitate these experiments,

will be described briefly in the next subsection.

Lithography with an x-pinch must be more than just scientifically feasible. It must also be practical

from an engineering standpoint and economically competitive. Pulsed power technology is already capable of

generating the necessary 500-700 kA, 80-100 ns (fwhm) current pulses at a repetition rate of 25-100 pps, with

25 kJ primary storage. APP has completed the design of a 500 kA pulse power accelerator with 40 pulse per

second Operation, which is described in Section VI. Less obvious is that a Mg wire feeder consistent with 40

pps operation is also well within the capability of mechanical devices, as we also describe in Section VI. When

those two subsystems are built and tested together, we will be capable of evaluating the engineering practicality

and cost-competitive position of the x-pinch for lithography in the microeleea'onics manufacturing industry. We

conclude this section with our reasons for choosing 40 pps operation.

Mask damage precludes delivering the 50 mJ/cm2 soft x-ray fluence in fewer than 10 pulses. With

yield scaling as I3-I4 , it is advantageous to increase the current to achieve higher efficiency. However,
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increasingcurrentre,quiresincreaseddrivervoltage. This leads w largerspacingsandmore parasitic inductance,

which eventually outweighs the advantageof higher current. In addition, the cost of a high repetition rate pulser

is roughly proportional to the energy per pulse and only weakly dependent on the repetition rate. Therefore, it is

advantageous to increase the repetition rate rather than the energy per pulse within limits set by achieving a

rea,_nable operating efficiency (radiationyield relative to electrical energy). A deciding factor is that a repetition

rate of 40 pps is about half of the limit estimated for the mechanical wire feeder described in Section VI. Given

the exploratory nature of our experiments so far, we believe that the factor of 2.5 x-pinch yield improvement

required to achieve 50 mJ/cm in 1 s at 40 cm with this repetition rate should be possible with little or no

increase in current. Finally, we note that with40 pps, it should be straightforward to achieve the exact exposure

desiredon each resist by adjusting the current in the last few pulses of an exposure.

V. Special Purpose Pulser

The key design requirement for the x-pinch pulser is a capability to efficiently power an inductive short

circuit load. A peak current capability up to 700 kA was selected (to comfortably exceed that from LION).

Furthermore, we wanted a pulse duration comparable to that used on LION to avoid surprises concerning x-pinch

yield and source size that might come from a significantly longer pulse. If possible, within cost constraints, we

wanted the design to allow some flexibility in pulse duration. This was possible in practice because we will be

able to add extra parasitic inductance to increase the pulse length, and still have LION-level or higher peak

currents available. The net result is the pulser shown in Fig. 4. To summarize its operation, the Marx

Wafer'c,,/"-,,. Wire /_

Stepper/ "-_Loade_f "_Marx tank: C = 180 nF

' __i
S2 ---:'t ' - - -_. Wafer

5nil Stepper
C (int store) = 80 nF Ipk=500kA C2 System

0.6 m - --3 _ 102nF

1.2 m Sl

L (switch) = 150 nH _ A Ipk=220kA 1 F 2 m
|- - !

1 m _11 Marx |

__ Generat°r'-'lC (output) = 36 nF _ 120nF 230kV I
L (switch) 10 nH 3.2kJ |

-----'---1 m_-"

L (load) = 20 nH 15 cm Figure S: Schematicof an x-pinch lithography
Figure 4: Schematic of the purpose built pulser system illustrating simultaneous exposures on multiple
showing the quadriaxial and triaxial capacitors, wafer stepper systems.
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Generatorchargesthe intermediatequadriaxialwatercapacitorin about900 ns to 670 kV whenthe Marx

capacitors are charged to 54 kV. The energy then rings through the self break gas switch into the triaxial output

capacitor in a time of 185 ns, charging it to 800 kV. The CV2/2 energy in the output capacitor is then

transferred to the load through the multichannel self-break water switch. With optimum performance of the 12

parallel switches, we expect to obtain about an 80 ns pulse with a peak current of 700 kA (at 54 kV charge).

Initial x-pinch experiments are being performed using a 100 ns (fwhm) current pulse. The disadvantage of using

water switches is that they are high loss switches and they create shock waves, but this is satisfactory for a one

pulse per hourdevice.

The anticipated efficiency of this purpose built pulser is as high as a few tenths of a percent. Based on

the observed current scaling of the K-shell yield as I3-I4 and yield improvements through optimization, 40 pps

should be suitable to achieve wafer exposures in 1 second at a 40 cm source-mask distance. Using multiple

pulses for a single exposure allows the number of pulses to be adjusted to ensure exposure variation of only a

few percent.

VI. Lithography System Pulser

The key requirement for a high repetition rate pulser for a commercial lithography system is that it

must be very reliable, with long component lifetimes. Operating at 40 pps, weekly maintenance implies

intervals of >106 pulses, and major components must have >108 pulse lifetimes. To achieve long lifetimes,

we have relatively low electric fields in solid dielectrics and relatively low current in Marx generator switches

and we use long life, low energy density capacitors. Magnetic (saturable core inductor) switching is used in the

pulse compression stages.

Because magnetic switch size (and cost) is proportional to switch gain (output current/input current)

squared, it is important to minimize the required gain. Therefore, the Marx generator is actually three parallel-

connected sub-Marxes to reduce the current through each spark gap to below 50 kA while achieving a low

inductance. Using several techniques to extend electrode life, we believe the switches will have a >106 pulse

life. Since the Marx generator can charge the f'u'stpulse compression stage in 300 ns, only two stages of pulse

compression, each consisting of a water-dielectric capacitor and a magnetic switch, are required. The magnetic

switches have very low inductance (when saturated), a high repetition rate capability and lifetimes of 109-1010

pulses. The output pulse is presently designed to be a I00 ns (fwhm) sine wave with a peak current of about

500 kA. Figure 5 illustrates how the system might look, and summarizes the important design parameters.

Although replacing the Mg wires in the x-pinch 40 times per second, including assuring the location of

the cross point is reproducible to within perhaps 0.1 ram, may seem unreasonably fast, in fact there are many

feed mechanisms that operate faster. Movie projectors operate at 48 frames/s and industrial sewing machines at

90 stitches/s. After examining several possible approaches with the assistance of mechanical engineer D.
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Belongie,10 we designeda wire feederthatworksasfollows: Wiresfromsupplyspools(two if the x-pinchis

tobemadefromtwowires)arethreadedthroughtubesthathaveone-wayinertialclampsononeend. Eachtube,

drivenbya four-barslidermechanismora solenoid,movesbackandforthacrosstheelectrodegapatanangle.

Whenthe tubesmoveforward,theinertialclampholdsthewires,transportingthemacrossthe gapintoholesin

the highvoltageelectrodes,wherestationaryclampsgrabtheends.As thetubesbeginto movebackward,the

inertialclampsrelease,leavingthewires in placein the gap. As the tubespassout of the gapthroughthe

grounded electrode, a rotating clamp immediatelybehind the electrode turns, twisting the wires enough to touch

in the center of the gap. This clamp also cuts the wires, leaving enough wire protruding from the tubes for the

clamps in the high voltage electrode to grab on the next cycle. At 40 pps, a 1/10 horsepower motor is

sufficient to drive a two- or three- wire four-barslider mechanism. We estimate that this design is capable of

operating at up to 80 pps.
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Abstract

Field-reversed configurations of energetic large orbit ions with neutral-
izing electrons have been proposed as the basis of a fusion reactor. Vlasov
equilibria consisting of a ring or an annulus have been investigated. A sta-
bility anMysis has been carried out for a long thin layer of energetic ions in
a low density background plasma. There is a growing body of experimen-
tal evidence from tokamaks that energetic ions slow down and diffuse in
accordance with classical theory in the presence of large non-thermal fluc-
tuations and anomalous transport of low energy (10keV) ions. Provided
that major instabilities are under control, it seems likely that the design
of a reactor featuring energetic self-colliding ion beams can be based on
classical theory. In this case a confinement system that is much better
than a tokamak is possible. Several methods axe described for creating
field reversed configurations with intense neutralized ion beams.

Introduction

Aneutronic reactions such as D-He 3 require a relative ion energy an order of magnitude

larger than D-T reactions. For D-He 3 the maximum reactivity (av) is smaller by a factor

of 4 compared with D-T so that a higher density or longer confinement time is required.

Since the Rutherford scattering cross-section is inversely proportional to the square of the

ion energy the confinement time should be longer by two orders of magnitude.

The observed confinement times are anomalous; in tokamaks they are 10-100 times

shorter than classical predictions. The energy containment time scales with the square of

the minor radius in a tokamak so that long confinement times (about 1 sec) can be obtained

only with very large systems such as TFTR and JET. If the confinement were classical

(determined by Rutherford scattering) it would be possible to obtain long confinement times

with a small device; ion containment would be determined primarily by slowing down which

is size-independent, rather than by diffusion. There is a growing body of experimental

evidence that super-thermal ions in tokamaks 1 slow down and diffuse classically in the

presence of the super-thermal fluctuations that cause anomalous transport of thermal ions.

*This work was presented as an invited paper at the BEAMS 92 Conference, May 25-29, 1992, in
Washington, D.C.
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Confinement systems are considered where the characteristic size is comparable to the

ion gyroradius. The ions do not follow adiabatic particle dynamics as in tokamaks; it is well

known from accelerators that non-adiabatic ions can be magnetically confined. Indeed the

confinement is much better than it is for adiabatic ions in a plasma. It has been assumed

that good confinement obtains only for low density. However, there have been experiments

where large orbit particles (electrons, 2 or ions 3) of high density are confined for long times

in field reversed configurations.

In Fig. 1 various confinement systems for high energy ions are illustrated. Simplified

physical models will be developed from self-consistent solutions of the Vlasov/Maxwell

equations. Several methods for creating these configurations with ion beams are considered.

Equilibria for Confinement of High Energy Ions

1. General Solution of the Vlasov/Maxwell Equations

Consider distribution functions of the form

fj(x, v) = nj(x)exp-mj[v - uj(x)]2/2Tj(x) ; (1)

different values of j correspond to electrons and various ion species. If uj(x) and _(x)

are the same for all ions, ion-ion collisions will not change the distribution function and

ion-electron collisions change it on a very long time scale. In order to satisfy the Vlasov

equation Tj(x) must be constant and uj(x) = (wjy,-wjx, O) where wj is constant. 4 The

density is determined by the following simultaneous equations

nj=n0jexp[ _ Tj cT1 j (2)

OB, 4_ _ njejwj (3)
Or c •

3

= 0. (4)
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Fig. 1 Equilibria for high energy self-colliding beams

¢, ¢ are electric and magnetic potentials. The electric and magnetic fields in cylindrical

geometry are B= = (1/r)O_b/Or and Er = -O¢/Or. Equation (4), the condition of quasi-

neutrality, implies a relation between ¢ and _#. For a single ion species Eqs. (2) to (4)

combine to the nonlinear partial differential equation

11010 102} 41re2(wi-we)2ner Or r Or F r 2 oz 2 ln n, = c2[T, + (Z/Z)] " (5)

Assuming we = 0, Z = 1, O/Oz = O, and that the density has a maximum value no at ro
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(the plasma is assumed to be formed by beam injection at r = to), the solution is

B,=Bo 1+-_ tanh Xv_ J

¢ = - 2c W cosh , (8)

1

where z = r2/2v_R 2 , W = _ M(Rwi) 2 and

__l(4rn°e2)1/2w'=R _ T,+T_ c
cM

Bo - --t43i •
e

Typical data for a deuterium plasma might be Ti = 100 keV, T_ = 20 keV, ro = 30cm,

no = 10TMcm -3 and wi = 2.9 x l0 Tsec -1. For these data (1/2)M(rowi) 2 = 800 keV, Bo =

5.9 kG, R = 5.2cm, Bz(z = 0) = -15kG and B,(x = oo) = 27kG. Equations (6), (7), and

(8) represent field reversed configurations if Zo > 0 and Te + T_ > v/2W. If xo = 0 the

peak density is on the axis. For this migma-like solution there can be no field reversal. In

the limit that wi = 0, Xo = 0

=/8 .oiro+ (9)
##= -( T,/ e) log[cosh( x / v/2 )] . (10)

2. Finite Boundary Conditions

A reasonable boundary condition is _(rB) = _(0) = 0 in which case n(0) - n(rB) = ns.

The previous solution satisfies these conditions if rB = v/'2r0, ro # 0. The solution is not

yet determined. From Eq. (6)

nB = no/cosh_(xo/x/2 ) • (11)

If (rB, nB) are fixed, this is a transcendental equation for no because xo depends on no. If

=v'-J, 8 ,nd
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the equation to be solved for A is from Eq. (11), cosh _= = A. If xs < 1.9 there are two
solutions for A which can be labeled AD and As where AD > As. Since no/ns = A2, AD

the deep solution gives much better density contrast than As, the shallow solution. As

xs approaches 1.9 the two solutions merge and for xs > 1.9 there is no solution. These

properties of the solution s are called bifurcation and xB = 1.9 is the point of bifurcation.

Two dimensional (r, z) equilibria have similar properties as illustrated in Fig. 2a to 2c. For

fusion applications it is essential to have a low plasma density at the wall which is easily

achieved with the deep solution but not with the shallow solution. It is not necessary to

have ¢ = 0 at the walls in which case the equilibria are less restrictive. However, this will

involve large bias potentials which may create experimental difficulties such as breakdown.

Stability

Possible microinstabilities include drift modes, drift cyclotron modes, loss cone modes,

Harris instabilities, etc. The list is long and it seems unlikely that they can all be avoided.

They produce turbulence in tokamaks and anomalous transport. However, experiments

in tokamaks show that high energy _est-particles are insensitive to this turbulence. The

probable reason is that the test-particle averages the fields so that only wavelengths long

compared to the gyroradius contribute to transport. For adiabatic particles this includes

much of the spectrum of field fluctuations. For high energy particles most of the spectrum is

excluded. This explanation has been verified in a computer simulation study of transport, s

It is likely that microinstabilities will not be important except for low energy particles for
which a short containment time is desirable.

Of course a high density of high energy particles can produce instabilities and it is

essential that long wavelength macroinstabilities be avoided. From the extensive research in

FRCs 3 we know of two such instabilities: the rotational instability that has been eliminated

with quadrupole windings and the tilt-mode that is stabilized by energetic particles. The

rotational instability merits further study; it is conceivable that with the large gyroradii

discussed here, the quadrupole windings will be unnecessary. To date there has been only

one stability calculation _ for an idealized model of a field reversed system which indicates

that a long thin annular layer is susceptible to the kink instability. Techniques appropriate

to the ring or the high _ migma are not yet available.

Experimental Realization

A low density plasma in the migma configuration has been s produced by injecting

1.4 MeV D+ ions that are ionized by collisions. A density of 101°cm -3 of .7 MeV - D + was
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achieved with a confinement lifetime of 20 - 30 sec. An instability was encountered and

stabilized by applying a bias potential to the boundary of about 300 volts. The density

could be increased by increasing the accelerator current which was only .5 milliamperes.

Many other instabilities are expected before reaching 1014cm -3 and it may be possible to
control them with a bias.

Another method to reach high density involves pulsed ion diodes and intense neutralized

ion beams. Such a beam may cross a magnetic field without deflection in vacuum 9 if the

beam density satisfies the inequality

4_rnMc2 _> (12)

The beam is polarized, the resultant field cancels the Lorentz force on the ions and makes

the electrons drift with the ions. When the beam reaches a region of significant electron

density electrons can freely move along the field lines and neutralize the polarization as

illustrated in Fig. 3. Then the beam moves on a single particle orbit and is trapped.

Preliminary successful experiments on trapping neutralized ion beams have been carried

out with mirror and tokamak geometry. 1° With this method the density can be increased

to 1014cm -3 in less than a microsecond so that instabilities characteristic of a low density

plasma do not have time to develop. It can be used to produce mJgma or ring configurations

by directing the beam to the axis or off-axis.

The current in a ring required for field reversal as in Fig. ld is

- = 560kA
7r e

for an 800keV beam of D +. This is within the present state of the art for pulsed power

devices. A configuration with mainly closed field lines like Fig. 1c requires only about
5OkA.

The field reversed configuration could also be produced by injecting a long pulse beam

of 10-100 amperes of D+ or D into a pre-formed FRC made with standard techniques. 3
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Since the energetic particles have a much longer lifetime they would eventually dominate.

Fig. 2a Shallow solution near bifurcation noriB = 2.23

Fig. 2b Deep solution near bifurcation noriB = 8.2

Fig. 2c Deep solution not near bifurcation no/nB = 330

Fig. 2 Contours of constant density and/or equipotentials for conducting walls
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Fig. 3 Trapping of an intense neutralized ion beam
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Abstract

The results of experimental investigations on the practical applications of high-power ion

beams are presented. These include the use of 200-300 keV, 50-250 A/crn 2, 60 ns duration
beams for modification of properties of metals and production of unique compounds in the

surface layer of the target, pulse beam machining of implanted silicon hardening of cutting tools,

reconditioning and cleaning machine parts

' Introduction

The research into practical use of high-power ion beams (HPIB), basically in the interests of material

engineering, began more than a decade ago [1,2]. Recent years have seen great efforts made in this area by

Russian, Japanese and Hungarian investigators [3-8]. These comprise implantation and annealing of

semiconductor materials, modification of properties of metals, thin films deposition, formation of special

resists in the surface layer of articles using convective and ion mixing of multilayer target materials. The beam

power density used for these purposes ranges from 107 to 109W/cm 2.

Practical applications of HPIB's require a fairly high shot-to-shot stability of the beam parameters (up to

20 %), a uniform beam current density distribution, the 0.1-10 Hz pulse repetitionrate and high reability of all

the accelerator units. The beam composition is important for implantation and annealing of semiconductor

materials.

The object of this paper is to report the results obtained by different workers using high-current ion

accelerators developed and built at the Nuclear Physics Institute. In particular, the problems pertaining to the

increase of wear resistance of cutting tools, hardening of high-temperature titanium alloys, reconditioning and

cleaning of articles and thin fdm deposition are discussed. Schematic diagrams of diode systems of the

accelerator employed to that effect are given.

Specific Features of the Mechanism Responsible for the HPIB - Material Interactions

HPIB's used in the applied research generally have the following parameters:

ion energy 105-106eV, current density 101-104A/cm 2, pulse duration 10-8-10-_s.
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The exposure of the materials to HPIB's results in specially developed TEMP accelerator [9] whose

such major processes as heating, melting, liquid- parameters meet, to some extent, the specific

phase mixing of components and evaporation; requirements. The accelerator comprises a seven-

vapor-plasme flame formation, intense mixing and stage Marx generator, a double pulse shaping circuit,

plasma expansion at rates between l0s and 10_cm/s; a vacuum diode system, power supply and control

compression and shock wave excitation; fast cooling unit. A general view of the accelerator is shown in

of the near-surface target layer after the axposure Figure 1.

(dT/dt > 106K/s), condensation of sputtering

species into the environment and on the irradiated

target.

These processes cause specific changes in the _

surface chemistry and formation of the fme

crystalline structure. The resulting changes, in turn,

alter physicomechanical properties and,

consequently, performance characteristics of the

articles.

HPIB's have advantages over other kinds of e

concentrated energy fluxes in the high-efficiency

beam-target interaction, fairly uniform depth of Fig. 1. Shematic diagram of TEMP accelerator. 1-

penetration of the absorbed energy and high beam power supply system; 2 - Marx generator; 3 - pulse

cross section (101- 103cm2). shaping line; 4 - vacuum chamber; 5 - vacuum
pump system; 6 - control unit.

HPIB Sources
The accelerator is supplied with different

magnetically-insulated diode configurations
We have studied the beam-material interactions

(see Fig. 2)
using TONUS and VERA accelerators [2, 3, 7] and

Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams of magnetically insulated diodes, a-strip diode; b- focusing diode.
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perfectly ordered structure of the near-surface layer HPIB processing enhances the corrosion

and the formation of carbides. All these contribute to resistance by a factor of 6. The irradiation of titanium

material strengthening. The fatigue range can be alloys combined with thermal treatment also

increased by 12-200 % for different alloys. More increases their errosion resistance by a factor of 1.8.

than a two-fold increase in the heat-resistance is The errosion tests were carried out for a load of

observed which is due to both the formation of 20 mg/cm 2.To this end, quartz sand was used with a

perfectly ordered structure in the alloy surface layer particle diameter of 40-100 tzm and speed of

and fine carbide precipitates. 200 m/s.
5'(MPa) .

350 •
_A

300 z
l:t

-_ _..._..._,.......,, ,_,, ,__ 250 _. _ox - • •

...." "_...._"' _i'_'-| 150 , .. , , .... ,
__ "! 10 5 106 107 jOB 109 Ncycte

Fig. 9. Fatigue curves for VT33 titanium alloy
samples: 1 - after HPIB irradiation; 2 - after

diffusive annealing alone; 3 - initial state.

C Repeated loading is 3300 Hz and annealing
temperature - 450*.

The data obtained show that HPIB technology

can be used to advantage to modify the properties of

articles made of heat-proof materials. It is to be

noted, on the other hand, that the craters formed on

d the surface of the irradiated samples are the major

limitations to further improvement of their

performance characteristics. Therefore, gaining a

deep insight into the crater formation process and

Fig. 8. HPIB-induced surface morphology of developing efficient crater control techniques would
compressor blades made of VT25 titanium alloy vs

benefit extensive industrial applications of the HPIBpulse number: a - initial state; b - n = 1 pulse; c -

n = 10 pulses; d - n = 20 pulses, technology.
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Reconditioning and Cleaning of Machine Parts

Using High-Power Ion Beams

Expensive industrial equipment and machine parts being in long-term service have to be reconditioned

and cleaned from carbon deposits, oxide layers and skin inclusions. As a rule, this operation involves

mechanical machining, chemical or electrochemical etching. A competitive method for the job is beam etching

which is highly efficient and ecologically safe at that. For example, the HPIB technology is capable of cleaning

disused gas-turbine engine blades made of high-temperature titanium alloys [10]. The oxide layer may be as

thick as 40-80/zm. The HPIB machining partially or completely removes the oxide material. Moreover, free

carbide or oxycarbide precipitates are formed in the surface layer. An extra finishing thermal treatment results

in free-grained surface structure with a highly uniform distribution of a-plates. The grain size is 40-60 #m.

Residual compressive stress is formed in the near-surface zone 5/zm thick. An optimum machining regime

makes it possible to reduce the surface roughness from 0.30 to 0.06/zm and enhance the sample

microhardness by a factor of 1.5. Figure 10 illustrates the results of fatigue tests. Th.e fatigue curve for

compressor blades of a g_:;-turbine engine subject to HPIB machining and diffusive annealing is seen to lie

even higher than the one for new commercial blades. In addition, the resistance to dust erosion and salt

corrosion can be increased at least to the level of new commercial products. The HPIB technology is

applicable to machining and reconditioning of articles made of different materials and to the preliminary

surface preparation for different protective coatings. /I3 {'ram)

6(MPa)• l 1
I

55O
""¢0 * • I t.5

1.o 2 3

2 I 0.5 ,, I ......

Fig. 10. Fatigue curves for VT9 titanium alloy 20 40 60
samples after 1000hrs service: 1 - new blade; 2 - "t (rn[ n)

compressor blade after 1000hrs service; Fig. 11. Fatigue Wear, h, of tool tips as a

3 - HPIB irradiation plus diffusive annealing, function of service time, t: 1 - new tips; 2, 3 -

Repeated loading is 3300 Hz and annealing HPIB-irradiated tips for different processing
temperature - 500°C. regimes.
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HPIB processing of high-temperature alloys affects greatly their microhardness and surface roughness.

As the current density is increased their microhardness first reduces from 360 to 200-280 HV and enhances to

430-700 HV for different alloys. The surface roughness can be reduced from 0.26-0.4 to 0.06-0.12 #m. In

addition, the annealing of the irradiated samples promotes intense recrystaUization processes in the surface

layers of titanium alloys. As a result, 40/zm grains are formed with a highly homogeneous substructure.

(t01)_-.Ti

2(c (oo?.),c-Ti

93 X__._;...,}

B
1,0_

0,7 _
cs, -.-J _ ',,-,,,_k.,..2

I , I

loo j(A/c 49 45
Fig. 6. (102)-t_-Ti X-ray line position (20:) and 28 (grtld)

F3hrHM (B) as a function ofji for VT18U titanium Fig. 7. X-ray line for VT18U titanium alloy sample:1 - initial state; 2 - after HPIB irradiation and

alloy samples, diffusive annealing alone.

The results obtained from scanning electron microscopy show the feasiL_ty of the HPIB technique to

the microrelief burnishing. Figure 8 illustrates this fact. It takes but 20 shots to scrape off the traces of the

initial machining of compressor blades of a gas turbine engine.

However, high current densities result in the formation of microcraters on the surface of titanium alloys. As

the current density is increased the craters grow slightly larger but their number decreases. The cross-

sectional dimensions of the craters (5-80 tzm) are independent of the number of shots. It is to be noted that

the thermal treatment following the sample irradiatior, gives rise to the formation of new craters. The

mechanism responsible for this effect is most probably related to purely nonlinear liquid-vapor processes

which occur in the beam-target interaction zone. High-temperature titanium alloys were put to fatigue, high-

temperature strength, dust erosion and salt corrosion tests. Theresults showed the improvement of their

performance characteristics at certain beam parameters. Of greatest interest are the data on the fatigue

properties of the irradiated alloys, Fig. 9.

Typically, the sites of breakage of samples before the exposure are sharp edges while after the exposure

they are found beneath the surface (6-120 _m deep) or in craters. The enhanced fatigue strength of the

irradiated samples is primarily due to the reduced size and number of macrodefects of the cutting edge, fairly
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A nanosecond generator delivers two successive /,/(KV),

pulses (see Fig. 3). The first pulse induces plasma 450 [
!

formation, while the second one accelerates the ion 300 I.

species. The current density of the focusing diode is I (t_A){X,.,.,,,_--_ _"
controlled by varying the diode-target separation. 30 1-

20The accelerator parameters are as follows: ion

energy -up to 300 keY; current density at the target '/_/2l_2)1• _50-200 A/cm2; pulse duration - 50 ns; PRR - i pulse ( .

per 3 seconds. 300 ["
z00

A special device has been added to the vacuum 100 j'_1 * t i

chamber to provide automatic handling of samples 100 200 300 400 'E (ns)
placed in the beam path. The accelerator is capable

of processing a 1 m2 surface per hour and the Fig. 3. OsciUogram traces of accelerating voltage (U),
total diode current (I), and ion current (Ji) at the

treatment would require the vacuum chamber to be

opened three times during an hour session, target.

Pulsed Beam Machining of Implanted Silicon

Thermal treatment of semiconductors employed in the experiments [9]. Figure 4 shows carrier

using charged particle beams with a layer concentration as a function of implantation dose.

nanosecond or microsecond pulse duration

has a number of advantages over laser

Ns(crn"z)machining. Beam energy deposition in a

sample volume provides fast thermal ..,__ _-

treatment without any surface damage. _I t

Furthermore, the fact that the energy t0t6"

deposition is independent of changes in the

state of aggregation of matter and optical 10t5

parameters of the beam improves "the 1015 l015 ........ l17un

machining repeatability. R.M. Bayazitov et al. ]) (Crrl_2)
[11] explored the possibility of crystallization

and formation of high-alloy silicon layers
Fig. 4. P+-doped silicon layer concentration as a function

using a combination of ion implantation and
of irradiation dose after laser annealing (1) and HPIB

HPIB machining. TEMP accelerator was annealing(2).
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It is seen that high implantation doses (2.1016) permit have shown changes in the structural composition of

higher impurity activation to be achieved (100 %) as the near-surface layer of the, irradiated samples. The

compared to laser annealing. High-alloy layer thickness is 4--7/_m, which exceeds greatly the

(no = 3"1021cm"3)highly conducting silicon layers are depth of convective mixing (- 1/_m). The difference

formed. The method in question is full of in angles of reflection 20 c in the diffractograms of

potentialities since it affords an opportunity to Figure 6 before and after irradiation is the evidence

combine the implantation of electrically active of the material deformation and residual

impurities with the annealing of radiation-induced compressive or tensile microstresses. Maximum

defects. Work is under way now to build a short- structural changes have been found after irradiation

pulse implanter with an output energy of 120keV using high current densities. In this case the

and average beam power up to i kW. diffraction lines on the X-ray patterns of Figure 7 are

narrower after vacuum annealing. The interplanar

High-Temperature Resistant Titanium Alloy spacing dlo3 is reduced from 0.1335 to 0.1329 and the

Modification line separation (002) and (101) increases from 2.5 to

2.9*. It is likely to be due to a more complete

We have investigated HPIB-induced changes in relaxation of residual macrostresses in the near-

the physico-chemical properties of the surface layers surface layer after irradiation and thermal treatment.

of samples and machine components made of high- X

temperature o_-,c_,/3-,/3-titanium alloys. The analysis 00"/_"_r"'*_-'--°_--...__272o3, _eV__I

was done by means of Auger spectroscopy, scanning 60

electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction technique, X- /tO

ray microanalysis, and exoelectron emission. In 20' _,..._....,__
addition, we have measured surface microhardness a,=_...___ i

and roughness, fatigue strength, resistance to dust 0 50 100 t50 h(nm)

erosion, salt corrosion and atmospheric corrosion at X(at._,)

high temperatures. Following the irradiation, all the

ir

samples were subject to stabilizing vacuum thermal 80_, ,,I,1_I'*--"--". C

treatment. 60ti/'''_/ _/_F

The HPIB irradiation and thermal treatment cause ;0(lI_'_ _ 1

surface layers up to 1 _m thick, Figure 5. Carbon and ..., ..... 1

oxygen concentrations grow higher and carbon, Fig. 5. Concentration proNes of Ti, C, O, AI, Mo and
Zn in the surface layer (100 rim) of samples made of

zirconium, molybdenum concentrations distributions VT9 titanium alloy and Auger peaks of carbon, a -
become more uniform. There appear free carbide initial state; b - HPIB technology at E- 300 keV

and oxycarbide precipitates in the near-surface and Ji --140-150 A/cm 2 and diffusive annealing at
550°C for 2 hrs (z_-Ti; Q - C;O- O;1_- Al;ll- Mo;

layers up to 100nm thick. X-ray diffraction analysis A- Zn).
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Hardening of CuttingTools

The serviceability of cutting edges, i.e. surface layers 100/zm thick, is known to be critical for the tool life

time. The HPIB machining of cutting tools is proposed as an alternative to plasma sputtering of wear-

resistant coatings. The HPIB technology is characterized by a superior machining rate and lower specific

energy input. The HPIB machining is found to improve the wear resistance of tool tips drills, cutters and taps

by a factor of 2 to 8 3, 7. Figure 11 gives wear curves for VK-7 alloy tool tips employed for rough-machining

of titanium alloy samples. The data were obtained using a software machining center. We are performing

experiments on the combined use of HPIB's and plasma fluxes for applying different coatings.

Concluding Remarks

HPIB sources have shown good promise for a great number of practical applications. Currently, the

major problem is to study the dynamic processes occuring at the interface of beam-vapor-plasma layer-

liquid phase boundary-solid. Further-more, the development of efficient crater control techniques would

bring about a considerable improvement of performance characteristics of articles which underwent the HPIB

treatment. Unlike metal working, the application of the HPIB technology to semiconductor materials, for

example, for the electrically active impurity implantation followed by defect annealing would set a more

severe requirements to the beam composition, pulse duration and energy spectrum.
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MICROSECOND-CONDUCTION-TIME POS EXPERIMENTS

13.V. Weber, J. R. Boiler, R. J. Commisso, P. J. Goodrich,* J. M. Grossmann,
D. D. Hinshelwood,* J. C. Kellogg, P. F. Ottinger and G. Cooperstein

Plasma Physics Division
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5000

*Jaycor, Vienna, VA 22182-2270

Abstract Experimentshave beenperformedto improvetheunderstandingof the its-conduction-time
plasmaopeningswitch (POS). Measurementswith a He-Nelaser interferometershow that the line-
integratedplasmadensityreachesa peakvalueduringconduction,thendecreasesto a relativelysmall
value beforeopening begins. Duringopening,the densityis low overa largefractionof the electrode
gap,but is relativelyhigh at both electrodes,indicatingthatopeningactuallyoccurs in the middleof the
electrodegap. The dependenceof conductioncurrentandconductiontimeon densityand otherPOS pa-
rameters(radius, length,and currentwaveform)indicatethatconductionis controlledby hydrodynamic
displacementanddistortionof the plasma,resultingin a lowdensityregionwhereopeningoccurs,pos-
sibly by erosion. Experimentswithelectron-beamdiodeloadsiaavebeenperformedfora varietyof load
and POSconfigurations. Assuming the POSgap atpeakpowerequalsthe radialextentof the electron
orbits, the calculated switchgapis about 2-3mmover a widerangeof loadimpedances,conductioncur-
rents, andcenterconductorradii. Increasedload powerrequiresincreasingthe (effective)gapsize. Fluid
and PIC codesmay be suitable tosimulatethe conductionandopeningphases,respectively,anda com-
bined fluid/particlemodelcould indicatepromisingmethodsfor increasingthe outputpower usinga
POS.

I. Introduction

Inductive-store pulsed power generators require a fast opening switch to transfer current

from an energy-storage inductor to a load. One approach[I] is to use a plasma opening switch

(POS) to conduct current during the discharge of a Marx generator into an inductor, which gen-
erally takes about 1 Its. After this conduction phase, the POS opens and transfers most of the

current to a load. This approach to inductive-store pulsed power generators is attractive com-

pared with conventional (capacitive water-line) generators because of decreased size and cost,

and the potential to scale up to higher energy.J2]

POS experiments have been performed on the Hawk inductive-store pulsed power gen-

erator at the Naval Research Laboratory (N'RL). Hawk consists of a high-current, 1-1xFMarx

bank[3] with a typical output voltage of 640 kV and stored energy of 0.23 MJ at 80-kV charging

voltage. The discharge of the Marx into the circuit inductance, shorted by a POS, results in a si-

nusoidal current with peak amplitude 720 kA and quarter period 1.2 ItS. When the POS opens,

current is transferred to an electron-beam diode load, resulting in load power as high as 0.7 TW

(450 kA, 1.6 MV).[4] The overall energy efficiency of the Hawk generator is about 20%, about

two times smaller than for conventional water-line generators. (For example, the Gamble II

generator at NRL is about 40% efficient and generates 1-2 TW into a load for similar stored en-

ergy.) The volume of Hawk (50 m3) is far smaller than its conventional counterpart, (Gamble
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II: 2000 m3), making it an attractive al-

ternative for many applications, especially [7

if the efficiency and power could be flashb°_rds[1O]II
increased. '....................__"_

The output power of Hawk, and of 7 _ _ chordol line of sight! II II||l II

similar generators, is limited by the POS. G i}}}i}iiiii!i!z- 13cm z- 23 cm

Research on Hawk has concentrated on 'i",°","',''............. _xl_lI'nel
identifying the physical mechanisms that _ -_ ............."."'":.'.:':'.-.-._.---.--...o.*'......,---,---,--,,_,_1of ._tlr-6.Scm 1.
determine conduction and opening for the _"-'_ +.._.L_+,. :g_.._.:._0 I0 20 z(cm)
ItS-conduction-time POS. This paper

gives an overview of this research work. Fig. 1. HawkPOSarrangementshowingaxial andchordal

Interferometry is used to measure the dis- He-Nelaserlines-of-sijzht for interferometrv.

tribution and evolution of the plasma density during POS operation, and to determine the de-

pendence of conduction current and time on density and other POS parameters. Experiments

with electron-beam diode loads demonstrate that the size of the vacuum gap generated in the

plasma during opening is limited to about 3 mm. Understanding the gap opening mechanism

and increasing its size, perhaps with the aid of computer simulations, could lead to significant

improvement in output power and efficiency.

II. Physics of conduction based on interferometry

Measurements of plasma dynamics and conduction scaling on Hawk have been made

using a He-Ne intefferometer[5,6]. Details of the intefferometer are given in Ref. [7]. A sketch

of the POS on Hawk and sample laser lines-of-sight used for density measurements are shown in

Fig. 1. The POS plasma is injected between the coaxial condu6tors using 18 flashboards, each

driven by a capacitor circuit generating about 35 kA in 0.6 lxs. Currents are measured on the

generator (IG) and load (IL) sides of the POS. A short circuit load is used to minimize debris

and prevent high voltages that could adversely affect the density measurement. The axial line-

of-sight measures the line integrated electron density in the plasma injection region at a selected

radial location. The length of the plasma injection aperture, l = 8 cm in Fig. 1, is used to con-

vert the line-integrated density to more convenient density units (cm-3). The precision of the

density measurement using the axial line-of-sight is about 1 x 1014 cm-3.

Fig. 2 shows data taken on Hawk using an r = 5 cm center conductor using the axial line-

of-sight located at r = 6.5 cm, 1.5 cm from the center conductor and 0.5 cm from the outer con-

ductor in the POS region (as shown in Fig. 1). The average density measured by firing the

fiashboards alone, nFB, increases from about 2 x 1015 cm -3 at the time the Hawk current would

begin (t - 0), to over 8 x 1015 cm -3 at the time the load current would begin (t = 0.9 lxs). The

density measured during the Hawk shot, ne, follows nFB for the first 0.4 ItS and then decreases,

becoming relatively small at the time opening begins. The decrease in density during conduc-
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Fig. 2. Density measured in Hawk, 1.5 cm from the Fig. 3. Density measured on a long time scale, 1.0
r = 5 cm center conductor, canfrom the r = 5 cm center conductor.

tion is typical for Hawk experiments, although the rapid decrease shown in Fig. 2 is not neces-

sarily typical. After opening, the density is lower than the measurement limit for 0.3 ItS before

increasing. The density eventually exceeds 1017 cm -3, an order of magnitude higher

than the peak flashboard density, as shown in Fig. 3. The high density after switching is attrib-

uted to plasmas generated at the electrodes after bombardment by the energetic particles gener-

ated during the opening phase.

The radial dependence of the density is measured by changing the radial location of the

laser line-of-sight for shots with the same nominal POS parameters. The measured density dis-.... '_ . . . ,. , .... -

tributions at the start of conduction and during 20 .... FBs, start I

opening are shown in Fig. 4. The density distri- A ,,°fconduction

butions measuredby firingthe flashboards alone _ 15 _\\/ Shot, 900 ns

are indicated by dashed lines. The distribution at 'E \m/o.,,, (during opening)"_o
FBs, 900 ns

the start of conduction tor the Hawk shots _ _ ,, /
o 10 _ "0..

matches the flashboard-only data. The density _ _ _'o--o,,
distribution at the start of conduction shows a .-- 'o

drastic dens it yi ncrea se near the center con ductor _'_ 5 "_?____._.__t

resulting from a plasma-surface interaction. The c_ --{

density is relatively constant between r = 6 and A

7 cm. At a time during opening, t = 900 ns in o -,

Fig. 4, the density measured on Hawk shots has a 5.o 5.5 e.o e.5 7.o

minimum at r = 6.5 cm, and increases toward r (era)

both conductors. Presumably, opening occurs in Fig. 4. Radial distribution of density at the start of

this region. For comparison, the density distribu- conduction and during opening.
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tion measured at the corresponding time but without firing Hawk is shown. The consequence of

current conduction is that this additional plasma does not completely enter the switch region, and

the density is redistributed by J×B forces during conduction, resulting in a rarefied region where

fast opening can occur.

Measurements[8] made using other electrode radii (2.5-13 cm) and inner-outer conductor

spacings (2-4.5 cm) indicate that the minimum density region during opening extends over a

larger region (1-2 cm) of the gap between the conductors. In all cases, opening probably occurs

between the conductors where the density is low, instead of near the cathode or anode surfaces,

where the density is relatively high.

Measurements[8] using the chordal lines-of-sight shown in Fig. 1 indicate that opening

occurs before plasma is displaced to these locations (9 cm and 19 cm from the edge of the

plasma injection aperture). The reduction in density occurs in the switch region, without signifi-

cant translation of the switch plasma toward the load.

An illustration of the physical process that could explain the density reduction is shown

in Fig. 5. Here, the POS is simulated using the Anthem code[9] to model the plasma as two

fluids (electrons and ions). The experimentally measured radial density distribution 300 ns after

conduction begins is used in the simulation. During conduction, the plasma is compressed, and a

thick "snowplow" effect is seen. The current streamlines follow the electron contours in the

compressed density region, resulting in primarily radial current with a slight bow in the middle

where the plasma has been displaced the farthest. At the end of conduction, the plasma has ac-

cumulated near the load end of the switch region. The axial components of the current density

cause a radial displacement of plasma toward both electrodes. This forms a valley in the plasma

distribution at about r = 6.7 cm, close to the location of the minimum density in the correspond-

ing Hawk experiment (Fig. 4). The line-integrated density decreases rapidly at this location at

(during conduction)

r

(end of conduction) -

fi_t_. __ ., . ITime 1....!

Fig. 5. Anthem simulation of Hawk POS. Electron contours are plotted during conduction (above left) and at the
end of conduction (below left). Line-integrated electron density at r = 6.7 an is plotted vs. time (right).
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the end of conduction. The fluid version of the code is probably inadequate to simulate the

opening phase, when it is believed particle effects (magnetically insulated electrons and en-

hanced erosion) dominate the physics. However, a fluid code could be sufficient to model the

conduction phase and provide the input to a particle code to model the opening phase.

Interferometry was used to test the scaling of the POS conduction current (and time) with

simplified predictions from theory. At least four conduction limits have been proposed: bipolar

[10], modified bipolar,[ 11] electro-magnetohydrodynamics (EMH),[12] and magnetohydrody-

namics (MHD)[13,14]. For the long conduction times considered here, only the EMH and MHD

cases are expected to apply. A simple EMH limit can be derived assuming ion motion is negli-

gible and that radial current is conducted by electrons executing E×B drifts. It can then be

shown[15] that the azimuthal magnetic field penetrates through the plasma with an axial

velocity, u, given by:

I rl dn+2 7
u = _Ln-_-r rJ' (1)

where e is the electron charge, r is the radius where opening occurs and n is the density. For

Hawk, penetration (u > 0) could occur in the region where dn/dr -- 0 (r = 6-7 cm in Fig. 4).

Opening is assumed to begin when the field penetrates the length of the plasma, J udt=l,

resulting in the conduction limit:

Imvmdt= _;er2ln . (2)

For a linearly rising current, I(t) _ t, the conduction current IEM H ,x nl/2.

The MHD limit occurs when ion motion is not negligible and the plasma is displaced or

distorted by J×B forces. Based on empirical evidence[16,17] and the simulation results pre-

sented earlier, conduction is assumed to end when the plasma center-of-mass is displaced to the

load end of the POS. This results in an MHD conduction limit:

_,[IMi.iD2dt2 100_2r212Mi= n, (3)
Z

where Mi and Z are the ion mass and charge state, respectively, and cgs units are used except for

I(Amps). For a linearly rising current, IMH D _xnl/4.

These simplified scaling laws are in general agreement with Hawk experiments. Fig. 6

shows data and scaling predictions from Eqs. 2 and 3. The horizontal axis is the peak density

measured during conduction, about 1.5 cm from the center conductor. In both graphs in Fig. 6, a

standard case is shown, where r = 5 cm, the Marx capacitors are charged to 80 kV, and the

plasma length is 8 cm. The data (circles) match the M]-ID limit, both in the density scaling and

magnitude. For currents less than 450 kA, the EMH limit should be reached before the MHD

limit. The trend in the data suggests this may occur in the Hawk experiments. The graph on the

left in Fig. 6 shows the effect of changing dI/dt by lowering the Marx voltage to 50 kV. The
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Fig. 6. Hawk conduction current scaling and comparisons with MHD and EMH scaling laws.

graph on the right in Fig. 6 shows the effect of decreasing the length to 4 cm. For both changes,
the data match the MHD/EMH prediction. Similar agreement occurs for radii of 2.5, 5, and

12 cm.[8]

A striking difference between the MHD and EMH regimes is shown in Fig. 7. In the top

graph in Fig. 7, load currents are shown for different plasma densities. The conduction current
varies from 200 kA (#1) to 700 kA (#6). The bottom graph in Fig. 7 shows the density meas-

ured 9 cm from the load edge of the plasma aper- ,_

ture using a chordal line-of-sight (z = 13 cm in

Fig. 1). A large plasma density, comparable to

the density in the POS region, appears at this 1o- _ 'o0

cation after opening for cases 3-6, that is, for cur- _=,oo

rents greater than 450 kA. For currents less than ° 2O0

450 kA, the measured densities at this location are o ., -,

negligible (much less than the density in the POS ,o ........ ,. I 7s/ 16
region during conduction). This phenomenon is , ,,g,gibi.do,,,,,o,mpla,,_, , // I t

consistent with the difference between the MHD ' , _ : / 1"-o /..)'_.
and EMIl limits. In the EMH case, switching oc- _ • ,, .-,: -i i" 4 i

curs before the plasma is translated. Evidently, _ ' //" tplasma motion in the axial direction is negligible g 2 3.." .• ,
compared with radial motion. In the MHD case, ° '"', _ ..... _--]

the plasma center-of-mass is translated a fixed °° "° 2°Time (Us)

distance during conduction. The measured Fig. 7. Densitymeasuredusinga chordalline-of-
downstream density begins later for longer con- sight9 cm fromthe edgeof the POS(bottom) and
duction times, correspondingloadcurrents(top).
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III. Physics of opening based on electrical measurements with diode loads

Experiments have been performed on Hawk using various POS configurations and elec-

tron-beam diode loads.[18,4] Results from experiments using an r = 5 cm center conductor are

summarized in Fig. 8, which is a plot of peak switch voltage (essentially the same as the load

voltage) as a function of the load impedance at the time of peak load power. Different symbols

in this plot correspond to different conduction current ranges. The two dashed lines define

"load-limited" and "switch-limited" regimes. In the load-limited regime, the load impedance

determines the voltage. In the switch-limited regime, the voltage is independent of the im-

pedance, for a given conduction current. In this case, the voltage is limited by the switch to

about 900 kV, and the load current is less than the generator current (current is lost in the switch

region or between the switch and load). Maximum load power occurs at the intersection of these

two lines, about 0.4 TW 1000 ' " I ' i ...... ' ' J ,

in this case. o

The data in r_=5cm / o
0 Z_O o 0

800 '_'g @ o o oFig. 8 suggest a simple _" o
"%o g o

picture of the opened "_" o o
600

POS, illustrated in Fig. "6

> ?_0 _'_ O0 "switch limited'9. At peak power, a =o oo o

vacuum gap is assumed "_ 400 // zxo_ o
-_ &," a 0 "load limited"to have formed in the = °o
a. 13

POS plasma. Electron 200 o
A

orbits are illustrated in o o I<500kA o I<600kA * I<650kA ,_ I<700kA

Fig. 9 for the load-lim- 0 , ' = ..... ' ' ' ' ,,, , ,
ited and switch-limited 0 _ 2 3 4

cases (see, for example, zLat peakpower (Q)

[19]). The electron flow Fig. 8. Peak voltage vs. load impedance for Hawk shots using an r = 5 cm center

extends a distance D conductor.Symbolscorrespondto differentrangesof conductioncurrent.

from the cathode side of the POS gap. Within a numerical factor, D can be calculated from a
critical current formula:

D = 1.6 x 85001_Yr
I' (4)

where the factor 1.6 is a correction factor from PIC simulations, 13and y are the standard relativ-

istic factors and I is the generator current (in Amps) at the time of peak power. The load-limited

case corresponds to low load impedance, so that the electron flow extent D is less than (or equal

to) the vacuum gap. The switch-limited case corresponds to high load impedance where the

electron flow extends across the plasma, and current is lost across the POS. In this case, the cal-

culated value of D using Eq. 4 will be approximately equal to the physical gap in the plasma, as-

suming the electron flow is in equilibrium.
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Load-Limited Switch-Limited

Fig. 9. Electronflow patternsacrossa vacuumgapin a POSfor"l_d-limited" and "switch-limited"cases.

The calculated values of D are shown in Fig. 10 for the same shots corresponding to the

data in Fig. 8. In the switch-limited regime, the calculated gap, D, is in the 2.5-3 mm range, in-

dependent of load impedance and conduction current. (For comparison, the radial distance be-

tween the POS conductors is 20 ram.) In the load-limited regime, D is independent of conduc-

tion current and an increasing function of load impedance. It is not clear whether the gap in this

case is larger than D, as illustrated in Fig. 9, or if the gap generated in the plasma stops growing

when the electron flow is insulated. In either case, the simple picture of a 2.5-3 mm gap forming

in the plasma explains all the data in Fig. 8.

The limited gap size results in a limited load power, and determines the "matched load"

impedance to maximize the load power (1.5-2 f_ in Fig. 8). If the gap size or magnetic field

could be increased, th. matched load impedance would be higher resulting in higher load voltage

and power. Empirically, reducing the center conductor radius on Hawk results in higher voltage

and a fixed gap size. Experiments[4] using an r = 2.5 cm center conductor are limited to a

voltage of 1.5 MV, and 4 . _.... . r , • , .

the calculated gap is r, =5cm D= 1.6x 8500By r/I
< 3 mm. Further reduc-

,..., 3 oO 0 0°otion of the center con- E
E o° 8o _, -tr-_-_ _ OAO00 0

ductor radius to 1.3 cm ='_ o°8 _ _ o8°8 8 o o
results in the highest _ 2 od_ ° o a
voltage to date on _ r, noa

Hawk, about 2 MV, and "_ at9 a
a similar calculated o. 1

switch gap. An example t_ l<500kA o I<600kA o l<650kA a I<700kA

of data from a Hawk
0 . , I ....... _ i ..... i i , ....

shot with an r = 1.3 cm o _ 2 3 4
center conductor is

Zt. at peak power (_)

shown in Fig. 11. The Fig. 10. Gapsize, D, for the data in Fig.8, as a functionof load impedance. The
conduction current is gap is limitedto < 3 ram.
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' ' 2400
800 ' , ' ' '

limited to lower values

in this case (500 kA x'xa _le..._ 2000
600 Io VLwith r = 1.3 cm 16oo .-.

>
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with r 5 cm) because _--400 1200=
E "6

of the MHD scaling ® >'" 800
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power obtained on ' ' " ' '
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Hawk, 0.7 TW, used a

tapered center conductor Time(ps)
Fig. 11. Highestloadvoltage(2MV) obtainedon Hawkusingan r= 1.3cm

(r = 5 cm at the genera- center conduaor.
tor end of the switch

region to r = 1.3 cm at the load end) in an attempt to extend the conduction phase and increase

the magnetic field in the region where opening occurs.J4]

One possible explanation of the limited gap has been deduced from PIC code simula-

tions[20] of a low density (< 1013 cm"3) shorter time scale (< 100 ns) POS. As mentioned be-
fore, these simulations may be applicable to the laSPOS after the density has been reduced dur-

ing the conduction phase. The PIC simulations show a region of net positive charge (potential

hill) resulting from electron depletion. This potential hill migrates axially through the rarefied

plasma, leaving behind a vacuum gap where electrons are magnetically insulated. When the ion-

rich region reaches the load end of the plasma, the ions erode arid the preformed gap exists along

the extent of the plasma, independent of the load impedance. In simulations, the size of the gap

increases by increasing the magnetic field and by decreasing the density. These results could be

applied to Hawk using a density distribution determined by a fluid code. In the future, a com-
bined fluid/particle treatment could provide a reliable modeling tool for the lxs POS.

IV. Summary and conclusions

POS experiments on Hawk are leading to improved understanding of its-conduction-time

POS physics. Density measurements during Hawk shots have been the most revealing new

technique. These measurements show that the density decreases during conduction, that opening
occurs in the middle of the electrode gap instead of near the cathode or anode electrodes, and

that the conduction current scaling can be understood from simple limits: MHD for high cur-

rents, where opening begins when the axial plasma displacement is about half the switch length,
and EMH for low currents, where axial field penetration occurs before plasma displacement is

significant. Experiments with diode loads indicate that the POS operates as if a ~ 3-mm vacuum
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gap forms in the plasma, independent of conduction current, load impedance, and center conduc-

tor radius. Consistent with this limited gap, higher voltage is obtained when the center conduc-

tor radius is reduced. Optimizing the POS parameters to maximize the output power is a trade-

off between higher voltage generated using a small radius center conductor, and the correspond-

ing reduction of conduction current because of the MIlD limit. Fluid and particle codes may be

able to simulate the conduction and opening phases, respectively, and to indicate promising

methods to increase the output power, making this technique even more attractive for pulsed

power applications.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge Rick Fisher for his expert technical assistance on Hawk

experiments. We also benefited from many discussions of POS physics with J. Thompson and

E. Waisman of Maxwell Labs and J. Goyer of Physics International Co.
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Abstract

An IES pulsed power machine has been built at Physics International
Company that serves as a prototype demonstration of IES technology that is
scaleable to very large TW generators. The prototype module utilizes inductive
store opening switch technology for the final stage of pulse compression and is
capable of driving both electron beam Bremsstrahlung loads or imploding plasma
loads. Each module consists of a fast discharge Marx driving a water dielectric
transfer capacitor which is command triggered to drive the inductive store section of
the machine. The inductive store is discharged into the load using a plasma erosion
opening switch. Data demonstrating 22% efficient operation into an electron beam
diode load will be presented. The system issues addressing the combining of these
modules into a very large pulsed power machine will be discussed.

Introduction

Pulsed high power machines have historically been built using Marx driven capacitive store
closing switch pulse compression as the method of achieving high power. The machine discussed
in this paper is unique in that it utilizes an inductive energy store (IES) switched with an opening
switch (OS) as the final stage of pulse compression. The reason for developing this new IES/OS
pulse compression technology is that it is more compact (higher energy density) than the capacitive
store pulse compression technology. The higher energy density of the IES/OS system results in
lower cost and technology that scales favorably up to higher powers.

The pulsed power machine that has been designed, built, and tested called L_rototype
Module 1 (PM1) is shown in Figure 1. Figure la shows the machine prior to final assembly,
while Figure lb shows the front-end after assembly. This module has been designed and built to
be a building block of a much larger pulsed power machine by simply replicating the hardware.
System requirements that facilitate combination of multiple modules into a larger facility have been
incorporated into the design of PM1. These system requirements include: low (+ 10 ns)
command fire jitter, converging geometry for maximum diode parking efficiency, and reliable low
stress component operation. This module has now been operational for 15 months and has
demonstrated all single module and system performance goals.

A side view sketch of PM1 is shown in Figure 2. The principle components of this module
are the Marx, a water transfer capacitor, diverters, triggered gas switches, tube, 12ulseforming line
(PFL) MITL, plasma erosion opening switch (PEOS), and an electron beam Bremsstrahlung
diode. The pulse compression time line for this machine is shown in Figure 3. The fwst event in
the triggering of the Marx generator. The Marx charges the transfer capacitor in 1.5 _tsec. Once
the transfer capacitor is fully charged the transfer switches are command triggered with low
+ 2 ns jitter. The command triggering of these switches provides the timing control that is
required to combine several of these modules into a single large pulsed power system. Once the
TC output switches are triggered the inductive energy store (current charged pulse forming line) is
charged in 500 ns. The final event is the opening of the PEOS which discharges the inductive
store into the electron beam Bremsstrahlung load with a 70 ns power pulsewidth.
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1 (a). Prototype module 1 (PM1) prior to final 1 (b). Front end of PM1 after assembly.
assembly.

PM 1 PIn©hed
j CURRENT CHARGED I Beam

I Diode

PFL SECTION _ (Edlode = SS kJ)

--r Li i
Marx Capacitor

(E,tored ffi 2S0 kJ) (Eetored = 200 kJ) swn'_ctms lrtmE @sos

Figure 2. Side view sketch of PM1.

V-Load

IIn PFL \

; .S. 1.0. 1.S. 2._.
TC SMIr,h PE_

Tl_l(Imr Tl_lger Opens

Figure 3. Pulse compression timeline. The combined transfer capacitor
closing switch and IES/opening switch power amplification
stages provide three stages of pulse compression which meet
the source input electrical requirements.
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Description of PM1
Marx: The Marx is constructed from four submarxes in parallel. The total erected

capacitance is 1.1 IxF and when charged to + 84 kV the erected voltage is 670 kV for total stored
energy of 250 kJ. Each of the four submarxes contains four + 84 kV stages. The capacitors are
2.2 _tF, 100 kV, 30 nH in a standard 12"x 14"x 24" casing. These capacitors have been
routinely used for years in large pulsed power machines. Figure 4 shows one of the individual
submarxes. The current in each submarx is measured with a current viewing resistor.

Transfer Capacitor: The transfer capacitor (TC) is shown in Figure 5. The transfer
capacitor consists of 68 individual coaxial water capacitors. The transfer capacitor capacitance is
0.77 I,tF and when charged to 720 kV stores 200 kJ. The TC voltage is measured at the output
end with a capacitive divider voltage monitor

Figure 4. One of four PM1 submarxes. Figure 5. The transfer capacitor assembly
prior to final connection to the
output line.

Diverters: There are five wire resistor diverters at the Marx end of the TC. These diverters
are used to reduce the voltage reversal on the TC and to remove the waste energy from the system.
The diverters timing is controlled by adjusting the self-breaking water gap spacing.

Tube: The vacuum interface consists of a stacked insulator and gradient ring as shown in
Figure 6. This tube is identical to tubes that have been built for other super-power generators such
as PITHON, Double-EAGLE, and PHOENIX. The tube has worked flawlessly on PM1 and
requires cleaning only after a few hundred shots.

Pulse Forming Line MITL: The MITL is shown in Figure 7. This is a coaxial 4.5 f2
magnetically insulated vacuum line. This line stores energy from the transfer capacitor prior to the
opening of the final switch. This section of MITL has worked well on all tests and a comparison
of current injected at the tube to the current delivered to the PEOS has shown no losses. The
current is measured with arrays of four B-dot current monitors at various locations along the
MITE

PEOS: The PEOS consists of a 25 cm diameter cathode within a 35 cm diameter rod
anode structure. The plasma sources are eight - six row flashcards each driven by 0.6 }xFcharged
to 25 kV. The plasma is injected along a 10 cm length of A-K gap. A sketch of the PEOS and
diode configuration is shown in Figure 8. The current between the diode and the load is measured
with an array of four B-dot monitors equally spaced azimuthally.

Diode: The pinched beam diode geometry is shown in Figure 8. The anode to cathode
spacing is adjusted to obtain the optimum impedance for maximum output power and energy. The
diode current is measured with the B-dot monitors just upstream and the diode voltage is measured
using a radiation end-point monitor consisting of five filtered Si pin diodes.
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Figure 6. PM1 tube assembly prior to final Figure 7. PFL MITL sharing the cathode and
installation, anode prior to final assembly.

Figure 8. PEOS and pinched beam diode configuration.
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Output Predictions versus Performance
An end-to-end circuit model has been developed to predict the output from the PM 1. This

circuit model is shown in Figure 9. Each subsystem has been carefully modeled using measured
values for all individual components. The measured values were obtained by doing various pulsed
power tests such as firing the TC output switches and observing the ringing frequency and
amplitude between the Marx and TC. The opening switch is modeled using three measured
parameters; the conductive time, the opening time, and the opened impedance. The diode is
modeled as an initial impedance that collapses linearly in time once the power is delivered to the
load. The initial impedance and the rate of collapse are measured quantifies.
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Figure 9. PMI circuit model contains the detail required to accurately model
transient electrical behavior.

Figures 10 and 11 show a comparison of the model output and measured performance.
The excellent agreement is due to the fact that the circuit model parameters have been benchmarked
(adjusted) to this data to obtain those results. This benchmarked circuit model is very useful for;
optimizing firing time of the TC and PEOS switches for maximum load power; quantifying the
effect of specific PEOS improvements, predicting the performance of larger prototype modules and
minimizing the throughput timing jitter. As seen in Figure 11 the prototype module is capable of
delivering up to 60 kJ of electron beam energy to the load with an end-point voltage of 1.1 MV
for an overall efficiency of 22%. Table I is a summary of the electrical parameters of PM1 and the
average performance achieved.

TC VNoge _ Cv_nt r_ "l

_+--

Figure 10. PM1 experimental waveforms (solid) versus modeled.
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' Figure 11. Experimental versus modeled waveforms continued; current,
and diode voltage.

The PM1 has achieved all of the original design goals and has operated reliably and reproducible at
the levels shown in Table I.

Table I. Demonstrated Performance of the Prototype Module PM1.
PM1 Average

Electrical Parameters Measured Performance

Marx Voltage, + kV + 84 kV
EMarx, Energy Stored 250 kJ

EDiode 54+ 5kJ

Efficiency, EDio:lcjEMarx ,..,,, 22%
VDi9_I_,Peak 1.2 + 0.2 MV

IDig_le , 0.65 + 0.04 MA,
ZDiode, at Peak Power 1.9 + 0.4 f_

PDiode 0.6 TW

XPgwer, (FWHM) 71 + 5 ns
XRadiation V2I, (FWHM) MeasuredX-ray,Pulsewidth41 + 10 ns

ZpEQ$,Pea__kNorm_a!izedto 2.2 MA 7.4 + 20 _
x_, Conduction Time 303 + 14 ns

Xc, Opening Time 30 + 10 ns __
IC, Pe_k Conduction Current 0.92 + 0.03 MA

VPEOS, Peak Voltage at PEtS i.2 + 0.2 MV

ZPEOS

30 ns
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Multiple Module System Parameter Demonstration
Command Fire Control:

We have performed sequences of shots at identical control settings to obtain jitter
measurements. Our procedure was to clean the flashcard plasma sources prior to each sequence
and to recoat the gaps with graphite. The vacuum system was pumped out and was not vented
again on two of the sequences. In these sequences, the module jitter is defined as the standard
deviation of the interval measured between the command trigger of the system and the production
of the x-ray pulse. We avoided using the noise-sensitive x-ray peak and defined the x-ray time as
the middle of the interval of the x-ray FWHM.

Our first run of 12 data shots had a total module jitter from command trigger to x-ray pulse
of 11 ns. Figure 12 overlays the twelve XRD traces. To ensure that low jitter was not peculiar to
one specific operating point, we performed a second jitter run with the transfer switch _igger
delayed by an additional 100 ns. For this run of nine data shots, the total module jitter was 9 ns.
We observed that the mean time of the x-ray pulse was delayed 81 ns. The x-ray timing shift is
not the full 100 ns delay in the transfer switch because of correlations among various other
switching times.

We further performed a short run of six shots to determine if the initial shot after pump
down differed significantly in timing from subsequent shots and might skew our data. The system
was vented and pumped down before the first, fourth and sixth shots in the series. On this run,
the jitter was only 7 ns. No trend was observed in the data that indicated special performance of
the first shot after pump-down.

Overlay Composite
• t._, ..... "' t.;, ..... , .....

, "_ Current

>, '_"

""' / *'"x
X-ray

:..,_../ rllk _:..'
o.o IOO ;mo ]oo ,cp. Sop oo_

Time, ns Time, ns

Figure 12. A sequence of 12 PM1 shots had a total module jitter (1(;) of 11 ns.
The jitter we have measured arises from the three major switching subsystems: transfer

switches, Marx switches, and PEOS. The transfer switch timing determines the initiation of
current in the pulse forming line (PFL). The timing difference between the Marx and transfer
switches determines the rate of rise of PFL current. Our circuit model shows jitter propagation in
good agreement with PM1 measurements made with the PEOS replaced by a hard short.

We have not been successful in using the circuit model to propagate the jitter through the
PEOS because the rising PEOS impedance is not well enough understood for this analysis. We
observe experimentally that the PEOS begins to open soon after PFL current initiation, which
reduces the rate of PFL current rise and makes it impossible to separate the PEOS jitter form the
other jitter sources.

Despite this difficulty, we were able to measure individual component jitters which are
indicated in rectangular boxes in Figure 13. Times in circles represent cumulative jitter from the
command trigger to that point in the circuit.

This data shows the ability to adjust the command fire timing of one module and attain low,
+ 10 ns, throughput jitter. Therefore this module can be replicated and synchronized with other
modules to produce a very high power generator system.
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TG-70 Minimarx MarxBanks
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Jitter Measured on 12 Consecutive PM1 Shots

Component _ CumulativeJitter Jitter

Figure 13. We have measured the switch jitter for all PM1 components.

System Reliability
System reliability has been an integral part of the design of PM1. As a consequence, many

features have been incorporated into the design that assure system reliability re_l.uirements will be
met. Conservative design practices have been used, maximizing design margins throughout the
system. The PM1 prototype module has provided a 1300 shot data base for both component and
module reliability.

The design has been engineered to be fault-tolerant. For example, the system modularity
limits the energy that can be released locally by an electric arc. Also diverter switches have been
incorporated in the design to limit voltage reversals on the transfer and Marx capacitors. In the
event of any anomaly, system status and fault detection monitors will automatically block all trigger
system command fire signals andcrowbar all high-voltage components.

Marx Generator. The capacitors in the Marx axe rated at 100 kV, but operate at 84 kV
with a 32% voltage reversal; predicted lifetime under these conditions is over 13,000 shots (versus
10,000 shots for operation at full rating). In addition, the probability of a Marx prefire is
maintained at an extremely low value. This is accomplished primarily by operation of the switch
with an SF6 gas pressure sufficiently high so that the charging voltage is approximately half (or
less) of the self-break voltage for the switch; this is the practice on large simulators such as
AURORA, SATURN and PBFA-II.

Transfer Capacitors. The transfer capacitor has several features that enhance reliability.
Tests on PM1 s'low that failure-to-fire for two of the six transfer (output) switches will not
adversely affect the module output. Other conservation features are that the oil/water diaphragms
operate at 60% of their design limit and the diverter switches have demonstrated energy dissipation
at twice their design level without damage.

Vacuum Tube. The tube insulators axe coated with LimitrakTM and operate at 44% of the
JCM breakdown criterion, the tube on PM1 has been cleaned only when maintenance was
required for the transfer switches (twice for > 1000 shots), and has shown no signs of electrical
tracking.

Magnetically Insulated Transmission Lines - MITLs. The design criterion used for the
inductive energy store MITL is to maintain the operating impedance at less than 1/3 of the
characteristic impedance of the line; this is a conservauve approach that ensures that there is no
significant loss of energy in the MITE
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Auxiliary Systems. The auxiliary systems also incorporate features that aid in maintaining
system reliability.

The oil system includes continuous circulation and filtering of the oil, thereby assuring that
carbon particles from any electrical discharges and any other foreign materials are removed.

The water system contains a circulation and deaeration system that will dissolve any air
bubbles that form.

The vacuum system utilizes cryopumps that are fast and clean, both features that have
enhanced the performance of PM1.

Summary
A novel pulse power machine has been built and tested which uses inductive energy store

(IES)/opening switch technology as the final pulse compression stage. The PM1 has routinely
delivered up to 60 kJ into an electron beam Bremsstrahlung diode for an overall efficiency of
22%. This new machine has also demonstrated low timing jitter and very reliable operation, which
along with the compactness of the IES technology facilitates scaling to much higher output power
by simply replicating modules.
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HIGH CURRENT PUI_ED POWER GENERATOR GIT-16.

STATE OF PROJEOT. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

S.P.Bugaev, A.M.Volkov, A.A.Kim, V.N.Kieelev,

B.M.Koval' ohuk, N.F.Kovsharov , V.A.Kokshenev,

G.A.Mesyats**, A.P.Huseev'

High Current Eleotronios Institute, Tomsk 634055, Russia

=High Power Eleotronios SCB, Tomsk 634055, Russia

**Eleotroph_sios Institute, Ekaterinburg 620219, Russia

Abstraot

The oonoept of pulsed high power genex_ator based on
the direot oharging of the induotlve storage from Marx
oapaoltanoe and the applioatlon of the mloroseoond plas-

ma opening switoh (KPOS) as a key. element delivering the
energy to the load is being studied at High Ourrent Ele-
otronios Institute in Tomsk sinoe 1984. The researoh way
inoludes the experiments on GAMMA, MARINA and GIT-4 ge-
nerators. Two months ago the next step on this ws_y was
made by putting the half of the GIT-16 (Galled GIT-8)
into operation. The whole oonoept of GIT-16 as well as
the last experimental results will be reported in this
paper.

Introduotlon

There are two major goals in our MPOS researoh - the output

power and voltage multlplloation. Both of them depend on the

switoh performanoe but our experienoe show that there may be addi-

tional limiting faotors. First we d/souss some general oonsidera-

tions keeping in mind the sealing relations obtained previously.

Than the two POS stage oonoept will be briefly described being

useful for powerful MPOS generators. At the end the GIT-16 (GIT-8)

desi_ will be given as well as the first experimental results

obtained on this maohine.

Output power multiplioation

Let us oonstder the MPOS generator equivalent oirouit shown

in Fig.1. Here 0 is the Marx output oapaoitanoe, L=Lo+L v is the

total disoharge oirouit induotanoe, R s represents the MPOS resis-

tahoe by opening and R1 is the diode type load. The peak power
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regime in this scheme is realized at optimum condition

R1 = Rs (I)

with the load power PI being equal to

2
P1 _ 0.25 IsRs,

where Is is the peak switch current before opening. If the output

L=Lo+Lv

Marx voltage is Uo the load power may be expressed as following

PI 0.25 _o IsRs IsRs= = PM ------" (2)
p Uo Uo

Here p= (L/0)I/2 PM Marx peak power on the matched load RM=I 1p
So our simple analFsis shows that the peak possible power multi-

plieation Mp due to MPOS stage inserted at the output of the Marx
equals to

P1 IsRs
ip= -- - , • (3)

Px Uo

The diode voltage in peak power regime equals to UI=0.5 IsRs - a
half of the maximum available one in the scheme shown in Fig.1.

Our experience shows that the MPO8 resistance Rs does not de-

pend si_fioantlx on the load resistance RI. The value of Rs de-
pends on many factors but the most important among them are two -

the cathode radius and the discharge current. The cathode radius

at given switch current must be chosen as small as possible to
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obtain the peak magnetio field in the switoh region for good ope-

ning. The influenoe of the disoharge ourrent ma_ be explained in

following way. To oonduot more ourrent one must use more switohes.

If eaoh single switoh keeps its resistanoe unohanged the total

resistanoe of the whole switoh will be deoreased by a faotor of

ourrent multiplioation. This oonsideration results in a oonolusion

proved in experiment that the produot IsRs in Eqs.2,3 is approxi-
mately oonstant (and equals to (2-2.5) MV). By other words to in-

orease the output MPOS generator power there is (st present) only

one way- to inorease the power of the primary storage. The last

may be aohieved in two ways - by inoreasing the Marx output volta-

ge or b¥ deoreasing the disoha_ge oirouit impedanoe p. The multi-

module oonoept inoluding MARINA, GIT-4, GIT-8 and GIT-16 genera-

tors is the example of the seoond way.

Output voltage multiplioation

The peak voltage available on the MPOS generator output appe-

ars if the load resistanoe is large oompared to the switoh one

R1-R s. Suoh regime ma_ be interesting for some speoial applioati-

ors. As was mentioned above this peak voltage equals to IsR s re-

sulting in the same voltage multiplioation MV as the power one

Isas

Uo

The GIT-4 experienoe shows that this peak voltage multipli-

oation is quit diffioult to obtain in experiment beoause of the

breakdown of the vaouum insulator dividing the total seoondar7

induotive storage into two equal parts: oil part So and vaou_n

part Lv. This instLlator serves in very hard oonditions beoause it
is stressed by some hundreds kV for _ 1 _s during oonduotion and

bF some MV for _ 0.1 _s during switoh opening. Moreover its sur-

faoe may be exposed to strong UV radiation from the switoh region

during both phases. If the insulator breaks down the total induo-

tanoe two times deoreases preventing the further switoh voltage

rise and inoreasing the amplitude of the ourrent flowing through
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the Marx. The large ourrent of opposite polarity m_ destroy the

Marx oondensers oreating additional problems. The GIT-16 design

was ohosen by taken into aooount this diffioulties. Unlike GIT-4

the GIT-16 generator has vaouum insulators at the output of eaoh

module looated more than 4 m upstream from the switoh region in

the shade of the UV radiation. Operating in 8 module oonfiguration

(GIT-8) the vaouum insulators divide the total induotanoe L1 into
two approximately equal parts as well as on GIT-4 generator. In

full GIT-16 version the relation Lv/L o would equal to ~1.5 deorea-
sing the influenoe of the hig_ voltage pulse by switoh opening.

Two POS stage oonoept

It must be noted here that due to the oond/tion IsR s = oonst
the Eq.4 does not promise to expeot the additional voltage inorea-

se on GIT-8 (GIT-16) generator oompared to MARINA and OIT-4. More-

over the power inorease by inoreasing the primax7 storage power

leads beoause of the same oonditlon to the deorease of the load

resistanoe below ~I Ohm in peak power regime (I) oreating possible

problems in applioation. The possible wa_ to avoid disoussed dif-

fioulties is the two POS stage oonoept whioh mat be useful for

powerful _OS generators. The prinoipal feasibility of this wa7 is

provided by ~100 times higher short oonduotion POS impedanoe rise

rate by opening than that of the MPOS.

The soheme of the two POS stage generator is given in Fig.2.

, __ C1 (? ,C) ,...,.

PO I P033
F .2.

The first _nduotive storage L1 is shown as a lumped element beoau
se all its prooesses are slow oompared to the N wave transition

time along its length. The switohes POS1 (MI:'OS) and POS2 (short

oonduotion POS) as well as the POS2 and the load R1 are separated
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double its output power. The optimized GIT-4 two POS sta_e design

requires the load resistanoe to be equal to RI=5.4 Ohm instead of

RI=I .5 Ohm in one stage MPOS version.
Fig.3 illustrates the soheme of the last two POS sta_e expe-

, riment on GIT-4 with the POS2 switohlr_ ourrent belng Inoreased up

to 750 kh. The value of seoondar_ induotive storage _ was equal
to 130 nil, the 2.5 m long load line with oold wave impedanoe of 44

Ohm operated in vioinitx of minimum Creedon OUzTent. Fig.4 shows

80 kAldlv; 3.5 nsldlv
P7

Fig.4.

that the amplitude of the propagating load ourrent wave reaohes

,,,160 kA. in ~9 ns. This allows to estimate the hot load line wave
$

impedanoe to be of P1=34 Ohm and the wave voltage amplitude of
U=5.6 MV. The switoh resistanoe ~9 ns after the start of the POS2

opening rises up to Rs=lO.6 Ohm, the power in the wave propagating
downstream the POS2 reaohes _O.9 TW.

GIT-16 design and first results

The GIT-16 generator is being oreated as a base for liner,

oharged partiole beams as well as different kinds of radiation

development and applioation. The basio operational prlnoiple of

the maohine is the direot oharging of the induotive storage from

Marx generators and the applioation of MPOS as a key element deli-

vering the energy to the load.

The primary oapaoitive storage oonsists of 16 modules belng

oopies of the modules developed for GIT-4 generator. Being looated

within a 12 meter radius the modules are oonneoted to the oentral

Sunotion by 4 m long vaouum ooaxial lines. The vaouum insulators

are plaoed at the output of eaoh module beoause of the reasons
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disoussed above. Eaoh single unit up to the oentral junotion has

the output oapaoitanoe of 1.2 p_ and the induotanoe of 0.65 _[.

The eoheme of the oentz_l junotion is given in Fig.5. The main
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Fig.5.

oolleotor 1580 diameter and 460 mm long is supported by the

grounded tube operating as an induotive voltage monitor (Lv=410
nil). At the top side of the main oolleotor the inner Ifl_OS eleotr_-

de is mounted being 400 (o_ 300 ram) in diameter and 680

long. Plasma is in_eoted radiall_ from 505 -,.diameter outer anode

b_ 64 (32) plasma guns of oapillar_ t_pe developed for GIT-4 gene-
rator. The in_eotion plane is looated 285 mm from the top side of

the main oolleotor, the total induotanoe of the oentr_l _unotion

up to the MPOS plane is estimated to be of 22 nH (for 400 un dia-

meter oatho_e). The OUzTent diagnostio inoludes Rogovsk_ ooils at

oil (Mi) and vaouum (Bi) sides o_ eaoh vaouum insulator, the

dB/dt-rir_s at the anode measuring the total switoh OUzTent (P1)'

the ou_ent downstream the switoh (P2) and the load OUzTent (P3).
Two months a_ the 8 module version of GIT-16 oalled GIT-8

was put into operation. The experiments were performed at 40 MV
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by the transmission lines with impedanoes P2 and PI" In this lines

the wave prooesses ape important. The line separating the switohes

serves as a seoondaz7 induotive storage Z2 = p2_.2.

The analysis shows that the peak power regime in two P0S sta-

ge soheme requi_esto optimize the values of RI, PI' _ and _2" The
load power would be equal to

P

where k1 (k 2) = 0.75 is the relation of the expeoted POS1 (POS2)

switohir_ OuzTent to maximum available one, R2 is the peak POS2
resistanoe by opening, F(x) = (0.05-0.1). One may see that this

power is determined by the relation of the peak POS2 impedanoe to

the Mar_ d/sohavge oirou/t one. The peak power of the two P0S sta-

ge genez_ator exoeeds that of the one stage KPOS genez_ator by a

faotor of

t POS1
Fig.3.
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ol_rging voltage resulting in 1.1 gJ stored eners_. The Maz'x

disoha_ge oirouit impedanoe up to the KPOS equaZs to p=0.11 Ohm

with Lo=54.5 nH and _=63 nil.Y_.6 shows the switoh upstream ouz--

,
P1

P2

g_/d/v

j, ,j. , ....,
Fig.6. F.7.

rent P1 and the switoh downstream ourrent P2 in a shot with 64
plasma guns at 3.2 _s time delay between plasma and Marx firings.

The switoh downstream geometx7 was that shown in Fig.5 with a
dashed line. The oold tnduotanoe of the load in this oase equals

to 22 rdt. The switoh ourrent rises up to 3.15 KA in 1.3 _s. The

opening ooours rather slowly, the P2 ourrent rises up to 2.2 ira in
400 ns before the ourrent dia_nostio fails. Yig.7 shows the tx_aoes
in a shot obtained in the same oonditions exoept of the plasma

guns number. Here onl_ 32 guns were operating. The switoh ouzTent

P1 does not deor_ase signifioantl¥ but the opening ooours more

rapidly as one ma_ see from the P2 ourrent traoe. It rises up to
1.95 HA in _200 ns and then the diagnostio also fails.

This year we hope to examine the maohine in all operating

regimes and improve the diasnostios. The switoh behavior will be

studied as well. To the end of the year the liner and oharEed par-

tiole beams experiments will be started.
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PULSED POWER INDUCrWE ENERGY STORAGE
IN THE MICROSECOND RANGE

W. Rix, A.R. Miller, J. Thompson, E. Walsman, M. Wilkinson, A. Wilson

Abstract

During the past five years Maxwell has developed a series of inductive energy storage (IES) pulsed

power generators; ACE 1, ACE 2, ACE 3, and ACE 4, to drive electron-beam loads. They are all

based on a plasma opening switch (POS) contained in a single vacuum envelope operating at
conduction times of around one microsecond. They all employ fast capacitor bank technology to

match this conduction time without intermediate power conditioning. Oil or air filled transmission
lines transfer capacitor bank energy to a vacuum section where the final pulse compression is

accomplished.

Development of the ACE series is described, emphasizing capacitor bank and the opening switch
technology for delivering high voltage, multimegampere pulses to electron beam loads.

Introduction STORAGE
INDUCTANCE, L

The ACE program at Maxwell Laboratories is
CLOSING

concerned with scaling inductive energy storage swrroH "'" m._s_ >
OPENING CONSTANT

technology to generate high power electron SW_rCH _LO_
Ic, TC >

beams. Existing microsecond inductive storage _,aY
STORAGE - ._

systems operate with less than 1 TW in the _ c_*Ac4rOavs.c"
electron beam. The goal of the ACE program is
to use microsecond inductive energy storage

power conditioning to realize the simplest, most Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing circuit
compact pulsed power design, elements in me ACE approach to inductive

energy storage power conditioning.

The ACE conceptual approach uses only inductive

storage for power conditioning. As shown in to realize compactness and simplicity. The

Figure 1, the concept is a very simple one primaryenergystorecapacitorbankisconstructed

requiring only circuit elements for a primary for high "speed density." The plasma opening

energy store, an opening switch, and an electron switch is contained in a single vacuum envelope
beam load. The ACE component configuration of minimum size. These two elements will now

achieves compactness as shown in Figure 2. This be discussed.

approach to high power electron beam generation

requires optimization of two key driver elements
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v=
The quantity in brackets _can be squared and4-t7=E-BEAMDIOOE

LOADREGION

defined to be the "speed" of each element in the
capacitor bank. The"speed density," S=V2/L/v,

can be seen to be an intrinsic figure of merit for

the capacitor bank configuration:
9
tr,

__ SB = V_ / LB = s2V_2 / sL, ,!,,p= vo_ / L° = So
vB nv= v e

11P_MIS$1ON VACUUM

u_ _L_,_ The ACE capacitor bank has been designed to

have the highest practical speed density. A
Fig. 2. Physical layout of the IES components comparison of the ACE approach with the

in the ACE concept, conventional capacitor bank technology used in
BLACKJACK 5 is shown in Table 1. The ACE

Capacitor Bank Design capacitor bank is called FASTCAP and was

further improved in going from ACE 2 to ACE 4.
To determine how optimized the capacitor bank

is for driving fixed conduction time opening Plasma Opening Switch
switches, "speed density" has been developed as
a criteria. By "speed density" we mean the rate The ACE radial POS configuration is indicated

of rise of output power per unit volume of the by Figure 3. The radial geometry permits the
bank. Any capacitor bank is constructed out of n

basic elements characterized by a peak voltage,

V=,an inductance, L=,and avolume, v=. To create OIL-VACUUM
INSULATOR

the capacitor bank the elements are arranged in s FLASHBOARD
series and p parallel stages resulting in the PLASMASOURCE
following relationships between the bank (B) UPPERPOS

and the elements (e); VB= sV=,LB = sL=/p,ve = POS
nv=,with n = sop. For an inductive energy storage

system with a fixed load inductance, L., and a

fixed opening switch conduction time, the most r__ _ _energy is stored when dI/dt from the capacitor LOWERPOS
bank is a maximum. Maximizing dI/dt leads to a | [_/=' _'_ TRANSPARENT

"" I1 os ODEformula for s. This in turn allows expressing the _:_::_;.:.:_._:_::_:_:.;_.:::.:.:_:_
maximum dI/dt as a function of the number of _ _///_:_//

elements: i
|

t=,_ 1.f--_l Ve ] Fig. 3. The ACE radial geometry POS
= 2 _/L o [.f_= J configuration.
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TABLE I

Speed Density Comparison for Conventional and ACE Capacitor Banks

System V(kV) L(nH) Volume Speed Energy
(m3) Density Density

(GW/las-m 3) (kJ/m 3)

Conventional Marx technology
BJ 5 Marx 8400 15000 74.0 63 33

ACE technology
ACE 2-(FASTCAP 1) 720 360 8.0 >200 <120

ACE 4-(FASTCAP 3) 720 117 12.2 >350 >90

most compact and simple POS configuration for 260_
CAPACITOR

a large current POS. The POS is split into two _osEA,OBANK
STORAGE

back-to-back annuli to conserve space and this ,NOUCTO, _ I_

ASSEMBLIES _i "_ "_ "L:_ I I ' } /

configuration can still be contained in one, T_NSM,SS'O,_compact vacuum envelope. The radial geometry L,NES

also couples naturally to a high power electron ELECTRODE[!_
beam at the center of the vacuum section, SEA_D,ODE__ii_ i;

permitting reduced inductance and greater power SYSTE,_

flow. _ SW,TCNES
. POSACE Pulser Evolution | Pu,_ERS
|

l

ACE 1 and ACE 2 were constructed to demon- Fig. 4. Sketch of the ACE 1 pulser.
strate key technology capabilities. ACE 3 was

the 2 MJ initial phase of ACE 4. The steps in the one-tenth of the capacitor bank, and over 10

ACE program will now be discussed, percent of the bank energy was transferred to the
electron beam. Typical current waveforms and

ACE 1 the bremsstrahlung X-ray pulse produced by the

electron beam are shown in Figure 5. ACE 1

ACE 1 first demonstrated microsecond demonstrated driving electron beams with
conduction time plasma opening switches could inductive stored pulsed power was feasible.
drive electron beams. Figure 4 shows the location

and approximate size of the ACE 1 components. ACE 2 Coaxial POS Configuration
Using only inductive energy storage power

conditioning out of the 100 kV ACE 1 capacitor The ACE 2 coaxial configuration demonstrated

bank output current pulse width, the electron both the operation of FASTCAP high speed

beamhadapeakvoltageof300 kV, a pulsewidth density components and a megampere coaxial
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750 ......... OILTANK

1_t _ ___

FASt'CAP - < _

600 - CAPACITOR : . FLASHBOARDS i-'-I

/ //LOAD CURRENT_ / BANK , SERIES \ [.a___.,_. CRYOPUMP

_" ,.(DOWN=RE=OF "-"] RESISTORS\

:o.oo IA

1-, _ , - ---_ J_-}.---O [t _'-'g/l___---:----'-_ -'_ INVERSE

0 1_$ 2_ 3;5 ,_0 6_ 750 875 1000 I UII INTERFACE"-'1 I II TRANSPARENT __ ]1" PEOS
TME (m)

i; i-o'oN
Fig. 5. Typical ACE 1 waveforms.

PUS. Figure 6 shows the layout of the ACE 2 Fig. 6. ACE 2 coaxial PUS configuration.

components. When operating at capacitor bank

charge voltage of 600 kV, electron beam voltages
of 1.5 MV with 45 kJ of energy in the electron

1000

//beam (bank-to-beam transfer efficiency of about

6 percent) were achieved, x-P_YPROBE

A. UPSTREAM OF

THE INTERFACE

Representative current and electron beam load _ s00
bremsstraldungX-ray waveforms from ACE 2 - ;" ...... a ._.'-'_- B. THEDOWNSTREAMOFINTERFACE, ._;_:._ _.. .

._ ",' • C. DIODE CURRENT

coaxial PUS configuration are shown in Figure 7. zs0 ,;" .,

ACE 2 Radial PUS Configuration
0 - ,

o.o _.o zo
As designs for higher power inductive energy TIME(ps)

storage systems were developed, the advantages
of a radial PUS configuration for coupling to a

single electron beam load in minimizing coupling Fig. 7. Current and X-ray traces from ACE 2
inductance became clear. To test the feasibility coaxial PUS configuration.

of operating a large current, microsecond PUS in
the radial geometry, ACE 2 was converted from ACE 4

the coaxial geometry to a single-sided radial PUS

as shown in Figure 8. ACE4 was designed to demonstrate all aspects of
a compact, simple electron beam driver. The

Data from ACE 2 indicated the radial PUS works photograph in Figure 10 shows ACE 4. A cut-

likeacoaxialPOS. Current waveforms in Figure 9 away schematic view of the major components in

display near microsecond conduction, rapid rise, ACE 4 is shown in Figure 11.

and nearly complete current transfer into a short
circuit load for the radial PUS. ACE 4 consists of four major subsystems. Four

megajoules are initially stored in thefast capacitor
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DAMPING RESISTORS

OIL CONVOLUTE

/ O_L,VACUUMI_RFACE

._ / / VACUUMPUM_UT

;_[_1 _r_ * .,,,1I 10 cm DIAMETER

• , J nF._II-I RINGt)ICOE
°%-'_}'-_ _ POS REGION.__ CATHODE

• 1 i - DIAGNOSTIC PORTS (6)t__ _DAMPING RESISTORSMARX TANK

Fig. 8. ACE 2 single-sided radial POS Fig. 10. Photograph of the ACE 4 pulser.
configuration.

STOP_aE __
2.0 SHOT2192

VACUUM _ _'_" _'_."/_ 1INJECTIONTIME: 3.5•

1.6 LOADCURRENTRI,ETIME(10410):._nl NN_ _lL__f./_,__

1.2 ,_. LOADCURRENT

0.4 ELECTRON BEAM
DIODE 'v '

%-/ , , , , j LOW,.OUCTA.CE[_.=C...c.o....KI
TRANSMISSION UNE0, 0, 0, 0, ,0 ,, ,, ,,

Fig. 9. Current waveforms from an ACE 2 radial Fig. 11. Cut-away, schematic _ew of ACE 4
POS shot. components.

bank. Low inductance triplat¢ transmission lines insulation. The POS and diode are in vacuum.

areused to conduct the current from the capacitor Use of a long; conduction dine POS eliminates

banks at the c_cumference of the accelerator to the requ_emcnt for any additional stages of

thevacuumregion atthecentcrofthe accelerator, power conditioning such as transfer capacitors.

In the vacuum region a plasma opening switch Each of these subsystems will now be discussed.

(POS) conducts the capacitor bank current for
about a microsecond before opening in around a Figure 12 is a picture of the basic building; block

hundrednanosccondsandEansferrimg;thecmTent of the ACE 4 capacitor bank. It consists of two

into the electron beam diode near the axis of the FASTCAPS connected in parallel with a single

accelerator. The capacitor bank and the switch to produce a 180 kV stage v_th a circuit

transmission lines use transformer oil to provide inductance of 17.5nil, storing; 40 kJ.
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As previously discussed, to reduce the radial

length of the POS (and the size of the vacuum
transmission line required), the POS on ACE 4 is

double-sided. The top and bottom POS are

closely coupled through the common feed on the
cathode and at the common load. This close

coupling was designed to aid in synchronizing

the opening of the two switches.

Summary
Fig. 12. An ACE 4 180 kV FASTCAP stage.

Microsecond pulsed power inductive energy

The plasma source is a crucial component of the storage permits simple, compact, and powerful
POS. For the conduction times around a electron beam drivers to be constructed. The

microsecond, conduction currents of several ACE seriesofexperimentshasdemonstratedthe

megamperes, and switch areas of around 104cm 2 enabling technologies. For further details of
in ACE 4, a plasma density of 1014to 1015cm -3 experimental results and theoretical studies of

is required. The plasma source selected for this the POS operation, see papers by Rix, et al.1,and

application is an array of flashboards similar to Parks, et al.2, respectively in this conference.
those used on many other accelerators. The

flashboard array shape is matched to the radial References

geometry of the POS. The flashboards cover the
area between the inner radius of 40 cm to an outer 1. W. Rix, M. Coleman, A.R. Miller, D. Parks,

radius of 60 cm. A flashboard array is pictured in K. Robertson, J. Thompson, E. Waisman,

Figure 13. and A.Wilson, "Experiments on Microsecond
Conduction Time Plasma Opening Switch

Mechanisms," these proceedings, Session PI.

2. D. Parks, E. Waisman, R. Ingermanson, and
E. Salberta, "Two-Dimensional Studies of

Current Conduction in Plasma Opening

Switches," these proceedings, Session PI.

Fig. 13. ACE 4 flashboard plasma source array.
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A LONG CONDUCTION TIME COMPACT TORUS
PLASMA FLOW SWITCH

Robert E. Peterkin, Jr., David E. Bell, James H. Degnan,
Melissa R. Douglas, Thomas W. Hussey, Bill W. Mullins,

Norman F. Roderick', and Peter J. Turchi"

Phillips Laboratory
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-6008, USA

Experiments to form and accelerate compact toroid (CT) plasmas have
been performed on the 9.4 MJ Shiva Star fast capacitor bank at Phillips
Laboratory since late 1990. We investigate the possibility of employing a
CT as a very fast opening switch by performing 2-1/2 dimensional
magnetohydrodynamic computer simulations of a pair of axisymmetric,
albeit geometrically-complex, switch designs. Both designs conduct current
for ten or more _s. The first design relies on the acceleration of the CT to
high speed whereas the second design does not. Although both designs hold
promise for achieving a fast (less than 100 ns) opening time, the second may
prove to be a preferred design because of its low impedance.

Introduction.

A switch that opens in less than 100 ns and that conducts current for longer
than 1 _tswould be a valuable addition to the pulsed power toolbox. For example,
it could be used to power a bremsstrahlung diode or to energize a plasma radiation
source. A variety of inductive store opening switches have been studied in recent
years, but a long conduction time, fast opening switch so far remains an elusive
goal.

One idea that holds much promise is the accumulation of magnetic energy
behind a fast-moving compact torus (CT) that acts as a plasma armature in a
coaxial rail gun configuration. The accumulated magnetic energy can be quickly
transferred to a load as the armature moves past the end of the gun. Earlier

theoretical investigations of the use of a CT plasma as a fast opening switch
proved interesting, and that work is extended in the present paper.

The MARAUDER program is a research effort at the Phillips Laboratory to
accelerate 0.5 - 1 mg magnetized plasma rings to velocities above 200 cm/_s and
energies above 1 MJ with the Shiva Star fast capacitor bank. A number of
interesting applications are planned; for example, high speed toroids, when

2 Thecrushed against a stationary wall, may be copious producers of soft x-rays.
experiment is a two-stage plasma discharge in a coaxial gun with embedded

permanent address: The University of New Mexico
e$

permanent address: The Ohio State University
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poloidalmagnetic flux.The firststageiscalledthe formationdischargeand it
injectsmagnetic helicityintothe gun and entrainsplasma ina helicalmagnetic

fieldtocreatea CT. The seconddischargeiscalledthecompressiondischarge
becauseitcreatesa magneticpistonfieldthatpushes the CT intoa compression
cone. So far,the MARAUDER experimentalprogram has successfullycreatedringsof
argon,deuterium,and nitrogenwhich have been drivenintobothcylindricaland

biconiccoaxialconfigurations.Similarexperimentsatlowerenergyhave been
performedatLLNL. Numerical simulationsofthetheformationand compression
processeshave been performedwiththe 2 _/_-DMHD code,RACH2.4The code

agreeswith experimentaldiagnosticsofthemagneticfieldand mass density.5
MACH2 isknown tohave predictivepower and has been used todesigna
self-similarpairofcompressionconesthatwillbe fieldedon an upcoming seriesof
experimentstoattemptself-similarcompressionofa CT.

The plasma flowswitch8(PFS) has been used extensivelyforpulse
sharpeningofrelativelyslowcapacitivelyproduceddischarges.There isa limitto
the speedtowhich theconventionalPFS can be acceleratedby a magnetic piston

becauseofthetendencyoftheplasma todisruptas theRayleigh-Taylorinstability
grows. ACT plasma, however, is confined by its own helical magnetic field for
which the Hamiltonian is a minimum. This implies that perturbations of the CT
tend to decay rather than to grow. For this reason, it is believed that a CT can be
accelerated to a much larger speed and can conduct current for a much longer time
than can a conventional plasma switch.

To illustrate the concept of a CT fast opening switch, Fig. 1 shows the
magnetic flux surfaces from a MACH2computer simulation of a CT that is
accelerated to 200 cm/_s as it crosses an axial gap to a virtual load. Magnetic
energy is accumulated behind the CT for many _s, and is delivered to the load at a

rate characterized by the speed of the low density flow behind | •
the CT. This speed can exceed that of the higher density __J H.._...__
switch because it is produced by the same magnetic force per _Q-
unit volume. The simulation predicts an opening time < 100 ns _ ----
for this configuration. The axis of symmetry is a vertical line
in all computer-gererated pictures; only the region of the r-z
plane that is to the right of the axis is displayed.

In this paper, we investigate two designs for using
compact toroid plasmas to compress a pulsed electrical
discharge. The compact toroids are produced in a magnetized
coaxial plasma gun, and they are moved downstream in a
configurationsimilartoa coaxialrailgun.The firstdesign, Fig.1.A compact
illustrateshow a CT thatisformed from realisticinitial torusplasma flow

conditions can be accelerated to 30--50 cmj_s while accumulat- switch moving up-ward asit
ingmagnetic energyfrom a capacitorbank behind theCT. A approaches (left)
CT armature thatmoves atsuch a speedwas shown inRef.I and passes(right)
tobe sufficienttoimprove theswitchperformanceand thegap toa load.

implosionqualityofa plasma linerbeyond thatachievedby
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theconventionalplasmaflowswitch.Intheseconddesign,a CT ispushedintoa
shallowcompressionbiconewheretheself-magneticconfinementlimitsthespeed
oftheCT and hencethecircuitimpedance.The lowspeed,lowimpedanceCT
armaturepermitshighcurrentstobereachedbythecapacitivedriverand the
switchopensmore likea vacuum openingswitchthana high-speedplasmaflow
switch.

Self-Similar Compression and Acceleration of a CT.

The major diameter for the CT formed with present
MARAUDERhardware is nominally 1 m. The size of the CT
must be made significantly smaller for most applications,
including fast opening switches. One way to compress a CT
is to use a pair of self-similar compression cones that
maintain a constant 8p/p along the axis of the bicones. A
particular self-similar compression bicone, with an additional
long focusing bicone attached at the end, is shown in Fig.2.
The formationgun isatthebottomofthisdesign.The k
centralaxisofthecompressionbiconemakes an angleof30°

I

withthevertical.Thisrelativelysteepbiconeispresently
beingbuiltand willbe fieldedonShivaStarlaterin1992.
The focussingbiconeisalsoself-similarand makes an angle
of5.7°withthevertical.The figureshowsthepoloidal Fig.2.Pal mag
magneticfluxand ionnumber densityisocontoursfora CT netic flux (left) andIonnumberdensity
thatisnearitsequilibriumconfigurationforthisgeometry (right) isocontours
(10Itsafterthebeginningoftheformationdischarge).The foraCT trapped In
CT actslikeagasketinthecompressionregionasitmaintains a30°compres_onon
contactwiththeconductingwallsand keepsmagneticflux cone.
fromthecompressiondischargebehindit.The formation |,

dischargecircuitparametersare:110ttFbank capacitance,23 nH
externalinductance,and ±35kV capacitorvoltage;thecompression
circuitparametersare:440I,F,100nil,and ±35kV. Approximately
1MJ ofelectricalenergyisstoredinthecompressiondischarge
whichbegins7 l,safterthebeginningoftheformationdischarge.

The simulationisfinely-zoned;thereare12cellsacrossand
128cellsalongthecompressionand focussingbiconeswithmany
more cellsintheotherblocksoftheproblemdomain The key idea
inthisdesignisthatthedistancebetweentheelectrodesiskept
constantacrossthetransitionregionbetweenthevarious
segmentsofthedeviceThisideaisimplementedwitha compound Fig, al
bicone- onetransitionalbiconicsegmentisplacedon eachsideof magnetic flux
themain biconiccompressionregion.The poloidalmagneticfield lines for the

CTofFig.2
linesofa CT thathasbeenpushed2/3oftheway intothe 3_slater.
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compression bicone at 13 _s is shown in Fig. 3. The CT is prolate with the
upstream end flattened by the magnetic piston that pushes it into the bicone. This
gives the CT a comet-like shape. In fact, a cometary "wind," which carries mass
and magnetic flux with it, emanates from the downstream end of the CT.

Compression of the CT increases the magnitude of the axial component of
the magnetic induction as is shown in Fig. 4 where the time-histories of each of a
sequence of magnetic field probes that are distributed along the outer electrode of
the compression region at 7 cm intervals .odeZct233,44o/loo/7od-7
betweenthecylindricalradiallocations 0.2 . . -...... , . . ......_.

p = 57 cm and p = 22cm areplotted.As 0,-,=,,-=..,,,=__ i
theCT ispushedintothecompression -0.2_

-0.4 1bicone,themagnitudeofthemagnetic ;
fieldshouldincreaseasitsvolume _ -0.6® I
decreasesifmagneticfluxisapproximate-_ -0.8 i
lyconserved--asitisforsufficiently,, -i ,

largemagneticReynold'snumber. One ® -1.2 1
seesfromFig.4 thatthemagnitudeof -1.4 i

theaxialcomponentofB increases -1.6
monotonicallyastheCT passesprobes -1.s .... , , , ....., , ,0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 I[

thatarefurtherdownstreaminthe r=e (usec)
compression bicone.The peak value at Fig.4. The axial component of the magnetic
the most downstream probe, positioned field vstime for a sequence of 7 probes

located along the outer electrode of the 30°
at p=22 cm, is five times the value at compressionconeof Fig.2.
the probe near the upstream end of the
compressionregionwhichisat57 cm cylindricalradius. ,---A_ EA
Fluxconservationforself-similarcompression(i.e.
compressionduringwhichtheCT maintainsits t_\
cross-sectionalshape)wouldyielda compressionfactorof
(57/22)2-6.7 for B. That a somewhat lower value is _,
obtainedby thenumericalsimulationisa resultofresistive t_\
fluxlossesand thenon self-similarnatureofthe"wind" "'

thatcarriesmagneticfluxwithitoffthefrontoftheCT.

Snapshots of the poloidal magnetic flux lines and the _

ion number density are illustrated in Fig. 5 at 16 Vs. The
speed of the CT at this time is approximately 40 cm/_s. "
Thisistobe comparedtoa terminalspeedof7 cm/_tsfora

conventionalPFS.7 The CT,whichhasnotyetreachedthe Fig.5.\ eoloidalm x

switchregionthatispositionedbetweentheinnerelectrode agnetlcflux(left)and
and the axis of symmetry, has already conducted current ionnumberdensity
sincethecompressiondischargewas firedat7 l_S.Hence, (right)isocontoursfor
theconductiontimeisatleastasgreatasI0_swhichis th CT of Fig, 2 that has
what we mean in the title of this paper when we promise to beenacceleratedintothelongfocussing
discussa long conduction time switch, cone,(Thescaleis

Thereisa potentialdifficultywithsuchhigh-speed expanded).
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plasma switches,however. Both theminor and major diametersofthe electrodes
must be on the orderofa few cm toavoidproblemswith gap closurethatmay arise

from excessiveenergydensity.The CT has traveledproximatelyI m asitis
acceleratedfrom 0 to40 cm/_tsinapproximately5 _ts.The largeimpedance ofof
such a system willdecreasethefractionofdriverenergythatcan be deliveredtoa

load.Also,the axialspreadingoftheCT may have deleteriouseffectson the
performanceas a switchbecausetoroidalmagneticfluxentrainedintheelongated
CT may passintothe switchregionoverthe relativelylongtimescaleofthetransit

time ofan elongatedCT.

Self-Similar Compression of a CT Without Acceleration.

As magnetic energyaccumulatesbehind a plasma armature,the armature
isacceleratedby theJxB force.When a CT moves intoa regionformed by
convergingelectrodes,however,thereisan additionalforcethatresists

compression:F s = -VU s where U s isthemagnetic fieldenergywhich scales
inverselywith the sphericalpolarradius,r,ifmagnetic fluxisconservedand ifthe
compressionisself-similar.We can takeadvantageofthisadditionalwork term to

avoidthe high impedance associatedwitha fast-movingplasma armature. Fig.6
shows a shallowself-similarbiconiccompressionregion,the centerofwhich makes

a 60°anglewith thevertical.The biconeterminateswhen thecylindricalradiusof
itscentralaxisis1/3ofthevalueofthecylindricalradiusatthewidestpartofthe

bicone.For the example illustratedhere,Pout=49.14cm and pin=t6.38crn;
rSO .-17.78cm and rSO.-5.93cm. Above thecompressionbiconeisa downstreamOUT, In

coaxialexpansionregionthatiswiderthan the5.93crngap atthe
end ofthe bicone.The reasonforthe expanded gap willbe made
clearbelow. Somewhat above theend ofthecompressionbiconeisa

5 cm high axialgap toa loadregionthatextendsfrom theinner
electrodetothe axis.

Snapshotsofthepoloidalmagneticfluxlinesand theion
number densitybetween 13 and 16 _s at1 _sintervalsareillustrated

inFig.7. The formationand compressiondischargesareidenticalto
thoseused forthe previoussimulation.The CT maintainsthe
essenceofitscross-sectionalshape as itispushed intothe shallow

compressionbicone,and itremainscompact.

The CT isdrivenintothecompressionbiconeby the magnetic

pistoncreatedby the compressiondischarge,Ic.Thistoroidal Fig.6.Poloidal
fieldvarieswith the cylindricalradius,p,asI¢/pand hence is magnetic fieldcontoursfora
larger near the inner electrode than near the outer one. The 1/p CTtrapped in
distribution of the accelerating field is an important effect that a 60°self-similar
occursinmany coaxialplasma schemes. As the CT approaches compression
the end ofthebicone,the magnetic pistonfieldpushes the CT cone.

asidetotheouterelectrode--a processthatiscalled"blow-by."
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Fig. 7. Pololdal magnetic flux contours (above) and ion number density isocontours
(below) at 13,14, 15,and 16 !_ (from left to right) for a low-impedance, shallow, biconic
compressioncone that opens to an axial gap to a load region.

In other words, the CT gasket fails. This phenomenon generally occurs when the

compression field exceeds the self-field of the CT, and will occur more easily in
shallow bicones than in steeper ones. Although usually thought to be a problem,

"blow-by" is used in this design to our advantage.

In the present case the CT conducts current for many _s while it is pushed
into the bicone toward the downstream expansion region. The cone is designed so
that the CT reaches the end of the cone as the accelerator bank achieves its peak
current. As the CT approaches the end of the compression region, the compression
field exceeds the CT self-field and the "blow-by" phenomenon begins to push the
CT toward the outer electrode. As the CT passes off the end of the cone through

the wide gap into the downstream expansion region (at t-15 _s in Fig. 7), the CT
looses contact with the inner electrode allowing the magnetic piston field to move

quickly into the switch region that is just downstream of the wide gap. The mass
density behind the CT is substantially less than the density of the CT itself. This
particular design for a CT switch works more like a vacuum opening switch (POS)
than a plasma flow switch. For the present case the CT behaves in a similar
fashion as that which is planned for the current-toggle opening switch of Mendel
and co-workers.8
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Conclusions.

Two designs for a long conduction time, fast opening switch that use a
compact toroid armature and a low voltage capacitor discharge to accumulate
magnetic flux behind the CT in an inductive store are discussed in this paper. The
first relies on the acceleration of the CT to a large speed. A potential problem with
this scheme is that the fast CT creates a high impedance that may prevent the
acceleration bank from developing the desired high current. The second design
may prove to be more useful. Essentially, a shallow compression cone is used to
compress a CT during the rise time of the compression discharge. The work
performed by this discharge on the CT does not, however, convey kinetic energy to
the CT but rather increases its self magnetic field.

We believe that it may be possible to use the "blow-by" phenomenon in
which the compression discharge pushes the CT to the outer electrode to our
advantage to open in a vacuum sense, similar to that of a POS, after conducting
current for a long time by designing a shallow compression bicone to accumulate
magnetic flux behind the CT until peak current is reached. This concept has an
additional advantage that it may be efficient in extracting a large fraction of the
energy from the accelerator bank. The inductive losses can be minimized if the
compression is quasi-static, and compression is closer to the static case for a
shallow compression bicone.
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Abstraot

The module t_rpeMarx generators developed to drive high
ourrent diodes are desoribed. Their speoial feature zs
the air proof seotioned bod_. The design and parameters
of the e-beam aooelerators for eximer lasers based on
suoh Marx generators will be given.

Introduotion

To drive the broad beam eximer lasers the _O.5 _s, 0.5-0.8

MV eleotron beams with total energy of hundreds kJ are needed.

Suoh beams are generated in high ourrent explosion emission dio-

des. Usually the water line generators are used to drive the dio-

des [1]. The direot Marx-diode soheme may also provide the above

given e-beam parameters. The main problem on this way is the ge-

nerator design with extreme low oireuit induotanee. The induotan-

oe deorease map be aohleved in multimodule generator version pro-

vldimg small module firings Jitter. To minimize the eaoh module

induotanoe its Marx oolumn map be looated inside the air proof

bod_ used also as a bushing to the diode vaouum ohamber. The mul-

tymodule design allows also to seotion the aooelerator diode ex-

eluding the e-beam foouslng in the absenoe of the external magne-
tie field. All this oonsiderations lie in a base of our researoh.

Module type Marx generator

The eleotrioal soheme of the Marx module is given in

Fig.l,a. It oonsists of 8 stages with 3 oondensers/stage. The

oondensers in eaoh stage are separated by the resistors. The

module is ohar_ed by the dlreot positive voltage souroe through
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the line L. The same line is used to appLY the negative trigger

pulse. Eaeh module oondenser is switohed by its own gas disoharge

gap. The synohronization is provided by the gap overstress with

the amplitude oontrolled by the trigger pulse and the gas pressu-

re. The analysis of the transition pr_oess at the trigger pulse

arrival gives the gap firings suooession shown in Fig.1 ,b. The

last gap switohed is one in a first stage. This allow to oontrol

the synohronization by means of the trigger pulse.

Module oonstr.Aotion

The sketoh of the oondenser used in a module is shown in
the main oonneotions are looated

Fig.2,a. It has a plastio body,

on its opposite sides made as a semisphereB. There are additional

outputs used to oonneot the oondenser to oharging and separating

resistors. The oondenser oapaoitanoe is of 0.18 _P, the voltage

of 100 kV, the indnotanoe of 40 nil. Fig.2,b demonstrates the mo-

dule oonstruotion. The storage oondensers (I) are supported by



the metal shields (2). The shields are separated b7 the polyethy-

lene insulators (3). The shields and the insulators are drawn

together by the fiberglass rods (4) with oharglng resistors (5).

The separating resistors (6) are inserted between the neighboring

oondensers. The shields and the insulators form an air proof body

withstanding 10-5 Tort outside pressure. The separated semisphe-

rioal oondenser oonneotors serve as a disoharge gaps (7). The

oolumn is filled by a 30% SP6-air mixture, the inside pressure is

up to 1.5 ata. The oharging voltage and the trigger pulse are

applied to the eleotz_de (8) at the grounded end of the genera -

tot, The high voltage Marx output eleotrode is the shield of the

top stage where the diode oathode is looated. Yig.2,b shows the

module with reotangular oros-seotion. The oiroular modules are

also developed.

The module parameters are given below:

Output oapaoitanoe 68 n.?

Charging vol rage 1O0 kV

Stored energy 22 kJ

Induotanoe 300 nH

Dimensions 120Oxl 50Ux200 nxn3

Weight 500
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•u,t,_V Pig.3 gives the typioal traoes obtained

_oo_/ _ _ in a module disoharge through an explosion
2oo_/,, ,_,, , emission diode with oathode area of 19x81

6o"_'_LA om2 and A-K gap of 6 ore. The e-beam total
_o_ / _ energy equals to 16.8 kJ. More than 95_ of

2o_J, , , _,-',,,_, , this energy is transported bF eleotrons with

energy exoeeding 200 kV...P, GW

3o!,- f \ P
_ - . .

4oo Yig.3.
_ ""- -_ _' ! - • I J I I a J

The 301 exoited volume aooelerator

The aooelerator soheme is given in Pig.4. The oiroular Marx

module is looated inside the 900 mm

3_ _ i diameter ohamber. Its high voltage_ , eleotrode (1)is oonneoted to the
C_

_ _ _i oathode stalk (2). Four oathodesT
(3)with  mens±ons130xSO0 are
used in a diode. They are plaoed on

the inner surfaoe of the oathode

stalk representing the velvet
strips glued on the metal. The 200

nnn diameter anode made of 50 _un

Fig.4. thiok Ti foil is looated inside the

oathode stalk. The diode generates the _0.4 _s, 80 EA, 600 kV

eleotron beam with total energy of ~16 kJ.

The 6001 exoited volume aooelerator

The aooelerator design oonsisting of 12 reotangular modules

is illustrated in Fig.5. Eaoh two modules are installed on a pla-

te as shown in Fig.5,a. Eaoh plate serves as a lid of the air

proof aooelerator ohamber being shaped as a star shown in

Fig.5,b. In the middle of the ohamber the output window is looa-
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ted separatir_ the aooelerator vaouum volume and the laser gas

- c)

_ "10

G

I

F.5.

oavity. The e-beam output system oonsists of oyllndrioal bod_

with 24 removable grids (4 grids per eaoh e-beam) supporting 40

_n thiok Ti foils. The grids are bent to form a oylindrioal sur-

faoe at a radius of 310 nxn. The grid rods are 5 nln thiok. The

total transparenoy of the output sFstem equals to ~70_. The de-

sign provides the laser oavitp gas pressure up to 3 ata. The dio-

de oros-seotion oorrespondir_ to one single module is shown in

Fig.5,o. The emitting oathode surfaoe 90 om long is made of vel-

vet glued on the oathode stalk metal.

By operation the oathode voltage and ourrent are measured

for eaoh of 12 diodes. This information allows to estimate the

module firings Jitter and the e-beams energy oharaoteristios. The

time Jitter does not exoeed-+50 ns. The total e-beam ourrent is

of ~700 kA, the peak eleotron energy of ~600 kV. The typioal oa-

_, K_ rhode volt_e and ourrent traoes
290 _' _ oorrespond to those shown in Pig.3.

.i The energy loss distribution
ii • •

._ of the eleotrons by enterir_ the150 .11
_.3 gas oavity is illustrated in Yi_.6.

50 __-'--'-'-------_------" _ Here the oondenser stored energy(1), oaloulated usir_ diode voltage

' ' and ourrent e-beam energy (2), the

15 .qO 95" J.O0 _, KV' energy measured by oalorimeters

Fig.6. looated 3.5 om from the output foil
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in the gas (3) and the ener_ estimated by measuring the pressure

ohar_e in the gas oavity filled by 3 ate Ar (4) are given versus

generator ohargin8 voltage. The pressure ohar_e was measured by
means of meohauotr_n.

0onolusion

The vaouum insulated Marx aooeleratore experienoe has shown

that their reliability ooz-respond to that aohieved for installa-

tions of traditional t_pe. The total aooelerator dimensions are

sisnifioantly diminished. Deoreasir_ the self oondenser resistan-

oe it would be possible to deorease the losses in the generator

disoharge oirouit and to inorease the e-beam power by shortening

of its length. The development of the oondensers with long trans-

mission line parameters would result in the possibility to design

the module foz_nir_ reot_ar voltage pulse in the diode.

Referenoes

1.Rosooha L.A., Riepe K.P., Fusion teo_molos_, 1987, v.11, p.576.
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ELECTRON BEAM GENERATORS AT ANGARA-5 FACILITY.

V.V.Bulan, E.V.Grabovsky, A.N.Gribov, O.G.Egorov,
V.V.Zajivikhin, E.P.Kojokhin, Kurbatov K.V., Kukharenko I.N.,

Lujnov V.G., Pichugin V.E., Smolenkova O.A..

142092, Russia, Moscow reg., Troitsk, TRINITI.

The schemes of electron beam generators developed at Angara-5 divi-
sion of TRINITI are under consideration. Those generators will be used
for development and testing of high power technology elements and for ap-
plications. ISTOK generator (0.5 TW,I-I.2 Ohm, 50 ns) is the test bed for
some elements of Angara-5-Upgrade project. The pulse forming line of
VOLNA generator (500 kV, 300-500 ns, 4-8 Ohm) is based on the wave slow-
ing periodical structure.

Introduction.

There are a number of generators at Angara-5 division of

TRINITI which give possibility to test elements of main system,

to develop high-power technology elements and diagnostic sys-

tems.

TRITON generator [1] (600kV, 200 kA, 30 ns) made 20 years ago

is mentioned here for fullness of picture. Mainly, it is used

for testing of diagnostic systems.

VOLNA generator was designed to obtain long large aperture

electron beam pulses (300-500 ns, 500 kV). To make long pulse

the PFL based on the water filled periodical structure is used.

The scheme, evaluation of output parameters and first experimen-

tal results are considered here. ISTOK generator (0.5 TW, 0.7

MY, 50 ns, 1-1.2 Ohm) will be used to test elements of high

power technology for Angara-5-upgrade project. ISTOK and VOLNA

generator use partially common synchronization system and common

control/measurement system.

2. VOLNA generator.

Pulse forming line of VOLNA generator (fig.1.) is based on

the scheme of the line discharging through the switch to the

load. To make the pulse duration longer, the PFL of generator is

made as periodical structure. The PFL consists of the disks on
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the common central cylinder (diameters 98 and 9.6 cm). The ca-

pacitance of PFL is close to that of straight coaxial line and

the inductance is added by the inductance of cavities located

between disks. Interelectrode space is filled with deionized wa-

ter. To improve mechanical stability of PFL, disks are connected

by the dielectric rods. By change of the interdisk gap one can

change PFL impedance from 3 to 8 Ohm ( the pulse duration will

change accordingly).

PFL is charged from Marx bank and is switched by the exter-

nally triggered controlled gas switch. The gas and trigger

voltage are supplied through spiral inductance. The output Marx

capacitance is 50 nF, output voltage under working conditions

ii00 kV.

i " LC Line I

o %,T,0

Fig.2. Simulation models of VOLNA
Fig.l. VOLNA generator scheme. PFL elements

At the generator output the short oil filled transmission

line and shortening switch are located. The inductance of output

structure - insulator and diode - is about 400 nG. Cathode area

is 60 X I0 sq.cm.

The proposition of the PFL scheme was made by I.Yampolsky.

Design and preparing of generator to first tests are due to

O.Egorov, mainly.

3. PFL of VOLNA generator.

VOLNA PFL works as the chain of individual elements. To simu-

late the PFL work two models were used (fig.2). First one was

the model of chain of lumped elements - inductances L and capac-
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itances C. C is defined by capacitance of disk to adjacent part

of external cylinder cavity. The second model is the one of se-

rially connected straight lines and connected at one end disk

lines. Disk line impedance [2]:

Y0 (wTb)J0 (WTa)-Y0 (wTa)J0 (WTb)

Z = iQ = i 60 h/b (I)

Y0(WTa )Jl(WTb)-Yl (WTb)J0(WTa)

h - interdisk gap, b,a - disk/central cylinder radii, Ta=a/v,

Tb=b/v, v-e.m.wave velocity, w- cycle frequency.

Wave resistance and delay can be found from transition matrix

of voltage-current vector (eigenvalue phase and eigenvector com-

ponents relation):

__COS(WT'-iRsin(wTq _0 il_ECOS(WT) -iRsin(wTqisin(wT)/R cos(wT)_ siD(wT)/R cos(wT) J (2)

T,R are length and wave resistance of straight lines. Wave

resistance and delay in w=0 limit are:

Tn=2T(I + RIT /2RT 1/2 (3)
Rn=R(1 + RITI _ _/2i 2RT)

15°1 For the large frequencies the PFL

_o01[_ _ do not works as slowing structure due

> I _ to the resonances in disk line. The

5o

first frequency is close to
resonance

@ 01 _[_ the double disk line length.-50_ 2_0 400600 _0 4 Test results
time, ns " "

Fig.3. Voltage at VOLNA out-
put (load 7.5 Ohm). During tests the external

triggering of PFL switch was not used. The charging voltage was

1/4-1/3 of working value. The output voltage waveform is shown

at fig. 3. The load resistance was 7.5 Ohm. According to LC-model

matched load resistance is 8.5 Ohm, for line model- 6 Ohm.
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5. ISTOK generator scheme.

One of the main goals of the generator design was to test

some elements of Angara-5-Upgrade. The proposition on the pro-

ject of A-5-Upgrade was considered earlier [3].

A-5-U consists of

I r--_ Tr,q,qene_*or eight 5 TW modules.

MARXl-'I"- _ Each module consists of

MARX IMARX the 2.5-section PFL
• , _7 ....

_[ :_' PFL ':__'' L';II;_ i ; _ (sections sequentially

_PF_ __ add energy to output
( ' r ! I ','-- ; L.., MARX , ,, , II

_____J _a i _!_;i ] pulse ) and pulse
TPig.generatom shortening section with

water switches. The

Fig.4. Synchronization system of Angara-5- high voltage

Upgrade. synchronization system

(HVSS) project is based on the assumption of the usage in A-5-

upgrade of analogs to the present A-5 switches. The HVSS (fig.4)

consists of the similar elements - pulse forming generators with

trigatron-type switches and small Marx generators. Time

dependencies will be defined by L-C-diode structures [4] of

first triggering generator.

There four main events: i) triggering of Marx banks for

charging of main-Marx-triggering generators, 2) triggering of

main-Marx-triggers, 3) start of Marx banks for charging of main

switch triggering generators,

4) start of those generators.

ISTOK generator wi i i be
)

Xll used in testing of elements of
M_ PFL Hvss (Marx banks and trigger

! ,_ generators) and in the_ .. the ISTOK

simulation of shortening

, section.

.... 4_00 Design of
generator was partially defined

by the usage of outer electrode
Fig.5. ISTOK generator scheme.
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0.8 _ _PFL_\ 600
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,,, 400

>.,0.4.
Storoge line _"

'_ o 200
u_0-2 __,.__ _ 0

0.(_., )0 15b0il 600 17'00 '18'00 0me, ms

Fig.6. Energy distribution in the -2 0 17'50 1800 1850
ISTOK generator. The width of segment Time, ns
is proportional to part of total en- Fig.7. Calculated output voltage
ergy in the subsystem. Unlabeled area of ISTOK generator (1.2 Ohm
is for switches and output transmis- load).
sion section.

of the transmission line of

Angara-5 module (4.5 m X 1.2 m diameter cylinder). Output

capacitance is 50 nF of Marx bank. Charge voltage of storage

line (3.1 Ohm,70 ns) is 1300 kV. Charge voltage of PFL (1.8

Ohm,20 ns) is 1900 kV, charging time being equaled to 150-170

ns. The storage line and PFL are divided by gas switch, and PFL

and output structure by water switches. Amplitude of output

pulse is 700-750 kV (load impedance 1.2 Ohm).

The output pulse parameters depend on the moment of switching

of water switches and on the value of inductance of gas switch.

Optimal values of time and inductance forms the narrow region at

the map of output voltage and pulse forming efficiency (Fig.8).

The best efficiency (from Marx to output pulse) is 40%, gas

switch inductance and

switching time being _200 100.150,..-200,.250._300,._350,400,451200

equaled to 350 nG and __ 7500.

175 ns. Fig. 6 and 7 150 0.

show distribution of

energy in system and '_I00 100100 15(1 2110 250 300 350 400
Switch_nduc][ence,nGcalculated output

voltage pulse for
Fig.8. Marx-output energy transfer efficiency

optimal conditions. (dashed line) and output pulse voltage. (solid)
vs gas switch inductance and trigger time of
water switches. Load impedance 1.2 Ohm.
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The output power is limited due to the conditions in the PFL.

For described parameters the electric field strength at outer

electrode is 160 kV/cm. To enhance power it is possible to use

larger charging voltage or another capacitance banks. With those

improvements the output power may reach 0.7 TW.

At the present moment the Marx bank was assembled and tested

at 1/4 of operational voltage.

6. Synchronization system.

ISTOK and VOLNA generators have common DC charging system

and common triggering generator (made of cables) for Marx banks.

Another triggering generator is used for PFL triggering of

VOLNA generator. The first experiments at ISTOK are planned with

selfbreakdown of gas switch. One example of triggering generator

for A-5-upgrade was made. Later this generator or VOLNA PFL

triggering generator can be used for triggering of ISTOK gas

switch. Time dependencies are defined by L-C-diode structures of

small Marx bank.

7. Summary.

There are two new generators under development at Angara-5

division of TRINITI. The ISTOK generator (0.5 TW) will be used

for studies connected with Angara-5-Upgrade project. The pulse

forming line of VOLNA generator (500 kV,200-300 ns) is made on

the base of periodical wave slowing structure.

References:

i. V.I.Liksonov, Sidorov Yu.P., Smirnov V.P.. High current ns
accelerator TRITON. Pribory i technika experimenta.-1975.-NS.-

p.187-189.
2. W. Smythe. Static and dynamic electricity. N.Y.1950.-p.541 of
Russ.edit..
3.V.Bulan,E.Grabovski,I.Yampolski,A multistage high voltage gen-
erator for light ion beams. Proc.of 8th Int.conf.on high-power
part.beams,July 2-5,1990.World Scientific,v.l,p.207.
4. Albikov Z.A. et al., Pulse thermonuclear facility Angara-5-1,
Atomnaya Energiya.-1990.-68,Nl.-p.26-35.
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PROGRESS IN TECHNOLOGY OF THE MICROSECOND E-BEAM

GENERATORS WITH ENERGY CONTENT IN THE RANGE 100-500 kJ

A.V.Arzhannikov, V.T.Astrelin, V.B.Bobylev, V.S.Koidan

V.S.Nikolaev, M.A.Shcheglov, S.L.Sinitsky, A.V.Smirnov

and R.P.Zotkin

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia

ABSTRACT. It is described a development of the

microsecond E-beam generators U-2 and U-3 intended for

the plasma heating experiments on the GOL-3 device [I].

Presented results are concerning to both an increase of

energy content in the beam pulse and a rise of the beam

power.

INTRODUCTION. Generators of 100-500 kJ microsecond electron beams

are under development at the INP for the purpose of plasma

heating in a long solenoidal trap (the GOL-3 program [1]). The

microsecond E-beams with small angular spread and high current

density can be also used for other applications, such as driving

high power microwave generators, X-ray sources, etc. At the

previous BEAMS-90 conference a paper was presented where

operation of the U-l, U-2, and U-3 generators with energy content

in capacitor storage about of 200 kJ was described [2,3,4]. Now

we report on the increase of the energy content of both the

capacitor storage and the generated electron beam.

INCREASE OF ENERGY CONTENT. The increase of the initial energy

content in the high voltage pulse generator of the U-2 device is

achieved due to using of capacitor banks accumulating two-fold

electric energy more then ones used before and connecting the

additional LC-generator in parallel with the operated one before.

The electrical scheme of these generators together is shown in

Fig.l. The picture of these generators is presented in Fig.2. The

circuit design of the additional pulse generator is similar to

that of the precedent one but the capacity of the banks of the

new generator is 6 _F instead of 3 _F. Moreover, the inductance

in the LC-cascades of the additional generator has been chosen
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such as the voltage rise time is about 13 Vs. In the precedent

pulse generator (3 _F capacitor banks) the voltage rise time was
I

._- .. ___ _ I0 Vs. To equalize this time with

" "!_ ) "that f the newI o generator the

inductances in the LC-cascades of

__ thefirstgeneratorhavebeen
_-;,, T ' increased. Because of two-fold
I I
I I I II
, I I ' l L,,I I, ' e increased capacity of the banksi Ii l I

i
,!!I, ,; , _ multistage switches operated in

, ! ,I ' r = li0 # the LC- cascades have been also

_i reconstructed First of all it is

£!L
C=_iq ,."C=[_.[ _C, concerning solidity of the

+ +s0KV discharge gap covers.
._ Design of the connections

C_=_F_C _=z_F' between the capacitors in a single
_ column is shown in Fig.3. These

connections have been made with a

i minimum inductance and as a result
the rise time of the accelerator

diode voltage is about 0.3 Vs. The

_choice of the optimum(about i0 _G)

Fig.l inductance of the electrical

connection between two pulse generators provides the diode

voltage approximately unvariable during 5 Vs.

Joint operation of the two LC-generators together on the

single accelerating diode has been simulated by a computer and

results of the simulation are given in Fig.4. The wave form of

the diode voltage, the total electron current in the diode and

currents flowing from the each of the pulse generators are shown

in this Figure. Time behavior of the diode gap resistance for

this simulation corresponds to the experience obtained in the

experiments on the ribbon beam generation with the previous

single generator. It is seen from the figure that at the

simultaneous triggering of the LC-cascades and the same voltage

rise time of ones, the diode current is mostly produced by the

first generator within up to 3-4 Vs. After this time the second
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generator begins to transfer the energy to the diode. In the

case of the optimum diode operation regime the accelerating

voltage is approximately constant during 5-6 _s that gives

opportunity for generation of the beam with the electron energy

unvariable in the time, that is appropriated for various

applications.

Fig.2

At present the U-2 accelerator is operated at the energy

content in the capacitor storage up to 0.5 MJ. At these

conditions the total energy of the ribbon beam, about 0.3 MJ has
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been achieved.

INCREASE OF DIODE VOLTAGE. The design of the U-2 and U-3 devices

allows to increase the accelerating diode voltage in 1.5 times.

For this purpose a few of the LC-cascades should be added to the

high voltage columns of the U-2 generator. As for the U-3

machine, it is necessary to replace the scheme of a statically

charged column of capacitors connected in series by the pulse

generator scheme (same as used in the U-I and U-2 devices). At

the increased voltage the accelerating diodes should be

reconstructed so that to keep the electric field strength on the

metallic elements not more then 75 kV/cm.

._t _,,___._ ..........

1:;'/

.f I

- -_- ,, ,_ Ud diode voltage; It

, .' current; I and I -currents of

Fig. 3 HV generators;Q-energy content
in the be_ pulse; R-resistance

1-capac i tot banks
of the diode gap

2- Iow Induct lye connections

It is supposed that the sectional transmit insulator with

conducting electrolyte used before, should be replaced by another

one with compressed insulating gas (SF6). The voltage will be

shifted along the insulator by an ohmic divider, made of
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high-resistance wire. The diameters of the high voltage electrode

and the vacuum chamber of the U-3 device will increase

respectively up to 60 and 160 cm (at present these diameter are

42 and I00 cm). The diameters of the insulating dielectric rings

and the gradient sectional electrodes should be also increased

(see Fig.5). In the U-2 accelerator only the transmit insulator

have to be reconstructed, because of the high-voltage electrode

and the vacuum chamber have been made in advance of size

mentioned above.

1 2 3

1121

IIilllllliillllllTIlllllilllill
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

11'I1
I U IlL 1

Fig.5

l-transmlt insulator; 2- hlgh-voltage electrode;

3-vacuum ch_ber
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HIOII-CURRENT ACCELERATOR "SIRIUS"

_dITH ELECTRON BEAM CURRENT OF 2KA_ELECTRON ENERGY OF MEV-RANOE

AND PULSE DURATION OF 50 MCSEC

V.I.Engelko,N.O.BePuchev,V.V.E_shov,O.LKomarov,V.G.Kovalev,

O.P.Pecher, sky ,A.A.Pe tuk hov ,Yu.NLSavelje v _L.V.Smirnov _K.I.Tk achenko

D. V. Efremov Scientific Research Institute of

Electrophysi cal Apparat._

Metal Iostr oy St. Petersburg

18Q631 Russia

Absd_ract.High-current electron accelerator "_'IRIUS" being
under const ructi on now in the Err emov I nsti tute is

described. The accelerator parameters are: an accelerating

voltage of idle running is 5NV and 2. SNV in the matched

mode,a beam current is 2kA, a total pulse duration is

50Hsec and a flat top pulse duration is about aOHsec.

1.IntroductiomuA1 ready for many years Err emov Insti tute has

been developping high-current accelerators operating in the micro-

second range of pulse duration. Physical mechanismes,determining

characteristics of high-current electron beams CHEB9 were studied,

methods for HEB production with long pulse duration were developed

and hi gh vol tage generator schemes wet e impr oved. The data

available for today provide in particular an information about a

top pulse duration of HEB. A planar diode has a pulse duration

T< I OHsec at accel er ati ng vol tape of HeV-r ange. Foi iess di odes

inserted into nonuniform magnetic field can provide T up to 50Hsec

[1 ]. Pulse duration >lOOHsec can be achieved by using multipoint

explosion-emission cathodes CMEC9 developed in Efremov Insti Lute

[2] .Nonetheless T exceeding IOHsec can be obtai ned, appl yi ng

mentioned vacuum diodes,if accelerating voltage is hOt more than

300kV [1 ].Consequently, for production of MeV-range HEBs we need

some additional accelerating structures. One of such _tructures

enhancing the energy of a beam formed in a magnetron diode with

multigoint cathode is described in [3].

In this paper an accelerator with electron energy of HeY-range,

being now built in Efremov Institute,is presented.
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2.Genera_ scheme of accelerator. Fig. I shows an accelerator

schematically. It consists of an electron injector,a pul_e voltage

generator, an accelerating tube,magnetic and vacuum systems. A high

voltage structure is made in

the form of a vertical column

- _ and is placed in a tank,3m in

J dia and II. 4m in heigt,filled

-_ _ with nitrogen up to _at.m. Anaccelerating tube is placed
along the Marx generator and
al I the tube sections are

i CHPMgC
. - _ connected with the generator

I _ I stages. This allows to realize

- L' the best electrical distribu-

__ | 7 tion on the tube and make a

! -_ I sectional accelerating struc-

U J

" -_ I tion consists of one accele-r

o L __ L rating tube sect/on of 0. SSm° 1;__ = length and four Marx generat-

= or stage_ CFig._DMarx genera-
: tor consists of 8 accelerat-

- , i ng sect ions and being
r = charged to 75Y, of the nominal
L
r- . @ voltage provides SMV accele-

)
_ i " rating voltage of idle run-

. ning. If a load is matched to

. / the accelerator impedance, an

" _ / average vol rage gradient on

_" _ the accelerating tube surface
...._.........t........... _....-d is about @kV/cm,less than the

breakdown val ue.

Fig. I General scheme of
the accelerator "SIRIUS"
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Fig._ A_.celerating section

1-inductance; _-Marx gene-

rator stage support ;

] 3-capaci tot ; 4-busbar s ;
5-electrostatic shield;

6-resistor; T-spark gap;

8-decoupl i ng inductance ;

Q-llquld charging resistor

1 O-resistor of spark gap

control circuit;

I 1 -i nsul ator ; 1 2-magnet i c
col I ;1 3-accel erati ng tube

support ; 14-accel er atl ng

tube; IS-power supply of

magnetic coils.

t S.PLdse volt, age Eenemat, or.Marx generator is sche-

matically shown in Fig. 3.

Generator stages have been

J _ made as a nonuniforme pulse

4 forming lines to create a

_9 flat top of a voltage pulseon the nonlinear load. The

m/ load consist of an electron

beam impedance,resistors of

chargi ng Marx generator

capacitor circuits and inductive circuits for charging capacitors

of a magnetic coil power supply. The use of O. 4_F capacitors in the

Marx generator stages allow_ to form a high voltage pulse with a

flat top duration of about 20Hsec.

4.PuLse d_ation contmol device. A special device to control

current beam pulse duration by falling down an injector voltage

and hence 5toppi ng an el ectr on emi ssi on from the cathode, was

developed, lie operation is based on the effect of rapid change of

an inductance of a choking coil with an iron core at the moment

when current, flowing through the choke, reaches the value

sufficient for the iron core saturation,thus causing the start-up

of a cutting spark gap. A remote control of a beam current pulse

duration is possible.

5.Injector. An injector with a multipoint explosion emission

cathode is used for an electron beam production. Such a cathode,as
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Fig. 3 Electric circuit of

L, mentioned above, al 1owe to

t'l ',_' produce electron beams wi th

_ L, highly stable parameters inLI

the long pulse mode. Fig. 4

i L, shows an injector with an

annular multi point cathode
;9

]-T-__¢ ........J and Fig. 5 ,howe general vlew
II_-L-4-_4 UR_I .4

I _J' 1_| c)f t, he cathode, The irl.,jector

__ L. i_ desi gned as a trl ode,

' ,L, offer ing better cathode

R: L4
c oper ati on and possi bl Iity of

constant injector voltage. A

"' ..[I' cathode emission surface is
J
A

6oos 4gOcm z. So t he cur rent

densi ty at. the cathode is

2-4A/cm z if the beam current is 1-EkA. Highly stable operation of

the multipoint cathode is well known at such current density in

the cour s of tens microseconds.

To form an electron beam we use electric and magnetic fields,

the latter increasing in the beam propagation direction from

I

IlI

,= 5
6

If!

7
a

Fig. 4 Electron injector. 1-grid,_.-cathode,3-gradient ring,

4-tighteni ng pi n, 5-annul ar insul ator, 6-anode, 7-tel 1owe, 8-

injector support,g and lO-magnetic coils,ll-accelerating tube
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cathode to anode._gnetic field in the injector is generated by a

series of coils placed behind the injector anode. For more

effective extraction of an electron beam into an accelerating

i channel ,a very car eful choice of el ectr ic and magnetic fi el d

shapes is needed. PIC simulations of electron trajectories allowed

us to solve this task. Pay attention to the fact that the beam

Fi g. 5 Mul tipoint cathode general view.

formation efficiency strongly depends on magnetic field intensity.

As a result of trajectory analysis,it was shown that there is no

leakage of a beam current at the injector anode when the magnetic

field intensity in the accelerating tube is Bm=x>a. SkG and that on

the cathode is Bc>ISOG. At Bm=x=O.65kG the anode current leakage

reaches the value of 33Y. of the total beam current.
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O.MLagnetic £ocusins systes_ Magnetic system is used for an

electron beam formation in the injector,its transport through the

accelerating tube and its focusing at the end of the electron

trajectory. The main peculiarity of the magnetic system is that the

most par t of t he magnet ic col 1s are under hi gh acc el er at ing

voltage. So we face the problen_: to provide necessary electric

strength of the magnetic system el ements being under hi gh

accelerating voltage; to decouple the power supplies of low voltage

magnetic coils and high voltage Mar× generator;to decrease the

magnetic system effect on the Marx generator operation.

The analysis of alternative magnetic systems suggested that the

best choice was that,consisting of a large number of magnetic

coi 1s, each havi ng its own power supply. The col 1s are placed

directly on the dielectric accelerating tube rings with the pitch

of 75-100me. The magnetic system originates a magnetic field >_-kG

on the accelerating tube axis with the field nonuniformity 3_.

An output unit is the specific part of the magnetic system. Its

possible design versions depend upon the electron beam application.

In particular,one of the output unit allows to transport an

electron beam to the required place and compress it up to _cm in

dia on the target. The total length of the output unit is 1.Tm. The

magnetic field increases from 2.3kG in the uniform region to 28kG

on the tar gel. Magnetic col is are suppl ied from a grounded

capasitor battery C3kV,4.2_F3.

7.Electron beam propagation through the accelerating channel As

a resul t of an el ectr on beam pr opagati on thr ough the Iong

accelerating channel the effects connected with a residuel gas

ionization and growing a number of different beam instabilities

could be manifested. The calculations performed by now show that

electron beam instabilities such a diocctron and Buneman instabi-

lities do not appear in the beam of our accelerator. The residual

gas under S-I O-STor r can pr ovi de an ion cur r ent density of

O. 03A/cm z.Such a high current value of high energy ions and the

possibility of ion focusing near the axis region [4]can strongly

affect the i nj ector oper ati on. Thi s negative infl uence can be

decreased by using a multipoint cathode with annular emission

surface.
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e. ConclLmmio_. At D.V. Efremov Institute a high-current

electron accelerator "SIRIUS" is under construction. It is designed

for an accelerating voltage of idle running of 5MV and _..SMV in

the matched mode,a beam current of akA,a total pulse duration of

SO_sec and a flat top pulse duration of about 20_sec. A triode

injector with a multipoint explosion emission cathode is used for

an electron beam formation. An electron beam is accelerated in 8

accel er ati ng secti ons each consi sting of one secti onal i zed

accelerating tube, four Marx generator stages and a series of

magnetic coils. Each of these coils is supplied from a separate

power supply positioned under a proper potential of a high voltage

structure. The remote control of an electron beam pulse duration is

performed by a special device that falls down an injector voltage.

The high voltage structure is placed inside the tank, 3m in dia

and II. 4m in height. Formed and accelerated azimuthally-uniforme

el ectr on beam, 8cm i n external diameter, can be transformed

depending on the application. For- example, it can be compressed und-

er magnetic field up to 2cm in dia. Preliminary tests of the injec-

tor with one accelerating section have shown a good agreement bet-

ween designed and experimentally tested parameters of the acceler-

ator.
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Inductive Pulsed Power Source for Plasma Radiator.

B. D. Yankovskiy

Russian Academy of Science, Institute for High Temperature

127412, Moscow, Russia

INTRODUCTION. The current feeded plasmad_c discharges is

used for generation of wide range radiation [I]. Such discharges

have variable inductivity and resistivity. Therefore they require

the definite power source in order to the energy transfer had high

efficiency. It's known that inductive stores have the greater

specific energy capacity as compare with capacitive stores and the

better agreement with variable inductive load. It's associated

with the facts, that the energy transfer to the variable inductive

load from inductive store is defined by the ratio of them inducti-

vities and one from capacity store is defined by the current dif-

ference of the capacitive and the load induced _AF. Therefore for

feeding of the plasma flow switch based plasma radiator was

designed the inductive pulsed power source with the current multi-

plication of sectioned inductive store and with the utilisation of

the explosive switching technology.

This report deals with the description of the design and the

parameters of the store and the switches and the test results of

model source, in which the energy scale is I:20.

ELBCTRXC SCHMdE. Multiplicatlon of the current might be

realized either by simple reoomm_tation of inductivity from series

to parallel circuit, or by transformer effect (fig.1). The first

method with high multiplication coefficient requires lots of com-

mutative equipment, and second one is fraught with high com-

mutative overvoltage of the primary circuit during energy feeding

into the load. It seems relevant to use both methods in com-

bination (fig.2). Thus the energy source scheme has N induoti-

vities, each of them is formed by n turns with magnetic eonueo-

tion. Each of N induotivities has a tap from the last turn to con-

meet the load current shorter SS, which is common for all indueti-

vities. During feeding by the curr_nt all inductivitles are con-

nected in series with the help of the opening switches 0SI. At the
current maximum the load current shorter SS is connected to n

turns of each inductivities with the help of closing switches CSII
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and CSl2 and then opening switches 0SI break down series of induc-
tivities. After the end of the transition process the last turns

of each inductivity is connected to the load current shorter SS

with the help of closing switches CS2 and opening switches 0S2

commutate the current to the shorter once more. The shorter SS may

connect up the load at any moment of transition process, providing

for the required form of the current pulse. N inductivties may be

wlth mutual magnetic connection. Such scheme and current multipli-

cation process have elevated energy capacity and _Ificiency of

energy feeding [2, 3].

ININCTIVE STORE. The design of an inductive store should cor-

respond to a number of specific demands of an electric scheme,

energy accumulation and feeding, load and exploitation. They

include the necessary mechanical strength and d_o stability,

higher time decay in the initial state, large coefficient of

transformer coupling, minimal inductivity in recom_nltative state,

high conductivity of the conductor of the store, high electric

strength. According to this demauds the store is designed as a to-

roid (fig.3), made by 16 D-shaped coils with winding of flat cop-

per bus 70 20 mm with a central outlet of 12 mm in diameter for

cooling with liquid nitrogen up to 100 K. Each coil has 4 turns

isolated for the voltage 50 kV, wlth a tap from the last outer

turn. The carrier-bandage of each coil is formed by glass-epoxy

isolation. The coll are fixed on a support cylinder and are con-

nected over the outer diameter of the toroid by dielectric dis-

tance-pieces. The inner diameter of the toroid is 600 ram, the

outer one is 1800 ram,the height is 700 ram. The toroid in the

volume of 2300 mm in diameter and 1300 m_ in height. The leads of

the coil are placed upward. With electric bridges 16 coils form 8

separate inductivities.

01_G S_ 0SI. The requirement to the opening switch 0SI

are conditioned by the necessity of a prolonged current leakage.

during the energy accumulation, fast voltage generation during the

breaking of series inductivities, retalndng the commutative over-

voltage at the primary winding under feeding energy to the load or

during energy transformation in the load.

All these requirementsmust be satisfied by a two-step explosive
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opening switch (fig.4), where the functions of prolonged current

leakage and fast voltage generation are divided. The first func-

tion is ensured by a wall of an aluminium tube 90 mm in diameter,

200 mm long and with wall 4 mm thick squeezed between two elect-

rodes on diametrically opposite generating lines of the tube. In-

side the tube there is a dielectric cylinder with six longitudinal

slots 2 mm deep and 10 mm wide for placing the linear HE charge.

Outside the aluminium tube opposite and between the slots there

are placed bronze knives and rests, on which the tube wall des-

truction is realized during the HE charges explosion. The function

of voltage generation is ensured during destruction of the alumi-

nium foil 0,3 mm thick on ribbed dielectric obstacle during the

explosion of half-disc HE charge take placed with a certain delay

after the destruction of an aluminium tube of the first stage.

Mass of _ HE charge of this opening switch is 50 g. The pro-

per resistance is 6-10 _Ohm. Both functional stage of the opening

switch are placed in an indestructible glass-epoxy cylinder with

outer diameter 220 mm for protection of the outer equipment.

O_G__ _. This opening switch, as the second stage

of the opening switch 0S1, is not difficult for project, as it is

already well investigated [4] with lesser curr_nt densities. The

draft of the opening switch is shown on fig. 5.

_]NO SW_L__._I 1 , CSI___2 _ _. Closing switches CS11,

CSl2 and CS2 are meant for operative switching the store induoti-
vities to the load current shorter or the load. This is accomp-

lished by the destruction of polyethylene isolation between poten-

tial electrodes during launching of the neutral conductor by the

HE detonation products. Worklr_ conditions of all closing switches

are different , but the same structure has be used (fig.6).

LOAD_ _. The process supervises, that the load
current shorter should sum the total current in the process of two

commutations, afterwords it should quiokl¥ increase the voltage

for ourrent feeding to load. With this aim we plane to usea plasma

flow switch [5, 6], modified for a more prolonged process of cur-

rent multiplication. Probably, it should include several stages

and be less rapid (flg.3). Anyhow, the structure of a plasma flow
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switch with prolonged period of current accumulation demands a de-

tailed research.

SOURCE STRUCTbI_E. Meeting the requirements of minimal

spurious induotivity the load current shorter SS is fixed on the

toroidal inductive store on the coil leads collector with opening

switches 0S2 and closing switches CS11, CSI2 and CS2, which are
placed there (fig.3). 8 opening switches 0SI are placed on the

periphery of the store. The overall height of the energy source is

2000 ram,diameter 2500 ram,mass 6000 kg.

MAIN P_. The initial inductivity of the energy source

is 160 _H, the final one is 150 nil, the time deca_ is 1 sec.

Feeding current is up to 300 kA, energy capacity to 7 MJ, current

in the shorter 5 gA. Voltage of current multiplication is 20 kV,

time of current multiplication is about 20 _sec. The suggested

voltage in the load current shorter is 100 kV, tlmerise is about I

_sec.

___I_DELLIN__G. In order to work out the conception of

the energy source was created a toroidal 8-sectional inductive

store with inner and outer diameters 600 and 1400 mm and 500 mm

height. The store induotivity is 120 _H, time decay is 10 reset. In

the recommutative state the store inductivity is 70 nH, with con-

nected shorter one is 100 nil.The store may be accumulate of 60 kA

current. For current commutation we have used explosive opening

switches with arc forcing out from the electrode system by the de-

tonation products [4] and explosive closing switches. The voltage

of commutation was 5 kV. An explosive opening switch with arc com-

pression on dielectric wall was used as a shorter. After two-stage

multiplication of current we got a summz7 coefficient of multi-

plication 17. Commutation of the total curz_nt to equivalent load

was realized with a voltage in the shorter 50 kV.
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Fig.3. Draft of the inductive pulsed power souroe.

z/ 6 9 _ 7 _ /

F_.4. Draft of the opening switch 0S1 : 1-alumi_t_ tube: 2-
electrodes: 3-dleleotrio cylinder: 4-1ongitudlnal slots: 5-high

explosive| 6-bronze knivesI 7-aluminium foil: 8-ribbed dieleotrio

obstaoleI 9-glass-epox_ cylinder.

_J_.5. Draft of the openlz_ B_ritoh 0_: 1-1Ligb explosive:
2-eleotrodes: B-detonator; 4-bod_v.

Fig.6. Draft of the closing switches: l-eleotrodesI 2- poly-

et_vlene isolationl 3-1aunching conductor| 4-high explosive| 5-

detonator_ 6-body.
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SUPER-POWERACCELERATORFOR MICROWAVEELECTRONICS.

Batskikh G.I., Kazansky L.N., Oreshin A.A., Samarsky P.A.,
Seleznev V.D., Sinelshikov A.V., Khomenko A.I. ( Moscow

Radiotechnical Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences),
Bugaev S.P., Kovalchuk B.M., Koshelev V. I., Mesyats G.A.
(High Current ElectronicsInstituteof Russian Academy of

Sciences,Tomsk), Petelin M.I. ( Institute of Applied

Physics of Russian Academy of Sciences,N.Novgorod).

Abstract.High-currentacceleratorof Moscow Radiotechni-
cal Instituteof Russian Academy of Sciences is utilized
in relativisticmicrowaveelectronics. The experimental
setup is composedof high power multimoduleMarx genera-
tor on 1.5 M3, 3 MV; two electrondiodes with the beam
magnetictransportationchannel;_vacuum-technolog!calfa-
cility with the chamber of 400 mr volume, 3 m in diameter
and working pressure of I0-° Tot. Autonomousand combined
channel operation are available.

l.Introduction.

First beam channel was put into operation in Ig83. Microwave

radiationgeneratedby carcinotronwas transportedto the vacuum

chamber (Fig.l). In Ig84-1986the limitingbeam parameters were

obtained:2.8 MeV, 50 kA, 1.5 ks; microwaveradiation transmis-

sion and focusingwere carried out into the vacuumchamber. In

i087--I0githe setup was considerablymodified:the electronbeam

front sharping had been performed; the second beam channel was
installed; the combined channel operation was provided; the

microwaveradiationextractioninto the atmospherewas realized.

By now the microwaveradiationpulses of 1.5-2,0 GW in X-band
with duration of 50-80 ns were obtained.

2. Marx generator.

Marx generatorhas a metal tank of I0 meters In height. On

top of the assemblyup to 25 modules are inserted into the
tank'scells.Eachof modules consistsof 38 cascades with the

charge voltage up to85 kVand power capacity to 55 kJ. Module is

commutatedwith the help of three-electrodeinflateddischargers.
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Fig.l Experimentalsetup configuration.

Module constructionof Marx generator provides high reliabi-

lity and fast repair, enables to change dischargecurrent,power

capacityand to reduce the inductance of Marx generator.
As a rule only 8 modules (total inductanceof 8 _H and shock

capacity of 0.08 i_F)are used for beam experiments.The characte-
ristic puls_ front durationof Marx generator voltage is about

200 ns; the shorteningdischarger(trigatron,3 MV, I MA) comes
into action in 0.5-1.5 _s. So generator formes voltage pulse of

required duration with a plateau up to 3 MV.

3. Acceleratingtubes and beam transportation.

The acceleratingtubes of both channels are performed identi-

cally: sectional cylindricalinsulatorsof 2.3 m in lengh with
inner diameter of 1.5 m consist of 24 gradient coils. At the tube i

exit there is a cathode holder of 30 cm in diameter which has a

conical transitionto the field emission cathode.

The electron beam is transportedin axial magnetic field of

1.0-3.0 T1 at a distance of 1.5-2.0 m. Both sectional and pro-

file solenoids coiled around the drift tubes may be harnessed.

A sectional capacitorbattery fg M3, 4.5 EV) is used for

solenoidspower supply. Capacitorson 5 kV, 200 HF are gathered
in blocks taken 12 at a time, each of 324 blocks is commutated

by the assembly of 6 tiristors.Sinusoidalpulse of the magne-
tic field has a duration of 10-50 ms.
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4. Beam research.

The basic beam investigationshas been carried out with a

front durationof 150-200 ns. The forming and transportation of

the beam, the transverseexpansionof the cathode plasma, the

cathode and magneticself-lnsulationlines performance at the

microsecond pulse duration have been examined.
Some basic results are as follows:

- the beam on 200 kJ and 2.6 MeV, 50 kA and 1,5_s is obtained;

- at the diode voltage more than 1.2 MV two coaxial tubular

beams are observed Cat the voltage more than I.6 MV - three

beams), as this takes place there are no ledges on the cathode

assembly;
- at microsecondpulse durations the effective magnetic self-

insulationis possible,beam current value agrees with the
calculated minimum one;

- the cross-sectionexpansion rate of the cathode plasma at the

pulse front doesn't exceed the value of O.2 cm/_s, at the pulse

slope it has increasedup to 2-3 cm/_s.

5. Two-channelacceleratorand pulse front sharpening.

In order to increasethe experimental capabilities of the

setup and to provide the microwaveradiation research both in

vacuum.andin atmospherethe two-channelalternativeaccelerator

was designed (Fig.2,3).
Two identicalchannels are supplied from the same Marx

generator,the transitionfrom one channel to another is carried

out by means of the mechanicalswitches (SI,$2) which combine
the turn off with earthingof the unused channel, or.by locking

the sharpeningSF, dischargers(SDI,SD2).
Power capacity surplus of Marx generator was utilized for

the beam front sharpening.Some part of Marx generatordischarge
current from the circuit with the inductanceof I0 _H is switched

to the diode, the duration of the beam front is 10-12 ns.

In order to supress the oscillations at the beam current

pulse top the damped resistorsare connected in series with the

diode. Autonomouslyin each:channel as well as when both channels
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Fig.2 Two-channelacceleratorscheme.

Fig.3 Photographyshowing the
present experimentalsetup.
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operating simultaneously the Identical parameters of the electron
beamand microwave generation are obtalned CFlg. 47.

2
H

O

I>

'O

O
H

I

O

2

H

o Time, IO0 ns/div

Fig 4 S_a_Pdliedvoltage,beamcurrentmicrowave power signals.

The conditions of channel,s synchroneous operating are pro-
vided withan accuracyof betterthan20 ns atthe cost of the
sharpeningdischarger steadyfunctioning.Microwaveradiation of
the secondchannelis extractedintothe atmosphereby means of
a horn with exit :aperture of 2.0 m closed with a spheroidal poly-
ethylene window. The approaching magnetic coil provides the field
casppreventingthe electronbombardmentof the window.The total
currenton the windowis not morethan50 A. On extractionof

microwaveradiation(I-2GW3 witha cycle of I000 pulses the
window remains damage free.
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6. Relativistic microwave generators research.

Several types of generators have been investigated: carclno-
tronson the pulsepowerup to 2 GW in X-bandwithpulseduration
to I00 ns; sectional cherenkov generators [1 GW, X-band, 60 ns};
redltron (100 HW,X-band, 100 ns).

Someexerlmental phenomenashould be noted:
- in regimes of short beamfront Class than 15 ns) for all the
types of generators being under investigation we have observed
the radiation delay at about 30-40 ns, when the beampulse dura-
tion makesup 50 ns the generation is not observed;
- the flrst channel voltage modulation [voltage drop is about 15-
-20 _,] by manner of turning on the second beamchannel provides
the decrease of microwavepulse duration from 10 to 60 ns, so it
makespossible to control the microwave pulse duration.

By now we undertake reasearch into vlrcators and cherenkov
generators which are functioning wlth hlgh currents in multlmode
regime.
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IGUR-3 - POWERFUL 8REISSTRAHLUNG RADIATION PULSE GENERATOR.

V.S.DIY,a,NKOV, A.I.KORNILITSIN,V.P.KOVALEV

Na,Z"',,o,",.a,iT-._-,.,._tute "_.,.,,,,=,, u.j Teck_ Zca,_ 1_@s _c8

45-40'70,Ck_Z_/abZr_9_-ZO,9.0. Born245, Ru88Ze

Electron accelerator IGUR-3 belongs to class of direct drive

accelerators and is used for radiation investigations. Simplified

electric scheme of accelerator is presented in Fig.1. Inductive

energy store with wire-explosion switch is used to formation of

high-voltage pulse. Accelerator IGUR-3 is located in room with

sizes 2a×18×12 cub. meters. Accelerator construction is drawn in

Fig.2. Total high is 8.5 meters, largest diameter is 7.5 meters.

IGUR-3 is the first IGUR-type accelerator in which transformer oil

is used as insulator of high-voltage units. The most important

units of installation are:

- Marx generator;

- pulse forming system (PFS);

-electron beam diode;

Marx generator of IGUR-3 consists of two parallel working units

with the same charge scheme. Units are located symmetrically each

other and PFS tank in loop-forming container. The using of two

parallel units, the way of its arrangement and location in

container allow to create generators with relatively small
inductance.

The generator parameters are:

- capacitor charge voltage is 85 kV;

- stored energy is 320 kJ;

- number of stages are 17;

- inductance is 2 _G;

- output capacity is 0.28 _F;

The generator contains of 34 gas switches. First switch is

common for two generators. It is a trigatron type. It supplies
simultaneous start of the units.

Energy transmission from generator to pulse forming system is

carried through passing insulator located on PFS tank (fig.2).
Insulator's construction allows to work without breakdown.
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_Tj_. _._T._,Tr _. _v_m_r m,_._T_mDrTmmr_._r

PFS forms ourren_ and voltage pul_e_ wi:h recuired parameter__
•"_ +_ load.

PFS consists ,-_f:

- w_-e-e_losion a_ray (wires are located in _._--_+__= tubes

and e_lore in air);

- sharpening switch which consist of two electrodes with oil

insulation between electrodes.

PFS is located in 2-m diameter and 8.5-m high tank. PFS

._+_-'_tion _,_"+_-_" -'_-_-_,,_. _,_ _,,,__ satisfies to requirements as for

secure as to formL_g work voltage pulse.

SHAPI_ING SWITCH

The switch is the two elect_de construction. High-voltage

steel electrode i_ 60 mm in diameter. The plane flange is the

second electrode. The switch allows to form voltage pulses with

front ranging from lq nz _._ 150 r_

DIODE

The diode is located in transformer oil tank together with

PFS (see Fig.4). The hiz_hest electric strength is 45 kV/cm. Diode

insulator is made a sectional. It is accembled from kaprolon rings

(I) with 4C-ms width and from aluminum g_-_adientrings (2) with

3-m_mwidth. The gasket between gradient and kaprolon rLugs is m_de

from oil-proof r_abber. Electric breakdown probability is decreased

by kaprolon ring. It has 45 degree bevel. Irmulator is fixed on

flange (4) by four kaprolon ties (5) 60 mm in diameter. Ali@nir_g

electric potential at the diode Lusulator is achieved by

I._ r._,__O_ +_,_ --I _,_+_,-.,_.irmtalling shield on ,,_,, _e_ _ ...._ _e shield (6) Is

1400 mm in diameter and 140 mm hei_,t. Cathode (7) is made as a

cone 1595 mm hei_ht with top angle of 25 degree for inductance

reducing. The diode container is 1200 mm in diameter and 600 mm

height. It is made from steel 10 mm width.

The diode provides 6 MV voltage pulses with currents up to 90

• kA. Longtime diode usage _,_,=_,-__,,_,(more than 20000 pulses) with

electric strength about 35...45 kV/cm on insulator surface shows a

high constr_action reliability.

" IGUR-3 accelerator is used as _ +_e_ec_,un beam pulse generator
r,,4+I, _',_I3 _,W_ _._w-_,,_._ -
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FI O. I The pr i _ i I)aI s¢_ of puI se h i ghvoI rage • I _tr_
accelerator IGUR-3.

CO - shock PVG (Pulse Voltaae Generator) capacitance;
¢1,C2 - Sl)uri_s ¢apacita_e in circuit;
Lt,L2 - Exploding ¢Oncluctor (EC) circuit inductance and

uoaas;
Lnlc - Incluct_e const_t _epo_t of EC cas_de;
Lnt - [¢ indu_;ance varying component;.
•Legl * tnOuc_ance of EC ho_king-up unl_;
L_y- !oad I.m:kJctance; .
-"I. !oao.mct!_.ros,stance.; .Ru] ,rm]:uuz,riz vol.tage onv0vor;
Rgl.- t._ active resiata_a; • •RO PVGc i r_i t act ivm res i sta_e;
Pt=P2 - ¢omutating .discharges;
Gt G2"(;3"GO- Rogovuy ¢ont_es.-

t .! q'

i
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- '"'--"="-_,_+_ _rc,,m 30 n5 to 300 _"

- total ener_j of electron be.__mzakir.gout to atmosphere is about

v20 kJ;
,:J

- maximtum energy density on the be-_maxis up to 300 J/cm_ .

Accelerator has f,-,1_ __ow_n= par.-_netersin mode of gamma-ray

pulse_,generation:
-- _3 _ _ 4ul_w_dth 15...I.50ns,

- maximum dose rate _q the _,uode plane (S = I cm_') up to

1013 Rads/s.

Izodoses map of g._,T_a-raygeneration is shown _ Fig.4. Dose

rate along beam axis vs. distance from target plane (anode) is

shown in Pig.5. Accele_-_atoris used during 14 years. High security

of its construction is demonstr_._tedfor the time. Hitch radiation

characteristics for this _eeelez_tor class with good pulse

.I. %,,, ¥ '_,r _,. 4,

The authors would like to express their sincere thanks to Dr.

Luchinski A.V. for the large contribution of the first stage of

the i._.tallation creating. Also iz is necessaz_j to note the

substantial contribution of Martynov V.I. to desi._uing _ud

setting-_o of insta_'_'ation.
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HEAVEN-LIGHT ][ Intense Pulsed Electron
Beam Acclerator

Zeng Naigong, Zhao Rongsheng, Yang Dawei,
Jiang Xingdong, Wang Xiaojun

China I_e of Atomic Energy, Beijing, P.O. Box 275-7, 102413

Abstract

This paper describes the pvrformance of HEAVEN-LIGHT I intense pulsed electron
beam accelerator at CIAE and the char_ of its various component parts.

Introduction

HEAVEN-LIGHT] is the second intense pulsed electron beam accelerator
at CIAE. Its parameters are electron energy of 650keV, beam current of
150kA, and pulse duration of 40ns. This accelerator consists of Marx ge-
nerator, pulse forming line, main switch, tr_nsm_ion line, prepulse
switch, output line and diode. The coaxial lines are all water dielectric
lines.A field enhanced multicb_nnel off switch is used as the main switch
of the accelerator. The breakdown voltage stability of the switch is
satisfactory and its fluctuation is less than 2%. The rise time of the
output voltage pulse of the accelerator is less than 15ns. The fluctuation
of the output pulse amplitude is less than 5%. Figure 1 is the schematic
diagram of HEAVEN-LIGHT I.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

lm
= !

Fig.1 The scheumtic diacram of Heaven Light; I a_.lm-at_-
1. Marx generator 2. on o.hamber 3. formation line 4. main msitch 5, tramunimion line
6. prepulse switch 7. output line 8. resistanoe divider 9. current shunt 10. diode

Marx Generator

Marx generator is composed of 24, 100kV, 0.1 _ f capacitors and 12 spark
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gap switches with trigger disc. The spark gap switches are designed
and made by ourselves. The switch is characterized by novel structure,
small dimension, low inductance (about 80ns) , long lifetime and wide
operation voltage region (from 80kV to 180kV). The capacitors and spark
gap switches are connected in the form of 2 (see Fig.2) . The "Mnrx
generator is dc-charged with a variable ± 100kV power supply. The first
two spark gap switches are triggered by a external trigger signal from
a .qr,R11Marx generator. Others are triggered by overvoltage through the
coupling resistance. This arrangenment is characterized by compact
struture, _mA11circuit inductance, fast voltage erection time and good
stability.

The voltage waveform for Marx generator to charge the pulse forming
line is shown in Figure 3. The inductance of Marx generator can be
calculated according to the oscillation period of the charging voltage
waveform. It is about 3.2 _ H.

-H.V___ Ro

--i Output

F_g.2 The-circuit diagramof Marx generat_r 1_.3 The charge _T_-m
C--capacitors G--sImrkgap switches R__e resistors of fro-marionline
R,_ding resistors R_-trigger resisters (time scale: SSns/period)

Pulse Forming Line, Transmission Line and Output Line

Pulse forming line, transmission line and output line are all coaxial
water line. The forming line, a single line, the impedance of which is 52,
has a length of 67cm, an inner cylinder diameter of 28.4cm and a external
cylinder diameter of 60cnz. The impedances of the transmission line and
output line are all 3.52. Their inner cylinder and external cylinder
diameters axe 35.6cm and 60cm respectively.

The maximum voltage of the forming line is 1.8MV. The maximum field
strength at the faces of the inner cylinder and the external cylinder can
be calculated by coaxial field formula. The critical breakdown field can
be calculated by J.C.Martin's formula. The ratio of the former to the
latter is 0. 3. Therefore the design is safe for preventing breakdown.
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The experiment on surface effect of the insulator in deionized water
for microsecond pulse breakdown voltage has been carried out. The expe-
riment indicates that the surface effect and the body effect of water are
about the same as long as no bubbles exist. Water is filled into the
coaxial line by means of vacuum pumping to remove the bubbles. The
water resistivity can be maintained above 1MQ • cm.

Main S_itch

A field enchanced multichAnnel oilswitch is used as the mA_n switch
of HEAVEN-LIGHT I accelerator. The schematic diagram of the switch
is shown in Figure 4. It has a floating midplane trigger disc supported by
a teflon rod. The field enchancement factor is decided by the position of
the disc. To the right side 1 2 8 4 5. 6 7

of the disc is a selfclosing
axial oil gap and a solenoid
inductor. As the pulse for-
ruing line is charged to PFL
about the maximum of the
charging pulse, the axial
gap closes first. At this
time the potential of tri-
gger disc starts to osci-
llate in cosinusoidal fash- (water) (water)
ion. While reverse of the
potential on the disc takes
place, an intense field en- Fig.4 The _J_effiaati_diagram of the main

ljn_lator rod _. trigger disc 3retain"elevtrodes
chancement comes true be- 4.pol_ diaphragm 5.a_d gap 6. solenoid
tween the disc and the left inductor 7. adjuster
electrode ring and results
in the left main gap to breakdown in muitichannel fashion. After the left
main gap closes, the potential of the disc will be equal to the potential of
the forming line. A considerable fie_ enhancement takes place at the right
main gap and induces it to breakdown, and the whole main switch closes.

The switch has two adjusters to adjust the separation of the m_n gap
and axial gap and the position of the trigger disc.The switch is separated
by two polyurethane diaphragms at the ends of the switch from the water
line. Both oil and water can be used as the breakdown medium of the
switch.

The switch experiments under different parameters in oil or water as
the breakdown medium have been carried out. The experiment results
indicate that the operating field strength of the switch, the field enhAn-
cement factor(i.e, the position of the trigger disc) and the inductance of
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the solenoid inductor in series with the axial gap have a considerable
effect on the switch channel number and the output waveform of the
accelerator. The oil switch has satisfactory properties when appropriate
switch parameters are chosen. More than 6 channels can be formed in
general. The risetime of the output voltage waveform is less than 15ns.
The output waveform and the breakdown voltage of the switch have good
stability. The fluctuation of the breakdown voltage is less than 2%. Fig.5
is the typical photograph of the switch spark channels and the voltage

(a) 0_) (c)

Fig.5 (a) spark channels of main switch (b) the voltage waveform of five-shot overlay of
the formation line when the main switch breakdown (c) the output voltage waveform

waveforms of the pulse forming line and the diode. For water switch,
although it is not difficult to form more channels, the output waveform
and the stability of the switch are obviously not as good as that of the
oil switch. In addition, oil switch feeds much lower prepulse than water
switch during the pulse forming line to be charged. Consequently the oil
is finally chosen as the medium of the switch. Although oil is easy to
be carbonated, it dosen't influence the properties of the switch for short
pulse.

Prepulse Switch

There is a pressurized tri-channel
gas switch between the transmission
line and the output line. Its struc- 3 _'r-_

ture is shown in Fig.6. It has a pair _

of circular electrodes. One of them 2 _ __ _] Fig.6

has three convex cones. The prepulse _ [ The cross section

switch forms tri-channel spark gaps _ of prepulse switch

simultaneously when it breakdown. 1 1. protrusion end2. circular electrods

The switch is filled with a mixture 1_. /_ _ 3. perplex

of gases of 20% SF6 and 80% N2 . I_'_
The breakdown threshold of' the "_]

switch depends on the pressure cf

the switch. The capacitance of the

,, I H
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switch is assumed to be about 40pF. One of the output line is 5.7nF.

Therefore the prepulse is attenuated by a factor of 150. The prepulse is
less than 100V while the output voltage of the diode is 650kV.

Diode

The diode is designed in radial insulating fashion, and has low
inductance. It is favourable to get fast risetime of the output pulse.
The output voltage and current waveforms measured at Marx generatorts
capacators to be charged to 70kV are shown in Fig.7. The peak voltage
and current are 647kV and 165kA respectively, and achieve the design
parameters.

8oo 15 t5
I P z

/

, ,,, _'_ ° '_,,,,,,-,_

0 25 60 'lOO
nA

(a) (b)

diode voltage V power P
diode eurrent I ..... impedance Z

Fig'/ (a) The waveforms of diode voltage and current (time scale: 10ns/period)
(b) The curves of diode voltage, current, power and impedance

The experiments of large area diode have been done for the purpose
to pump KrF excimer laser. The cathode is a carbon felt of 36>< 6 cm _.
The data obtainded for different charge voltage and gap separation of
the diode are listed in table 1. For the first two situations, serious

pinch takes place in short side direction. A uniform electron beam is
required for pumping laser. If there is no external magnetic field, the
spacing of 16ram is suitable for getting uniform electron beam. The life
time test of the anode foil and the main foil has been done at diode

,
im ii I1$
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Table 1- The expert=zmt data of the diode

Voltage of _own Separation between Peak Peak
Marx generator voltage of cathode and anode output output

the swlt_h of the diode voltage current
(kV). (kV) (ram) (kV) (kA)

1480 1415 12 61/ 151
1430 14._ 12 r_7 147

__ _14_0 _ __ __1410 __ 12 .... _ 144
lZ_ 14 r_ 119
12"/8 14 600 125

1320 lZ94 14 _ 119
1210 1128 16 &92. 91
1210 1085 16 _ 94 "
1210 -.--.- 16 599 91

..... _ ,.,

°11 s s
voltage of 600kV and diode
current of 90kA. When the =

titanium foils of 25 tLm in _
thickness are used as the [ 4
anode foil of the doide
and the main foil of the

laser cell, the life time _j:,_5

is more than 100 shots, i

For the album foil of
30 _ m in thickness used as

the anode foil, the life ]1_6
:5me is about 40 shots.
Fig.8 is the schematic
diagram of the diode and
the laser cell. The un-

stable resonator experi-
ment of KrF excimer laser

]_tg.8 The diode and laser oscmator
is under progress . The 1. resistancedivider _..curre=t =hunt
laser beam with energy s.Rogowaki _ 4. carbon felt cathode
of 2J has been obtained. 5. laser ten 6. anode faU

7.capa, dtanoe divider
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The Experimental Research of a Field-Enhanced
Multichannel Oil Switch

R.Zhao,N.zeng,D.Yang,X.Jiang,X.Wang
China Instituteof AtomicEnergy,Beijing,China,P.O.Box275-7,102413

Abstract -- This paper describes the performance of a field enhanced
multichannel oil switch which is used as the main switch of HEAVEN
-LIGHT ][ intense pulsed electron beam accelerator at CIAE. The
switch experiments have been carried out with different inductance of
the solenoid inductor in series with a self - closing axial gap and
position and diameter of the trigger disc.The experiments using water
as a breakdown mideum of the switch have been done too to compare
with oil su_ch. These experimental results and conclusions are
presented in the paper.

Introduction

Another water dielectric pulse electron beam accelerator HEAVEN
-LIGHT ][ has been designed and constructed and is now in operation
to pump excimer laser at CIAE. The design parameters of 650kV,
180kA, 40ns have been achieved. A field-enhanced multichannel oil
switch is used as the main switch between the pulse forming line
and the pulse transmission line. The switch has a floating midplane

, trigger disc between the main electrodes and is driven by a self
-closing axial oil gap. In fact, it is a variety of general V/n switch.
Its breakdown principle is same as general V/n switch. In order to get
the optimal operation of the switch, it is necessary to chose appro-
priate position and diameter of the trigger disc and inductance of
the solenoid inductor, the relevant experiments have been carried
out. The experimental results indicat that these switch parameters
have obvious effect on the property of the switch. The property of
the switch is very satisfactory when appropriate switch parameters
are chosen. Average channel number of more than 6, output voltage
rise time of less than 15ns, breakdown voltage jitter of less than 2%
and output voltage amplitude jitter of less than 5_/o are obtainded.
The conclusions induced from the experiments, we believe, is suitable
to general V/n switch.

Description of The Switch
The schematic diagram of the switch is shown in Figure 1. it is a

cross section of the switch which is cylindrically symmetric about the
axis. The total gap separation between the main electrode rings and
the position of the trigger disc can be adjusted by two adjusters. The
trigger disc is supported by a teflon rod. To the right of the trigger
disc is a self-closing axial gap and a solenoid inductor of the trigger
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circuit. The closing process 1 2 3 4 5 e 7

of the switch is as follows" )--r'_ /

As the pulse forming line is r1 /
charged to Vf and vol- dt

tage is applied to the open / r
switch , the trigger disc i ..........
"floats" in potential main- PFL

taining a value egual to --_r=rr
about Vf/n (n is the ratio
of gap D to gap d= in
Fig.l). Until the axial gap }s

closes , there is no field
enhancement at the edge of t_!

[]

i (oil)the trigger disc . Switch (water) ! (water)
I

action starts when the [JJ [JU T..........
axial oil gap reaches its
self-breakdown field and

closes. The trigger disc is Fig.1 The schematic diagram of the main switch
1.insulator rod 2. Trigger disc 3.main electrodes

now connected to the tran- 4.polyurethane diaphragm 5.axial gap 6. solenoid
smission line through the inductor 7. adjuster
solenoid inductor and starts

to oscillate in potential in cosinusoidal fashion. The potential of the
trigger disc starts to reverse from Vf/n to -Vz/n and an intense field
enhancement at gap dl will induce the gap dl to breakdown. After the
gap dl closes in multichannel fashion, the potential of the disc will
change suddenly to the potential of the pulse forming line. Therefore a
considerable field enhancement takes place at gap d2 and induces the
gap d= to breakdown, and whole the main gap closes.

Experiments and Results
Figure 2 is the schematic diagram of HEAVEN LIGHT-][ accele-

rator. The rise time of the charging pulse of the switch is 250ns. The
impedance of the transmission line and output line are all 3.5 Q.
There is a window in the main switch section for taking the open
shutter photograph of the switch channel. At the end of the output
line there are a resistive voltage divider and a Rogowski loop to
monitor the voltage and the current of the diode respectively. The
charging waveform of the pulse forming line is monitored by the
resistive voltage divider at the forming line section. The property of
the main switch can be judged by the output waveform, the break-
down point of the switch and spark channel mumber of the switch.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

lm
I, I

Fig.2 The schematic diagram of Heaven Light ][ accelerator
1. Marx generator 2. oil chamber 3. formation line 4. main switch 5. transmission line
6. prepulse switch 7. output line 8. resistance divider 9. current shunt 10. diode

(1). Experiments with different solenoid inductor
Four solenoid inductors (0.12 _ H, 0, 71 _ H, 1. 4 _ H and 2. 45 _ H

respectively) are used in our experiments. Satisfactory output waveform
with fast rise time and more channels are only obtainded when the
inductor of 2.45 _ H is used. When the lower inductor is used, the rise

time of the output waveform become slower eventhough more spark
channels axe formed. It can be explained as follows: Before the main

gap d2 closes the self-closing axial gap s and the left main gap
dl have already closed, and there is a discharging current passes

through gap s and the soleniod inductor, i.e. the discharge of gap d2
takes place too during gap d2 to be charged. This discharge current
makes the voltage rise rate of gap d= become slow and results in

appreciable transit time jitter between the various channels formed in
gap d2 . For very short pulse accelerator this jitter is important
contribution to the rise time. Consequently, it is necessary to limit

the discharge current. Obviously, large inductance of the inductor is
favourable to limit this current. But too large inductance will induce

too long oscillation period of oscillating circuit consisted of gap s,
the solenoid inductor and the right main gap d 2 • When this

oscillation period is comparable to the rise time of the charging pulse
of the switch, the full potential reverse of the trigger disc can not
come true after the self closing axial gap closes, and the field enhan-

cement of gap dl will be not intense enough. When the inductance
is 2.45uH, the oscillation period is calculated to be about 70ns. It is
appropriate to the charging pulse with a rise time of 250ns. But if
water is used as the breakdown mideum of the switch, this period is
about 340ns when the inductance is 2.45uH. Obviously, it is too large.
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The period can not be reduced by means of reducing the inductance
of the soneloid inductor because of the reason mentioned above. In
addition water switch will feed through large prepulse during the
pulse forming line to be charged. Therefore using water as the
breakdown medium of this type of switch is not suitable for fast
charge pulse. It has been proven by the experiments. The output
waveform and the stability of the water switch are all obviously not
as good as that of the oil switch.

(2). Experiments with Different Trigger Disc Position
The experiments with various N (is 2,3,4,5,6,7 respectively), which

is the separation ratio of gap D to gap d2, were carried out. The
results indicate that larger N (i.e. smaller d2) is favourable to obtaind
fast rise time and good stability. When N is 6 or 7, the most satis-
factory output waveforms are abtained. As mentioned above, gap d2
has more appreciable transit time jitter between the various channels
than gap dl because of having a discharge current during gap d2 to
be charged, and this jitter is a important contribution to the rise
time. It is obvious that the larger N is, i.e. the smaller d2 is, the
smaller the jitter is. Consequently, fast risetime can be obtained When
N is larger.

(3). Experiments With Different Trigger Disc Diameter
The inner diameter and the external diameter of the main elec-

trode rings are 19cm and 31cm respectively. Two trigger discs, the
diameter of which are 18cm and 22cm respectively, are used to test.
For the former, after a few hundreds shots only small torsion, which
dosen't interfere with normal operation of the switch, forms at the
edge of the disc. But for the letter, after only a few tens shots it
has to be replaced because large torsion forms at its edge. Since the
diameter of the larger disc is larger than the inner diameter and less
than the external diameter of the main electrode rings. So the strea-
mers passing through the edge of the disc is perpendicular to the disc
face. Whole the force from the streamers is effective on the torsion
and seriously damages the disc. For the smaller disc, the diameter of
the disc is less than the inner diameter of the main electrode rings.
There is an angle between the streamers and the axis of the switch.
Only the axial component of the force has aneffect on the torsion
of the disc, and results in light damage of the disc.

Switch Performance
Figure 3 is a typical open shutter photograph of the switch
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Fig.3 The open shutter photograph of Fig.4 The output voltage waveform of the
the spark channel of the switch accelerator (time scale: 10ns/period)

action which is taken from one side of the switch. It dosen't include
all the channels, because some of the channels formed on the another
side of the switch are sheltered by the support rod of the disc and the
disc itself. The channel number is more than 6 in general. Figure 4 is

a typical output voltage waveform of the accelerator. 10% to 90% rise
time is less than 15ns. The accelerator has very stable output wave-

form. Figure 5 is the output voltage and the output current waveforms
of continuous shots. The jitter of the breakdown voltage of the switch
is less than 2%. The jitter of the output voltage amplitude is less
than 5%.

Fig.5 The output voltage (above) and current (below) waveforms of continuous shots

Conclusions

(1). The transit time jitter between the various channels of gap d2
is a important contribution to the rise time. In order to reduce this
jitter, it is necessary to chose appropriate large series solenoid inductorw
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and arrange larger N (6 or 7 is the best).

(2). For long trigger disc lifetime the diameter of the trigger disc

should be less than the inner diameter of the main electrode rings.

(3). Water is not suitable breakdown medium to this type of switch

because of large switch capacitance.
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THE MAGPIE PROJECT : CURRENT STATUS

I H Mitchell, P Choi, J P Chittenden, J F Worley,

J M Bayley, A E Dangor, M G Haines.

The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ, England

Introduction.

A Mega-_Ampere Generator for P_lasma implosion Experiments (MAGPIE) is currently

under construction in the Plasma Physics group at Imperial College, London. The

generator is specifically designed to carry out radiative collapse experiments in hydrogen

fibre Z-pinches [1]. In order to achieve this goal, MAGPIE must be capable of delivering

in excess of 1.SMA into a 150nil load in under 200ns. An artist impression of MAGPIE is

shown in fig. 1. In the final generator, four 2.4MV Marx banks charge four 5 ohm, coaxial,

100ns single transit, water filled pulse forming lines (PFLs). The four PFLs are connected

to a single coaxial vertical transfer line via four synchronously triggered trigatron switches.

The vertical transfer line has an impedence of 1.25ohm and therefore represents a matched

load to the four PFLs. At the top of the transfer line a graded insulator stack makes up the

vacuum-water interface. A magnetically insulated transmission line section then feeds the

load. The total energy stored in the banks is 336kj making MAGPIE a multi terrawatt,

long pulse generator. This paper reports on the general status of the programme and on

details of the work carded out in characterising and optimising the trigatron switches.

i Marx Switch[ i

Fig.i Artistimpressionof MAGPIE Fig.2Blockdiagramof GEN1

-'x,
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Generator Progress

Currently, a single arm of the system, GEN1, has been assembled for detailed testing. A

block diagram of GEN1 is shown in fig.2. This consists of a single 2.4MV, 84kJ Marx of the

Hermes III design, the performance of which has been characterised and optimised [1].

The Marx is connected to one of the PFLs and then to a trigatron switch. The switches to

be used in MAGPIE were designed at Sandia National Laboratories for operation in the

megavolt regime. They have a main gap, dg, of 95mm, and a trigger gap, dr, of 3. lmm. The

trigatron is triggered by the line gap trigger unit (LGT), the output of which can be varied

from 15 to 40kV. The load has taken the form of both a simple short circuit and a parallel

plate liquid copper sulphate resis tot housed in a 50em long cylindrical section.

Various monitors are installed on the apparatus. A resistive divider monitors the trigger

Marx output. The signal from this monitor is used in the screened room to trigger the

oscilloscopes and is also used, via a variable delay unit, to initiate the trigatron trigger

sequence. A fibre optic and photo-diode are used to monitor the light output from the final

spark-gap in the Marx erection sequence. This gives a reference for the commencement of

the line charging. A resistive divider positioned at the output of the LGT unit monitors the

trigger volts. A capacitive monitor situated at the switch end of the PFL provides the line

voltage. This is effectively the voltage, Vg, on the switch live electrode. A B-dot coil,

situated at the oil-water interface between the PFL and the switch section provides, after

integration, a measurement of the current through the switch. A signal from this coil is

used as an indication of closure of the switch. A set of traces from a typical shot is shown in

fig.2. The top trace shows the output from the trigger Marx. This pulse, typically 300kV,

triggers the first five spark-gaps of the main Marx. The light emitted from gap 12, the last

gap of the main Marx, can be seen to rise sharply, signaling erection of the Marx. The

voltage at the switch end of the PFL, Vg, then rises as the Marx charges the line. The
output voltage from the switch trigger unit, VLGT, is displayed in the next trace. The pulse

from this unit is launched along an 83ns, 50 Ohm cable to the switch trigger pin. The

voltage doubles up at the trigger pin, giving Vt nomimally double VLG T. The reflection

can then be seen at the monitor after another transit time of the cable. Finally the two

bottom traces show the I dot signal, which is obtained from the probe situated at the

junction of the PFL and the switch section, and then its integral.

Trigatrons are known to operate in one of two distinct modes determined by the initiation

path of the discharge. The voltage on the trigger pin can cause breakdown to the adjacent

electrode (BAE) with the resulting UV and charged particles initiating the closure of the
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main gap [2]. Alternatively the trigger voltage can create an enhanced field across the

main gap, resulting in the formation of streamers directly across to the opposite electrode

(BOE) [3]. It has been suggested [4] that the optimum trigger voltage for the trigatron

would be obtained when both the BOE and BAE modes are operating simultaneously and

this value is given by Vt*= -Vgdt/(dg-dt) for opposite polarity Vt and Vg.

A series of experiments has been carded out to optimise the trigatron performance [5].

The tests were all carded out with the switch closing at approximatley 80% of self break.

Three sets of data have been obtained, under different operating voltages, the first two

varying the trigger voltage to locate the optimum operating point. In both these scans at

least 20 shots were taken for each trigger voltage and the data from each suggested that the
optimum performance was obtained with the trigger voltage closest to Vt*. In obtaining

the third set of data 200 shots were fired through the switch to test the long term drift under

the optimum triggering conditions. The data from the final 160 shots of this run are shown

graphically in fig.3. The running average of the delay and jitter over 20 shots are shown in

fig.4. The switch performance was analysed with respect to two characteristic times, tl and

t2. tl is the time between the arrival of the trigger voltage at the trigger pin and the fall in

trigger pin voltage due to breakdown from the trigger pin to either of the other electrodes.

t2 is the time between this voltage fall and a signal on from the B-dot coil, indicating
conduction of the switch. The results from these tests are shown in table I.

Table I

Vg VtNg Eg Et tl t2 (tl+t2) std dev
(M'V) (%) (kV/cm) (kV/_ll) (ns) (ns) (ns)

3.0 107 98 59 17 75 9
1.0 5.0 108 160 12 84 96 21

8.0 109 260 5 115 120 23

3.3 163 161 51 9 60 7.5
1.5 1.2 161 116 76 7 83 16

4.4 165 213 32 32 64 12.6

2.0 3.4 218 219 36 7 43 4.4

The two modes of switch operation are clearly evident in this data. For the large values of

Vt/Vg, where Et> Eg, tl is much smaller than t2 which is indicative of BAE operation.

For the case of VtNg of 2.0% the trigger signal at breakdown, indicates that the first gap

to close is that from the trigger pin to the opposite electrode which agrees with the BOE
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mode of operation.

For the cases with Vt/Vg close to the optimum, which is 3.4% for the switch under tests,

operation of the switch in two different regimes is again evident as shown by the two LGT

output traces in fig.5. In the majority of shots, tl is significantly larger than t2. The LGT

output is observed to drop well below zero, as in fig.5a), indicating that breakdown is

occurring between the trigger pin and the live electrode. For some of the shots, for

example in approximately 12% of the shots in the third set of data, the LGT output does

not go negative, as in figS.b), indicating that the trigger pin has broken down to the

adjacent, earthy electrode. As the fields across both the main gap and the trigger gap are

similar at optimum trigger voltage, it is to be expected that breakdown will be initialized

with both the BOA and BAE modes competing. As a result, the total breakdown delay is

not drastically changed depending on which mode operates, in contrast to the results from

the first two sets of data. It can be seen, from the first two sets of data in table I, that the

minimum delay and jitter is obtained for the trigger voltage closest to Vt*. Furthermore

fig.3 and fig.4 indicates that 200 shots can be fired through the switch under these

conditions with no serious effect on the switch performance.

The hydrogen fibre maker

For the intended radiative collapse experiments cryogenic hydrogen fibres with diameters

down to 10/_m must be produced. A new fibre maker is being developed for this purpose

as recent designs reported on pulsed power fibre pinch experiments [6,7] are limited to

fibres with diameters above 30/_m. Furthermore, these designs produce deuterium fibres

by first desublimating deuterium gas into a chamber at 5 K to form snow. The resulting

snow is then warmed to 13 K to make it plastic and extruded through an aperture by a ram.

Deuterium may not be suitable for the radiative collapse experiment as the exothermic DD

fusion could prevent radiative collapse.

In designing a new device to produce hydrogen fibres it is desirable to avoid producing

snow-like material. To compact the snow for extrusion the ram must apply a large pressure.

Consideration of the extrusion of metals and plastics indicates that the quality of the

extruded product is reduced by excessive pressure. A two temperature system was chosen

in the present design. Hydrogen will be condensed in an upper chamber to the liquid phase

and the vapour pressure is used to force the liquid down a capillary to a small second

chamber and exit through a pinhole. Comparison of the saturated vapour pressure curve

with the yield stress [8] indicates that the liquid should be at 20 K and the pinhole at 10 IC
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To attain 10 K a closed cycle helium refrigerator will be used in preference to a liquid

helium system. "[_is offers lower running costs and increased robustness. The system is

currently under construction.

Summary

One arm of the MAGPIE generator is assembled and is fully operational. The system,

including the Marx, a pulse forming line, a switch and a resistive load, has proved to be very

reliable over several hundred shots at the proposed working voltage. Experiments have

been carried out to locate the optimum switch triggering voltage which has been found to

be close to that which would result in simultaneous closure of the trigger and main gaps in

the switch. With this optimum trigger a switch maintains a reasonable delay and jitter

performance over 200 shots under MAGPIE operating conditions, with the standard

deviation of the delay increasing from 2.3 ns for the first 20 shots and reaching a maximum

of 5.3 ns. Optimisation of the powerflow through the junction between the four PFLs and

the vertical transfer line is being carded out and the results are reported elsewhere.J9] The

water vacuum interface and the diode feed section has undergone detailed design studies

and a curved, tapered magnetically insulated transmission line feed terminating into a 6 cm

diameter load section is being adopted for final characterization. Work has also been

carried out on the design of a new fibre maker to produce hydrogen fibres. The fibre

maker employs a novel liquid-solid dual reservoir design and make use of the vapour

pressure above the liquid hydrogen reservoir to extrude solid hydrogen through a pinhole at
the cooler reservoir.
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OPTIMISATION OF THE POWER COUPLING IN THE

MAGPIE 4-WAY JUNCTION USING A 1/6TH SCALE MODEL.

1 H Mitchell, P Choi, J P Chittenden, J F Worley

The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ, United Kingdom.

Introduction.

A Mega-Ampere Generator for Plasma Implosion Experiments (MAGPIE) is currently

under construction in the Plasma Physics group at Imperial College, London. The

generator is specifically designed to carry out radiative collapse experiments in hydrogen

fibre Z-pinches [1]. In order to achieve this goal, MAGPIE must be capable of delivering

in excess of 1.5MA into a 150nil load in under 200ns. An artist's impression of MAGPIE

is shown in fig.1. In the final generator, four 2.4MV Marx banks charge four 5 ohm,

coaxial, 100ns single transit, water filled pulse forming lines (PFLs). The four PFLs are

connected to a single coaxial vertical transfer line via four synchronously triggered

trigatron switches. The vertical transfer line has an impedence of 1.25ohm and therefore

represents a matched load to the four PFLs. At the top of the transfer line a graded

insulator stack makes up the vacuum-water interface. A magnetically insulated

transmission line section then feeds the load. The total energy stored in the banks is 336kj

making MAGPIE a multi terrawatt, long pulse generator. A necessary feature of the
generator is the junction of the four horizontal PFLs to the single vertical transfer line.

This paper reports on work being carried out to characterize the power flow through this

juncion using a 1/6th size scale model.

,,.< iJy

impression of
MAGPIE

.¢
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The Generator design

The MAGPIE generator was designed to enable radiative collapse experiments to be

carried out with cryogenic hydrogen fibres. Radiative collapse occurs when the current in
a Z-pinch exceeds the Pease-Braginskii current, IpB. For hydrogen fibres of radii around

20#m, IpB has a value in excess of 1.2MA. Having such a fire, 20/zm in diameter, as a load

introduces the problem of high inductance. MAGPIE was designed to be a long pulse

generator, 200ns, in order to reach the required current without excessive high voltage.

Taking a margin of 20 % on the design, a current in excess of 1.5MA with a long pulse

length is sepcified for MAGPIE and a system with four PFL and four switches was chosen.

The number of PFL was chosen upon the total current requirement add the technological

limit of high voltage switches with ns jitter and yet long service life time. The impedance

of each PFL is 4 times that of the transfer line for optimal theoretical power transfer. An

additional benefit of this design is that the rise time of the voltage on the transfer line is

smaller as a result of the higher impedance feeding each switch. Production of cryogenic

fibres requires that the fibre is extruded vertically, therefore a vertical feed to the load is

required. The long pulse required for the fibre experiments dictates that the PFLs, which

are 3.3m long, need to be horizontal. Therefore a logical solution to the design problem is

a single junction which combines the four horizontal PFLs to a single vertical feed to the

load. However, the conversion of the voltage wave,:__Tromthe PFLs into an upward

travelling wave on the transfer line is not a simple m,.cter. With the geometry concerned,

there is no reason why the waves launched from the PFLs should travel preferentially up

the transfer line. A more probable alternative is that a wave launched from the junction

travels outward in all directions.

The Scale Model

Numerical simulation of the above junction is a complex 3D problem which could prove

extremely costly in terms of both time and money. An alternative route is to build an

electrically accurate scale model which provides a convenient means of investigation.[2]

The scale chosen for the model was 1:6.6, ie. 12" are equivalent to 2 m. The PFLs and the

outer of the transfer line are made from aluminium tubing with flanges attached to the

ends. This allows the lines to be filled with deionised water, as in the full generator. The

inner of the transfer line is made from rolled tin sheet which allows alterations to be made

easily. Scaling down of the coaxial lines therefore conserves the impedance as both the
ratio of the diameters of the inner and outer conductors, and the dielectric constant of the

insulating medium are conserved. In the scale model, it is necessary to scale not only the
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physical dimensions, but also the characteristic timescales. Thus, inductances in the full

generator are scaled down linearly which decreases the characteristic L/Z times. As the

physical distances are scaled by the same factor, the integrity of the model is maintained by

similarly reducing the rise time of the voltage input pulse. In the full generator, the switch

forms the inner conductor of an oil-filled, coaxial section. This represents a short transit

time, high impedance section. In the scale model the switch section is represented by a

scaled coaxial air section. The inner of this section can be varied in diameter, therefore

changing the effective inductance. In the results presented in this paper the switch section

has an inductance of 12nil, equivalent to a full size switch inductance of 75nil, several
times less than the measured value of the actual switch installed. This lower value enables

the effects of the junction to be observed without added complications arising from the

switch inductance. The voltage on the scale model can be monitored at any of twenty one

different locations. A diagram of the scale model, and the location of the voltage probes,

is shown in fig.2.
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Fig.2. A plan of the scalemodel.

Monitoring is carried out on a HP16500A system with five 1GHz sampling rate digitizers.

This results in a resolution of 3.3cm in the water sections of the model, equivalent to 22crn

in the full generator. The four inputs were fed through identical 18ns double transit,

coaxial cables from the same pulse generator. The resulting input pulse had a 10-90% rise

time of 3ns and peak value of 220mV.

The aim of the scale model experil_ents is to characaterize the wave coupling across the
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junction and to study the mixture of modes by altering the inner conductor of the transfer

line. The resulting risetime of the voltage at the load and the effect of simulated switch

jitter are also examined. To date, four different designs of inner conductor have been tried.

The four designs are shown in fig.3.

Results

Evidence that the wave from the PFL is launched into all directions was found from the

voltage traces in rigA. These traces were obtained by launching a pulse into the east line

only and monitoring the probes in the west arm. It is immediately obvious that the voltage

wave reaches the opposite side of the transmission line. Fig.5. shows a schematic of the

'unrolled' inner conductor of the transfer line and the positions of the voltage probes. The

dimensions stated are the transit times in nanoseconds. With reference to Figs.4 and 5,

information about the path taken by the voltage wave can be obtained. Noticeable

features of the traces in fig.4 are the double hump observed in W2 and, to a lesser extent in

W3, and also the fact that the voltage magnitude peaks at W4. These features can be

explained by considering two different paths that a voltage wave can take to any of the

probes. Starting with W2, which is situated a few nanoseconds before the junction, two

distinct peaks can be seen, seperated by approximately llns. This coincides with the

difference in transit times of a wave travelling directly from the East junction around the

inner to the west, and another travelling upwards, over the top and back down. This

amounts to approximately 12ns. The relative magnitude of the two humps relates to the

energy travelling in each direction. This picture is supported by the fact that the two

humps are closer together at W3 since the direct wave has further to travel and the 'over

the top' wave has to cover less distance. The peak value at W4 arises becauses here the

waves coincide, the transit times differing by only 1.4ns. As an explanation of the voltage

traces, this is obviously an over simplification. In reality the trace will be the sum of many

reflected and direct components having travelled along different paths. Nevertheless it

illustrates that the energy does not all propogate in the preferred, vertical direction. An

effort to minimise the energy travelling around the inner was made by cutting vertical slots

in inner #3 and inner #4 as shown in fig.3. This resulted in the reduction of the amplitude

of the first hump, attributed to the direct voltage wave, relative to the second hump from
62% for inner #2 to 29% for #3 and 11% for #4. It should also be noted that the voltage

appearing at the load increased by 5% with this inner over inner #2.

The effect of switch jitter on the peak voltage obtained was investigated for each of the
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transfer line inners. The four input pulses were fed from a common pulse unit with,

normally, equal cable transit times. Additional cables were added to simulate switches

firing at different times. For the data presented here, a single input, south, was delayed by

times equivalent to 0, 10,20, 30 and 40ns in the full generator. The data is presented

graphically in fig.6 for inners #1,#2 and #4. The voltages quoted are normalised to the

maximum voltage obtained, ie. inner #4 with equal switch times. It can be seen, as

expected, that the configuration resulting in the highest peak voltage is the one most

susceptible to degradation due to switch jitter. Results were also obtained with staggered

inputs but the most dramatic effects were observed in the cases presented in fig.6. The

trigatron switches to be used in the MAGPIE generator have been tested and optimised

[3,4]. A first to last jitter of 25ns over 160 shots has been observed under the optimum

triggering conditions. The present results suggest that this would result in less than a 10%

loss of volts. The risetime of the voltage at the load was measured for each of the inners.

The only measurable difference in rise time occurred when inner #1 was replaced by #2.

The removal of the bottom section of the PFL resulted in an improvement in the 10 to

90% rise time from 10ns to 5ns.

Conclusions and Further Work.

A scale model has been built to investigate the power flow in the junction between the four

horizontal pulse forming lines and the vertical transfer line in the MAGPIE generator. It

has been demonstrated that the voltage wave launched into the junction does not travel

only in the desired upward direction but, rather the results have been explained assuming a

spherical wave is launched. This results in a fraction of the wave travelling around the

transfer line. An effective way of considerably reducing these horizontal components of

the wave was established by cutting vertical slots in the inner of the transfer line. This also

slightly increased the voltage obtained at the load. This is to be expected as the slots

prevent the voltage waves from each of the seperate PFLs from mixing. This configuration

was found to be more susceptible to the simulated switch jitter. However, the jitter results

from the optimised trigatron switches seem to suggest that the voltage loss is within an

acceptable range. Further work on the scale model is being carried out. The effect of a

switch inductance will be investigated along with the effect of switch jitter on the symmetry
of the current flow.
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Abstract

The standard operating mode produces bremsstrahlung with an endpoint

energy of about 18 MeV. This paper describes a new mode with a 8.5

MeV endpoint energy and the same standard mode pulse characteristics

achieved by operating only half of the accelerator at full charge

with the advantage of minimal setup time. An extension of the new

half voltage mode is to use the other half of the accelerator for

delivering a second pulse at a later time using the same technique.

This double pulse mode is ideal for beam generation which requires a

long interpulse time in the millisecond regime. The beam

characteristics of the two half voltage pulses are nearly identical

with the nominal radiation pulse full width at half maximum of 21 ns
and 10-90% risetime of 11 ns.

Introduction
I

The HERMES III accelerator [1] located at the Sandia National

Laboratories is used to produce intense bremsstrahlung pulses to simulate

the effects of gamma rays produced by nuclear weapons on variou._ systems.

The linear induction technology is a significant advancement in the pulsed

power field, and future simulators may well incorporate this technology.

HERMES III is the prime example of a flexible, modular, implementation of

this technology on the 10 - 20 TW scale.

The standard operating mode produces bremsstrahlung having an endpoint

energy of about 18 MeV and an average photon energy of about 2 MeV with the

bremsstrahlung dose produced proportional to V2"812]. The half voltage and

double pulse modes have a 8.5 MeV endpoint energy, therefore these

alternate modes generate about one-tenth the dose of the standard operating

mode for each pulse.

Background

These new modes use a characteristic behavior of modular linear

induction technology which may be important in the future design and

operation. HERMES III operates very similar to many accelerators with a

oil insulated energy storage section and water insulated pulse forming

lines. The major difference is how the output is generated. The normal
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parallel output of water transmission lines is transformed to a series

output of linear induction gaps on a magnetically insulated transmission

line (MITL) adder [3]. This configuration functions as a distributed

transmission line transformer (Fig. I). The same MITL is used in the half

voltage mode so the impedances are fixed which implies quarter-power

operation at half voltage.
ADDER

A straight forward approach is _mmPanll¢l _

to charge the Marx capacitor banks _ __ _ _'to half voltage and deliver one _

quarter of the energy and power.

This requires changes in the ___ (_

accelerator setup for different | __ I

water switch parameters to obtain -_5_ _ (_u
--_

: _du_ve cd_

proper performance. __[_p,
Other approaches involve using _)_ |

only half of the accelerator. One, ____ !is to operate only half of the

induction gaps at full voltage, _ i _"-'_R__

another approach is to operate all

the induction gaps at half voltage.

HERMES III is s_metrical, side-to- __ i_ i_

side, do_ the MITL with half of the
Figure i. HE_ III transmission

energy storage section located in line transformer.

each tank, east and west.

Operating half of the accelerator at full charge delivers one half of

the energy. With only a quarter of the energy required the other quarter

of the energy is lost and may cause damage. If half of the induction gaps

are operated the undriven induction gaps are loads in the series circuit.

If all the induction gaps are operated with only half of the accelerator

the undriven water transmission lines of the other half of the accelerator

are loads in the parallel circuit. The disadvantage of operating only half

of the accelerator is being more susceptible to poor performance because a

single module is a larger fraction of the total output. The advantage of

these approaches are that they allow half voltage operation at full charge

with minimal setup time, so that a sequence of full voltage and half

voltage shots can be taken without reconfiguring the accelerator.
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Half Voltage Operation

A fault mode observed during the HERMES III development program

suggested the last approach would work without damaging the accelerator. A

sequence of seven shots, #2276 - #2282, were taken with key measurement

points instrumented. Data shows the induction gap voltages obtained when

firing each half of the accelerator (Fig. 2). The mismatch due to the

undriven water line loads results in a reflection coefficient of -1/2 and

only .6 MV of the nominal 1.2 MV pulse delivered to the gaps.

The corresponding diode parameters are 350 kA/125 kA for anode/cathode

currents and 8.5 MeV endpoint measured with H- using a CR-39 range filter

[4]. These parameters are approximately one half the nominal 700 kA/250 kA

anode/cathode currents and 18 MeV endpoint [5] . The radiation dose

measured using a CaF 2 TLD cross array on the converter [2] is reduced from

the nominal 80 kRad to ii kRad (Fig. 3) with the same useful area.

EAST FIRED WEST FIRED

400 ................
. :_

200 .. ;._I

0 e _

-200

-4O0

-600

-800 ' ' ' ' , , ....' nS

o
Figure 2. Induction gaps voltage wavefor_

firing only half of accelerator.

HERMES III RADIATION DOSE PROFILE
Shot Number 2898, Z893

........

-'_,_ ,_.-.,,,. • - _- _

/ I_ i "_
zl r k

// h

¢ '\
&

..... \ \

r /
J

R tn ¢_a

Figure 3. Dose curves for full voltage (2898)

and half voltage (2893) shots.
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Double Pulse Operation

An extension of the new half voltage mode is to use the other half of

the accelerator for delivering a second pulse at a later time with the same

technique. The accelerator requirements for double pulse mode are,

separate charging of the Marx capacitor banks and a independent trigger

system, for each side of the accelerator. This utilizes the redundant

spares available for these systems.

Additional concerns of the double pulse mode not relevant for the half

voltage mode were 1) time for the unused energy to dissipate 2) possible

saturation, during the second pulse, of inductive cores which isolate the

induction gaps 3) water switches being functional for second side pulse

forming lines after the first pulse and 4) vacuum effects on second pulse

propagation down the MITL and diode performance.

Data from the half voltage shot sequence addressed the first three

concerns. Reflections from the mismatch were observed to settle in <20 us

with >20 ms allowed for the double pulse te_t. Saturation with two .6 MV

pulses in worst case (additive with no oscillations) is equal to 1.2 MV

normal pulse excluding the safety margin. Pulse forming line voltages were

monitored at very sensitive levels which showed only capacitive coupling

across the open water switches (functional for second pulse). The fourth

concern required experimental verification.

The double pulse experiment used both halves of the accelerator charged

to full voltage and fired 30 ms apart driving all the induction gaps at

quarter power twice to deliver two half voltage pulses to the diode with a

34 cm anode-cathode gap. A sequence of 5 shots, #2283 - #2287, were taken

with the east side fired first for three shots, followed by the west side

fired first for two shots. Diode currents for the first and second pulse

of the last shot are shown in Figure 4. The current waveforms compared

very well (amplitude and shape) indicating no problems associated with

propagation down the MITL due to vacuum effects. In addition, there is no

evidence of core saturation which would clip the induction gap voltages and

reduce the amplitudes of diode currents.

Radiation characteristics of the two half voltage pulses were nearly

identical with the nominal full width at half maximum of 21 ns and 10-90

risetime of ii ns recorded by the same Compton diode radiation monitors [6]

on instruments triggered 30 ms apart. The comparisons of_ the two radiation
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pulses on the three radiation detectors show a 5-11% amplitude variation

(Fig. 5). This close comparison indicated no beam pinching or instability

due to ion formation or vacuum degradation in the diode A-K gap.
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Figure 4. Double pulse diode current waveforms recorded 30 mS apart.
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Summary

HERMES III with its unique and flexible modular linear induction design

allows various operational modes. The half voltage mode discussed in this

paper is important in its own right. First, it produces an 8.5 MeV

endpoint energy comparable to the Hermes II [7] and old Aurora operating

modes, which substantially reduces the activation of materials during tests

and may be useful for simulation fidelity studies. Second, it allow_

convenient beam current (1/2) and dose (1/8) variations for some

experiments. Third, it permits operation of Hermes III in a widely-spaced

(millisecond regimes) double pulse mode, consisting of two half voltage

pulses with equal beam and radiation characteristics, to study multiple

pulse effects.
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APPLICATION OF MAGNETICALLy INSUI_ATED TRANSMISSION LINES FOR HIGH.
CURRENT. HIGH VOLTAG.E ELECTRON BE.AM ACCELERATORS*

S. L. Shope, M. G. Mazarakis, C. A. Frost, J. W. Poukey, and B. N. Turman
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185

Abstract

Self Magnetically Insulated Transmission Lines (MITL) adders have been
used successfully in a number of Sandia accelerators such as HELIA, 1 HERMES
III, 2 and SABRE. s Most recently we used a MITL adder in the
RADLAC/SMILE electron beam accelerator to produce high quality, small radius
(rb < 2 cm), 11 to 15 MeV, 50 to 100-kA beams with a small transverse velocity
v L/c =/sJ. _<0.1. 4 In RADLAC/SMILE, a coaxial MITL passed through the
eight, 2 MV vacuum envelopes. The MITL summed the voltages of all eight
feeds to a single foilless diode. The experimental results are in good agreement
with code simulations.

Our success with the MITL technology led us to investigate the application
to higher energy accelerator designs. We have a conceptual design for a cavity-
fed MITL that sums the voltages from 100 identical, inductively-isolated
cavities, s Each cavity is a toroidal structure that is driven simultaneously by
four g-ohm pulse-forming lines, providing a 1-MV voltage pulse to each of the
100 cavities. The point design accelerator is 100 MV, 500 kA, with a 30-50-ns
FWHM output pulse.

Introduction

MITLs are efficient in performing the series addition of voltage pulses from

inductively isolated cavities. When the output is used with a foilless diode, immersed in an

applied magnetic field, very high current, low emittance, high brightness beams can be

produced. Accelerators with MITL-adders have an advantage over conventional linear

induction accelerators because there is no beam transport with associated beam instabilities

through the length of the accelerator.

The success we have had with this technology prompted us to design a 100-MV,

500-kA electron beam accelerator. There are practical upper limits to this approach. One is

the length of the MITL and the effects of gravitational droop in a horizontal configuration.

This can be reduced by building the accelerator vertically, but again there are limits to this

approach. Another constraint is the center stalk radius which is determined by the system

impedance. The 100-MV system does not approach either of these limits.

Magnetic Insulation

The theory of magnetic insulation is given in several references.e,7 We have used the

criteria for self-magnetic insulation derived from Creedon's theory. In the Creedon

*This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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formalism the minimum current, I`i, required to establish self-limited magnetic insulation is

given by:

I`i ffi 8500 g 7_/3 .In ["l,`i + ("l'_-1)1/2] ,

'Yo = _,`i + ('i'_-1) 3/2 `in [.'l,`i + (-y_-1)1/2] ,

g - (_nR/ri)'i and% = V(MV)/mcz + I = {1 - vZ/cZ)-i/z .

The relativistic Lorentz factor, -/`i, is for electrons at the boundary of the electron sheath in

the minimum current case.

This formalism was successfully used in designing a MITL for the linear induction

accelerator, RADLAC. The MITL eliminated the accelerating gaps and Bs transport system

that had yielded unsatisfactory beam quality. The design was simulated with the PIC

MAGIC code.a Figure 1 shows an electron map of the SMILE configuration used in

RADLAC and verifies that magnetic insulation does occur. The losses near the cathode tip

were expected and are due to the radial component, Br, of the applied magnetic field of the

foilless diode. Simulations of the diode region have shown that the output current is a

function of the beam loss at the divergence of the applied magnetic field, the magnitude of

the applied field, and the anode-cathode spacing. A diode simulation is shown in Fig. 2.

Examples of the beam out of RADLAC/SMILE are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1" Simulations showing magnetic insulation of SMILE.
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Fig. 2: Simulation of a typical SMILE foilless diode.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: (a) Witness foil of a 13-MeV, 78 kA-beam with/_i = 0.05.
(b) X-ray pinhole photograph of a 10-MeV, 80-kA beam with/3J_ = 0.07.
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100-MV Accelerator Design

Based on the successful performance of accelerators using MITLs at Sandia National

Laboratories we designed a 100-MV, 500-kA accelerator. The design has 100, 1-MV,

toroidal cavities that sum the voltages of each cavity in series resulting in a 100-MV output

voltage. The cavities could utilize ferromagnetic materials to provide the required inductive

isolation or they could be isolated Blumleins using a liquid dielectric such as deionized

water. The 100-MV accelerator can be visualized as 10 SABREs connected in series with

one MITL.

For the design of the tapered MITL stalk we fixed the inner radius of the cavities at

19.1 cm and calculated the required radius of the stalk to achieve magnetic insulation. We

divided the accelerator into l0 segments for this purpose. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Radius and impedances of a 10-stage tapered MITL for a 100-MV accelerator.

MITL Segment Cathode Operating Vacuum

Segment Voltage Radius Impedance Impedance

i Vi [MV] ri [cm] Z i [fl] Zi [fl]

1 1 17.9 2 3.73

10 10 12.59 20 24.85

20 20 8.73 40 46.82

30 30 6.12 60 68.13

40 40 4.34 80 88.75

50 50 3.02 100 110.51

60 60 2.13 120 131.14

70 70 1.50 140 152.50

80 80 1.06 160 173.32

90 90 0.74 180 194.89

100 100 0.514 200 216.75

The MITL would start at a radius of 17.9 cm and taper to a final radius at the cathode of

0.5 era. The length would be 58 m and weigh --500 lbs. This could be cantilevered from

one end and preloaded to compensate for gravitational droop, however, it would be

preferable to build the accelerator vertically and eliminate the droop. A conceptual drawing

of the accelerator is shown in Fig. 4. Since the potential on the stalk is logarithmic in R/r

the alignment at the high voltage end, where radii are small, is not critical.

RADLAC/SMILE produced excellent quality beams with the MITL as much as 20%

misaligned.
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Fig. 4: Drawing of a 100-MV accelerator based on SABRE technology.

A PIC MAGIC simulation of the 100 MV, 500-kA foilless diode is shown in Fig. 5.

Simulated output waveforms are shown in Fig. 6 for square and triangular inputs.
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Fig, 5: Simulation of a IO0-MV immersed diode and calculated output parameters.
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Fig. 6: Calculated diode outputs for a square and triangular input.

Another interesting accelerator configuration we have looked at would be to fold the

accelerator into an "S" shape, see Fig. 7. This could halve the length of the accelerator. The

"S" shape is a stable configuration and would be a strong structure with extra reinforcing in

the bends. Both AURORA 9 and HYDRA 10 have successfully used curved MITLs. The

physical size of either concept could be reduced if fewer but higher voltage cavities were
used.

L_J__L_J__J__J-J-.J--J-J--_=_j___. Diode

, _ MITL
Cavities

Fig. 7: Conceptual drawing of an "S"shaped accelerator.
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Conclusion

We have a conceptual design of a high voltage, high current accelerator based on an

extrapolation of proven technology. The design is based on SABRE and HERMES III type

accelerators in series. The design is modular and could be built in stages. Low emittance,

high brightness beams can be produced with magnetically immersed foilless diodes that are

driven by MITLs.
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Modelling Pulsed-Power Transmission Lines

C. W. Mendel, Jr., D. B. Seidel,

W. A. Johnson and S. E. Rosenthal

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185

Abstract: Transmission lines in modem pulsed-power machines such as PBFA-II operate at ten or more

megavolts with multi-megampere currents. They often have series (voltage) or parallel (current) power addition.

In these transmission lines the cathodes emit electrons freely. In addition, perturbations such as plasma opening

switches cause additional electrons to be launched into the flow. The large magnetic field due to the

transmission line current prevents these electrons from crossing the transmission line to the anode directly, but in

most situations electron current flows to the anode after travelling a long distance down the transmission line.

Usually these losses occur just before the load or at adder points.

Reliable modelling of these lines is important both for design purposes and for use in analyzing data.

This paper presents models that can be used for these purposes. The models are primarily based upon known

symmetries plus measurable parameters. Comparisons to data, particularly data taken on PBFA-II, are made.

Introduction: Figure 1 shows a schematic

of an equilibrium magnetically-insulated electron + V=VA A=AA IA

flow (MIFL). Several physical parameters describing

the flow are illustrated in the figure. Fortunately
Vacuum

most of the characteristics of a MIFL can be derived

exactly, or to good approximation, using only

considerations of global symmetry such as pressure electron flow _ 1)"balance across the flow,1added to a few experimental

observations. Because of this, these flows can be - V=0 A=0 Ic

modelled without considering microscopic details of

the flow. Figure 1. Schematic of a MIFL. '

Table I shows several relationships between

physical parameters and measurable quantities. These relationships are derived from pressure balance across the

flow, Maxwelrs equations, and two experimental observations. It is easily seen that pressure balance must occur

at frequencies to which most diagnostics can respond. The first experimental observation is that cathodes in

MIFL are space-charge-limited emitters of electrons. This has been verified in many experiments, e.g.,

experiments that use this assumption to calculate voltage from line currents. The second assumption is that any

ion emission from electrodes is small enough that ion pressure is negligible. If this were not true,
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Table I

line-charge q=_ c
c

drift velocity vd=c/ IA-IcL,%

line voltage V=Zo_-_-_-f(IJI c)

V

flow impedance Z/__

vector potential Z,<cA't<Zo. /,o

electron density P>Po- re

sheath thickness - " ttlC2 ¢IA2-IC2
A _Ao=g"z----

Loe I:

current ratio /'4<1+ eV
IC i'RC2

Table FI

front velocity v =_
f Aa

front velocity Zf_<_< ¢I_2-Ic2

z:1,+i_<v:<l,+i_
front/drift velocitics Z-'oo_a _ /,4

-. _vl
front current I/=la-V',_ -'c c
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magnetically-insulatod transmission lines (MITL) would not be efficient. There are local areas where ion

endssion is important, for instance plasma-opening switches (POS).

In Table I, Zo is the transmission line vacuum impedance, V^ is the line voltage, and A^ is the line

vector potential, i.e., the integral of the transverse magnetic field across the line gap. The effective gap, g, is the

actual gap in the case of a stripline, or (r^2-rc=)/2rc in the case of a coaxial line. The function f in the expression

for the line voltage depends upon the form of the space-charge correction, i.e., it depends upon the way electrons

are distributed across the transmission line. A useful expression for f,

is based upon the assumption that the electrons are in a

constant density sheath with density given by po. The

sheath ttickness must then be given by _. The space-charge correction term determined by f is small at high

voltage (compared to mc2/e), and becomes negligible at very high voltages (> 5 MV).

An additional assumption supported by experiment, that TEM fronts moving slower than the speed-of-

light exist, leads to Table II. In addition, it can be shown that the thickness of the electron sheath and the ratio

of cath:xle to anode current behind the front go to zero, and that the front velocity goes to c as the voltage on

the transmission line voltage becomes infinite.

zs V

v --

7.s k: 1A v Ic Lines: Figure 2 shows a MITL and a simple model that

_-,w_,'----_ [_ I can be used with a circuit code. The flow impedancecircuit element is not a simple resistor, but rather obeys

=u_. the equationin Table I. The value of the flow

/

v=
20 ........

15

Figure 2. Flow impedance model of a M1TL circuit, __A_
and the I,V characteristic.

10

Zo=10.0t'l

5 _ -__- ___A
impedanceelement at the end of the transmission line Zo=5.0

,Zf, mustbe less than the impedanceof the TEM wave 0 _d= • • • * * ..... • . = .

in vacuum,Z,. At very high voltageit is often 0 20 40 60 80

satisfactory to use the actual value of Zo. If there are time (ns)
Figure 3. Flow impedance versus time tor th,-ee

addedelectron losses,for example feed lossesat the perturbations in a M]'IL. The numbersby each cttrve
load, a smaller value may be required to fit the data. are the vacuumTEM impedancesof the perturbation

Figure 2 also showsthe I,V characteristicof the model,
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showing the voltage-limiting effect. Figure 3 shows the flow impedance of feed perturbationsin TWOQUICK2

simulations of the PBFA-II ion diode. Notice that the flow impedance is essentially constant in spite of the

variationof the line voltage and the diode impedance with time.

16 .......- ........ • .............. • ....

12 VAJ=.O

vAI _ current/

4 Zolc

°i _ _ z_ _ _ ' 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0

x/c (ns)
Figure 4. The loss currentJ in the I,V plane. Figure 5. A moving front solution.

Modelling MITLs with Loss Fronts: In long MlqX,s loss fronts are important. A set of telegrapher's

equations can be written for this case. aVa a/a c [8Va
The flow impedanceoccurs in the fast equation ---_.=-c.Z/-_- /]/'4

....
z,t a,

because the displacement current to the anode

depends upon the electric field at the anode, rather than the voltage divided by the gap, i.e., the average electric

field. The cathode currentcan be calculated from V,,,,I,,,and the flow impedance (Table I). The loss currentin

the frontcan be modelled by the function J(V^,I,0. Figure 4 shows the I,V plane, and the behavior of J on that

plane. There is some curveI^=GCV,Oto the right of which the loss currentis zero. Since the front velocity is

determined by the intersectionof the load line with the current cutoff curve, the front velocity as a function of

voltage behind the front is given by

and the load line of the generator. The cutoff current, G,

vf=VaclZJa G(Va)=la=Vaclg'vl might be determined from the usual Hull condition, but
..

this generally gives a higher front velocity than is seen in experiments. The voltage and the current behind the

front extend all the way to the input, so that the line will run at the intersection between the insulation line and

the driver load line, shown schematically in Fig 4. Since the condition vt=V/A is true for every point in a

moving TEM front, the solution V(x-vft), I(x-vft) lies along a line from the insulation line (representing all points

behind the front) to the origin (representing all points ahead of the fron0. The voltage versus the current in the

front is shown in the figure. Since the loss current, J, is zero ahead of the front and behind the front, there is a

maximum between, probably close to the front.

The partial differential equations can be solved for local voltage and current. Figure 5 shows such a
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solutionforthecase

:<v, -[ot'v) -t.j xz.
where IAis less than F and zeroelsewhere, g is a

constant and the Hull condition was used for G. This J gives an exponential behavior to the fronts.

Experimentalfronts tendto steepen continually, but

finite difference methods will limit the solution.

Generally the exact shape of the front solution is not ,,,._4.4.Q 4__ '4.0 _important; consequently other dependences of J could { 20.0 .fl

be used. _ O 5ns _...,{ 9.5nsModelling MITLs, J=0 Case: In most

experiments the MITLs are relatively short. The source water : vacuum load

maximum length of the PBFA-ILIMITLs are less than

8 fight-nanosecondslong, and since the front velocity

in MITLsat PBFA-II voltages is >0.8c, the timing

errordue to neglecting front currentis less than 2 ns

which is about the timing toleranceof the data. The Figure 6. Model of PBFAII. It is symmetric about the
load, representingtop and bottom feeds.

assumptionthat J=0 hasanenormouseffect in

computational time because the equations can then be integrated to get the forward and backward waves:

O:[VA(x,O+ZJA(x,OV2
Using theseequationseachtimestepinvolvescalculating

+v/ . two points for each transmissionline and moving two

arraypointers. A model for PBFA-II which includes top

and bottom water lines and two top and bottom M]TLs (ergo 6 transmission lines) takes 3 seconds to calculate a

solution for 500 time steps (33 MHz, 386 PC). A similar calculation with a loss front takes about ten minutes

on the same computer.

Losses at adder points, POS3, or before loads can be modelled using flow impedance circuit

components. Figure 6 shows a model used to simulate PBFA-rl data. The flow impedances before the 10adcan

be time-dependent to simulate the POS on experiments that have a POS, or can be constant at the line impedance

of non-POS shots. Figure 7 shows the fit of a solution to PBFA-II data (top). The fit could be improved with

more general functions for forward wave voltage, POS flow impedance, and load impedance, but after about 60

ns the top insulator has flashed and the model cannot be correct. The bottom data were similar.

The MITLs on PBFA-II actually each consist of four 5 f_ sections added in seriesper side. Early in the

power pulse, before the ion diode has begun to carry current, there are losses at each adder point. The data

indicate that a flow impedance model can be used to model the adder losses, but we have not made such a

model yet.
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We have:also developeda two-dimensional 20 .......... : • -- -- --- - -.--:-

quasi-TEMtheory for conical transmission lineswhen
If "_h-

loss currentcan be neglected.4 It appearsthat the flow
10

impedance model can be modified to calculateelectron >
losses including azimuthal dependence with this model,

but this workis still in progress. 0 " =
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Last years the electron accelerators 1-3000 ( 3.2 MV, 20 kA, 15

ns), STRAUS(2.7 MV,15 kA,40 ns) and STRAUS-2

( 3.3 MV, 50 kA,40 ns) were created for pulsed bremstrahlung

radiation generation and other appllcations. Relatively small

dimensions and energy store (10-24 kJ), stable output

characteristics make this devices convenient tools for systematic

scientific investigations. A considerable increase in the

accelerating voltage compared with the charge one (500 -700 KV) is

provided by the wave processes in the stepped transmission lines.

The accelerating cavity of the LIU-10M accelerator (25 MV, 50 kA, 22

ns, 3 MeV/m ) being created now are based on the similair schematic

design. The STRAUS-2 accelerator is employed as an injector of LIU-

IOM device.

Alongside with the analysis of new arrangments for powerful electric

pulse production and transformation based on homogeneous and stepped lines

[1,2], the authors were engaged in development of comparatively small 2-4 MeV

accelerators to provide various researches. At the same time the obtained

results were always considered from the 2oint of view of further possibilities

in linear induction accelerators (LIA) development, as well as their basic

components - accelerating modules, injectors and other pulsed systems.

In 1981 when 1-3000 facility was created on the basis of two LIU-10

modules, a dramatic increase in the accelerating voltage was realized compared

to the charging one [3]. To increase the accelerating voltage generated by six

LIU-IO cavities, the additional transmission line was used. This technique is

often used in unipolar pulse generators. However a substantially greater

effect can be obtained for the generators forming a bipolar voltage pulse.

Fig.1 presents the scheme of ZL resistive load connection to a cavity (some

cavities) of Z1 impedance via a homogeneous transmission line of Z2 impedance

and T O electric length.
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Fig.1. 1-3000 concept and schematic design

At t=O, one of high voltage cavity gaps ks closed by S1 switch. For the first

voltage pulse regime the load is constantly switched on to the transmission

line output and for the second pulse regime At i8 commutated at t=3T 0 when the

voltage changes the polarity at the lane output. For the mentioned regimes

optimal Z2 impedances are the following : Z21= (ZLZ1 )1/2 ,

Z22=ZI(I+(I+8ZL/ZI)I/2)/2. Thus , the maximal load voltage is

U =2U ZL((Z )1/2+ 1/2 -21 0 1 (ZL) ) '

)-2U2=4UoZL (Z22 )2 (Z1+Z22 / (ZL+Z22) •

The second regime provides a considerable increase in the voltage. For

example, at ZL/Z 1 = 10 and first pulse operation (Z21/Z1=3.2), the voltage

grows in 1.15 times compared to charging one due to the transmission line ,

and for the second pulse operation (Z22/Z1 = 5) - in 1.85 , i.e. the additional

growth is 60%. With ZL/Z 1 relation increase this gain tends to 100% ( U1/U 0-

>2, U2/Uo->4 ).

Main components in 1-3000 facility are two injector modules of LIU-10

accelerator with 360 mm vacuum cavity diameter , two Marx generators GIN-500,

trigger generators for switches and vacuum transmission lane ( Z2 = 43 Ohm) 2m

long with a field-emission diod. The diod simultaneously functions as a

prepulse switch cutting off the first 2 MV voltage pulse of a reverse

polarity. Each module contains three cavities -lm in outer diameter, ten

switches commutate the forming line of each cavity. The inner electrode of the

transmission line is 240 mm in diameter , a grounded one - 510 nun , a graphite

cathode - 30 mm. The maximum energy store is 12 kJ. At 95 kV GIN charge
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voltage, 20 kA diode current and 16 ns pulse half-width , the peak electron

energy was 3.5 MeV. At 0.8 level against the maximum of the electron energy

distribution energy variates in the range 3.0-3.4 MeV. Gamma-pulse width is

12 ns. The target axis dose was 2"103 rad (TLD), at lm distance - 8 rad. The

dose rate at the target of 10 cm in diameter equals 1011 rad/s; at lm distance

from the target - 7"108 rad/s. 1-3000 facility provided -5% gamma-radiation

output stability.

Multicascade stepped llne-based pulsed facilities are characterized by a

high coefficient of voltage transformation and effective energy transfer onto

the load [2]. Voltage increase can be achived by one multichannel switch. To

determine the facility of accelerator arrangements and possibility of

monoenergetic electron beam reseaches the first accelerator named STRAUS was

constructed in 1983. The generator is based on a double stepped forming line (

fig. 2a) formed by five transmission llne sections of equal electric length T O

and Z2/ZI = Z3/Z 4 = 3 ,Z4/Z 1 = 5/4, Z5/ZI= 15 impedances. At t=0 the commutator

i8 switched on closing 1 and 4 line outputs. At t=4"T 0, ZL load is commutated

to the transmission llne output via S2 switch. On a matched load ZL= ZS=

15"Z 1 a single 2T 0, 3U 0 pulse is formed during which the energy from 1-4 lines

is transferred to the load. At ZL >> Z5 the output voltage exeeds the charging

one in 6 times.

8000
P "1

St j ,.S. } 12"°hs'ne] "toh ¢IBaph'ralP_-I

IZf _u. ;, ,. z5

-,, _L

L T, _I T_ j_ ¢o j
/charged electrode prepu.Lse switch

a) b)

Fig.2.STRAUS concept and schematic design

Fig.2b shows the accelerator design scheme. The coaxial electrodes of

stepped form are emplaced in 3m long casing 0.8m in diameter.The multichannel

commutator is formed of twelve spark switches. Deionized water insulates the
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lines. Line section electrlc length is 20 ns, the impedance values are Z1=1

Ohm, Z2=3.2 Ohm, Z3=4 Ohm, Z4=1.3 Ohm, Z5=16 Ohm.

The accelerating tube comprises of a sectioned vacuum insulator enveloped

with a tubular layer of electrolyte ( NaCl water solution) and an external

polyethelene tube. The electrolytic load serves for electric field levelling

on the vacuum _urface and for left in the lines energy absorbtion. Transformer

oil fills the volume between the accelerating tube and separating diaphragm.

The electron diod is commutated to the transmission line output at the desired

moment, when the single-chanell triggered gas-filled prepulse switch starts

operating. The DSFL is charged to 530 kV in 800 ns by one GIN-500 of 80 nF

capacitance and 10 kJ energy Marx generator. At total 25 kA current ( 15 kA in

the electron beam, 10 kA - in the electrolyte ) the accelerating voltage was

2.7 MV. In the matched regime , current is 100 kA at 1.5 MV voltage. Diode

current pulse is trapezi form with duration t0.5=40 ns. The gamma pulse of the

same form has t0.5=32 ns and t0.9=20 ns . From the point of view of gamma-

radiation production ,the optimal is regime at 2.3 MV accelerating voltage and

20 kA electron current. The target axis dose was 4.5"103 rad, the one at im

distance - 9 rad. The accelerator can produces for tens of shorts a day with

well reproducing.

The experimental results obtained at STRAUS device absolutely confirmed

the theoretical analisys conclusions for the stepped line devices.

In 1989 a more powerful accelerator STRAUS-2 was constructed to be used

as an injector for LIU-10M upgrade and for other applications. It consists of

a high-voltage pulse generator, two six-cascade Marx generators GIN-600 and

other systems.

Pulse generator is also based on DSFL comprising 5 line sections with

T0=18 ns being water insulated which are optimized for electron beam injector

regimes and gamma-radiation production according to the impedance

relationships ZI:Z2:Z3=Z4:Z5 = 1.1=1.0:2.4:4.0:22.5; the impedances values are

0.9, 0.8, 1.9, 3.2 and 18 Ohm , correspondingly. In idial case it allows to

increase the voltage transformation coefficient from 6 to 7.2.

Pulse generator diameter is 1.2m , total axial dimension of the electron

beam generator - 2.7m (Fig.3). DSFL is commutated by twenty switches . The

pulse generator is switched to the accelerating tube via a triggered prepulse

switch. DSFL is charged to -750 kV voltage in 560 ns by two GIN-600 of 130 nF

capacitance (24 kJ energy).

IIII HI II
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Fig.3.STRAUS-2 schematic design

Electron current pulse of 50 kA amplitude lasts t0.5=40 ns and t0.9=27 ns

( 20 kA electrolyte current). The leading front width is 12 ns. In this regime

gamma-radiation dose on the target axis was 104 tad, in the spot 7 cm in

diameter, and 25 rad - at Im on the area 0.8 m in diameter. Gamma-pulse width

t0.5=25 ns, the dose rate 109 rad/s at im distance. When the anode-cathode gap

was reduced the target dose increased to 1.8"104 tad , the dose rate grew up

to 7"1011 rad/s on the spot 5 cm in diameter. The electron peak energy was 3.3

MeV that corresponds to the maximal voltage at the open end of DSFL 4.5 MeV.

Thus , the real transformation coefficient is 6.5. In the injection tests with

electron beam from the foilless diode into the drift tube with the

longitudinal magnetic field the problems of formation and transportation were

studied at 40-70 kA currents.

LIU-10M accelerator consist of the injector and 16 accelerating modules.

Fig.4 shows the accelerating cavity comprising the high-voltage pulse

generator based on four-cascade DSFL and the accelerating tube with the

solenoid to excite the longitudinal magnetic field. Three coaxial line

sections of ZI=0.55 Ohm, Z2=1.65 Ohm, Z3=3.3 Ohm impedances are implaced in

series over the radius in the limit of one axial dimension. The fourth section

with Z4=1.1 Ohm is fabricated in the form of a homogeneous radial line formed

by a high-voltage electrode and cavity casing. The cavity diameter is i.i m,

the axial dimensions - 0.57 m.

DSFL is commutated by twenty spark switches. The charging to 560 kV in

850 ns is done with the five-cascade Marx generator GIN-500 (i0 kJ, 80 nF).
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The pilot accelerating cavity was constructed in 1987. At 100 Ohm load ,

the first and the second voltage pulse amplitudes were 1.2 and 2.0 MV, the

full pulse durations - 30 and 34 ns, t0.5=22 ns. The comparision of the

experimental data with the numeric simulation results showed their good

agreement in time and amplitude characteristics.

(!

Fig. I.LIU-10M accelerating cavity schematic design

The sectioned insulator was placed inside the polyethelene tube, the solenoid

being located in the electrolyte layer. The magnetic field was 5.5 kG in the

vacuum cavity. At 60 Ohm electrolyte layer resistance and 50 kA electron beam

current the accelerating voltage amplitude is 1.6 MV at 2.8 MeV/m accelerating

gradient.

LIU-IOM accelerator must have the following output parameters: -25 MeV

electron energy, -50 kA beam current, -22 ns current pulse width.

Nowadays the LIU-10M is being put into operation. In the tests of the 50

kA beam acceleration with the injector and four modules , 9 MeV acceleration

energy was obtained during the stable transport of the annular beam 120 mm in

diameter and -i0 mm thick.

In conclusion it should be noted that the data obtained in the course of

the operating device creation testify about the perspective of stepped line

scheme application in high-voltage and acceleration technique.
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Wave processes were analyzed from the point of effective

energy delivery in pulsed power systems based on transmission

lines. A series of new schemes for the pulsed generators

based on multistage stepped transmission lines both with the

capacitive and inductive energy storage was found. These

devices can provide voltage or current transformation in up to

5-10 time due to wave processes if stage's characteristic

impedances are in a certain correlation. The schemes suggested

can be widely applied in the new powerful pulsed power

accelerators. The theoretical conclusions are justified

experimentally.

Single or double forming lines ( SFL or DFL ) are widely employed in

powerful pulsed accelerators. A relatively low output voltage is their

drawback. High voltage technique operates stepped transmission lines [1]

however they do not realize a high transformation coefficient alongside

with the effective electromagnetic energy transmission.

After LIU-IO construction in 1977 [2] the authors directed their

efforts to search for new more effective schemes of pulsed generators .

A series of pulsed generator arrangements was invented based on

multicascade stepped forming lines (SFL) which provide the formation of

rectangular pulses on the resistive load.The transient processes result

in transformation of voltage and current pulses that simplifies

substantially the problem of high voltage and power achivement. As we

later got to know , seccessful theoretical research was done in this

field by J.D.Smith [3] and D.Eccleshall [4] from the USA.

Fig.1 presents the SFL arrangement formed by connected in series n-

sections ( n=1,2,3... ) of homogeneous lines of the same electric length

TO . At t=O the SFL input end charged to U0 voltage is closed by switch

S1. A wave reaching SFL output at t=n'T 0 , switch S2 connects load ZL.

This generator has the maximum efficiency at the growing impedance

choice from the relation Zi=Zli(i+l)/2 , where i-a step number, Z1,Z i-

impedances of the first and i-steps, correspondingly. Rectangular
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voltage pulse of 2T 0 duration and nU0/2 amplitude is formed on a matched

load. In 1979 the experimental testing was conducted with cable lines

and water-insulated SFL's comprising three sections at Zi=2.5 Ohm and

U0=90 kV.In accordance with calculations a 135 kV pulse was obtained at

ZL=I5 Ohm ( ~ 90% efficiency ) and 250 kV - at ZL=250 Ohm.

,, S_

I

] rS,..... , | ZL
1 2 3 n--J n

Fig.l. Stepped forming line scheme

A scheme of a double stepped forming line (DSFL) can be presented in

analogy to DFL. For this purpose one must just connect a charged opened

line of T O electric length and Zl'(n+l)/2 impedance in series with a SFL

output step and a load. The optimal ratio of SFL section impedances

remains unchanged. The DSFL arrangement provides the same amplitude

voltage pulse as in SFL case with the similar number of sections.

St S, Sz'----!

L .......L._l s= ]lie
1 2 n--2 n--I ZL 2 2

Fig.2.SFL and DSFL analogues with inductive energy

For SFL and DSFL the inductive energy store analogues are found

(Fig.2).The first one is formed of n=1,2,3., sections of T O electric

length with decreasing Zi=2Z1/i(i+l) impedances. In the closed contour

formed with SFL electrodes and S1,S 2 current opening switches, an

external generator produces I0 current, and the energy is stored in the

magnetic field. At t=0, S 1 opening switch is turned on and at t=nT 0 - S2
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opening switch, a rectangular nIoZL/2 voltage pulse being formed on the

matched load at nI0/2 current. DSFL with inductive energy store differs

in parallel connection to the load of a shortcircuited line section of

Z0=2Z1/(n+I } impedance. In this case the second opening switch is not

needed. With the same number of sections both schemes provide current

pulses of the e_al amplitude on the matched load. The inductive energy

storage schemes are advantageous in possible substantial increase of the

stored in the lines energy density. In practice such schemes are

difficult to realize because of fast opening switch designing; we did

not study these schemes experimentally.

For LIA cavities the capacitive energy storage schemes differ in

outer current-conducting shield availability which are to be opened in

the acceleration gap. All possible cavity scheme analysis showed that

total energy transmission in a single 2T 0 pulse is feasible only when a

load is commutated to the cavity output with delay td=2T0, 4T0, 6T0...

relative to the moment of the first electromagnetic wave arrival. From

the practical point of view the minimal delay time, td=2T O, is of the

greatest interest. For this case only the schemes with voltage increase

are invented.

ii, i

u=s, r......JL,
a) n._ n-_

n--1

! L.......I ZL

Uo r ......J Uo .J ",, L, r.....
S t tl St n--3 1 S=

- 27_ II ZL I
b) L.......1 o) L......1 L

Fig.3.LIA cavity schemes based on stepped forming lines

Moreover, when a load is commutated to the forming line via stepped

transmission lines, at the full energy transfer to the load their

impedances must satisfy relation Zi=2Zl/i(i+l), the step number being

counted from the load.
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Fig.3 shows the cavity schemes based on the forming lines of two,

three and four sections. The impedances are chosen from the following

relations:

-for the first case Zi=2Z/i(i+l), where i=l,2...n;

-for the second case Zi=2Z/i(i+l), where i=I,2..(n-3);

Zn_2=2"Z/(n-2)(3n-S),Zn_l=4Z/(n-l)(3n-5),Zn=4Z/(n2-1);

-for the third case Zi=2Z/i(i+l), where i=i,2..(n-4),

Zn_3=Z/2(n-3)(n-2), Zn_2=3Zn_3 , Zn=Z/n(n-2),

Zn_l=3Zn , where Z-an cavity output impedance.

With total number of line sections, n, a rectangular voltage pulse

of 2T 0 width and nU0/2, U0(3n-5)/4, Uo(n-2) amplitudes correspondingly

is formed on the matched load. Earlier in ref.[5,6] and [8] scheme (a)

for n=2 and 3 and scheme (b) for n=3 were described.

The cavity which scheme is shown in Fig.3c is of interest mostly

as it is characterized by a rapid voltage growth with line section

nu_er increment. Such n=5 scheme supports the first steeped line

accelerator STRAUS and more powerful accelerator STRAUS-2 [7]. Its n=4

modlf_ca£ion is the basic in the cavity design for new LIU-IOM

accelerator [7], this arrangment is also described in ref. [3].

In some cases the devices are needed for high-voltage pulse

parameter converting which provide variations in current, power and

width of a pulse fed from the generator over a uniform transmission line

of Z-impedance. Figure 4 presents two upgrades of these devices.

!
Z L .......

5 I 2 5 L

n ZL

........ 1 ' '1
!

1

Fig.4.Pulse converter schemes
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The converter consists of an opened line of Z/n-impedance and a closed

stepped line formed of n-1 (n=2,3...) sections of equal electric length,

T0=tp/2n , where tp - an external generator pulse width. A matched

resistive load is switched via a commutator to the opened section output

being delayed compared in relation to the first electromagnetic wave

arrival, td=tp(1-1/n)/n. The stepped line impedances equal Zi=Z(n-

i)(n+l-i)/n 2 when the sections are numerated (i=l,2...n-l) from the

converter output. Instead of the stepped line the second upgrade (fig.

4b) employes n-1 shortcircuited lines connected in series at the input.

Their electric length and impedances are determined by relations Ti=tp2

[i+l], Zi=Z'2 -i, where i - a number of a shortcircuited section. The

electric length and impedance of an opened line is selected equal to the

analogous parameters of the last one (i=n-l) of the shortcircuited

lines. A load is switched via the commutator with a delay, td=tp(2 n-l-

I)2 l-n.

For both upgrades the output voltage amplitude in the matched mode

equals the voltage pulse amplitude fed by the outer generator. For the

first version the current and electric power grow at the converter

output and the pulse width reduces in n times; for the second one - in

2n-1 times. The converter parameters are selected so that during the

wave processes the energy from generators is concentrated in the open

line, and after switching all of it is transferred to a load in the form

of a shorter rectangular pulse. The dimensions being alike, the

described converters have approximately equal efficiency.

The converters considered can be connected directly or via

transmission line to any generator output which forms a rectangular

pulse, in some cases they can be built in the output section of the

stepped line generators.When n=2, (a) and (b) schemes have similar

shapes; the built-in upgrade was tested in the experiments on three-step

SFL pulse conversion.

Fig. 5 shows the scheme of meander pulse conversion into a

rectangular pulse. These schemes are in particular needed to design LIA

fed by outer pulse generators [8].The converter is formed by

shortcircuited line of Z0 impedance and stepped line connected in

parallel to the transfer line from the outer generator of Z-impedance.

The stepped line is made as n-1 line sections of similar electric length
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to equalling the electric length of the shortcircuited llne. The line

section impedances satisfy the following relations= Zo=nZ, Zi=Zn2/(n -

i)(n+l-i),i=l,2...n-1. In this case, a rectangular voltage 2To,nU 0 pulse

is formed on the matched load ZL=Zn2/2 commutated to the converter

output at td=2T O. The cavity-converter scheme from ref. [8] are

particular cases of n=l and n=2 for the common scheme in fig. 5.

S
I i

_ Z LZ 3 n-2 n-I ....

Fig.5.Meander pulse converter scheme

New schemes considerably expand the possibilities of further

upgrading of powerful accelerators and their pulsed systems. They are

not necessarily optimized only for effective energy transfer; the needed

impedance relations can be determined to modify other accelerator

characteristics, ex. to achive the maximal bremsstrahlung output.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MICROSECOND GENERATORS WITH PLASMA CURRENT

INTERRUPTING SWITCH IN I.V.KURCHATOV INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY.

FREQUENCY OPERATION OF GENERATORS.

V.M.Babykin, R.V.Chikin, G.I.Dolgachev, Yu.P.Golovanov,

Yu.I.Kovalev, A.G.Ushakov, L.P.Zakatov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 123182, Moscow, Russia

A description of major experiments on Microsecond Plasma Current

Interrupting Switch (PCIS) research in I.V.Kurchatov Inst. is adduced

in [1,2]. Below we represent some suggestions important for a

practice and an overview of new facilities.

Charge limit through each canal (5-7 mK/gun) created by one

plasma gun does not depend on place and order of guns displacement.

Plasma guns of coaxial PCIS could be placed at both outer and inner

electrodes. Surface charge density limit is (1-3) mK/cmz and this

results in corresponding limit for drive current of microsecond PCIS
of about 1 kA/cm2.

A voltage obtained at PCIS is determined by ion diode impedance

including electron leakages (where PCIS is ion diode). To increase

PCIS impedance and voltage all methods of electron leakages

suppression are developed: applied external magnetic fields,

reflection systems, current pinching.

A moment of current interruption is determined by the charge

value going through PCIS that allows to synchronize several switches.

To provide an accuracy of two identical PCIS synchronizing at least at

half of drive current amplitude level it is necessary to provide a

current feedback of about 20 % ( or 1% of charge redistributed among

the switches).

Synchronizing allows to increase drive current with parallel

PCIS operation and voltage - with consequential one. To increase

power density in the load the scheme of parallel-consequential PCIS

switching is proposed.

A maximum voltage increase coefficient is 15 with capacity

storage voltage 40-50 kV and it drops to 3 with that of 1-1.5 MV.

Main results on microsecond PCIS operation were obtained in wide

range of parameters: 20-400 kA, 0.5-4 MV, 2x107-1012 Wt. Design of

main units of facilities allows to create superpower generators for

practical applications including frequency operation.

Module design (fig.l) is worked out with 1MJ stored energy

and 10 MV pulsed voltage for high-dose bursts of "gamma" radiation.

An ability to switch several modules in parallel to one load is

provided. Displacement of parallel generators around the insulator
allows to use them as an outer electrode of coaxial vacuum line. That

is why a total inductiveness could be reduced without oil insulation.
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All magnetic flux is stored in vacuum volume of insulator decreasing

requirements to its electrical strength. Use of air-insulated Marx

voltage generator and unified units substantially decreases the cost

of the facility.

The design of high-power accelerator "Tigr-3" (fig.2) intended

for technology surface processing is carried out. Energy storage is

200 kJ, drive current peak - 8 MA, ion current peak - 4 MA, ion beam

energy - 0.5 Mev. Ion flow is formated directly in PCIS. To increase

current density and also for size decreasing 4-side PCIS feeding is

proposed. So an opportunity of ion beam focusing on the central axis

is provided.

The "RS-20" X-ray generator for sterilizing of agriculture

production and medical equipment is designed and constructed by the

contract with "CHETEK" Stock Holding Company and this device is a

property of "CHETEK".

A creation of the generator enables to resolve a row of complex

technical problems, they are: increase of plasma guns resource and

bremsstrahlung target. Experiments were carried out at "Taina"

facility [3].

PCIS scheme was equivalent to that of [4] where central PCIS

axis is placed perpendicularly to that of insulator (fig.4). Plasma

injectors were placed at inner electrode - PCIS cathode. This results

in reducing of their feeding energy [5]. Outer electrode - PCIS anode

- is connected with Marx generator high voltage output. Positive

polarity st high-voltage electrode allows to avoid electron leakages

on the insulator surface and to increase its electrical strength.

Cathode of electron diode is placed at the butt-end of PCIS cathode.

Electron beams accelerated toward the diode anode (X-ray radiator).

Marx generator modules are placed around the insulator. A distance

between the triggering switches of adjacent sections of the generator

is equal to that of adjacent gradient rings of the insulator. It

allows to use generator construction to uniform a distribution of

electric potential at the insulator surface and to improve the

synchronizing of generators.

Low inductive Marx generator design is proposed, it uses

commutation scheme with 3-electrode minimum size triggering switches

[6]. Marx generator uses specially constructed capacity banks (50 kV,

0.25,I0-s F) for frequency operation. Testing at 50 kV and I0 Gz

frequency gives the resource of banks about 107 discharges.

To increase PCIS impedance it was proposed to use the anode with

variable transparency along the axis (fig.5). With current growth

through the PCIS plasma volume shifts to the area with high

transparency and electrons are suppressed as it occurs in reflex

triode. Diode anode is connected with the PCIS anode by thin rods.

So plasma can move in radial direction and does not act on diode

impedance.
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Most critical PCIS element in frequency regime is dielectric

surface of plasma guns because of bombardment which results in

intensive gas emission. This limits operating frequency and guns

resource. That is why a new scheme (fig.6) was proposed where plasma

guns "shoot" along the axis. The reflector enables plasma flow to go

in a radial direction and ceramic dielectric surface is protected from

particle beams.

Anode thickness is chosen from maximum dose condition. The

scheme and main units considered were tested at the model. Average

beam power was 2 kWt with beam current - 5 kA, electron energy - 2

Mev, pulse width -10 -7 s with 2 Gz frequency. X-ray dose at I m from

the anode was 2x10 -2 R/pulse. Maximum power density from the anode

due to radiation could be estimated as 300 W/cm 2. In spite of the

average power density of 20 cm2 target slowly compressed that could be

explained by a beam nonuniformity and local overheating and melting.

After 1.5,106 pulses generator fully maintained its efficiency

without a replacing of units.

Frequency accelerator scheme was used to construct X-ray

sterilizer "RS-20" (fig. 3). 4 twenty-section Marx generators were used

with output voltage 1 MV. Electrical circuit parameters are: C =

0,05,10 -6 F, T = 2,4,10 -6 s, p= 10 Ohm. Average beam power - 20 kWt

with 3 Mev energy of electron beam, electron beam current - _._kA,

pulse width - I00 ns, frequency - 4 Gz. Average power density on a

target is 100 Wt/cm 2. Dose power on I m distance from the anode is 50

kR/hour.

Typical pinhole frames show x-ray image of the anode (fig.6) and

oscilloscopes illustrate sterilizer operation (fig.7)

Thus the successful understanding of PCIS operation mechanism

allows to design simple and reliable accelerators in wide range of

parameters for practical use in different industrial technologies.
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FIG.I
Scheme of facility:
i-capacitor bank,
2-pulse voltage generator,
3-high voltage insulator,
4-vaclmm chamber,
5-current drive,

2 6-PCIS.Total height - 9300 mm

/

FIG.2
Scheme of "Tigr-3" facility:

__/" 1-capacitor bank,2-triggering switch,
3-vacuum chamber,
4-high voltage insulator,

""" 5-PCI S,• ==|

•"" 6-beam targetl I I. I

l Total height - 3500 mm

,_.

l/J

2\ 6

I
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FIG.3

"RS-2C" generator
photograph.

7 I=i

FIG.4

Scheme of generator
with PC!S.
1-insulator,

2-pulse voltage generator,
3-current drive,

"--' 4-vacuum chamber,

___ 5-diode,6-PCI5,
k 7-outer PC!S electrode.

7J 3

' 5

I
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_" L m =_ FIG.5

1 - plasma injectors,
arrows show plasma

, '--_- - - _ movement direction, 2 -

u m_'_ / _L. anode with nonuniform
_/I transparency, 3 - x-ray

3_ 2_/ _ radiator - electron diode

[ anode.

FIG.6
Time-integrated pinhole frames of anodes of PCIS and diode.

T
FIG.7

I Characteristic
oscilloscopes,

60_A I b from top:
a-x-ray detector signal,
b-current through PCIS,

I a,b-streak length I*I0 -_ s,

_OKA C c-current to the diode,
d-x-ray detector signal,

c,d-streak length

d
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF MICROSECOND PLASMA

INTERRUPTING SWITCH (PCIS), CANAL CONCEPT OF PCIS OPERATION.

G.I.Dolgachev, L.P.Zakatov. A.G.Ushakov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 123182, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

Main results on plasma current interrupting switch (PCIS) or

plasma erosion opening switch research are reported. A canal concept

allowing to compare microsecond and nanosecond generators with PCIS

and a model of PCIS operation are proposed.

Plasma opening switch research [1,2] show that they are

prospective for microsecond inductive energy storage systems. The

scheme of high power generators including PCIS is prospective for

industrial applications. From the other hand physical processes

taking place in the rear plasma {concentration of (1012-1014 ) cm-3)

with high current (amplitude 100-1000 kA, current rising time {10-100)

ns) are interesting for theoretical and experimental research.

Further progress in experimental field is connected with both

generalization and new results on detailed physical picture of PCIS

operation appearance.

With generalization of experimental results [3,4] it is worth to

outline a certain concept of PCIS operation which proposes plasma

volume division onto parallel operating canals (fig.l). They have

certain values of impedance on stages of erosion and current

interruption and these values are determined by concrete geometry and

plasma concentration. Experiments used different variants of plasma

guns displacement ( at inner and/or outer electrode of PCIS going

along a circle or along a cylindrical surface with the length

exceeding electrode diameter). It was shown that charge density limit

exists and charge goes through inner surface of PCIS outer electrode -

qli.= (I-3) mKl/cm2. This value limits energy flow density through

plasma volume. Attempting to exceed charge density limit with

concentration growth makes interruption impossible. If not to take

into account pl<sma gun construction it is possible to divide plasma

volume on parallel canals with single square on outer electrode

surface. To increase charge value going through PCIS or to increase

current drive amplitude or its rising time it is necessary to increase

geometrical dimensions: diameter or length. In experiment with "wide"

PCIS it was shown {fig.2) [4] that with current rising more and more

PCIS area { and plasma canals) are captured by current. Both current

and charging time growth requires more plasma canals that results in

impedance decrease. If no more new canals could be created then

interruption before drive current maximum occurs. The plasma canal
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which permits higher current increases its impedance earlier. That

results in current redistribution and equalizes the interruption time

from each canal.

Voltage value at PCIS in such a scheme could be estimated:

Upcis=I_Rpcis,

where Rpcis=R_/n, n - number of canals, R' - resistance of one

canal which is determined by current PCIS geometry. Full current

could be written as

I=I'* n,

where I'=qlim/tinp - current through I canal with a square of 1 cm2. So

the voltage could be written:

U=qlim*R'/tinp, (I)

qlim - charge limit per canal_ tinp - a time from the erosion

beginning to the interruption.

Fig.3 illustrates calculated curves of drive current (1), charge

through PCIS (Q) and voltage (Upcis) at PCIS without a load depending

on interruption time. This time is determined by a number of plasma

canals required for a given charge. It appears that decrease of energy

input time results in voltage growth 2 times as high if the

interruption takes place at the current maximum. Current interruption

at the maximum is disadvantageous because PCIS resistance drops

dramatically with increase of number of plasma canals required. With

drive current value 0.9 the switching voltage is 1.5 times as high as

that at drive current maximum. Drive current amplitude increase with

the same charging time does not result in PCIS voltage increase. It is

in accordance with numerical experimental results and allows to

estimate the voltage obtained. It is possible to increase the voltage

with consequential PCIS operation then impedance increase is

equivalent to that of radial gap. The second way is reducing of

energy input time that could be realized in several stage PCIS

operation.

Table 1 contains parameters of several nanosecond and

microsecond generators with PCIS. It is evident that PCIS with a high

impedance could be realized in both cases. For different PCIS

geometries ("short" and "wide") charge limit condition should be

filled qlim:(l-3) mKl/cm 2 that proves the concept discussed above.

For nanosecond facilities this value is an order as low but the

concept could be applied for them also. From a comparison of two

facilities: "Gamble-2" and "Reiden-6H" with the same current charging

time it occurs that in spite of drive current at "Gamble-2" is 4 time

as high as that of "Reiden-6H" their voltages at interruption are

practically equal i.e. drive current amplitude (and charge) increase

requires more parallel canals that results in PCIS impedance decrease

and does not allow voltage growth.
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TABLE 1

Facil. Ref. Io, tp, q ,

HA mks mKl/cm z Ohm

PBFA-2 [91 4.0 5x10-2 0.I 7

Gamble-2 181 1.0 8x10 -2 0.3 4

Calif [I0] 0.9 6x10 -2 0.34 2.2

Reiden-6H [7] 0.25 5x10 -2 0.5 20

Angara-1 [11] 0.6 10 -I 0.38 1.6

SNOP-3 112] 1.0 6x10 -2 0.47 1.5

Hawk [6] 0.7 1 2.0 I.2

Taina [131 0.2 1.7 1.8 10

GI-4 [5] 1.0 1.0 2.6 1.5

Dubl' [14] 0.24 1.2 1.3 5

Tigr-M [4] 0.12 1.8 2.3 5

It is worth to outline that there are much experimental data [4]

which give a permission to consider PCIS operation in our experiments

in erosion regime. Erosion begins (fig.4) when current reaches the

value Icr when a condition is implemented:

rae < rDe (2)

It could be obtained from (2) that Icr is proportional to nI/2. This

connection is proved qualitatively by results of experiment (fig.5)

when plasma concentration increase results in shift of H-alpha line

luminescence beginning and erosion beginning. When electrons are

magnetically insulated (2) most part of current is transported by

ions. Estimation of plasma concentration gives a condition n < 1013

cm-3. From the other hand concentration value estimated from a total

charge carried through plasma before the interruption moment Tint is:

n > 1014 cm"3. These requirements could be met if propose neutrals

ionizing with current going through PCIS. This is proved also by PCIS

operation under the gas concentration 1013 cm-3. Apparently

microsecond PCIS plasma contains substantially more neutral particles.

Their ionizing with current growth allows to increase charge density

in comparison with nanosecond PCIS.

Ion acceleration could take place on a plasma boarder in a

double layer [4] or in Holl electric field [151 arising on a plasma

concentration gradient without quasi-neutralizing disturbance. On a

last stage when electrons are magnetically insulated PCIS impedance is

determined by ion diode geometry.
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FIG. I Optical frame of PCIS plasma

canals on a stage of current rising,

central electrode is cathode,

exposition - 80 ns.

,|

L.¢--I--.--+--_ FIG.2-a Scheme of the experiment
LH with a wide PCIS L.=2*I0 -7 Hn,

" gl _ " '.... - _ Uz-PCIS voltage, a distance

_-_ ,T_L__T___[._T_ between neighbor Faraday cups

IC Ib la {la, Ib, Ic) is 25 cm.
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.__-- ,_ FIG. 2-b
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FIG.3 Calculated current (I), charge (Q), open circuit voltage (Up)

dependencies. Values at fig.3-A are corresponded to the parameters of

"Taina". 3-A- charging time - 2"10 -6 s, current amplitude - 200 kA.

Charge is measured conventionally by plasma guns number, t,-switching

moment with 36 guns at 3-A and with 18 guns at 3-B, t** - switching

moment with 18 guns at 3-A, t,,, - the same time at 3-C.
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FIG.4 Erosion model illustration: 1 - short circuit current, 2 - total

drive current, Te - erosion beginning, Icr - critical current, Ts -

switching time, @ - charge through PCIS.
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FIG.5 Hydrogen luminescence with different plasma concentration

created by plasma injectors nz>2>n3.
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EXPERIMENTALSTUDIES OF A NIOROSEOONDPLASNA OPENING
SWITOH IN THE POSITIVE POLARITY REGIME

V.M.Bystrltskll,l.V.Llsltsyn

Instituteof Electrophyslcs,Ekaterln_g, Russia
Ya.E.Eraslk

Welzmann Institute,Rehovot, Israel

Abstract. Positive Rolarlty regime of
microsecondplasma opening swltch (MPOS)was investigated
at the DOUBLE generator (480 kV, 300 kA, 1.3 _s)__The
measurements of the Ion flow p_eters showed the
considerableenhancementof the Ion current density over
the thermal flow in the conduction phase. Ion losses
reached more than 80% of the full energy losses in _POS
operating on the inductive load. The pqsltlve polarity
KPOS operation proved to be more critical to th_ szorea
current amplitudesand electrode diameters.On one hand,
the magnetic field strength should be more than I T on
the outer cathode surface,on the other hand, the inter-
electrode_ap should be b18 enough to avoid the secondary
plasma influence to the swltch performance.The problems
of MPOS-diodeload couplingare _Iscussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main bulk of experimentalstatisticsand calculationson

MPOS deals wlth coaxial geometries, where the inner high voltage

electrode Is o£ negative polarity, which is inherentlycompatible

with electrondiode load, but cannot be adjusted stralghtforwardto

the load of the extractiontype Ion diode. As It was pointed out in

the early studies [i], the performance of MPOS significantly

deteriorated after transition to the operation wlth positive

polarity of inner electrode. The authors [I] proposed several

possible mechanisms,causing this deterioration.The reasons named

there to be the most critical to IPOS operation were the magnetic
field strength In the near- cathode region and early strong anode
sheath formation.

In the meantime, the posltlve polarlt¥ regime of MPOS

operation Is more appropriate for Hlgh Power Ion Beam (HPIB)
generation in extraction type of Ion diodes. Also It Is worth

noting that this regime provides the unique opportunity for
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detailed studies oZ ion flow characteristics Just in the MPOS,

placing the diagnosticsat the grounded outer cathode.

These _actors stimulated the present studies devoted to

investigationof Ion _low dynamics and coupling of MPOS with the
ion diode load.

2. EXPERIMENTALSET UP AND DIAGNOSTIOS

The experimentswere carried on at the Marx generator DOUBLE

[2) with the following parameters: erection capacity- 0.533 _F,

output voltage 480 kV, upstream inductance-1.3 _H. The MPOS plasma
source consistedof two flashboardsof 280 mm in diameter connected

In parallel to feeding bane of 3 _F, 35 kV. The plasma was injected

into the MPOS region through anode with a total geometric

transparency of T5t, The anode slots length was 10 cm. The
electrodediameters in the MPOS region used in the experimentswere

6A, 80 and 300 m for the anode and 16 and 24 _m for the cathode

respectively.

In the first experimentalrun the coaxial inductive load of
500 nH was used, in the second one the magnetically insulated

extractor B- applied ion diode (MID) served for a load. The Ion
diode hardware was of the same characteristicsas in [3]. The MID

had a spherical focusing shape and passive plasma source, The
insulatingmagnetic field was produced by a pair of coaxial coils

and made up to 1.2 T in A0-gap.
The following MPOS diagnosticswere used in the experiments:

the electrical parameters of the MPOS were measured by active

voltage divider and two Rogovsky coils placed upstream and

downstream the _OS. The additional voltage divider was installed
Just near the diode when a MID was used for a load.

MPOS ion flow parameterswere measured by actlvatlon

technique, Faraday cups array and by a tlme resolving Thomson

parahola. The HPIB diagnosticsin the ion diode included also the
calorimeter.

3. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

The experiments with different diameters of the MPOS

electrodes provide us with important information on switch

operationand respectiveroles of different factors (Interelectrode
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gap, magnetic £1eld etc.). The acceptableswitchingtook place only

for one palr of electrodes - 16 am anode and 80 m cathode. The
voltage amplitude made up to 1.5 NV in this case for a stored

current range ot 170-190kA. The other pairs of electrodediameters
(16 and 64, 24 and 80, 16 and 300 for anode and cathode

respectively) showed the signltlcant deterioration of switching

characteristics (at least two-Zold voltage decrease). For the

optimum pair of electrode diameters the stored current rlse over

the 190 kA value resulted in sharp decrease of generated voltage

(SeeFlg.1). The switched current waveform displayeda presence of

long current foot which appeared few hundred ns before opening.

Thls seems to be inherent for a positive polarlty plasma opening
switch [1 ].

In the experimental run wlth MID only the optimum palr of

electrodes (16 and 80 _) was used. The IPOS+IID system dlsplayed

the followingcharacteristicfeatures:

I. Low level of stored current ampllt_de;

2. The presence of long foot at voltage wavetorm;

3. Short duration of IPOS hlgh voltage phase (30-40 ns FWHN) in

comparison wlth ~ 80 ns for conventional MPOS operation. Thls

comparisonls relevant wlth the MPOS Interelectrodegap breakdown,

which correspondsto the fact that the load current amplitude has
never reached the generatorcurrent amplitudeafter switching.

The system MPOS+NID displayed strong Intercoupllng,resulting

in MPOS voltage clamping at the level of I.I-I.3 _a/In a wlde range

of NID impedance so the total dissipated energy and system

impedanceremained constant in spite of considerable_ID impedance
varlatlon.

Ws = Wmpos+ Wmld = const (about10 kJ)
= Zml(1,' = (about5.5-6ohm)

For optlmtm diode A-O gap (10 ram)the ion beam energy made up

to 4 kJ wlth respectivepower o_ 120 GWt. The Ion current amplitude

reached 100 kA. The KPOS impedancewas on the level 20 Ohm, which
was 2.5 times higher than the diode impedance.The diode "turn-on"

delay was short ~ 5-10 ns, which could be explainedby the prepulse

voltage toot presence prior to the high voltage phase.
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MPOS ion flow measurementswere performed for the case with

inductive load. The Ion current densl_y waveforms, resulting Ion

current distribution and total ion current behavior were in good

agreement with previous negative polarity MPOS studies [3]. The

same two hump structure of Ion density waveforms was oDserved. The
total ion current reaches 30_ of switch current already in the

conductionphase. The ion losses made up 80_ of total switch losses

during swltchlng.

The activation measurements of high energy protons displayed
that the main part of the proton current occurs downstream of

plasma source location.This means that the llghtestIons (protons)
control the process of plasma displacement and switch region

expansion Decause of their highest axial velocity comparing with

other ion species.

The tlme resolving Ion spectrum measurement showed the

presence of H+, H2+, 0(i-3)+ Ions wlth energy correspondingto the
voltage changes in time. This fact does not contradictto the four-

phase theory assumption, that the particle acceleration occur in

the cathode vacuum gap.
4. DISOUSSION

The positive polarity MPOS Is characterized wlth enhanced

magnetic pressure along the surface of the inner anode and

relatively low magnetic field strength near the outer cathode. It

is known, that the primary and pronounced magnetic field

penetration occur near the anode even In the case of negative

polarlty [3]. This suggestionagrees with the experimentalstudies

In plasma accelerators of microsecond range, where during the

stationary phase of plasma acceleration (which Is similar to

conduction phase of the plasma switch performance) the main

potential drop took place near the anode. These facts are In good

agreementwlth the suggestionthat the developmentof anode sheath

having finite resistanceoccurs. Our suggestionIs also relevant to

the earlier appearance of voltage (current)foot of comparatively

low amplitudebefore the main switchingDegan. The anode sheath Is

inherentlymore "slow" but It can produce the slgnlflcantnegatlve

impact on the subsequent cathode sheath formation making Its
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erosion slower.

The cathode sheath _Ics depend on the magnetlc field

strensth in respectivereglon. It was obtained experimentally[4],
that at least B > I T of magnetlc fleld at cathode surface ls

needed for effective switching.The poor switch performancein the
case of 300 m cathode diameter substantiates these results.

Therefore the maximum cathode diameter account_ B ~ 0.23 T for

appropriateswitchingat "DOUBLE" CUZTent level was about 80 m.

The other limiting condition in positive polarity MPOS

experiments ls the interelectrode gap dimension llmlted by

secondary electrode plasma expansion. The radial dense plasma

motion may result In effectivevacuum gap decrease,which can lead

to Insu_flclentmasnetlc Insulation or even complete gap closur_

during the opening. The estimates for a plasma expansion veloclty

to glve approximately106 cm/s, the minimum needed interelectrode

gap should be ahout 3 cm. The experimental run wlth cathode
diameter of 64 mm and anode diameter of 2.5 ntn (24 and 27.5 Mn of

A-O gap distance respectively) displayed very poor switching
characteristlcs.

Finally there are three competing conditions limiting the

acceptable electrode diameters in switch region to achieve the

appropriateswltchlng: I. Early formationof a slow anode sheath;
2. Motion of a dense electrode's plasma through A-O gap; 3.

Magnetic field strength in near- cathode region. These factors

determinedthe only palr electrodesdiameters (16 and 80 ram),which
allowed to achieve the optimum switch performance for glven

generatorparameters.

Basing on the experimentalresults of MPOS performancewith an
ion diode for a load, several conditions could be formulated to

oDtaln satisfactoryefflclencyof energy transfer into ion Deam.
I. The minimum inductancebetween MPOS and MID.

2. The MID current should provide the reliable magnetic insulation

of a _POS gap.

S. The Zmld/ Zmpos impedanceratio should be kept high enough.
These conditions are also competing and determine the optimum

exlstencefor diode impedanceand Its location.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF PLASMA DYNAMICS

IN A MICROSECOND PLASMA OPENING SWITCH

V.M.Bystrlts_ll,l.V.Llsltsyn,A.A.Sinebryukhov

Instltute of Electrophyslcs,Ekmterlnburg,Russia

Abstract. The modified hydrodynamic approach Is being
used to study the characteristics of plasma motion due to
magnetic pressure in plasma opening switch. The simulation
code differs from the NRL counterpart wlth dlvldlng of the
plasma, fllled region into N sectlons and wlth using the
experimentally measurea current pene_ra.tlonparameters. The
simulation of the switch opennag phase zs perzormed in terms
of erosion mechanism of magnetically insulated vacuum gap
form!ng. The code includes the circuit data which are
regular for the DOUBLE generator operation regimes in the
negative polarlty o5 irmer (potential) electrode. In the
case of typical duration of t_ieconduction phase (900 ns)?5
the_mlnimum neededplasma density was zound to oe aoout 10
cm-". The best fit ofn o_conductlon current amplitude vs
plasma density Is I ~ n_'_'_.The calculated characterlstlcs
of the swltcn opening phase were obtained to be very close
to the experimental ffata.

I. INTRODUCTION

The microsecond plasma opening switch (POS) concept was firstly

proposed in [I] to provide direct coupling of the inductive storage

wlth the Marx without use of intermediate pulse forming lines. The

first experiments showed such flaws of microsecond POS In comparlson

wlth nanosecond counterpart as lesser value of switch impedance and

greater POS length. In order to explain the switch characteristics

deterioration wlth increase of conduction phase duration the 1on

current density [23 and respective plasma denslty [3] enhancement

over the bipolar limits were proposed.

"Hydro- llmlt" for conduction phase was based on the

experimental fact that the plasma displacement due to magnetic

pressure was found to be lesser than the initial switch length. Such

a low translation to be explained requires at least two orders

greater plasma density, that can be derived from bipolar flow

conditions, basing on experimentally measured plasma flow velocity.

High plasma density in the switch Is likely to be the main result of
forced ion current enhancement due to considerable electron current

lines bending In the plasma (Hall effect), which reaches 25S and more
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(compare with 2.3_ in case of bipolar flow) [4].

Unlike the bipolar approach hydrodynamic model does not glve a

reasonable Interpretatlon of the swltchlng phenomena. In the NRL

four-phase theory the POS begins Co open when magnetlc insulation is

established In a vacuum gap along the cathode. The vacuum gap

formation is connected with erosion process whlch starts after POS

current reaching the blpolar limit.

Accounting for said above the main goal of our work was to

eomblne two different approaches for explaining the features of the

i_Icrosecondplasma opening switch.

2. SIMUIATION ALGORITHM

During the conduction phase I-D axial plasma motion under

magnetic force was considered in the real MPOS geometry used In the

"DOUBLE" experiments [4]. The microsecond generator parameters are:

output voltage - 480 kV; erection capacity - 0.533 _F; total

inductanceupstream the POS - 1.3 _H; cathode diameter - 4.5 cm.

The plasma translation was examined near the cathode because

thls region Is the most important in the switching phase. According

to plasma erosion theory [5] Just near the cathode vacuum gap forms

where the main voltage drop and charged particle acceleration occur.

The gap erosion rate determines the switch efficiency. Calculated and

measured vacuum gap width Is I cm, what makes I-D code correct

enough for considered range of cathode diameters.

The modeling was performed in the moving frame, which translates

wlth current front. The penetration velocity was taken constant

during the conduction phase for a wlde range of conduction times,

which follows from numerous experiments.

The acceleration of each plasma section was calculated using the

approximated experimental current distribution in near- cathode

region. The current flowing through given section Ii and total
current downstream thls section were used to calculate each section

acceleration:

i-I

_°II _= Ik (I)al- 4_2R2Mlnell I

where: R and 11 are cathode radius and section length respectively.
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If the resultlng plasma section velocity exceeded the

experimental current penetration velocity, the plasma density was
artificially increased to match these two velocities and avoid the

situation when the current front could lag behind the plasma section

keeping the pulse value the same:

(ni+6ni)(Vl-6Vi)=(nivI) (2)

Therefore even zero plasma density could be taken for initial step:

in the calculation process the minimum plasma density profile forms

to provide the liable plasma displacement by acceleration.

During the conduction phase the plasma erosion was also

calculated. The voltage drop along the switch was estimated using the

current distribution. The radial plasma velocity was taken to be

equal to zero. The e-I current components were calculated using

Child- Langmulr formulas taking into account local magnetic field

magnitude.
At the moment when current front reaches the load slde of the

switch plasma the hydrodynamic part of calculations is stopped, and

I-D erosion model wlth circuit equations starts. The electric

equations _or the circuit shown at the Fig. I are following:

I / C

dUg /dt = _g
dlI / dt = Us / L1

where: Cg- generator capacity; Ug and Us are generator and switch

voltages; Ig, I l, Lg, L1 are generator and load current and
inductance respectively. The voltage drop along the switch was not
taken into account.

3. SINUIATIONS RESULTS

The plasma density dynamics during the conduction phase of

switch performance Is shown at Fig. 2. It Is evident that the initial

plasma density (1014 cm-3) is not stufflclentto provide the current

penetration along the switch for 900 ns. This duration of the

conduction phase was chosen because It corresponds to the most
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efficient switching at the "DOUBLE" generator. The number of Ions

(average plasma density) increases during conduction phase (Fig. 3).

The plasma density profile has a maximum corresponding to the

generator slde o5 current channel. FW_M o5 plasma distribution at the

end of conduction Is approximately5 cm.

It should be noted that in the case of long conduction tlme (900

ns and more) the decrease o5 initial plasma density below 1014 does
i

not result In change o5 fInal density shape and total amount of

particles. Therefore in thls case the minimum plasma density Is

chosen automatically.The dependence o5 conduction current vs mInimum

plasma density Is shown at Flg. 4. The nearest flt of this curve Is:
I ~ n0"23.

The final amplitude of plasma density turned to be maximal in

the case of llghtest Ions, For the initial plasma density of 1015 and

conduction phase duration of 900 ns, the relative density increase Is

3 for H+, 1.23 _or C2+ compared wlth C+ plasma.

The modeling of the POS parameters in switching phase included

the calculation of such switch characteristics as POS voltage and

impedance for dl_ferent conduction times as well as inltlal plasma

densities. The corresponding curves are shown at Fig. 5. The switch

voltage has a maximum in the range o5 conduction times o5 600 - 900

ns which Is very close to experimental results. Swltch impedance

decreases monotonously.

Specific time needed for magnetic insulation was found to be

approximately equal 100 ns. After %hls time rapid current switching

into load occurs. During thls time switch voltage reaches tens-

hundred kV, load current - few kA.

4. ASSUMPTIONS AND ANALYSIS

There are several different approaches to determine minimum

needed switch plasma density in microsecond range of conduction time

durations. The bipolar erosion approach seems to be not valld because

the axial dlsplacement in the case of long conduction time for a low

plasma density:

n = (Zme/ml)I/2I/ SeV (estimated 1013)value about

Is much bigger than experimentally observed and exceed several meters.

In the PI model [6] the other modified bipolar approach Is
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considered. The electron trajectories bending is accounted for and

erosion phase with radial current flow is claimed to be nonexistent.

Thus the enhanced erosion phase begins prior the macroscopic gap

appearance. This approach gives us the following expression for a

plasma density:
n = 4.543"10712R2

The "hydro" approach described shortly in the introduction does

not give any switching interpretation despite of many real

advantages. It gives the following dependence of plasma density vs
conduction current:

n = 3.97"101912(t2+(cos2et-1)/2oo2) / (R212) for slnusoldal and
n ~ I_ for linear current rise.

The model considered in this paper combines partially all these

approaches. The plasma density is found basing on the modified

hydro_amic approach; erosion begins during the conduction phase and

the considerable part of switch length is magnetically insulated in

thls phase; and finally the opening is taking place when the current

front reaches the downstream side of the plasma simultaneously wlth

the onset of the magnetic insulationalong the all switch length.

5.CONCLUSION

The modified hydrodynamic approach has been used to determine

the minimum needed plasma density and other characterlstlcs of a

microsecond plasma opening switch. The plasma density was found to be

approximately equal to 1015 cm-3 for microsecond conduction phase

duration. The calculated voltage and impedance waveforms and

dependencies vs conduction time were close to experimental data.
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A P_ OPTING SWITCHWITH A RETAINED PLASMA.

V.L.Gume_j ,Yu.A.Zhdanov,I.N.Naugol 'nyJ,

A.V.Pashchenko,Yu.V.Tkaoh

Kharkov Institute of Physics & Technology,

31O108 Kharkov, Ukraine

Abstract Studies on the potential theory of a

plasma opening switch are briefly

surveyed. Equations and results of the

theory of ion (electron) current

transfer in plasma switches are

presented.

Several scenarios have been proposed by the present

time for the electrodTnamic processes that ensure the

current circuit discontinuity in the plasma opening switch

(POS) [I-3].The current circuit interruption is either

accompanied or provided by the break of the plasma strap

in the POS, although its conservation is of primary

importance for several applications,as, for example, for

frequency types of POS operation, when the POS responce

time is much shorter than the time of POS filling with a

plasma.This report presents new results of the potential

theory for a POS with a retained plasma.

Electrostatic current interruption in the POS is

achieved by making zero a self-consistent electric field

which arises in the plasma strap due to the external

voltage effect and to near-electrode uncompensated charge

layers occurring during current transport.In the process,

a portion of charge of the opposite sign is carried to

the electrodes, but the plasma decay does not necessarily

take place in this case. All these effects are described

by the potential theory of current interruption in the
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POS. Some of its results have previously been reported for

the cases of a prescribed external action [4] and a

self-consistent POS operation in the external circuit [5].

Below we present the equations for the POS operation in

the circuit with a power capacitor bank. The equations

allow one to describe the time history of the processes in

both the POS and the external circuit. They were derived

on solving boundary-value problems for the space inside

the POS (Figs.I ,2) and on considering the POS switching

circuits (Pig.3).
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%" l¢,= _11%oli r= (_:/lUool)_/:_7_.

In the plane geometz-J oase, eqs. (1)-(5 ) are replaoed

by the following

1 d_ 1 (1-_) _ . = . (5')

_21 (1-'Ore)_ '

._ {1/2 "_ ' '_ " _m } = - ,;.1¢_(,r.) . (5")
___+ +

i

e It_CO:
C _ 2_ = _p± _ ; 221= 2 '

l - intereleotz_ode dtstaz_oe; _- ion displaoement;

S- eleotrode area; I n- the P0S ouzTent;
- Induotauoe Z ouzTent.

- P0S voltage; 11

The plot in Fig.4 gives the peak overvoltage in the

P0S for the plane geometry case.

t

'-'_ _o Yo <o_ _0

Pi_.l.Highest overvolta_e of the POS (plane _eometrY).
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It is found that the overvoltage value depends only

2 _'2 and cannot be higher than 3 foron the parameter co= J_O1 1

a r__r wide range of the POS parameter variation. This
condzmCion is in agreement with the results of man_

experiments.

Higher overvoltage values can be attained with the

o¥11ndrioal geometry by an appropriate choice of geometric

sizes [5]. In the plane geometry case, the overvoltage

values higher than those shown in Pig.4 can be achieved

only through such constructive changes in the P0S design

which would lead to vanishing of the near-electrode space

charge. The relevant theoretical consideration shows that

in this case we have a one-fold operation of the POS. As a

result of current transport all the plasma is carried awa7

from the POS internal space; the overvoltage is given by

the formula

z co .

As far as best results are obtained for

]¢o1_,21 _ I , (11)

the overvoltage will be

It should be noted, however, that the parameter _oI

must not be too large, otherwise the degradation o5 all

the functions occurs, and formulas (10)-(12) are no longer

valid.

In conclusion we note that the experiments [6]

undertaken recently to investigate the processes in the

POS, in particular, by spectroscopic methods, and which
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have revealedthe presence of electric fields of several

tTpes, differlng in magnitudes, time behaviour and
localization,can be explained on a basis of the POS

potential theory.
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Abstract

For a deeper understanding of the physical processes governing the Plasma
Opening Switch (POS) we use the ANTHEM 2D implicit simulation code to
study: (1) ion dynamical effects on electrohydrodynamic (EHD) waves propa-
gating along steep density interfaces in the switch plasmas. At radial interfaces
where the density jumps toward the anode, t_ese waves can drive a finger of
magnetic field into the plasma toward the load. Ion dynamics can open the
rear of such fingers into a wedge-like density gap. Then: (2) we examine ion
effects in uniform switch plasmas. These first develop potential hill structures
at the drive edge of the cathode from the competition between electron velocity
advection and EHD magnetic exclusion waves. Magnetic pressure gradients at
the hiU periphery and EHD effects then establish a density gap propagating
along the cathode with radial electron emission from its tip. Similar results are
obtained under both multi-fluid and PIC modeling of the plasma components.

Introduction

The Plasma Opening Switch consists of a plasma injected between the anode and
cathode of a pulse power transmission line. When a magnetic pulse first arrives at the
plasma the associated current is short circuited through the plasma for a "conduction"
time, allowing the field to grow to some maximum. Then, optimally, during a much
shorter "opening" time the plasma is disrupted, and current and magnetic field propagate
further down the llne to a load. The length of fill plasma in the switch is typically 4 cm, the
inter electrode gap is 2.5 cm, and the field grows to 1.5 T. For 50 ns conduction times the
C++ fill plasma has a density of 3 x 10 is electrons/cm s. Such a plasma has a skin depth of
0.1 cm; its initial temperature is 3 eV. It is many Debye lengths in extent. This system has
been modeled globally with the ANTHEM 2D implicit simulation code l-s, which showed
opening dependent on a large number of competing physical effects. More recently, the
newer effects have been given closer individual scrutiny. Kingsep et al.4-e have described
electrohydrodynamic field penetration transverse to density gradients that can arise in the
POS. Also, electron inertial terms have been shown to contribute to field penetration in
uniform plasmas r. The competition between field exclusion effects from EHD and electron
velocity advection has been related s to the development of potential hill structures near
the drive end of POS cathodes 9. These effects arise principally from the electron dynamics.

The present work concentrates on modifications of these effects due to the ion dynamics
present in a real POS. It is shown that ion motion leads to gap formation along internal

* This work was performed under the joint auspices of of the U.S. Dept. of Energy and
the Defense Nuclear Agency
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density interfaces in the switch plasma, and above the cathode. Corroborative results
are acquired with ANTHEM using both multi-fluid and PIC modeling for the plasma
components.

The ANTHEM Model

The code 3 uses a fixed Eulerian mesh in either cartesian or cylindrical geometry. Typi-
cally, 50 cells are used in the axial (x or z) direction, and 25 cells describe the interelectrode
dimension (y or r). it solves the full set of Maxwell's equations with time advanced current
sources obtained from the implicit solution to a set of auxiliary moment equations. These
have been adjusted to allow for relativistic electron momenta. The implicitness provides
numerical stability to plasma waves with the time step set by a Courant condition on the
fastest electrons. This can permit a 100-fold improvement in economy over traditional
explicit modeling at high switch densities. Plasma components (emission and background
electrons, and ions) are represented on the mesh as either fluids or PIC particles. The fluid
updates use Van Leer advection to minimize numerical diffusion. The particle modeling
uses divergence conservative current accumulations to guarantee local adherence to charge
continuity. External drive circuitry modeling is available to apply a programmed magnetic
pulse at the POS vacuum plasma edge.

Ion Dynamical Effects on EHD Waves

In studying EHD field penetration along a density jump interface we return to a test
configuration explored in Refs. 6 and 8. We consider cartesian geometry, i.e. plasma
between two parallel plates, as shown in Fig. 1. The external driving magnetic field rises
to -15 kG over 0.1 ns; thereafter it is constant. A large field has been imposed artificially
rapidly to speed the calculation. The plasma starts at 0.6 cm and runs to 5 cm. The A-K
gap is 2.5 cm. The plasma density is 3x 10a3 electrons/cm a up to 3.75 cm. Over one vertical
cell, Ay = 0.1 cm, it doubles to 6 x 1013, maintaining this value up to the anode. The
plane EHD shock waves studied by Kingsep 4 should penetrate along the density gradient
at half the linearized speed uw given by

_ O(!).
uw- 41rc Oy n,_

In fact, penetration is about 50% slower than obtained by setting O/Oy =_1/Ay. This can
ascribed to the lack of true planarity, and the presence of effective field diffusion _ from the
electron velocity aztvection terms, (re •V)ve, appearing in the magnetic field equation

0...BB=V x [_-(,_V x B)] + V x Iv,. _7(,_V x B)]&

+ × + V x (v, x (2)
£rt e

contructed from the electron momentum equation and Faraday's Law. Here

e

)_V x B, B - Bzk, (3)V e -" _ -,-,---
met

in which As - c/wp, w_ = 41rn, e2/m,.
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FIG. 1. EHD field penetration along a density jump interface with fixed ions.

Figure l(a) gives cuts of the penetrating magnetic £eld at y = 2.8, 3.5 and 4.7 cm
at t = 2 ns. Frames (b) and (c) show the field contours at 0.5 and 2.0 ns [so (c) can be
calibrated by (a)]. A fnger of magnetic field penetrates along the density interface. The
fxed ion density is contoured in Fig. l(d). Left is vacuum, high density is in the upper right
region. Finally, (e) and (f) show the emission and background electron flux vector fields
nve, respectively. Open boundary conditions, forcing aBz/a_/= o, were employed here in
an effort to remove the direct electrode effects to inTmity. Clearly, the field penetrates in

the center of the switch plasma along the density interface. Other runs s have shown that
the field leakage at the lower densities near the open boundary ceases when the (re •_7)ve
terms are suppressed in F-_I.(2). Note that emission electrons [frame(e)] deliver nearly all
the electron flux below the interface, while background electrons (f) carry the dominant
flux above it.

Figure 2 collects corresponding results for field penetration when ion motion is per-
zaitted. To speed the evolution (and for computational economy) we have lowered the
mass of carbon ions by the factor 4.75. Again, frame(a) shows the three cuts in the axial
Bz pro_e at 2 ns. In (b) we see that by 2 ns the the back of the penetrating finger of
B, contours has been torn open into a wedge. Frame (c) shows the concomitant electron
density contours. The electron flux vectors, neve [frame (e)] and the Bz contours line up
along density maximum ridges, just barely evident in (c). The ridge density has tripled
to 10TM electrons/cmS; density drops in the center of the wedge to 10 is. The last contour
to the left is at 10 lu electrons/cm 3. Frame (e) shows the ion velocity vectors, pushing

the wedge further open. Finally, (f) contours the emission electron density, showing its
channel along the wedge shaped ridge, but also implying significant streaming toward the
load and low density. A return current in the background electrons balances this stream.
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FIG. 2. Wedge-like profile of B-field penetration when the ions move.

From the Fig. 1 and 2 results we see 5.0 "
that the coupling of ion motion to EHD

magnetic penetration waves can result in y
significant gap formation in central regions (¢m)

of the switch plasma. With the physical tmass of ions restored, such gaps will form 2.5
more slowly. In Ref. 5 they were evident $.0
in global simulations of a cylindrical switch ('_
with a pulse rising to 1.6 T over 20 ns. The y

magnetic wedge penetrated 11 cm of POS (gin) " i
plasma during this time. Relatedly, we note
that a preestablished field will be removed ""
from POS plasma regions in which the den- 2.5 __C

sity drops in the direction toward the an- 5.0 ":" ;-:--'"........... -_':;'"_:::="_:::. t, /
ode. The field is excluded s in accordance ::!!!!!!.-"

with expansion wave solutions to Eq. (2). Y ....::':::........ :_. -::" . ............. o

With moving ions, we can anticipate that (era) _'_iii::: • ::':t."J :i_" •.......-
__ ..==..:..'-_....magnetic pressure gradients will compress " " ";.... "'" ;

the plasma in such field exclusion regions. 2.5 i L ,__,.,_---_-_-:__.
If the density jumps are removed and O. X(cm) 5.0

the ions are again fixed, then at 2 ns the
results of Fig. 3 obtain. For the earlier Fig. FIG. 3. Limited field penetration of the uni-
2 run the anode and the load were made form switch, showing potential hill forma-

perfect conductors. This lead to Br field tion (b).
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penetration along the anode by an EHD wave. The anode boundary is essentially the
interface below a very dense plasma. For the Fig. 3 calculation both the anode and the

cathode boundaries are perfectly conducting. Consequently, again we see rapid penetration

along the anode, but now the emission stream is tied to the drive side of the plasma at the
cathode. The uniform density permits no EHD central penetration of the plasma. Frame

(a) shows the magnetic field contours, (b) electrostatic potential ¢ contours, and (c) plots
the emission electron flux stream, neve. The potential is derived from the ANTHEM
solution for the electric field, and the inversion of V2¢ = -V. E. It has a maximum

"potential hill9'' value of 200 keV just above the electron emission point, with the electron
flux vectors circling around it.

Fluid vs. PIC Modeling of Uniform Switch Plasmas with Ion Motion

Finally, when t_fis same Fig. 3 problem is run with ion motion permitted (again, with
a 4.75-fold reduction in ion mass for economy), the Fig. 4 evolution ensues. Frames (a)

to (c) show the ANTHEM code predictions for fluid modeling of the electrons and ions.
Frames (d) to (f) obtain with particles used for the emission electrons and background
ions. All the results are for 2 ns. Clearly, the two sets of predictions are quite similar.

_" "'1 i .... I

' (ll) ' ' (e)
B

.... _/7--- ....._ .. ' ,__._
(13 _ -_ _

"3. I I , f I I I .._._...

___li _-_ ) J_/(_ " " ;' ,t l-t. _... • ._"4"._1.,,"l_'-. .'.'- • ' ¢" •

5 li _-'_"'2"_'-';i" ;" - "'"-'""-'" ':: '::='""_-_II
--' & .... $.0__ _.__-_________.,___

u / i_ .... .I YL,!.z I___t111
(=,s,)/ :i" .... _ii (==)i_-_1
.s.=,@7, ...., , J _P',&,

0. X(cm) S.O O. X(cm) S.O

Fro. _. M_ti-_uid=od_g (_)-@);PIC=od_n_ (d)-(h).

The Bz cuts with fluid and PIC modeling are the same, except for sightly deeper field

penetration near the, cathode. The field contour plot with particles is substantially noisier,

but only one particle is emitted per cycle/cathode cell. [Less than 10 K particles are in
use; more could readily be employed for smoother results]. The average axial depth of field

penetration is nearly identical for the two treatments. The ions seem to push away from

the anode somewhat faster than under PIC modeling. Frames (c) and (g) compare the
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fluid and particle modeled electron densities. Plotted particles overlay the electron density
contours in (g) and the ion density contours in (h). Frame (d) shows the ion phase space.
The spike in ion axial velocities implies that a shock has started to form. No significant
density perturbation from magnetosonic precursor ions is evident in (h).

The expanding fluid electron flow is more convoluted in the vacuum region near the
driver, possibly due to the higher resolution possible with fluids at low densities. [The
dynamic density range with particles is low, the minimum being weighted contribution of
one particle]. A distinct gap is evident on the electron density contours slightly above the
drive end of the cathode. This is under the evolved potential hill of Fig. 3, which shifts
right with ion motion. A density ridge starts at the end of this gap, and runs radially (with
slight incline toward the driver) up to the anode. This is particularly clear in (c), but also
evident in (g). The ridge lies under the radially directed Bz contours in (b) and (f). As
in earlier simulations 2, the contours do no...._ttwist back to follow the upper vacuum edge of
the cathode gap. Field penetrates the plasma axially above such gaps due to an evolved
radial density gradient that favors Kingsep wave penetration 4,s. Effective diffusivity from
electron velocity advection 7 also allows for the penetration of field into such plasma-
which would remain field-free, if only conventional frozen-in field arguments applied.

The general agreement of our fluid and particle modeled results supports the joint
utility of the two methods in POS investigations.
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Two-Dimensional Studies of Current Conduction in Plasma Opening Switches

Donald ParK, Eduardo Waisman, Randall Ingemlanson, and Eric Salberta
S-Cubed Division of Maxwell Labs, 3398 Carmel Mountain Road,

San Diego, California 92121
Abstract

We summarize our general understanding of the long conduction time (~1 _s) plasma
opening switch POS, both in the conduction phase and in the opening phase of POS
operation. For long conduction times, the mechanisms dominant in conduction have
origins in electron-HaU effect (EHD) and in magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD). These
mechanisms are considered in the context of experiments conducted on two different pulsed
power accelerators, with concurrent in situ measurements, of plasma density indicating that
one of the accelerators is predominantly in the EHD, the other in the MHD regime. In the
latter case, with application of a 2-D snowplow model we are able to reproduce with fair
accuracy the time variations of line integrated plasma density observed with laser
interferometry near the cathode.

For the opening phase, we introduce a theory of magnetically enhanced ion erosion for
plasma sheath formation and development of switch voltage. The theory, based on
conservation of total momentum flux in the sheath, electromagnetic as well as particle,
captures the measured voltage saturation of the switch limited POS operation.

Conduction-Time Models and Their Experimental Verification

Research on opening switches at Maxwell on ACE pulsers a and at NRL on HAWK 2

have demonstrated microsecond conduction time and fast opening. At sufficiently high ion

densities the ordinary MHD dominates the conduction phase. For a plane geometry,

constant density, switch of length d conducting a current which rises linearly with time, the

snowplow approximation gives:

=B, - pv_T _ (1)

relating the conduction time Tc and magnetic field Bc to the plasma density and length, and

defining the snowplow speed v_,. Here p = n,/ZM with Z = degree of ionization (2 for C++),
M the ion mass, and n e the electron number density.

At low densities the Hall term dominates. In a cylindrical geometry with _ =-(_B(r,z),

where (_ is a unit vector in the azimuthal direction, the propagation speed is: 4,5

VH =cB/21r ne _ (2)

For radial propagation in a radial switch (ACE 2 radial) where _ is a length scale associated

with geometry and ordinary gradients

O-Z= (1/2 n) (3n/Oz) (3)

and for axial propagation in an axial switch (HAWK, ACE 1, ACE 2 axial)

0-1 = (n/2) [- (0/0r)(1/n) +2/nr] (4)

Equating vHto v,p leads to an estimate of the cross-over density

n. (cm"3)=(2/n)(Mc 2/e2l_z) _=4 x 10TMA/]_2(cm) (5)
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where A is the average atomic weight of the plasma ions. For n < nx, Hall effect dominates

conduction time, whereas, for n > n Xhydro effects (snowplow, e.g.) dominate the conduction.

Figure I shows current waveforms obtained with a radial POS on ACE 2, using an

inductive short circuit load. The observed peak current and conduction times in Figure 1

are consistent with an electron density of 2.5 x 10TMcm "3, according to the Hall model, and 2 to

4 x 1014cm -3, according to the snowplow model (depending upon assumption of C+ or C++as

the ion species). The interferometricaUy measured densities were 3 to 4 x 1014cm-3 with

density ratios of ~ 2:1 over about 5 cm. _ Thus, in this density range either model is

consistent with the observed conduction time, and the ACE 2 POS probably operates in a

mixed mode. Figure 2 shows data obtained on HAWK at NRL, 2 using an 8 cm long, coaxial

POS, at bank voltage = 640 kV. Density was measured via interferometry. The current at

switchout was calculated as a function of density for both the Hall and snowplow models.
The data shows that the snowplow model is valid at high densities, and suggests that the

Hall model gives better agreement at low densities.
2.0

1.fi

. 1.2 _ LoadCun_nt .

0.88

0.4oo
o.o 0.2 0.4 o.s o.8 1.o _._, _.4 .s

Time(ps)

Figure 1. Radial POS results on ACE 2. The fiat current reading for Load and Near POS
monitors after about I I_Sindicate possible probe shorting by plasma.
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Figure 2. Dependence of current at end of conduction time on the electron density
indicates that the snowplow model is confirmed by experiments at high
densities. 2
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2-D Snowplow Model and Time Dependent Plasma Density

The 2-D snowplow% a generalization of the 1-D snowplow model, accounts for

nonuniformJties the magnitude of forces driving the system and in the density. Figure 3a

shows a snowplow simulation of HAWK shot numbers 738 and 732 using time-dependent

density data obtained by interferometry. 7 The unplowed plasma is assumed to be uniform

along the axial direction, and to have the time dependence measured when no pulsed power

is applied. We also assume that the plasma is moving uniformly toward the cathode at 5 x

106 cm/sec. The switch opens at about 930 nsec. We used the ratio of (plasma atomic

weight)/(mean ionization number) = 12/1.5 = 8.

Figures 3b and 3c compare the measured and predicted line-integrals of number

density, at positions of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 mm from the cathode. Our results agree qualitatively
with the measurements, showing a thinning of the density of about the right magnitude.

Progressionof Snowplow Front In Time Lo,n
T- 1.000e-7

o T = 2.000e-7

7 O T- &000e-7

Eo_ + T - 4.000e-70 T = 5.000e-7

x T = 6.000e-76 v T = 7.000e-7
• T = 8.000e-7

n" n T = 9.000e-7
5 & T = 9.283e-7

Z-Axis (cm)

Figure 3a.
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Figure 3b. Figure 3c.

Figure 3. Snowplow front at different times, and comparisons of calculated and
experimental line-integrated densities near the cathode. Plasma is assumed to
have a velocity toward the axis of 5 x 106 cm/s, and atomic weight of carbon with
effective ionization of 1.5.
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The Opening Phase

The physics of the opening phase of the switch is believed to involve the formation

of a sheath, or gap, across which the flow of electrons is limited by the magnetic field. The

location of the sheath is not known with certainty, it may separate the cathode or anode

from the bulk plasma, or it may lie in the interior of the plasma separating regions of widely

disparate densities. The voltage V across the sheath of width D is related to the average

magnetic field in the sheath by

(72 1) 1/2- = e_D/mc 2 = Dg (gauss.cm)/(1. 70 x 103) (6)

where Y = l+eV/mc2 = 1+ V(volts)/5.11 x 10s

The gap voltage that develops depends on D and the average field B in the gap. The

gap growth rate D is related to the ion current density Ji in the switch,

b =( Ji/eniZ ) - Vw (7)

where n i is the effective ion number density at the time and location of opening and Z the

state of charge of the ions. The gap growth is assumed to stop when Ji/eni Z reduces to the

ion thermal velocity vr, taken to be 106 cm/sec in all that follows.

Assume now that electrons and ions begin their sheath transit with zero velocity.

Neglecting the effect of the magnetic field on ion motion and assuming that the electric field

and cross-gap component of electron momentum vanish on both sides of the sheath, it

follows from energy and momentum conservation that 3

i/ = -B )/st2M ZVJ (8>
with BI¢< BA because of the diamagnetism of gap electrons. We assume, further, that BA is

from input current to the parallel switch load combination and Bx is due to the current in

the load. In any case, the magnetic field leads to substantial electron density in the sheath,

and this in turn leads to an enhanced ion erosion represented by eq. (8). This expression
differs from earlier formulations of erosion. 8,9

The theory can be validated by comparison with data from experiments on HAWK

and ACE 2. The HAWK data and the comparison to calculations are shown in Figure 4.

Peak load voltage and load current HAWK data points are plotted as functions of load

impedance at peak power. The curves are our opening model predictions for various

constant impedance loads. For ACE 2, experimental results are compared with model

predictions for the case of an inductive short circuit load, in Figure 5. Again, the agreement

between our model and the experimental data is excellent in both cases.

Our analysis establishes the parametric dependence of opening time and load voltage

on the conduction current I, magnetic-field B, switch length 1 and plasma density n_. For

example, for a charged inductor L discharging a current Io through the switch at position r in

parallel with an open circuit, the peak voltage Vp and time to peak tp scale as (non-

relativistically):
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5"llxl0S 2,v 2(V) = 2.6 x 10s_.l/Z(V) (9)
Vp= 21_ e la

13 1 k_a
tp- 12 23/4 2'l/2z(s)=0.64 z (10)

In eqs. (9) and (10), the dimensionless parameters _ = Lio/(5.11 x 105 z) (L in H and Io in A),

and= 1.1 x 102_(ni / B3o),where n i is in cm"3and Bo = 5Io/r is in gauss. In the extreme

relativistic case, Vp scales as _,2/sand tp as _?/5 ¢, As a function of Bo and ni the scaling is (non-
- n 1/2 /B o. The corresponding extreme relativisticrelativistically): Vp - B2o/ n_/2 and tp -i

casegivesVp~ BoS/Sln2/Sand tp-ni2151Bo31s.
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Figure 4. Comparison of HAWK data 2 (5 cm cathode radius) with magnetically enhanced
ion erosion model for POS opening. In the calculation ZL is taken as a constant
in time impedance. The values used in eq. (3) for v T and n_were 106 cm/s and
101S/cm3 (Z = 2). The interferometrically observed electron density was
approximately between 2-5 x 10ZS/cm3 near the end of the conduction phase at
various locations in the interelectrode gap. I sw is the peak switch current.
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Figure 5. Comparison of magnetically enhanced ion erosion model with ACE 2 radial
POS shot 126. _ The interferometricaUy observed electron density at mid-gap was
approximately 6 x 1014/crrt3. The values VT= 106cm/s, ni = 7x 1014/cm3, and Z= 2
were used in eq. (3).
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.C.onc!usions

Based on the results of theory and experiment presented here, conduction by the POS
in the ACE 2 accelerator is EHD dominated, in contrast to the dominance of MHD

mechanisms in the HAWK device. In the latter case, a simple 2-D snowplow model

accounts for the general features of the spatial-temporal characteristics of electron line

density observed with laser interferometry. Finally, the formulation of magnetically
enhanced ion erosion reproduces observed switching characteristics, including the voltage

saturation of the switch limited regime observed in the HAWK measurement.
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ELECTRON AND ION MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC EFFECTS

IN PLASMA OPENING SWITCHES
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Abstract

Preliminary results are presented of a numerical code designed to
investigate electron and ion magnetohydrodynamic effects in plasma erosion
opening switches. The present model is one-dimensional and resolves effects
such as the JxB deformation of the plasma, and the penetration of magnetic field
either by anomalous resistivity or electron magnetohydrodynamics (Hall effect).
Comparisons with exact analytic results and experiment are made.

I. Introduction

Plasma opening switches (POS) are used as power conditioning elements in pulsed power

systems. POS's have been shown to suppress prepulse and to compress and multiply the power

in such systems by initially shorting the transmission line (during the "conduction" phase)

before opening and allowing the current to flow to the load. The POS can carry high currents

(300 kA - 1 MA) and open in as little as 5 ns.[1,2] Several physical mechanisms can

simultaneously contribute to POS behavior. These mechanisms include sheath formation at

electrode/plasma interfaces, gap formation by electrostatic and magnetic forces, magnetic

insulation of electrons in these gaps, JxB deformation and translation of plasma, and the

penetration of magnetic field into the plasma both by anomalous resistivity and electron

magnetohydrodynamic effects (EMIl). In this paper, preliminary results are presented of a

numerical code designed to investigate the conduction phase in regimes where the level of

current carried by the device before it opens is determined by the hydrodynamic deformation of

the plasma and/or the penetration of current into the plasma by EMH.[3,4] Tests of the code's

performance are conducted and compared to exact analytic solutions. Comparisons with

experiment in the short conduction time regime are also made.

II. The Numerical Model
i

The following are the basic equatic s that define the present model.

uxB l..l._(Jx BE +_ = _IJ+ Vp), (i)
c en c

*Plasma Physics Division
+Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics
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On
--+v.(nu)- 0, (2)
Ot

Opu (V × B) × B--+v.(ouu) = -Vp, (3)
0t 4n

OA
--+ V.(Au)- -p(V.u)+_j2, (4)
Ot

and

°_- v ×(u,,B)-n_--i_v ×(v,,B)-V,,(4_n(V×B)×B)+V×(Cvp). (S)Ot 4n ne

In the equations above, the symbols E, u, r I, J, B, p, n, p, and A represent respectively the

electric field, the plasma fluid velocity, the resistivity, the current density, the magnetic field,

the pressure, the plasma number density, the mass density and the internal energy density of the

plasma. Equation (5) is obtained by combining Ohm's law, Eq. (1), with Ampere's law

(neglecting displacement current) and with Faraday's induction law. The right hand side of Eq.

(5) is composed of four sections: a convective term, a diffusive term, a Hall term, and a

baroclinic term. In this paper, a 1-D axisymmetric cylindrical system will be examined, so that

all parameters depend only on the axial coordinate z. With only the azimuthal component of

the magnetic field, B=Be 0, and assuming uniform density, Eqn. (5) reduces to

OB _# c2vlO2B cB OB
--+ _z (u,B) = + . (6)0t 4n az2 2nner az

The present paper reports on preliminary results obtained from a numerical code designed

to solve the 1-D form of the equations above. The mass, momentum, and energy Eqs. (2)-(4)

are integrated using a flux-corrected transport (FCT) algorithm. FCT is an explicit,

conservative, monotone technique for solving generalized continuity equations.[5-7] A finite-

difference representation of the plasma and field variables is used, in which a variety of

boundary conditions are flexibly implemented. The FCT algorithm is fourth-order accurate in

the grid spacing at long wavelengths, and to achieve second-order accuracy in time, a

predictor/corrector (halfstep/wholestep) integration scheme is used.

Equation (6) is integrated using operator-splitting techniques. The convective and Hall

terms are treated by a modified FCT algorithm developed for this investigation. The explicitly

nonlinear (quadratic) Hall term is handled analogously to the convective term, making their
own contributions to the numerical diffusive and antidiffusive fluxes of the standard FCT

scheme. The resistive diffusion term in Eq. (6) is treated separately, splitting it away and
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integrating it using a fully implicit, three-point diffusion operator. This avoids the severe

restriction on the allowed timestep imposed by the use of an explicit diffusion calculation, so

that the Courant-Freidrichs-Lewy stability condition for the explicit convective and Hall terms

fixes the maximum time increment allowed.r8]

III. Test Cases

For the dual purposes of testing this new computational model and demonstrating the

suitability of the treatment of the Hall and resistive terms, several tests were performed on

analytically solvable problems. Four of them are briefly described here: Hall penetration into

a plasma column of a magnetic field ramped linearly in time at one end [9]; combined Hall and

resistive penetration of magnetic field into a plasma column [3]; Hall expulsion of field

combined with resistive penetration [3]; and propagation of a dissipationless, magnetoacoustic

shock modified by Hall currents.

The first problem demonstrates the Hall penetration of magnetic field into the plasma in

the absence of resistive and hydrodynamic effects. An initially field-free plasma column is

subjected to a linearly ramped (with time) azimuthal field at one end. The Hall currents cause

the field to penetrate in a shock-like solution whose front accelerates uniformly with time [9],

with the location of the front determined by a Hugoniot condition derived from Eq. (6).[10]

Figure 1 shows the progress of the field as it penetrates the plasma from left to right, at five

uniformly spaced times. The solid lines indicate the analytical solution, the circles the

numerical solution from the computer model. Clearly, the agreement is excellent, except for

the slight staircasing of the sloped field profile behind the front.

& g
1 "

-2 - ,,, i, -1

0 1 0 1
Position Position

Fig. 1. Hall Penetration w/o Resistivity Fig. 2. Hall Penetration w/Resistivity

The second problem again illustrates the Hall penetration of magnetic field, but this time in

conjunction with resistive effects. As in the previous problem, the plasma is initially field-free.

But in this instance, the field is suddenly switched on and held at a fixed finite value ( Bo(t) = -
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1 ) at the left boundary, and at zero at the right. In Fig. 2, the Hall term leads to penetration of

the field from left to right, and the field evolves toward a distribution which is uniform except

for the resistive boundary layer at the right end.[3]

Because the Hall term is quadratic in the magnetic field, the Hall current drives a

penetration of magnetic field for one sign of the applied voltage, and an expulsion for the

opposite sign.[3] In Fig. 3, a plasma is initially suffused with magnetic field (B(z) = 1 ), and

the field is held fixed at Bo(t) = 1 at left. The Hall term tends to expel the magnetic field from

right to left, except again for a resistive boundary layer, this time at the left end. Both figures

show the development of the time-asymptotic profiles at equal time intervals, the analytical

solutions as solid lines, the numerical solutions as circles. As before, the agreement between

the two is excellent.

The fourth problem combines the effect of the Hall current with convection, in the

propagation of a magnetoacoustic shock modified by the Hall term. Here, a shock satisfying

the modified Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions is propagated across the mesh. The results are

shown in Fig. 4, in which the solid line is the analytical solution and the initial condition for the

computation. The shock profiles after propagation across distances equal to

1 3 , , ,

.... ..__ . ----

m

_= _*
tl 14.

o o (i)
e. i=

0 I I l ......

0 1 0 1
Position Position

Fig. 3. Hall Expulsion w/Resistivity Fig. 4. Hall Modified Shock

the half width and full width of the figure are shown by the open and closed circles,

respectively. The discontinuity is resolved over three zones and maintained at its initial value,

with a small-amplitude numerical oscillation superimposed on the profile behind the shock

front. Profiles of the mass density and total pressure show similar qualitative features, aIthough

the oscillations are smaller in magnitude than for the magnetic field.

IV. Comparison with Gamble I Experiments

In this section, the code is compared with experimental results in which the effects of JxB

hydrodynamic forces are expected to be small, and Hall or resistivity effects are expected to
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and shows that the effect of resistivity is to widen the current channels. For these choices of

parameters, fairly good agreement is seen between experiment and numerical results. The

value of resistivity needed to give good agreement is fairly high compared to the predictions of

Ref. [12], which suggests that either another type of instability is active (as suggested in Ref.

[11]), or that the magnetic probe signals are misleading.

Figure 6 shows similar results in the ease of Gamble I shot 2165. In this shot, the length

of the plasma was increased to 30 cm and the number of plasma sources was reduced by a

factor of three. Consequently, a value of electron density of 6.67 x 10_2cm-3 is used, but the

collision frequency is kept at v = _pJ12. As before, the solid curve is a fit to the experimental
data, while the dashed curves are the model results. The correspondence between experiment

and model is not as good in this case as in the previous one, especially at t = 50 ns, at which

point the model predicts much deeper penetration of field. Several factors could contribute to

this disagreement. One is that the density of this shot could have been higher than expected,

the other is that two-dimensional effects (Hall penetration due to radial density gradients, for

example) could be more important. These issues will be examined in later work.

V. Summary

A numerical method has been developed to examine electron and ion

magnetohydrodynamic effects in the POS. A 1-D version of the model has been compared

with exact analytic solutions and shows excellent agreement. For reasonable choices of

physical parameters, good agreement with short conduction time POSs is also found. Further

work will investigate regimes where JxB deformation of the plasma and density gradient

effects become more important. Two dimensional effects such as the combined radial and axial

JxB deformation of the plasma, and the Hall effect with density gradients in both directions

will also be included in later work.
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dominate. This comparison was made analytically by Fruchtman [9] for Gamble I shot 2197 in

the case of zero resistivity, and showed very good agreement. The present code results will be

compared with shots 2197 and 2165 and will include resistivity effects.

Two parameters control the degree of agreement between the numerical results and

experiment. These are the plasma density and resistivity, or effective collision frequency.

Since these parameters are not known exactly in experiment, a certain amount of freedom

exists in their choice. In general it is found that, for a given rate of rise of the generator

current, the choice of plasma density controls the speed of penetration of magnetic field into

the plasma (through the Hall term), while the choice of collision frequency (resistivity) controls

the width of the current channel (through the diffusion term). In obtaining the results below, a

collision frequency is used that is an order of magnitude lower than the highest value suggested

in Ref. [11], and roughly an order of magnitude higher than that associated with a combination

of the Buneman, ion acoustic and lower-hybrid drift instabilities.J12] The densities used below

were chosen to be reasonable estimates of actual experimental densities based on measurements

of plasma source densities made separately from the actual experiment. They were also chosen

to give reasonable agreement between experiment and the present model.
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Fig. 5. Shot 2197 Comparison with Model Fig. 6. Shot 2165 Comparison with Model

In Fig. 5, experimental and numerical results are superimposed for Gamble I shot 2197.

The experimental (solid) curves show axial profiles of the current enclosed under a magnetic

probe located 1.5 cm above the cathode at various times during the experiment.[13] The initial

plasma is approximately 10 cm long, has a cathode radius of 2.5 cm and an anode radius of 5

era. The POS opens after conducting current for about 40 - 50 nsecs. The numerical (dashed)

curves show the axial profiles of the current enclosed as predicted by the model. In this case

the electron density was chosen to be 2 x 10_3cm-3 and the effective collision frequency v =

(orJ12. The dashed-dot curve shows the predicted current front for zero collision frequency
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Abstract

The theory which is based upon the electron flow in a plasma filled diode can de-

scribe the magnetic field penetration into an interelectrode plasma bridge, but

the final voltage across the diode gap, V -< 300 B2 / 8nne, derived from this theory

is lower by more than one order of magnitude compared to the experimental val-

ue. The voltage can increase as a result of, the decrease of the_plasma density due

to ion acceleration towards the cathode by the Hall electric field eE = 1In VB2/8n

in the skin layer. Two-dimensional quasi-steady-state flow of electrons and ions

of a quasi-neutral plasma is considered. In the theory presented here expressions

for erosion / velocity and the voltage drop are derived

1. Introdction

Magnetic field penetration into a homogeneous plasma with stationary ions and

infinite condcutivity has been considered in [ 1]. This paper does not deal with the

well-known problem of the anomalous skln 8 = c / Capfor the half-space, but rath-

er with the penetration of the magnetic field into the plasma bridge between

two electrodes with a gap d much narrower than the displacement of electrons

during the characteristic time for the problem. In this case, the flow of electrons

may be considered as quasi-steasy-state with the boundary condition that the ve-

locity at which they escape from the cathode is small, compared to the character-

istic speed cB/4nenS, where 8 is the skin layer thickness in the middle of the diode

gap. it has been shown that the quasi-one-dimensional elelctron flow in the skin

layer with an amplitude By = Bo of the magnetic field imposed at the outer plas-

ma boundary at z = 0 and t = 0 penetrates into the plasma according to the fol-

lowing law:

6 I13 1 (1)
B = B b(_, b(_)=-I + _ _- _3o 4 _ '

_3 ._ (_pZ]C)3 ((Dp X]O_ct) (2)
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The skin layer gets thinner from the cathode to the anode, and the assumption of

quasi-steady-state, quasi-one-dimension flow is valid in the following range of-

distances from the cathode:

c (co t) 1/4 < x< Bt/(4nnm) 1/2 (3)
CO ¢

P

2. Magnetic field penetration in a nonhomogeneous collisionless plasma

It is shown in [2], that a magnetic field can penetrate into the plasma bridge as a

shock wave, if the plasma density increases from the cathode to the anode, since

the ratio of B/n remains constant along the electron trajectories. In [2] the struc-

ture of the wave front is determined by electron friction. We will consider the

structure of the front in a collisionless plasma taking into account the electron in-

ertia. The field penetration will be described in terms of the EMHD (electron

magnet-hydrodynamics) equation for cool plasma"

I- - I -rot cE +[v X 'B ] + _(v V) v =0, rot B = -4nenv/c (4)
e

x

Let us suppose for the geometry in Fig. lthat _ = no +nl _ ,nl _ no

The system (4) can be reduced to the following dimensionless equation"

ab ab2 (5)
-- u _ = -(rotb V)V2b

at o az

where the time, the spatial, and the veloctiy coordinates have been normalized

by C0c-1 = mc / eBo, c / (4nne2/m) 1/2 = c/c0p, and Uo = (nil 2no) (c/cop d) respec-

tively. If nl = 0, then (1) and (2) result from (5). If nl _= 0, then equation (5) has a

solution of the stationary shock wave type.

Assuming ab I az ,> ab Iax, the structure of the wave front is described by the fol-

lowing two-dimensional nonlinear equation:

_b lab a ab aloab (6)
+ u) =

-(2bUo
If the self-similar variable _2 = z2 x is introduced the solution will take the form b

= b
/ ab a ab a '_

--The operator _ ax ax az )
acting on the functic, n of the variable _,gives zero. Therefore the following equa-

tion for b (_ results f,,'om (6)"

(7)
_ + u+2bu = 0
d_2 ' o "_
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The boundary conditions are:

b =0,db/d_, =0; b= 1,db/d_,=0. (8)

The solution of equation (7), b + u / 2Uo, is a periodic function of the variable

_,(2Uo)1/2,and the following function meets the boundary conditions:

I I I

b = -_ 1 +cos_(2u --cos 2_(uo/2)2- -cos 2 _ xo c _

(9)

)2, u=u= I I
n B c dlnn

b = O, _ _ o 2(4nnm)in ¢o dxp

In addition to solution (9), equation (8) has the periodic solution cos2_ (uo/2)1/2 in

the whole region E,> 0. To exclude this solution, a term with low electron-ion

friction is taken into account in the original equation(4).

This yields an additional small non-self-similar term in (7], which changes the be-

haviour and determines the sign of db/dF_.If b =_ 0, then

1 !

d/_- - 2b+ +f"o'_'o=veiX'/uo

Ifb '__2, b" exp(-ZUoa_2p/Veic2)

The assumption of quasi-steady-state, quasi-one-dimensional electron flow de-

termines the range of applicability of the solution. The flow becomes quasi-one-

dimensionalatthedistance ( e2)!d--_ nlnp

Unlike the shock wave with ohmic dissipation at the front obtained in [3], where

the plasma electrons are heated up to 3/2 nT = 213 B2/8n, the plasma stays cool in

this solution and the energy is entrained by high-energy electron flow,

Thus, a planar,solution shock wave like (9) as well as magnetic flux and energy

flow is possible only with the plasma density increasing from the cathode to the

anode. While this article was prepared I found a shock-wave like solution in col-

laboration with A Fruchtman from Weizmann Institute for the case of a homoge-

nous plasma/141. We assumed that the shock-wave velocity u is a function of x:
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(4rlnm)172 6 _ X M /_)P

When we obtained solutions (9) and (10)we did not search where the fluxed B

and B2 / 4n were coming from. In a diode filled with plasma up to the metallic

electrodes the flux B can be introduced by electrons flowing along the cathode,

and the residual flux can leave along the anode. The structure of electron and

magnetic field flows in the vicinity of the electrodes with stationary ions and n =

const, is described by equation (5). Its solution has the form (1):

(12)
A I _3 _3b = -b I+ _-_- _ , =x3_/t

The constant A must be chosen for the condition that in the plasma b = 1 and.:-

_/ax = 0if_ = _,o-

2 (13)
- 1 3 3

b = - b, - _ (6- 651)_+ _-_,, _o= 6(1- b_)

Fluxes B and B2/8n in these flows are correspondingly equal to:

B3 3 (14)
-- B l

c (B2 2 c
8hen - BI )' 4hen 12n

3. Plasma erosion due to Hall electric fields

It should be noted once more that the influx of the field and energy into the plas-

ma filled diode is only possible with electron advection. The plasma does not con-

duct current any more after field penetration - the Poynting vector becomes zero

everywhere except for the layers adjacent to the electrodes. The energy flux is

limited by the value (14).

The energy flux can be increased only by decreasing the plasma density in the cur-

rent layer which may result from acceleration of ions in the skin layer by the Hall

electric field [4, 5].

B2 (15)
eEn = - V

8n
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In the v;cinity of the cathode the ions are accelerated towards the cathode from

the plasma with field Bo. The motion of ions through the thin skin layer may be

considered quasi-steady-state:

nv.=n v = I MI(v i - v ) =(]3 2 - B2)/8n (16)l 0 0 _ 0 0

Here Vo = axo/at, Xo (z, t) - thickness of the current layer. The flow is quasi-steady-

state if the velocity ratio vi / Vo and the density ratio no/n are large.

The following convective term is to be included in equation (4) if ion flow is taken

into account:
a (17)

_voB
ax l

However, we neglect the contribution of ion current to the magnitude of the

magnetic field and assume Bo= const. With this assumption made the equation
for the magnetic field in the vicinity of the cathode takes- instead of (5) - the fol-
lowing form'

,b , /'ab a ab , _ a2b (18)

_ -_v _(I -b 2+c) b =_ )
O b n ab0

-- -(l-b 2+a) ab 2M v2- - _,_=_ _l
Ox n 8x ax m o

This equation in the region 1-b2 _ can also be reduced to the form:

db [ d2(b-b3/3)] (19)
1-3b 2 + (1-b 2) =0

d_, d_2 \

2M v3 (20)2 _. X2Z _

In o

Equation (19) has the integral

I (21)

(1 - b2) db = -12b(1 - b2)l_
d_

This equation describes the monotonous function b (_, changing from 1 to 0 in

the interval _ = 1.

The value of Vo (z, t) = axo / at is determined by the following condition"

_2=x 2 axo 3 2M M -_a _" z_-'1 v --" t2z _m ' o m

If we take into account the dependence Vo(Z, t) in eq. (18) we should multiply the

definition of _2 by 5/2.
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Now we can evaluate the value of the magnetic field flux (voltage V on the di-
ode):

B 4 (1 --b_) 2 B 2 (1 2)2 4 2 3 (23)

o = o -b, (%t)._(z_ );(m);(8rz) 22My 2 n 2 16n n c p 2-Mo o o

The magnetic field flux and voltage in the plasma start to rise just after the mag-

netic shock reaches the plasma rearside. Therefore, in formula (23) the time

should be counted from that moment.

In the range of applicability of the EMHD theory tact < M/m, ZoCOp/C< (M/m)3/4,

the voltage on the diode may reach the value:

B2 1 (24)

eVmax <-300 "--"2--° ( 2M )_8nn --m (eV)
o

The condition for Zo means that the current enoVoZo is minute compared to the

electron current. Thus, the reduction in density in the skin layer due to ion accel-

eration by the Hall electric field yields an up to (2M/m)1/2 times voltage increase.

This increase should be observed after the magnetic field and current attain the

inner side of the plasma bridge.

For the case, in which the original plasma density is homogeneous and there is no

input wave, the numerical experiment [6] and linear theory [7] of skin layer stabil-

ity show, tha'. density valleys with the incoming magnetic flux flowing along

these valleys can be generated and grow inside the plasma. These valleys are

caused by magnetic pressure; the instability increment is of the order of

C0c(m/M)1/2.

._. Comparison with experiments

Let us see now to what extent the results obtained are consistent with the experi-

mental ones. We will compare our results mainly with those obtained by the team

headed by L.P. Zakatov for processes in plasma filled diodes fed by microsecond

current generators [8].

We use the experimental parameters and results required for the analysis. The di-

ode, a coaxial system with an outer radius of 18 cm, an inner radius of 3 cm, con-

tained a plasma bridge of 15 - 60 cm length. It was fed by an 2 D-impedance gen-
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erator supplying for 2 ps a current of 200 kA. A streak camera photograph of the

radial gap taken from the load side shows that the luminescence of the plasma in

the gap flashes approximately 0.6 psec after the beginning of current flow, when

an amplitude is of 100 kA reached. At the same time a signal appears on the de-

tector, which records the ion flux to the cathode. From this moment on an addi-

tional resistance of <-- 0.5 Ohm from the diode appears in the circuit. After that,

the luminescent area moves back from the cathode at a velocity of 107 cm,
1

( oand according to (22)" v = v (_ct)2 z _2 _ 07•o. Ae C m

The probe measurements of the magnetic fields in the plasma filled diode [9, 10],

showing the motion of the current layer through the plasma bridge at a velocity

consitstent with [ 9 '), confirm the conclusions drawn above.

For some experiments on the generator Kalif [11] the POS had a coaxial geometry

with inner and outer radii of 1 and 4 cm, respectively filled by a plasma with a

density of ne = 5 x 1013 cm-3 over a length of 15 cm. The voltage risesto an ampli-
tude of 3.5 MV at the diode when the current in the inductor achieved 0.6 MA

after 60 ns. In accordance with the described theory this moment should corre-

spond to the end of magnetic field penetration through the POS plasma and to

the beginning of the plasma erosion induced by the Hall electric field. As a result

a voltage drop given by equation (23) should rise in the plasma.
4

300 B2 MV - r

VHalI- 16hen(t) =0'5 _ns (t-to)s(ar)3

where ra = 4 cm is the anode radius and t = 60 ns is the time of switching. In theo
experiment dV/dt = 0.4 MV/ns.

An attempt was made to evaluate the temperature of the diode plasma by the in-

tensity of helium impurity lines [8]. The lines of atomic hydrogen and helium ap-

peared but those of ionized helium were absent: This again is in agreement with

the above theory.

6. Hall phenomena in the ion diode

We can use solution (9) and equation (18) with insignificat changes to describe

porcesses in magnetically insolated diodes used to obtain high current ion beams

in experiments devoted to inertial confinement fusion [11, 12]. Let us consider

the Vzelectron and Vx ion flows in the vicinity of a plasma cathode at x __ 0. Here a

plasma exists with an electron density ne which is connected to the ground elec-

trode along Bz field lines, and a flux nivi of ions accelerated in the diode to an en-

ergy eV _ By2 / 8nni falls on the cathode. Therefore, we can assume that the ion
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energy does not change in the jz current layer in the cathode plasma. Neverthe-

less, we should remember that a flux of fast ions nivi penetrates into the cathode

plasma, and the ion current can be compensated I_yeither the current of accopa-

nying electrons or that of counterstreaming ions. The first possibility is improb-

able since the electrons have to cross the magnetic field lines of the Bz field. The

second possibility means that the ions from the cathode plasma have to reach the

cathode current layer with a velocity v = nivi / n to compensate the current of the

fast ions. In the jz skin layer the electrons moving along the z - coordinate must

compensate the charge of ions coming from the plasma. Thus, in the range of

electron injection into the plasma cathode along Bz at z > cBy / 4nenivi there

must be an area of electron acceleration. The ion flux with a density no coming to

the cathode is retarded by the Hall field and creates a wave of plasma density

moving to the anode at a velocity u, determined from the following equations.

B2 _ B2
U

un = n.y. = [ 1 v oy y + _

n I 8n_M]2 I

Assuming I = const, v ,> u, the following equation results from (4):

d b2)2 b2 db d d (!-b 2)_
-

The asymptoticbehaviourofb(_)isb --exp (-_2),_,> I;b = I + _,,-_,=>O. '

Thus, the present theory satisfactorily takes into account the phenomena ob-

served in a plasma filled diode. As for the vacuum high current ion diode, the

above considerations should be compared with the experiment and computer

simulations.
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Fig. 1 Magnetic field penetration in an inhomoger,eous plasma
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OPENING SWITCH MODEL WITII VORTEX STRUOTURF_

N.B. VolKov, T.A. Oolub, N.A. Gondarenko, A.M. Iskoldsky

Institute of High Current Electronics, Tomsk, 634055, Russia

*Institute of Eleotrophyeios, Ekaterlnburg, 620219, Russia

Non-linear opening swltoh model with vortex structu-
res is proposed and dlsoussed. It is shown that the cu-
rrent interruption in opening switch is determined not
by the change of electrical oonduotivlty but by brea-
king of a symmetry in initial laminar flow of conduc-
ting fluid and the appearance of vortex structures.

I. Introduction

The dynamics of vortex structures and the states of ottPrent

in plasma-like fluids is considered under magnetoh.vdrod_io

approximation. In addition, a local thermodynamic equilibrium

(LTE) is valid, and local kinetic transport ooeffloients (G is

the eleotrlo conductivity, _ is the thermal oonduotlvlty, W is

the shear visooslty) are determined by kinetlo fluotuatlons. It

is shown in [I] and below, that even with the constant transport

ooeffiolentS the emergence of vortex hydrodynamic structures re-

suits in a spontaneous breaking of symmetry in initial laminar

flow of "electron" fluid and the appearance of vortex current

structures inside it. As a consequence, o_nt in a cylindrical

conductor is interrupted, i.e. an effective r_sistanee of the

conductor Reff, re(this_ fact is interpreted from outside as the

result of change of the loeal kinetic eoeffioients). This process

is singular in time and to realize it the external eleetrie cir-

cuit must be overcritical to some extent, whieh is a oharaeteri-

stio property of a non-equilibrium phase transition (NI_). A

simple model of NPT in the oyllndrloal conductor is designed.

2. The model of a non-equilibrium phase transition.

A homogeneous incompressible liqudd with volume of a fixed

size (cylinder with the radius ro and the length i _ ro) is con-
sidered. Moreover we assume the local kinetic coefficients to be

constant. So the system of l_D equations is
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I
i

-_ + Po 4F_°O[[_,n],n] + vA_ ; (lb)
on

+ (_._)_ = (n._)_ + VmAn , (lo)

where _ = 1_/pois the kinematio visoosity, vm - o2(4x0)-I is the
ma_etio visoosity (o is the light velooity )and A is the I_pla-
elan. As follows from Eq. (la), u = [_,_] (]_is the veotor velo-

oity potential, whloh is known to be aoourate within the gradient

of a soalar funotion; used below is Ooulomb's oalibration of the

veotor potential: _._ = 0).

We direot the Z axis along the axis of the oonduotor and use
-b

the azlmuthal symmetry, setting u = { ur(r,z,t), O, uz(r,z,t)},

= (0, H(r,z,t), 0}, ]_ : (0, _(r,z,t),O}. From Eq.(la) we find

u =- O_/Oz, u = O(z_)/rOr. We look for the solution of Eq.(1o)

r z _/or02in the form H(r,z,t) = Hl(r,t) +h(r,z,t), where H1 = _i(t)
In this ease the boundary oonditions for Eq.(Se) az_ satisfied

automatioally, and ones are zero for h. ApplT"img the operation

[$, ] to Eq.(lb) and using of the 3bore assumptions, we derive

the system desoribing the dynamioSof vortex struotures."

O(A - -2)= _ - -2)+
ot O(r,z)

V I)m Oh i _z,-2 r-2 _z,-2

+ R H°ro3 _ + YO _ [A(A_ - ) - (A_ - )], (2a)

_ HO i O, _m(Ah h ) (2b)=- +_oYo _+ r2 '

= vJrJ(_m1_) -1 is the Raylelgh number, vA is the Alfven
velooitF, Pem = vAro_mI is the magnetio Peolet m_mber, s = vMml;

H° = 21o(Oro)-1; IO is the oharaoteristio ourTent value.
The set of Eqs.(2) oan be reduoed to the set of nonlinear

differential equations whioh desoribe the interaotion of the

three perturbation modes: one perturbation mode for 0 and two

modes for h. Following Lorenz [2], we assume free boundary oondi-

tions for _: _(0,z,t) = _(ro,Z,t) = 0. We use the substitution,
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whioh transforms into the Lorenz substitution [2] in the ease of

a Oartesian coordinate system:

= 21/2 1 + (%kk1-1)2 _0 klrk xCt)s ( (3a)

klr klr

RcHo_L (,ks)J,,o(_)- 2Z(t)J°(-_O)J1 (-_o)}" (3b)
h = [21/2y (t)oos

In (3) _I = 3.83171 is a zero of the Bessel funotion J1(x), Ro =

64 kl2_2 /(b2(4 - b)) is the oritloal Raylelgh number, b =
-1 )2 ).4/( 1+ (%kk1

On substituting (3) for (2). we find a system of ordinax7

differential equations for the amplitudes X(t), Y(t) and Z(t) :

= - s X + s I Y, (4a)

= - % k1-1X Z + (% ki-1)2 rlI X - Y, (4b)

Z = - % kl-I X Y- bZ, (40)

where • = 4kl2b-11'-tr_-2-vis a dimensionless time; I(_) = i/I0 is

the dimensionless ourrent; r I - RRo-I is the oontrol pamameter of
the model.

To find the oonduotor ourrent we speoify the voltage as

follows:

%1(t)= + = T. I (02 -1 - ki(_I)-1% 2poo, to) +  oZo (z )z),
where Rpo= l(_r 0 o)-" is the initial oonduotor resistanoe,
v. Is the external induotlon of the oonduotor.
pO

3.Disoussion

3.1 .Analysis of the dependenoe of a oritioal PJ_vlei_ number

on the parameter b allows to find a spatial soale of perturbation

along the Z axis. We have established that Re* _ as b _0 or b *4.
The ease b =O ooI_esponds to a short-wave limit (k =m (_ = 0)).

The ease b = 4 ooI_esponds to a long-wave limit (k = 0 (A = m))

when the perturbation spreads over the whole volume oooupied by

the matter. In our ease a oharaoteristio soale of the task is the

oonduotor radius ro. Therefore for the most rapidly developed

perturbations with I = r o, Ro has a minimum at b - 8/3: Ro,min =
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978.08144. This value of Ro oorTespon_s to the perturbation with
rk;1 = = I o224I0-3R == v-- 1.159r O and r I = RR° .

6.5088.10-4Io 2 / (O2Po_m_). A subsequent perturbation evolution
is possible in the direotion of splitting the spatial soale. In

addition, the stratifping proees_ of the oonduotor into the stra-

fes with i=2_ (Re for a perturbation with the wave n_unber O.5_is
1650.1966 and for a perturbation with i=0.51, it is 1956.8796) is

preferable at first. This analysis is supported by a direot obse-

rvation of oon4uotor stratifioation in experiments [3] with 0.58

mm diameter copper oonduotors, where the mean distanoe between

strates was of 0.78 ram. Aooording to our model i _ 2_ = 0.672mm

is in good agreement with experiment. The oonsideration of a laI_-

get number of perturbation modes does not signifioantly ohange

the results of the above analysis, beoause the modes with a wave

number not equal to ko perturb later than the dominant mode. The

faot that Ro,min oo_esponds to k _ ro shows the evidenoe that
the model proposed is a model of a non-equilibrium phase transi-

tion.

3.2. Yor praotioal applioation of the model (4) the task of

identifying of the model parameters has been solved for the expl-

osion wire experiments. The heating st_e model [4] was used to

oaloulate the ourrent and voltage at the end of heating stage.

One diffioulty appears while we transit from the heating model to

the vortex one. It deals with a neoessity to determiTle the model

parameters as well as the initial amplitudes X, Y, Z. Fig.1 shows

the result of model fitting on the experlment where 4 oopper

wires 54 _m diameter and 4.5 om length were exploded Ill RL0-

oirouit with oapaoity of 0.5 _F ohamged up to 22 kV, induotazloe

of 0.6 p_ and resistanoe of 0.14 _.

The model is vet7 sensitive to the initial value of X, beoa-

use in the oase of finite energy souroes the explosion oondittons

are determined not only by the parameter r I but also by the ini-
tial level of non-equilibrium. The model disoussed allows to ex-

plain so-oalled anomalies of eleotrioal explosion oonoerni_ to

the shift of the explosion begirming to the large speoifio energy

region. Hereby it is not neoessar7 to assume the looal kinetio
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Fig.1 .The oaloulated voltage and ourrent (solid ourves),

and the experimental ones (points).

transport ooefftotents ohange. In partioular, the shear vtsoostt¥

value estimated by means of model fitting on experi_nt is olose

to table one for liquid metal. The epeoifio step oorresponding to

the melting stage is well noted on the experimental voltage tra-

oe. The pioture of ourrent vortex struotures forms Just durlng

this interval (these struotures are shown on Fig.2. and oor_es-

pond to the marked polnt on Fig. I ).

_z

•
t.16ro

0

-t.t6r0 )t 0

a) b) c)
Fig.2 The oroas-aeotion of saparatrix surfaoe for oonduotor in

va_lous tlme moment: a)t=0.301 _s, b)t=O.3OB _s, o)t=O.415 _s.
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So we oan propose the hypothesis that vortex struoture formation

results in the oonduotor melting. Figure 2 shows that even while

transport ooeffloients are oonstant the ourrent interruption oo-

ours and effeotive oonduotor resistanoe has a vortex nature. It

should be highlighted that inoompressible medium assumption does

not deorease the generality of the reoeived results beoause the

vortex oomponent of liquid is always inoompressible.

4. Oonolusion.

The main results of the present paper are the following:

The model of a non-equillbrlum phase transition has been

derived where the motion of a laminar oomponent of a heavy liquid

is not oonsidered and kinetio ooeffiolents are considered to be

oonstant, l.e. independent of density and temperature. This model

san be referred to the class of the Lorenz model [2], the spatial

soale of the vortex structure is in good agreement with experi-

ment in [3].

The task of identifying the model parameters has been solved

by means of oomparison the oaleulations with the eleetrieally

exploding wire experiments. It is shown that the low impedanee

stage and the interruption are determined not by eleetrie eond_e-

tivity ohauge but by breaking of symmetry in initial laminar flow

of eonduetlng fluid and the appearanee of vortex eurrent struetu-

res . Oonsideration of the term deseribing the thermal expension

for the heating stage allows us to reduee the initial level of

non-equilibrium (amplitude X).

The results reoeived allows to prediot the high-ourrent ae-

oelerator behavior in more wide range of oirouit and wire para-

meters oompared to [4]•
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The long conduction time plasma opening switch (POS) is a

candidate for the last staEe opening switch in inductive stora-

ge systems. Very fast opening switches have become important

for pulsed power. They can provide voltage increase in the la-

rgest pulsed power machines. Also, inductive storage using fast,

opening switches can provide cheaper and more compact pulsed.,

power ma(:hines.

There are a variety of inductive storage and opening

switch concepts that have been studied and succesfully develo-

ped over the last several decades. For an regime, from

I@-6-i@-5s. input time to i@-8-18-7s, output, the dynamics of a

plasma discharge can be utilised to accumulate and transfer

magnetic energy to load. One embodimont of such dynamics is the

plasma flow opening switshes (PEOS). The generator with plasma

flow opening switshes been produced and described in this re-

port.

The geometry of the plasma flow switch is that of a

coaxial plasma gun (Fig. 2). Magnetic energy accumulates in the

vacuum coaxial gun and external circuit inductance as the

current rises and the plasma is accelerated axially along the

electrodes. The discharge motion is adjusted (by plasma mass,

the center conductor length and by JxB force variation ) so

that peak current is achived just as the discharge reaches the

end of the center conductor. The discharge speed remains low

during the greater part of the current rise, since the motion

energy proportional both to the way from plasma source and as

the square of current value. Nevertheless continued

acceleration of the discharge plasma expels off the annular

plasma to the end of the center conductor at a speed greater

than I@7sm s-l. In our case inertia of plasma needs to
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expansion it in vacuum w}len plasma rea_:hes the ei_,] ,,f t.F_r.,,

center conductor. In t,}letime of expansion density of p ln_m_

decreases about to the valise necessary for eros ion a_,d

disruption of plasma,volta¢e increases and energy switched t._,

the load. This combination of dynamics and plasma erosion

permits to use this opening switch both for liner implosion

and electron beam generation. Experimental system for studying

PEOS consists of initial energy storage, vacuum discharging

chamber with coaxial conductors, plasma source and monitoring

system (Table i).

Table 1

C]'RCTJ[T PARAMETERS

FIRST SISTEM SECOND SISTEM

(imploding load) (e-beam load)

ii, 2I-LF Capacitor. ii, 2I-I.F Capas itor.

65nil Primary circuit 85nil Primary circuit

inductance, inductance.

40-44kV Charging voltage. 30-32kV Charging voltage.

1 1.2_Is Primary current 0.7-@.75_s Primary current

risetime risetime

450-5@0kA Primary current 230-250kA Primary current

value value

2@nH. Load circuit 20@--2@kV Low inductance

induc tance, vo itage

50ns Load current 20@-220kV High impedance

risetime diode voltage

300-320kA Load current 260-280kV Bremstrahluhg load

voltage

Some typical oscil]ograms are in Fig. 3 and 4.

Experimental results of generator work on thelow inductan-

ce load and the electron beam diode shows switch impedance de-

creasing from 8xl@ 7 _-2/s to 2xl@ 7 [2 /s. Therefore, the low im-

pedance diode is necessary for increasing of

bremsstrahlung. Plasmafulled diode was used. The construction of



Fig. 1 Electrical circuit scheme.
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Fig. 2 Plasma opening switch configuration.
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a,l. c
Um'#
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Fig. 3 Imploading load Fig. 4 Electron beam load

a)Upstream and b)Downstream cur- a)Upstream current,b)Upstream

rent measurued by Rogowsky coil; voltage and c)X-ray detector

c)Plasma implosion load voltage, signal.

plasmafulled diode are in Fig. 5. The cathode diameter was 5 sm.

The copper anode placed at the angle of 30 ° to diode axis. The

X-ray was measured at the angle of 3@ ° to anode surface with
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TLD and a p-n diode. About 2 l_J was s t.ored in cire,_tI, i,1,lt_,'

t.ance and electron beam ellerp_y was al_r_l}l.48(_,I.

in conclusion we make a note that an optimizai.:iol, ,,f" I,,_,I

parameters may increase beam ene,:sy ]_y two.

anode /TLD

guns

cathode "_ ] I

Fig. 5 Plasmafulled diode construction
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE Be FIELD ON _POS PERFOPJ_AMOE
A.A.Kim, D.V. Getmau

High Ourrent Eleetronios Institute, Tomsk 634055, Russia

Introduot ion

The plasma opening switohes (POS) are interesting beoause of

the possibility to oreate the high power pulse generators with

the _duotive energy store [1 ]. The PC_S with mioroseoond oonduo-

tion time (MPOS) are of partioular interest allowing to eliminate

the water formim_ lines in generator design. The GIT-4 [2] expe-

rienoe had shown that the further progress in this field would be

determined by solvir_ of two major problems [3]. The first is the

inorease of the oonduotion time, t c. At a given output voltage

the inorease of t c results in an inorease of the power delivering
to the induotive storage. The seoond is the problem with the MPOB

resistanoe at opening. Its value determines the output voltage

and power of the generator pulse.

To solve this problems the proper physical uuderstandlz_ of

the MPO8 operation is neoessar_. Up to now the oomplete pioture

is not olear. The NRL model [4 ] suooessfully reproduoes short

oonduotion P08 results but fails by MP05 analysis. More reoently

two other papers were published [5,6] with an oomnon idea that

the POS operation in two regimes (short and long eonduotion) is

different. In the last one [6] the differenoe in hydrod_oal

plasma displaoement under the influenoe of _xB foroes was dis-

oussed-when the switoh ourrent rises slowly the plasma displaoe-

ment exoeeds _ times that of the rapidly risiz_ o_rent. Assu-

n_ that the opening ooours when plasma oenter-of-mass (0M) mo-

ves the diatanoe _0.5_. where _ is the length of the initial pla-

sn_ fill, the authors suooessfully explained some important _08

features. Our work was performed to proof some oonolusions of

this idea.

Proposition of the experiment

If the _06 oonduotion phase is oontrolled b¥ the switoh

plasma _ displaoement at a given distanoe z 0 under the influenoe

of J, xB e foroe . then the ohar_e of Be nm_netio field should re-
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suit in varTimg of the oonduotion time t c. To /nfluenoe the Be

field it is possible using the extez_ml field Bee and/or ohar_/n_

the shape of the switoh OUzTent self field Be8.

Let us oonsider the influenoe of the Bee field on plasma
motion along the ooax driven by the generator ourrent I(_). The

plasma OH equation of motion may be expressed as following

_z z2(t J I(t }See(t }
+P xr==

(1)
I6¢) = Io 8tnLot,

2Io
Bee(t) = - s_n(ut_p).TO

It is assumedhere that the Bee field is oz_ated by the ouzTent
flowlr_ through the inner eleotz_de of the ooax and havJz_ the

same amplitude I o and period T = 2'K,/_o, as the generator ouuTent
I(t). The time t starts together with the OUZTent I(l;), the phase

(>0) gives the 88e value at the moment t=O. The oonstaut p

equals I or 0 if the field Bee is ON or OPY. From (I) the plasma
OM displaoement may be obtained as

where

A--

The dependencies Z(t)/z o are given in F_.l at different q).
The dashed our_e shows the Oil d/splaoement without of Bse field.

The value of Z0 (tel.units) was defined from (E) at _=0 and tat c
(--0.125 T) obtained in experiment desoribed later. The oaloula-

tion prediots the ~20% deorease of t c when the Bee field starts
together with the generator ourrent (q_-O). The inorease of
first results in an additional plasma aooeleration in a "forward"

direotion, but then the pioture of plasma motion o_s. At

q)=2.83 radish the plasma OM moves first in a "forward" direotion

but stops before reaohir_ z 0 and begins to aooelerate in a "baok-
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ward" dlreotion reaohir_ the boundary -z0 at a moment to = 0.22
T. The further inorease of _ results in a plasma motion in "baok-

ward" direotion only and then a ohange of motion dlreotion is

repeated. The interseotion points of the ourves shown in Fig.1

wi_h the etrai_t lines Z/ZO= ±1 give the oond_otton time depen-
denoe versus _0 (Yig.2). It demormtr_tee the ability to oontrol

OJO
0.6

t s

__ _ o._ooo
I_1 0. ro

o.os • experiment

- f.O _ 0.00

0.00 0.06 • O.I0 0.16 0J0 O,,M 0 1 Z 3 4 6 |

tit _, tad

the !_05 oonduotion VSLrving the time dela,v between the Bee field
and Marx firings.

Experimental setup

The ides of the experiment (F_;.3) is olose to that reported

elsewher_ [7]. The Marx 01(0.32 _Y, 300 kV) has a positive output
pulse, the induotive storage L1=9.8

L2 I_. The disoharge ourrent rises up to
54 kA in T/4 = 2.8 I_s. The high vol-

L1 I ta_e _08 eleotrode le the outer

_ eleotrode of the ooax (R_R C =

Cl_--,

, 75mm/Smm), the top KPOS oathode end

,' I I is grounded to the ohamber wa_ and
J
, the bottom one throug_ the bushtn8 isI

L3_- _ =C_ °°nne°tedt° the°°ndeneerO2usedt°
oreate the Bee field. The induotanoe
2_+_.7 pJt allows to obtain the

Yi_.3. BOe field pulse in the _P05 region
olose to that of the generator ourrent flowing through the
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switoh. The peak Bee strength equale to 13 kG. Plasma is injeoted
from the oathode in the middle of the oathode vaouum part throug_

the holes looated within 10 mm length.

The sEnohronization soheme provided to fire the Marx and the

BSe field with arbitraz7 time delaEs allowir_ to stud.v the depen-
denoe of the oonduotion time versus _. The Rogowek7 ooils were

used to measure the Mar_ o_nt I_ and the ouzu_nts IQ and I b
flowing through the oathode. The _OS volt_e was measured by the

o&paoitive divider on the vaouum _-_sulator in oil.

Results

The _c dependenoe versus _ was studied at oonstant time de-
lay of At=8.2 _s between the plasma souroe and _ f_iz_s. In

the absenoe of the B6e field the oonduotion time was of tc=l .4

(_--0.125), the peak switoh ourz_nt of IC=40 kA, the switoh

voltage by open_ of U--600 kY. When the B6e field was _d on,
the oonduotion time was tufluenoed by the phase _ in a w_ shown

bF points in Y_.2. The experiment is vet7 olose to oaloulation.

yrom (2) follows that depending on _ the opening would ooour bF
plasma OM displaoement in "for_rard" or in "baokw_" _otion.

This oonolusion oor_wsponds to oathode eleotrode polieh_ obsez _-

red in both _otions from the plae_a in_eotion plane.

The switoh volts_e bF opentr_ depends on _ as well. At

the switoh volt_e was ~1.5 times

:1 re_-un_ h_er then that without of Bee field
,, -the result r_ported pr_viousl_ [7].

___.-_, , ' ' This inor_ase is not the r_sult of

• , , the oonduotion time deozwase what
/ _ _ be often observed b¥ MP05 operation

_" --_-'---_ - _--_--_-'--- "/_/--- [2'. In the absenoe of the Bee field,,i/ \ the time dela7 of At=2.5 _ r_sulted

i in the same t c deor_a_e but the ooz_-r, ..................... , ...... respon_ switoh voltage _oreaae

_, _a_ was not .o e_nifioant. Y:L_.4 shows
the switoh r_sistanoe versus _. We

F_.4. shall d_souss this dependenoe later.

Another experiment was performed to stud_ the iu_luenoe of
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the self BeS field of different shape on the switch conduction.

Two regimes were compared: one side feeding and two side feeding.

In one side feeding regime the cathode was connected to the

chamber from one side only and its other side was separated from

the wall bF a 175 mm gap. The generator current after the switch

was collected at the _rounded end of the cathode creating the

self 80S field pushing plasma to the opened end of the cathode.

Fig.5 shows the traces of the current /Q at the _rounded cathode
end. In two side feeding regime both cathode ends were connected

to the chamber wall. The same generator current was flowing now

after the switch in both directions and the self B68 field was

e@ 80 TWO
ONE SIDE

/_ SIDE F_n_o6¢

40 40

_o

_'_ ao _o

,°
o 2 4 e o • •

TIME, _ TIM_, _s

Yig.5.The traces a,b correspond Fig.6.The traces a,b ooxTespond
to traces a,b in Fig.7. to traces a,b in Ytg.7.

pushing plasma to the midplane. The total switch current in this

• regime was equal to doubled current

I a shown in Y_g.6. The traces given

, in Yig.5,6 demonstlmte the influenceof the shape of the self B88 field on
o the MPOS conduction. In two feeding
M4

o regime tc is much l o_r than in one
feeding regime. The openix_ in two

' feeding regime occurs at diminished

plasma source current only (shown in

0 , _ , , ,0 ,, Fig.7) with t O being about two times
_ia_. _ longer than that in one feeding regi-

Fig. 7. me. The voltage by opening was also
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strongly influenoe_ by the operating regime. In one feeding regi-

me it reaohes 650 kV oorresponding to the switeh resistanee of

about 16 Ohm. In two feeding regime the switoh voltage and resie-

tanoe were ~20 times lower.

In one feeding regime the 20 om long oathode surfaoe polish-

ing was shifted from the plasma inJeotion plane to the opened

oathode end. In two feeding regime the polishi_ of 2 om long was

looated dix_otly in the midplane of the oathode eleotrode.

Disoussion

Our results support the hydro model [6] demonstrating the

ability to oontrol the MPO5 oonduotion by magnetio field in the

swltoh region. Sinoe this model deals with plasma 01 displaoement

one may expeot that any aotion aimed to prevent plasma motion

would inorease the oonduotion time and peak switoh ourrent.

The important question is the effeotive swltoh open_ when

the oonduotion is lengthened by suoh means. If the low densit7

plasma is preferable for effeotive opening then suoh lengthening

may be the way to inorease the output power of FDOS at MA our-

rents. It must be noted however that the requir_r_ent of h/_ mag-

netio field strength in the switoh region must be fulfilled as

well. Fig.4 shows as well the oaloulated total B8 field at the

moment t=t c. One may see that the slgnifioant resistanoe deorease

oorresponds to the oase when the magnetio field beoomes zero.
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POS USE EFFICIENCY IN MULTIMODULE ACCELERATOR

WITH SELF-MAGNETIC INSULATION.

V.V. Zajivikhin

TRINITI

142092 Moscow Region, Troitsk, Russia

ABSTRACT. The top value of power enhancement and voltage

multiplication in inductive store system with the plasma opening
switch (POS) have been studied. Different kinds of loads have
been considered. It has been shown that electron losses in vacu_n
transmission line (VTL) with self-magnetic insulation (SMI) can
essentialy change the output pulse parameters. Among issues
examined are also the effects of the POS on synchronization
condition of the multimodule generator and on the optimum liner
parameters used at Angara-5 facility.

I.INTRODUCTION. Systems with current plasma switches are

intensely explored both theoretically and experimentally. This

interest connected with power sharpening and voltage enhancement

in classical pulse power and also with the development of the

low-cost inductive store facility. Calculations fulfilled in the

framework of lumped circuit model Fig.la [1,2] showed that the

voltage and power increase coefficient (ratio of the actual pulse

value in the load to its one in the matched load regime) can

achieve ~ 10. The results of such calculation for Angara-5

generator parameters are displayed in fig.2. The ratio of the

opening switch time Top to generator time Tg was equal O.1,

L2/L I, where LI- the storage inductance and L2 - inductance
between the switch and the load, had the same value. The final

switch impedance Ro constituted 5 (.... ) and 30 (--) that of

generator R_. However this simple discription is valid only for

low voltage, at high one, arising during the PEOS opening

moment, the VTL cathode is exploded and the electron leakage

currents appear in the interelctrode gap (see fig. lb). This

leakage may essentially decrease the energy transmission

efficiency to the load. These questions are considered in

Sec.III. Besides PEOS employment with high-impedance loads, it is
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used for numerical simulation amplification factor on
of pulse power generator and normalized load impedance.
vacuum trasmission line.

highly perspective its utilization for acceleration of the

cilindrical shells- liners in pulse power techniques. Usually

POS permits to obtain the steeper current front through the

liner and as a consequence suppression some instabilities. The

possibility to use PEOS for the small liner acceleration are

discussed in Sec. IV.

II .NUMERICAL SIMULATION MODEL. Numerical code for

electromagnetic processes calculation in VTL with SMI was

developed on the base of the telegraph equations [3]. In this one

VTL have been divided on the separate pieces and a balance

between falling aI and reflecting a2 waves in each node have been
taken into consideration and SMI condition have been analyzed

(see fig.lc) It has been supposed that the current providing

magnetic insulation is the minimum one . Electron leakage current

was calculated from the relativistic "3/2 law" with the account

of magnetized factor. The generator and load were taken into

account as boundary conditions. Code permited to consider various

loads types: resistance, liner and diode. As far as the POS
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Fig.3 Load power P and voltage U vs load impedance R1 with
(a) Pw=4 Ohm and (b) Pw=12 Ohm VTL wave impedance.

impedance is concerned its value was chosen equal to zero during

the conducting phase and then increased up to some final quantity

for the typical time Top. The computations on the erosion model
of the POS [I] were also fulfilled, however since we considered

the processes connected with the electron flow in the VTL and not

in the POS and in view of the absence at present an unambiguous

physical interpretation of the switching mechanism the main

results were obtained in the framework of the simple P0S model.

III. RESISTIVE AND DIODE LOADS. Described model was used to

simulate perfomance of the Angara-5 facility with POS in its VTL.

Angara-5 had the following characteristics: the total generator

impedance Rg=0.25 Ohm, the insulator water-vacuum inductance

Lp=40 nH at each module. In our calculations it was assumed that
voltage pulse had duration 70 ns (FWHM) and aplitude of IMV for a

matched load. Two kinds of the VTL were considered. The first one

was the cilinder line with the length ~1.5 m and wave impedance

Pw=4 Ohm and 12 Ohm, the second one was the real Angara-5 VTL. It
consisted of the cilinder line with the length 120 cm, which

through the some transition was connected with the disc-shape
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Fig.4 Diode power P and voltage U for various diode gaps Dak

with (a) Pw=4 Ohm and (b) pw=12 Ohm wave impedance of the VTL.
concentrator. POS was placed in each of eights VTL,such a way

that it divided coupling inductance L2/L I (see Fig.la) in the

ratio I :IO. The LI charging current was chosen under the
condition of the energy maximum delivered from the generator to

the LI inductance. The final POS impedance Rs was varied from 10

to 30 Ohm with opening time Top=tO ns. The computations results
are displayed in Fig.3-4. Dependences of the power P and the

voltage U, divided on its matched load values, on load resistance

R1/Rg are presented in fig.3a. The SMI wave with the electron
leakage current on its front was propagated to the load. The

leakage evolution was defined by the correlation between the "hot

line" impedance Ph=U(Imin)/Imin and R1. If Rl>Ph the part of the
line current was leaked near the load, that is the actual load

impedance, which POS "feels", could not ecxeed Ph" This leads to

the output pulse values falling (see Fig.3). Since Ph Pw' P and U

may be enhanced by the increase Pw" 0orresponding dependences are

plotted in fig.3b, where wave impedance is increased in more then

3 times that of Fig.3a. However it's necessary to remember that

changing in wave impedance may lead to the opening time changihg.
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Fig.5 (a) Electron leakage current lleak and output current lex
of the delayed module; (b) The load power P in abitrary units.

The same dependences are given in Fig.4ab, but the output pulse

data were obtained for the Angara-5 VTL coupled with the diode.

So far we regarded that all modules of the Angara-5 facility

worked synchronously. As was shown in [4] bad synchronization in

the generator firing results in high energy losses and perhaps in

electrodes destruction. POS utilization can essentially improve

situation. For modelling this effect we made calculations with

the diode load in Angara-5, when one module delayed at 40 ns.

This case is the mostly dangerous for successful accelerator

operation [4]. The current at the end of the delayed module and

full leakage current in this one are given in fig.5a. The leakage

duration in the case with POS is significantly less that without

one, and consequantly energy loss is less. As calculations showed

there are no any essential changing in the diode output values in

jitter regime for system with POS, while in the absence one the

nonsynchronization leads to 25% losses of the load energy.

IV. SMALL MASS LINER AOOELERATION. Let's consider situation when

VTL with POS is loaded on the liner. It's well known there are

optimum conditions which relate (_=mR2/h (m,R,h-liner mass, radius
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eight) with generator oharacteris-

50 _ tics (U,Rg,Tg ere) [5]. For a large
E _ a magnetic pressure is insufficient

40 to compress the liner, and for a<_ 0

rent maximum. Such current falling

_0 could be avoided by the P0S employ-

i / ment, as maximum current would be

i" limited by the POS. To demonstrate
20 ........................../.!................................................................

,'"i this effect we used the numerical
l

," i scheme described in the previous

/ _ part The VTL and P0S parametersI0 ......t......................................................................................"
I

mR^2/'h were chosen the same as for the
Angara-5 calculations in Sec. III.

0 .... I .....I . - O-D model was used for the liner

0 50 100 150 motion and its compression degree

Fig.6 Liner kinetic energy was restricted by 10. The results
E(kJ) as a function of of the computations are given in

ratio (_=mR2/h (_g*om). fig. 6 and show that for the

parametres of Angara-5 facility the POS application results in

the same liner kinetic energy with 5=50, as for the liner with

_=200 without POS. It worth to be noted that contrary to high

impedance load case in the liner load one the value of the

inductance down the POS should be fairly large to prevent from

the negative voltage appearance on the POS before liner motion

beginning.
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EXPERIMENTS ON MICROSECOND CONDUCTION TIME PLASMA OPENING

SWITCH MECHANISMS

W. Rix, M. Coleman, A.R. Miller, D. Parks, K. Robertson,
J. Thompson, E. Waisman,A. Wilson

MaxweU Laboratories, Inc.
8888 Balboa Avenue

San Diego, CA 92123

Abstract

We describe a series of experiments carded out on ACE 2 and ACE 4 to elucidate the
mechanisms controlling the conduction and opening phases on plasma opening
switches in a radial geometry with conduction times on the order of a microsecond.
The results indicate both conduction and opening physics are similar to that observed
on lower current systems in a coaxial geometry.

Introduction Despite some differences in ACE and HAWK
POS operation, the ACE results can be summa-

Mechanisms of microsecond plasma opening rized by the statement that the mechanisms de-
switch (POS) operation have been studied veloped to explain HAWK POS data also explain
extensively on the HAWK pulser at the Naval ACE POS data. For the larger area ACE POS,
Research Laboratory (NRL). The HAWK POS plasma source uniformity is very important to
operates at 500-700 ns conduction time with achieving proper operation. Although the indi-
conduction currents of 600 to 800 kA. Plasma vidual flashboard plasma sources are very simi-
density has been well characterized with lax for ACE and HAWK, the larger ACE POS
interferometry measurements. HAWK area, differences in geometrical convergence,
experimental results and theoretical modeling and larger POS anode-cathode gap result in inca-
have been presented in several papers1. Modeling sured ACE POS plasma densities being a factor
and theoryexplaining in greater detail the opening of 10 below HAWK levels. Conduction currents
characteristics of the HAWK POS have also been and times can still be predicted for ACE from the
developed2. known plasma density by the same theory which

explains HAWK POS operation. The plasma
POS experiments on the ACE pulsers extend density reduction obscrved in the active region of
POS operations to different regimes. ACE 2 and thePOS duringthe second half of the conduction
ACE 4 use a radial POS geometry in contrast to phase on HAWK is also observed on ACE 2. On
the coaxial POS geometry on HAWK. ACE 2 HAWK, coupling the POS to varying impedance
operates at a slightly higher current than HAWK electron beam loads generates a saturated peak
(-1MA)whileACE4hasconductedcurrentsof load voltage characteristic which can be ex-
6 MA and has the capability of delivering over plained by postulating that the POS opens via an
9 MA intothePOS. In addition,theradialPOS enhancederosionmechanism2.ACE 4loadvolt-

on ACE 4 hasbeensplitintotopand bottom ageandcurrentdataforvaryingimpedanceelec-
annuliwhichoperateinparallel, tronbeam loadscanalsobe explai/iedby this

model.
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This paper will now presentthe experimental
evidence from the ACE data which supports

theseconclusions. Marxcurrent Oil-vacuum
feed interface

POS Configuration andDiagnostics Rogowski's OuterPOSPter
Outerload NorthMarx

In Figure 1 a sectionalview of theACE 4 POS cavity Individual
radialconfiguration indicatesthe layoutof the probes flashboard
majorcomponentsandtheelectricaldiagnostics. (I0) (40)
Figure2 isatopviewoftheACE POS configu-
rationanddiagnosticswhichshowstheazimuthal
distributionoftheflashboardsandthediagnos- West East
tiCS. Marx Marx

I:_e_lr fPfe_K_r
A techniquefor displaying the data from the 10
individualazimuthalprobeshasbeendeveloped

byJ.ThompsontocharacterizethePOS opening Load
symmetry. A polar (r, O) plot is usedwhere r current InnerPOS
correspondsto ',.imcand0 correspondsto angu- Rogowski _dmeter
laxpositionofanindividualprobe.A contouris InnerIo_ SouthMarx _r

generatedby connectingthe timeswhena speci- cavitY(SP)r°bespowerfeed load
fled value of load current is reached at each perimeter

probe.The uniformityofopeningaroundthe
azimuth of the POS is then apparent. The data Fig. 2 Top view of the ACE 4 POS diagnos-

tics configuration.

Outerload
Monitor currentcavRy displayed in Figure 3 from ACE 4 shot 352 ex-

probes(10) hibitspoorsymmetryduetopooralignmentand

Oil-vacuum Iinsulator Inner load imprecise triggering of the individual flashboard
I current plasmasources.Forthisshotthestandarddcvia-

Top cavity tion in the time when each individual probeFlashboards _Des
passedthethresholdforopeningwas58ns.Poor

symmetryresultsinrelativelypoor opening......i Figure4 showsthecm'mntintotheshort-circuit
ct loadforshot352.
I

i Good symmetryaroundthe azimuthcan bePOS achievedbycarefulalignmentoftheflashboards
Load ,rent andprecisetriggeringasshown inFigure5 for
Rogowskrs shot 348. The standard deviation in the time

Transparentanode
when theindividualprobesregisteropeningcur-

_rx current
feed Rogowskrs rent has been reduced to 9 ns.

Good symmetry results in improvedopeningas

Fig.1.SectionalviewoftheACE 4 POS and demonstratedbythecurrentwaveformsforshot
short circuit load configuration. 348 in Figure 6. With proper symmetryin plasma
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Shot352

3hot35__ _ 3.5 fBottom _ 2.8- BottomPOS

/ _ Current _
_2.1- into

, yJWest East _ 1.4"

/ / ;--oao0.7" current

0 t l100.............

So _ = 58 ns Shot352
------ 80- BottomPOS

, Fig. 3. ACE 4 load current probe contours for _ 60- 65%'_
a shot with poor opening symmetry. /

_40- Percentage,,_i
.........]currenttr.nsf-r _'/f Risetimes

sourceoperation,the large-arearadial POS re- _ 20- .... I I10 -70:92 ns I

producesPOS behaviorobservedon smaUer co- / _,10,.,90:.178nsJ
axial configurations. C , ,0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

PlasmaDensity Time(ps)

Fig.4.ACE 4 summed currentwaveformsfor
Figure7 indicatesgood agreementbetween thepoorsymmetrycase.
measuredcurrentsonACE 2 andpredictedcur-
rentsfromthePOS modeldevelopedbyParks2.

ThemodelusedaplasmadensityofIx 1015cm"3 PeakPowerCharacteristics
at opening to calculate the currents. The measured
plasma density at opening was 8 x 1014 cm "3. Figure 9 has been extracted from published
T'nesamemodclaccuratelypmdictsHAWKPOS HAWK data to indicate HAWK POS opening
behavior, behavior as a function of load impedance 1. The

phenomenologicalexplanationisthata gapof2

Directplasmadensitymeasurementsasafunc- to3 mm isopenedintheswitchplasma.Thisgap
don of time in the ACE 2 radial POS also exhibit can support a peak load voltage determined by

the same qualitative behavior reported on the magnetic insulation capability of that gap. If
HAWK 1. As shown in Figure 8, when current the load imlxxtance generates lower voltages
from the capacitor bank is flowing through the than the peak voltage permitted by the gap, the
POS, the density begins to drop about half way load performance is "load limited." If the load
through the conduction phase in the same manner impedance would generate higher than the gap
observed on HAWK. On ACE 2 the measured allowed voltage, the load performance is"switch

plasma density signal is lost just as opening limited." The "enhanced erosion" model of
Parks 2 explains the formation of the 2 to 3 mmbegins.
switchgap.
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Fig. 5. ACE 4 load probe current contours for _=40- current__
a shotwithgoodopeningsymmetry, o transfer -I f....Rlseti_S .......3

20- ! I 10-70:63ns |

ACE 4electronbeam loadcharacteristicsagree J _,10-90:147nsJwith tkis POS model and display the expected 0 "
similarities to the HAWK data. ACE 4 data 0.0 015Time(ps) 1.0 1.5
collected while varying electron beamLmped-
ancesisdisplayedinFigure 10.The dataexhibits Fig. 6. ACE 4 summedcurrentwaveformfor
"loadRmited"and"switchfimked"regimeswith the goodsymmetrycase.
the peak beam voltage at the expected value for
the ACE 4 conditions.

Summary crosecond-Conduction-Time Plasma Open-
ingSwitch," accepted forpublication inPhys-

ACE 2 and ACE 4 data extend the parameter ics of Fluids, B, July 1992, andB.V. Weber,
space for microsecond conduction time POS J.R. Boner, R.J. Commisso, P.J. Goodrich,
experiments to larger currents, radial geometry, J.M. Grossman, D.D. Hinshelwood, J.C.
and lower plasma density. Models that success- Kellogg, P.F. Ottinger, and G. Cooperstein,
fully explain observations on HAWK also ex- "Microsecond-Conduction-Time POS Ex-
plain the data on ACE 2 and ACE 4. The major perLments," these proceedings.
additional factor in operating the larger ACE
POS is the requirement for good symmetry around 2. D. Parks, E. Waisman, R. Ingermanson, and
the azimuth of the large, radial POS. E. Salberta, "Magnetically Enhanced Ion

Erosion in Plasma Opening Switches," sub-
References mitred to Applied Physics Letters and D.

Parks, E. Waisman, R. Ingermanson, and B.
1. R.J. Commisso, P.J. Goodrich, J.M. Salberta, "Two-Dimensional Studies of Cm'-

Gr°ssman'D'D'Hinshelw°°d'P'F'Ottinger' rent Conduction in Plasma Opening
and B.V. Weber, "Characterization of a Mi- Switches," these proceedings.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of ACE 2 measured and
calculated POS currents.
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Fig. 10. ACE 4 electron beam load data
Fig. 8. ACE 2 exhibits POS plasma density characteristics.
"thin-out."
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DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF

MICROSECOND-CONDUCTION-TIME POS PLASMAS

David Hinshelwood," B. V. Weber, R. J. Commisso,

P. J. Goodrich," J. M. Grossmann, and J. C. Kellogg.

Plasma Physics Division

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5000

"Jaycor, Vienna VA 22182-2270

Abstract:Measurementsoftheelectrondensityina coaxialmicrosecond
conductiontimeplasmaopeningswitchduringswitchoperationaredescribed.
Currentconductionisobservedtocausea radialredistributionoftheswitch
plasma. A localreductionin axiallinedensityof more than an orderof
magnitudeoccursby thetimeopeningbegins.Thisreduction,and thescaling
ofconductioncurrentwithplasmadensity,indicatethatcurrentconductionin
thisexperimentislimitedby hydrodynamiceffects.Itishypothesizedthatthe
densityreductionallowstheswitchtoopenby an erosionmechanism.Initial
numericalmodelingeffortshavereproducedtheprincipalobservedresults.A
modelthatpredictsaccuratelytheconductioncurrentispresented.

Plasma densitymeasurements are criticalto the understanding of plasma opening

switch (POS) operation. HeNe interferometryis a relativelysimple, quantitative,

non-perturbing technique for in aitu electron density measurement during POS

operation. The firstsuch measurements were reported recently.I A schematic of

the arrangement, on the Hawk generatorat the Naval Research Laboratory, isshown

in Fig. I. Measurements have been obtained on shotswith variouscathode and anode
radii. A short-circuitload is located 25 cm beyond the switch. A mask outside

the anode rods shieldsallbut the (usually)8-cm-long switch region from the plasma

injectedby 18 flashboards. The flashboardsare typicallypulsed I to 2 /_sbeforethe

generatorisfired. In the absence of opening,the generator drives720 kA through the

switch in 1.2/_s.

Detailsof the interferorneterare given in Ref. 2 and are only summarized here. An

acousto-opticmodulator splitsa 10-roW cw I'leNelaserbeam into two beams with a

40-MI'Izrelativefrequency shift. A scene beam isdirectedthrough the switch region

in the axialdirection,parallelto the cathode (seeFig.1). A referencebeam traverses

an equal path length outsideof the vacuum system before combining with the scene

beam at a beamsplitter. The intensityof the combined beam exhibitsa 40-MHz beat

signalwhose phase depends on the relativephase shiftbetween the two beams. The

zero-crossingtimes of the beat signalare used to determine the time-varyingphase shiR

of the scene beam, from which the line-integrateddensityf n_dz iscalculated. Several

nulltestswere performed to verifythat the measured phase shiftiscaused by electrons

in the switch region.2 Severalsourcesofspuriousphase shifthave been identified.After

taking correctivemeasures,_ a measurement limitduring shotsoflessthan 2 × 10Iscm -2,

or 2o ofphase shift,has been achieved. Before each shot the flashboardsalone are fired

and the densityisevaluatedforcomparison with shotswhere the POS plasma conducts
current.
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Figure 1: The Hawk POS geometry. Different Figure 2: The average electron density at 15 mm
cathode and anode radii were used during the from the cathode, with and without firing the
experiment, generator.

Typical data are shown in Fig. 2. On this shot the switch current rises to 660 kA
in 900 ns before the switch opens. The detected portion of the scene beam was located

radially 154-0.5 mm from the 5-cm-radius cathode surface, and azimuthally between
two anode rods. The measured line density is divided by the assumed switch length

to get the average density. At about 350 ns into the conduction phase on this shot,

the average density departs abruptly from the flashboard-only behavior. Rather than

increasing, the density decreases somewhat until just before the switch opens. At that

time it decreases sharply. During opening, the density is less than the measurement

limit of 3x1014cm -3. This represents a decrease of over an order of magnitude relative

to the value at 350 ns. Later, _he density increases again, eventually rising to a level

exceeding 1017 cm -3 for tens of/_s (see Ref. 3). We believe that this late time density
increase reflects enhanced electrode plasma formation due to bombardment by energetic

particles accelerated by the (inductive) switch voltage.
Measurements at other radii, except those within a few mm of either electrode,

are qualitatively similar to those in Fig. 2; the average density departs from the

flashboard-only value early in the conduction phase and decreases until opening occurs.

At 2.5 mm from the cathode the density increases relative to the flashboard-only case

during the first few hundred ns. It then decreases, but remains finite at opening. At
1 mm from the anode the density increases sharply toward the end of the conduction

phase. The results are similar at different azimuthal locations relative to the anode
rods.

Radial density profiles for shots with a 5-cm-radius cathode are shown in Fig. 3.

Average densities are plotted for two times, early (300 ns) in the pulse and during

opening (900 ns), and compared with data from flashboard-only shots at the same times.
The density from the flashboards alone is higher at the cathode because of stagnation
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of the injected plasma and/or secondary plasma formation. At 300 ns there is little
effect of current conduction other than a further increase in line density at the cathode.
This may be indicative of the explosive-emission cathode plasma. By the time of
opening, current conduction through the plasma has greatly altered the density profile.
Since the interferometer integrates along the axis, and the same results are observed
at different azimuths, this alteration must be associated with radial displacement of
the plasma. These measurements indicate that plasma is pushed out to the anode
radius, and perhaps in to the cathode. The lowest average density immediately prior
to opening occurs most frequently at 1.5-4-0.1cm from the cathode; opening presumably
occurs at this location. Data taken during shots with 2.5-cm-radius and 12-cm-radius
cathodes show a strong density decrease over most of the switch gap and the radial
location of opening is not as obvious.

The observed radial plasma displacement toward the anode and cathode can be
explained by a relatively small axial (j=/jr_lO%) tilt or bend in the current streamlines.
We believe that this axial component arises from a combination of the radial dependence
of the magnetic field and the radial variation of the initial plasma line density. A radial
variation of B2/n will result in a radial variation of the axial displacement, and thus
a bend in the current streamlines. The different radial density profiles at opening
observed with different cathode diameters may result from different initial density and
magnetic field profiles.

t = 210 ns

2o_ _ 6
*_.__.-.-"_ Shot,900ns / -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

15 ,

z (cm)
.. os /

I ''-_ "'""*./ FgS,900 ns I

L//
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o_ '=" ,, I I I I
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Figure 3: Electron density as a function of radial Figure 4: ANTHEM code predictions: (top)
position early in the conduction phase and just Electron density at the end of the conduction
before opening. Flashboard-only data are shown phase. The vertical lines indicate the initial plasma
for comparison, location. (bottom) Average density at 17 mm from

the cathode.

Hydrodynamic motion of the switch plasma has been modeled with the ANTHEM
two-fluid code/ using the measured, average electron density profile at 300 ns. To
reduce computation time, the plasma mass and length and the current risetime were
reduced. A 4-cm-long, H+ plasma was assumed, with a current risetime of 200 ns.
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This risetime was chosen to provide the same calculated center-of-mass translation

as the experimental parameters. Results are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4a shows

electron density contours at 210 ns, corresponding to the time of switch opening in

the experiment. The current streamlines follow these contours m mostly radial, but

bowed. Plasma has been displaced toward the load end of the switch region, albeit

in a narrower channel than indicated by previous magnetic field measurements. 5 We

believe that the wider current channel indicated by the field measurements could be

reproduced by incorporating anomalous resistivity in the modeling. 6 More importantly,

the slight bending of current streamlines has led to a radial density redistribution, with

a density minimum at 1.7 cm from the cathode. This compares well with the results in

Fig. 3. Fig. 4b shows the calculated time history of the average density at this radius.

A sharp decrease is seen at the end of the conduction phase, which compares well with

the results in Fig. 2.

The ultimate opening of the switch occurs in a (relatively short) few tens of ns.

The observed reduction in the average density by more than an order of magnitude

at 1.5 cm from the cathode may allow the switch to open by enhanced erosion of the

switch plasma. Effective switch gap opening rates are inferred from similar shots with

diode loads. 7 Based on magnetic insulation arguments and electrical data from these

experiments, gap opening rates of _5 cm/_s and switch gaps at opening of a few mm

are inferred. Faraday cup measurements 5 indicate that the ion current is on the order

of 20% of the total current at the time of opening. At the reduced average electron

density measured at the end of the conduction phase in these experiments, the value

of ji/en_, exceeds 10 cm/_s. This rate may well exceed the ion injection velocity and

can explain the observed, rapid opening.

Data have also been obtained using the chordal lines of sight shown in Fig. 1.

Measurements at four locations in the switch region were taken during shots with

2.5-cm-radius cathodes. Tubes shielded the scene beam from plasma outside the

switch region. Typical data, from a shot with the line-of-sight located 3 cm from

the generator end of the switch region, are shown in Fig. 5. The average density at

each location first increases, and then decreases. The density increase is larger toward

the load end, as would be expected from axial displacement of the switch plasma. The

density decrease at each location is correlated with the arrival of the current front, as

determined by dB/dt probe data taken during similar shots, as seen in Fig. 5.

Measurements beyond the switch region were taken during shots with 5-cm-radius

cathodes. Typical data are shown in Fig. 6. No significant electron density is observed

beyond the switch region until well after opening. This confirms that opening does

not arise from a large-scale translation of the switch plasma as it does in a plasma flow

switch. An interesting phenomena is observed (see Ref. 3): For conduction currents

below 450 kA, no significant plasma is observed beyond the switch, even after opening,

while at larger currents plasma is observed. This is suggestive of two different regimes

of switch operation.
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Figure 5: Average density along a chordal line of Figure 6: Average densities along lines of sight
sight located in the switch region. The signal from beyond the initial switch region.
a magnetic probe, at the same location on a similar
shot, is shown for comparison.

Several models have been proposed to explain the !imitations on current conduction

in plasma opening switches. Field penetration by the Hall term (EMH) 8 and j x /_

hydrodynamic displacement (MHD)9 are relevant to the parameters of this experiment.

Peak conduction current scaling with density has been studied by taking timing scans

using different cathode radii, switch lengths, and current risetimes. Data from timing

scans using three cathode radii are compared with predictions in Fig. 7. The peak

density at 1.5 cm from the cathode is used in the predictions. In calculating the MHD

limit it is assumed that opening occurs when the plasma center-of-mass is displaced

by half of the initial switch length. This is consistent with previous magnetic field

measurements. 5 Good agreement between the data and the MHD predictions are

observed for most shots. Data from a few shots at lower switch currents are suggestive

of an EMH mechanism. Data from shots with different switch lengths and current

risetimes (see Ref. 3) show agreement with prediction similar to that in Fig. 7.

The MHD calculation has been refined to account for the time-varying density by

using a snowplow model. 1° In front of the snowplow, the density is given by data

from flashboard-only shots. Behind the snowplow, the self-magnetic field is assumed

to prevent further plasma from entering the switch gap. Conduction is assumed to

cease when the snowplow reaches the end of the initial switch region. The underlying

assumption is that this level of axial displacement is associated with the level of radial

displacement necessary to allow opening. Predicted and observed peak conduction

currents are shown in Fig. 8 for shots with different cathode radii, switch lengths, and

current risetimes. This simple model is seen to have very good predictive capability.
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calculated from the MHD and EMH models, parameters.

In conclusion, electron density measurements during POS experiments have

shown new features relating to the conduction and opening mechanisms in a POS.

Current conduction causes a density reduction over most of the plasma radial extent,

indicating that current conduction in this experiment is limited by hydrodynamic

effects. Opening occurs without a large-scale axial displacement. We suggest that a

radially-nonuniform axial snowplow gives rise to a radial redistribution of the switch

plasma, and that opening occurs by erosion of the rarified region. This picture is

supported by axial and chordal line of sight data, fluid code calculations, and the

scaling of conduction current with switch parameters. The density measured during

flashboard shots can be used to predict accurately the conduction current over a range

of switch parameters.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge valuable contributions to this work from Rick Fisher.
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Abstract

The Hawk generator is used in plasma opening switch (POS) experiments in the l-its conduction
time regime to study long conduction time switch physics. Peak load powers of 0.7 TW with 55 kJ
delivered to the diode--20% energy efficiency--were achieved with a POS. The data indicate that
above a critical load impedance the final switch gap size is limited to about 3 ram. This limits the
voltage. Maximum load power is obtained at this critical impedance. Increasing the cathode
magnetic field--by conducting more current or by decreasing the cathode radius--allows the

fixed-gap POS to remain insulated at a higher voltage. Peak load voltages up to 2 MV were
achieved with a 2.5 cm diam cathode, a factor of 2.8 higher than the Marx voltage. Load powers
were up to 70% higher with a plasma-filled diode (PFD) used in conjunction with the POS for short
POS conduction times. The switch gap may be larger (> 3 ram) on these short conduction PFD
shots.

I. Introduction

Pulsexf power generators have traditionally used waterline and vacuum transmission line technology for power

conditioning of the microsecond output pulses from Marx banks. The emergence of inductive store technology 1

allows the development of more compact pulsed power generators. An opening switch, such as a plasma opening

switch (POS), is used for power multiplication and pulse compression of the microsecond Marx output pulse.

Hawk2 uses a 600 nH Marx, 3 with 225 kJ stored and an erected voltage of 640 kV at 80-kV charge to deliver up to

720 kA in 1.2 V.sto a POS. By varying the switch plasma density, the switch can be made to conduct from 0 to

1.2 _. The goal of these experiments was to study the physics of the switch and optimize the switch/e-beam diode

performance to generate high power short duration (<100 ns FWHM) power pulses.

II. Experimental Configuration

The front end coaxial vacuum section of the basic configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Different configurations of

POS hardware were used, including different switch to load lengths, different cathode center conductor diameters

(10 cm diam pictured here), and various cathode tapers--both gradual and abrupt--in the switch and outside the

switch. An independent plasma-filled diode (PFD) was also used in some experiments.

The diagnostics consist of a capacitive voltage monitor behind the insulator in oil and several current monitors

including a shunt monitor behind the insulator, four B-dot monitors on the vacuum side of the insulator which are

added together, a Rogowsld monitor just upstream of the switch and two anode B-dot current monitors at the load.

A carbon switch plasma was produced by 18 aerodagged flashboards arranged azimuthally around the 8 cm length

switch region. The flashboards were 17.75 cm from the axis. This plasma was injected radially through anode rods

to the cathode center conductor. The flashboards were driven by 25-kV capacitor banks fired 1-2 Its before current

was conducted in the switch. The current in the flashboards rises to 35 kA in 0.6 p.s. Typically, the peak switch

current density is 2-4 kA/cm 2.

The setup in Fig. 1 with a switch-to-load length of 26 cm is called the standard configuration. In this

configuration, for conduction times greater than about 0.6 Ix.s,switch plasma reaches the diode. Some plasma comes

directly from the flashboards but most is accelerated to the load by JxB forces during conduction (confirmed by
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Faraday cups in the load region). The bulk of the plasma does not reach the load--the center of mass motion of the

plasma is only about 4 cm downstream4,5,6--howcver, enough plasma (ne,:1012 cm"3) does reach the load for the

load to act like a plasma-filled diode with a rising impedance. Also, more plasma (although still low density)

reaches the load with smaller radii cathodes at a given conduction time due to the larger JxB force associated with

the smaller cathodes. Extending the conductors downstream of the switch to a length of 40 cm or more generally

prevented plasma from reaching the load. Two B-dot current monitors were added in this transition section, about

halfway between the switch and the load. In this configuration, called the extended configuration, the load looks

like a vacuum diode with a falling impedance and the impedance at peak power can be controlled by changing the

gap spacing.

HI. Experimental Results with Different Cathode Radii

Fig. 2 shows Hawk shot 56 with a 10 c-mdiam cathode in the standard configuration. The plasma delay is 1.5 ItS

and the switch conducts for 0.9 its before opening. The 10-90% load current risetime is 40 ns with an 80% current

transfer efficiency and 500 kA delivered to the load. Peak load voltage is 770 kV, peak load power is 0.4 TW. Best

switch performance (highest voltage and power and fastest risaimes) for shots with a 10 cm diam cathode occurs for

conduction times of.-..1 _, almost the time of peak current.

In this configuration, for conduction times over 0.6 its, the load acts like a plasma-filled diode. On shot 56 the

load impedance rose from 0 f_ to 1.5 f_ at peak power, although with a diode gap of I crn the vacuum impedance is

8 f2. Load impedances of 1.5-2 f_ were the highest possible in this configuration regardless of the gap spacing for

conduaion times over 0.6 its, limited by significant switch plasma in the load.

Fig. 3 shows two shots in the extended configuration with 0.95 ItSconduaion times. Here the load behaves as a

vacuum diode with a falling load impedance. Opening the diode gap from 0.5 an to 1.0 cra increased the impedance

at peak power from 2 G to over 3 G. Note that the voltage generated on these shots was the same, about 800 kV,

resulting in more current loss on the overmatched 3-2 load impedance shot.

The voltage as a function of the load impedance at peak power is shown in Fig. 4 for numerous shots with a

10 cm diam cathode. Below a critical load impedance, - 1.7 D., the voltage increases linearly with impedance.

This is called the "load-limited" regime 6,7. Above the critical impedance, however, the voltage is constant for a

given conduction cfirrent. This is called the "switch-limited" regime 6,7. The voltage limit increases with
conductioncurrent.

The current transfer efficiency at peak power for 1 Its conduction is constant at 80% for load impedances less

than or equal to the critical impedance, but falls as (ZL)'I in the switch limited regime. Maximum power is

delivered to a load operating at the critical impedance (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the peak load power increases with

conduction time up to 1 I_S. Thus, the highest power generated, 0.4 TW, occurs for 1 IXSconduction at a load

impedance of 1.7 2.

Fig. 6 shows the peak switch gap, D, derived from magnetic insulation arguments (critical current formula) for

these shots plotted as a function of the load impodance at peak power 6,7. The data indicate that at least above the

critical impedance the switch gap is fixed to 2.5-3 mm and is independent of conduction current. The voltage

increases with conduaion current because the larger magnetic field associated with larger conducted currants allows

the fixed-gap POS to remain insulated at a higher voltage.

Current loss in the load limited regime is 100-150 kA, independent of conduction (or plasma density) for

conduction currents over - 400 k.A. Much of the loss could b¢ ion loss in the switch. For example, the 100 kA, or

20% loss on the highest power shots (operating at the critical load impedance and 1 its conduction) is consistent with

single species Chfld-Langmuir flow of C++ ions across a 2.5-3 mm gap. The additional current loss seen when

operating above the critical impedance appears to be elexlron loss downstream of the switch near the load.
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Hawk shot 366 with a 5 cm diarn cathode in the standard configuration is shown in Fig. 7. The switch conducts

for 0.7 ItSand opens quickly, delivering 400 kA, 80% of the current, to the load in 20 ns. The voltage generated on

this shot is 1.2 MV, well above the - 900 kV maximum voltage with the 10 cm diam cathode. The load impedance

rises from 0 t'2to about 3 f2 and the peak power is 0.5 TW. Optimum switch performance with this cathode occurs

at 0.75 its conduction times with a ~ 1.5 _ plasma delay, which is also the delay for best opening with the 10 cm

diam cathode. For a given plasma density, the switch opens earlier for larger magnetic fields, a consequence of

MHD-limited conduction6,8. To conduct even slightly longer than 0.75 laswith the 5 crn diam cathode requires a

very large increase in plasma timing delay with associated poor switch/load performance (e.g. electrode plasmas

may expand into the switch gap and enough plasma reaches the load to limit the load impedance at peak power).

This inability to conduct longer may be a consequence of the switch becoming source-limited: the flashboards may

not be producing significantly higher plasma densities as thedelay is increased above -1.5 lxs.

Voltages as high as 1.7 MV were generated with the 5 cm diam cathode, a factor of 2 higher than the best 10cm

diana cathode shots and 2.7 times higher than the Marx voltage. The data indicate switch opening rates up to 1 f2/ns
or gap opening rates up to 20 cm/i.ts.

The voltage dependence on the load impedance at peak power for numerous 5 cm diam cathode shots is shown in

Fig. 8. Here, the critical load impedance is about 3.5 _. Below this value the voltage depends on impedance, above

it the voltage is clamped for a given conduction current.

The calculated peak switch gap is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the load impedance at peak power. The switch
gap is limited to the same 2.5-3 ram. The larger magnetic field produced with this smaller radius cathode means a

larger voltage can exist across the fixed gap at critical current with the current coupled into a diode operating at a

higher impedance, 3.5 t'2. Again, a significant fraction of the current loss in the load limited regime, which is also

usually 100-150 kA, could be ion loss in the switch and the additional current loss operating above the critical

impedance electron loss near theload.

Voltages up to 2 MV were generated with a 2.5 cm dianacathode (see ref. 4). The optimum switch performance

here ¢r,caus for conduction times of 0.6 its with the same ~ 1.5 _ plasma delay. Peak load power was 0.6 TW, at a

load impedance of- 7 2, with a 15 ns load current risetime. Longer conduction requires the similarly large

increase in plasma timing delay found with the5 an diam cathode, and the subsequent degradation in performance.

The voltages gefierated with the different cathode radii are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of :he cathode

magnetic field. The data show the improved switch performance (higher voltage) as the magnetic field increases.

The field increases as the conduction current is increased or as the cathode radius is reduced. Also plotted is the

calculated effective gap for magnetic insulation. The data suggest a limit to the gap size of about 3 ram. Data points
below the D=2.5 mm line are in the load-limited, lower voltage, regime with load impedance less than the critical

impedance. Higher power could be achieved if the switch gap size can be increased, as suggested by the PFD data

(discuss_ below).

IV. Experimental Results with Tapered Cathodes

Cathode tapers, abrupt and gradual, were tried in the switch region and upstream and downstream of the switch.

The cathode magnetic field is larger in the tapered region which can, in principle, better insulate the electron flow

and produce higher load powers. Only tapering in the switch, specifically the axial region from the middle of the

switch to the downstream end of the switch, had any effect on performance. Better switch performance resulted

using a small radius cathode in this region.

In particular, with a gradual 10 to 2.5 cm diam taper through the 8 cm length switch (the 2.5 cm diam being at

the load end of the switch) load power up to 0.7 TW (1.5 MV and 465 kA haFig. 11) was produced and 55 kJ (20%

energy efficiency) was delivered to the load. This taper served as a good compromise between the high voltage with

the 2.5 cartdiam cathode and the long conduction/high current associated with the 10 cm diam cathode.
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V. Experimental Results with Plasma-Riled Diodes

An independent PFD was made with plasma from a flashboard downstream of the diode injected into the diode

gap through holes in the anode plate. The PFD was used with a 5 cm diam cathode and with a 10 to 5 cm diam

switch taper which also included flaring the cathode at the diode out to a 9.5 cm diam on some shots.

Switch voltages up to 2.2 MV were generated with a PFD. Flaring the cathode at the diode was a convenient

way of reducing the load impedance at peak power, operating closer to the critical impedance, and in this geometry

load powers approaching 0.7 TW were produced with a PFD. This was about 15% higher than shots without the

PFD. However, some switch plasma reached the load--the impedance rises from zero even with no independent

PFD on these long conduction time shots--so there are no true vacuum diode shots for comparison.

For short conduction times, where switch plasma does not reach the load and the load with no PFD behaves as a

vacuum diode, the enhancement in load power using the PFD was greater. Peak load power on shots with short

0.4 l_SPOS conduction times was up to 70% higher with the PFD (for similar load impedances at peak power). Both

voltage and load current were higher, particularly the current. A ix_ibl¢ explanation for this is the tendency toward

unsaturated electron flow with a rising load impedance and saturated, hence lossy, flow with a falling load

impedance that is seen in simulations 9. It appears that larger switch gaps, up to 5 mm in size, were produced on the

short conduction time PFD shots (see Fig. 10).

VI. Summary
I

High power pulses have been generated on the Hawk generator using a microsecond conduction time POS. Load

power of 0.7 TW with 20% energy efficiency was achieved. The data indicate that an effective gap of 2.5-3 mm was

produced in the switch, independent of the load impedance (at least above the critical impedance), conduction

current, and cathode radius. Maximum power is obtained at the critical impedance, the transition point from load- to

switch-limited operation. The voltage increases with cathode magnetic field. Increasing the field--by conducting

more curr©nt or decreasing the cathode radius--allows the fixed-gap POS to remain insulated at a higher voltage.

Voltages of 2 MV were generated with a small (2.5 era) diam cathode (cathode magnetic field - 70 kG). Load

powers were up to 70% higher using a PFD in conjunction with a POS, possibly because of less lossy (unsaturated)

electron flow, for POS conduction times short enough that switch plasma does not reach the load. The derived

switch gaps are large_ than 3 mm on these PFD shots.
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PLASMA OPENING SWITCH
FOR LONG-PULSE INTENSE ION BEAM*

H. A. Davis, R. J. Mason, R. R. Bartsch, J. B. Greenlyt, and D. J. Rej

£oJ Alamos National laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract

A Plasma Opening Switch (POS) is being developed at Los Alamos, a.qpart of
an intense ion beam experiment with special application to materials processing.
The switch must conduct up to 100 kA for 400 as, and open quickly to avoid
premature gap closure in the ion beam diode load. Power multiplication is not
a necessity, but prepulse suppression is. A positive central polarity is desirable,
since with it an ion beam can be conveniently launched beyond the switch from
the central anode toward a negatively charged target. Using traditional scaling
rules, a POS was designed with a 1.25 cm radius inner anode, and a 5.0 cm
radius outer cathode. This has been constructed, and subjected to circuit,
and simulational analysis. The computations are being performed with the
2D ANTHEM implicit code. Preliminary results show a marked difference in
switching dynamics, when the central positive polarity is used in place of the
more conventional opposite choice. Opening is achieved by the fast development
of a central anode magnetic layer, rather than by the more conventional slow
evolution of a cathode gap. With the central anode, higher fill densities are
needed to achieve desired conduction times. This has suggested switch design
improvements, which are discussed.

Introduction

At Los Alamos we are developing a Plasma Opening Switch I (POS) for an intense
ion beam experiment with application to materials processing. The ion beam will be
driven by the Anaconda Marx generator [300 KJ, 1.2 MV open circuit voltage, with
(L/C) 1/2 = 2.6 f_]. The magnetically-insulated ion beam load has been designed to oper-
ate at approximately 5 to 10 f_ at 500 kV for 1/_s. Significant total beam energy and areal
energy density are required for these experiments. Anode-cathode gap closure is expected
to limit pulse duration. It is, therefore, imperative to have a fast power rise time, so that
significant energy can be delivered to the load before closure terminates the beam pulse.
The anticipated voltage rise time delivered directly from the Marx generator is of order
0.6 ps without additional power conditioning. This was thought to be too low for our ion
beam application. After consideration of a variety of options, we decided to use a POS
ahead of the load. The POS is designed to yield rapid current build up near the load, not
to be used for power multiplication as in ICF and radiative output applications. When the
switch opens current flows from the POS to the load through relatively low inductance.
This leads to faster voltage rise times than in the absence of the switch. A POS, for
example, that can conduct for 300 ns and open to a 10 f_ load in 100 as reduces the net
voltage rise time from 600 as to 100 ns.

i, , ,,,

* This work was performed under the joint auspices of of the U.S.D.O.E and DNA.
tPermanent Address: Laboratory for Plasma Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY.
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The use of a central positive conductor is convenient, since beyond the switch the
ions can be Kred from the end of this conductor toward a negatively biased target. Some
early success was achieved in our materials processing application with the Marx connected
directly though a central anode to an ion diode. So, the simplest addition cMls for the
radial injection of POS plasma between the outer cathode and this central anode. However,
central anode (reversed polarity) switches have traditionally performed more poorly 2-4 -
with longer opening times - than their conventional counterparts, and so, such use should
be approached with caution.

We have studied the possible merits of a fast opening POS though circuit analysis,
and we have initiated first principle simulations of the switch plasma dyn_cs. The cir-
cur studies are encouraging, and the simulations have begun to point the way toward an
understanding of polarity effects in POS switches, and their optimization for our applica-
tions.

The Proposed Switch and its Circuitry

The switch initially designed for our experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The inner anode
radius is 1.25 cm and the cathode sits at 5.0 cm. At 100 kA maximum current the magnetic
field at the anode is 1.6 T. This is comp-

parable to the fields driving early Garnble II

experiments at the Naval Research Labors- 11.99m
tory 1, except that here the inner radius is
hMf that used at NRL. Also, our A-K gap to
inner radius ratio, AR/R ffi 3.0, is 3 times
larger. The outer cathode is fabricated from
0.6 cm diameter rods. Plasma is injected
through the rods ("A" in Fig. 1) by eight
to sixteen plasma guns formed from 0.6 cm
diameter semi-rigidcoaxialcables.

Our experimentswillbe performedon =
the LANL Anaconda Facility, which has a A
300 kJ Marx generator that will initially de-

FIG. 1. Switch design for the LANL ion
liver 0.6 MV through the switch. The load

beam experiment.
is an applied Br extraction diode connected
to the end of the central switch electrode, szmzs vAc

l_._ISTOR DrrgRFaCE
InFig.I thegeneratorisattheleftand the ,........, r---,

_...,,qt OAUN I.I/_ o o 0.4u,l'l o t---q .---

ion diode load is to the right. [_: c ,,. ., _..._ , , .

In Fig. 2 we display the circuit dis- ]':'T : :ffi-_: :_

representative circuit have been performed
ummdng various opening characteristics for
the twitch. The results are collected in Fig. _-._ _ _...; ;...
3. In the absence of the POS we get a long _t, Pas totv
voltage rise of up to 600 kV over 800 ns for
a 5 f/impedance. If the switch can open in FIG. 2. Circuit representing the POS, driv-
100 ns to the 10 f/, we calculate that the ing generator and load.
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U .................... " " ..... "........ conduction time will be 200 ns followed by
withS_losd a steep rise to 500 kV. With a better POS

_. ;.--"__.-;
....._.. _'w--__r_._._..,, opening in 50 ns, we get the solid line con-

V .../ _ duction time of 400 ns and then the steeper
/:--I . rise. The "good" switch will certainly meet

a0 _ ' the needs for our ion beam. Our objective is
-, ......... ',.',.',,' ...... : to see if such good performance can, indeed,

0. _) 2.0 be achieved. Our approach is to optimize
FIG. 3. Calculated load voltage for--- no performance through experiments designed
POS,- - - poor POS, and--- good POS. and guided by first principle calculations.

ANTHEM Switch Modeling

The ANTHEM code _ uses a fixed Eulerian mesh in either cartesian or cylindrical

geometry. It solves either fluid or PIC particle equations for the ion and electron plasma
components, coupled to the full set of Maxwell's equations. Numerically, it uses time ad-
vanced current sources obtained from the implicit solution of a set of auxiliary moment

equations. This allows it to treat near vacuum electromagnetic behavior in low density
plasmas, and MHD (or electrohydrodynamic 5) behavior in high densities - avoiding nu-
merical singularity in the first case, and plasma period time numerical time step limitations
in the second. The code allows for external drive and load circuitry. More details are given

in our companion paper for this cc'uference 6.
To understand wave penetration observed in our switch simulations we note that the

electron momentum equation treated in ANTHEM can be rearranged to

E = m, Ore m, V(n,lcT,) v, x Bv, • Vv, - _. (1)
e O_ £ ene C

Temporarily assuming fixed ions and neglecting displacement current, we obtain from
Ampere's law

e A_V x B,=---- (2)
me(.

in which AB -- c/wp, w_ = 47rn,e 2/m,. These combine with Faraday's law to yield

_'---_=V x [_(A_V x B)] + V x Iv.. V(A_V x B)]&

+ x +v x x B) (3)
erie

This B-field equation manifests shock-like solutions penetrating axially into the switch
plasma along density gradients at a speed

_ cB, a (1_..) (4)
u,,,= 41r--_a-Vyn,
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(cartesian geometry- y in the A-K direction), and in uniform cylindrical switch plasma at
the speed

cB_( 2= - )' (51
where r measures radial distance from the switch centerline.

Our simulational analysis of the LANL POS has been initiated with studies of the
idealized switch geometry of Fig. 4. The bottom central electrode was the anode at 1.25
cm. The outer cathode was set at 4.75 cm. The _1 plasma was 10 cm long. We have
examined fill densities from 10 is to 1014 electrons/eroS; Figure 4 is for the highest density.
To economize, we ran the drive pulse up to 1.6 T in just 0.1 ns, and then watched the
"end game" of magnetic field penetration. Frames(a) and (b) give Be contours showing
penetration of the whole Fallplasma in by 10 ns. The 1/r drop off in field intensity near
the generator is clearly evident in frame (b). Frame (c) shows axial B-field cuts taken at
r = 1.67, 2.93 and 4.61 cm.

4.75 , _. ........

R ' t=lns _ (a) _:::___-_,(d)J_:!ii': • ee ,,:, "1_].

(cm)* :.. : .::. -
_"f =.--:':.• [

"_--.. "_i_'.'_".1,2S 1 _-_--_ +_--r

4.75
t _ ....

R
(¢m)

L2_ ....

3,0 _ ' | | | 4,75 ..

- , t = 10 as (c)_

or) .... (cm)i-|(, '" "u"L"'),!| 1

"3.0 _, ' - ' |
O. Z(cm) lS. O. Z(cm) _.0

Fig. 4. With positive polarity anode penetration is dominant.

Figure 4(4) shows the emitted cathode electron vector flux, and (e) shows that the total
flux runs down along the drive side of the plasma and then out above the anode. Finally
(f) shows that the electrons axe noticeably pulled away from the anode by 10 ns. The
calculations are for a C++ fill plasma.

The most significant observation is that penetration occurs extremely quickly for the
specified conditions. It proceeds by a density gradient wave obeying Eq. (4), since he
anode plasma interface is effectively a layer of steep density rise for entering electrons, and
Be > 0, so u,_ > 0. The density gradient waves depend linearly on the field magnitude, so
with a more physical linearly rising £eld over the conduction time, penetration should take
2 times longer. This is still only 20 as. The wave speed is inversely proportional to density,
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so a POS density of 2 x 1015 electrons/cm s would be needed for a 400 ns conduction time.
Modifications in our plasma source system may be needed to supply this much plasma.

Why is the penetration so rapid? For one thing, the relative field intensity with the
cylindrical geometry is three times larger at the inner radius, and the MHD force driving
the anode ion gap correspondingly 9 times stronger, than with conventional polarity. Thus,
tendencies to form a cathode erosion gap are weaker.

I ll . o=-1 1(cm) t = 10 as ..:it = i
° - !"" I'-::'":":_ DeVetot "J

4.s " ' --""l;
"-"_" e)

B - /(cm), , , , _ ---,,,--_-_-_ , ,
_. .... ---" hey®tot._ /

3.0 , , -, 4.75 I 1
_ (c) _ t : SOns (f)

B t:5Oas R
(T) " ' --"-_ (cm)

_ , t ' ,', ,, -- -/

-3.0 __ , . t J . 1.25 _
O. Z(cm) 15. O. Z(cm) 1.5.0

Fig. 5. Opening characteristics with conventional polarity.

Much can be learned from running the same calculation in conventional polarity with
the central electrode negative. Results for this case are collected in Fig. 5. Here we see
familiar behavior that has been reported elsewhere 7. The anode penetration is present,
but weak (due to the lower field intensity and magnetic pressure). Most of the penetration
is associated with a current loop that starts near the cathode, and grows with time to
bulge predominantly in the center of the switch. This is evident in the field contours (a,b)
and the corresponding electron flux vectors (d,e). By 10 ns, only a third of the plasma has
been penetrated. At 50 ns, frames (b) and (c), the current sheet has nearly reached the
back side of the plasma. A density gap, with an associated potential hill s, forms near the
cathode, as evident in (g).

So the predicted opening process is at least five time slower with conventional than
with reversed polarity. The anode opening from the density gradient waves, Eq. (4), is
de-emphasized relative to opening through cathode gap formation and opening through
the cylindrical EHD waves of Eq. (5). Note that the electron emission starts at the
leading edge of the cathode gap. But by 50 ns the current sheet no longer traces back
along the upper edge of the density gap; instead it sweeps forward through the largely
uniform collisionless, plasma and through the radial center of the plasma toward the load.
By 50 ns the rightmost point on the sheet has penetrated nearly twice as deep as has the
density gap. Concomitantly, some penetration has occurred via the anode density layer
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mechanism,asevidentfromframe (b).

Finalopeningoccursat62 ns (notshown).We can againassume theopeningwitha
linearlyrisingpulsewould require2 x 62 = 124ns.The openingconsistsofa finalshift8,9
ofthe currentsheetto the back sideofthe fillplasma,encounteringprogressivelyless
densityuntilrelativisticspeedlimitson theelectronsprohibitcontinuanceofa sufficient
currenttoshieldagainstitspenetrationintothe loadregion.Magneticinsulationensues
asfieldbuilds,returninga growingfractionof theelectronsto the cathode.Reference

8 showed thatthe competitionbetweenanode layerand cathodegap mechanisms could
leadtoslowopening.Itsscalingstudiesindicateda conductiontimevaryingasn_,p =
0.5to0.33,withconventionalpolarity.While thisshouldnow receiveadditionalscrutiny
toaccountforthedetailedcombinationofopeningmechanismsactivewithvariousPOS

geometries,atfacevalueitsuggeststhata 400 ns conductiontimewould requirea 10to
33-foldincreaseindensity,i.e.ne = 1015to 3 x 1015electrons/cm3 densityfill.Thisis
compatiblewiththedensityneededunderreversedpolarityfora 400 nsconductiontime.

Possibleaccessto longerconductiontimesatrelativelylowerdensitiessuggeststhat
forion beam generationsome means forconversiontothe conventionalpolarityshould
be considered.Alternatively,with positivepolarityretained,at leastthe inneranode

radiuscan be increased,forslowerwave penetrationatachievablefilldensities.Further
simulationaloptimizationofPOS theparametersshouldproveprofitable.
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Abstract

Sandia National Laboratories has undertaken an ambitious program to reduce the size
and cost of large pulsed power drivers. The program basis is inductive energy storage and
Plasma Opening Switches (POS). Inductive energy storage has well known advantages,
including increased efficiency and reduced stress on the vacuum interface. The Sandia approach
is to retain the reliable and efficient Marx generator and the temporal pulse compression of the
water dielectric capacitor. A triggered closing switch, developed at Sandia, transfers the
capacitor charge into the energy storage inductor. This approach has several advantages,
including relaxed requirements on Marxjitter and inductance, and much faster current risetime
in the energy storage inductor.

The POS itself is the key to the Sandia program. The switch design uses an
auxiliary magnetic feld to inject the plasma and hold it in place during conduction. After
opening begins, the self magnetic field of the power pulse pushes on the plasma to increase
the opened gap. We use magnetic pressure because we desire POS gaps of several cm.
Typical plasma opening switches do not achieve large gaps. Improved opening allows more
efficient energy transferto loads.

We will present results from recent experiments at Sandia. Our driver will presently
supply 650 kA with a 240 ns risetime to the input of the POS. The storage inductor is a 17
Ohm magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL) that is five meters long. We will
discuss the ways in which magnetic fields influence the POS, and the ways in which we
control the magnetic fields.

1. Introduction

Plasma Opening Switches (POS) are attractive for pulsed power generators !-4. Basically this is

because magnetic energy storage can be done at much higher energy densities than can electrostatic energy

storage. Electrostatic energy storage is done with voltage-charged pulse-forming lines and closing switches.

Magnetic energy storage is done with current-charged pulse-forming lines and opening switches. The lack of

efficient opening switches has been the major limitation to the application of inductive storage-based pulsers.

Most plasma opening switch research has been done with direct injection of plasma from flashboards

into the transmission line gap. This has the advantage of simplicity, but requires a relatively large mass of

plasma for long conduction times. This large mass of plasma tends to slow the opening rate of the switch. For

this reason, we have constructed a pl_ma opening switch that uses magnetic fields to solve some of the

problems of simpler switches.

2. The Experiment

Figure 1 shows the major features of the Sandia Long Conduction POS experiment.
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Figure 1. The MITE Opening Switch Research Facility
The Marx generatoris32stagesof 100kVcapacitorsandisthestandard'PBFA'design5. Eachcapacitoris3.l
microfarads.TheMarx thereforestoresroughly500 "!_at full charge.The inductanceof theMarx is5.5

microhenries. A 600 kV Marxtriggers the mainMarx6. A 100kV pulsegeneratorfires the triggerMarx.
The Marxcharges thewater-dielectricintermediatestorage capacitor in about ! microsecond. This

capacitor is 42 nanofaradsand will tolerate slightly over2 megavolts in positive polarity. A triggered gas

closing switch commutes the intermediatestorage capacitorcharge into the MITL. The gas switch is the same
as those used on PBFA-II7, except modified forelectrical trigger(the PBFA-II switches are laser triggered). A

100 kV pulser triggers the gas switch. The main Marx jitter is less than 10 ns. The jitter of the closing gas
switch is about 2 ns.

The energy storage inductoris a MITL 5.2 meters long. The vacuum impedance is 17 fL The one-
way wave transit timeof the MITLis 17 ns. With a perfect opening switch and a load matched to the MITL
impedance, the output pulse widthwould be 34 ns. The equivalent lumped inductance in vacuum is 290

nanohenries. The time to peak currentwith the POS closed is 240 ns. The POS is near the electron beam load.

Eight cathode blades opposite graphiteanode blocks make up the electron beam load. The center conductor of
the MITL is at positive voltage. A 3 microhenryinductorat the load end of the MITL isolates diagnostic
signals from the center conductor.

Diagnostics consist of small derivative-respondingmagnetic flux loops to detectcurrent,water- and
vacuum-voltage monitors, nuclear activation, and ion time-of-flight monitors. We use high-quality passive
integratorsand software droopcorrectionfor the derivative-respondingmonitors. The currentmonitorsare a
standardat Sandia and have GHzbandwidth and typical _nsitivities of 10!2 A/V/s/m. There are threecurrent

monitors peraxial location, equally spaced. The signals are individuallydigitizedand numerically averaged.
There are cathode currentmonitorsat fouraxial locations, and anode currentmonitors at 2 axial locations. The

voltage monitors consist of standardelectric field monitors and Electron Launching Voltage Monitors8. A
transmission line model8 correctsvoltage measured in the water to the load location.
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Figure 2. The Sandia Long Conduction Plasma Opening Switch

The switch is shown in Figure 2. Experiments on SuperMITE used a similar POS at 35 ns conduction

times 9. The vacuum impedance in the switch region is 20f4; the inner conductor diameter is 25 cm and the

outer conductor diameter is 36 cm. A 2900 laF capacitor bank energizes the 13 turn slow magnetic field coil to

25 kA on typical experiments. The time to peak magnetic field is 550 microseconds. The plasma source

flashboards are etched on fiberglass circuit board. Sixteen each 40 nanofarad pulse charged capacitors near the

flashboards provide a fast, high current drive for plasma production. We coat the flashboard gaps with a mixture

of graphite and deuterated polystyrene. The polystyrene both increases plasma production by raising the

flashboard breakdown voltage and adds deuterium to the plasma for nuclear activation measurements. The D.C.

charged plasma source capacitor and switch are inside the hollow center conductor of the MITL. A regulated

power supply charges this 2.5 mierofarad capacitor to 10 kV, which on firing charges the flashboard capacitors

to about 13 kV in 300 ns. At this point, the flashboards break down and plasma is produced. The slow

magnetic field guides the flashboard plasma into the transmission line gap. Neutrals do not follow the field

lines into the gap. The slow magnetic field also holds the switch plasma in place during conduction. The

magnetic field from the slow coil is comparable to the magnetic field from the power pulse current.

The power pulse current energizes the fast magnetic field coil. The fast coil forces an axial component

to the power pulse magnetic field. This axial fast field is in the same direction as the slow magnetic field. The
vacuum inductance of the fast coil is about 25 nil, or 10 percent of the total M1TL inductance. The inductance

of the fast coil with plasma fill is lower due to field exclusion from the plasma. A second POS, called the Fast

Coil POS, shunts the fast magnetic field coil. Axial vanes connect the Fast Coil POS cathode electrode to the

downstream side of the fast coil. These vanes allow axial magnetic field penetration. When the Fast Coil POS

opens, the entire machine current flows through the fast magnetic field coil. This fast magnetic field pushes

against the slow magnetic field, sweeping the main POS plasma with it. By varying the amount of plasma

injected into the Fast Coil POS, it is possible to vary the point at which current starts to flow through the fast

coil. In this manner, we can show the effect of the fast magnetic field on the opening of the main POS.
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3, Operation of the Opening Switch

The power pulse arrives at the plasma opening switch with the slow magnetic field at peak magnitude

and the switch gaps filled with plasma. Plasma mass is controlled by changing the filltime; electrical monitors

at the flashboards show when the flashboards actually fire. Typical main plasma fllitimes are 2.0 to 2.5 Its;

Fast Coil plasma filltimes of 1.2 to 2.0 microseconds arc typical. Chamber pressure is normally 10-6 Ton" at
shot time.

Figure 2 shows the POS configuration when the power pulse begins. Both the Fast Coil plasma and

main plasma are in place, and the power pulse current flows through both. The slow coil magnetic field is at

peak and the fast coil current is zero. Plasma short-circuits the transmission line at this time.

At some point, set by the Fast Coil POS filltime, the Fast Coil POS begins to open. With the Fast

Coil POS open, machine current flows through the fast coil before flowing through the main switch plasma.

This causes a fast magnetic field in the same direction as the slow magnetic field, and the fast magnetic field

pushes on the (flux-excluding) plasma. This opens the switch. The switch also will open with no fast coil

current, although later and slower.

With the main plasma pushed from the cathode, load current begins to flow. All load current flows

through the fast coil. Load current causes further opening of the switch. Opening a larger gap will allow higher

voltage to be supported. We determine the gap that the POS ultimately achieves from the time-dependant

inductance of the fast coil and electron flow downstream of the opening switch. If the switch gap is small, there

will be a significant difference between anode and cathode currents.
4. Results

The present experiments use 68 kV Marx charge voltage; the Marx energy is therefore about 200 LI.

Figure 3 shows currents measured on an experiment with the POS feeding a 40 nH short-circuited MITL.
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Figure 3. Currents with shorted load. Figure 4. Insulator and load voltage
for electron beam load.

The peak POS voltage is 1.7 MV for this inductance. Voltage across the fast coil before the main switch opens
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causestheslowlyrisingfootinthedownstreamcurrent.OnthisexperimenttheFastCoilPOSstartedto open
at200ns,andthemainPOSopenedat260ns. Giventhedownstreamcurrentmeasuredina 40 nHinductor,
the100kA after60 nsshowsabout70kV acrosstheoutputof thePOSbeforerapidopeningbegins.This

voltageisnotfullyunderstoodnow,butis relatedtotheonsetof currentinthefastcoil.
Figure4 showsloadvoltagefora testwithanelectronbeamload. Thevoltagemonitorislocated

closeto thePOS; a 3.7meteriontime-of-flightmonitorcorroboratesthepeakvoltage.Thetime-of-flight
monitorseesionsacceleratedoutof thePOSoPeakloadvoltageis2.'/MV; peakloadvoltageoccurredwhen
theinterfacevoltagehadfallenbelow100kV. The loadvoltagerisetimeinFigure4 issomewhatslowdueto
inductivedropbetweenthevoltagemonitorandtheswitch;thishasnotbeencorrectedinthisFigure.

If magneticfieldscontrolthePOS,thereis hopefor improvingtheopeningcharacteristics.A switch
basedsolelyuponplasmamassislesspromisingbecauseincreasingtheconductiontimerequiresraisingthe
plasmamass,andthisslowsopeningandreducesefficiency.Figure5ashowsthattheslowmagneticfield
controlstheSandiaswitch. Microwaveinterferometrydata9 showthatplasmadensityisthesamefor this
rangeof magneticfield values.Noticethattwoplasmafllltimesareshown.The reducedplasmafill tests
openedsoonerforthesameflux; therewill alwaysbesomedependanceonplasmamass.
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Figure 5a. Opening Figure 5b. Opening current
current vs. slow coil flux. vs fast coil POS opening

level.

Higher slow coil flux allows higher opening currentswithno increasein injectedplasmamass. Plasma mass is

the majordeterrentto rapid andcompleteopening. As mentionedbefore,the slow magneticfield also holds the
plasmain place duringconduction.

Figure5b shows the effect of fast coil currenton main switch opening level, with constantinjected

plasma mass. The independentvariableis the upstreamcurrentwhencurrentbegins to flow in the fast coil.
Zero Fast Coil POS opening level is whencurrentalways flows in the fast coil. For high value of Fast Coil

POS opening level, currentdoes not flow in the fast coil untilmachinecurrentis high. Thesedatashow that
the fast coil does push on the main POS plasma. This meansopening can be controlled witha fast magnetic
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field. Supplying the fast magneticfield with an external pulserwould allow command-triggeringof the POS

opening. This triggering ability makesthis POS unique. Unfortunately, Figure 5b showsthat the present
systemwouldrequireaboutone-thirdof the switchedcurrentfor a trigger. This meansa 250 kA trigger pulser

would beneededfor MITE. We arepresentlylooking at ways to reducethisrequirement.

$. Conclusions

We have presentedresultsfrom the SandiaLong ConductionPlasmaOpening Switch program. The

pulserdelivers650 kA peak in 240 ns; the POS conductsthispulseand opensin 30 ns or less. The switch is

unique in that we usemagneticfields to supplementplasmamass. Magnetic fields, being massless,arc

desirablebecausea high magneticfield will not slow theopeningrate. High plasmamasswill slow the
opening rate. Fasterand morecompleteopeningwill make a moreefficient opening switch. In addition, the

Sandia switchis unique in its ability to be commandtriggered. This may be important for synchronizing
multiple modules.

*This worksupportedby the U.S.D.O.E. underContractNumber DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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Abstract - An opening switch which can repeatedly conduct a large

current and then rapidly interrupt this current is necessary to

construct a practical inductive energy storage pulsed power

generator. Though the plasma erosion opening switch (PEOS) can

interrupt a large current rapidly,the effectivenumber of switch

operations Is limitedbecause of the decrease of the carbon sprayed on

the insulatorwith each shot. Here, a PEOS using a laser-produced

plasma,which can possibly be operated for hundreds of thousands of

shots withoutmaintenance,isstudiedexperimentally.

Introduction

Practical pulsed power generators with inductiveenergy storage,which

can be made extremely compact and llght-welght,would be of great benefitfor

many pulsed power applications. The opening switch is the key element in

developing such a system. The requirements of the opening switch are to

conduct large currents,to interrupt those currents rapidlyand to operate

repeatedly without maintenance. The plasma erosion opening switch (PEOS)

[i]-[3]is one of the opening switches that are expected to satisfythese

requirements. Plasma guns [4] and flashboards[5] sprayed with carbon have

been used as plasma sources, but the lifetimes of these sources are limited to

lO's of shots because the carbon decreases with each shot. Moreover, the

parameters of the plasmas produced by plasma guns and flashboards change

somewhat with every shot. Plasma sources which can produce plasmas with the

same parameters repeatedly for many shots are required to make the PEOS

practical. A PEOS using a laser-produced plasma, which has the capability of

being operated hundreds of thousands of shots without maintenance, was

proposed[6].

In this paper, the operation of PEOS using a laser-produced plasma is

studied experimentally. The timing between firing the laser to produce the
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plasma and dischargingthe capacitorsischanged,and also the inner and outer

diametersof conductors in the PEOS regionare changed.

Experimentalapparatus and method

Figures l(a) and (b) show a schematic diagram of the experimental

apparatus of the PEOS and itsequivalent circuit.The experimentalapparatus

consists of a set of capacitorswith C = 0.1/_F, a triggeredspark gap (TSG),

the inductor L= of 436 nil,which is in a coaxialconfiguration,the PEOS and a

short circuit load L, with an inductance of 24 nil. The polarity of inner

conductor is negative,and the charging voltage V_ of the capacitorsis30 kV.

The outer conductor in the PEOS region is made of a stainlessmesh with 97.5

transparency. The laser used for producing the plasma is a Q-switchedruby

laser (NEC SLG2018) with a peak power and FWHM of 40 MW and 20 ns,

respectively. The laser light is focused on the carbon surface by a lens

placed outside the vacuum chamber, and the produced plasmaenters the switch

region from only one direction. The carbon plate can be rotated before each

shot.
L,

r_ Rogowski coil _ Load l----"-I
lnnerconductor. _ _ h _ Rogowski
Outer conductor _ !)_ Stainless mesh coil
Ruby laser _ I • - - - 2"-7-- -
--- _ -|-- _J_- "- I__ IPEOS lasma PEOS

•Lens ,--,--F_==_l _ Rogowski coiI ---_-__ __- -_-
- . , J
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Photomultiplier _i._.i_--_ _ !.,, coil
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)
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Fig.l.(a)Schematicdiagramof the experimentalapparatusfor

the PEOS using laser-producedplasma,(b)equivalentcircuit

of the apparatus.
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During PEOS experiments the TSG was triggeredafter the ruby laser was

fired. The delay time A t, measured from the time when the laser begins to

oscillateuntilthe timewhen the source currer.tIg beginsto flow,Isvariedin

the experiments. The load current I_and the source current Is are measured

with Rogowskl coils,and the laser lightis observed using a photomultlpller

tube set up outside of the vacuum chamber. Ion current densitiesJi of the

laser-produced plasmas were measured by a singlebiased Faraday cup placed

between 10cm and 20 cm from the carbon target.

Experimentalresults

Figure 2 shows waveforms of z.nl 10cm and 1.95cm(at the cathode surface)

away from the carbon target,which are calculated from J, and the plasma

velocity,where z and n_ are the ioniccharge state and the ion density.The

laserbegins to oscillateat t=o.

Figures 3(a)-(d)show typicalwaveforms of I_ (solidline)and I._(dashed

line)for different A t's. For the case of A t smallerthan about I_ s, the

risetimedecreaseswith the Increaseof A t. The risetimeof the load current

then reaches a minimum at around A t = 1.085# s. As A t continues to

increase,though, the conduction time becomes longer and the PEOS does not

open completely. From Flg.3the switch regionof the PEOS seems to be filled

with a plasma having the proper parameters for switchoperationwhen A t is

about 1# s.

2_ 'l'l'l'_'l,l,l.l,l.l.l,i,l,l.l.l.l.l,i . |_
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Fig.2.Waveforms of z.n_at 10cmand 1.95cm away from the carbon target.
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Figures 4(a)-(c) show waveforms of I_ and I.= in the diameters 3ram, 6mm, 8mm

of inner conductors respectively. The diameter of the outer conductor is 22mm,

and the position of carbon target is 10mm away from the outer conductor. The

waveform with the minimum rise time is selected from the waveforms in different

t's for the same configuration of conductors. The rise time increases with

the increase of the diameter of inner conductor.

Figures 5(a)-(c) show waveforms of I, and I_ in the diameters 22mm, 18ram,

12ram of outer conductors respectively. The diameter of the inner conductor is

3ram, and the position of the carbon target is 10ram away from the outer

conductor. The conduction time decreases with the decrease of the diameter of

outer conductor.

Discussion and conclusion

The lifetimes of conventional plasma sources, such as plasma guns and

flashboards, are several shots to several 10's of shots. In addition, several

shots are necessary for conditioning after installing the plasma sources.

However, the plasma parameters tend to vary from shot to shot even after

conditioning the source, since the conditions of carbon sprayed on the

surface of the insulator change. Therefore, it is difficult to make a PEOS

which can operate repeatedly and give the same performance every shot. The

laser-produced plasma as the plasma source for PEOS's has little variation in

plasma parameters from shot to shot because the plasma is produced by

focusing a laser on a target which can be rotated slightly before each shot.

If the diameters of the carbon target and laser beam are 5 cm and i00 _ m,

respectively, and the laser beam is focused only once on a particular spot, a

plasma can be produced up to two hundred fifty thousand times, which is

greater than the lifetimeof some capacitors. Thus, a practical opening switch

which can operate repeatedly might be obtained by using a PEOS with a

laser-produced plasma.

From experiments performed with a PEOS using a laser-produced plasma, it

was observed that the rise time of the-load current decreased significantly

for the proper A t between firing the laser to generate the plasma and

triggering the TSG to discharge the capacitors. The diameters of inner and

outer conductors give the large influence on the performance of PEOS.

The advantages of the PEOS with a laser produced plasma are that it

becomes possible to select more suitable plasma species for PEOS operation by
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changing the target material, the plasma parameters may be varied by changing

the laser power and the PEOS can be operated for many shots under the same

conditions. These advantages will help us to compare experimental results

with theoretical results for PEOS operation.
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A novel gaseous plasma gun (PG) was developed for spectroscopic investiga-

tions of the plasma behavior in a cylindrical Plasma Opening Switch (POS) in the
nanosecond time regime. The PG injects the plasma radially outward from inside

the high-voltage inner conductor to fill the region between the two conductors.
The PG uniformity, reproducibility, electron density and temperature, and plasm_
flow velocity were determined using floating probes, biased charge collectors, fast
photography, and spectroscopic methods. The POS operation was examined for
various plasma parameters for a positive polarity of the inner conductor. Eight
loops and two Rogowski coils were used to measure the upstream and downstream
currents. Ion current flowing during the switch operation from the plasma through
the cathode was measured by two arrays of four collimated Faradv:y cups placed
on two opposite sides of the plasma switch. Spectroscopic observations of high
spatial and spectral resolutions of various particle velocities in the plasma were
made. Excited level populations, velocity distributions, and directed velocities for
various ions are discussed. Measurements of a secondary plasma originating from
both electrodes are presented.

I. Introduction

Plasma Opening Switches (POS) are largely used to upgrade the nanosecond and microsec-
ond pulsed power accelerators 1-3. Using the POS, the power on the load exceeds that of an
ideal matched load due to a voltage multiplication, a sharper rise time and a shorter pulse dura-
tion. The POS operation, based on a rapid increase in plasma resistivity causing the plasma
switch to open and to transfer the inductively stored energy to a downstream load, is domi-
nated by the current-carrying plasma properties.

Our studies address the magnetic and electric field distributions during the POS operation,
the particle velocity distributions, the temporal evolutions of the plasma density and tempera-
ture, and the influence of the secondary plasma formed over the electrodes on the POS opera-
tion. V_reare investigating these phenomena by the use of high resolution, non-intrusive spectro-
scopic diagnostic methods similar to those described in Refs. 4-7.

II. Experimental Setup
Accelerator and Plasma Opening Switch Configuration
Our POS is powered by a 300 kV, 100-ns-long pulse delivered by a Marx-water-line genera-

tor. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.1. A coaxial vacuum inductance (L'-120ntt) serves
as the accelerator upstream load while a short-circuit coaxial line (L=25 nil), with inner/outer
diameters of 50 mm/100 ram, serves as the POS load. The maximum current amplitude passing
through a short-circuit placed at the center of the POS region was 180 kA with a rise time of
100 ns. Therefore the azimuthal magnetic field at the anode and cathode surfaces are 14.4 kG
and 7.2 kG, respectively.

The plasma generated by the plasma gun (PG) is injected radially from inside the inner
electrode (anode), short circuiting th_ inter-electrode gap. The POS chamber has four trans-
verse and one axial optical accesses through U.V. transparent windows, which allow for radial
and axial observations.
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The current upstream and downstream of the POS is measured by l%ogqwski coils and by
eight J_-loops, four placed downstream and four upstream of the POS. The B-loops are az-
imuthaly separated by 90° to test the current flow symmetry. The voltage across the POS is
measured by a capacitive voltage divider, corrected for the inductive voltage drop along the
coaxial line between the divider and the plasma switch. The ion current density distribution
along the POS axis during the conduction and the opening phases is measured by two arrays of
four Collimated Faraday Cups (CFC). The CFC are placed on two opposite sides of the plasma
switch at several distances from the cathode slits and are axially separated by 1.7 cm.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the POS experimental setup.

The Plasma Gun

The PG is composed of a fast gas valve connected to a hollow cylindrical tube with 144
capillary outlets for a radial plasma injection, see Fig.1. The fast opening of the gas valve al-
lows the gas to propagate into the hollow cylinder and fill the capillary channels. The inner

coax surface consists of a stainless steel mesh (geometrical transparency of 50%) connected
through a 50 _ resistor to the outer surface of the cylindrical tube. A high voltage pulse of sev-
era/kV which lasts for few microseconds is supplied to a graphite cathode brush, centered along
the hollow cylinder axis, causing gas breakdown inside the cylinder, followed by a gas break-
down inside the Alumina-made capillaries. The high current density in each capillary (a few

tens of kA/cm 2) produces a highly ionized plasma which is then injected radiMly outward.

Spectroscopic System

The plasma light emission was collected in the axial and radial directions by fused silica
optics directing the light emission to a 1-meter, 2400 grooves/mm spectrometer. The spatial
and spectral resolutions were varied in the experiment between 0.5 mm to 4.0 mm and 0.1/l to

0.35/i , respectively. The spectral profile is measured by 10 photomultiplier tubes in a spectral
range of 2000-7500/l and a temporal resolution of 4 ns. An absolute calibration of the spectro-
scopic system allows for absolute level population measurements.
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III. Experimental Results

Plasma Gun

An extensive study has been conducted for optimizing and characterizing the PG. The PG
optima] operation regime was investigated by Penning probes for neutral gas measurements,

Double Floating Probes (DFP) and CFC for electron (ion) density and temperature measure-

ments, and by framing pictures of the PG light emission. Spectroscopic observations of vari-

ous particles near the PG surface were used for determining the electron density and tempera-

ture, the particle velocity distributions, and the plasma composition. The PG reproducibility
was found to be ±20%. The PG uniformity measured at the center of the A-K gap is -4-10% in

the azimuthal direction. The axial plasma density distribution, given in Fig. 2, shows a uni-

form plasma density over 40 mm at 20 mm from the PG surface. Three operational regimes of
the PG were observed depending on the gas pressure inside the capillaries. A capillary surface

flashover regime is seen when the PG is operated without gas in the capillaries. A gas discharge

regime when the gas pressure inside the capillaries is in the range of 10 -2 to 10 -1 Torr, and a

volume discharge regime at higher gas pressures. The plasma radial flow velocity measured with
DFP, CFC, and inferred from spectroscopic observations of ions and neutral particles is found

to be between 1-4 cm//_s. The axial ion velocity distribution gives kinetic energies in the range

of 2-15 eV, the energy is higher for higher charge states. Time dependent DFP measurements
of the plasma electron density and temperature at 20 mm from the PG surface vary from 1012

cm -3 to 1014 cm -3 and from 10 eV up to 30 eV, respectively, depending on the gas mixture,
gas pressure, and current density in each capillary.

Spectroscopic time dependent determination of the electron density was performed by

observing the Ha and 1"/3 spectral profiles. The Stark broadening was calculated and self-
consistently convoluted with the Doppler contribution for the two lines. These calculations were

best fit to the data to yield the time dependent hydrogen kinetic energy and electron density,

giving 3 ± 1 eV and 5x 1014 cm -3, respectively, at 2 mm from the capillaries. The time depen-

dent electron density is shown in Fig. 3. The highest charge state of argon, carbon and oxygen
was 2. The absolute level populations measurements obtained with the aid of our collisional

radiative calculations 4-7, yield the total particle densities in the plasma. Carbon particles, ev-

idently from the electrodes were observed also when an argon gas was used in the PG. However,

the amount of CI, CII, and CIII for the argon source was 1, 5, and 10 fold less than when CH4
was used.

POS Properties

The POS parameters are given in Fig. 4. The prepulse downstream current is observed __

25 ns after the beginning of the.upstream current, reaching _10 kA at 70 ns, the time at which
the current starts to rise. The B-loops indicate symmetrical current flow.

The ion current density was measured simultaneously on two opposite sides of the POS

and at four different axial locations. In all CFC traces shown in Fig. 5, a-5-ns long ion cur-

rent pulse is observed within 10 ns from the start of the upstream current. The CFCs measure-

ments at various radial distances from the cathode yield a velocity of 4× 108 cm/s for the ions

in this early short pulse. We also measured the start time of the main ion current as a function

of distance along the switch. The farther the cup from the generator the later the start time

was found to be. The axial dependence of the ion current start time can possibly reflect the ax-

ial evolution of the sheath between the plasma and the cathode. Thus, the development of a

sheath along the cathode propagates at velocity that increases in time from 5-7× 107 cm/s up

to 2 × 108 cm/s.
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The main spectroscopic observations discussed in the following section concern particle
level populations and particle velocity distributions during switch operation, and the secondary
plasma formed later in the pulse, after 0.5 #s.

Particle Level Populations
In the POS experiments the PG was operated with argon, CH4, and C02 gases which

enabled us to distinguish between the plasma produced from the PG gas and the plasma con-
tributed by the electrodes. Light emission from the PG plasma at the A-K gap was too weak to
be observed. The line emission rose by more than 100 times when the switch was powered by
the high current. The reproducibility in the line intensities for the various particles was better
than 4-20_.

We determined excited level populations during the switch operation for CI to CV, OII
to OVI, and ArII to ArIV. Results for the latter are shown in Fig. 6. The excitations of the
high levels of the highly ionized particles observed inside the A-K gap can not be explained by
the plasma thermal electrons. These observations suggest the existence of fast electrons in the
plasma with energies __ 300 eV. Radial observations of the plasma switch at different axial po-
sitions indicate a _-- 2 cm long region for the fast electrons. The fast-electron density, partici-
pating in the current conduction, estimated from the current density and the lower limit for the
electron velocity (300 eV) is --_-3 × 1013 cm -3. The absolute densities of the level populations

decreased radially from the anode to the cathode as 1/r 2. This can be explained by the I/r
variation of the initial ionic density and the resulting 1/r variation in the fast electron density.
The axially averaged line intensities in all radial locations increase and decrease simultaneously
to within 4- 10 ns. We are presently studying the current channel distribution in the plasma by
using various spatially resolved time-dependet line intensities, which we hope to compare in the
future with those obtained from the B-field measurements based on Zeeman splitting.

Particle Velocity Distributions
The time dependent directed axial velocity of various particles in the plasma was deter-

mined by measuring the Doppler line shifts. The measurements were performed in the direc-
tion of the POS axis at various radial positions integrating over the axial extent of the plasma.
The axial velocities of CI and CII rise to _-- 106 cm/s, of CIII to --_ 2 × 106 cm/s, of CIV to

-_ 6 x 106 cm/s, and of CV to __. 12 x 106 cm/s. The argon axial velocity is shown in Fig.

6. The velocity rise ofArIIis--_ I -- 1.5 × 106 cm/s, ofArIIIis__ 2 × 106 cm/s, andof

ArIV is __ 2 × 106 cm/s. The axial velocities observed are __ 10 times smaller than the plasma
Alfven velocity. The axial velocities increase during the first 100-120 ns after the initiation of
the generator current pulse and then decrease approximately with the decrease in the POS cur-
rent. This temporal dependence of the axial acceleration and deceleration observed for various
plasma species and in all radial positions is presently being studied.

The velocity distributions of the plasma particles are determined by measuring the
Doppler spectral line broadenings. The measured spectral profile was unfolded from its instru-

mental broadening, while the Zeeman and Stark broadenings were estimated to have a negligi-
ble contribution to the line widths. The velocity distributions measured are found to depend on
the particle mass and charge state. The kinetic energies of neutral Carbon and Hydrogen are
found to be relatively low, 10-15 eV, and vary little in time. On the other hand the ionic kinetic
energies are found to increase linearly in time to values comparable to their directed axial veloc-
ities. The line profile spreads in eV at 120 ns are 30+5 eV for CII, 604-10 eV for cIII, 100:t=10
eV for CIV, and 1404-10 eV for CV. The argon line profiles shown in Fig. 6, given for the ArII,
ArIII, and ArIV energies 70+10 eV, 1304-10 eV, and 2304-20 eV, respectively. Thus, the ki-
netic energies observed for the ions are due to acceleration and spread in velocity distribution,
rather than thermal effects. Ion heating can not occur in our collisionless plasma within __ 100
ns.
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Secondary Electrode Plasma

The lightemission from the switch plasma decays 150-200 ns afterthe applicationof the

generatorcurrentpulse. However lineemission from hydrogen and carbon ions startsagain

about 0.5-i/_slater.No emission from other particlesisobserved from from thissecondary

plasma. Also, thisplasma does not appear when the PG isoperated without the generator cur-

rent. The secondary plasma lineintensitiesare usually3-5 times higher than those of the early

pl_ma. The secondary plasma light signals appear at different times in different radial posi-
tions in the plasma switch, see Fig. 7. The CII 2512 A and 4267 A line intensities measured 5
mm from the anode and 5 mm from the cathode surface appear relatively early and at the same

time, while farther from the electrodes, at distances of 10 mm and 15 mm from the anode, they

appear at >__ l_ts later. From this we concluded that the carbon and hydrogen particles that

comprise the secondary plasma originate at the anode and cathode surfaces. They move away
from the surfaces with velocities dependent on the charge and the mass. For CI and CII the ra-

dial velocity is __ 106 cm/s, for CIII __ 2 x 106 cm/s, for CIV__ 3 - 4 × 106 cm/s, and for

HI_ 3 x 106 crn/s. In the axial direction the secondary plasma velocity is less than 5 × 105

cm/s.
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Fig. 6. Time dependent spectral observations of
ArII, ArIII, and ArlV at 5 mm from the anode obtained

from the 4348 ._ , 3286/_ ,and 2913 _ lines, respectively. 0

t = 0 is the start of the upstream current. (a) Time de- o r--'_,,,,,==
pendent absolute level populations of the above particles.

(b) Time dependent mean kinetic energies obtained from Fig. 7. Time dependent

the Doppler broadenings of the above particles. (c) Time intensity of the CII 4267
dependent axial velocities obtained from the Doppler _ line measured at radial

shifts of the above particles, distances of 5, 10, 15, and
20 mm from the anode.

The figure shows the early

rise in the line intensity
during switch operation

followed by a secondary

rise at times _ 0.5/_s.
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IV. Summary •

A new-type gaseous plasma source was developed for the investigation of cylindrical POS in the
100 ns time regime. The density, temperature, uniformity, reproducibility, and flow velocity of

the injected pl_ma were studied and optimized.

The electrical properties of the POS in the positive polarity were determined.

The line emission from the plasma particles was found to be in correlation with the current
through the POS. The presence of fast electrons, (> 300 eV), in the plasma was studied as
a function of time and location from the excitations of highly-excited levels of highly charged
ions. The results suggest that these electrons are associated with the current flow through the
plasma.

From the ionic level excitation after the decay of the currents in the plasma it is inferred that
the resultant electron heating is relatively small.

The ion axial velocities were found to be much smaller than the Alfven velocity.

The fast electron distribution and the axial acceleration and deceleration of various plasma ions
observed during the POS operation are presently being used to study the current distribution in
the plasma.

The current flow through the switch produces an electrode plasma that moves into the switch
region from both electrodes at an average velocity of __ I cm/_zs. Investigation of the composi-
tion and behavior of the secondary electrode plasma is important for developing long-time POS.
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Abstract

Achieving a radiation pulse with 15 ns risetime using all four of the Aurora accelerator's Blumlein
pulse-forming lines demands synchronization of the Blumleins to within 10 ns (in addition to a
15 ns risetime 1,2for a single line). Timing of each Blumlein is controlled by a triggered 12 MV oil
switch. A smaller-than-customary trigger electrode makes the switching time more reproducible.

Time-resolved photography of the oil arcs suggests that triggering occurs simultaneously
around the sharp edge of the trigger electrode, perhaps with small deviations that grow into the
most prominent arcs characteristically seen in open-shutter photographs. However, many smaller
arcs that are usually overlooked in open-shutter pictures may contribute to current conduction in
a closed switch.

Introduction

The risetime of the radiation produced by one of the Aurora accelerator's 3 four Blumlein
pulse-forming lines can be reduced from a nominal 60 ns to 15 ns by modification of the vac-
uum diode, 1'4 and can be further reduced to 7 ns with a gas ceU.2 Maintaining the improved
risetime using all four Blumleins demands that the radiation pulses arrive within a 10 ns
window, and hence requires synchronous Blumlein switching.

The 12 MV oil switch is one element critical to synchronizing the Blumleins. Two
switch geometries axe investigated: the conventional switch s and a switch that has been
modified to increase the rate-of-rise of the voltage at the trigger electrode. Other aspects of
synchronization, discussed in previous reports, 5'6have resulted in less than 2% shot-to-shot
variation in the radiation dose. _

Oil switch triggering

Figure 1 shows Aurora's 12 MV oil switch. After Marx erection, a pulse charge voltage
of approximately -10 MV charges the intermediate Blumlein electrode with a 1.8 ps half
period. In the switch region, the electrodes are separated by approximately 50 cm, which
yields an average electric field strength on the order of 200 kV/cm.

In the conventional switch, the oil trigger electrode is held approximately 5 cm into the
gap by a support pipe that is attached to the high potential side of the 1 MV trigatron gas
switch. The gas switch's ground electrode is electrically connected to the inner Blumlein
electrode through a solid aluminum frame, which also physically supports the trigger assem-
bly. During pulse charging, the voltage on the oil switch trigger reaches a voltage V/n, where
the capacitance of the trigger to the inner Blumlein is n - 1 times the capacitance to the
intermediate electrode. Upon closure of the gas switch, the charge on the oil switch trigger
flows through the gas switch and support structure to the inner Blumlein, dramatically in-
creasing the electrical stress at the trigger's sharp edge. Prebreakdown streamers originate
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Figure 1. Schematic of Aurora's V/n oil switch. Modifications to the switch include reducing
the trigger electrode diameter (the standard trigger electrode is shown by the broken llne) and the
addition of a low inductance path to ground st the gas switch. Eight conductors, indicated by the
dot-dash line, are connected in parallel between the ground electrode of the gas switch and the
inner Blundein.

at the edge of the trigger electrode and propagate across the gap toward the intermediate
electrode. Conducting arcs develop along the path of the streamers, connecting first between
the oil switch trigger and the intermediate Blumlein and then to the inner Blumlein, thus

closing the switch.
The operation of the oil switch is monitored by a capacitive probe mounted within the

inner Blumlein, the I?monitor shown in Figure 1. The V signal is proportional to the current
from the high-voltage electrode: I = dQ/dt - d(CV)/dt, assuming the capacitance of the
trigger electrode is constant and that stray current may be neglected.

Figure 2 shows representative data obtained by integration of the I_'signal for the
standard trigger. At the beginning of the trace the voltage on the trigger electrode is
proportional to the pulse-charge voltage. The gas switch closes at time to and produces
a rapid change in the trigger electrode voltage. The plummeting voltage at about 200as
indicates that electrical contact has been made between the high-voltage electrode and the

trigger electrode.
The switch run time tr is the time delay between closure of the gas switch and closure

of the oil switch as indicated in the figure. Measurements obtained during opera:ion of the
conventional switch s give the switch's run time as

[ ]-°tr "_ tl, 1 MV/cm] "

Here tl, = 22ns is the run time for an average field Eo_ of 1 MV/cm, and the exponent
a _s approximately 1.33. In the standard configuration the mean run time is on the order
of 130 ns, with a shot-to-shot standard deviation of approximately 5.5 ns: s switch closure
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Figure 2. The voltage on the oil switch trigger electrode. The integrated I_'signal is plotted for a
single shot using the conventional switch geometry. The gas switch closure time to and oil switch
run time tr are shown. The numbered sequence along the top of the figure corresponds to the
exposures of the high-speed photograph shown below.

occurs within windows of 13 ns for 9 shots and 28 ns for 95 shots.

The impulse breakdown voltage of insulating fluids depends on the rate of voltage
rise: Tests using a small gap and nonuniform fields9 show that the variance in the time-
to-breakdown decreases with increased rate-of-rise. Thus a faster-rising pulse on the trigger
electrode should reduce the switch jitter. The trigger network approximates a LRC circuit
with the support structure's inductance L, the parallel 10 G damping resistor R, and the
capacitance C of the trigger electrode. This circuit has a half-cycle time T -- __, and,
for the standard switch configuration, T __ 75 ns. A faster-rising pulse is achieved by a_iding
eight parallel conductors between the gas switch and the inner Blumlein, and by reducing
the diameter of the trigger electrode from 95 cm to 60 cm.
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Figure 8. _"signal for the modifiedtriggerelectrode.V signaltracesobtainedfrom nineconsec-
utiveshotsare plotted.
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Figure 4. Photographs of switch operation. Open-shutter (A) and high-speed (B) photographs for
different shots are shown. The approximate field of view is shown schematically on the upper left.
The multi-frame photograph corresponds to the voltage trace shown in Figure 2 where the frame
exposure times plotted together with the trigger voltage. Individual frame exposures are 10 ns and
the frames are separated by approximately 50 ns.
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Oil switch timing is most accurately determined by direct measurement of the IYsignal.
Figure 3 shows representative traces of the V signal for the small electrode. Compared with
the conventional switch, the half-cycle time is nearly halved to 34 ns. It should be noted
that, due to the reduction in the trigger electrode capacitance to the intermediate Blumlein
electrode, the peak voltage on the trigger electrode is about 60% of that for the conventional
switch. Therefore, the voltage rate-of-rise is increased by a factor of 1.2 rather than 2 as i
indicated by the oscillation frequency alone. The nine consecutive shots shown in Figure 3
have run times that fall within an 8 ns window and an estimated standard deviation of 3 ns.

Optical diagnostics

Two photographic techniques were employed to record light emitted from the oil switch
during closure: open-shutter and high-speed photography. Representative photographs of
each type for the conventional switch geometry are shown in Figure 4. These pictures
provide intriguing information about the switch's operation, such as the number and spatial
distribution of the conducting arcs.

In the open-shutter pictures the gap is typically bridged by a few large arcs. It should be
noted, however, that the open-shutter photographs emphasize persistent arcs that continue
to carry current during late-time ringing of leftover energy in the Blumlein. Therefore these
arcs give little information about the pulse forming part of the switch discharge.

In contrast, the multi-frame photographs show many luminous regions close to the trig-
ger electrode. Apparently, the oil switch triggers many channels that are relatively uniformly
spaced on the trigger electrode. The first detectable light emission for the sequence shown in
Figure 4B appears in the second frame, 75 ns after closure of the gas switch. These data ap-
pear to be consistent with the initiation of multiple prebreakdown streamers, the precursors
to the fully developed arcs. 1° The streamers start at the sharpened edge of the trigger elec-
trode, presumably when the electric field at the sharp edge exceeds some critical value. The
streamers appear to grow uniformly at initiation. However, the photograph suggests that at
switch closing only three channels have bridged the gap. In other high-speed photographs,
a single channel appears to close the switch.

The photographic data suggest that the detailed temporal development of the streamers
may contribute to the variability in the switch run time. Indeed there is some evidence in
the photographic data that may explain the "compensation" effect, which is an inverse
correlation between switch run time and the rate of discharge of the Blumlein, identified
earlier, s's Closure of the oil switch with a single arc, as in the case of runaway growth of a
single streamer, seems to reduce the run time and to result in a slightly slower discharge of
the Blumlein. However, although light emission is certainly related to currents in the oil, it
seems clear that the measurement optics do not fully resolve the structure nor detect the
full extent of prebreakdown streamers, and that these photographic data must be evaluated
with some care.

It is not yet clear what factors influence arc initiation and the subsequent number of arc
channels. Detailed studies of the threshold field and the dependence of streamer initiation
on voltage risetime are in preparation.
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Abstract

High-power ultrawideband pulses with equivalent center frequencies around 10 GHz require
switching in a time scale of about a hundred picoseconds. We are developing a high-pressure gas switch
that is designed to store a few joules of energy. Energy is stored in the transmission line upstream of the
switch. The switch is a gap in a short transmission line of low impedance. The line is pulse charged to
store the desired energy before the electric field across the gap collapses from the avalanche buildup of
electrons. To ensure a relatively uniform voltage collapse across the width of the gap, initial electrons are
produced by radiation from a bare spark. The switching repeatability is very good when the spark
provides the initial electrons. Gap electric fields greater than I MV/cm were achieved for a 10-atm switch
pressure in air with a voltage collapse less than 150 ps over 6 cm of switch length. The switch was tested
with repetitive pulses up to 1 kHz.

In a pulse charging mode, the collapse time of the gap will typically be 5 times less than the charging
time. For applications where a switching time of tens of picoseconds is desired, a second switch would be
required.

Introduction

An ultrawideband source requires a pulsed operation. We also discuss scaling for the high-
power modulator, a fast switch, and a radiating pressure gas switch.
antenna. For broad-band radiation in the GHz In these studies, we applied nanosecond rising
range, the pulse energy must be released with a voltage pulses (Marx pulse power supply) to a
fast rising pulse (i.e., tens of picoseconds). Of the 50-g2 pressurizable transmission line with an in-
possible pulse sharpening methods in the sub- line gap and to a plate transmission line. The
nanosecond time scale, a high-pressure gas measurements checked the attainable gap electric
switch1,2 .3 can produce short and high-voltage field. We also measured the voltage collapse time.
pulses at energies (joules) of interest resulting in The results showing phasing and repetition rate
high-power radiation. Although discharge physics operation were obtained using the plate
are relatively well understood, certain switch transmission line.
issues remain to be determined. In this paper, we We present a comparison of simple avalanche
present the _'esultsof our studies on the attainable physics modeling of the pulse charging and gap
electric field at breakdown, the speed of voltage voltage collapse to the experimentally measured
collapse, the voltage collapse phasing along the results. Using the model, we illustrate the
gap length, and the capability of repetition rate calculated pulse waveform for a much higher

voltage and pressure switch.

Gas Switch Operation

Two configurations of the switch were tested: down the line. The end of the line was shorted.
a 50-f_ coaxial line and a 17-f_ parallel-plate The development of charge in the [gap up to
transmission line. The coaxial transmission line breakdown voltage has been measured_, '_ by the
and gap could be pressurized with gas. An initial well known E/P vs P'crelationship for many gases
electron density, n, is produced in the gap by a UV or gas mixtures. The buildup of electron density or
source. The transmission line is charged by the formative time, % to breakdown is modeled using
pulsed power supply until the gap voltage the Townsend coefficient, a, and the electron drift
collapses and the voltage pulse is propagated velocity, vd, both functions of E/P. The initial
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electrons in the gap avalanche from the initial F/"
density of between 103 to 109 to the density of

1017cm"3when the voltage collapses. The time for j =nova exp lJo O_Vddt ,the increase in generations of electron density at
constant voltage is termed the formative time. The
switching time is so short that electrons will move where both o_and Vd are functions of E/P. The total
only a fraction of the gap distance during the current conducted through the gap depends on the
voltage collapse. The avalanche process provides transmission line impedance and the gap
an electron density capable of carrying a current impedance.
density as given by

Experimental Setup

The electric field and voltage collapse time probes were also recorded on the SCD5000
was measured in a 50-f2 coaxial line that could be transient digitizers. Due to the high frequency of
pressurized to 10 atm. The coaxial line had an in- the D-dot signals, and the losses associated with
line gap with one chisel-point face and one flat the signal lines, the system frequency response of
face. The geometry for the parallel plate each signal line was measured using a picosecond
transmission line is shown in Fig. 1. This geometry pulser and then removed from the pulsed
was only operated at atmospheric pressure. To experimental measurements during the data
observe switch phasing, we used the plate reduction phase.
transmission line shown in Fig. 1 with a 2-mm gap
(g) across the 10-cm width (w) of the line. The
pulse charging supply stores energy in the 10 cm
upstream of the gap until voltage collapse occurs,
and then launches a pulse down the 20-cm line to
a shorted end. The plates were separated by 5 mm

(see s ) resulting in an impedance of 17 f2. The Charging /a--10 cm_= z''g 20 cmF------_
voltages were monitored with four D-dot probes, pulse_¢ / _,4 /

/Pr°bel isl°cated l'5cmupstream°fthegap _ 1"/_ 3 /centerline and probe 3 is 1.5 crn downstream along o

the transmission line center. Probes 2 and 4 were ........v;i_
placed at 3 cm outboard of the downstream probe
(see Fig. 1). _$

To ensure some resident electron density in
the gap as the char_ng pulse is applied, the gap is
irradiated by UV ° from a spark source. The
wideband assist pulser (WASP) 6 was used to
pulse charge the plate transmission line at
repetition rates from 1 Hz to 1 kHz for l-second
duration bursts. The output pulses were measured
with a B-dot probe on the output line and the Figure 1. Parallel-plate transmission line; D-
signal was recorded on a SCDS000, 4.5-GHz dot probe locations l--4 are noted.
transient digitizer. The signals from the D-dot

Experimental Results

Gap Electric Field and Breakdown 10atm of air, the gap voltage (Fig. 2) collapsed to
half in less than 150 ps (the time response of the

For the parallel-plate transmission line in measurement was limited to a rise time of about
atmospheric pressure, the charging pulse 150ps; the signal frequency response was not
developed a peak of 100 kV/cm across the gap as obtained for these measurements). At 1 atm of air
the voltage rose in 1.5 ns. In the 50-f2 coaxial line pressure, the gap voltage collapsed to half in
air gap, pressurized to 10 atm, an electric field of 250 ps both for the coaxial line and the plate
1 MV/cm was obtained. In the coaxial line at transmission line (Fig. 3). It follows that with
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several tens of atmospheres pressure the voltage 126 ps when no UV spark was used. The estimated
collapse will occur in a few tens of picoseconds, instrumental measurement precision was 20 ps.

Phasing with a Single Pulse

In order to launch a rapidly rising pulse that is "" 40

time-phased across the transmission line width, _> ..... ]
we have required that the switching gap be nearly
the full width of the line (Fig. 1). The issue for ¢_
switching is to have the voltage collapse _ 30O
simultaneously across the full width of the gap. >
Typical integrated signals for the gap charging e 20
voltage (from probe 1) and the launched voltage 2
pulse are shown in Fig. 3. o.

"O
10

¢o
_) 0 _ ___J .... L_______,_ , , I

600 _; 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5I I ..... ! " I
125 s 155 ps

P '- _ Time (ns)500 - 1 MV/cm __--7,,.:-¢_--_.II

> 400- (" Nitrog'en 1\

¢_300 . in the parallel.plate transmission line with

_o 200 _" [_ "1Airk\ atmospheric air. UV spark pulse was applied.
0=0"100 ArcIon _ ,. _, The variation in arrival time between probes 2 and

(3 _.p__ 3 was 20 ps or within the instrumental precision.0 . We conclude that with a UV spark source, the gap
. I . I i i discharge is uniform along its length to within the

350 370 390 410 430 450 measurement accuracy. It was also observed that
probes 2 and 4 were typically very similar in wave

Time (ps) shape when the phasing was good, and different
otherwise. The data from probe 3, as shown in

Figure 2. Measured gap voltage wave-forms in a Fig. 3, was typically different for good phasing.
50-W, coaxial transmission-line gap. Pulse charged We assume this difference from probes 2 and 4
from a small Marx generator, was due to breakdown waves reflecting from the

edge of the transmission line and adding to probes
We determined the relative arrival time at the two 2 and 4 differently than to probe 3.
outboard probes (2 and 4). Without an ionizing
spark, the signal arrived at probe 2 an average of Phasing and Amplitude with Pulse
47 ps prior to arriving at probe 4, and the standard Repetition
deviation of the difference in arrival time was

126 ps, considerably greater than the average Repetition rate operation was tested up to
difference in arrival time. Because the probes are I kHz. The WASP pulser provided a voltage pulse
located 6 cm apart, a variation of 126 ps indicates a that was about 2 times higher on the first pulse.
significant variation of location of the gap current, The UV spark source could not be repeated. The
thus showing that it is not uniform along the issue was whether there were enough resident
length of the gap. When the UV ionizing spark electrons from the previous breakdown to
was applied, the average arrival time difference to uniformly seed the gap with enough electrons for
probes 2 and 4 was measured to be about 25 ps. a phased breakdown. On a given burst, we
The variation in this arrival time was 18 ps recorded the first breakdown and every one-
(11 shots) or a significant reduction from the hundredth breakdown that followed, up to three

additional pulses (Fig. 4).
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wave shape (probe 4) is very similar. We
concluded that the first pulse with the UV spark

14 " i I I ../.. I i launched a phasedpulse but for subsequentpulses

_,_ q the gap breakdown was not uniform. The UV12 - (1 ""', spark will be needed for every pulse up to a 1-kI--Iz
_'a¢10- prf. In Fig. 4, we observed that the repeated pulses
•-- reached the same voltage, 12 kV. The first
¢= pulsereaches an amplitude of 20kV. The

8 - difference is because the WASP pulser produces a

o> 6 faster rising and higher voltage pulse on the first
•o pulse, and all subsequent pulses are repeatable
•= 4 with slower rise times and lower amplitudes. With
,_° prfs up to 1 kHz, the launched voltage pulses

repeated their amplitude. These bursts of pulses2 were steady for up to one second without
0 degradation in the holdoff voltage or launched

amplitude.
I , I I I ! !

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Time (ps) 40 , ', ,
m Model A

Figure4. Launchedvoltagepulsesamplesat 1 --Measured /1__,
kHz prfwith noUV spark.Pulsearrival time ..... 30 Voltage /,i _j., _\
differences are unknown. > before the/' t._

gap // _'v,_Unlike these three launched pulses, the wave ¢_

shape should be almost identical if the gap _ 20 / /_..,,
breakdown is uniform across its length. For "_ --/

repeated breakdowns up to the 1-kHz pulse . //f /jr _..._repetition frequency (prf), the variation in pulse .E
arrival time among probes 2, 3 and 4 was similar Launche¢t
to that observed when no UV spark was produced. / / f pulse

Fiducial corrections were crucial to making the _-'Z"_-" / d (Probe 4)
measurements, and care was taken to determine 0 -" - , " , J ,
the relative difference in trigger delays and signal 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5
delays between D-dots. For the first pulse in the Time (ns)
train when the UV spark was produced, the
relative timing among probes 2, 3 and 4 was
within measurement accuracy. In Fig. 5, two first
pulses with a UV spark illumination are Figure 5. Comparison ofthe first two charging
compared. Although the input Marx charging and launched voltage pulses with the UV spark.
pulse was different in amplitude, the launched

Switch Modeling

When the gap electron density avalanche is the gap should have a minor effect on the phase of
modeled using the Townsend coefficient and the the propagated wave. Stringent control of the gap
drift velocity, it becomes apparent that a difference electron density during the initial charging time is
of several orders of magnitude of initial electron therefore not necessary.
density, n, makes a relatively small change in the In Fig. 6, the modeled breakdown in the plate
formative time to voltage collapse. For example, transmission line gap is compared to the measured
with an E/P of 50 across the gap, the time of pulses for air breakdown at I atm of pressure. The
collapse for a 2-ns charge time varied 33 ps per model assumes a (1 - cosx) charging pulse
decade of initial electron density charge, going waveform, which is comparable to the measured
from 103 to 109 electrons/cm 3. The launched charging pulse except for the low voltage foot. The
pulse wave rises in 125 ps. Initial electron density breakdown electric field is closely predicted and
variations within a factor of 10 along the length of can be correctly predicted for higher pressures.
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The launched pulse is closely predicted up to the Calculations show that similar electric fields can
time when the wave propagating back to the input be obtained but with varying required pressures.
line returns to the gap. The assumed input The differences lie in the voltage collapse rates,
charging wave in the model does not match the especially as E/P falls to lower values where for
real wave after this time and the model does not some gases, electron attachment plays a role.
include the shorted end of the plate transmission The electrical energy stored in the
line. Because the gap voltage rise is significantly transmission line before switching is dependent on
above the static breakdown voltage, the launched the field volume and the voltage. The E/P scaling
pulse rise time is typically 5 times faster than the indicates that a pressure increase allows a
pulse charging time. To achieve pulses with proportionally higher electric field. We have
picosecond rise times, a staged switch would be designed a low impedance (0.5 f2) line 3 cm long
required, with a meter-long gap capable of storing 8.8 J of

electrical energy. In helium at 150arm, the
launched pulse is calculated to be 200 ps long

40 , , _ (Fig. 7) and the pulse launched energy is 4.4 J.

__Model /A,,"_ , , , , ", , , ',

30 - - Measured / _'_,_._. _- 300 /_
¢_250

--- c_ Before ga
._ 20 \ ..-,
"_ o 200
• l >

/- o
m i
: = 150
o10 _l "-

>' •'_ I \ • 100 10 _-
..._ I \ Pn "_

" "_0 _ i 50 5
c

....... ' ' ...... _ _ _ 0 IJ,I
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 I-- 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Time (ns) Time (ns)

Figure 6. Comparing calculated and measured

charging and launched voltage pulses. Figure 7. Calculated charging and launched
voltage pulses using He at 150 atm pressure. There

The model was capable of using several gases, were 8.8 J stored energy in the 3-cm line at break-
such as helium, nitrogen, argon, silane, and others, down, and 4.4 J of energy launched in the pulse.

Summary

The high-pressure switch has been shown to gap, provided that a UV source of photons
be capable of producing sub-nanosecond pulses at produces seed electrons before the charging pulse
high voltages. Electric fields of a few MV/cm are arrives. We have demonstrated that a 1-kHz
attainable in charging pulses whose duration are repetition rate can be achieved for this switch
of the order of the formative times for electron during a period of one second. Modeling has been
avalanching. The pulse rise times have been effective in matching experimental results, and
measured as fast as 150 ps (limited by diagnostics) should thus be useful in the design of high-voltage
and the pulse can be launched in phase along the and pressure switch configurations.
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PREDICTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE GENERATION BY
PICOSECOND AVALANCHES IN HIGH-PRESSURE AIR*

D.J. Mayhall and J.H. Yee

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, Mail Code L-156, Livermore, CA 94551

Introduction

The gas avalanche switch is a laser-activated, high-voltage switch, consisting of a set of pulse-

charged electrodes in a high-pressure gas. 1-n Induced electrons from a picosecond-scale laser pulse

initiate an avalanche discharge between high-voltage and grounded electrodes. If the voltage,

pressure, and dimensions are correct, the rapid avalanche, fueled by the immense number of electrons

available in the gas, collapses the applied voltage in picoseconds and generates electromagnetic

pulses with widths as short as 1-10 ps and 3 dB bandwidths of 20-120 GHz. With proper voltage

or pressure detuning, wider pulses and lower bandwidths occur. In addition to picosecond

electromagnetic pulse generation, application of this switch should result in ultra-fast Marx bank

pulsers. 5

A number of versions of the switch are possible. The simplest is a parallel plate capacitor,

consisting of a gas between two parallel plate conductors. High voltage is applied across the two

plates. A parallel plate, Blumlein geometry features a center electrode between two grounded

parallel plates. This geometry emits a single pulse in each direction along the parallel plates. A frozen

wave geometry with multiple, oppositely charged center electrodes will emit AC pulses. Series

switches consisting of gas gaps between two electrodes are also possible. A recent investigation with

an overvolted series gap reported voltage switching times as short as 50 ps. 6

A Two-Dimensional Electron Fluid Computer Code

For investigation of these switches, we have developed a two-dimensional, electromagnetic, finite

difference, electron fluid computer code for ionization in high-pressure gases. This code simultaneously,

self-consistently, and implicitly solves Maxwell' s curl equations for transverse magnetic modes bbetween

perfectly conducting parallel plates. In addition, it solves electron fluid conservation equations for density,

momentum, and energy. The coordinates are presently rectangular. Multiple charged, rectilinear, perfect

conductors may be situated between the plates. Figure 1 shows the present geometry.

Differential Equations

The governing Maxwell's curl equations in the MKS system are

* Workperformedundertheauspicesof theU.S. Departmentof Energyby LawrenceLivermoreNational
LaboratoryunderContractW-7405-Eng-48.
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Ex,t = E-1o (H_y - neVx), (1)

Ey,t = - E -1o (l-Iz.x+ neVy), (2)

I-Iz, t = 1.1.-1 (Ex,y - Ey,x), (3)

where Ex arid Ey are the electric components in the x arid y directions, e o arid I£oare the

premittivity and permeability of the gas, Hz is the magnetic component in the z direction, n is the

electron density, e is the electronic charge of-l.6 x 10-19C, and vx and Vyare the electron velocity
components in the x and y directions. The multiple subscript a,b indicates the partial derivative

of the a component of a quantity with respect to the b independent variable. The symbol t stands

for time.

An approximate set of electron fluid conservation equations is

nt = n_)i , (4)

(nVx)t = n[em-Z(Ex + I.tovyHz) - _)mVx], (5)

(nVy)t = n[em-l(Ey - t.l.oVxHz) - aJrnVy], (6)

(nU)t = n[e(Exv x + EyVy)- 1)u(U - Uo) - a)iei], (7)

where 1.)i is the neutral molecule ionization rate, m is the electronic mass, a)m and x)u are the

electron-neutral momentum and energy exchange rates, U is the electron energy, Uo is the time-

constant average neutral energy, and e iis the average neutral ionization potential. The subscript t

denotes the partial derivative with respect to time. We use collision rates for air and take

Uo = 0.025 eV and e i = 14 eV to specialize Eqs. (4)--(7) to air. Equations (4)-(7) assume a

Maxwellian velocity distribution. In addition, all convective terms, pressure gradients, and heat

flows are neglected. All electron number losses are ignored, as is electron generation by

photoionization. The collision rates are from previous calculations of high-power microwave

pulse breakdown in low-pressure air. 7 These rates are assumed to increase linearly with

increasing neutral pressure.

Diseretization and Numerical Solution

Figure 1 shows the finite difference discretization of the computational space between the

parallel conductors. The partitioning mesh is rectangular with uniform, unequal spacings Ax and Ay.

The legend box shows the position of each field component. The electron fluid variables are solved

for at Hz grid points. Equations (1)-(3) are centrally differenced in space in the grid interior. Seven

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in time result for each grid cell. The global set of ODEs is

solved by numerical time integration with the block-interative, optionally stiff, implicit solver

GEARBI. 8
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Figure 1. A simple pulse generator switch model.
TEM boundary conditions at left and fight.
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Figure 2. Waveform of the voltage between the Figure 3. Voltage waveform at right
electrode and center bottom plate near the center boundary for 292.4 kV and 27.2 atm.

line at 292.4 kV and 27.2 atm.
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Figure 4. Voltage waveforms at right boundary
from wave interference at 292.4 kV and 27.2 atm.

Pulse Generation in a Three Electrode Air Switch

Switch Geometry

A gas avalanche switch with a strong nonuniformityin its initial electric field consists of a center

rectangularelectrode between parallel plates. Figure I shows arudimentaryversion of this switch. With

the proper conditions, this switch computationally generates predominantly transverse electromagnetic

waves with picosecond-order rise times and durations. The center electrode is a perfectly conducting

rectangle with beveled comers, charged to the positive voltage Vo . The air gap between this electrode

and the lower plate is uniformly filled with 1.7 x 10z3laser-induced initial electrons to an assumed depth

of 1 m into the plane of the figure. In contrast, the upper gap contains no electrons.

Pulse Generation in the Kilovolt Range

When the simulation begins with a voltage of 292 kV and a pressure of 27.2 atm, the potential

difference between the center electrode and the lower plate drops in about 3 ps. Figure 2 shows the

waveform of this potential difference, which occurs close to the vertical center line in Fig. 1. The

rapid initial voltage collapse is caused by the rapid electron avalanche toward the positively charged

center electrode, which generates electromagnetic waves. These waves propagate outward toward
t
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the boundaries at the top, left, and fight. Figure 3 shows the voltage waveform across the parallel

plates at the right boundary. The peak induced voltage is 300 kV, the 10-90% rise time is 2.41 ps,

and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is 9.11 ps. The peak pulse voltage is roughly equal to

the initial voltage. The initial electrostatic energy is 3.34 J per meter of depth into the switch. By

48 ps, 55.6% ofthe initial energy has been transported across the boundaries. The pulse in Fig. 3 has

, a 3 dB bandwidth of 21.0 GI-Iz. Similar induced voltage pulse shapes occur for megavolts of applied

voltage for roughly constant ratios of initial electric field at the center electrode to pressure.

Gross Insensitivity to Reduction of Initial Electron Number

For laser system constraints on the generationof large numbers of initial electrons, the reduction of

thenumberofelectronsinthelowergapmay becriticallyimportant.A seriesofsimulationswithuniform

illumination under the center electrode, in which the initial electron number dropped from 1.7 x 1013/m

(4.04 × 1019m-3) to 420/m, reveals surprisingly small differences in the induced voltage waveforms at the

open boundaries. Table I displays some characteristics of the fight side voltage pulse for reduction of the

initial electron number. The pulse duration is from the initial pulse departure from the zero line to the first

zero crossing after the pulse peak.

Gross Insensitivity to Asymmetric, Narrow Column Illumination

When a narrow column of initial electrons is centered under the center electrode, the induced

voltage pulses at the two sides of the parallel plates are very similar. With movement of the column

to the left side of the center electrode, the two waveforms remain generally similar, but differ more

greatly in detail. The greatest difference is in the peak voltage. At 1.21 x 1012 initial electrons/m,

the left peak voltage is 19.9% less than the right As the initial electron number drops to 30 electrons/

m, this difference drops to 10.6%. More details of these pulses have been previously presented. 9

Shorter Pulse Generation by Initiation of Two Air Gaps

The FWHM of the induced voltage pulses can be strongly reduced by laser triggering of the upper

air gap with a slight delay from the lower gap. For similar avalanches in the gaps, the upper gap

generates a wave similar to that from the lower gap, but of opposite polarity. For no time delay

between the avalanches, the oppositely polarized waves should exactly cancel each other at each

boundary. But with a delay, the wave from the upper gap should annihilate only the tail of the wave

from the lower gap. This destructive interference should reduce the width of the induced voltage

pulses at each boundary.

Figure 4 shows two induced voltage pulses at the right boundary for different delays in laser

initiation of the air gaps. The center electrode voltage is 292 kV, and the pressure is 27.2 atm. The

pulse in Fig. 4a has a delay of 0.75 ps; that in Fig. 4b is for 0.1 ps of delay. The pulse in Fig. 4a has

a peak value of 81.0 kV, a FWHM of 2.50 ps, and a bandwidth of 110 GHz. The pulse in Fig. 4b,

has a peak value of 5.63 kV, a FWHM of 1.22 ps, and a bandwidth of 33.7 GHz. The pulse for the
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Table I. Induced right side voltage pulse characteristics for reduction of initial
electron number at 292 kV and 27.2 arm.

- , .......................................

initial 3 dB
electron Rise Time FWHM Duration Time to bandwidth Peak value

number/m (ps) (ps) (ps) peak (ps) (GHz) (kV)
i i i ii iiiii i i i i 1111111 illllliii iiii ill

1.70 x 1013 2.41 9.11 37.9 16.5 22.0 300
illill ii i iiii ii ii i ii i

4.20 x 105 5.07 8.60 42.3 20.0 21.0 302
I I , It I I Illl] II IIii I III I illll_ll I iii

4.20 x 104 5.47 8.13 42.8 20.5 21.0 296
i i i ii Ill IIIIIIIIII III II I IlllI

4.20 × 103 5.87 8.13 43.3 22.0 21.0 299
i i iin i i iii ii i ii llilllnll

4.20 x 102 6.00 8.67 44.2 22.5 21.0 300
............

Table H. Characteristics of right side induced voltage pulses at 292 kV
and 27.2 _n for dual gap initiation.

,,

Trailing signal

amplitude 3dB ,

Delay Peak pulse FWXM % of main Rise time bandwidth
(ps) voltage (kV) (ps) (kV) peak (ps) (GHz)

0.05 --4.32 1.44 6.39 148 1.38 26.9
i il iii li i i

0.10 5.63 1.22 5.63 114 0.545 33.7
,.m i, , , ,

0.25 22.1 2.28 8.02 36.3 0.962 45.9
, H ,

0.50 56.3 2.53 9.86 18.8 1.28 106

0.75 81.0 2.50 10.5 13.0 1.38 110

1.00 105 2.66 11.3 10.8 1.41 119
ii i ii i

1.25 132 2.95 12.0 9.13 1.51 124
u, i

1.50 155 3.08 14.1 9.05 1.70 123
, , ,, ,=. ., = =, ,

1.75 175 3.11 14.6 8.34 1.83 122
|. i..,, ..

2.00 199 3.14 16.2 8.12 1.92 119
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shorter delay also has a stronger negativeprecursorarida stronger trailingnegative signal relative

to the positive pulsepeak.
Table II shows some characteristicsof the rightside inducedvoltagepulse as the time delay

varies. As thedelay increases, the FWHM andbandwidthincrease. Beyond 1.25ps of delay, the

bandwidthdecreases. Therelative strengthof the negative trailingnoisedecreaseswithincreasing

delay.
Conclusions

The laser-driven,air avalanche,centerelectrode switchcalculations predictthe generationof

high-voltage(50-300 kV), very broadband(to ~ 120 GHz) electromagneticpulses withrise times
and widths of the order of picoseconds or tens of picoseconds. The induced voltage pulse

characteristicsarenot strongly affectedby reductionof the initial electron numberby overeleven

ordersof magnitude,norby asymmetricplacementunderthe centerelectrode. Dual initiation of

avalanches in the two airgaps with a slight time delay stronglyreducesthe inducedvoltagepulse
widthand increases its bandwidth.
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HYDROGEN SPARK SWITCHES FOR REP-RATED ACCELERATORS
S. L. Moran,M. G. Grothaus,I_ W. Hardesty
PulsedPowerTechnologyBranch-CodeF45

DahlgrenDivlslon,NavalSurfaceWarfareCenter
Dahlgren,Va. 22448-500

Abstract
The PulsedPowerTechnologyBranchat NAVSWCIs Investlgatlnghlgh-power

switchtechnologlesfor use In rap-rated,hlgh-currentaccelerators. Switchesare needed
that can handle10 kJ of energy,500 kV, 100 kA,whlle operatingwith jitter lessthan 10
nsat repetitionratesup to 10 kHz. in-houseeffortshave concentratedon spark-gap
switchesbecauseof theirhigh-voltageand high-currentcapabilitiesInsingle-shot
devicesand becauseof their simplicityand low cost. We haveshownthat hydrogen
gas, with its highthermaldiffusivity,allowsan order-of-magnitudeImprovementin the
recoverytime (and,therefore,repetitionrate) of an unblownspark-gapswitch. Recovery
of the switchcan be made even fasterby triggeringthe switchwell below itsself-break
voltage,allowingvoltageto be reappUedwhilethe gas is stillhot. Tests haveshownthat
recoverytimes (tothe operatingvoltage)can be reducedan order-of-magnitudewhen
the gap is undervoltedbyapproximately50%. The combinationof high-pressure
hydrogengas and undervoltedtriggeringprovidea factor of 100 Improvementover
typicalair spark gaps. RecenttestshavedemonstratedlO0-ps recovery of an
undervoltedhydrogensparkgap withoutgas flow. High energytestshave been
performedat 50 kV, 170 kAand 12 kJwith 100ps recoverytimes. Highvoltage tests
with a 5-pulse burstat 500 kV are presentlyunderway. Recoveryof the switchappears
to be largelyIndependentof voltageand energytransferred.

Introductionand Backaround
The Navy is interestedin high-currentacceleratorsthat can operateat burstsratesup to 10 kHz.

Most high-currentcharged-particle-beamresearchhas been conductedas single-shottests. Operation
at highrepetitionratesrequiresrepetitivepulsersthat achieveall the charging,reset,arming,and firing
functionsin a time period of lOOps. At present,the majortechnologylimitationfor developingthese
pulsersis a high-repetition-rateswitchthat can handle the requiredpowers. The NavalSurfaceWarfare
Center,DahlgrenDivision,is developingrepetitiveswitchtechnologiesrequiredfor compact,
recirculatingrepetitive accelerators. Effortshave concentratedon high-pressurespark gap switches
becauseof theirhigh-voltageand
high-currentcapabilities insingle-shot Recovery(percentof D.C.)
devices. The work hasfocusedon 120
improvingthe repetitionratesof spark
gapswithout resortingto high gas lOO ................

,,ow.

has been obtained1for triggered
sparkgaps usinga standardcenter- 5o .............................
pintrigatronconfiguration. Figure 1
showsthe percentrecoveryvs time 40

for triggeredspark gaps in hydrogen __ ] ",,\
and other commonsparkgap gases............... Hydrogen _,
Foran unblownspark gap triggered 20 --t-- Air (N,Ar,O,SF_.."_

nearself-break,typical recoverytimes . : / %.,
are about 10 millisecondsfor most 010"s 104 I(P 1(_' -,t
gases,suchas air, nitrogen,argon, Time(seconds)

and SFe. We have found that using 1.4sMPa(200psig),25mm gap
hydrogen gas, with itshigh molecular

Figure1. RecoveryCurveafor Common Gases
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speed andthermal diffusivity,allows HIGH VOLTAGE
the recoverytime to be an order-of-

magnitude faster,or about 1 ......!!:.:..iili :_m,,secon. !iiiii!i
switchcan also be made faster by STAINLESS_;ii::::iil"'""" ii::ili::i::ii!iiii
triggeringthe switch well below self- STEEL 7 GASIN
break. Recoverytime can be J

decreasedby makingthe operating WIND0W _ ELKONITE
voltage significantlyless than the -__

static(D.C.) breakdownvoltage, /_ STAINLESS
allowing voltage to be reapplied MACOR .......... _" "_.__:i:i_:i: "_ STEEL

before the gas has returnedto t,lLr--U ". i:i.:,'i":_':_':'!i;i_ii;iiiii:!::::i:lu--uli:'i

ambient temperature. Tests with i.1,_..,..I
hydrogen have shown that recovery
times (to the operatingvoltage) can PLASTIC
be reducedan order-of-magnitude I"RIGGERPIN
whenthe gap is "undervolted"by Figure2. Cross Sectionof HydrogenSwitch
approximately50%. 100-microsecond
recoveryhas been demonstratedinan unblownsparkgap usinghigh-pressurehydrogenin a trigatron
configuration.2 Reapplicationof the operatingvoltagewithoutbreakdownverifiedfull recovery. 100-Ms
recovery of an undervoitedhydrogenswitchwas firstdemonstratedat low energy(5 Joules)at 120 kV
peakvoltageand 200 A peak current. Recoverywaslater demonstratedat 200 Joulesusinga
resonantlycharged,sub-ohm,200-nspulse-forming-line.3 Peak currentwas 35 kA, voltagewas60 kV,
and hydrogengas pressurewas 1,000 psi. A drawingof a typicalswitch is shownin Figure2. The
pressurehousingis20 cm in diameterand made of stainlesssteel. The insulatorsare MACOn ceramic,
and the electrodesand triggerpinare made from copper-tungsten.Trigger-gapspacingsaretypically
equalto the main-gapspacingsof about 0.5 cm.

The hydrogen-switchtechnologyis presentlybeingstudiedfor use in a rep-ratedrecirculating
acceleratorusingwater-dielectricET-2cavities Prime Energy Storage
under construction at Sandia National Labs.
Figure3 shows a pictorialdiagramof a pulsed 12 kJ

powertrainneeded for a five-pulseburst. Each 5o kV
primeenergystore chargesfive accelerating Lo,

Voltage
cavitiesin parallel. An identicalsystempowers
the five cavities on the other side of the L....
accelerator. Two setsof high rep-rateswitches
are required. One set is neededat lowvoltage
but highenergiesand currentsto chargethe
acceleratingcavities. The other set is usedto
switchthe acceleratingcavities, and operatesat lO MeV /
lessenergybut highervoltage. Hydrogenswitch Injector I '_ ' I ' |" _"
technologyis being studiedfor both _ AcUteeniti_g_
requirements. ' ' 'L_____J_-I 13a,,ities|

/ I1 I_le'/Eac_

50 kV High-Ener_clySwitches / "_
The currentand energyrequirementsfor _ 4 Passes/

the low-voltageswitchesin Figure3 can be /
obtainedfrom order-of-magnituderequirements _s'__ I

5 Pulsesfor an accelerator. For a 50 Mev, 10-kAbeam40- <l--
ns long (10 acceleratingcavitiesand 4 passes), 5o MeV,1OkA
about 2.5 kJ of energy is required for each cavity
without excessivedroop. To chargefive cavities Figure3. A PulsedPowerSystemto Drivea Rep-Rated
in parallel,12.5 kJ of stored energyare needed, RecirculatedAccelerator.
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or 10 uF of capacitanceat 4-POLE lOOpsecCONNECT 50 kV HzSWITCHES

r .... "1 875J _ __ /"--'_50 kV. A 15-us chargetime _ , -_ , 0.7_F
wouldbe maximumfor a _ _ 's _
water-dielectriccavity | I I " _L_ r-,

withoutexcesslvelosses, / ___, =. _ 1.1,, lokh=
I| AIR CORE I HZ SWITCH

requiringa peakcurrent of I CHARGE I I I 1 I [ '

chsw,c,on, L...jE , ]!needsto recoveronce. ', "-_

_ _ y 600 kV

.-J.-.,-_ II C [ Ii _,,_. "- 5nFHydrogen switches DUMp , , _L , 87sj
I

have been successfully , I T
I _ >tested to the above low- , i <>, LOAD

voltage requirements? Two , , '_

IO-/JFcapacitor banks were , , -i--
connectedvia hydrogen , ,

" I II "=" L._ -J
switches to a commonO.1- --- L.... J _L H.v.TESTCELL

ohm resistive-metalload. T MAXWELLGeometricinductancewas -=-

about 600 nil. Separate Figure4. 5-PulseHigh VoltageTest Setup.single-shottriggerswere
usedto triggereach
hydrogenswitch at about 50% of selfbreak. The resistiveload damped the oscillationsafterabout 1
cycle,givinga currentpulsewidth of about 10/Js and a peak currentof 170 kA. Full recoverywas
achieved in 100ps at 2.7 MPa (400 psi)at full voltage.The actualtime betweenmeasurablecurrent
flowswas less than 80/.Is. The systemwas alsooperated single-shotintoa shorted load at 260 kA peak
currentfor an oscillatingpulse80/Js in duration. There was no gas flow in these experiments.

Hiqh-VoltaoeSwitches
The requirementsfor the high-voltageswitchesin Figure3 are given by accelerator

requirements.For a 50 Mev accelerator(10
Mev injector)with 10 cavities and fourpasses, SCALE:
each cavity mustaverageabout a megavolt TORLONROD/
output over four decayingpulses. The ET-2 ,t"
cavityimpedancemismatchprovidesa step-
up of about three, whichtranslatesto a O-R_NGS
cavity/switchvoltage requirementof about

TRIGGER
500 kV. The effectiveimpedancethe ET-2 H=GASIN --_ ELECTRODE
cavitiesis lessthan 1Q. Sincethe risetimeof CATHODE 11/"

the waveform must be about 10 nsor less,the 1
L/R time constant mustbe lessthan5 ns TRIGGER ;

requiringan inductance of 4.5 nil. The
presenthydrogenswitchesrequiretwenty " • : _
switches in parallel to achieve the required
inductance. Jitter requirements are very strict
for multiple switches, since all must fire PEAKINGGAP

"together to share the current and energy. ANODE
Each switch will discharge about 1 nF at 500 H2GASOUT
kV. Peak currentwill be about 500 kAgoing =
throughtwenty switches,or 25 kA per switch........
Total energytransferred per switch is only 125 ROGOWSK, / ......1

J. Since four passesare needed, total current CO_L /conductiontime is about half a microsecond.

The high-voltageswitch requirementsare GRADINGRINGS PLEXIGLAS
therefore, 500 kV, 25 kA, 125J, low jitter, and
multiple-pulse operation. Figure 5. The modified V/N Switch.
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High-Voltage5-Pulse Experimenta!Setup
An experimentwas designed to test the hydrogenswitchesto 500 kV for multiple pulses. It

provides the currents and energies that would flow through a single switch in the accelerating cavity.
The 50-kV, 5-pulse system drives a step-up pulse transformer to 500 kV as shown in Figure 4. Each
primary capacitor (0.7_1=) is charged through relays to 42 kV D.C. (617 J). Since all switches are
connected to a common load, each switch must recover before the next one fires. Individual 100-kV,
100 ns rise, trigger systems are used for each primary switch. The transformer charges a high-voltage
capacitor which is discharged by a single, fast-recovery hydrogen switch in a five-pulse burst. The
:,'ansformer is an air-core, dual-resonant type with a step-up ratio of 12, and for normal operation will
provide 500 kVwith 42 kV on the primary. The dual-resonantcharge time in water is about 13ps. The
high-voltage capacitor is a 4-nF, 500 kV series-stacked set of conventional capacitors and is discharged
by a single high-voltage pressurized hydrogen spark gap controlled by a multiple-pulse trigger. The
resistive load is adjusted to obtain a ringing decay of about 600 ns to approximate the waveform of an
accelerating cavity. Tests ranged from a 2.25-£_resistor (3 cycles e-fold) to a 9-£} resistor (about 1
cycle). The inductance of the high-current discharge path was 1.27 _uH.

The high-voltage hydrogen switch is a modification of Sandia's V/N switch design _,which is a
single-stage switch with a trigger disk situated within the main gap region nearthe ground electrode.
The spacing ratio of the trigger gap to the main gap is the V/N ratio and also indicates the triggering/
voltage ratio. A 1.3-MVV/N switch was converted for use with high-pressure hydrogen. A drawing of
the modified V/N switch is shown in Figure 5.

One of the major concerns of this effortwas the development of a rep-rated trigger system
capable of a 10 kHz-burst of five pulses at voltages over 100 kV. To our knowledge, such a system has
never been built. In previous switch experiments, the triggering voltage was typically equal to the
working voltage of the switch. This becomes impractical at hundreds of kV. For these experiments, a
miniature Marx generator was modified to allow burst-mode operation in hydrogen. The system is based
on a single-shot MiniMarx originally designed

at Los Alamos.e This Marx produces a 200- I 1 i _ _ J t i

kV pulse with a 2-ns risetimeusing a 30-kV i I i t' ±' i.... ! 'i i,
D.C. input. We are operating the Marx in a i- i i ._ _ _ ....... _ _ -- ........

burst mode by using hydrogen gas in the !' ] ! ' i ! ! I " i iI ! i

switches and a hard-tube pulser asatrigger i i, I I :!2 i . t ! ' i " '

source. The Marx is resistivelycharged from ' ..... " : _.>', - ;:_ _ '_'

a large capacitor to providethe energyfor a t.., _ ii i :'_ ' ;i_

5-shot burst. We have achieved 5-pulse i:! i i _ ; I s ,. ; " i " ibursts at repetition rates of 2 kHz with this .... = , ! I " _ _ i ,
system operatingabout 85% of self-breakat 1 t_ i i} _ i 1 ]i ..... ;i '
100psig of hydrogen. Furtherimprovements i__ i i i_ _ ] 1 _
are underwayusinghighergas pressures
and increasedtriggeringrangeto operateat Figure6. Currentfroma 5-PulseBurstintoa Resistiveload.
a lowerpercentof self-break7. 10kA/div.vert.,50 ps/div, horiz.

High Voltaae ExperimentalResults
Resultsof the 5-pulseprimarysystemoperatingat 45 kV and 10 kHz are shownin Figure6.

Thisfigureshowsthe 5-pulseburstof current intoa 0.375-Q load. Peak currentwas 40 kA, stored
energywas 700 J per pulse,and hydrogenpressurewas 275 psig. The complete5-pulsesystemhas
been firedat haftvoltage. Figure7 showsoperationat 250 kVwith 5 pulsesin a 2-kHz burst. The
present5-pulserep-rateis limitedto 2 kHz bythe Marxtriggergenerator.

The high-voltageswitchwas originallydesignedfor SFe with a maingap spacingof 4.4 cm and
a trigger-gapspacingof 0.23 cm givinga V/N ratioof 19. The main-gapspacingwas reduced for the
hydrogenexperimentsin severalsteps. The trigger-gapspacingremainedconstant. The first
configurationhada main-gapspacing of 2.9 cm (fieldstrengthof 86 kV/cm) and a V/N ratioof
approximately13. The hydrogenpressurerangeto holdoff 250 kV was 120 to 180 psig,allowing
operationat almost70% of self-break. Recovery timesof 500Us weredemonstrated. The housingwas
strengthenedwith the use of TORLON 4030 polyamideplasticrods, whichhave doublethe tensile
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strength of 400 .... ., .... , .... ""'' ''3_o';=_- 4oo • ,.., , , ,-. , , , , , , , , ,
nylon. With a .....

main-gap _ 200 200
spacing of 1.9 _ o __-__-_-.._.......-__._:.................. _.... o v_r \ I_..
cmandaV/N ¢
ratio of 9, the _ -200 -2oo
switch operated _
from 190 to 290 -4oo .... , ..... _.... ' ,,,,_ .... -4oo .... 1...... _ . , , ' , , ,o.o o._ 1.o 1.5 2.0 2.5 0.05 0.06 o.ov 0.08 0.09
psig, allowing "rime(m,) _ (m,)
operation down 400, , , , , , , , , , . ,., , , 400 ,,. , ,-_, , , ,_ , , , .

tO65% of self- _ _

'-" 200 200
break. Jitter _,
and delay were "_ o o
also improved _-

J:_

over the _ -200 -20o ]
previous _ ,, _.`,, .....
configuration. -4oo ..... L ..... ' , , , = .... 4oo .... ' ,0.55 0.56 0.5"/ 0.58 0.59 1.05 1.06 !.0"/ 1.08 t.09

The gap _=e (m,) _'_e (=_)
spacing was 4oo-,,.,,,, ,-, , , , ,.., , 4oo ..,,_ ,,,,,, ,.-,,, ,.,

then reduced to _" _ __

200 800
1.3 cm to allow
operationat _ /P
187kV/cmand _ o _ o

,_

a V/N ratioof _ -200 -_oo
5. The switch _
operated below -40o ,,. _,,, ,,,, _ .... 4oo ,,--_,,, _,,, ' , , ,1.55 1.56 1.57 1.58 .59 2.05 2.06 2.07 2.08 2.09

60% of self- T_, (m._) _me(ms)

break at 400 Figure 7. 5-Pulse Burst at 2 kHz and 250 kV.
psig with jitters

of a few ns. Two-pulse recovery using a single-shot trigger was obtained at 200/Js (shown in Figure 8),
which would correspond to 5 kHz in a burst. Further strengthening of the switch, either by more bolts or
smaller diameter housing, should allow even more improvement.

A crucial test of the hydrogen switch suitability for use in accelerating cavities resides in its delay
and jitter characteristics for each pulse in a burst. Experimental tests were performed to determine
these quantities for a 1-kHzfive-pulse burst at 250 kV. The gap spacing of the switch was 1.3 cm with
a V/N ratio of 5 and an averageelectric field of 187 kV/cm. The results of the measurements are
summarized in Figure 9. Only the characteristics for the first four pulses were measured. The raw data
is given as a function of switch pressure. Self-breakdown of the switch occurs at approximately 230 psi,
so operation at 400 psi represents 60% of self-break operation. The switch delay increasesas the switch
is more and more undervolted, as one would expect, but does not exceed 16 ns. With the exception of
the first pulse, the jitter is below 2
nsand remainssofor eachof the ,oo. ......... _ . ............ , .....
consecutive pulses.

Tests are underway with _ 2oo.

switch which will be operated at o
pressuresup to 800 psiwith a _ o ,._
gap spacingof 1.7 cm. Teststo
500 kV are planned. Similar, if u_ -200- ,

not betterdelay and jitter l

characteristicsare anticipated -,00 .... . .................. - ,00,,,_
with this switchas the average 0.0 0 _ 0.2 " 0'.3.... 01, " " o_ " 0.6
main-gapfield will be increased Time(ms)
to 290 kV/cm with a V/N of 7. Figure8. 2-pulseBurstat 5 kHz and 250 kV.
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Conclusion.@. 40 .... ,..,., .,...,,. ,., .... ,....
The low-voltageexperimentshave o First Pulse

55 V Second Pulse 0
demonstratedthat the hydrogen recoverycurve m Third Pulse
shown in Figure 1 is accurate withina factor of 2 <>Fourth Pulse
from millijoulesof energyto 12 kilojoules.Peak _. 3o
oscillatingcurrentsof up to 260 kA havebeen "-" 1 kHzRep-Rate

25 25okV Ocarried by the hydrogen switch. ..,
The high-voltageexperimentshaveshown _,

that a gap spacingof 3 cm, whichwas a factor of
20

6 larger than any previous tests, did not create
problems with the recovery of the switch. The _= 15 o2
recovery curvesobtained with small gaps also _

predict ab°ut 500"ps rec°very at 60% °f self'break" _ _°s _ _ _This is a good indicationthat hydrogen gapscan
be scaled to highervoltages whilemaintainingfast

o _7 I

recovery. Gap spacingsfrom 1 mm to 30 mm
have been tested at voltages from 20 kV to 250 kV o .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , ....

250 275 300 325 350 375 400
and pressures up to 1,000 psi with similar recovery
results. Pressure (psig)

We have shown that multiple triggered Figure 9. Jitter and Delay Measurements/

pulses at hundreds of Joules do not degrade
switch operation. Two-pulse recovery curves can
be applied to bursts of greater length. Multiple pulses do not appear to affect recovery or jitter.
However, we have not run experiments where the switch housing was significantly heated. Tests down
to 60% of self break show switch jitter in hydrogen can be kept below a few nanoseconds. In a burst,
the delay and jitter of each pulse is less than (or equal to) the first pulse.

We have now demonstrated that a 250-kVgas spark-gap switch can operate in a burst mode at
a repetitionrate of at leasttwo kilohertzwith no gas flowwithjittersof a few ns. With further
improvementsinthe triggeringsystem,thereappearsto be no physicalreasonwhy a 500 kV sparkgap
handlingkilojoulesof energycannotoperatein a burstmode at 10 kHz.

It is importantto notethe smallsizeof the overallsystem. The entiresystem(except for the DC
power supply) is only a few cubic meters,and is portable. The systemvolume couldbe reducedby half
if desired. With high-energycapacitors,two systemsthissize (plusa thirdfor the injector)would power
an entire50-Mev acceleratorfor a 5-pulseburst.
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SIMPLE METHODS OF SQUARE PULSE GENERATION BY INDUCTIVE PULSE
FORMING LINES AND A FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR AS AN OPENING SWITCH

M. J. Rhee and B. N. Ding _)
Department of Electrical Engineering and

Laboratory for Plasma Research
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 U.S.A.

Abstract

Two simple methods of repetitive square-pulse generation by inductive pulse form-
ing lines with an n-channel enhancement MOSFET as an opening switch are described.
The square-pulse output voltages produced by both methods are in good agreement
with those predicted for ideal circuits.

I. Introduction

An important merit of the inductive energy pulsed power system is its compactness of

size.1'2 Two inductive pulse forming line (IPFL) systems, the current charged transmission

line (CCTL) 3-5 and the dual of the Blumlein line (DBL), 5 are of particular interest, because

of their capability of square pulse generation. Efficient power multiplication can be achieved

in these systems by simply narrowing the duration of the square output pulse for a given

stored energy. This has been successfully demonstrated s'7 by producing nanosecond square

pulses using a CCTL with a GaAs photoconductive semiconductor switch.

The transistors, which can be easily controlled by a low voltage pulse, have been widely

used as variety of switching applications. The n-channel enhancement metal oxide semicon-

ductor field effect transistor (MOSFET), in particular, can be operated as an opening switch

at moderate current level of ,-_100 A/cm 2 and hold-off voltage of ,,_500 V with a relatively

fast opening time of less than 0.1 #s. 8 In this work, using an n-channel enhancement MOS-

FET as an opening switch in CCTL and DBL, we demonstrate that efficient square pulse

generation with high repetition rate can be achieved by such simple methods.

II. Experiment

The experimental realization of the CCTL and DBL is shown schematically in Figs.

l(a) and l(b) respectively. As the inductive-energy storage element, a 50-m long RG-213

coaxial cable of the characteristic impedance, Z0 = 50f_, is used in the CCTL and two of

the same cables are used in the DBL. Matched load for CCTL is RL -" Z0 = 50f_ and for
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DBL is RL = Zo/2 = 25f_ respectively (See Ref. 5). In actual circuits, since the output

voltage is measured by a 50-f_ oscilloscope(Tektronix 2440) through a 50-ft coaxial cable,

the load resistance, RL, is formed by either a series connection of a resistor and the 50-f_

coaxial cable for cases with RL > 50f_ or by a parallel connection for cases with RL < 50f_

respectively. The charging current is supplied by an initially charged 10 #F capacitor,

which approximately acts as a constant voltage source. A simple transmission line analysis

dictates that both charging-current waveforms of ideal CCTL and DBL by a constant voltage

source are staircase functions. The charging current is monitored by a 0.1-f_ current-viewing

resistor (CVR) terminated at the opposite end of the IPFL. An n-channel enhancement-

mode MOSFET(NTE67) is employed as a switch, which is controlled by a square wave gate

voltage. While the gate voltage is above the threshold voltage, the MOSFET switch is in

on-state allowing the charging current to flow through the IPFL(s). As the gate voltage

drops below the threshold voltage, the MOSFET switch opens interrupting the current I0

through

...j-_lOV
_2~20 las

G

Vou.t VC ..

0.1a Zo:5Oa me .

(a) CCTL

_j--_lOV
_2-20 laS

V°ut " - Vie -V

Zo:Ooo Zo . , _
(b) DBL

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of experimental setups, (a) the current charged transmis-

sion line (CCTL) and (b) the dual of the Blumlein line (DBL) systems.
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the switch. The stored inductive energy in the IPFL(s) is then released to the matched load

producing a square pulse.

The output voltage measurements for the both CCTL and DBL are made with the same

experimental conditions. The gate trigger pulse of 10-V amplitude, 2-#s duration, and 5-ns

rise time and fall time is used. A charging current at the end of the charging period is

adjusted to Io = 1 A by varying the capacitor charging voltage Vc. The measured charging

current waveforms of a five- step staircase function and the output waveforms with matched

and mismatched loads for both CCTL and DBL are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively.

The mismatched load results in a series of post pulses of amplitudes given by 5

V_'_,,= RLZoIo(Zo- RL)n/(Zo + RL) ''+1, (1)

(a)CCTL (b)DBL

i .... .°° .. ..... °°.°. °. ° °
, , •

r_ -0.5 ' '
0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6

40 .... _...... .[ i " --RL=Z0...... _...... _.n=()..... i.RL='Z0/2-

0 . =

-10

• !"_ 40 I..... 4...... i ..... i ..... I-RL-Z0/2"] : ----6: " RL=_0/3.......:......:.,,,,=_.....
_ I--..._..n_0_......i._!...... !.n=0; ..... i ...... !...... ] ...... !...... :... •..... _...... !.....

'° ..... il
0___......" i- _ i _'__".y--:._, o

time (gs)

FIG. 2. Typical charging current and output voltage waveforms of (a) the current charged

transmission line (CCTL) and (b) the dual of the Slumlein line (DBL).
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for the CCTL and

V_nut= 2RLZoIo(Zo - 2RL)'_/(Zo + 2RL) TM (2)

for the DBL, where n = 0 corresponds to the main pulse. Note that both Eqs. (1) and (2)

reduce to V°,,t - 1- _IoZo for the matched cases. The measured amplitudes of the main and

post pulses are in reasonable agreement with the values given by Eqs. (1) and (2). Note that,

in the case of DBL, each pulse is separated by an interval which is the same as the pulse

duration, 21/v, as expected. 5 It is also noted that prior to the main pulse, a prepulse during

the current charging is observed. This is the measure of the voltage across the capacitor

during the current charging for the case of CCTL and one half of that for the case of DBL

with a matched load.

The output voltage may be increased by increasing the charging current, Io. The charging

current can be increased by increasing the capacitor charging voltage or also by increasing

'the duration of the trigger pulse up to a quarter cycle period of equivalent LC circuit. Figure

3 shows graph of the output voltage for the matched load vs. the charging current I0 for

the both CCTL and DBL cases. Straight-line fit is for Vo_ = ½IoZo, which is amplitude of

the main pulse into the matched load for both CCTL and DBL. It can be shown that the

induced voltage across the switch as it opens is IoZo/2 for CCTL and IoZo for DBL. Thus,

the limits of the maximum output voltage for a given switch are approximately equal to the

breakdown voltage of the switch for the CCTL and one half of that for the DBL.

600
,_, 500
>_ V0ut=I0Z0/2

4o0-300

_ 200 /oaaoDBL
© i00

0 j i
0 5 10 15 20 25

Charging Current (A)

FIG. 3. Graph of output voltage vs the charging current.
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This is clearly observed in Fig. 3, and is consistent with the dc breakdown voltage, _400

V, of the MOSFET. The MOSFET maintains excellent switching characteristics even at a

very high repetition rate. It is found in the present setup that the maximum repetition

rate corresponds approximately to a frequency f_)r which the current-charging duty cycle is

50%, i.e., the frequency whose period is approximately twice that of the current charging

(duration of gate trigger pulse). For example, with a current charging period of 2 _s as in

the case mentioned above, the system can be operated at repetition rates up to 250 kHz.

III. Conclusions

Two simple methods of repetitive square-pulse generation b3 using CCTL and DBL

inductive pulse forming lines with an enhancement-mode MOSFET as an opening switch

are described. The measured output pulse voltages up to limits by the breakdown voltage

of the MOSFET are in good agreement with those predicted for ideal circuits. It is found

that the MOSFET switch can be operated at high repetition rates up to a frequency whose

period is approximately twice that of the current charging.
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HI GH REPETI TI ON RATE MEGAVOLT MARX GENERATORS

Yu. A. Kotov and S.N. Rukin

Institute of Electrophysics, Russian Academy of Sciences,

Ural Division, 820219 Ekaterinburg, Russia

Abstract
!

We consider problems of developing megavolt Marx generators

with a pulse repetition rate of iO0 to iO00 pps and with high

average power. Principles are proposed for development charge and

trigger circuits on the basis of semiconductor elements. The
circuits ensure a fast and uniform pulsed-regime charging of

capacitor stages within iO0 to CO0 Ms from a thyristor charging

unit. In addition, the circuits permit spark gaps to operate

automatically without the use of external triggering pulses. A

five-stage generator has been developed and tested, which has an

output voltage of 0.5 MV and a pulse repetition rate up to 850 pps
and whose average load power is as high as iS kW at an average

power density of 150 W/kG.

These principles are embodied in a novel repetitive electron

beam accel er ator, "RUSLAN" The accel er ator developed has the

fol i owl ng tentative parameter s: el ectr on energy, I MeV ( an

open-clrcult voltage of _. MV>; beam current, iO kA; pulse energy,

0.4 kJ; pulse repetition rate, iO0 to 200 pps; average power, 40

to 80 kW in the continuous regime.

I ntroducti on

In contrast to nanosecond-range repetitive pulsed systems based

on the use of transformers and forming lines [i, 2] , Marx

generators are, as a rule, connected directly to the load and

perform over a pulse length range between O,i and i Ms. In

developing repetitive pulsed generators, the scheme due to Marx is

most preferable for practical realization. This is primarily

because the Marx circuit does not comprise an output commutator

designed for the total voltage and total aver age power of the

setup. The total average power is commutated by a large number of

spark gaps, each commutating the power of only one stage. Second,

Marx generators have a specific stored energy that is

approximately an order of magnitude higher than that of oil-filled

megavol t repeti ti ve-dut y iines, a feature that permi ts the

specific average power of the setup to be increased substantially.

The present paper discusses problems of developing repetitive

Marx generators. Consideration is given to basic components,

primary power supply sources, charging circuits, and triggering
circuits.

Probleras of develo_in_@_me@avol t

re_eti tive Marx_sener ator s

Cr eating compact repeti ti ve Marx generators cal is for
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devel opi ng an appr opt iat e el ement s base, pr imar iIy repet itive

capacitors and spark gaps, as well as designing novel charging and

triggering circuits.
Generators with an energy reserve of up to i k3 employ as

storage capaci tops 1ow-i nductance cer ami c capaci tots, whi Ie

generators with a larger energy reserve use special types of

film-insulated repetitive capacitors [3] that have an energy

reserve of up to aO J/1 at a voltage of 40 to I00 kV, at a pulse

repetition rate of up to 400 pps, and with a lifetime of I0 e

pulses. The latter type of capacitors permits developing compact

megavolt-range Marx generators that have at a pulse repetition

rate of I00 to I000 pps an average power of i0 to I000 kW -and a

power density of I00 to 200 W/kG.

The problems of repetitive commutation in Marx generators are

resolved in a conventional way: by using spark-gap electrodes made
of erosion-resistant materials, as well as by blowing compressed

gas through the gaps [4, S] to increase the gas cooling rate.

Since the spark gaps in the Marx circuit are under a high

potential relative to the grounded frame, the problem arises of

removing hot exhaust gas when the spark gaps are blown through.

With the average power per spark gap being S to I0 kW, a metallic
cooler is inserted between the spark gap and the dielectric

collector to cool the gas and to increase the electrical strength

of the entire gas main [8]. The life of the spark gap: depends ond
the power being commutated and ranges between I0 and I0 e pulses
[23.

Progress in systems for commutating repetitive generators may
be associated with the use of sealed-off hydrogen spark gaps that

do not require a blowing system because of substantially" lower

losses compared to those due to commutation in nitrogen and air.

Success can be also achieved owing to the development of "novel

charging circuit configurations that ensure the supply of charging

voltage to capacitors within 0,i or i _s. That would--enable

one to use as commutati ng el ements magnetic switches wi th a

virtually unlimited lifetime.

The maj or differ ence of r epetl ti ve-pul se generator s- from

slngle-pulse generators lies in the way the charging circuits are
constr ucted. Confl icti ng requi r ement s ireposed on char ging

circuits (low impedance in the charging process and high impedance

in the discharging process) manifest themselves in the development

of generators with a pulse repetition rate between iO and 1000
pps, when one has to combine high efficiency in the charging and
discharging processes with fast and uniform charging of capacitor

stages, which may range from iO to eO in number. '"
The most common way to lower the nonuniformity of chargi"ng and

to increase the efficiency of the charging process is .to make the

isol ati ng el ements between the stages as inductances [8-ii ].

P1 acing an i nput cur rent-I imi ti ng char ging inductor wl th an
inductance value much greater than the inductances :between the

stages ensures a virtually uniform degree of charging of all

capacitors. When the generator is energized from an ac voltage
charging source, a semiconductor diode is mounted for isolation

between the power supply source and the generator, while the

generator is triggered during the voltage half-cycle when the
diode is not conducting. This method of isolation is used when

the pulse repetition rate does not exceed the frequency of the ac
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input voltage.

To isolate the generator from the dc voltage charging source
and to increase the time span between the Marx discharge and the

next charging cycle, the authors of Ref. [10, 11] installed a

controllable spark gap. However, mounting in the charging circuit

a spark gap that commutates in the repetitive regime the total

average power generator and the necessity of using synchronized

noise-immune triggering circuits of the charging commutators and

of the rest of the spark gaps make the device complicmted in

deslgn and lower its reliability.

New principles used in the construction

of char sin_s_a_n_d_t_r_isser_!n_s_c_i_r_cu_its_

The transition to the 10m-I 0s pps range, needed for the

creation of compact high-power-density pulsed generators, calls

for the devel opment of uni for m-capacl tot -char gi ng ci rcults

and reliable noise-immune triggering circuits. In the present

work, these problems are solved by making the generator's charging
el ement s as uni di recti onal branches of set ies -connected

semiconductor diodes and by automatically triggering the- spark

gaps after the capacitor charging process is over liP., 13]. In

thi s case, the nonuni for mity in the degree of char ging of

capacitors C CFig. i) does not depend on the value of" impedance

and on the voltag_ drop across the isolating element L , but isc

determined only by the performance of the diodes V. Owing to the
inver sel y pr opor tl onal cur rent dependence of the for war d

resistance of the diode, the circuit ensures a practically uniform

capacitor charging Cthe nonuniformlty of charging does not exceed
O. iY, per stage). The el ements L set ve to isol ate the

0 "'

discharging and charging circuits during Marx erection. After the

• spark gaps have been switched on, the diodes V are not

conducting and there is no voltage across the coils L° . The

capacitors C are charged in the pulsed regime from a thyristor

charging device through a step-up pulsed transformer and the

isolating element L c"

After the charging process is over, the core of the pulsed

transformer is saturated and the secondary-winding output voltage

reverses its polarity. This process leads to automatic erection of

the generator since the half-potentlal point of the secondary

winding is connected, via the circuit R , to the spark-gap

triggering electrodes. The absence of external synchronization

circuits and controllable switch elements in the triggering
circuits renders the commutation system highly reliable when the

generator operates in the repetitive mode.

A 0.5 MV repetitive Marx _enerator

It is on the basis of the principles outli ned above that we

have developed and studied a repetitive Marx generator with an

output voltage of O. 5 MV. The generator comprises 5 stages with

a charging voltage of i00 kV and has an energy reserve of up to
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50 5. As the generator is charged the energy from the capacitor

C with a voltage of I kV is transmitted within i00 _s via theI

pulsed transformer and charging circuits to capacitors C. The
transformer has a transformation ratio of I00 and is wound on a

permalloy core. In Fig. _ we show an oscillogram of the voltage

across the capaci tots when these are being charged ; the

oscillogram was obtained by superposition of laO0 pulses. Figure

3 presents an oscillogram of the voltage across the transformer

secondary winding, demonstrating the triggering pulse of the spark

gaps when the charging process is over.

The charging circuits are assembled from diodes with a reverse

voltage of 130 kV. The load equivalent R L and the isolating

inductor L are combined: the inductor winding is superimposed onc

a polyethylene pipe whose inner cavity is filled with running
water and is a load resistor.

The commutation system contains spark gaps with longitudinal

pumping of compressed air along the spark gap axis. To this aim,
all electrodes have central holes. The electrodes are fitted out

with tapered tips. Mounted at the spark gap outlet is a cooler

with a developed surface for cooling the gas before the exhaust

main. The range of the controlled operation of the spark gap as a

function of pulse repetition rate is shown in Fig. 4.

The generator performs with a pulse repetition rate of-OSO pps,

gaining an average load power of 18 kW. Ignoring the 'thyristor

power supply source and the pulsed transformer, the generator 's

power density is 150 W/kG; the efficiency of the generator amounts
to 80_.

Me_avolt repetitive accelerator RUSLAN

The same pr i nci pl es under I i e the design of the megavol t

repetitive accelerator RUSLAN. This accelerator has the following

tentative parameters: electron energy - I MeV (the output voltage

of the open-circuit Marx generator is _. MVD, beam current - up to

I0 kA, pulse energy - 0.4 kS, pulse repetition rate - I00 to aO0

pps, average power - 40 to 80 kW in the continuous regime. The

generator comprises I0 stages with a charging voltage of _.00 kV ,

which are assembled on ceramic capacitors placed in an oil tank of
dimensions I000 x 1300 x _-VO0 mm . The same tank accommodates a

pulsed transformer that has a transformation ratio of 210; The

charging time of the capacitors is 180 _s. The spark gaps are as

three-el ectr ode uni ts with axl al pumping by compressed air.

Cur r entl y the generator i s at the stage of al i gnment and

adjustment. A char gi ng thyri stor power supply sour ce has been

tested fop a load equivalent that has a resistance of O. 00 Q and

an inductance of 3 MH . An average power of 88 k W at a pulse

repetition rate of _.00 pps has been attained in the continuous

_e_Ime . The spark gaps have been bench-tested with a view to

deter mini ng the I i feti me and opti mi zing the geometry of

interelectrode gaps. With the average power being up to 5 kW and

with the pulse repetition rate 330 pps, the spark gap -has a

r esour ce on the or der of i 0 s pulses and per mi ts continuous

operation for 8 hours.
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Concl usi on

New pr inci pl es of devel opi ng the char ging and trigger ing

• cl rcul ts of megavol t r epeti tive Mar x gener ator s have been

proposed. These ensure fast and uniform charging of capacitors in

the pulsed regime and enable, without using external triggering

circuits, automatic operation of spark gaps after the charging
process has been completed. The modern elements base (capacitors,

diodes, spark gaps9 permits developing generators with a pulse

repetition rate of i00 to i000 pps that have an average power of

up to 1 PfW at a power density of I00 to 200 W/kS. The resource

attained, at a level of IO s, permits such generators to be used as

iaboratory setups when conducting research that requires hi gh
values of both pulsed and average power. Direct appllcation of

Marx generators in technological processes calls for increasing

the resource to I0 i° or i011 pulses, an imperative which, in

turn, is associated with the necessity of developing fundamentally

hovel commutation systems.
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Fig. i. Circuit of a repetitive Marx generator with semiconductor
charging circuits, pulsed charging of capacitors and automatic
triggering of spark gaps.

Fig. 2. Omcillograms of charging voltage. Superposition of I_.00
pulses (pulse repetition rate 300 pps, exposure time 4 s).

Fig. 3. Oscillogram of the voltage across the pulsed transformer
secondary winding. Demonstration of the triggering pulse after
the capacitor charging process is over.

Fig. 4. Range of control of the repetitive spark gap as a
function of the pulse repetition rate. pmaX is the. pressure
beyond which the spark gap cannot be triggered, pmtn the
sel f-br eak down boundary.
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150 keV INTENSE ELECTRON BEAM ACCELERATOR SYSTEM

WITH HIGH REPEATED PULSE

Zhang Qi, Li Tixing, Tang Hongfang, Xia Nenggiao
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P.O. Box 2702, Beijing, China

A 150 keV electron beam accelerator system has

been developed for wide application of high power

particle beams. The new wire-ion-plasma electron

gun has been adopted.

The parameters are as follows:

Output energy 130-150 keV

Electron beam density 250 mA/cm 2

Pulse duration 1 _s

Pulse rate I00 pps

Section of electron beam 5 x 50 cm 2

This equipment can be used to study repeated pulse

CO2 laser, to be a preionizer of high power discharge

excimer laser and to perform radiation curing process

and so on.

The first part contains principle and design

consideration. Next is a description of experimental

arrangement. The remainder is devoted to describing

experimental results and its application.

( I ) INTRODUCTION

A small-sized, electron beam accelerator system has been

The project is supported by National Natural Science Founda-

tion of China.
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developed for promoting the industrial application of high power

particle beams. The main part of this equipment is new Wire-lon-

Plasma (WlP) E-Gun. The principle of WIP E-Gun is very different

from thermal electron gun and cold plasma electron gun. The new

W l P E-Gun has many advantages over conventional

technologiesCl_, _2_ Important is its flexibility of beam con-

figurations including rectangular, radial and double-sided beams

which are scalable to large beam areas. Its demonstrated long

life, high reliability, compact design and ease of operation

make it suitable for many applications.

There are some papersCBJ, _4_, C5_ concerning principle and ex-

perimental results of WIP E-Gun in the past. We have designed a

WIP E-Gun and conducted series of experiment, the purposes are

to explore the possibility of potential application and to lay

the foundation of small-sized practical electron beam ac-

celerator system.

(R) PRINCIPLE and DESIGN CONSIDERATION

The WIP electron gun concept is illustrated in Fig. 1. Its

operation is as follows: the vacuum vessel is filled with helium

to a pressure of 10-20 millitorr. By energizing the wire anode

with an RF modulator, a helium discharge develops in the plasma

chamber. Positive ions extracted from the plasma through the ex-

traction grid enter the high voltage acceleration region where

they strike the secondary emitter. Then secondary electrons are

accelerated towards the grid and exit the vacuum chamber through

a thin metallic window. The plasma distribution thus controls

the spatial and temporal characteristics of the emerging

electron beam, and since the plasma is at ground potential, no

high voltage grid or modulators are necessary.

The working point at the accelerating region of WIP E-Gun are

selected as follows. Fig. 2 shows a low-pressure breakdown volt-

age in the plasma cathode accelerating region as a function of
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Fig. 1, WIP electron gun concept

gap width. There are two breakdown curves, one is vacuum break-

down, another is Paschen breakdown (15-20 millitorr). The work-

ing point will lie between two breakdown curves and nearer to

vacuum breakdown characteristics, because the Paschen breakdown

is very sensitive to the presence of impurity of the gas. In the

present device, the operating voltage is 150 kV, the typical

helium pressure is 10-20 mtorr. So selected electrode spacing is

about 4 cm.

The maximum ion flux density that can be extracted from a

given plate electrode geometry depends on the Child-Langmuir

formula. It is as follows:

Ji = 2.3×10 -8 (V3/2)/d2 (A/cm2) (i)

where: V=voltage of gap (volts) ; d=electrode spacing (cm), in

the present case, Ji=O.106 A/cm 2, where d=4 cm and V=ISO kV. The

secondary emission coefficient has been measured to be about 14

electrons/ per ion. So the maximum electron beam density for

plate electrode configuration are 1.08 A/cm 2

For cylindrical electrode configuration, we utilize the equa-

tion as derived by Langmuir and Compton.

I= [3.432×10 -8×V 3/2×L] / [MI/2 ×r x B2 ] (A) .... (2)

where M=molecular weight of ion; r=radius of anode (cm) ;
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Fig. 2, Low-pressure breakdown voltage in the plasma

accelerating region as a function of gap width

V=voltage of gap (volts); B =dimensionless variable; !,=length of

aischarge (cm). B is defined by another variable T • z

=In(r/to), where r o is the radius of extraction grid; thus if

>0, B=1+O.9769(ro/r)2/3 sin [1.0854 log10(r/11.92ro) ] --(3)

z <0, B2=4.6712 [ (to/r) log10(ro/1.4142r) ] 3/2 (4)

in present case, to= 14 cm; r= 18 cm; V=150 kV; helium ion, so

7=0.251, B=0.221. Since we are extracting only over an angle

of 25 ° degrees and the width of electron beam window is 5 cm, so

the maximum electron beam density is 2.198 A/cm 2.

In the same case, the electron beam density of coaxial con-

figuration is larger than that of plate configuration.

(_) EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Two types of WlP E-Gun configuration have been developed.

Fig. 3(a) shows a cross-sectional schematic of the basic coaxial

gun design and Fig. 3(b) shows one of plate-electrode E-Gun. Two

types of emitter is supported inside the same vacuum vessel by a

high voltage cable and is easily %o exchange each other. The

high voltage cable keeps the cathode (emitter) electrically in-

sulated from ground (the vacuum vessel) and is connected with
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high voltage power supply.

The dimensions of plasma chamber are 7 cm width × 4 cm high ×

50 cm length. The anode adopted two to six of tungsten filament

with _ O. 1 - _ 0.3 mm and instal led in parallel with .central

plane of the discharge chamber.

Two types of extraction grid have been designed. They are

plane and curved surface and the extraction grid have a radius

of 14 cm. The extraction grid is made of stainless steel of 1

mm and its transparency is 80%.

The maximum outp,,' of high power supply is I00 mA at 150 kV.

The high voltage power pack is hermetically sealed and contains

high voltage transformer and filter circuit.

The JK-9 oil pump provide a vacuum in the electron gun hous-

ing. Once vacuum up to 10-4 torr, helium was admitted through a

fine leak valve until the pressure reached 10-20 reTort and the

system are ready to work.

(a) Coaxial gun design; (b) Plate gun design

Fig. 3, Schematic cross section of WIP E-Gun

(N) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The WIP E-Gun have been operated with a beam voltage as high

as 130 kV, a value limited by the power supply.

The discharge current waveform at different conditions have
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been obtained asing Pearson Model 410 current transformer. Fig.

4 (a) shows discharge current waveform and the maximum ion flux

reached 90 A. The repeatability at 100 Hz have been shown in

Fig. 4 (b).

A compact WIP E-Gun system has been constructed and some ex-

periments are just developing in depth. We think that WIP E-Gun

will apply to different field in the near future.

(a) single pulse (b)repeated pulse at I00 Hz

Fig. 4, the discharge current waveform
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QUICK CHARGING BLUMLEIN PFL
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ABSTRACT A new type of compact, discharge-switch free Blumelein PFL

has been developed for pulse-power applications. Here, a saturable

charging inductor of amorphous cores is utilized to obtain a fast

charging of the line. In the initial test, the intermediate conductor

of PFL is charged up to +300 kV by a fast Marx generater in _ 220 ns.

After the charging, a magnetic switch of amorphous core is saturated

and output of -290 kV, 50 kA, 60 ns is generated. On this phase,
I

charging inductor acts as a step-up transformer and produces a doubled

voltage pulse to the load. Output pulse of-580 kV, 24 kA is obtained
with current rise time less than 16 ns. The energy transfer

efficiency (output pulse energy/charging energy of PFL) is estimated
to be more than 92 %.

§ l. Introduction

High-voltage pulse-power technology _' has a wide area of applications

including Z-pinch, high power microwave, free electron laser, particle beam

fusion, collective ion accelerations, and so on. For these applications, com-

pact and long lived generators with highly repetitive operation are required.

To achieve the requirements, we have developed a new type of pulse power

system. Figure ] shows the cross-sectional view of the system. To obtain

quick charging, we have utilized a saturable inductor of amorphous metalic

cores as a charging inductor (CI). Thus, quick charging of PFL becomes

possible with low prepulse level• In addition, by adding inductive voltage

produced in CI to the output pulse, twice the output voltage of PFL can be

applied to the load.

Magnetic switch2_(MS) is suitable to obtain a repetitive operation of PFL.

However, since the switching inductance of MS depends on the charging time, it

has been difficult to apply to conventional Blumlein linesJ_(BL). This problem

is solved in the quick charging BL and fast switching of MS is obtained.

In this paper, the design details of the system and experimental results in

the test operation are described with the discussion of the characteristics

and performance of each parts.
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§ 2. System description

The fast charging BL is constructed of marx generator, double coaxial,

water filled Blumlein PFL, BL s_'itch using saturable inductor, CI using

saturable inductor and dummy load. Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit of

the system. High voltage pulse generated by a Marx generator charges a

capacitance of the BL (C1 and Co). Charging CI is carried out through

saturated CI. After the charging, the BL switch is turned on and the charge

of Co is reversed, producing the output pulse. As CI acts as a transformer 3_

at the output phase, output voltage of the PFL is doubled and applied to the

load (ZL).

In this sections, design details of each parts are described.

Marx generator (MG) A compact, 3 stage, oil filled MG is used for the

charging of PFL. The design values of output voltage, charging energy,

charging voltage, and series capacitance are 300 kV, 1.1 kJ, +_50kV, and 25

nF, respectively. The M6 is carefully designed to reduce series inductance

(L_.) to be _ 500 nH.

Pulse Forming Line (PFL) The PFL is a double coaxial, water filled,

reversed snitching BL. The diameter of the outer conductor is 31 cm and the

length is _- I m. The characteristic impedance between inner and intermediate

conductor is 3.1 _, and that between intermediate and outer conductor is 3.3fl.

The total capacitance of the line in the charging phase is _ 20 nF. The

intermediate conductor is connected to MG and charged by a positive pulse.

The BL switch is in the end of PFL and connected between intermediate- and

outer-conductor. The design parameters of output pulse are, impedance _ 6.4

9,, voltage _ 300 kV, current -. 47 kA, and pulse duration _ 60 ns.

Blumlein Switch MS is used as a BL switch. Table I lists the character-

istics of the cores used in MS. Switching inductance (Lc) is calculated to be

Table I. A characteristics of the cores of MS.

Material iron-based amorphous (AC 10 (TDK))
Inner radius/outer radius/width 155 mm/85 mm/96 mm,
Thickness of amorphous tape 23.1 pm,
Insulation 6-pm thick PET
Space factor 68.3 70
Suturated magnetic flux density (BE) 1.06 T (DC)
Residual magnetic flux density (Br) 0.80 T (DC)
Magnetic flux density swing kB (=Br+Bs) 1.86 T (DC)
Coercive force (He) 3.5 A/m(DC), 2000 A/m(250 ns pulse)
Number of cores 2 + 1/2(half size, width=48 mm)
Total magnetic flux swing (kBS) 0.031 Vs
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- 36 nH, which gives switching time of _ 24 ns for the line of 3.3 ft. Vg

value, total volume and cross-sectional area of the cores is 0.0372 Vs, 0.013

m3, and 0.017 m2, respectively. Hysteresis loss in MS is estimated from B-H

loop of same materials in a pulse operation to be 60 J/shot.

Charging Inductor (CI) Figure 3 shows the schematic of CI. Center
conductor of the PFL is connected to the outer conductor of the cavity of

amorphous core via four spork cross feeders passing through a grounded disk.

Charging current of the flows through the outer conductor and inner conductor

of CI and grounded. Namely, inner and outer conductor of the PFL are

connected through CI. As bias current is applied in advance to the opeation

in the same direction as the charging current, CI is saturated in the charging

phase with low inductance. In the output phase, direction of the current flow

is reversed and CI is unsaturated, having high inductance.

Characteristics of the cores is listed in Table II. Introducing the ex-

perimentally obtained values of p_,_t - 200 po and p_t - po, the inductance

of CI in the charging phase (Lob) and output phase (Lo) is calculated to be

Lo _ 5300 nH, L_ _ 41 nH.

As a result, low impedance in the charging phase as well as high impedance in

the output phese are expected.

Table II. Characteristics of the cores of CI.

Material cobalt-based amorphous(At 30 (TDK))
Inner radius/outer radius/width 125 mm/57 mm/24 mm,
Thickness of amorphous tape 21.6 pm,
Insulation 6-pm thick PET

Space factor 68
Suturatedmagneticflux density(B_) 0.72 T
Residualmagneticflux density (Br) 0.71T
Magneticfluxdensityswing AB (=Br+B_)1.43T
Coerciveforce (He) 1.34A/m(DC),3000 A/m(60ns pulse)
Number of cores 7

Total magneticfluxswing (ABS) 0.0163Vs

§ 3. Experimentalresultsand discussion

Figure 4 shows the typicalwaveformsof the line. Chargingvoltageof PFL

(Vc_) is measured by a capacitivevoltage divider and load voltage (VL) is

measuredby a resistivevoltagedividerof CuS04 solutionin the load. Output

currentof the PFL (IBL),load current (IL)and switchcurrentof MS (I,s)are

measuredby Rogowskycoils.

Load voltage of 580 kV has been obtained,which is 97 Z of the design
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value. The rise time of VL is limitedby the skin effect in the dummy load.

The prepulsevoltageis about 40 kV, which is 6.9 % of the outputpulse. Load

currentrises up to 24 kA in 20 ns.

From the waveform of Vch in Fig. 4, V_ value of MS is evaluatedto be

0.038 Vs, which well agrees with the design value of _ 0.031 Vs. From the

waveform of IMs before switching,leak current of -_2 kA is flowingthrough

MS, which correspondsto H in the core of 2.5 kA/m. After the switching,

currentrise up to I00 kA with I0-90% rise time _ 24 ns. Large value of -_50

has been obtainedof the ratio of currentbeforeand after the switching.

Switchinginductance(LMs) is evaluatedfrom the falltime of Vch (24ns)

or the rise time of IMs (24ns) to be _ 36 nH by using a equation

LMs "_Z _/2,

where g is the charactaristicimpedanceof the line (3.3_) switchedby MS.

Figure 5 shows the B-H curve of MS obtainedby using the waveformof Vch

and IMs. MS is found to be operated with AB -- 2.24 T, He -_2.1 kA/m.

Hysteresisloss in the core is evaluatedto be _ 60 J, which is mainly lost in

the chargingphase as a leakcurrentof the switch.

The energy loss in CI in the output phase is evaluatedto be -_25 J by

subtracting a load energy from the charging energy of PFL in the case of

chargingvoltageof Marx = 45 kV, where energy loss due to the saturationof

CI is ignored. In this case, the leak current is estimatedto be -_2.7kA if

outputvoltageof PFL _ 270 kV, pulse durationof _ 60 ns are used.

The energy efficiencyof each parts are plotted in Fig. 6 against the

chargingvoltage of MG. Transferefficiencyfrom PFL to loadhas a very high

value of more than 92 % for Vch = (30- 55) kV, havinga peak of -_96 % at Vch

--45 kV. Energy loss at Yc, _ 45 kV is only _ 25 J, almost of which is

consideredto be a hysteresisloss in the charging inductor. In the lower

voltage, switching time of MS is delayed from the optimum timing and

efficiencydecreses. In the higher voltage,the efficiencydecreasesdue to

the saturationof CI in the outputphase.

On the other hand, transfer efficiency from MG to PFL decreases

monotonicallyfrom 80 % to 60 % with incresingVch from 30 kV to 55 kV. As

the histerisisloss in MS is evaluatedto be only 60 J, main energy loss is

consideredto bc _u_ to the lesistanceof the gap switchof MG.

§ 4. Conclusion

A compact,high voltage,discharge-switchfree BlumleinPFL has been
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successfully deve'or.,e,4.. The PFL 2s oper,_ted for _bout !O00 shots _,_hout any

troubles. In the initialtest of the whole system,outputpulse of-580 kV,

24 kA is obtainedwith currentrise time less than !6 ns. The energy transfer

efficency(outputpulse energy/chargingenergyof PFL) exceeds90 %.
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ABSTRACT
This paperdiscusses the pulse power and explosive emission electron beam diode

development effort we have undertaken to power a relativistic klystron amplifier (RKA)
microwave source. The pulsed power and electron beam must enable the RKA to produce
one kilojoule of 1.3 GHz radiation per pulse at a 5 Hz repetition frequency. These efforts
include tests and improvements of a 1 Its pulse length thyratron switched modulator, and the
computational and experimental design of a 1-1as-pulse-lengthexplosive emission electron
gun. The one microsecond pulse length is almost an order of magnitude beyond what has
been achieved heretofore with an RKA. Achieving a peak power approaching 1 GW for 1
requires a well behaved electron beam on that time scale. An electron beam diode has been
developed that delivers a peak current of 4 to 5 kA for a pulse duration exceeding 1 _, at a
beam kinetic energy above 600 keV. BANSHEE is the high voltage modulator designed for
use as an electron beam driver for high power microwave tube development. The BANSHEE
output pulse design parameters are 1 MV and 10 kA, with a 1 _ pulse width at a repetition
rate of 3-5 I/z, driving a load of impedance of 100ohms. BANSHEE is a thyratron-switched
line-type modulator with a pulse transformer output stage. The modulator design is pushing
the state of the an in thyratron technology and capacitor lifetime. The results of the
BANSHEE modulator testing are described.

+Work supported and furtded jointly by the DoD Office of Munitions and the DOE
Defense Programs through the joint DoD/DOE Munitions Technology Development
Program, andby the Army Harry Diamond Laboratories and Missile Command.

REPETITIVELY PULSED MODULATOR DEVELOPMENT

BANSHEE is therepetitively pulsed, high voltage modulator used to producea high currentrelativistic

electronbeam for high power microwavetube developmentat microsecond pulse lengths. The design goal for
BANSHEE is to achieve a 1 MV, 10 kA pulse, with a 1 las fiat-top, drivinga load impedancein the rangeof
100 ohms at a pulse repetition frequency (PrOof 5 Hz. The long term goal is a pff of 100 Hz. With

BANSHEE, thyratron-switchedline-type modulator technology is being extended to the megavolt and multi-
kiloampere level. Performanceto datehas achieved 600 kV at 6 kA for 1 _ at a 1 Hz prf. A prfof 5 Hz has
been achieved in a differentmodulatorconfiguration.

A block diagram of BANSHEE is shown in Fig. 1. The prime power source is a 90 KW, variable-

voltage dc power supply. An intermediate capacitive energy storage bank of 37.5 laF is used with a small
thyratronto command resonantly charge the main pulse forming Blumlein system. The main pulse forming
networkconsists of four lumped elementBlumleins. The four Blumleins each consists of two PFNs. Each set
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of two Blumleins is switched by a newly developed 120 kV, hollow anode thyratron (F..EVCX-1812). The CX-

1812 is designed for 100 kA peak current, 10 gs pulse width, and a 500 Hz pff. The Blumleins are discharged

through a 10:1 step-up iron core transformer to achieve 1 MV at the 100 ohm load. This modulator design is

possible because of the ability of the CX-1812 thyratron to hold off I00 kV and conduct a peak current of 100

kA with a dl/dt of over I0 II A/s. The design of the CX-1812 will allow ol_rafion of the BANSHEE modulator

at 1 MV for a 1 gs pulse length at an ultimate pff of 500 Hz. It must be emphasized that the CX-1812 is still an

, experimental tube under development, and it has not been tested to its full specifications.

The Maxwell "Type S" capacitors used in the PFN's were selected because of their size, voltage

capability, and low self inductance. Low-impedance PFNs require low-sWay impedance and therefore need to

be compact. The shortcoming of these capacitors is their lifetime which is rated at 105 shots at 100 kV. A

more expensive version is rated for 106 shots. As repedtve pulse modulator operalion bex_mes routine,

capacitor lifetime will become a significant issue. The characteristic impedance of a single PFN has been

measured to be approximately 1.8 ohms. Each set of two Blumleins is switched by a newly-developed 120 kV,

hollow anode thyratron (EEV CX-1812). The CX-1812 is designed for 100 kA peak current, 10 _ pulse width,

and a 500 Hz prf. The Blumleins are discharged through a 10:1 step-up iron core transformer to achieve 1 MV

at the 100 ohm load. This modulator design is possible because of the ability of the CX-1812 thyratron to hold

off 100 kV and conduct a peak current of 100 kA with a di/dt of over 1011 A/s. The design of the CX-1812

willallowoperationoftheBANSHEE modulatoratIM'V and I0kA fora Ipapulselengthat an ultimateprf

of500Hz. ItmustbeemphasizedthattheCX-1812 isstillanexperimentalrobeunderdevelopment,andithas

notbeentestedtoitsfullspecifications.

•. 200_s 1 MV
50.60 kV, CHARGETIME 100kV/l-5Hz 100-200kA 10-20kA

90kW 3kAPEAK Tp=1-11/2_ -.0.5_ RISEEACH 10:1STEPUP 1gs

PULSE
FORMING SWITCHING:

HVPS COMMAND NETWORK 2each PULSE "-- DIODE"--" CHARGE "'1 4 PARALLEL"--- EEVCX1812 "-'TRANSFORMER

! BLUMLEIN: THYRATRONS
8PFN's_

h ,, ,,,,

Fig.1.BlockdiagramoftheBANSIIEE modulator.

In the initialmodulatortesting, fourlumped elementPFNs were connectedin paralleland

switchedby asingleCX-1812 thyratron.OperatingatIHz pfffor16hours,anoutputvoltagepulseof455kV

into100ohms was attainedbeforeproblemswiththeCX-1812 tubewereencountered.The CX-1812 peak

anodevoltagewas 80 kV and theswitchedcurrentwas 42 kA. Lateranalysisby EEV personneldetermined

= that welding problems at the metal-metal joints in the tube envelope, performed by vendors to EEV, had

contributed to very small vacuum leaks to the outside atmosphere. EEV has now corrected the problem.

The CX 2593 was substituted as the main switch tube in place of the CX-1812, while the CX-1812

was undergoing design improvements. The CX-2593 has a similar peak voltage rating as the CX-1812, but is

designed for a lower pe,ak and average powers. The modular nature of BANSHEE allows us to operate only

one-half of the modulator consisting of one pair of Blumleins switched by one main thyratron. Using a single

CX-2593 tube, we achieved 73 kV and 77 kA at 1 Hz pff for over 10,000 shots without the output pulse

transformer in the circuit. These numbers would correspond to about 700 kV and 7.5 kA with the fuU-up

modulator (4 Blumleins with two thyratrons) driving the output pulse transformer with a 100 ohm load. During
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thesametestperiod,BANSHEE wasoperatedata 5Hz prfat60kV and55kA,whichcorrespondsto600kV

and5 kA inthefull-upmodulatorconfiguration.

Themostrecenttestingutilizedthefull-upmodulatorconfigurationoffourBIumleinswithtwo

thyratxons.EachCX-2593thyratronswitchedtwoparallelBlumleins.Thesetestsachieved600kV at6 kA for

I lxsata I Hz repetitionfrequencyintoa dummy load.Thisaccomplishmentdemonstratesthesuccessful

operationoftwostate-of-the-arthighpowerthyratrons(EnglishElectricValveCX-2593's)inparallel,ata

voltage,current,andpulselengthappropriateforRKA workatIHz repetitionfrequency.

We attempted to increase the rep-rate to 3 Hz but encountered a retriggering problemwith the

small thyratron(EEV CX-1836) used to commandresonantly charge(CRC) the mainpulse formingnetworkin
the modulator. This fault, if uncorrected, could damage the main thyratrons. This full-up modulator
configurationwith two th)q'atronsdoubles the peak current in the system since each thyratronis conducting60-

70 kA. The electrical noise increases correspondingly. We believe that it is this increased noise environment

that has produced the retriggering problem with the CRC thyratron. A remedial plan has bean prepared and
will be executed during the next phase of the program. Throughout the modulator testing the main thyratrons

(CX-2593s) performed flawlessly indicating that we should have no problem achieving 5 Hz once the

retriggering problem with the CRC thyratron is resolved. It should be noted that for the single-pulse RKA

work, the thyratrons were replaced with one spark gap. This was done to avoid placing the thyratrons at risk

when they were not needed.When we begin to do repetitively pulsed RKA development the thyratrons will be
used in the modulator.

The progress made on the BANSHEE development has resulted in modulator performance

appropriatefor the 1 _, repetitive-pulse development of the RKA. Repetitively pulsed RKA development
workawaits the availability of a long pulse, repetitivelypulsed electrongun anddc solenoidalmagnet.

1 _ Pulse-Length Field-Emission Diode Electron Gun

The majorpartof the recent experimentaleffort was directedtoward obtaininga stablebeam withthe

desiredbeamparametersof 500 kV and5 kA for a 1 Its pulse. Two problemswere observedduringearly RKA
researchthat produced significantbeam loss. First, currentmonitorsplaced along the length of the vacuum
coaxial transmission line feeding the cathode indicated a significant fraction of cathode currentloss to the

sidewalls of the anode structure,due to the electrons backstrcamingalong the magnetic field lines from the
downs_eam end of the cathode and from the cathode shank. These field emitted electrons would follow the

diverging, fringing magnetic field lines in the upstreamdirection. The secondproblemwas that only 65% of
thecathode currentemitted in the downstreamdirectionenteredthebeam driftpipe. The remainderwas instead

interceptedby the foilless anode structure, indicating that the beam diameterexceeded the drift pipe diameter,
even though the cathode diameter was smaller than the driftpipe diameter. The design of the explosive field
emission diode was reexamined to improvethe amount of beam current injected into the RKA from 2.5 kA to 5
kA.

Computer simulations of the diode were performed using the Los Alamos National Laboratory 2.5
dimensional PIC code MERLIN [2]. The external magnetic field in the simulation was calculated from the

experimentalfield coil configuration,thereby allowing us to place the cathode in a converging magnetic field.

A simulation with the cathode placed in the converging magnetic field regionof the magnet and shaped
so that the cathode surface approximately followed the curvature of the magnetic field lines resulted in much

improved transmissioncharacteristics. For this simulation the anode was designed to have a smooth transition

from the beam drift pipe radius (3.65 cm) to the outer wall of the coaxial anode (radius = 10.6 cm). In the

simulation, the cathode tip was located inside the magnet coil so that the magnetic field was nearly uniform in
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the axial directionwith a magnitudeof 0.5 T, while the cathodeshank was in theregion of diverging field tines.
Electronemission occurs over the entire cathode surfaceand the electronsareradiallyconfined by the external

magnetic field. These field-emittedelectrons adhere to the cathode surface and execute cycloidal trajectories,

causing backstreamingelectrons to be mostly reabsorbedby the cathode, particularlywhen the magnetic field
interceptsthe upstreamportion of the cathode surface. Our computersimulationconfirmedthe extraction of an
electronbeam with more than 5 kA of currentfrom such a diode geometry.In Fig. 6a, we show the electron

beam cross section in ther-z planeafter the electron beamsimulationhas reached a steady state.The thickness
of the electron beam is basically determinedby the Larmorradiusof the electrons.Electronsemitted from the

cathodeat radialpositions larger than the drift tube radiusconverge to a smallerradiusas they are guided into
the drift tube by the converging magnetic field. Consequently, one can avoid the electron beam current

interceptionby the anode by placing the external magnetic field at a position that gives an appropriatefinal
beam diameter. A simulation with the cathode in a uniformmagnetic field is seen in Fig. 6b. There is no

convergenceof theelectronbeam;anda significant portionof the beamcollides with the anode, while thehack-

streaming component is limited to a small amountof emission from the apex of the cathode. In practice,the
magnetic field position is experimentallyadjustedbetween the extremes shown in the two simulationsto find
the best compromisebetween reducedbackstreamingand highbeam transmissioninto the driftpipe.

RKO 0_00_" O£SIO,': e-rtCl.o CA_.CUt.AT£O _'_0_ CO_.S RKO DIO01: DF,.SIC_" O--lel£t.O CAI.OJLAI'CO le1_0_'¢011.$
1 Io.6 "I'---

8,0 8.0

2! ? "2.7

o_ -1_,._ _., -I., 6.o -z,,..• -1_,._ _<_) -_.:, 6.0xl

Fig. 2a. MERLIN electron beam Fig. 2b. MERLIN simdationwith thecathodein

f simulation with the cathode in a converging a uniform magnetic field. The back.streaming
magnetic field. The cathode shape diverges currentis ~1 kA, while the forwardcurrentis -.6
slightly less than the magnetic field lines for this irA.
simulation. The backstreamingcurrentis -3 kA,
while the forward currentis ~5 kA with a diode

voltage of 500 kV.

Fast-framing photographs were taken of the electron beam 50 cm downstream of the cathode. The

interframe time of the photographs was 100 ns with a 37 ns shutter open time. A sequence of these pictures is

shown in Fig. 3. Note that at early time the diocotron instability is apparent but vanishes as the beam voltage
and current increase. The beam thickness does not increase before diode impedance collapse, indicating that

we have a well-behaved beam during the pulse. Since the RKA modeling results indicated that we should

operate at a somewhat higher voltage and lower current (lower perveance) to improve overall tube efficiency by

reducing the kinetic energy lost to the beam's space charge potential energy, we increased the A-K gap to raise

the diode impedance. Representative waveforms for modulator voltage and current injected into the drift pipe

are shown in Fig. 4. We were able to achieve voltages in excess of 650 kV and currents up to 5 k.A during the
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pulse. The longer A-K gap also resulted in a slightly longerpulse length due to the increased timebefore diode

closure.The final diode geometry in Fig. 5 is the one that we are now using to produce the electronbeam for
the RKA microwavedevelopment.

Figure 3. Photograph of a sequence of beam images during one beam pulse. The beam image is created by
fluorescence of a glass plate because of the impinging beam. The images are 100 ns apart and each image is a

27 ns exposure. The images proceed in time from left to right and from bottom to top.
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Fig.4_ Diode voltage with final diode Fig.4b. Electronbeamcurrentmeasuredin the

configuration. Voltage exceeds 650 kV for I laS. drift pipe from final diode configuration.

Current increases from 3.5 to 5 kA during the

time that the voltage is at its peak value.
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MAGNET COIL SEGMENTS

Fig.5. Finaldiodeconfigurationwiththetaperedanode.ThisconfigurationisusedforallsubsequentRKA

development. Fig.. 4. Redesigned diode showing cathode with contoured shape to match the fringing magnetic
field curvature so as to reduce electron backstreaming and to converge the electron beam for maximum

transmissioninto the driftpipe.

Summary

We have developed a 1 Hz rep-rate capability for the BANSHEE modulatorpowering our microsecond RKA
experiment. The ultmate rep-rate for the system can be as high as 500 Hz, ff needed. The present 1 Hz

performancedeliverspulses of 600 kV and4 to 6 kA, with ultimateperformanceanticipatedto be 1 MV and 10 kA.
An explosive emission diode for microseconddurationalso has been developedwith computationalmodelling and
experiment.
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